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Announcements and News

Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news

• Join the New DB2 Tools Community
All CA Report Facility users, Please be sure to subscribe to the DB2 Tools Community on the new Broadcom
Community platform. Here's your chance to opt in to continue to hear the latest news about the DB2 Tools family of
products, network with your peers and interact with Support and Development. Click the following link today, click "Join
Community" and complete your profile to let Community members know a little about you: DB2 Tools Community
It is important that you re-subscribe, since the Community is one of our main ways to communicate with you!

Thank you!
• Version 20.0 of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS now uses Continuous Delivery (CD) to

provide features and fixes more efficiently. The Incremental Release model bundled groups of features and fixes
together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more flexibility to select which service stream elements you
want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features and fixes. To learn more, see the Release Notes. 
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Release Notes

 CA Report Facility is an end-user reporting tool for DB2, VSAM, and QSAM that executes under all SAA-approved
teleprocessing environments. It provides easy data access to data processing departments without forfeiting any measure
of control.

CA Compile/PRF lets you access DB2 data easily. CA Report Facility is an end-user query and reporting format tool that
generates and executes SQL SELECT operations.

When using CA Report Facility in a production environment, you might encounter performance issues because of
catalog contention, on demand query and report backlog, and the need for customized COBOL reports. CA Compile/
PRF resolves these issues by letting you generate COBOL programs from CA Report Facility queries and forms. You can
compile the COBOL programs for stand-alone execution, or you can generate COBOL source code for report prototyping.

Visit the CA Report Facility  product page for additional product and solution information.

Transition to Continuous Delivery
We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes. With the Continuous Delivery release model, we deliver new
features as we complete them. We maintain production level product reliability as the features are introduced into the
service stream.

Phase 1 of this transition starts now with the following changes after DBM 20 GA IR 8:

• New features are delivered as individual product PTFs, separate from product fixes.
• Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features.

These changes let us provide you with earlier access to fixes, and we limit exposure to additional features being applied
in a production environment. These changes also can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling
features and fixes together.

Phase 2 of this transition includes:

• Everything from Phase 1
• New features are delivered disabled by default where possible

By delivering new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your Db2
environment. You can continue to apply fixes without enabling the new features.

NOTE
We anticipate additional minor refinements after Phase 2.

WARNING

We recommend that you use the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product maintenance. This
service uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to
just minutes. With CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or by
scheduling an SMP/E job to run regularly, which eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select
maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal. For more information, see the Maintenance
Common Maintenance Procedures documentation on the Broadcom Tech Docs Portal. 

New Features
The following new product features and enhancements to existing features are now available in Version 20.0 of CA
Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF:

 11
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NOTE
To request new product enhancements, contact a product manager or post your request in the "Ideation" section
of the Db2 Tools Community. 

WARNING
Be sure to download all available maintenance to ensure availability of all features and fixes. Incremental
updates cannot be installed selectively. Later increments have dependencies on earlier increments. For a list of
available PTFs, access the Maintenance Grid (login required) on Broadcom Support Online.  We recommend
that you use the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval service to download maintenance and to keep current
with all updates. 

NOTE
DBM 20 IR 8 is the last incremental update for Version 20.0. New features and fixes are no longer bundled in
incremental PTFs. Instead, we have transitioned to a continuous delivery release model that provides individual
PTFs for new product features and product fixes. For more information, see Transition to Continuous Delivery. 

•  DRAW command added to EDIT NON-QUERY SQL screen
Frames an SQL SELECT query with all columns of a DB2 table specified in the DRAW command. 

NOTE

 More information: 

 Edit Non-Query SQL Command Reference 
•  KEEP command

Allows you to save a table to a remote DB2 location.

NOTE

 More information: 

 KEEP Command 
•  TIMESTAMP added to list of Recently Used Objects and object library screens

Indicates the last date and time that an object was created, browsed, modified or run.

NOTE

 More information: 

 Main Menu 

 PRF Libraries Panel 
•  SORT option added on library screens

Enables you to sort objects by any of the displayed fields. 

NOTE

 More information: 

 PRF Libraries Panel 
•  Long object name support

CA Report Facility now supports creator IDs and object names each up to 128 characters in length.

NOTE

 More information: 

 Internal Tables 
•  Support added to change User ID 

CA Report Facility now enables you to switch to a secondary user ID.
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NOTE

 More information: 

 Main Menu 
•  New EXPORT Command 

Enables you to export a report from the Generate Report screen to a specified sequential data set.

NOTE

 More information: 

 Online Reporting 
•  New EXPORT REPORT TO Procedure Command 

Enables you to create a procedure that includes export of a report to a specified sequential data set.

NOTE

 More information: 

 EXPORT REPORT TO Command 
•  Temporary Forms

You can now create a temporary form to quickly manipulate the results of a query without the need to define a form in
advance.

NOTE

 More information: 

 Building Temporary Queries and Forms 

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, CA Technologies now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire CA
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
CA Technologies server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through CA Support Portal
• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job
to run regularly. The CA Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation.
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Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS provide the following accessibility features support:

  

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color
combinations and select colors that are easier to see.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.
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Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Bind Analyzer)
• CA Compile/PRF for CICS and TSO (CA Compile/PRF)
• CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (CA Cross-Enterprise APM)
• CA Chorus™ (CA Chorus)
• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
• CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management (CA Chorus for DB2 Database Management)
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database Analyzer)
• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Detector)
• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for DB2 for z/OS (CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2)
• CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Check)
• CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Index)
• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load)
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Recover)
• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Unload)
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer)
• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Merge/Modify)
• CA OPS/MVS®Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS)
• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Plan Analyzer)
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (CA Quick Copy)
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Rapid Reorg)
• CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare)
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Extract)
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator)
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Query)
• CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Secure)
• CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Update)
• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer)
• CA Report Facility for CICS, IMS, and TSO (CA Report Facility)
• CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS (CA SQL-Ease)
• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (CA Subsystem Analyzer)
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CA SYSVIEW for DB2)

Release Comparison
The following table compares the key features in the currently supported versions of CA Report Facility: 

Key Features Version
20.0

Version
19.0

Version
18.0

 EXPORT REPORT TO
command to export a report
from a procedure to a specified
sequential data set 

 yes no no

 EXPORT command to export a
report from the Generate Report
screen to a sequential data set 

 yes no no
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 Possibility to switch to a
secondary user ID 

 yes no no

 Support for Creator IDs and
Object Names of up to 128
characters 

 yes no no

 DRAW command: enables you
to select all columns of a DB2
table 

 yes no no

 KEEP command: enables you
to save a table to a remote
location 

 yes no no

 Temporary Forms to display
query results without the need to
define a form in advance

 yes no no

 ISPF Editor: support for free
form queries, procedures, and
non-query objects 

 yes  yes no

Wide text area in column and
table forms: Text areas of up to
31,990 characters

 yes  yes no

 List of recently used objects on
the main menu panel 

 yes  yes no

 Temporary queries to obtain
quick reports in default format

 yes  yes no

 Reports in XML/HTML format  yes  yes no

 DB2 subsystem selection:
change the SSID without exiting
CA Report Facility 

 yes  yes no

 Support for OLAP functions  yes  yes no

 Reports for empty tables:
generate empty tables for null
results 

 yes  yes no

 REXX logic in procedures  yes  yes  yes 

 Menu driven facility to build
queries, forms, procedures, and
non-queries 

 yes  yes  yes 

 Chart facility: create charts and
graphs from your queries and
forms 

 yes  yes  yes 

 PRF procedure commands in
REXX programs (Administrators
only) 

 yes  yes  yes 

 VSAM/QSAM data access  yes  yes  yes 

 Multiple environments:
CA Report Facility can
operate in both MRO and ISC
environments 

 yes  yes  yes 

 Import Services facility: import
QMF queries, forms, and
procedures into CA Report
Facility 

 yes  yes  yes 
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 Performance optimization:
monitor and control resource
consumption by user or by
environment 

 yes  yes  yes 

 COBOL generation: generate
a COBOL source module that
can be bound into CA Report
Facility 

 yes  yes  yes 

 Online Reports: preview reports
without accessing data and print
reports online or in batch mode 

 yes  yes  yes 

 Library facilities to select and
manage stored queries, forms,
procedures, and non-query
SQL 

 yes  yes  yes  

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

•  CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools 
•  Release and support lifecycle dates (login required)
•  Maintenance grid (login required)
•  CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Compatibility

NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

•  CA Recommended Service for z/OS (CA RS)

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

•  Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities 
•  Db2 Tools Community 
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CA Report Facility Features and Benefits

The following video shows how you can easily build a report of your DB2 business data in a few simple steps using CA
Report Facility Query Builder.

  

 Contents: 

  

CA Report Facility Features

 CA Report Facility features include:

•  Build Query Facility: A menu-driven Build Query Facility automatically generates and displays SQL statements,
enabling you to create complex queries using only one screen. The facility uses the same SQL to access all the

 18
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different file types it supports. An SQL parser prevents incorrect or long-running SQL statements. Extensive field-
sensitive online help adds to the ease of use.

•  Build Form Facility: The Build Form Facility, also menu-driven, interactively generates reports that are based on
query results, using a minimum of keystrokes and screens. A sample report line aids in creating the report. Several
report types are supported: Column, Mailing Label, Letter, Block, Extract, and Tabulation: each with its own interface.

•  Wide Text Area Support in Forms: Text areas of up to 31,990 characters are supported for column and tabulation
forms. This enhancement applies to the online report itself, the batch version of the report, page headers, page
footers, breaks and final summaries of column and tabulation forms.

•  Build Non-Query SQL Facility: Provides an easy-to-use interface for entering, saving, and executing any SQL that
can be dynamically prepared. Execution provides automatic COMMIT/ROLLBACK processing to ensure the integrity of
your DB2 data.

•  ISPF Editor: Free Form Queries, Procedures, and Non-Query objects can be edited and saved using the standard
ISPF editor.

•  Recently Used Objects List on the Main Menu Panel: To ease access and usage of CA Report Facility objects, the
Main Menu Panel provides a list of most recently used objects for each user, which the user can run or edit directly
from the Main Menu Panel.

•  Temporary query: A temporary query (or non-query SQL) is a CA Report Facility object that is created without any
name or description. Use it as an ad-hoc query to provide quick reports in default format. Learn more in Building
Temporary Queries and Forms. 

•  Temporary form: Create a temporary form to quickly manipulate the results of a query without the need to define a
form in advance. Learn more in Building Temporary Queries and Forms. 

•  REXX Logic in ProceduresYou can incorporate REXX commands in CA Report Facility procedures, using the PRFE
interface or online in the TSO environment. For more information, see Using REXX Logic in Procedures.

•  PRF Procedure Commands in REXX Programs (Administrators only)You can execute either a single PRF
procedure command or a series of procedure commands from inside a REXX program, using the PRFCIX interface.
For more information, see Invoking CA Report Facility from REXX.

•  XML/HTML Report Forma tOnline and batch reports can be formed into XML or HTML output and sent by email as
an attachment (XML) or in the email body (HTML).

•  VSAM/QSAM Data Access: For total reporting flexibility, external data files such as VSAM and QSAM are accessed
the same way DB2 tables are accessed, using the same facilities and SQL.

•  DB2 Subsystem Selection: Under TSO, you can change the SSID in the System Services menu and the Main
Menu without exiting CA Report Facility.

•  Multiple Environments: CA Report Facility executes under CICS, TSO, IMS/DC, and “native-mode” batch. You
can share all queries, forms, and procedures among teleprocessing environments. CA Report Facility executes as a
standard CICS transaction and, therefore, can operate in MRO and ISC environments.

•  The PRF/QMF Import Services Facility: Lets you import QMF queries, forms, and procedures directly into CA
Report Facility. Using this stand-alone facility, you can browse the QMF Object Directory and select objects to import.

•  Performance Optimization: The system administrator can dynamically monitor and control resource consumption
by user and by environment. User profiles also control individual or group access to CA Report Facility and
performance options. For further control, an exit is provided before executing an SQL statement. For more information,
see Performance Monitoring.

•  Support for OLAP Functions CA Report Facility supports OnLine Analytical Processing (OLAP). OLAP allows you:
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– To organize large business databases over partition by clause.  
– To provide effective data visualization and analysis for business intelligence.

•  COBOL Generation: For any CA Report Facility query against DB2 data, you can generate a COBOL source module
that can be compiled, linked, and bound into CA Report Facility to provide static SQL access to the data.

•  Online Report Display and Printing: You can view the full-page layout of an executed query or report, including all
headers, footers, break text, and subpages. You can also preview report layouts without accessing data. You can print
all reports in both online and batch mode.

•  Administration: Library Facilities are supplied for selecting and managing stored queries, forms, procedures, and
non-query SQL and for selecting tables and external data files for queries. Import/Export Services are also provided for
queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL.

•  Build Procedure Facility: Through the Build Procedure Facility, you can define procedures that accomplish CA
Report Facility functions. For example, you can write a procedure to run various reports that you need regularly.

•  Chart Facility: You can easily create charts and graphs from the data that queries and forms have generated. The
Chart Facility jumps to the IBM Interactive Chart Utility (ICU) to create charts. You can generate charts from a query,
Tabulation form, Column form, Block form, Letter form, or Mailing Label form.

•  Reports for empty tables: By default, when a query returns an empty table or no rows, the product does not
generate a report. The administrator can change this behavior in the system profile to generate empty reports for such
null results.

Figure 1: Report Facility Features
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Performance Monitoring

Performance is always a prime concern for a report facility. Many features are included to help you control, monitor, and
manage performance and resource consumption.

•  Resource Control: Using user profiles, you can define various resource controls by user, group, and environment.
You can control:
– Maximum number of rows returned by a query
– Maximum amount of memory that can be used
– Maximum size of the spill file that can be used when CA Report Facility uses all the specified report memory
You can define any combination of these three resource parameters. For example, you can suppress online report
execution by specifying no report memory or spill file for a user profile.

•  Resource Statistics: You can view resource statistics for a report execution by using the STATS command. The
STATS command displays the number of rows retrieved and the memory and spill used for the current and previous
report executions. You can use the statistics to gauge the resource consumption requirements of your reports. The
numbers are specified in kilobytes (KBYTES).
 PRFI905           ------ DISPLAY EXECUTION STATISTICS ---------     COMMAND

 ==>                                                                        
                                                                            

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 Profile Allocations:                                                            

   Row Count .... < NO LIMIT >                                                    

 Max Memory ...          32 KBYTES                                              Max

 Spill ....           0 KBYTES                                              Total 

 ======>           32 KBYTES                                                        
                                                                                    

                                                               EXECUTION STATISTICS:

                                                            CURRENT EXECUTION:      

               LAST EXECUTION: 2001/10/30 14:03:56        Row Count ....          41 

           Row Count ....          41              Memory Used ..          32 KBYTES

     Memory Used ..          32 KBYTES       Spill Used ...           0 KBYTES    

 Spill Used ...           0 KBYTES       Total  ======>           32 KBYTES     Total

  ======>           32 KBYTES 

•  Execution Control: You can control user access to the major facilities within CA Report Facility. For example, you
can specify that a user cannot execute or build queries, but can execute forms. Under CICS, you can also control the
maximum number of users logged on to CA Report Facility and the maximum number of users executing queries,
forms, or procedures.

•  Execution Exit: An exit is provided that lets you gain control of a query before it is executed. Using the exit, you can
perform customized query resource analysis. You can then pass back a return code and message denoting whether
execution should proceed. You can use a different version of the exit under each environment.

•  DB2 Governor: Because CA Report Facility is a standard DB2 application, you can use the DB2 governor or an
external governor to set a limit for the amount of resources (CPU and I/O) to be used within a single query. The
governor lets you set limits for all users or for specific users.

•  Activity Monitor: Under CICS, the Active User Display monitors the current functions being executed and their
resource usage. You can also display the SQL statement currently being executed and, if necessary, cancel the
request.
 AUSR.01               -- CICS Active User Display --             

   COMMAND==>                                                     

 USERID: PDPRF1         MAXIMUM     CURRENT                MAXIMUM  

 CURRENT LOGONS:      20           3    EXECUTIONS:      10         2
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 ..............................................................................

 O   USER    TERM - MAXIMUM LIMITS ----   CURRENT USAGE  -----  --  STATUS 

 ----     ID       ID    ALLOC       ROWS  MEMORY   SPILL       ROWS    MESSAGES

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _ 

 PTIKC    LT00   15,000 <= NONE =>      0      0           0|QUERY BUILD _  PTILM  

  LT07   20,000 <= NONE =>  2,112      0       5,516|QUERY PROCESS _  PTIPH    LT12

   20,000 <= NONE =>     30      0          10|LOGOFF PENDING                     

 <=====  END OF DATA  =====>

 CA Report Facility Benefits

Using CA Report Facility provides the following benefits:

•  Easy Access to DB2 Data: It is designed for ease of use by new and advanced end users.
The creation facilities prompt users through the necessary steps to build queries and forms. To help users understand
the effects of their menu selections when building queries, the SQL displays at the bottom of the screen. Users can
preview report formats when designing forms. An advanced online help system supports field-sensitive help and
comfortable navigation through the help facilities.

•  Reduced TSO Usage: Placing more than 100 users under a TSO environment and providing sufficient response
time, security, and resource usage is difficult. CA Report Facility operates under CICS and IMS/DC and under TSO.
This flexibility means that developers and end users can work in optimal environments, without the need for additional
programs or facilities.
The CICS, TSO, and IMS/DC versions of CA Report Facility function identically. They store all internal objects
(queries, forms, and procedures) in standard DB2 tables that you can share among environments.
With this capability, information center personnel executing under TSO can debug and run queries and forms that
users executing under CICS created.

•  Enhanced Report Production: Many facilities are provided for you to verify the actual report layout before you run
or print the full report. Using the report preview feature, you can view the effects of report specifications online, without
using any DB2 resources. All headers, footers, break text, and subpages are displayed, and can be easily adjusted.
After you complete the report format, you can quickly and economically preview the report with real data-by retrieving a
limited number of rows. When the report is acceptable, you can submit it for online or batch execution.

•  System Optimization: The necessary tools for efficiently monitoring critical system resources are provided.
The Administration Facility lets you dynamically limit the amount of memory, the size of spill files, and the number of
rows retrieved by each user (in each environment). With the DB2 governor, you can limit CPU usage for all or only
selected users. You can also display statistics to monitor the memory and spill files currently in use.
An exit is also provided that you can use to implement customized resource monitoring for batch jobs. The
comprehensive batch reporting capability lets you schedule report generation during off-peak periods.

•  Efficient Administration: System and user profiles control access and resource usage. A complete Administration
Facility for maintaining and managing profiles for individual users or groups of users is provided.
You can control user access to CA Report Facility without having to grant DB2 EXECUTE authority to individual users.
The closed enrollment option requires that you assign a user profile or a group profile to a user. Therefore, you can
grant EXECUTE authority on ## to PUBLIC, and can control the access through user profiles.

•  Transparent Access to Multiple Data Sources: End users can access data that is stored in VSAM or QSAM files
using the same facilities and SQL that are used to access DB2 data. External files are easily and transparently defined
to CA Report Facility.

•  Static Query Maintenance: You can convert previously defined queries to COBOL source programs using static
SQL, and thus improve performance by avoiding the dynamic processing of DB2.

Portfolio Simplification for CA Compile/PRF
CA Compile/PRF Plus includes the following interfaces, features, and capabilities.
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• Compile/PRF for TSO
Generates compilable COBOL programs that run under TSO to generate reports, which saves CPU.

• Compile/PRF for CICS
Generates compilable COBOL programs that run under CICS to generate reports, which saves CPU.
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Installing

The following process explains how to perform a base installation of CA Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF.

NOTE

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described
in the Installing section of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met. These instructions include APF-authorization
and started task requirements.

2. Acquire and install the product using CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).  
3. Install product maintenance using CA CSM or native SMP/E jobs.
4.  Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

a. Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain
the configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps. 

b. Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). This option lets you set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.
• Edit the global parmlib members first (PTISYS, DSNAME, SETUP, PLANS, ISPF, and ENVDEF).
• Then edit the product-specific parmlib members if applicable.

c. Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-install
global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization. See the Customize CA Compile/
PRF section or the Customize CA Report Facility section of the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS documentation.

d. Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform DB2
tasks. Install-related (INS and GEN) tasks appear first, followed by product-specific tasks. Execute these tasks on
each DB2 subsystem.
The install related tasks include starting Xmanager, creation of the product objects, and binding of the product
plans and packages. The product-specific tasks include:
• Converting data from a previous release of CA Compile/PRF. See CA Compile/PRF DB2 Catalog Customization

Tasks in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

NOTE
 Although this task is not required for a base install, it is listed here for your reference.

• Executing the CA Report Facility table initialization utility (PRFINIT/PRFX) and the CA Report Facility table
conversion utility (PRFCNVRT). See CA Report Facility DB2 Catalog Customization Tasks in the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

NOTE

For a list of the DB2 objects that are created during installation, see CA Compile/PRF Objects and CA
Report Facility Objects (login required) in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
documentation. To improve performance by creating catalog indexes, see Create Catalog Indexes.

5.  Prepare the products for execution and verify CA Compile/PRF Authorizations and CA Report Facility Authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you review the Operational Considerations in Getting Started for
more information about the CICS, TSO, and IMS considerations and standards as well as file characteristics, CA Compile/
PRF temporary and permanent passwords, and ISPF editor considerations.
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When these tasks are completed, refer to the documentation about administrating and using CA Report Facility and CA
Compile/PRF.
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Getting Started

After installation, perform the following configuration tasks:

• Set up the required CA Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF authorizations.
• Review the Operational considerations for using this product.
• Enable the Help Facility.

CA Report Facility Product Authorization
To execute CA Report Facility, you must be granted specific DB2 authorities. These authorities are granted using the SQL
GRANT statement or CA RC/Secure.

For more information about the GRANT statements, see the IBM DB2 Reference Guide.

If you use the REBIND option, the current authorities are kept. You do not need to grant authorities again to the existing
user base.

NOTE
When the CICS region ID is actually the executor of the plan, the CICS region ID also needs EXECUTE
authority on the plan, not just the user's ID.

To execute, you do not need SELECT authority for SYSIBM.SYSTABLES. SELECT authority is only needed to:

• Use the extended search criteria, which is available by entering Y in the SEL (selection) field on the Table Selection
screen

• See remotely defined DB2 objects

In each case, authority to SYSTABLES tables (specified on the Table Selection screen) is required.

You must issue GRANT EXECUTE (plan privileges) and GRANT SELECT (table privileges) statements as shown in the
following table:

Type of Authority Object

EXECUTE Product plan.
Note: If you are using multiple product versions in one DB2
subsystem, each version requires a unique plan name. We
recommend that you name the plan versions PRFvvrr, where vvrr
is the version and release number.

SELECT Tables:
PTPRF_STR_vvrr
PTPRF_FIL_vvrr
PTPRF_FXF_vvrr
PTPRF_LIB_vvrr
PTPRF_PRT_vvrr
PTPRF_QXF_vvrr
PTPRF_STA_vvrr
PTPRF_UXP_vvrr
PTPRF_VAR_vvrr
Where vvrr represents the current version number (0403 for
version 4.3).
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CA Compile/PRF Product Authorization
You can grant or revoke authorization to the CA Compile/PRF plan (CA Compile/PRF Product) to let the user execute the
products.

This section addresses the authorization and security needed to perform different operations in the z/OS
environment. Many of the security restrictions discussed are implemented by the DB2 security system. CA Compile/PRF
does not bypass DB2 security.

CA Compile/PRF accesses CA Report Facility. To compile a report or procedure, you must have EXECUTE authority for
the CA Report Facility plan.

For specific instructions, see Grant Product Authorizations in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS
documentation.

  

DB2

To execute CA Compile/PRF, you must be granted specific DB2 authorities. These authorities are granted using the SQL
GRANT statement or CA RC/Secure. For more information about the GRANT statements, see the IBM DB2 Reference
Guide.

Issue GRANT EXECUTE (plan privileges) and GRANT SELECT (table privileges) statements as follows:

 Type of Authority  Object 

EXECUTE Product plan.
Note: If you are using multiple product versions in one DB2
subsystem, each version requires a unique plan name.
We recommend that you name the plan versions QRFvvrr,
where vvrr is the version and release number.

SELECT Tables:
PTQRF_JOB_vvrr
PTQRF_KEY_vvrr
PTQRF_MOD_vvrr
PTQRF_HST_vvrr
PTQRF_RGN_vvrr
PTQRF_USR_vvrr
Where vvrr represents the current version number.

If you use the REBIND option, the current authorities are kept. You do not need to grant authorities again to the existing
user base.

NOTE
When the CICS region ID is actually the executor of the plan, the CICS region ID also needs EXECUTE
authority on the plan, not only the user's ID.

Program Privileges

Except where noted, if the SQL statement is embedded in a program, the privilege set consists of the privileges
designated by the owner of the plan. If the statement is executed dynamically, the privilege set is the union of the
privileges designated by each authorization ID of the process (primary and secondary IDs).

Bind Authority

If you bind the generated source code, you must have one of the following kinds of authority:
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• SYSADM or SYSCTRL authority
• BIND or BINDADD authority

Security

Security is provided to prevent all users from updating the region, default, and other users' profiles. Users designated as
region administrator can change the region profile. You can find the region administrator indicator in the user profile.

Users designated as profile administrator can update the default and other users' profiles and job statements. The
following error message is issued to all non-profile administrators:

USER IS NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS FUNCTION

You can also find the Profile Administrator field in the user profile.

Read/Write Authorizations for Libraries

This section lists the libraries that require Read Only access and those that require Read/Write access. This information is
intended for use by a CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, or IBM RACF administrator.

Read-Only Authority

The following libraries require read-only authority:

•   high-level.CDBACLS0 
•   high-level.CDBACOBI 
•   high-level.CDBADBRM 
•   high-level.CDBALOAD 
•   high-level.CDBAPNL0 
•   high-level.CDBASQL 
•   high-level.CDBAPARM   
•   high-level.CDBAMAC   
•   high-level.CDBAJCL   
•   high-level.CDBASAMP   
•   high-level.CDBAMDL 

Read and Write Authority

The following libraries require read and write authorities.

 Libraries  Name 

Load Libraries  &userlvl.CDBALOAD
&userlvl.CDBACICS
&userlvl.loadtso

Source Libraries  &userlvl.coblib
&userlvl.cobcics
&userlvl.cobtso

DBRM Libraries  &userlvl.CDBADBRM
&userlvl.dbrmcics
&userlvl.dbrmtso

Query/Form Exports  &userlvl.query
&userlvl.form
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Info Output  &userlvl.info

Report Output  &userlvl.report

Search String Specification Authorization

QRF users must have DB2 select authorization to the registered modules table, PTQRF_MOD_vvrr, to support the new
search specifications. The SQL used to access the MOD table (for the QRF Module List screen) is dynamic in nature.
Therefore, users of this screen must be granted SELECT authorization to the PTQRF_MOD_vvrr table.

Operational Considerations
Before using CA Report Facility, verify all the operational considerations.

CICS Considerations and Standards
  

 CA Report Facility is a standard CICS transaction and uses only CICS-approved services and programming techniques.

 CA Report Facility:

• Requires CICS Transaction Server V3.1 or above.
• Uses command level CICS.
• Is compatible with MRO and ISC.
• Is re-entrant, and only one copy of the CICS code is kept in storage for all users. The code can reside above the line in

MVS/XA systems.
• Does not support duplicate user IDs.
• Uses conversational transactions for the options listed on the Main Menu, such as the Library, Build, and Run

functions. It uses pseudo-conversational transactions for administration services listed on the System Services screen,
such as User Profiles. All CICS memory is released whenever the user returns to the Main Menu.

DB2 Connection

When CA Report Facility executes an SQL statement, the CICS/DB2 attach facility receives control through the CICS
Resource Manager. The request for DB2 services flows over a cross-memory services thread.

Because CICS is conversational during the build query and build form processes, a dedicated DB2 thread is required per
user when executing CA Report Facility. We recommend that the number of threads set on the RCT table be less than or
equal to the number of users specified on the user profile.

Spill File

Under CICS, only one spill file is allocated for all users executing in the CICS region. The spill file is created at installation
time and is a standard RRDS VSAM data set. The installer has control over its size. You can re-create the spill file to
make size adjustments.

The person who installs CA Report Facility names the spill file. Ask your installer.

During report execution, the spill file is used whenever the report memory is exhausted. Each user is given a portion of the
spill file. User profiles control a user's memory and spill file usage. See User Profiles for more information about memory
and spill file usage.

Resource Control

You can control:
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• The maximum number of logon users.
• The maximum number of users executing report requests.

We recommend that this number be greater than the number of DB2 threads you defined on the RCT entry. The
benefit of coordinating the entries is that a message is displayed to the user when the maximum active users limit is
reached, rather than having the user be placed into “wait” state for a DB2 thread (without receiving a message).

NOTE
These two items, maximum number of logon users and maximum number of users executing report
requests, are listed on the CICS System Profile screen.

• Which options a user can execute within CA Report Facility, such as Build Query.
• Which administrative options a user can access, such as User Profiles.
• The maximum number of DB2 rows that can be retrieved from a query, per user.
• The maximum amount of spill file per user.
• The maximum amount of report memory per user.

You can specify the last 5 items on the previous list on the User Profile screen. See User Profiles for more information.

An Activity Monitor is also available for monitoring usage. You can display which function each user is executing and
monitor current resource usage per user. You can also cancel a user, send messages, and view the SQL statement a
user is currently executing. See Active User Display for more information.

Memory Considerations

Contents:

Memory Considerations

The amount of storage taken up by a user when running CA Report Facility under CICS often depends on when and
where objects are built, edited, and run. When examining usage for individuals, you must consider several factors:

• Is the user running an object by accessing it from a Build screen? If so, full size structures must be fetched during
processing.

• Is the user running an object from a library screen? If so, it is known that the object will not change, so only what is
being used is allocated.

• If the user is running an object from a library screen, how many entries display in the list? This also affects allocation.
• How many structures does an object contain? The number of supporting structures allocated to hold function values

and break information depends on the number of breaks.
• What type of report is being run? Allocation for tabulation reports, for example, depends on the number of distinct

groups that the GROUP function defines.

Rmode-24 - Program Modules

The following table provides an example of modules with total storage less than 25 KB:

Module Number of Bytes Description

PRFCINT1 1 KB PRFI program, reset SPILL file

PRFGVCN 7 KB PRF Governor Cancellation Module

PRFKILL 12 KB PRFK program, Resource Control

PRFSRTI 1 KB PRF file sort E15 exit

PRFSRTO 1 KB PRF file sort E35 exit

Total 22 KB Below the line storage for PRF modules
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Rmode-ANY - Program Modules

The following table provides an example of modules with total storage in the last row:

Module Number of Bytes Description

PRFAUSR 120 KB Active User Display

PRFCDEF 8 KB Command Definitions, English

PRFCFC 8 KB Command Definitions, French Canadian

PRFCICS 4126 KB Administration Menu

PRFMAIN 4172 KB CA Report Facility

PRFMDEF 81 KB Message Definitions, English

PRFMFC 91 KB Message Definitions, French Canadian

PRFMSGD 148 KB Message Processor

PRFMSGM 152 KB Message Processor

PRFSYSP CSV KB System Profile

PRFUSER 397 KB User Profile

PTLEMCB 8 KB CA90's license interface

Total 9434 KB Above the line storage for product modules

CA Report Facility is fully re-entrant; these modules are loaded once and used by all product users.

The dynamic storage commitment for users working in CA Report Facility can vary with the type of activity they are
engaged in. This activity can generate a great deal of dynamic storage per user. CA Report Facility development
recommends figuring 5000 KB per user or more. This allocation is used for COBOL working storage areas, dynamic
allocations for Report Facility objects and execution control blocks.

CICS Thread Usage

Contents:

CICS Thread Usage

This section provides technical information about the following topics relating to CA Report Facility's use of CICS threads:

• What does the Max Executions field on the CICS System Profile screen control? Does it control a particular
transaction?

• How do CICS Max Users parameters on transactions affect CA Report Facility?

One thread is used per user per unit of work. For example, if Max Users is set to 10 and there are only 8 threads
available, then there are not enough threads for 10 users working simultaneously. CICS releases threads at COMMIT
time, and they can then be re-used. However, if every user is actively using CA Report Facility, there is a possibility that
every user will do some DB2 work, and as a result, use all of the available threads. The two users that missed the threads
will have to wait until one becomes available. A COMMIT or ROLLBACK is always issued before a screen is displayed so
that no threads are active for a user while they are waiting on a screen.

Max Executions

The Max Executions specification is not associated with any particular transaction, but it is available to limit the resources
used when users actively run queries and forms. It is tuned more toward space consumption than thread usage. Because
PRF structures are stored in DB2 tables, threads are almost constantly in use throughout CA Report Facility, and not just
at the back end. Therefore, Max Executions really has no effect on the number of threads used, except that user queries
and library screens can take longer to process, therefore holding the threads for longer times.
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Max Users

Max Users is a consumption-type of parameter that controls the number of users that can get into the conversational
portion of CA Report Facility. This limits resource consumption, because only that many users are holding resources in a
conversational mode.

Everything beyond the Main Menu is conversational. The Main Menu itself is pseudo-conversational, and all resources
except the PRF Common Area and the map for the screen are freed. These two items are passed to the next iteration of
the pseudo-conversation by way of the COMMAREA parameter of the RETURN TRANSID().

Max Users determines how many users can get to the Main Menu. If all users are Autostart, any attempt to access CA
Report Facility after the number of Max Users is reached fails. If users are Menustart, they cannot select option 1 to
access CA Report Facility when the number of Max Users is reached, but they do get to the Administration Menu.

Max Users is not directly affected by an ABEND or Autologout because of timeout. The absence is detected by the CICS
Active User display, and the administrator can Kill the user's PRF Logon after the ABEND. This frees the slot used by the
user for a new logon user. This also makes available the user's SPILL records for reuse.

All of this activity would normally be processed when the user returned to the Main Menu to reflect that the user's
resources are being freed, but because the user did not return to the Main Menu, the resources must be made available
before another user can access them.

Spill file resources are tracked by using a common area that maps out the usage of the common spill file. This common
area is addressed by the area that is required in the CWA. All users are assigned a number upon entering CA Report
Facility, and this number is used to track SPILL records that the user “owns.”

When the user backs out of CA Report Facility normally, it cleans-up the map and makes this user's spill records
available. If the user ABENDs or times out, it does not have the opportunity to do this. The CICS Active User display
indicates those users in the ABEND situation and lets you free the user's SPILL records and make the CA Report
Facility slot available to the next user.

Suggestions

Following are suggestions for CICS thread usage:

• In general, you should have as many threads available as there are possible users. These need not be dedicated PRF
threads, but can be POOL threads. You could define fewer threads than specified in Max Users, but this leaves the
possibility for waits or ABENDs, depending on how the TWAIT parameter is coded.

• You must determine how often there is simultaneous DB2 access, calculate the average number of threads used
together, and dedicate that many threads, leaving the rest as POOL threads. This maximizes availability of threads
while minimizing thread creation overhead.

• You should specify RCT ENTRY threads for about one-half to two-thirds of your Max Users, depending on PRF
activity. The remaining threads should be specified as POOL threads to handle simultaneous overflow.

• If PRF activity is low, threads should not be defined for all users, because it only uses a thread for each unit of
work. With low activity, Max Threads probably is not reached. Further, you should code the ENTRY macro with
TWAIT=POOL, and you should code the POOL macro with TWAIT=YES.

CICS Temporary Storage Queues

Temporary storage queues are created and use for certain types of processing when running under CICS. Depending on
the situation, different queue names are used, and these temporary queues are deleted upon certain actions.

• (TermID)PRFU
This queue is built to hold the active user list in the active user display while the administrator views the screen. The
(TermID)PRFU queue is deleted when the administrator exits the active user list.

• (TermID)PRFS
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In the active user display, this queue holds the SQL while the SQL is displayed for a particular user. The
(TermID)PRFS queue is deleted when you finish viewing the SQL.

• PRFM(Full-word Number)
The PRFM(full-word number) queue stores all messages sent to active users during message processing. When the
user views the message, this queue is deleted.

• PRFQ(TermID)
If your installation uses CA Compile/PRF and you access it from the System Services screen, the PRF COMMAREA
is saved in this queue until control returns to CA Report Facility. When CA Report Facility resumes, it deletes the
PRFQ(TermID) queue.

Transaction Codes

Contents:

CA Report Facility for CICS uses two types of transaction codes: external and internal.

• You can execute external transaction codes from the CICS command line.
• CA Report Facility issues internal transaction codes only for pseudo-conversational purposes.

Eleven sets of internal transaction codes exist for processing CA Report Facility, including a standard set of codes
and alternative sets for each code. Each alternate code set can be defined differently, depending on the needs of the
installation.

External Transaction Codes

This section describes the external transaction codes.

• PRF
Specifies the standard PRF product transaction code.

PRF  (procname)

If the optional procname is indicated on the product transaction code, the user will be forced into autostart mode.
(See CICS User Profile Entry Mode.) CA Report Facility will then attempt to run the named procedure, and will either
succeed or issue a message to the user. Finally, the Main Menu screen will appear.

• PRFI
Specifies the standard Spill initialization transaction code.

PRFI

PRFI is used to clean out the spill file. It also frees the storage used for tracking the spill record usage and the CA
Report Facility users in the system. Finally, it erases the CA Report Facility information that is stored in the CWA. The
PRFI transaction should never be run when there are CA Report Facility users in the system. If it is run, those users
will abend with ASRA ABEND codes.
CA Report Facility should start each CICS session with a clean spill file. You can clean the spill file in any of the
following ways:
– The PRFSPINT program can be added to the CICS startup JCL to clean up the spill file before starting the CICS

region. (See CDBASAMP(PRFSMSPL) for sample JCL to execute PRFSPINT.)
– The PRFCINT1 program can be added to the PLT processing at the startup of CICS. PRFCINT1 is the specific

program that is executed using PRFI. (See CDBAPARM(PRFPLT) for a sample PLT entry for CICS.)
– Use the PRFI transaction code each time CICS is started. This is the only way to clean up the CA Report

Facility Spill file for a running CICS system. This should be necessary only on rare occasions, but it might be
needed for long-running systems.

• PRFK
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Specifies the PRFKILL transaction code.

PRFK ZZZZ HHMM

– ZZZZ
Specifies the offset of the 14 bytes of CA Report Facility information within the CWA.

– HHMM
Specifies the interval at which you want PRFKILL to restart itself, in hour/minute format.

The PRFKILL transaction can be executed internally or externally. Typically, it is used internally by CA Report Facility,
based on the Kill Interval parameter in the System Profile (See the CICS System Profile). An external execution
interface exists, but you must know where the CA Report Facility information is in the CWA.

Internal Transaction Codes

This section describes the two sets of internal transaction codes: standard and alternate.

• Standard Code Set
The standard set includes the following codes:
– PRFA: Administration Menu return tranid
– PRFM: Main Menu return tranid
– PRFS: System Profile return tranid
– PRFU: Active User Display return tranid
– PFUM: User Profile return tranid
– PFMG: Message Processor return tranid

• Alternate Code Sets
Alternate transaction sets can be defined by the administrator to accomplish load balancing of the CICS regions, or to
include different security parameters within the sets. A suffix number allows up to 10 variations of a code.
The alternate transaction code sets are:
– PRF0 thru 9: Alternate product transaction code for the given set number.
– PRI0 thru 9: Alternate Spill initialization transaction code for the given set number.
– PRA0 thru 9: Alternate Administration Menu return tranid for the given set number.
– PRM0 thru 9: Alternate Main Menu return tranid for the given set number.
– PRS0 thru 9: Alternate System Profile return tranid for the given set number.
– PRU0 thru 9: Alternate Active User Display return tranid for the given set number.
– PFM0 thru 9: Alternate User Profile return tranid for the given set number.
– PFG0 thru 9: Alternate Message Processor return tranid for the given set number.

Multiple AORs from One TOR

If you plan to execute multiple copies of CA Report Facility, each copy in a separate AOR, you must define resource
definitions for each AOR. This environment is supported by invoking up to 11 transaction IDs.

Sample definitions for the standard transaction IDs are referenced in CDBASAMP(PRFSMCSD). An additional 10 sets of
sample definitions are referenced in CDBASAMP(PRFSMCSn) where n is 0 through 9. For example, use PRFSMCS0 and
PRFSMCS1 if you have two AORs.

CDBASAMP Member Definition

PRFSMCSD Standard Transaction Codes

PRFSMCS0 Transaction Codes for AOR 0

PRFSMCS1 Transaction Codes for AOR 1

PRFSMCS2 Transaction Codes for AOR 2
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PRFSMCS3 Transaction Codes for AOR 3

PRFSMCS4 Transaction Codes for AOR 4

PRFSMCS5 Transaction Codes for AOR 5

PRFSMCS6 Transaction Codes for AOR 6

PRFSMCS7 Transaction Codes for AOR 7

PRFSMCS8 Transaction Codes for AOR 8

PRFSMCS9 Transaction Codes for AOR 9

Interfacing CA Compile/PRF with CA Report Facility

Contents:

Interfacing CA Compile/PRF with CA Report Facility by Using DPA

Interfacing with CA Report Facility can be done using Dynamic Plan Allocation (DPA) or without using DPA.

The sample DB2 definitions for CA Compile/PRF that are distributed in CDBAJCL(QRFSMDB2) assume that you are
using Dynamic Plan Allocation (DPA). These transactions are defined to use the plan exit program QRFUCDPA. A
sample exit program with this name is in high-level.CDBACOBI after installation. The sample JCL to compile and link
QRFUCDPA is contained in member QRFJCCDP in high-level.CDBAJCL. It must be edited before execution according to
the instructions in the member.

The definitions for the secondary transactions must identify the exit program that will convert DBRMs to the appropriate
plan name for the particular product. Any DBRM name that begins with QRF is an CA Compile/PRF DBRM; all others
are CA Report Facility DBRMs. The sample exit is already coded to handle this translation. However, you must update the
code to indicate the actual plan names that are used before compiling the exit program.

Supplementary programs are invoked by generated programs for updating host variables and report browsing. You must
edit the RCT entries as follows:

• If programs are generated for DPA and your CICS region does not use DPA, you must enter a definition for the
supplementary transaction. This entry should identify a plan (not a plan exit program). This plan must be bound to
include the DBRM for any generated program that is to be executed.

• If programs are generated for DPA and your CICS region uses DPA, you must enter a definition for the supplementary
transaction. This identifies the exit program that returns the appropriate plan name for the DBRM that is being used.

The sample exit is already coded to return the DBRM name as the desired plan name, because it matches the
assumption made by CA Compile/PRF or CA Report Facility when the program is generated. If this is not the proper
naming convention for your CICS region, you must change the code before compiling the program. If you cannot use
a translation algorithm to determine plan names, then the you must update the exit program with explicit logic for each
generated program before that program can be executed successfully using DPA.

Interfacing CA Compile/PRF with CA Report Facility without Using DPA

If your CICS region does not use DPA, you must create a plan that contains all CA Compile/PRF and CA Report
Facility DBRMs and bind that plan for the desired SSID. You must also update the product definitions to point to the new
plan and rewrite them to your CSD. A sample DB2 definition is provided in CDBAJCL(QRFSMDBX).

Updating CICS Resource Definitions and Region JCL

If you install in a CICS region, you must make changes to the CICS resource definitions. All members referred to in this
section are in the high-level.CDBAJCL library.
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If you are upgrading from a previous version to an existing CICS region, use the new resource definitions as described in
the following sections.

Contents:

Running Multiple Versions

Follow these steps to run multiple versions in one DB2 subsystem:

1. Define new resource definitions for each plan.
2. For each region, generate a new set of CICS resource definitions and reference them in the SIT table.
3. Use the appropriate SIT table suffix in the CICS region JCL.

Resource Definition Samples

You must define the DB2 connections:

• If you are using DPA, member QRFSMDB2 contains the necessary entries.
• If you are not using DPA, QRFSMDBX contains the necessary entries.

The member QRFJCUSD is supplied in the distributed SRCLIB with the standard batch JCL required to define the
programs, transactions, and files.

Update CICS Region JCL

Add the QRFMAP ddname to the JCL for your CICS region with DISP=SHR. QRFMAP points to the VSAM data
set highlvl.QSCREENS. This data set is created by the unload utility during installation.

Any user libraries that contain generated modules must be added to the DFHRPL DD concatenation in the region JCL.

Executing under CICS

Contents:

Executing under CICS

Follow these steps to execute under CICS:

1. Regenerate the CICS region with the product and library changes.
2. Sign on to the CICS region using a standard transaction such as CESN.
3. After successfully signing on to the CICS region, clear the screen and enter the transaction QRF. Be sure to clear the

screen before entering the QRF transaction, or you might receive a warning message.

NOTE
The connection from CICS to DB2 should already be started. If it is not, check with your systems programmer on
how to start the connection using the DSNC transaction.

CA Top Secret prevents submission of the job to JES from CICS. To resolve this problem, define the CA Top Secret rule
as follows:

PERMIT USERID(CICS region name or profile) ACID(CICS user)
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Invoke from a CICS menu

To invoke from a CICS menu, enter the following commands:

EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM('QRFCACIC')    COMMAREA('pgmname')    LENGTH(8)

Where pgmname refers to an 8-byte name of the program to which control is returned with an XCTL command. Typically,
this is the name of the menu program that invoked CA Compile/PRF.

TSO Considerations
When using the TSO interface, consider the following standards and properties:

TSO Standards

CA Report Facility does not use any cross memory services or CSA space. It can also execute completely above the line
and is PLPA eligible.

DB2 Connection

CA Report Facility uses the DB2 Call Attachment Facility to connect to DB2.

Spill File

Each user has her own spill file allocated at the time it is needed. The user profile controls the size of the spill file.
You have control over the high level ID of the VSAM spill file in the user profile. The generated name of the spill file
is highlvl.userid.TS.PRFSPILL, where:

• highlvl is the high level ID specified in the user profile
• userid is the ID of the current user.

Resource Control

You can control:

• Which options a user can execute within CA Report Facility, such as Build Query.
• Which administrative options a user can access, such as User Profiles.
• The maximum amount of spill file per user.
• The maximum amount of report memory per user.
• The maximum number of DB2 rows that can be retrieved from a query, per user.

You can specify all of these items on the User Profile screen.

Executing Under TSO

Depending on how you will be executing CA Compile/PRF, you must edit the appropriate CLIST to specify site specific
information:

To execute CA Compile/PRF:

• Using the Products Main Menu, edit the PTIPRF2 CLIST to specify SSID, DB2 load library, and Governor Facility
information for your site. In addition, you must uncomment the QRFMAP allocate and free statements.

• Without using the Products Main Menu, edit the QRF CLIST located in the high-level.CDBACLS0 library that was
allocated by the unload utility. Specify your sites high-level, loadlib, ssid, plan names, DB2 load library, and Governor
Facility information.
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For both CLISTS (PTIPRF2 and QRF), you must also add any libraries that contain generated load modules to the
LIBDEF statement. In addition, if you are using an external governor, such as IBM Governor Facility to limit the resources
used when queries are executed online, you must update the GOVLIB parameter to include the complete load library
name. This ensures that CA Compile/PRF can find the governor.

Invoking from a TSO Program

As an alternative to a CLIST invocation, you can invoke CA Compile/PRF from a TSO Menu program (like the one
provided in the PTIPRF2 member of your CDBACLS0 library) as follows:

CALL 'QRFCATSO' USING LINK-AREA

01 LINK-AREA.                                       05  LINK-

LENGTH   PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE 15.      05  LINK-

CONNECT  PIC X VALUE 'code'.           05  FILLER        PIC X VALUE SPACE.            05  LINK-

SSID     PIC X(4) VALUE 'ssid'.        05  FILLER        PIC X VALUE SPACE.            05  LINK-

PLAN     PIC X(8) VALUE 'planname'.

• code 
Specifies the connection code when CA Compile/PRF program is called. Its value must be one of the following:
– N-Not connected
– C-Connected, but the plan has not been opened
– O-Connected and the plan has been opened

• ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID to which CA Compile/PRF is to connect.

• planname
Specifies the plan name that CA Compile/PRF uses.

Using this interface, you must invoke CA Compile/PRF outside of the DSN Command Processor. This interface always
uses the Call Attachment Facility to connect to the named DB2 subsystem. CA Compile/PRF will fail if the calling program
is running under DSN.

If the calling program accesses DB2, the calling program must close its plan and disconnect from DB2 before calling CA
Compile/PRF using this interface (unlike the CA Compile/PRF Program Interface).

Invoking from a TSO CLIST

You can invoke CA Compile/PRF from a TSO CLIST as follows:

CALL 'high-level.CDBALOAD(QRFCATSO)' 'connect ssid qrfplan'

Where:

• connect
Specifies the state of DB2 connection when CA Compile/PRF is given control.

• ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID to which CA Compile/PRF is to connect.

• qrfplan
Specifies the CA Compile/PRF plan name.

NOTE
The connect status, subsystem ID, and plan name must be separated by a space.
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IMS Standards and Considerations
  

IMS Standards and Considerations

 CA Report Facility uses the following IMS standards:

• It supports any version of IMS/DC.
• MFS is not required.

If it is to use NON-SNA terminals connected to IMS, the OUTBUF value specified in the corresponding TERMINAL
macro (in the IMS gen) must be a minimum of 2800.

• It runs as a WFI/MULTISEG transaction.
CA Report Facility under IMS runs as a NORES application.
CA Report Facility under IMS experiences system ABEND 0C4 within the COBOL runtime module IGZENRI when
the RTEREUS option is set to YES. This occurs because CA Report Facility under IMS is a NORES application and
does not initialize the runtime environment for reuse. You must generate the COBOL environment for IMS with the
RTEREUS option set to N so that COBOL sets up the correct runtime environment for CA Report Facility.
Installers of CA Report Facility should be aware of the issues described in the COBOL II Application Programming
Guide (SC26-4045-4) in the section titled Initializing the Runtime Environment for Reuse. This section explains what
the COBOL runtime environment expects when the runtime option RTEREUS is in effect. If your company has earlier
versions of the manual, pay careful attention to IBM APAR PL60310, which discusses a clarification to this section of
the manual.

•  CA Report Facility under IMS cannot run with runtime option MIXRES=YES.
CA Report Facility under IMS experiences various system ABENDs when you run it with the runtime MIXRES=YES
option. This occurs because CA Report Facility executes its own internal dynamic processing to LOAD and DELETE
its major load modules. Because CA Report Facility does not rely on COBOL to process the loading and deleting of the
load modules, COBOL is not aware that the status of the load module has changed.
If the load module specified is subsequently called again, COBOL determines that the runtime environment has
already been initialized, so it does not re-initialize the environment for the program. This scenario causes unpredictable
ABENDs in various areas throughout CA Report Facility.

DB2 Connection

 CA Report Facility connects to DB2 as a batch connection. Make sure that the batch connection parameter (IDBACK)
in DSNZPARMS is high enough to support as many sessions as required within the IMS MPR, plus any additional batch
connections required when CA Report Facility IMS is running.

Spill File

Under IMS, you can use the TSO (user-specific) or CICS (common) spill file methods. See TSO Considerations or CICS
Considerations for the appropriate spill file information.

NOTE
The name of the spill file is designated during installation. See your installer for the spill file name.

During report execution, the spill file is used whenever the report memory is exhausted. Each user is given a portion of the
spill file (common) or their own spill file (user-specific). User profiles control memory and spill file use for users.

Resource Control

You can control several resource items. Use the PRFIPT statements to list the following two items:

• Maximum number of logon users
• Maximum number of users per message processing region (MPR)
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You can specify the next five items on the User Profile screen.

• The options that a user can execute within CA Report Facility, such as Build Query
• The administrative options that a user can access, such as User Profiles
• The maximum number of DB2 rows that a user can retrieve from a query
• The maximum amount of spill file per user
• The maximum amount of report memory per user

Starting CA Report Facility with IMS

The STARTUP-MODE parameter of PRFIPT determines the startup mode for CA Report Facility. If you specified manual
startup, the program must be started before a user can access it. Under manual operation, you must enter the following
syntax to start it:

TRANSACTION-CODE START

where transaction-code is the PRF MPR transaction code that your site uses. The transaction code is specified in the
PRFIPT data set. The default is PRFIMP01.

If you specified automatic startup, the program starts when the first user enters the assigned transaction code:

TRANSACTION-CODE

The following table shows the parameters that you can optionally include while specifying TRANSACTION-CODE:

Parameter Description

PROC(proc_name) Specify the name of an CA Report Facility procedure to execute
upon startup.

TXNID(trans_code) Specify where to return to in IMS upon exiting from CA Report
Facility. For example, if you select PRF from an IMS menu, you
can specify to return to that menu upon exiting CA Report Facility.

USERID(userid) Specify the ID of the person you want to connect to DB2 and
access CA Report Facility.
Note: The PRFIPT command controls the use of the USERID
parameter, and the USERID-LEVEL command limits its use. See
PRFIPT for more information about the USERID-LEVEL command
and the PRFIPT DD startup information.

You can combine these parameters on a single line if you separate them with spaces.

When you chain MPRs, you must separately start each of the MPRs that you want to chain. The START processing links
the MPRs into the chain.

NOTE
When attempting to start PRF/IMS from a library that is not APF-authorized, you might receive an SB78-08
abend. The library must be APF-authorized.

IMS Message Processing Regions (MPRs)

CA Report Facility executes as a resident program under IMS/DC. Each version of CA Report Facility requires at least
one Wait For Input (WFI) transaction code per MPR. You can chain together multiple MPRs using the same Common
Storage Area (CSA) for a single version, by specifying the same control ID, plan name, and DB2 subsystem. Using the
same control ID ties the MPRs together.
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Contents:

The following examples illustrate MPR chains.

NOTE
The CSA storage amount used is based on the following information: 4KB for each IMS control group (identified
by Control ID).

Figure 2: Chain MPRs using the same CSA for a single version
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If you want to execute CA Report Facility on another DB2 subsystem, you use a different control ID and a different DB2-
SYSID. Only one control ID is allowed for each DB2 subsystem ID or plan name. See the following example:

Figure 3: Chain MPRs to execute PRF on another DB2 subsystem
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Each user request to start CA Report Facility is a subtask of the MPR. Each PRF subtask makes a batch connection to
DB2.

Figure 4: PRF subtasks to MPR

 

Each MPR is associated with a user block. The user block contains one entry for each CA Report Facility user (subtask).
The size of the user block is based on the maximum number of concurrent users per MPR. Users are split evenly among
the multiple MPRs. (This is illustrated in Multiple MPRs, an Example)

Long and Short Term Request Modes

When a user enters a transaction at a terminal, the MPR must return something so that it is available for other users. For
example, if a user executes a long-running query, no other user can do anything until the MPR responds. This problem is
solved by instituting a long-term request mode when running queries and forms. This means that for any RUN QUERY,
RUN FORM, PRINT, or PREVIEW request, the MPR returns a message to the user while it continues to process the run.
Returning the message frees the MPR for other users. The message tells the user to press Enter until the requested task
completes.

MPR Requirements

At least one MPR is required for each version of CA Report Facility. You must define the MPR as follows:
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• PROCLIM=MAX (65,535).
• No connection to DB2. (You must set the SSM parameter to DUMMY.)
• An SPA (Scratch Pad Area) is required.
• Region size 5 to 8 MB (below the line).
• DFSRRC00 must be APF authorized and reside in an authorized library.

The member PRFSYSG in high-level.CDBASAMP contains sample IMS System Definition Macros for defining CA Report
Facility to IMS.

You must define the transaction code for the MPR as a WFI. Because the transaction is WFI, you should not allow other
transactions to get scheduled in this MPR. The IMS class associated with the IMS transaction code controls this.

NOTE
connects to DB2 using DB2's Call Attachment Facility. The IMS MPR must not automatically connect to DB2
when you start the MPR. If the MPR is connected to DB2, then PRF issues a PRF0999 message, which reads
“Address space connected with different name or type.”

Transaction Requirements

You must define the transaction as follows:

• WFI
• MULTISEG

Sample MPR JCL

Sample JCL for the MPR is provided in member PRFSMMPR in high-level.CDBASAMP. The MPR JCL has the following
requirements:

• STEPLIB. The STEPLIB DD must be an APF-authorized library. If one data set in a concatenation requires APF
authorization, all data sets in that concatenation must be APF authorized. You might need to relink DFSRRC00 to set
AUTH=1.
We recommend that DFSRRC00 is linked authorized (AC(1)) and the module placed into the high-level.CDBAIMS
library. The high-level.CDBAIMS library should be the first library in the STEPLIB for the IMS MPR.

• PRFMSG. The PRFMSG DD statement points to SYSOUT and contains any special PRF/IMS messages. You must
define the PRFMSG data set as LRECL=80, RECFM=FB.

• PRFIPT. The PRFIPT DD statement contains all startup information for PRF. This DD points to a data set. You must
define the data set as LRECL=80, RECFM=FB. See PRFIPT for more information.

• PRFSPILL. You must specify the PRFSPILL DD statement only if you are using a common spill file. Spill files for
the IMS version of CA Report Facility work exactly the same as for TSO. The SPILL-SYSTEM parameter of PRFIPT
determines whether a common spill file or individual spill files are used. You must specify different data sets for each
MPR.
See PRFIPT for more information about the SPILL-SYSTEM parameter.

Multiple MPRs

Each version of CA Report Facility requires at least one WFI transaction code per MPR combination. Each user is a
subtask of the MPR.

You must link edit the PRFIMP load module to match the Program Specification Block (PSB) name for each MPR. The
transaction code and the PSB names are user-defined.

Member LNKPRFI in high-level.CDBASRC contains the link statements for PRFIMPxx. To add multiple PSB module
names, do one of the following:
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• For a non-SMPE install: You must include the load module name in the LNKPRFI member before you execute
LNKIMS. Copy the existing link statements and change the NAME PRFIMP01 PSB module name to the name of the
additional PSB module.

• For an SMPE install: The link statements contain aliases. Place the additional modules in the alias list. PRFIMP02 and
PRFIMP03 already exist, but you can add up to 62 more aliases. A maximum of 64 aliases is allowed and a maximum
of 74 linked MPRs.

See the following examples, which show the original LNKPRFI member and the addition of PSB module name PRFIMP02
and PRFIMP03 for SMPE and non-SMPE installs.

ENTRY PRFIMP ALIAS PRFIMP02,PRFIMP03 INCLUDE SYSLIB(ASMTDLI) INCLUDE OBJLIB(PRFIMPI) INCLUDE OBJLIB(PIEFUPCI) NAME PRFIMP01(R)       

• NAME PRFIMP01
Specifies the PRFIMP01 PSB/module name as it appears in the LNKPRFIC member.

ENTRY PRFIMP ALIAS PRFIMP02,PRFIMP03,PRFIMP04,PRFIMP05,PRFIMP06,PRFIMP07,PRFIMP08 INCLUDE SYSLIB(ASMTDLI) INCLUDE OBJLIB(PRFIMPI) INCLUDE OBJLIB(PIEFUPCI) NAME PRFIMP01(R)       

• ALIAS PRFIMP02, PRFIMP03, PRFIMP04, PRFIMP05, PRFIMP06, PRFIMP07, PRFIMP08
Identifies the new PSB/module names that were added. You can add up to 64 aliases for PRIMP01, and you can chain
these aliases together.

We strongly suggest that you define at least 2 MPRs for CA Report Facility to use. A chaining approach to MPRs is
used: when you specify the same control ID for multiple MPRs, one CSA block can be used for multiple MPRs. You must
specify a separate transaction code and transaction class for each MPR.

The following examples show the PRFIPT data sets for 2 MPRs that are tied together by specifying the same control ID.
See PRFIPT for details on PRFIPT.

MAX-USERS 10        CONTROL-ID P001      DB2-SYSID PTI2 PLAN-NAME RFPR400 STARTUP-

MODE MANUAL          TRANSACTION-CODE PRFIMP01 

• CONTROL-ID
Specifies the control ID for the first MPR is P001.

• TRANSACTION-CODE
Specifies the MPR transaction code for the first MPR is PRFIMP01.

MAX-USERS 10        CONTROL-ID P001      DB2-SYSID PTI2 PLAN-NAME RFPR400 STARTUP-

MODE MANUAL          TRANSACTION-CODE PRFIMP02

The following information is highlighted in the previous screen:

• CONTROL-ID
The same control ID, P001, is specified for the second MPR. The same CSA is also used.

• TRANSACTION-CODE
A different transaction code, PRFIMP02, is specified.

The control ID, DB2 subsystem ID, and plan names must be the same for each MPR you want to tie together. You can tie
together a maximum of 72 MPRs. If you want to run CA Report Facility on different DB2 subsystems or are using different
versions (plan names), you must specify a different control ID for each DB2 subsystem or CA Report Facility version.

Multiple MPRs Example

The following example shows two chained MPRs. It also shows how users are added to the MPRs.
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In this example (as in the previous example), the control ID for CA Report Facility is P001. The transaction code for
the first MPR is PRFIMP01. The transaction code for the second MPR is PRFIMP02. When a user accesses CA
Report Facility, an entry is added to the first MPR's user block. A PRF subtask starts, and a DB2 batch connection is
made. When a second user accesses CA Report Facility, an entry is added to the second MPR's user block. A PRF
subtask starts, and a DB2 batch connection is made. As additional users access CA Report Facility, they are split among
the PRF MPRs in a round-robin manner. When a third user accesses CA Report Facility, an entry is added to the first
MPR's user block. A PRF subtask starts, and a DB2 batch connection is made. If a fourth user accesses CA Report
Facility, an entry is added to the second MPR's user block; a PRF subtask starts, and a DB2 batch connection is made.

NOTE
All users would use only one of the IMS transaction codes. In the previous example, all users would use the
transaction code PRFIMP01.
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Figure 5: Multiple MPRs
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Multiple Accesses by a Single User ID

A single PRF MPR does not allow multiple accesses by a single user ID.

If you chain together multiple MPRs, a user ID can log on to multiple MPRs. A user could log on to each of the MPRs. For
example, if you chain three MPRs together, a single user ID could log on up to three times.

However, because CA Report Facility assigns user IDs to MPRs in a round-robin manner, the user ID might be assigned
to an MPR to which it is already logged on. In this case, access is denied. The user cannot control which MPR is
accessed.

If a user attempts to log on to a given MPR with a user ID and terminal ID that match a current CA Report Facility session,
the existing session is automatically canceled and allows the new access.

You can use the CANCEL command to cancel a user ID's session. See CA Report Facility IMS Commands for details.

PRFIPT

The PRFIPT DD contains all startup information for CA Report Facility. Two examples in the Multiple MPRs show sample
PRFIPT data sets. A sample PRFIPT data set is provided as member PRFIMSIN in high-level.CDBAPARM.

You can specify the following parameters for PRFIPT:

• ACCOUNTING-EXIT
(1-8 characters) Allows the use of an accounting exit. See the “IMS Exits” appendix for more information.

• CONTROL-ID
(1-4 unique characters) Specifies the control ID for PRF. If you want to chain MPRs together, you must specify a
single control ID for all MPRs running the same CA Report Facility version on the same DB2 subsystem. The default is
PRF1.

• DB2-SYSID
(1-4 characters) Specifies the DB2 subsystem ID. The default is DSN.

• MAX-USERS
(1-n) Specifies the maximum number of concurrent users per MPR. A warning is issued if MAX-USERS exceeds 50.
The maximum number of users allowed is 255. The default is 10.

• PLAN-NAME
(1-8 characters) Specifies the PRF plan name. The default is RFPTL30.

• SCREEN-DD
(1-8 characters) Specifies the alternative screen file DDNAME that you can use. You can specify up to 25 for an MPR.

• SECURITY-EXIT
(1-8 characters) Allows the use of a security exit. See the “IMS Exits” appendix for more information.

• SPILL-SYSTEM
(YES|NO) Specifies whether a common spill file is used.
– YES

Uses a common spill file. You must include the PRFSPILL DD in the MPR JCL. Common spill files for IMS work the
same as for CICS.

– NO
Uses user spill files. The PRFSPILL DD is not required. User spill files for IMS work the same as for TSO.

See “Miscellaneous” for details on spill files.
• STARTUP-MODE

(AUTO|MANUAL) Specifies a startup mode:
– AUTO

Specifies that the first user who accesses CA Report Facility automatically starts it.
– MANUAL
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Specifies that you must manually start CA Report Facility before you can use it. See Starting for more information
about manual startup.

• TRANSACTION-CODE
(1-8 characters) Specifies the PRF MPR transaction code. The default is PRFIMP01.

• USERID-LEVEL
(ERROR IGNORE ALLOW REQUIRE) Specifies how the USERID parameter of the transaction code is supported.
Note: When chaining MPRs, the USERID-LEVEL parameters must be identical.
– ERROR

Specifies that use of the USERID parameter is not supported. Using the USERID parameter prevents the user from
accessing CA Report Facility. This is the default.

– IGNORE
Specifies that use of the USERID parameter is not supported. The use of the USERID parameter is ignored.

– ALLOW
Specifies that use of the USERID parameter is supported. Using the USERID parameter causes CA Report
Facility to use the given USERID as an override to the IMS security ID.

– REQUIRE
Specifies that use of the USERID parameter is mandatory. Absence of the USERID parameter prevents the user
from accessing CA Report Facility and DB2.

When chaining MPRs, the following rules apply to the PRFIPT parameters of each MPR in the chain:

• The TRANSACTION-CODE parameters must be different.
• The CONTROL-ID parameters must be identical.
• The DB2-SYSID parameters must be identical.
• The PLAN-NAME parameters must be identical.
• Only one control ID is allowed for each DB2 subsystem or plan name.
• Within a system IPL, the control ID, subsystem, and plan names must remain identical.
• All other parameters can be unique to the MPR for which it is defined.
• The SPILL-SYSTEM parameters need not be the same, but because the user distribution is effectively unpredictable,

spill file allocation for any given user is also unpredictable.
• The MAX-USER parameters need not be the same. The effective MAX-USER for the chain is the MAX-USER of each

MPR in the chain added together. The effect of different MAX-USER values in the chain simply means that some
MPRs reach their MAX-USER level before others in the chain.

• Only the first MPR can have a STARTUP-MODE of AUTO. The following MPRs must have STARTUP-MODEs of
MANUAL.

Start the MPRs

To start the PRF MPRs, you must edit and submit the MPRJCL member of high-level.CDBASRC. This member is for one
IMS MPR region.

After this job successfully starts, you can use the IMS /DIS A command to display the status of all active MPRs:

/DIS A

The following shows the output from the /DIS A command:

 REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/

STEP PROGRAM  STATUS           CLASS         2 IMSMPR2   TP                       WAITING             7         3 IMSMPR1   TP                       WAITING             6           BATCHREG  BMP   NONE           FPRGN     FP    NONE           IMSADBRC  DBRC           IMSADL1   DLS     VTAM ACB OPEN          -

LOGONS ENABLED     LINE ACTIVE-IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     NODE ACTIVE-

IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     *92181/180206*
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This output shows two active MPRs: IMSMPR1 and IMSMPR2. Both have a status of WAITING. This indicates that no
transaction is executing in the MPRs.

Start the Transactions

To start the PRF transaction, enter the transaction code followed by START. The following example starts the transaction
code PRFIMP01:

PRFIMP01 START

The following message is returned:

PRF0935I - MPR: PRFIMP01 - INSTRUCTED TO: START    - BY: TDTZO

After you start the transaction, you can use the IMS /DIS A command to display the status of the MPR. The results are
shown in the following:

 REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/

STEP PROGRAM  STATUS           CLASS         2 IMSMPR2   TP                       WAITING             7         3 IMSMPR1   TP    PRFIMP01  PRFIMP01 WAIT-

INPUT          6           BATCHREG  BMP   NONE           FPRGN     FP    NONE           IMSADBRC  DBRC           IMSADL1   DLS     VTAM ACB OPEN          -

LOGONS ENABLED     LINE ACTIVE-IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     NODE ACTIVE-

IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     *92181/180226*

The IMS /DIS A command shows that the PRFIMP01 transaction was started on the IMSMPR1. The status of the
transaction is WAIT-INPUT because the transaction was defined as WFI (wait for input).

At this point, a user could access CA Report Facility by entering the transaction code PRFIMP01.

However, because this example shows PRF using two chained MPRs, the second transaction must be started:

PRFIMP02 START

After issuing the start command, you receive the message PRF0935I:

PRF0935I - MPR: PRFIMP02 - INSTRUCTED TO: START    - BY: TDTZO

Issuing the IMS /DIS A command shows that both transactions are WAIT-INPUT.

REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/

STEP PROGRAM  STATUS           CLASS         2 IMSMPR2   TP    PRFIMP02  PRFIMP02 WAIT-

INPUT          7         3 IMSMPR1   TP    PRFIMP01  PRFIMP01 WAIT-

INPUT          6           BATCHREG  BMP   NONE           FPRGN     FP    NONE           IMSADBRC  DBRC           IMSADL1   DLS     VTAM ACB OPEN          -

LOGONS ENABLED     LINE ACTIVE-IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     NODE ACTIVE-

IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     *92181/180240*

How Users Access CA Report Facility

Users can access CA Report Facility by entering the transaction code PRFIMP01. All users should use the same
transaction code. In this case, all users should use the transaction code PRFIMP01. Users should not use the transaction
code PRFIMP02 to access CA Report Facility.
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As users access CA Report Facility, they are added to the MPRs in a round-robin manner, as illustrated earlier. In the
examples in the following section, three users have accessed it: TSCALL, TSCALLB, and TSCALLA. TSCALL and
TSCALLA are on MPR PRFIMP1. TSCALLB is on PRFIMP02.

Displaying PRF MPR Information

You can use the DISPLAY command to display information about PRF MPRs. This information includes the DB2
subsystem, plan name, maximum number of users, number of current users, the user ID level, and the processing state of
the MPR.

The command takes the form transaction-code DISPLAY ACTIVE or transaction-code DISPLAY USERS. The default is
ACTIVE.

When you use the ACTIVE parameter, information for all chained MPRs displays.

PRFIMP01 DISPLAY ACTIVE

PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP01                         DB2 CONNECTION  : D31A                         PLAN NAME       : RFPR400                         MAX USERS       :  10                         CURRENT USERS   :  02                         PROCESSING STATE: ACTIVE                         USERID LEVEL    : ERROR PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP02                         DB2 CONNECTION  : D31A                         PLAN NAME       : RFPR400                         MAX USERS       :  10                         CURRENT USERS   :  01                         PROCESSING STATE: ACTIVE                         USERID LEVEL    : ALLOW

When you use the USERS parameter, information for all users in the specified MPR displays.

PRFIMP01 DISPLAY USERS

The output shows the IDs of the two users on PRFIMP01, their status, and their terminal numbers:

PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP01                 USER: TSCALL    - ACTIVE     - ON TERMINAL: LCLC1033                 USER: TSCALLA   - ACTIVE     - ON TERMINAL: LCLC1034

There are three users in CA Report Facility and two MPRs. Because the users are spread among the PRF MPRs in a
round-robin manner, one user is on PRFIMP02:

PRFIMP02 DISPLAY USERS

The output shows the ID of the user on PRFIMP02, the status, and the terminal number:

PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP02                 USER: TSCALLB   - ACTIVE     - ON TERMINAL: LCLC1033

Canceling Users

The CANCEL command cancels the specified user the next time he or she presses Enter:

PRFIMP01 CANCEL TSCALL

The canceled user receives the following message:

PRF0940I - YOUR PRF SESSION HAS BEEN CANCELLED

The ID that canceled the user receives this message:

PRF0937I - USER: TSCALL   - WAS CANCELLED BY USER: TDTZO
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Displaying the Status of Users

You can then use the DISPLAY command to check the status of the user:

PRFIMP01 DISPLAY USERS

After the user presses Enter, the DISPLAY command does not show the user's status:

PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP01                 USER: TSCALLA   - ACTIVE     - ON TERMINAL: LCLC1034

Canceling All Users

The CANCEL ALL command cancels all users on the specified MPR. The CANCEL ALL command stops CA Report
Facility in the specified MPR:

PRFIMP01 CANCEL ALL

The following example is the message sent after you enter the CANCEL command:

PRF0935I - MPR: PRFIMP01 - INSTRUCTED TO: CANCEL   - BY: TDTZO

When the user presses Enter, the following message displays:

PRF0904W - PRF FOR IMS HAS NOT BEEN STARTED FOR MPR: PRFIMP01

The MPR returns to a waiting status.

Stopping the Transaction

To stop the transaction, enter the command transcode_x STOP transcode_y, where transcode_x is the transaction
code that you used to start CA Report Facility and transcode_y is the specific transaction you want to stop. The STOP
command places a flag in the transaction and makes it unavailable. When all users log off, the transaction shuts down.
We highly recommend using the STOP command before shutting down the transaction.

The STOP command is different from the CANCEL command. The CANCEL command is effective as soon as the user
presses Enter. The STOP command is not effective until the user exits from CA Report Facility. Users are then not
allowed to re-access it.

The STOP command is useful when you want to shut down specific MPRs. For example, during peak times, you might
have more MPRs than are needed during off peak times. You can use the STOP command to stop the MPRs that you no
longer need.

The following example stops the PRFIMP01 transaction:

PRFIMP01 STOP PRFIMP01

The next screen shows the message that displays after you issue the STOP command:

PRF0935I - MPR: PRFIMP01 - INSTRUCTED TO: STOP     - BY: TDTZO

The message (PRF0935I) shows the transaction code and the user that issued the STOP command.
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You can then use the transaction-code DISPLAY ACTIVE command to show the status of the transaction:

PRFIMP01 DISPLAY ACTIVE

The following displays:

PRF0950I - MPR: PRFIMP01                         DB2 CONNECTION  : D31A                         PLAN NAME       : RFPR400                         MAX USERS       :  10                         CURRENT USERS   :  02                         PROCESSING STATE: STOPPING

Notice that the processing state is now STOPPING.

You can also use the transaction-code STOP ALL command to stop all MPRs within the chain:

PRFIMP02 STOP ALL

PRF0935I - MPR: PRFIMP02 - INSTRUCTED TO: STOP     - BY: TDTZO

The IMS /DIS A command displays the status of the MPRs:

/DIS A

The results are shown in the following. Both transactions are stopped, and both MPRs have a WAITING status:

REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/

STEP PROGRAM  STATUS           CLASS         2 IMSMPR2   TP                       WAITING             7         3 IMSMPR1   TP                       WAITING             6           BATCHREG  BMP   NONE           FPRGN     FP    NONE           IMSADBRC  DBRC           IMSADL1   DLS     VTAM ACB OPEN          -

LOGONS ENABLED     LINE ACTIVE-IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     NODE ACTIVE-

IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     *92181/181642*

Stopping the MPR

To stop the MPR, use the IMS /STO REG command. In the following example, region ID 3 (the IMSMPR1 MPR, as shown
in the previous example) is stopped:

/STO REG 3

After you issue the command, the following message displays:

DFS058I 18:16:51 STOP COMMAND IN PROGRESS

To shut down the second MPR, issue the IMS /STO REG command again:

/STO REG 2

Using the IMS /DIS A command, you can see the status of the MPRs:

/DIS A

As the following example shows, the PRF MPRs are shut down.
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REGID JOBNAME   TYPE  TRAN/

STEP PROGRAM  STATUS           CLASS           MSGRGN    TP    NONE           BATCHREG  BMP   NONE           FPRGN     FP    NONE           DBTRGN    DBT   NONE           IMSADBRC  DBRC           IMSADL1   DLS     VTAM ACB OPEN          -

LOGONS ENABLED     LINE ACTIVE-IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     NODE ACTIVE-

IN -    1 ACTIV-OUT -    0     *92181/181712*

CA Report Facility IMS Commands

This section describes commands that you can use from within an IMS session to monitor and control CA Report
Facility for IMS.

Contents:

DISPLAY

To display information, such as the maximum number of users, plan name, DB2 subsystem ID, the number of current
users, and the user ID level, use one of the following commands:

transaction-code DISPLAY ACTIVE

transaction-code DISPLAY USERS

ACTIVE is the default. It displays information for all chained MPRs in the CSA. You can use this option with any or all of
the transaction-codes defined for the chained MPRs.

If you specify USERS, information for all users on the MPR displays. You can use any defined transaction-code for the
chained MPRs. The user information is for the MPR in which the transaction-code will execute.

STOP

You have two ways to stop CA Report Facility: STOP and CANCEL.

The STOP parameter places a flag in the MPR and makes the MPR unavailable for new users. When all users log off
of CA Report Facility, it stops executing in the MPR. This allows the MPR to process non-PRF IMS transactions. CA
Report Facility continues to run in the MPR until existing users log off. We highly recommend using the STOP parameter
before shutting down the MPR.

Use one of the following commands:

transaction-code STOP ALL

transaction-code STOP [trans-code]

The first transaction code you specify (transaction-code) must be the transaction code you use to start CA Report Facility.

If you specify a second transaction code (trans-code), only the specified MPR is stopped. If you specify ALL, all CA
Report Facility MPRs that are chained together are stopped.

CANCEL

Use one of the following commands:
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transaction-code CANCEL ALL

transaction-code CANCEL [user-id]

The CANCEL ALL command shuts down the MPR which is associated with the specified transaction code. You can
specify the ALL parameter for each transaction code defined for CA Report Facility.

After you execute the CANCEL ALL command, you cannot automatically restart CA Report Facility. You must manually
restart it. See Starting CA Report Facility for details on how to start it manually.

If you specify the CANCEL USER-ID command, the user's session is canceled and their work is not saved. This option is
especially useful when a user is executing a long-running query. The USER-ID you list in the CANCEL command must be
executing in the specified MPR.

The transaction code listed for the CANCEL USER-ID command must be the same PRF transaction code that the
specified user is using. In other words, you would not want to specify transaction code B if the user is operating under
transaction code C.

Figure 6: MPRs transaction code - user assignment

See the previous example. If you issued TRANS_CODE_#1 CANCEL ALL, all users in MPR #1 (User_A and User_B)
would be canceled. You can specify the ALL parameter for each transaction code defined in CA Report Facility. In this
example, you can specify ALL for TRANS_CODE_#1, TRANS_CODE_#2, and TRANS_CODE_#3.

To cancel a specific user, you must list the appropriate transaction code in your CANCEL USER-ID command. For
example, to cancel User_E, you would enter TRANS_CODE_#3 CANCEL USER_E. If you tried to use a different
transaction code to cancel User_E, you would receive the following message:

USER: USER_E   -  NOT PROCESSING PRF ON THIS MPR

You can use the DISPLAY command to identify which transaction code to use in the CANCEL USER-ID command. See
DISPLAY for more information about using this command.

When you issue the CANCEL command, the issuer is informed which user has been canceled.

RESET

Use the following commands:

transaction-code RESET
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The RESET command is available in case the MPR ABENDs or is abnormally brought down. The RESET parameter
specifies to reuse the location of the transaction code in the CSA. (The CSA considers the transaction code to be in use
even if the MPR was canceled or stopped.)

QUIESCE

The QUIESCE parameter turns on the STOP flag in the MPR, making the MPR unavailable to new users. This parameter
works much the same as the STOP command with one exception. The QUIESCE command also sets the CANCEL flag.
The QUIESCE specification does not cancel any users, but when you set the CANCEL flag, you must restart the MPR
manually.

Use one of the following commands:

transaction-code QUIESCE ALL

transaction-code QUIESCE [trans-code]

When using the STOP command and STARTUP-MODE AUTO, the next user to enter the transaction-code after the last
user is logged off restarts CA Report Facility. To prevent this, use the QUIESCE command to prevent the subsequent
Autostart.

File Characteristics and Usage
  

This section describes the files needed by CA Compile/PRF and the installation instructions for them.

Export Data Sets

Object definitions are obtained by requesting exports of those definitions to user-specified data sets. These data sets
contain a single object definition. Depending on the type of object being processed, two data sets might be required for
one object definition. For example, if a query is used, a data set will be loaded with the query definition. If a form is used
for the query, then a second data set will be loaded with the form definition because use of a form necessitates the use of
a query.

The export data sets for the query and form should be defined with an RECFM=FB, an LRECL 79 or greater, and a
corresponding BLKSIZE. If you need help calculating a BLKSIZE, see your system administrator. The data sets can be
sequential or partitioned.

Spill File

A spill file can be used by generated programs to hold a temporary result table obtained from DB2. This file is used if the
report requires multiple passes through the data.

In CICS, this file is a temporary storage queue named by concatenating the transaction ID and the terminal ID on which
the program is running.

Report File

A report file contains the actual report output. In TSO and batch mode, the report file is a sequential data set allocated to
the QRFRPT ddname and must be defined with the following DCB settings:
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• RECFM = VBA
• LRECL = 245
• BLKSIZE = 249

In CICS, this file is a temporary storage queue named by concatenating QRFB and the terminal ID on which the program
is running.

Information File

An information file contains information about the execution of a report program. This file is only used in batch and
indicates the user, data, time, SQL, host variable values, and more. Any errors detected in the program are also reported
in this file.

In batch mode, the information file is a sequential data set allocated to the QRFINFO ddname and defined with the
following DCB settings:

• RECFM = FBA
• LRECL = 133
• BLKSIZE = any multiple of 133

In TSO and CICS, host variable settings and errors are displayed online using screens appropriate for the environment.

Host Variable File

A host variable file contains override values that are to be assigned to host variables used by the program in its SQL.

In batch mode, the variable file is a sequential data set that is allocated to the QRFINFO ddname and defined with the
following DCB settings:

• RECFM = FB
• LRECL = 80
• BLKSIZE = any multiple of 80

In TSO and CICS, host variable settings are initialized in the program and those settings are displayed on the Host
Variable screen. The user can specify any override values on that screen. In TSO, the settings are in an array allocated
as part of the working storage for the program. In CICS, these setting are in a temporary storage queue named by
concatenating QRFH and the terminal ID on which the program is running.

Source Library

Generated COBOL code is stored in a source library. This library is a PDS that must be defined with the following DCB
settings:

• RCFM = FB
• LRECL = 80
• BLKSIZE = any multiple of 80

DBRM Library

Generated database request modules are stored in a DBRM library. This library is a PDS that must be defined as
described in the IBM DB2 Application Programming Guide. 

Load Library

Generated load modules are stored in a load library. This library is a PDS that must be defined as appropriate for your
installation.
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Temporary Data Sets for CA Compile/PRF

When running a TSO program, temporary data sets are created for the spill file and the report. These data sets are
allocated to ddnames, QRFSPILL and QRFRPT, respectively. They have names that are generated by the z/OS system.
These data sets are not cataloged and are deleted on program termination.

CICS Execution

There are no CICS execution data sets. CICS programs use the CICS temporary storage queue as necessary.

Batch Execution

Batch programs generated use the following execution data sets:

• QRFHVARS: Contains the host variable override values.
• QRFINFO: Contains report information such as SQL, host variables, user, title, date, or time.
• QRFRPT: Contains the actual report.
• QRFSPILL: Used (as necessary) to contain the result table created by the execution of an SQL statement.

Export

The following export data sets are used when objects are exported:

• FORM: Contains the exported form.
• QUERY: Contains the exported query.

Generated Files

The following files are generated:

• COBOL: Contains the COBOL source code generated for a program.
• DBRM: Contains the Database Request Module for the generated program.
• LOADLIB: Contains the load module for the generated program.

Changing from Temporary to Permanent Passwords for CA Compile/PRF
Once CA Compile/PRF has been installed, the generated code runs on any CPU for which you have passwords, as long
as the password module (PTLECM) remains in the PTILIB DD.

• Programs compiled with the trial control call will work with permanent passwords as long as they are on the CPU for
which the user has permanent passwords.

• The password program reads that it is a permanent password, and then checks for the proper CPU password.
• If the user took his compiled program with the trial control call and the PTLECM password module to another CPU not

having CPU passwords, the program would not work with the CPU password in the PTLECM module.

Calls generated on a trial basis are not portable to various CPUs until a special job is run to create the code that
eliminates the trial control call and the previously generated programs are relinked with the new code.

Eliminate Trial Calls in New Generated Programs

At any time after installation, you can execute a utility (QRFJAGSB) that generates the source code for the subroutine
modules. You can then compile and relink the previously generated programs with the new subroutine modules to remove
all checks to trial control, and then you do not need the PTILIB or the password module.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the QRFJAGSB utility, which can be found in the high-level.CDBAJCL library.
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NOTE
Purchased passwords are needed to run the utility.

2. Recompile the subroutine modules using the QRFJCCSB for CICS and QRFJTCSB for TSO/Batch, which can be
found in the high-level.CDBAJCL library.

NOTE
Update these jobs to point to the libraries where the source was written and the location of the SYSLMOD for
the linked modules.

Any new programs generated, old programs recompiled/linked, or compiled as dyn, use the new subroutines that
do not contain the call to trial control. You do not need the PTILIB DD for the generated programs. However, CA Compile/
PRF still needs PTILIB DD to generate future programs.

ISPF Editor Considerations
Note the following points when you are editing a PRF object in the standard ISPF editor:

• When you first edit an existing object that is not in freeform mode, message PRF0253I displays. This message
denotes that you have switched into the freeform edit mode. When you make a change to the query (and you do not
CANCEL the process), you can no longer return to the Build Query screen.

• Objects with share option ‘Y’ are opened in view mode when you are not the owner. The message PRF0023W
displays. This message informs you that you are in view mode and you are not allowed to edit the object.

• All changes that you make and save in the ISPF editor are saved into an internal buffer. The edited object is saved into
the PRF database when you leave the ISPF editor and return to PRF.

Help Facility
  

Help Facility

 CA Report Facility has a sophisticated help facility that provides you two ways to get information about the currently
displayed screen:

• Enter the HELP command
• Press the appropriate PF key (PF1, by default).
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Cursor Location and Help

Appropriate help displays for the cursor position on the current screen.

Figure 7: Help Facility

The previous figure illustrates the many help screens that can be invoked by requesting help (pressing PF1) from a single
screen.

• Requesting help from the command line displays Command Line Help.
• Requesting help from a special field or when the cursor is not in the command line displays Screen-Sensitive Help.
• Requesting help from some fields displays Field-Sensitive Help.
• Requesting help from other fields displays Active Help Screens.
• Requesting HELP from table names displays a Table Details Pop-Up.

Navigating Through Help

Once a help screen displays, you have several options. These options are displayed at the bottom of every help screen
and are described below.

 Key  Description 

PF1  TOC: Display help Table of Contents. See Table of Contents for
more information.
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PF2  UP: Return to the previous help menu. Help Table of Contents
and Valid Commands help can be called help menus because you
can choose different help topics from them. If you accessed the
current screen by selecting an option from a help menu, you can
return to that menu by pressing PF2.

PF3  PREVIOUS: Display previous screen. Pressing PF3 will display
the previous screen, whether it was a help screen or an CA Report
Facility screen.

PF4  EXIT: Exit help (return to CA Report Facility session).

Enter  NEXT: Display next help screen. If the help topic displays on
multiple screens, press Enter to display the next screen. If you
are viewing the last screen for the topic, that screen remains
displayed.

Table of Contents

For more help on a different topic, you can display the help Table of Contents.

To request help for a displayed topic, enter its reference number in the command line and press Enter.

To display the second help Table of Contents screen, press Enter.

Command Line Help
If the cursor is in the command line when you request help, the help screen displays a list of commands that are valid for
the currently displayed screen.

 PRFH501                                COMMANDS FOR --- BUILD QUERY --- SCREEN                  enter number for more information ===>                           1. ALL ....... Select ALL fields not already selected from the Table.          2. ATTACH .... Attach one or more Tables to the Query.                         3. BATCH ..... Print a BATCH report from this Query.                           4. CANCEL .... Exit without saving the Query's current state.                  5. CAPS ...... Specify CAPS ON or CAPS OFF.                                    6. DETACH .... Detach one or more Tables from the Query.                       7. DOWN1 ..... Scroll DOWN the Table display.                                  8. DOWN2 ..... Scroll DOWN the Select Statement display.                       9. EDIT ...... Enter the edit mode for the SQL SELECT statement.              10. END ....... Return to the previous screen.                                 11. EXPR ...... Bring up the BUILD EXPRESSIONS screen.                         12. FIND ...... Scroll to the field name containing a specified text string.   13. HELP ...... Bring up first HELP screen for your current location.          14. INFO ...... Display documentation for this query.                          15. JOIN ...... Bring up the JOIN CONDITIONS screen.                           16. KEYS ...... Bring up the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.                      17. LNAME ..... Scroll NAME displays to the LEFT.                              18. MAIN ...... Return to the MAIN MENU screen.                                19. NEWSAVE ... Create and edit new Query.                                     20. PROFILE ... Bring up the QUERY PROFILE screen.                             21. REDISP .... Redisplay current screen.                                      PF1 - TOC   PF2 - UP   PF3 - PREVIOUS   PF4 - EXIT   ENTER - NEXT             

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• enter number for more information
Enter a reference number after the arrow and press Enter to request additional help on any command. In the
example, 2 is entered to display more information about the ATTACH command.

• Command Name and Description
(Display only) All valid commands are listed, along with a short description of what they do. In the example, see the
ATTACH command.

• Command Reference Number
(Display only) Each command is given a reference number, such as the number 2 in the example, so that you can
request additional help.
If you enter a command reference number to request additional help, a screen displays that describes the command in
detail. For example, enter 1 to get additional information about the ALL command.

PRFH618                -- <PRF> - ALL COMMAND -- Command ===>  The ALL command can be used on the BUILD QUERY or BUILD "COLUMN" FORM screens to select ALL columns from all tables in the list. The alternative method is to select each column separately be entering an 'S' next to each column name.     

If the command performs an action that affects the current screen only, a relatively simple screen appears, explaining the
command. For example, the ALL command selects all the columns on the Build Query screen. The above figure shows
the help screen for the ALL command.

Sometimes a command introduces another screen. For example, entering the BATCH command displays the Run Batch
Job screen. So, requesting detail help on the BATCH command displays help for the Run Batch Job screen.
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 PRFH240              -- <PRF> - RUN BATCH JOB -- Command==>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The RUN BATCH JOB screen lets you submit the print job to the JES batch queue, as opposed to executing the report online.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- BTCH.03  R04.00   -------------- RUN BATCH JOB -----------------        Tells how many queries/

forms you selected to print <--

BATCH JOB FOR 1 FORM                            enter "S" to submit job JOB DESTINATION -------------------------------------------------------------- Output ===> P   P = JES    D = sequential or partitioned data set (specify) Dataset ==>                                             Member ===>             --

> Lets you specify whether you want the output to go                 directly to JES (Job Execution System) or to a data set.                 P (for printer) - PRF submits the job to JES for execution.                 D (for dataset) - PRF generates the necessary JCL and stores it                                   in the specified dataset, so you can edit the                                   JCL and submit the job when you want. --

> If you entered 'D' for the OUTPUT option, you must enter a Data set name     (and member name, if PDS) to inform PRF where you want to store the JCL.                             press ENTER to continue

This is the same screen that displays when you request help from the Run Batch Job screen. This type of help is called
screen-sensitive help, and is described in Screen-Sensitive Help.

Screen-Sensitive Help
If the cursor is not in the command line when you request help, information about the current screen will appear. This is
called screen-sensitive help. It replicates the screen and explains the fields.

 PRFH205                -- <PRF> - BUILD QUERY --                   Command ===>                                                                   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The BUILD QUERY screen lets you select the columns you want PRF to         retrieve, and to indicate any operations you want to perform with that data.  ================================================================================ BLDQ.02  R02.00 ----------------- BUILD QUERY ------------------  COMMAND ==>                                                                    +- Distinct: N    Shrink: N ----

+ +-- Location: LOCAL                           | SEL    PTIEIN1.ACCOUNT_TAB    | | ORD   GRP   FUNC   WHERE ....... Using: AND | S      1F ACCOUNT_NO .........| |                                             | +-----------------------------

+ +-

>  Display of location where data resides. | |                                                                             | +-

> The SHRINK option lets you shrink the number of columns displayed.  |      Y  Display columns used by query   N  Display all columns in the table   +---

> The DISTINCT option lets you insert "DISTINCT" after "SELECT"               Y  Insert "DISTINCT" after "SELECT"   N  Do not insert "DISTINCT"         _______________________________________________________________________________ SELECT ACCOUNT_NO                                                               FROM PTIEIN1.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                        |                                                                               --

> SQL SELECT statement that results from the entries you have made above.                               press ENTER to continue                              PF1 - TOC   PF2 - UP   PF3 - PREVIOUS   PF4 - EXIT   ENTER - NEXT             

Note the following on the previous screen:

• Description
(Display only) A short description of the screen and its purpose are displayed at the top of the help screen.

• Screen Image
(Display only) The screen for which you have requested help displays and annotated so that you can easily
understand how the screen works. In this example, an image of the Build Query displays and its fields annotated to
help you understand how to use the Build Query.

• Field Explanation
(Display only) Each active field displays in bold (shown in bold italics here). Arrows point from the field to its
description.

• Continue
(Display only) If there is more than one help screen on the current topic, the message, “press ENTER to continue,”
displays at the bottom of the screen. Continue to press Enter to cycle through all the help for the topic.

• Navigation Instructions
(Display only) Reminders on how to navigate through Help are displayed at the bottom of the screen. See Navigating
Through Help for details.

Field-Sensitive Help
For some screens, different information displays, depending on which field the cursor is in when you request help. This is
called field-sensitive help.

For example, while viewing the Build Query screen, you can display nine different help screens. Which help screen
displays depends on where the cursor is. If the cursor is in the Shrink prompt, you get help on the Shrink option. If the
cursor is in the Sel (Selection) field, information on how to use the Sel field to select columns displays. This means that
you do not have to sort through lots of information to understand one feature. Field-sensitive help lets you select a very
specific help topic.
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PRFH262                 -- <PRF> - SHRINK -- Command ===>  BLDQ.02  R04.00 ----------------- BUILD QUERY ------------------   COMMAND ==>                   Shrink:  N SEL     PTIEIN1.ACCOUNT_TAB        ORD   GRP   FUNC   WHERE ....... Using: AND     1. ACCOUNT_NO ...........C      The SHRINK option lets you shrink the number of columns displayed.      Y   Displays just those columns that have any condition - that is, any         column that is selected, has a WHERE clause, etc.     N   Expands the list to include all columns in the table.

Active Help Screens
Some help screens not only provide information, but also permit you to select options from the screen. This type of help
screen is called an active help screen.

If you request help while the cursor is in the Func (Function) field of a selected column on the Build Query screen, the
Select SQL Column Function screen displays. The Select SQL Column Function screen is an active help screen because
it not only displays information about the functions valid for that column, but also lets you select a function from that
screen.

 SQLF.03           -------- SELECT SQL COLUMN FUNCTION ---------     COMMAND==>                                                           USER2.DDD                  SQL COLUMN: A.LAST_POST_DATE .............  DATE SEL --------------------------------------------------------------------------     AVG ........... Compute average of ALL values - including duplicates.     AVG DISTINCT .. Compute average of DISTINCT values - duplicates skipped.     COUNT ......... Count number of DISTINCT values - duplicates skipped.     MAX ........... Compute maximum of all the values in the group.     MIN ........... Compute minimum of all the values in the group.     SUM ........... Compute sum of ALL values - including duplicates.     SUM DISTINCT .. Compute sum of DISTINCT values - duplicates skipped. --------------------------------   -------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                             "AVG" or "SUM" functions can only be selected for numeric SQL columns

The following fields appear on the previous screen:

• Functions
(Display only) The valid functions are listed, along with a short description. In the example, see the AVG function.

• SEL
Enter S next to the function name and press Enter to select a function for the column.

If you are not sure how to use an active help screen, do not worry; help is available. To continue the previous example, if
you need help on how to select a function, move the cursor to the Sel field and press PF1. The appropriate help screen
appears.

 PRFH219               -- <PRF> - SELECT SQL COLUMN FUNCTION --     Command ===>                                                                   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------   The SELECT SQL COLUMN FUNCTION screen displays all valid SQL functions. It is   displayed by positioning the cursor on the FUNC field and pressing PF1.     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------                  SQL COLUMN:  POSTED_BAL ..................... DECIMAL 9.02     SEL --------------------------------------------------------------------------   s  AVG .............. Compute average of ALL values - including duplicates.                                                                                     The column name, column type, size, and decimal position are displayed above    all valid SQL functions.                                                                                                                                       To select a function, enter an 'S' next to the function that you want. When    you press ENTER, PRF returns you to the Build Query screen and the function     that you selected appears in the FUNC field. If the function chosen causes     DB2 to return a decimal value with a precision of greater than 15, PRF will     let you know and ask if you want to specify a new precision and scale.                                                                                         You can only select one function for a column. If you need more than one       function on a column, you must repeat the column on the query build screen      and apply the other desired functions to the repeated columns.                                                                                               PF1 - TOC   PF2 - UP   PF3 - PREVIOUS   PF4 - EXIT   ENTER - NEXT             

Help for active help screens is presented as screen-sensitive help; the screen is replicated and its fields are explained.

Table Details Pop-Up
When you request help from a table name field, Report Facility displays a pop-up screen in the bottom third of the display.

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+|

Correlate: A                                                                ||

PRF:  A ..                                                                  ||

Location:- LOCAL            ............................................... ||

Creator: . SALES_AND_FINANCE_SYSTEM                                         || .........                                                                  ||

Name: .... HISTORY_TABLE__THE_SALES_IN_THE_EASTERN_REGION_FOR_THE_SECOND_QU || ......... ARTER_OF_THE_PREVIOUS_FISCAL_YEAR                                |+-------- press enter to return ---------------------------------------------

+

Because the parts of a table name can exceed the boundaries of the screen, you can select HELP for table names to
display the full name of the table.

The following describes the fields that appear on this pop-up:

• Correlate
Indicates the table correlation name provided by the user in Freeform SQL.

• PRF
Indicates the table correlation name that is used internally by Report Facility. If you do not provide a name for the
table, Report Facility will create and use this one.

• Location
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Indicates the SYSIBM.LOCATIONS entry that describes where the table's data is located.
• Creator

Indicatesthe 128-character long name creator specifier in the table name.
• Name

Indicates the 128-character long name name specifier in the table name.
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Administrating

The following functions are available through System Services menu to administrate CA Report Facility processing.

NOTE
Only the administrator and anyone the administrator designates can access the administrative functions.

•  PRF Interface: This option permits easy access to the CA Compile/PRF product without having to exit CA Report
Facility. CA Compile/PRF lets you easily generate, compile, and execute stand-alone COBOL programs from CA
Report Facility queries or reports or from non-CA Report Facility SQL. See PRF Execution Function.

•  System Profile Maintenance: This option is used to determine the location of the CA Report Facility and DB2
load modules. The system profile screens also determine the system-wide currency symbol, whether SQL, Submit,
Query Row, or Data Set Access Exits are used, and the default object values for Extract Forms. The system profile
screens also include options for accessing the Chart Facility and Compile/CA Report Facility, and using the Auto Join,
Maintenance Refresh, and Table Search features. See System Profiles.

•  User Profile Maintenance: This option is used to establish general and system information for a specific user or
group of users. User profiles can be assigned individually or they can be attached to groups. Users can view their
own profiles by entering the PROF command on the command line, but cannot alter their profiles unless their system
administrator has granted them administrator authority. See User and Group Profiles Maintenance.

•  Export and Import Services: The Export Services option on the System Services menu lets you export queries,
forms, and procedures to data sets. The Import Services option lets you import queries, forms, procedures, and other
SQL queries contained in data sets into CA Report Facility. See Importing and Exporting Objects.

•  Message Processor: This option lets you send messages to other users. You can enter the message and
indicate how long the Message Processor should save that message. You can also browse and delete messages.
See Message Processor.

•  Active User Display: This option lets you view the activities of users logged on to CA Report Facility and to terminate
the sessions of other users. This option applies only to CICS users. It is not available for TSO and IMS users.
See Active User Display.

•  Data File Maintenance: With the Data File Maintenance option, you can process external data files, such as VSAM/
QSAM files, as if they were DB2 tables. External refers to any data that is not contained in a DB2 database. You can
select an external file, use it in a query, and make a form for it, just as you would a DB2 table. See Defining External
Data Files.

•  Static Query Maintenance: Queries are typically executed with dynamic SQL. Since dynamic SQL execution takes
a considerable amount of time and resources, a method is provided in which previously defined queries may be
converted into static SQL, thus avoiding DB2's dynamic processing and improving performance. Once this is done, the
static module will automatically be used instead of dynamic SQL access, whenever the query is executed. See Static
Query Maintenance.

•  System Printer Maintenance: Online printing is supported. With the System Printer Maintenance option,
maintenance is made easy by allowing the administrator to define printers for general use at the system level,
preventing the need to define printers for each user or group of users. However, the definition of printers for use by
particular users or groups is also allowed. The administrator can also assign global printers for use across systems
(TSO, CICS, IMS). See Online Printing.

•  Company Header/Footer Maintenance: You can specify a page header and page footer to appear on each page
of a report generated by a form. You can include company names, report titles, page numbers, dates, or other useful
information. Page headers and footers are defined in the Build Form process. If defined, page headers and footers
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appear online in page mode and always appear in batch. See Displaying and Maintaining Company Headers and
Footers.

•  KEEP Table Processor: The KEEP Table Processor option allows administrators to delete tables created by the
KEEP command. See KEEP Table Processor.

•  DB2 Subsystem Selection: Under TSO, you can change the SSID without exiting CA Report Facility.
•  Changes: Provide a summary of product updates and changes.

PRF Execution Function
The PRF execution option lets you access CA Compile/PRF without exiting CA Report Facility. With CA Compile/PRF,
you can generate, compile, and execute stand-alone COBOL programs from CA Report Facility queries or reports
or from non-PRF SQL. For information about administering CA Compile/PRF with CA Report Facility, see System
Profiles and User and Group Profiles Maintenance.

This option displays only if CA Compile/PRF is installed with the intent of executing it from CA Report Facility.

System Profiles
System profiles let you determine the location of the load modules and additional parameters that are used system-wide:

• The system-wide currency symbol.
• Whether reports represent an empty row or table with an empty report or not at all. (This feature does not apply to

Extract, Mailing Label, or Letter forms.)
• The use of the SQL, Submit, Query Row, or Data Set Access exits.

After the exit program is written and linked into your system, you can change the values on the System Profile panel at
any time. If there is no exit program, specify N (No) for both all fields.

• The default object values for Extract Forms, Chart Facility, and CA Compile/PRF access.
• The use of the auto join, maintenance refresh, table search features, data set protection, and online printing.
• Execution controls.
•  Batch job generation parameters.
• DB2 access parameters.
• DB2 LOAD table defaults (for DB2 Extract forms).

DB2 LOAD table defaults can be overridden on user profile level or in the Run Extract - DB2 Format panel during
execution.

• DB2 KEEP table defaults.
DB2 KEEP table defaults are used only to format new user profiles. The default values are overridden after a user
profile values are initialized.

• Report formatting controls.
• Settings that are used to send emails
• User libraries.

User library parameters specify the locations of the source, DBRM, and load libraries for static queries. All users in a
given system use these libraries. Make the load library available to the online system because a dynamic call to the
module is used when executing the query in static form.
We highly recommend that each online system uses its own static query libraries. This prevents users in different
execution environments from accessing modules created for the wrong environment. As an alternative, you can use
module naming standards to distinguish modules meant for various environments.

• Sort controls.
• Spill file allocation options.
• Governor controls (TSO and CICS only)
• Non-query SQL authorization

When you first execute CA Report Facility, the System Profile panel for the system you are using displays automatically.
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NOTE
 For the description of system profile parameters, place cursor to the required section and press PF1 while on
the System Profile panel.

Set Up System Profile
The System Profiles Maintenance option determines the location of the load modules (product specific and DB2).

Any updates that you make to the System Profile panel are applied:

• To the current session of the person making the changes
• To all users that log in after the changes are made

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 2, System Profile Maintenance, from the System Services menu.
The System Profile panel for your system (TSO, CICS, or IMS) appears, displaying default values for the system
parameters.

2. Modify the parameters on the System Profile panel.

NOTE
Press Page Down to scroll the System Profile panel. For the description of system profile parameters, place
cursor to the required section and press PF1.

3. Press Enter to save your changes and then press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
To exit the panel without processing your changes, press PF3. Do not press Enter. The CANCEL command
is not supported within the System Profile screen.

Qualifying Data Set Names

When you enter data set names on any of the System Profile panels, you must fully qualify the data set names without
quotation marks. This is different from the rest of CA Report Facility, which automatically adds the user ID as the first
qualifier of the data set name if you do not use quotation marks.

Spill File Allocation Options
You can define additional IDCAMS control statements to use in the IDCAMS DEFINE of spill files. You can specify up to
two lines of control statement without any continuation marks. The statements are inserted when constructing the DEFINE
statement.

WARNING
Specify the statements that are not already included when the spill file is created. These statements will be
added to the CA Report Facility generated control statements and must not conflict with the CA Report Facility
parameters or the request will fail.

PRF formats the following IDCAMS parameters:

DELETE CLUSTER (NAME('prf.spill.file.name'))

DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME('prf.spill.file.name') -

spillparmsline1 -

spillparmsline2 -

    VOLUME(volser,volser,volser) -

    RECORDS(#####) -

    SHR(2 3) -
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    NUMBERED -

    UNIQUE   -

    SPEED    -

    RECORDSIZE(32760, 32760))

where:

• The volsers are taken from the User Profile.
• The ##### is determined from the spill file storage indicators in the User Profile.
• The spillparmsline# are the optional spill parameters lines from the User Profile.
• The Spill File Allocation Options fields for the CICS system profile, apply only to spill files that are allocated for batch

jobs originating in CICS. CICS uses a common spill file for all users, which the system administrator must allocate.
• The Spill File Allocation Options fields for the IMS system profile, are used only if each user has a spill file allocated.
• SMS parameters. It is common to use these fields to specify SMS parameters for spill file allocation. If you do use

these fields for SMS parameters, ensure that your installation does not have any SMS rules in place that prohibit the
desired allocations.

Signon-Define User ID To Access CA Report Facility
The Signon feature lets users access CA Report Facility under a user ID that is different from the system ID used to sign
onto TSO, CICS, or IMS. This ID is called the PRF ID.

To enable the Signon feature at the system level, specify P in the Signon Type field on the System Profile panel.

Users will be prompted to provide their PRF ID and password when they access CA Report Facility.

NOTE
To use the system user ID to access CA Report Facility, specify C.

User and Group Profiles Maintenance
  

User Profiles

The User Profiles Maintenance function lets you establish general and system information for a specific user or group of
users. You can assign user profiles individually or attach them to groups.

OPEN and CLOSED Enrollment

If you define a user profile with a name of DEFAULT, open enrollment is in effect. Open enrollment lets any user that
has EXECUTE authority on the PRF plan execute CA Report Facility. If a profile does not exist for the user, one is
automatically created using the values in the DEFAULT profile.

If you do not have a user profile named DEFAULT, closed enrollment is in effect. A user must have a user profile record
defined before they can execute CA Report Facility, even if the user has EXECUTE authority on the PRF plan. One of the
benefits of closed enrollment is easy control of user access to CA Report Facility. Under closed enrollment you can grant
EXECUTE authority to PUBLIC and control users' access through user and group profiles.

You can change between open and closed enrollment at any time.
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Group Profiles

You create and maintain group profiles the same way as user profiles. You attach users to a group, and the user
references the group's profile. You can then change the group profile and implicitly change the profiles of all the users
attached to the group.

You cannot modify the profile of a user attached to a group. Individual users assigned to groups have no individual
profiles. They share the group's profile.

You can detach a user from a group by blanking out the group ID. The User Profile for that user inherits all of the controls
in effect for the user when you perform the detach.

NOTE
Because detach processing occurs before other options, such as Display (S) and Modify (M), you can perform
other options when you detach profiles.

Creating and Maintaining a User or Group Profile
Contents:

User Profile Maintenance Panel

This screen lets you attach, modify, delete, or display the User Profile screens for individual users or for groups.

 USRP.01           -------   User Profile Maintenance  ----------    COMMAND==>                                                    USER ID: USER01   -------------   A - Attach, M - Modify, D - Delete, S - Display  -----------  Option    User ID     Group ID  ----------    MESSAGES / NAMES   -----------    _       PTIKC                 DEFAULT USER    _       PTILANG               THOMAS E. LANG    _       PTIPH                 P. HUMENASKY    _       PTISD                 DEFAULT USER    _       PTITL                 THOMAS E. LANG    _       PTITO                 THERESA ZANETTI O'NEIL                                  <=====  END OF DATA  =====>                                                 
               

Create a User or Group Profile

To create a user profile:

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter information in the following fields:
– Specify the profile type of the Create User or Group Profile option:

• Enter U to create a user profile.
• Enter G to create a group profile.

– Enter the name of the profile in the Profile ID field.
– Enter a brief description, such as the user's name, in the Desc field.

2. Press Enter. The General User Profile Options panel appears.
3. (Optional) To copy another user or group profile, enter the name of the profile you want to copy in the Copy From User

field and press Enter
The profile you specified is copied.

NOTE

When you create a new user or group, you can copy an existing user or group profile, or you can attach a
new user to a group. You cannot do both.

4. Specify general user or group profile options.
5. (Optional) To attach the new user profile to an existing group, enter the name of the group in the Attach to Group field

and press Enter.
The user profile is attached to the specified group.

NOTE

When you create a new user or group, you can copy an existing user or group profile, or you can attach a
new user to a group. You cannot do both.

6. Using the scrolling keys, access the other profile panels:
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– Batch Report Parameters
– TSO User Profile
– CICS User Profile
– IMS User Profile.
Specify values for fields on the profile screens that apply to your environment.

7. Press PF3 (End). The User Profile Maintenance Options panel reappears.
Access, create, or modify another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen. A
message confirming the creation of the profile is displayed.

Attach a User Profile to a Group

To attach a user profile to a group

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the user ID in the User ID field of the Display/Modify/Delete
User Profiles option, and press Enter.
A search string is allowed in this field. For more information, see the Search String Specification section.
The user ID is displayed on the List of User Profiles screen.

2. Complete the information in the following fields:
– Enter A in the Option field.
– Enter the group ID in the Group ID field.

3. Press Enter. The user profile is attached to the specified group. A message confirming this action is displayed in the
Messages/Names field.

4. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify
another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen.

Display a List of User Profiles in a Group

To display a list of user profiles in a group

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the name of the group in the Group ID field of the Display/
Modify/Delete User Profiles option.

2. You can display an entire group or certain members of a group.
– To display an entire group, press Enter.

The List of User Profiles screen appears, listing all user IDs that are attached to the group you specified on the
User Profile Maintenance Options screen.

– To display certain members of a group, enter selection criteria (including wildcard characters) in the User ID field of
the same option, and press Enter.
The List of User Profiles screen appears, listing all user IDs that are attached to the group and that satisfy the
selection criteria you specified on the previous screen.

3. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify
another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen.

Detach a User Profile From a Group

To detach a user profile from a group

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the name of the group in the Group ID field of the Display/
Modify/Delete User Profiles option.

2. Press Enter. The List of User Profiles screen appears, and the list of user IDs that are attached to the group you
specified is displayed.

3. For the user(s) you want to detach, blank out the group name displayed in the Group ID field next to the user ID(s).
4. Press Enter. The user ID(s) are detached from the group, and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/

Names field.
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5. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify
another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen.

Be sure to detach all users in a group before attempting to delete the group. If you detach the users after you delete the
group ID, you receive an error message. Attach the users to another group to eliminate the message.

You cannot use the A (attach), S (select), and M (modify) options unless you detach the user from the group. After you
detach a user from the group, then you can use the A, S, and M options to attach the user to another group, or browse or
modify the user's profile.

Display, Modify, or Delete User Profiles

To display or modify a user profile, enter the user ID in the User ID field and select the appropriate option. Then follow the
panels.

To delete a user profile

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the user ID you want to delete in the User ID field of the
Display/Modify/Delete User Profiles option, and press Enter.
A search string is allowed in this field. For more information, see the Search String Specification section.
The List of User Profiles screen appears.

2. Enter D in the Option field next to the user ID and press Enter.
The Confirm Deletion screen appears.

3. You can delete a user ID with or without deleting its objects.
To cancel the deletion, press PF3 (End). If you selected multiple users or groups, the next user or group displays.
– To delete a user ID without deleting its objects, enter N in the Delete all Queries, Forms, and Procs? field, and

press Enter.
The user ID is deleted, and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/Names field.

– To delete a user ID and its objects, enter Y in the Delete all Queries, Forms, and Procs? field, and press Enter.
The user ID and its objects are deleted, and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/Names field.

4. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify
another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen.

Display, Modify, or Delete Group Profiles

To display or modify a group profile, enter the group name in the Group ID field and select the appropriate option. Then
follow the panels.

To delete a group profile

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the name of the group in the Group ID field of the Display/
Modify/Delete User Profiles option, and press Enter.
The List of User Profiles screen appears.

2. Blank out the group ID next to each user ID listed on the screen and press Enter.
The user IDs are detached from the group and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/Names field next
to each user ID.

3. Press PF3 (End). The User Profile Maintenance Options screen is displayed.
4. In the Group ID field of the Display/Modify/Delete Group Profile option, enter the name of the group you want to delete.

You can use selection criteria to display a list of groups. Press Enter.
The group ID is displayed.

5. Enter D in the Option field, and then press Enter. The Confirm Deletion screen is displayed.
6. You can delete a group ID with or without deleting its objects:

To cancel the deletion, press PF3 (End). If you selected multiple users or groups, the next user or group displays.
– To delete a group ID without deleting its objects, enter N in the Delete all Queries, Forms, and Procs? field, and

press Enter.
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The group ID is deleted, and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/Names field.
– To delete a group ID and its objects, enter Y in the Delete all Queries, Forms, and Procs? field, and press Enter.

The group ID and its objects are deleted, and a confirmation message is displayed in the Messages/Names field.
7. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify

another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen.

NOTE
If you do not detach the users from the group before deleting the group, the group ID is still attached to the
user ID. Erasing the group ID at this point causes an SQL error. To remove the group ID, attach the user ID to
a different group ID, and then blank out the second group ID. The message “User Profile Record Detached”
appears.

General User Options
  

The way you access the profiles determines what you can do while on the profile screens:

• If you use the Create User or Group Profile option, you can make changes to any of the profile screens.
• If you enter M in the Option field next to a user ID or group ID, you can make changes to any of the profile screens.
• If you enter S in the Option field next to a user ID or group ID, you can only display the profile screens. You are not

able to access any of the fields to make changes.

You can use the PROF command to display your user or group profile. The PROF command does not let you change the
profile.

The General User Options is the first profile screen that appears when you choose to create, modify, or display a user or
group profile. 

GENP.02             --------- User Profile Maintenance ---------   COMMAND==>       
                                                                                    
                                                                                   

               User: USER01                             General User Options:       

           Name: DEFAULT USER PROFILE                 Administrator .. N           

        Password .........                         Area ...........                

     Password Interval. NO                                                          

 Language: DEFAULT                        Format Options:                            

                                       DATE Format ... ISO                     CASE by

 form type/function              DECIMAL ....... P   NULL Type ..... Y       Column ..

 U   Tab ..... U           Function in Across/Group Title .... Y       Block ... U  

 Letter .. U                               Query Case .... U       Mail .... U   Hdr/

Ftr/Brk .. U    PF KEY Option:                                                       

             Copy From User ...            or  Attach to User ...                    
                                                                                     

 DB2 Extract Options:                                                              JCL

 Model PDS Name: PTI.PRF.SRCLIB                                              Target->

   Subsystem:         Database:             Tablespace:                               

                                                                KEEP Command Options: 

 Database:           Tablespace:                                                   SQL

 ID:                                                                                   

                                                        PAGE FORWARD FOR BATCH PROFILE /

 BACKWARD FOR IMS PROFILE        
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The General Use Options section contains the following fields:

•  User
Identifies the ID of the user whose profile is currently displayed.

•  Name
Specifies the description associated with the user ID displays. You can change the value.
Default: The information you entered in the Description field of the Maintenance Options screen.

Format Options

The format options control the way text, such as headings and footers, display in reports.

•  Date Format
Specifies the default for the dates (date data type) and the <d> symbol in report text. The following values are
available:
–  ISO

Displays the date in YYYY-MM-DD format.
–  USA

Displays the date in MM-DD-YYYY format.
–  EUR

Displays the date in DD.MM.YYYY format.
–  XS

Displays the date in expanded short format.
–  XL

Displays the date in expanded long format.
–  STD

Displays the date in YY/MM/DD format.
•  Decimal

Specifies the type of decimal character to use in reports and the user profile. This setting also affects the separator
that is used after every third power of ten. The following values are available:
– P -- Period. Example: 1,000,000.53
– C -- Comma. Example: 1.000.000,53

•  NULL Type
Specifies the default value for the screens where the NULLS command is valid. The following values are available:
– Y -- Nulls ON
– N -- Nulls OFF

•  Query Case 
Specifies the default capitalization (CAPS) setting to use for new queries.
This setting applies only the first time you edit a new query. When you edit a query, the CAPS setting that was in effect
when you last saved the query is restored. The following values are available:
–  U

Defaults new queries to CAPS ON.
–  M

Defaults new queries to CAPS LITERAL.
–  O

Defaults new queries to CAPS OFF.
–  F

Defaults new queries to CAPS FIRST.
–  L

Defaults new queries to CAPS LOWER.
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NOTE
 For more information about CAPS settings, see the Using section.

•  CASE by form type/function
Specifies the CAPS settings to use for each form type:
–  Column

Affects column titles that you create. Does not affect default column titles.
–  Tab

Affects column titles that you create. Does not affect default column titles.
–  Block

Affects any text that you enter.
–  Letter

Affects any text that you enter.
–  Mail

Affects any text that you enter.
–  HDR/FTR/BRK

Affects the text you enter for headers, footers, break text, and final break text.
For each form type, you can specify the following CAPS settings:
– U -- CAPS ON
– M -- CAPS OFF

NOTE
 The CASE settings do not affect column data that you embed in a block or letter form as part of a multiple-
query report. For more information about multiple-query reports and CASE settings, see the Using section.

PF Key Option Fields

The PF KEY Options section contains the following fields:

•  Copy From User
Specifies user ID to copy user PF Key definitions from.

•  Attach to User
Specifies user ID to define standard PF Key definitions throughout an organization.
For example, if you attach USER1 PF Key definitions to user profile USER2, USER2 uses the same PF Key definitions
as USER1. USER2 has no individual PF Key profile. If USER1 changes the PF Key definitions, USER2 also uses
those new definitions.

DB2 Extract Options

The DB2 Extract Options section contains the following fields:

•  JCL Model PDS Name
Specifies the name of the PDS that contains the model JCL member, MDLDB2EX (DB2 extract model JCL). Change
the default value from PTI.PRF.SRCLIB to the actual CDBAMDL library. Use one of these approaches:
–   PDS name 

Specify the explicit name of the PDS that contains the model JCL member.
–   blank 

Replace the default name with a blank. The product examines the system profile and fills in the specified model
library name.

–  *
Specify an asterisk to obtain the model library name dynamically from the system profile when the user requests a
job to be generated. Whatever the system profile specifies becomes the model name for all new DB2 extracts that
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the user creates. If the user profile specifies “*”, then all new extracts also specify “*” and obtain their model data set
name from the system profile at job generation time.

•  Target Subsystem
Specifies the target subsystem for the table that will be created.

•  Target Database and Tablespace
Specifies the database and tablespace that will contain the table.

How To Specify DB2 Extract Options

You can specify the DB2 Extract options in the following screens:

• System Profile
• User Profile Maintenance
• Run Extract for the DB2 format

The following rules apply:

• The System Profile values apply as default when you do not specify values on the User Profile or the Run DB2 Extract
Form screens. For more information about the DB2 Extract Options for System Profile, see TSO System Profile.

• The User Profile values apply as default when you do not specify values on the Run Extract screen for the DB2 format.
For more information about DB2 Extract Options for Run Extract, see the Using section.

KEEP Command Options

The KEEP Command options let you save the detail data into a DB2 table. The following options can be specified:

•  Database and Tablespace
Specifies the database and tablespace where to place new KEEP tables. The database default is DSNDB04. If you do
not specify a tablespace, a new tablespace is created for the table when you execute the KEEP command.

•  SQL ID
Specifies the secondary SQL ID to use during KEEP processing.

You can use the KEEP command on report screens to save the detail data into a DB2 table. When you initially create a
user profile, the values default to those assigned in the systempProfile. After you set the KEEP Command Options, the
values in the user profile are used for all KEEP commands, even if the fields (the defaults) are blank.

CICS User Parameters

 Contents: 

  

If you are not running under CICS, you can skip this section.

The CICS Profile screen lets you:

• Specify how CA Report Facility executes.
• Specify which authorities the user has for using certain CA Report Facility options.
• Define the maximum amount of memory to use for a report under CICS before allocating a spill file.
• Define default options for DB2 Extracts.

The report memory size specified is independent of the CA Report Facility program memory requirements. CA Report
Facility allocates all the memory it needs for program execution before allocating the report memory storage area.
However, it can use memory above the line in MVS/XA systems for both the actual program and report storage, and will
use memory above the line automatically.

You can set the maximum report memory size to limit a user's consumption of XA memory, because using large amounts
of virtual storage affects all other users on the system.
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When CA Report Facility uses all of the specified report memory, it automatically uses a VSAM data set and writes the
remaining results to the VSAM data set, called a spill file. The installer names the spill file.

The CICS profile is independent of the TSO profile. If the user operates under CICS and TSO, CA Report Facility options
work according to the parameters specified in the appropriate profile screen.

 CICP.03           ----------User Profile Maintenance -----------     COMMAND==>       
                                                                                      

                                                         CICS User Parameters:         

         User: USER01                                Entry Mode .... M                 

  Name: DEFAULT_USER_PROFILE                                                           

                                       PRF Build Options:                              

                                    Query Build ....... Y   Form Build ....... Y   Proc

 Build ....... Y             List Limit ........ 0                                    

                   PRF Execution Options:                                             

                 Query Execution ... Y   Form Execution ... Y   Proc Execution ... Y  

           KBYTES of main memory ...... 32               Row Limit .. << NONE >>      

     VSAM Spill File OPTIONS:                                                         

 Primary Extent KBYTES .... 1,024                                              Governor

 Resource Group .... SYSTEM                                         Administrative

 Access Options:                    Compile/PRF ..... Y               System Profile ..

 Y    Import Services . Y    Data Files ...... Y               User Profiles ... Y   

 Messages ........ Y    Static Queries .. Y               Export Services . Y    Active

 Users .... Y    Printers ........ Y               Non-Query SQL ... Y                 
                                                                                       
                                                                                        
                                                                                        

                        PAGE FORWARD FOR IMS PROFILE / BACKWARD FOR TSO PROFILE         
     

General Parameters for CICS Users

The CICS User Parameters top section contains the following fields:

•  Entry Mode
Specifies whether the Main Menu or the System Services screen appears when the user first executes CA Report
Facility. The Entry Mode code also determines whether the user can access the System Services screen. The
following values are available:
–  M

Access the System Services screen, which is the ADMIN Main Menu.
–  A

Access the Main Menu (Autostart).

NOTE
The Administrative Access Options determine whether the user can access the ADMIN Profiles.

–  R
Restrict access to CA Report Facility. This means the user cannot use it.

NOTE
To restrict access to the ADMIN Profiles, use the Administrative Access Options.

•  User
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(Display only) Identifies the ID of the user whose profile is currently displayed.
•  Name

Specifies the description associated with the user ID displays. You can change the value.

PRF Build Options

The PRF Build Options section specifies whether the user can build queries or forms. The section contains the following
fields:

•  Query Build
Specifies whether to allow the user to build queries. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to build queries.
–  N

Does not allow the user to build queries.
•  List Limit

Specifies the maximum number of entries built for object lists. The dynamic CURSORs used to create the object and
table lists are OPTIMIZEd for the number of rows specified by the List Limit. The following values are available:
–   number 

Specifies the maximum number of entries built for object lists. If the number of possible rows returned is greater
than the List Limit, a message informs you that the limit has been reached. The message also reports the number of
rows returned. Additionally, a LIST LIMIT REACHED message appears at the end of the list (similar to the END OF
LIBRARY message).

–  0|NONE
Displays all items that meet the selection criteria.

•  Form Build
Specifies whether to allow the user to build forms. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to build forms.
–  N

Does not allow the user to build forms.
•  Proc Build

Specifies whether to allow the user to build procedures. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to build procedures.
–  N

Does not allow the user to build procedures.

PRF Execution Options

The PRF Execution Options section contains the following fields:

•  Query Execution
Specifies whether to allow the user to execute queries. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to execute queries. Also lets the user to use any form when running a query.
–  N

Does not allow the user to execute queries.
•  Form Execution

Specifies whether to allow the user to execute forms. The following values are available:
–  Y
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Allows the user to execute forms.
–  N

Does not allow the user to execute forms.

NOTE
 If you specify Y, the user can run forms, but not necessarily any queries. You must select the Query
Execution field to give the user access to queries.

•  Proc Execution
Specifies whether to allow the user to execute procedures. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to execute procedures.
–  N

Does not allow the user to execute procedures.

NOTE
 If you specify Y, you must also enter Y in the Query Execution field to give the user access to queries that
your procedure calls. If your procedures also call forms, you must specify Y in the Form Execution field.

•  KBYTES of Main Memory
Specifies the amount of main memory (in kilobytes (1024)) to allocate for the memory portion of the SPILL file. CA
Report Facility always allocates at least 32 KB for an I/O buffer for the VSAM portion and any further allocations are in
32 KB increments.
Note: For information concerning storage usage by individual users, see Memory Considerations.

•  Row Limit
Specifies the maximum number of rows retrieved for any SELECT statement that the user executes under the
specified system (CICS, TSO, or IMS).
Each execution system has a row limit specified in the User Profile. This is the default (and upper limit) for all reports
that user generates in that system. The object does not maintain or remember row limits.

•  VSAM Spill Options: Primary Extent KBYTES
Specifies the primary size allocation for the VSAM spill file. Under CICS and sometimes in IMS, one spill file exists for
all users so this setting is the amount of that file that this user is allowed to use. The CICS spill file and the common
IMS spill file are created before the execution environment is established. A TSO, batch and sometimes an IMS spill
file are generated for each user and this parameter determines the primary size of that file.
The spill file is configured with 32 KB records so this setting should be figured in 32 KB increments.

NOTE
 To determine how large a spill file you need, see the section "Memory and Spill Files" in Programming
Details.

•  Governor Resource Group
Leave this field blank.

Administrative Access Options

The Administrative Access Options section specifies which administrative options a user can access. The section contains
the following fields:

•  Compile/PRF
Specifies whether to let users execute CA Compile/PRF. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to execute CA Compile/PRF.
–  N

Does not allow the user to execute CA Compile/PRF.
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NOTE
This field displays only if you set the Compile/PRF field in the Execution Controls section of the first System
Profile screen to Y.

•  System Profile
Specifies whether the user can perform system profile maintenance. Any user can display, but not update, the profile
screens. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to perform System Profile maintenance.
–  N

Does not allow the user to perform System Profile maintenance.
•  User Profiles

Specifies whether the user can perform user profile maintenance. Any user can display the profile screens by entering
the PROF command from the Main Menu. This authority limits the ability to make changes to profiles. The following
values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to perform user profile maintenance.
–  N

Does not allow the user to perform user profile maintenance.
•  Export Services

Specifies whether the user can use the Export Services feature. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to use Export Services.
–  N

Does not allow the user to use Export Services.
•  Import Services

Specifies whether the user can use Import Services. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to use Import Services.
–  N

Does not allow the user to use Import Services.
•  Messages

Specifies whether the user can send messages to other users through the Message Processor option. The following
values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to send messages to other users.
–  N

Does not allow the user to send messages to other users.
•  Active Users

Specifies whether the user can display the activities of other users (under CICS only). The following values are
available:
–  Y

Allows the user to display the activities of other users.
–  N

Does not allow the user to display the activities of other users.
•  Data Files

Specifis whether the user can process external data files, such as VSAM or QSAM files, as if they were DB2 tables.
The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to process external data files.
–  N
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Does not allow the user to process external data files.
•  Static Queries

Specifies whether the user can convert queries into static SQL, avoiding the DB2 dynamic processing and improving
performance. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to convert queries into static SQL.
–  N

Does not allow the user to convert queries into static SQL.
•  Printers

Specifeis whether the user can access the System Printer Maintenance option. This authority limits the users who can
define system printers. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to access the System Printer Maintenance option.
–  N

Prevents the user from accessing the System Printer Maintenance option.
•  Non-Query SQL

Specifeis whether the user can build and execute non-query SQL objects. The following values are available:
–  Y

Allows the user to execute non-query SQL.
–  N

Does not allow the user to execute non-query SQL.

NOTE
 This field displays only if the Non-Query SQL field in the Execution Controls section of the System Profile
screen is set to Y.

TSO User Parameters

The only differences between the TSO User Profile screen and the CICS User Profile screen are the additional VSAM
Spill File Options, as shown in the following example:

TSOP.03           ----------

User Profile Maintenance -----------               COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                    TSO User Parameters:                   User: USER1                                Entry Mode .... M                   Name: TAMMY                                                                                                               PRF Build Options:                                                                 Query Build ....... Y   Form Build ....... Y   Proc Build ....... Y            List Limit ........ 0                                                      PRF Execution Options:                                                             Query Execution ... Y   Form Execution ... Y   Proc Execution ... Y            KBYTES of main memory ...... 32               Row Limit .. << NONE >>          VSAM Spill File OPTIONS:                                                         Primary Extent KBYTES .... 1,024                                               Secondary Extent KBYTES .. 256                                                 Spill File VOLUMES ....... SYSDA                                               High-

Level Qualifier ..... USERID                                            Governor Resource Group .... SYSTEM                                        Administrative Access Options:                    Compile/

PRF ..... Y              System Profile .. Y    Import Services . Y    Data Files ...... Y              User Profiles ... Y    Messages ........ Y    Static Queries .. Y              Export Services . Y                           Printers ........ Y              Non-

Query SQL ... Y                                                     

The following fields appear only on the TSO Profile screen:

• Secondary Extent KBYTES
Specify additional allocations if the initial size of the spill file is not large enough. Specify the value in kilobytes (1024).
VSAM will use this value to define secondary storage extents and could create CSV extents each of this size.

• Spill File Volumes
Specify actual volume IDs for the spill file. You can specify up to 3 volumes. The spill file is configured with 32 KB
records so you should figure this setting in 32 KB increments.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specify a unique high-level qualifier for the spill file. You can use the USERID entry to assign the user's ID as the high-
level qualifier.

Under TSO, an internal call causes IDCAMS to create the spill file. The spill file name is
HIGHLVL.USERID.TS.PRFSPILL, where HIGHLVL is the high-level qualifier and USERID is the name of the current user.
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Updates to the spill file parameters listed above are ignored if you change the primary quantity listed in the Primary Extent
KBYTES field to 0. See CICS User Profile for a description of the Primary Extent KBYTES field.

NOTE
The Active User Display option does not appear on the TSO Profile screen because it is not available for TSO
users. It applies only to CICS users.

Press PF3 (End) to process this screen and return to the user ID selection list, or use the PF paging keys to view other
profile screens.

IMS User Parameters

NOTE
If you are not running CA Report Facility under IMS, you can skip this section.

The only differences between the IMS User Profile screen and the CICS User Profile screen are the additional VSAM Spill
File Options, as shown in the following example:

 IMSP.03           ----------

User Profile Maintenance -----------   COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                      IMS User Parameters:                   User: USER1                                 Entry Mode .... M                   Name: TAMMY                                                                                                                 PRF Build Options:                                                                  Query Build ....... Y   Form Build ....... Y   Proc Build ....... Y             List Limit ........ 0                                                       PRF Execution Options:                                                              Query Execution ... Y   Form Execution ... Y   Proc Execution ... Y             KBYTES of main memory ...... 32               Row Limit .. << NONE >>           VSAM Spill File OPTIONS: ... C                                                    Primary Extent KBYTES .... 1,024                                                Secondary Extent KBYTES .. 256                                                  Spill File VOLUMES ....... SYSDA                                                High-

Level Qualifier ..... USERID                                                                                                                         Administrative Access Options:                                                     System Profile .. Y    Import Services . Y    Data Files ...... Y               User Profiles ... Y    Messages ........ Y    Static Queries .. Y               Export Services . Y                           Printers ........ Y               Non-

Query SQL ... Y                                                                 PAGE FORWARD FOR GENERAL PROFILE / BACKWARD FOR CICS PROFILE        

• VSAM Spill File OPTIONS
Designate a spill file for all users (common) or for each individual user under IMS. Valid entries are:
– C-Common
– U-User

See CICS User Profile for a description of the Primary Extent KBYTES field. See TSO User Profile for a description of the
Secondary Extent KBYTES, Spill File Volumes, and High-Level Qualifier fields.

NOTE
The Active User Display and Governor Resource Group options do not appear on the IMS Profile screen
because they are not available for IMS users.

Press PF3 (End) to process this screen and return to the user ID or group ID selection list, or use the PF paging keys to
view other profile screens.

Batch Report Parameters

The Batch Profile screen determines values for the execution of CA Report Facility in batch mode. Use the PF paging
keys to display this screen:

 BATP.03  r19.0    -------- Profile Maintenance -- USER ---------   02/28

 11:08 COMMAND==>  Batch Report Parameters:               User: RJUSER1 Execution

 Allowed .......... Y         Name: DEFAULT USER PROFILE KBYTES of main memory ......

 32 VSAM Spill File OPTIONS:                          Row Limit ... 0   Primary Extent

 KBYTES .... 0   Secondary Extent KBYTES .. 0   Spill File VOLUMES .......   High-

level Qualifier ..... USERID Governor Resource Group .... SYSTEM  Report Defaults: 

  Width ... 132  Lines ... 056  Class ... A   Dest ...   Copy  ... 001  Snap ....
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 N    Form ....   LETTER: Class ..     Form ...         MAIL LABEL: Class ..    

 Form ...   Email Address ..... NEMO@NIHIL.COM  JOB CARDS:  Updatable: Y //RJUSER1 JOB

 (100600000),&SYSUID,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1), //    REGION=0M,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

           PAGE DOWN FOR TSO PROFILE / PAGE UP FOR GENERAL PROFILE

The fields on the Batch Report Parameters screen are described below:

• User
(Display only) The ID of the user whose profile is currently displayed. In the example, USER01 is the user.

• Name
The description associated with the user ID displays. You can change the value. In the example, DEFAULT USER
PROFILE is the description.

• Execution Allowed
Indicate whether to allow the user to execute CA Report Facility in batch mode.
– Y-Allow the user to execute in batch mode.
– N-Do not allow the user to execute in batch mode. This user can only execute CA Report Facility online.

• KBYTES of Main Memory
Specify the amount of main memory to allocate for the memory portion of the SPILL file. Specify the value in kilobytes
(1024). CA Report Facility allocates at least 32 KB for an I/O buffer for the VSAM portion and any further allocations
are in 32 KB increments.

• Row Limit
Specify the maximum number of rows retrieved for any SELECT statement the user executes in Batch mode.
The Submit Batch screen defaults all row limits to the maximum amount allowed according to the user's profile. When
the job runs, if the limit in the user profile is lower than the limit specified by the user on the Run Batch Job screen, the
lower value is used.

VSAM Spill File Options

The following fields are used for the spill file. A spill file is created for reports that exceed the main memory.

• Primary Extent KBYTES
Specify the primary size allocation for the VSAM spill file. A batch spill file is generated for each batch job and this
parameter determines the primary size of that file. The spill file is created internally by a call to IDCAMS. The spill file
is named highlvl.USERID.BT.DTIME0.PRFSPILL, where highlvl is the high-level qualifier described below and TIME
takes the form DHHMMSST (the letter D followed by the hour, minutes, seconds, and tenths of a second).
The spill file is configured with 32 KB records so you should figure this setting in 32 KB increments.

• Secondary Extent KBYTES
Specify additional allocations if the initial size of the spill file is not large enough. Specify the value in kilobytes (1024).
VSAM uses this value to define secondary storage extents and could create CSV extents each of this size.
The spill file is configured with 32 KB records so you should figure this setting in 32 KB increments.

• Spill File Volumes
Specify actual volume IDs for the spill file. You can specify up to 3 volumes.

• High-Level Qualifier
Specify a unique high-level qualifier for the spill file. You can enter the USERID symbol to assign the user's ID as the
high-level qualifier.

Report Defaults

The following fields set default values for batch report execution. You can change these values on the Run Batch Job
Screen.

• Width
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Specify the default print width. Enter a number between 78 and 240.
• Lines

Specify the default lines per page. Enter a number between 10 and 99.
• Class

Specify the default print class.
• Dest

Specify the default print destination.
Note: The DEST flag in the user profile is only used to initialize an object's DEST flag when it is first created. It is not
used at batch submission time; the object's DEST flag is used instead. The batch parms in the profile are only used
when the object is created.

• Form
Specify the default print form.

• Copy
Specify the default number of copies per report. Enter a number between 1 and 99.

• Snap
Specify whether to make a snapshot of the form. By taking a snapshot, if someone changes the form from the time you
submit the job to the time it runs, the changes do not affect the report. The snapshot is used, not the changed form.
– Y-Make a snapshot of the form for execution.
– N-Do not make a snapshot of the form. This is the default.

NOTE
The snapshot flag in the user profile is only used to initialize an object's snapshot flag when it is first created.
It is not used at batch submission time; the object's snapshot flag is used instead.

• Letter
Assign defaults for a letter form:
– CLASS-Enter a 1-character print class to use when printing letter forms.
– FORM-Specify a 1- to 4-character form ID to use when printing letter forms. For example, if you always print your

letters on legal-size paper, you could specify LEGL.
• Mail Label

Assign defaults for a mailing label form:
– CLASS-Enter a 1-character print class to use when printing mailing labels.
– FORM-Specify a 1- to 4-character form ID to use when printing mailing labels. For example, you could specify LABL

for labels.
• Email AddressSpecify the default email address to receive HTML and XML reports when the EMAIL subcommand is

used in batch jobs or when the EMAIL command is used online.

Job Statements

You must specify a valid job statement. The job statement can contain %USERID, which is a variable that represents the
user's ID. %USERID is automatically replaced with the user's ID in the final job stream.

• Updatable
Specify whether to allow the user to update the job statement on the Run Batch Job screen. The job statements stored
and maintained in the user profile are limited to 70 bytes.
If a user is attached to a group, the group's job statements are selected as the default values for the user only if the
user does not already have valid job statements specified. If the user has job statements at the time of the attach,
these statements remain as default until the user makes changes to them. The changed versions are stored for the
specific user and selected as the default the next time they are used.
Valid values are:
– Y-Allow the user to update the job statement on the Run Batch Job screen.
– N-Do not allow the user to update the job statement.
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Administration by Areas
Contents

The administration of users and objects by functional or application areas is supported, such as:

• DEV for development users or objects
• ACCT for accounting users or objects

You can assign users and objects to a specific area and then restrict them to that area, except for any system objects
(general-use objects).

For example, someone from the ACCT area could not directly access objects in the DEV area. A user in ACCT would only
be allowed to use objects assigned to the ACCT area and any objects that are considered system objects.

By placing users and objects into logical groupings, you can control access to objects without having to establish multiple
CA Report Facility environments.

System Versus Area

Unassigned users are system users (or general-access users) and can access all objects in the system. Unassigned
objects are system objects (or general-use objects) that any user can access, even if the user is assigned to an area.
Standard authority and share level restrictions apply to both system users and system objects.

A system user can become an area user by making an entry in the Area field in the user's profile. If the Area field is blank,
then the user is a system user. This designation, system or area user, affects how an object is handled.

An object is considered to be a system object if the user who created or copied the object is a system user. An object is
considered to be an area object if the user who created or copied the object is an area user. In other words, system users
create system objects, and area users create area objects.

Only system users and users who are associated with the same area can access objects that are assigned to an area.
For example, only users associated with the ACCT area and system users (who have access to all areas) can access an
object in the ACCT area.

Assign Area Administrator Authority to a New User ID

To assign area administrator authority to a new user ID:

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter information in the following fields:
– Enter U in the Profile Type field of the Create User or Group Profile option.
– Enter the name of the profile in the Profile ID field.
– Enter a brief description, such as the user's name, in the Desc field.
The General User Profile Options screen appears.

2. Enter information in the following fields:
– Enter Y in the Administrator field.
– Enter an area name in the Area field.

NOTE
If you enter Y in the Administrator field, but leave the Area field blank, you establish the user as a system
administrator, who has access to all areas. You must specify an area name to assign someone as an area
administrator.

3. Specify values for the other fields on the General User Profile Options screen.
Using the scrolling keys, access the other profile screens (Batch Report Parameters, TSO User Profile, CICS User
Profile, and IMS User Profile). Specify values for fields on the profile screens that apply to your environment.
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See General User Options, CICS User Profile, TSO User Profile, IMS User Profile, and Batch Profile for more
information about the fields on these screens.

4. Press PF3 (End). You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify
another profile, or press PF3 (End) again to return to the System Services screen. A message confirming the creation
of the user profile is displayed.

Assign Area Administrator Authority to an Existing User ID

To assign area administrator authority to an existing user ID, complete these steps:

1. On the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, enter the name of the user in the User ID field of the Display/Modify/
Delete User Profiles option, and press Enter.
The List of User Profiles screen appears.

2. Enter M in the option field next to the user ID, and press Enter.
The General User Profile Options screen appears.

3. Enter information in the following fields:
– Enter Y in the Administrator field.
– Enter an area name in the Area field.

NOTE
If you enter Y in the Administrator field, but leave the Area field blank, you establish the user as a system
administrator, who has access to all areas. You must specify an area name to assign someone as an area
administrator.

4. Press PF3 (End).
You return to the List of User Profiles screen, and a message confirming the modification of the profile displays in the
Messages/Names field.

5. Press PF3 (End).
You return to the User Profile Maintenance Options screen, where you can access, create, or modify another profile or
press PF3 (End) to return to the System Services screen.

Assigning Users to an Area

CA Report Facility initially considers all existing users (those that are previous PRF users) to be system users, which
means they have access to all areas. However, you can easily assign a user to an area by entering the area name in the
Area field on the General User Options screen in their User Profile.

When assigning a user to an area, consider the following:

• The default user record that is created when the tables are initialized is a system user, who has access to all areas.
However, you can change the DEFAULT record so that it has an area assigned to it.

• Only a system user (or system administrator) can transfer a user from one area to another.
• When adding a new user, the profile is initially assigned to the area of the person who is adding the user. However, if

you are creating the profile of the new user by copying an existing user profile, the new user is assigned to the same
area as the existing user profile.

Related Objects from Different Areas

Objects from different areas can use each other, but only system users can use these objects because they have access
to all areas. For example, a procedure in the DEV area might run a query in the SUPPORT area, or a form in the SALES
area might use a query in the ACCT area. The user needs access to each of those areas to run the objects. Only a
system user, who is not assigned to any area, has the authority to access several areas.
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Switching Objects from One Area to Another

If an area user creates an object and then later switches to a different area, the object remains with the first area to
accommodate any other users in the area who might depend on the object's existence.

You can resolve this problem by copying the object to the new area. Complete these steps:

• A system user must copy the object from the first area to the system. When a system user copies the object, the object
is automatically assigned to the system.

• An area user from the new area must copy the object from the system to the new area. When a user from the new
area copies the object, it is automatically associated with the new area.

Renaming Objects

When you rename an object, the object remains in the same area to which it was originally assigned. The only way to
change the area of the object is to follow the instructions in Switching Objects from One Area to Another.

Importing Objects and ATTACH

When attempting to import a form and attach it to a new query, you must attach the form to a query in your area. If an
area user attempts to attach a form to a query in a different area, an “Invalid Query” message is displayed. This same rule
applies to the ATTACH command on the Build Form screen. An area user can only attach queries and forms in the same
area.

Importing and Exporting Objects
With Import and Export Services, you can:

• Move queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL between CA Report Facility environments
• Move queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL between CPUs
• Import existing SQL queries into CA Report Facility
• Export queries and forms to data sets that you can use as input to other CA Report Facility systems, SPUFI, or other

query processing facilities

You select the objects you want to import or export from a list of objects (queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL)
that match your selection criteria. You can rename objects when importing or exporting them.

The Export Services option on the System Services menu lets you export queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL
to data sets.

The Import Services option lets you import queries, forms, procedures and other SQL queries contained in data sets into
CA Report Facility. These two options are collectively referred to as the PRF Import/Export Services.

 

Exporting Objects

You can do the following with the import/export options:

• Export PRF Objects-You can export any object to a data set in PRF format. You can use this format to import the
object to another CA Report Facility system or to another CPU. The PRF-specific information is marked as comment
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text, so when you export queries in this format, you can also execute them in SPUFI or use them in other SQL
applications.

• Export Pure SQL-If you want to export the SQL to be executed in SPUFI or to use in other facilities, you can choose
the SQL only format. Because the SQL only format does not contain internal PRF information, it requires less storage
space than the PRF format.

• Export CRF-You can export report definitions in the Common Report Format (CRF). CRF is a textual-based, platform-
independent, report definition language.

• Export Multiple Queries and Forms-You can export any number of objects to a single data set. You do not need to
specify a separate data set for each object.

When you select the Export Services option on the System Services screen, the Export Services screen appears. The
Export Services screen displays a database list, which is a list of objects from the PRF database that match the selection
criteria you enter. After specifying the data set to which you want to export the objects, you select the objects you want to
export. The object names are written to the export list.

You can display the export list by entering Y in the Current field or by using the CHANGE command. See CHANGE for
more information.

The export list can contain any number of objects. You can specify new names for the objects (the names they will have in
the export data set). You can also remove objects from the export list so they are not exported. You can toggle the Export
Services screen display between the export list and the database list. Then you use an export command (EXPORT, SQL,
END) to export the objects on the export list. Only the objects on the export list are exported.

 To export an object, follow these steps: 

1. In the command line on the System Services screen, enter 4.
2. Press Enter. The Export Services screen appears.
3. Enter the name of the destination data set in the Destination field. If you are exporting to a partitioned data set, enter

the member name in the Mem field.
You must indicate to what data set (and member) to export the object.

NOTE
For a CRF export, the target destination cannot be an object. It must be a form.

4. You can select forms with their associated queries, or you can select a object.

NOTE
You can export several forms, queries, and Non-Queries at the same time, but they are all exported to the
data set (and member) specified in step 3.

5. You can export the objects in PRF format or export selected queries in SQL only format.
– To export the objects in PRF format, enter EXPORT or END in the command line, and press Enter.

The EXPORT command exports the objects in PRF format and keeps the Export Services screen displayed.
The END command exports the objects in PRF format, quits Export Services, and displays the System Services
screen.

– To export selected queries in SQL only format, enter SQL in the command line, and press Enter.
The SQL command exports the SQL of the selected queries or Non-Queries and keeps the Export Services screen
displayed. This command does not apply to forms.

– To export selected queries in CRF format, enter CRF in the command line, and press enter.
The CRF command generates output in CRF format.

NOTE
If you are exporting a set of objects in both PRF and SQL Only formats, you must specify a separate data set
(or member) for each format.

Export Formats

Contents
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You can export queries and non-queries in PRF format, SQL only format, and CRF format.

• PRF Format-Lets you move queries, forms, and non-queries between CA Report Facility environments and between
CPUs.

• SQL Only Format-Although you can execute both formats as SQL queries by SPUFI or any other application that uses
SQL, the SQL only format requires less storage space than the PRF format and is recommended if you do not plan to
import the query or non-query back into CA Report Facility.

• CRF Format-When you submit an export request for CRF format, the selected forms are exported to the target data
set as a separate report definition.

PRF Format

Use the PRF format (the default format) if you plan to import the objects back into CA Report Facility. This option is useful
for moving objects between different subsystems and between CPUs.

A header at the beginning of the data set lists the user who exported the objects, as well as the date and the time when
the objects were exported.

Because the PRF format data set contains hexadecimal characters, you should not edit it in ISPF unless you invoke the
editor in hexadecimal display mode. Otherwise, the ISPF editor might interpret these characters as control characters,
causing a “Screen Erasure Error” and preventing access.

Use the EXPORT or END (PF3) commands on the Export Services screen to export an object in PRF format. See Import
and Export Commands for more information about these commands.

SQL Only

The SQL only format exports queries and Non-Queries in pure SQL. Use this format if you want to execute the SQL in
SPUFI or any other application that processes SQL statements. (Although you can execute PRF format objects in SPUFI
or use them in other applications, they require more storage space.) You can edit the SQL only data set in ISPF Edit.

Use the SQL command on the Export Services screen to export a query or Non-Query in the SQL only format. This format
applies only to queries and Non-Queries and does not apply to forms and procedures. See Import and Export Commands
for more information about the SQL command.

CRF Format

Reports can be exported in CRF format because the CRF language is a report definition language. It is not a query or
procedure definition language. In particular, CRF supports all CA Report Facility form types that generate reports. These
form types include Column, Tabulation, Block, Letter, and Mailing Label form types.

When you submit an export request for CRF format, the selected forms are exported to the target data set as a separate
report definition. The query used by the form is obtained dynamically, and the applicable information is included in the
individual report definition. It does not matter if the referenced query is included in the selection list for the export request.

NOTE
The export mechanisms generally support the use of computer memory as a target destination for an object
definition. Since this alternative is provided to facilitate the immediate importing of the definition, and because
CA Report Facility does not have the ability to import CRF definitions, the use of memory is not supported for
CRF format output.

CRF Format Limitations

Because the functionality of mainframe programs and client-server or PC programs differ, there are some limitations
involved in using CRF to create report definitions. These limitations include:
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• The CRF specification is designed for DBMS data accessed with SQL. Forms using a file query cannot be exported in
CRF format.

• The CRF language is limited to report definition. It does not define how such a report is built. Therefore, none of the
form (and query) building attributes, such as default field spacing and formats, are supported. Such forms can be
exported in CRF format, but the report building attributes will not be defined in the generated CRF and will not be
inherited by any CRF-enabled product that imports CRF.

• Each CRF report definition describes a single report. Because each form allows for the definition of distinct online and
batch presentations, only one report can be described in the generated output. The batch presentation is assumed to
be the hard-copy presentation and is the one that is described in the generated CRF.

• Being platform-independent, the CRF language does not allow for mainframe-specific attributes. The use of mainframe
exit programs is provided for when retrieving and formatting data. Forms utilizing such exit programs can be exported
in CRF format, but any reference to the exit program is not defined in the generated CRF. For this reason, the report
that is generated by a CRF-enabled product (for that CRF) might include additional or unaltered data.

• A mechanism to use a static query in place of dynamic SQL is provided. This mechanism uses bound DBRMs that are
specific to DB2/MVS and cannot be represented in CRF. Forms using a static query can be exported to CRF format,
but the query is ultimately converted back to its dynamic form.

• A CRF report definition is static in nature. The CRF language provides only for the direct definition of the report output.
It does not provide a method to define the variability at execution time that is built into some report products such as
CA Report Facility. In particular, CA Report Facility dynamically decides whether a page number field in a tabulation
report must be replaced with a sub-page number field based on the number of detail blocks generated. To assure
accuracy in the generated report, all tabulation reports that use the ACROSS function are defined in the CRF to use a
sub-page number (panel and frame combination) field.

• Break footers and final summaries allow for the mixing of output constrained by the group or freeze width and output
that is not constrained by the same width. In order to most accurately describe this output to an entire object, the
descriptor line of the CRF is truncated to the applicable width. In particular, the descriptor line for a default break footer
in a tabulation form, which has the following form:

END OF DATA FOR column-name = value...................

Will be truncated to the width of the group area of the Detail. This is done so that the part of the title line after the group
area will not be repeated for each detail block.

• A runtime mechanism is provided that generates a default title for the entire set of detail blocks in a tabulation report.
This title is generated in the following form:
<------------------ tab column name ------------------->
Since CRF does not have a mechanism for defining titles that are to be built dynamically, CRF does not define this
descriptive title line for a tabulation report.

• The automatic production of detail titles is supported in many locations including all break headers and footers. The
CRF specification does not support definition of the production of these titles in any place other than immediately
before the actual detail data (or at the top of the page). Forms using extra detail title productions can be exported in
CRF format, but the detail title will be defined to occur only as a true detail title.

• CRF break footers can be defined using the following two methods:
The first method allows for the definition of a true summary, which is processed with the body of the detail (or break)
that is being summarized. This provides an effective mechanism for handling results that are tied to the data columns
defined in the matching body.
The second method allows for the definition of an area that is to be reproduced as-is after a body has been iterated
(and the summary has been produced). This provides an effective mechanism for handling user-defined break footers
and final summaries that are not tied to the data columns in the iterated body.
CA Report Facility, however, provides the ability to embed column-tied default function lines (C-Functions) in a user-
defined break footer or final summary. The need to mix these two types of output in a CRF cannot be accommodated.
Such a form can be exported to CRF format, but the C-Function lines for a user-defined break footer or final summary
will be defined immediately ahead of the actual user-defined text regardless of the C-Function start line specified by
the user. In other words, the C-Functions will always be defined to occur before the first line of the user-defined text
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regardless of the location that was used in the report. This is done so that the C-Function lines will retain their correct
columnar location (with respect to the Detail), and the user-defined text will not be segmented in a columnar manner.

Comparing CRF Results

The intent of CRF is to provide a mechanism by which a report definition can be transferred between products and
platforms without altering the report output. However, it must be understood that every report product operates differently,
and the hardware used to generate a report (CPU and printer) might be different. For this reason, some differences will be
detected when a report is run in these different environments. In fact, the same CRF can generate different results in two
different CRF-enabled products.

NOTE
Many aspects of the generated output are not defined explicitly in the CRF and are determined by the product
used to generate the report.

Some aspects of a report that are not likely to be replicated exactly between report products include:

• Page breaks, especially the horizontal breaking of report content into sub-pages
• Replication of break headers, break footers, and final summaries (especially those that are user-defined) across sub-

pages

Export Services Panel

Contents:

The Export Services screen is the single screen you use to export objects. You can change the display to show the
database list or the export list. By default, the database list displays. It is important to understand the difference between
the export and database lists:

• A database list is a list of objects. This is similar to the lists that the Library screens use, except that this list displays
both queries and forms. You can also display a list of procedures. From this screen you select the objects you want to
export. When you select an object, it goes to the export list.

• The export list is used to determine which objects to export. The objects that are on the export list are exported when
you enter an export command. The export list can contain any number of objects.

Although you can display some additional fields, depending on whether the export or database list displays, the basic
screen layout of the Export Services screen remains the same:

 BLDE.01          ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------   COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                                     Destination==> DOC.TST                                       Mem==> EXPT01                                                                                     Name==> *                     Creator==> USER01      Type==> *    Current==> N                                                                                  *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                   OBJECT NAME                  TYPE SHR DESCR                                 S   USER01.ACROSS                F    Y  ....................................      USER01.BLOCK                 F    Y  BLOCK FORM FOR RETAIL QUERY - JOIN &       USER01.EMBED                 F    Y  SALARY SUM MOD......................      USER01.EXTRACT               F    Y  TEST EXTRACT FORM...................      USER01.MAIL                  F    Y  ....................................  B   USER01.RETAIL_FORM           F    Y  COLUMN FORM.........................      USER01.TESTER_FORM           F    Y  RETAIL_FORM TEST FOR DEMO...........      USER01.FORMS                 P    Y  RUNS 4 FORMS........................      USER01.BREAK                 Q    Y  BREAK EXPR TEST.....................      USER01.EMP_REPORT            Q    Y  ....................................      USER01.EMP_REPORT2           Q    Y  ....................................      USER01.EMPLOYEE              Q    Y  QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPOR       USER01.EMPLOYEE_DATA         Q    Y  DEMO QUERY..........................      USER01.EMPLOYEE_INFO         Q    Y  QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPOR       USER01.FREEFORM              Q    Y  THIS IS A FREEFORM QUERY              

Destination Data Set Information Fields

This is the file to which the object is exported. The data set must exist. You can use a PDS or sequential files. The LRECL
must be at least 79; otherwise, the exported data will be truncated.

NOTE
For PRF format exports, do not edit the output data set after you export it if you will use it as input to CA Report
Facility. After you edit an output data set, the objects are not usable by CA Report Facility.

• Destination
Enter the data set name. If you do not enter the data set name in quotation marks, your user ID is appended as the
high-level qualifier. If the data set is a PDS, you must specify a member name. You can enter the member name in
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parentheses in this field, or enter the member name in the Mem field. Specifying the member name in parentheses in
this field overrides any value entered in the Mem field.

• Mem
If you use a PDS, specify a member name. You can specify the member name here or in the Destination field.

Object Information Fields

The information in these fields limits the queries and forms the screen displays:

• Name
Specify the object name. You can use selection criteria.

• Creator
Specify the creator of the object. You can use selection criteria.

NOTE
For the Name and Creator fields, you can use the percent sign wildcard (%) only at the end of the string
when viewing the export list.

• Type
Specify the type of object. Valid options are:
– F-Form
– N-Non-Query
– P-Procedure
– Q-Query
– *-All

• Current
Specify whether to display the export list.
– Y-Display the export list.
– N-Do not display the current export list. Display the database list. This is the default. See Export List Display for

more information.
• Option

Enter a selection option in this field to select an object. When you select an object from the database list, it goes to the
export list. You can send any number of objects to the export list. To unselect an object, blank out the 
S or B.
Valid options are:
– S-Select this object.
– B-Select both this form and its associated query.
When you use this option, S is automatically entered for the associated query. As long as the B remains entered
for the form, you cannot unselect the query. However, if you unselect a form (selected with B), the query remains
selected. If you enter B for a query, an S is automatically substituted.
When you use the B line command to select a multiple-query form, all sub-forms and their attached queries are
selected for exporting.

• Type
(Display only) The type of object. Possible types are:
– F-Form
– N-Non-Query
– P-Procedure
– Q-Query

• SHR
(Display only) Share option as assigned through CA Report Facility.

• Description
(Display only) Object description as assigned through CA Report Facility.
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Additional Fields

Parameters also display for non-queries if the SQL contains a replaceable parameter.

Database List Display

By default, the database list displays when you first access Export Services. N displays in the Current field. The following
screen shows a database list:

 BLDE.01           ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------    COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                                     Destination==> DOC.TST                                       Mem==> EXPT01                                                                                     Name==> *                     Creator==> USER01      Type==> *    Current==> N                                                                                  *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                   OBJECT NAME                  TYPE SHR DESCR                                     USER01.ACROSS                F    Y  ....................................      USER01.BLOCK                 F    Y  BLOCK FORM FOR RETAIL QUERY - JOIN &       USER01.EMBED                 F    Y  SALARY SUM MOD......................      USER01.EXTRACT               F    Y  TEST EXTRACT FORM...................      USER01.MAIL                  F    Y  ....................................      USER01.RETAIL_FORM           F    Y  COLUMN FORM.........................      USER01.TESTER_FORM           F    Y  RETAIL_FORM TEST FOR DEMO...........      USER01.FORMS                 P    Y  RUNS 4 FORMS........................      USER01.BREAK                 Q    Y  BREAK EXPR TEST.....................      USER01.EMP_REPORT            Q    Y  ....................................      USER01.EMP_REPORT2           Q    Y  ....................................      USER01.EMPLOYEE              Q    Y  QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPOR       USER01.EMPLOYEE_DATA         Q    Y  DEMO QUERY..........................      USER01.EMPLOYEE_INFO         Q    Y  QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPOR       USER01.FREEFORM              Q    Y  THIS IS A FREEFORM QUERY              

The database list displays all of the queries and forms that match the selection criteria you entered in the header. When
you select an object, it goes to the export list. You can send any number of objects to the export list.

Export List Display

You can toggle the display between the export and database lists. The database list displays by default. You can display
the export list as follows:

• Current field-Enter Y in the Current field to change the display to the export list. Only the objects on the export list that
match the current selection criteria display. 
Enter N in the Current field to change the display to the database list.

• CHANGE command-Use the CHANGE command to toggle the display between the export and the database lists.
When you change displays, the selection criteria change back to what you entered the last time the list displayed. You
can assign the CHANGE command to a PF key to make toggling the display as easy as pressing a single PF key.

You can change the selection options on this screen to change the list of objects that will be exported.

NOTE
The export list does not reinitialize after you execute an EXPORT command in Export Services.

Additional Fields

You can scroll left and right (PF10 and PF11) to display additional fields for the database list and the export list.

Scrolling Left

Scroll left to display the following information for an object:

• Date of creation
• Date of last modification
• User who performed the modification
• Type of object
• Whether the object uses replaceable parameters

These fields appear for both database and export lists:

 BLDE.01           ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------     COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01  Destination==> DOC.TST                                        Mem==> EXPT1  Name==> *                     Creator==> A0625CH     Type==> *    Current==> N  *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query     OBJECT NAME                  CREATED     MODIFIED      BY    TYPE  PARMS? B   A0625CH.EXTRACT1             1990-02-07  1990-02-07  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_399              1990-01-16  1990-01-16  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_401              1990-01-16  1990-01-23  B0625AE   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_436              1990-01-16  1990-01-16  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_436_A            1990-01-16  1990-01-16  A0625CH   F      NO B   A0625CH.PAR_467              1990-01-18  1990-01-18  A0625CH   F      NO S   A0625CH.PAR_533              1990-01-22  1990-01-22  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_533_1114         1990-01-22  1990-01-22  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_534              1990-01-22  1990-01-22  A0625CH   F      NO     A0625CH.PAR_534_0714         1990-01-22  1990-01-22  A0625CH   F      NO S   A0625CH.PAR_484              1990-02-07  1990-02-07  A0625CH   Q      NO     A0625CH.DEC                  1990-01-16  1990-02-07  A0625CH   Q      NO     A0625CH.PAR_432              1990-01-16  1990-01-23  A0625CH   Q      NO     A0625CH.PAR_436              1990-01-16  1990-01-16  A0625CH   Q      NO     A0625CH.PAR_450              1990-02-07  1990-02-07  A0625CH   Q      NO

See PRF Libraries, Extended Display in the Using section for more information about these fields.
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Scrolling Right

Scrolling to the right from the initial database list screen displays additional descriptive fields:

• Extended Description field
• The name of the query used by the form

Scroll right once to display the object name and an extended description, as follows:

 BLDE.01           ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------     COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                                    Destination==> DOC.TST                                        Mem==> EXPT01                                                                                     Name==> *                     Creator==> USER01      Type==> *    Current==> N                                                                                  *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                   OBJECT NAME                  DESCR                                          S   USER01.ACROSS                .............................................      USER01.BLOCK                 BLOCK FORM FOR RETAIL QUERY - JOIN & REPPARM.      USER01.EMBED                 SALARY SUM MOD...............................      USER01.EXTRACT               TEST EXTRACT FORM............................      USER01.MAIL                  .............................................  B   USER01.RETAIL_FORM           COLUMN FORM..................................      USER01.TESTER_FORM           RETAIL_FORM TEST FOR DEMO....................      USER01.FORMS                 RUNS 4 FORMS.................................      USER01.BREAK                 BREAK EXPR TEST..............................      USER01.EMP_REPORT            .............................................      USER01.EMP_REPORT2           .............................................      USER01.EMPLOYEE              QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPORT........      USER01.EMPLOYEE_DATA         DEMO QUERY...................................      USER01.EMPLOYEE_INFO         QUERY FOR EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPORT........      USER01.FREEFORM              THIS IS A FREEFORM QUERY                      

The following field is highlighted on the previous screen:

• Descr
The extended Description field displays the complete object description.
Scroll right again to display the Query Attached to the Form field, as follows:

BLDE.01           ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------     COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                                     Destination==> DOC.TST                                       Mem==> EXPT01                                                                                     Name==> *                     Creator==> USER01      Type==> *    Current==> N                                                                                  *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                   OBJECT NAME                  QUERY ATTACHED TO THE FORM                     S   USER01.ACROSS                USER01.STAFF_INFO                                  USER01.BLOCK                 USER01.RETAILER_INFO                              USER01.EMBED                 USER01.GROUP_INFO                                  USER01.EXTRACT               USER01.GENERAL                                     USER01.MAIL                  USER01.MAIL                                    B   USER01.RETAIL_FORM           USER01.RETAIL_INFO                                 USER01.TESTER_FORM           USER01.RETAIL_INFO                                 USER01.FORMS                                                                    USER01.BREAK                                                                    USER01.EMP_REPORT                                                               USER01.EMP_REPORT2                                                              USER01.EMPLOYEE                                                                 USER01.EMPLOYEE_DATA                                                            USER01.EMPLOYEE_INFO                                                            USER01.FREEFORM                                                          

The following field appears on the previous screen:

• Query Attached to the Form
This field lists the associated query names for forms being exported. It is blank for queries.

New Object Name Field

You can rename objects you want to export by entering a new name in the New Object Name field of the export list. You
can display this field by entering the RENAME command or by scrolling the export list display all the way to the right.
When the object is exported to the data set, it is given the new name.

BLDE.01           ------------- EXPORT SERVICES ---------------     COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01  Destination==> DOC.TST                                        Mem==> EXPT1  Name==> *                     Creator==> A0625CH     Type==> *    Current==> Y                                                                                *---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                  OBJECT NAME                  NEW OBJECT NAME                               B   A0625CH.EXTRACT1             USER01.EXTRACT1                               B   A0625CH.PAR_467              USER01.TEST1                                  S   A0625CH.PAR_533              TEST2                                         S   A0625CH.PAR_484                                                                                                                                                                            (END OF LIBRARY)                             

The following items are highlighted on the previous screen:

• Current
Y displays in the Current field to show that the export list is displayed. The New Object Name field displays only for the
export list.

• New Object Name
The New Object Name field displays when you enter the RENAME command or when you scroll the export list all the
way to the right.
If you leave the New Object Name field blank for an object, it is not renamed. In the previous example,
A0625CH.PAR_484 will not be renamed.

• New Creator
Enter a new creator ID followed by a period (.) to rename the object with a new creator ID, but the same object name. 
In this example, the object A0625CH.EXTRACT1 will be renamed as USER01.EXTRACT1.

• New Creator and Name
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Specify a new creator and object name. In this example, the object A0625CH.PAR_467 will be renamed as
USER01.TEST1.

• New Name
Enter a new name to change the object name, but not the creator ID. In this example, the object A0625CH.PAR_533
will be renamed as A0625CH.TEST2.

The CREATOR command renames the creator for all selected objects to the specified creator ID. For example, to use the
creator ID A0625CH for all selected objects, enter CREATOR A0625CH.

When you import forms, you can specify a new name for the associated query using the same methods described for the
New Object Name field. See Import Services Screen for more information about the Query for the Form field.

Commands

The QUERY command scrolls the Import/Export Services screen to display the Query Attached to the Form field. This
command works as a toggle. Reenter the QUERY command to return the screen to its initial display.

The RENAME command displays the New Object Name field. For Export Services, this command is valid only when the
export list appears. This command works as a toggle. Reenter the RENAME command to return the screen to its initial
display.

If you scroll all the way to the right, you can display the New Object Name field. See Importing the Object for more
information.

Importing Objects
The Import Services facility lets you import QMF queries, forms, and procedures directly into CA Report Facility. Using
this stand-alone facility, you can browse the QMF Object Directory and select objects to import. After you make your
selections, you can import the QMF objects in the foreground or generate a batch job to import them in the background. If
you perform the import in the background, the resulting job stream is submitted directly to JES or to a data set.

The CA Report Facility /QMF Import Services facility includes a main QMF Import Services screen and three additional
screens for importing queries, forms, and procedures. On the object import screens, you can select objects and initiate
imports. All of the screens appear and function similarly to CA Report Facility screens. This facility is only available in
TSO, although you do not require an CA Report Facility TSO license to use it.

Import Services let you import up to 16,777,215 objects from a data set back into CA Report Facility. This lets you move
objects between CA Report Facility environments and between CPUs, and to import existing SQL queries and Non-
Queries into CA Report Facility. The Import Services let you perform the following tasks:

• Import PRF Objects-Once you export objects to data sets, you can import one or many of these objects back into
CA Report Facility. This means you can import complete objects to different CA Report Facility systems or to different
CPUs.

NOTE
The Import function supports imports from version 14.0 and above.

• Import Any SQL-The first token is checked to determine if it is the keyword SELECT. If it is, then the SQL is imported
as a freeform query. If it is not, then the SQL is imported as non-query SQL. This feature lets you import not only
queries exported from CA Report Facility, but also queries written for other applications (QMF) or other query
processing systems.

NOTE
The SQL statement must reside in a fixed block LRECL=79 (minimum LRECL) data set. Any SQL query
should import correctly, provided the query could be run in CA Report Facility.

The maximum size of an imported query is 501 lines of SQL.
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Procedures and forms can be the result of PRF Export Services. Queries and Non-Queries can be the result of PRF
Export Services, or they can be contained in other data sets with fixed block formats and a record length of at least 79
bytes. For the data sets, semicolons (;) must separate the SQL statements. SQL-only queries and Non-Queries are
imported as freeform queries.

NOTE
When importing a non-PRF query, be sure to use the NONUM command in the data set to remove the line
numbers before trying to import the data set. Otherwise, you might receive an error message.

Import an Object

When you select the Import Services option on the System Services screen, the Import Services screen appears. The
Import Services screen is similar to the Export Services screen. You can specify the data set that contains the imported
objects, and a list of the objects contained in the data set is displayed. You can then choose the objects you want to
import.

To import an object

1. In the command line on the System Services screen, enter 5.
2. Press Enter. The Import Services screen appears.
3. In the Source field, enter the name of the data set from which you want to import objects. If you are importing from a

partitioned data set, enter the member name in the Mem field.

NOTE
You must indicate from what data set (and member) to import the object.

4. You can select forms and their associated queries, or select an object:
– To select forms and their associated queries, enter B in the Option field next to the form names.

You can import forms with their associated queries, or you can import forms, queries and non-queries individually.
– To select an object, enter S in the Option field next to the object names.
– To import objects, enter IMPORT or END in the command line, and press Enter.

The IMPORT command imports the selected objects and keeps the Import Services screen displayed.
The END command imports the selected objects, quits Imports Services, and displays the System Services screen.

Importing Non-PRF SQL Statements

When you import SQL statements that were not created through PRF Export Services, the first 45 bytes of the statement
are used as the query description. This helps the user identify the statement and any invalid syntax.

Non-PRF SQL statements that you import into CA Report Facility are assigned sequential names in the form of
IMPORT_QUERY_nnn, where nnn is a sequential number. The ID of the user who imports the SQL is used as the creator
ID. You can enter a new name in the New Object Name field to override this default naming convention.

SQL that contains the SELECT token as the first keyword is imported as freeform SQL. All other SQL is imported as Non-
Query SQL. The syntax of the SQL is not checked until you select the object.

Inadequate Storage

For the import of objects from a very large data set there might not be sufficient storage. This will result in a PRF0062E
message. In such cases, use one of the following approaches to avoid the problem:

• If the failure occurs online, run the same request in batch with a larger region size.
• If the batch request fails (or you wish to use the online facility), divide the object definitions up between multiple data

sets:
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– For a data set that was not created by the Export Facility, you can divide the objects among as many data sets as
desired while being sure that each complete object definition is kept in tact.

– For a data set that was created by the Export Facility, you can divide the objects among multiple data sets, but
ensure the following conditions are satisfied:
• The initial header line must be present in each data set. The header line has the following basic format:

PRF COMP_200 EXPORT:- BY PASMA06  ON 20180510 AT 13161159  FOR 000002 OBJS.

The number of objects listed at the end of the header line must be correct for the data set in which it occurs.

• – • Related object definitions must be kept in the same data set. The definition of a query must be kept with the
definition of a form that uses the query (assuming they will both be imported). Similarly, the definitions of forms
that are embedded in another form must be kept with that master form's definition.

WARNING
No other alterations to an Export data set are supported. Any changes to the definition of an object are likely to
invalidate the object definition.

Attaching a Query to a Form During Import

The subcommand ATTACH indicates the query that will be attached to the imported forms.

The syntax for the IMPORT procedure command is as follows:

IMPORT object-type object-list dataset-name;

The ATTACH subcommand has the following syntax:

(ATTACH=creator.query name);

The default is to not change the query that is assigned to a form.

• If you use a wildcard as the object-type, the subcommand for any queries that are imported is ignored.
• If the object-type is not FORM, the ATTACH subcommand is invalid, and an error message is generated.
• The query you specify must exist in CA Report Facility.

For example:

IMPORT FORM TEST.DEV PRF.EXPORT(OBJECTS) (ATTACH=TEST.NEWQUERY);

Import Services Panel

The Import Services screen is similar to the Export Services screen.

 BLDI.01           ------------- IMPORT SERVICES ---------------    COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                            Source ==> 'USER01.PRF.IMPORT'                            Mem==>USER01  Name==> *                     Creator==> *           Type==> *     Shrink==> N                                                                  Replace ==> N*---

options--

>   S =Select Object   B =Select Both Form and Query                  OBJECT NAME                  TYPE SHR DESCR                                     USER01.IMPFORM               F    Y  DB2 FORMAT WITH QUERY SIMPLE1.......     USER01.IMPQUERY              Q    U  VERY SIMPLE QUERY WITH ONE TABLE (DE                                  (END OF LIBRARY)

The following describes the fields that are unique to import services. See Export Services Screen for information about the
other fields.

• Source
Enter the name of the data set that contains the objects you want to import. If you use a PDS, you must enter the
member name in the Mem field or in the Source field in parentheses. 
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After you enter a valid data set name, the objects contained in the database display.
There is no Destination field for Import Services.

• Shrink
Indicate whether to limit the list of objects displayed to those that are selected.
– Y-Use Shrink mode. Display only those objects that are selected and match the selection criteria.
– N-Do not use Shrink mode. Display all objects that match the selection criteria.
You can also enter the SHRINK command to toggle the Shrink mode.
There is no Current field for Import Services.

• Replace
Specify whether to allow replacement of like-named objects upon import. Valid values are:
– N-Do not replace like-named objects. Processing of the import object list stops when an object with a name that

precisely matches the name of an existing object is reached. This is the default.
– Y-Replace like-named objects. This depends on your authority. You cannot replace objects outside your own library

unless you are an administrator.
– S-Do not replace like-named objects. However, processing continues because objects with existing names are not

imported.

Query for the Form Field

The Query for the Form field, which you see by scrolling right, is an active field. You can enter a new query name to
attach a new query to the form after importing. If you exported the form without its associated query, the message
UNDEFINED displays in this field. You must enter the name of an existing query before importing the form. The query
must exist in the system to which you are importing, or you must select the query for import in the current import list.

NOTE
If you are importing and renaming a query, you do not need to specify the new query name for any attached
forms you are also importing. Use the original name of the query for any attached forms. The Query value for
the Form is automatically changed after importing.

You specify the new query name in the same way you specify a new object name in the New Object Name field. See
Additional Fields for more information.

Other than the differences described previously, the Import Services screen works just like the export list display on the
Export Services screen:

• Use the S and B options to select objects.
• Scroll left and right to display additional fields.
• Use the New Object Name field to rename objects before they are imported. You can display the New Object Name

field by scrolling right or by using the RENAME command. You must rename an object if an existing object has the
same name.

• The CREATOR command renames the creator for all selected objects to the creator ID you specify. For example, to
use the creator ID A0625CH for all selected objects, enter CREATOR A0625CH.

• Use the QUERY command to toggle between the initial screen display and the Query for the Form field. (See previous
for information about how this field differs when importing.)

For information about other Import Services screen fields, see the Export Services Screen.

Import and Export Commands
Contents

This section describes the import and export commands.
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ALL

Use the ALL command to select all objects in the current list. An S is placed beside all of the objects for Import or Export.

If the number of previously unselected objects exceeds the number of import or export slots remaining, only enough
objects are selected from the list to fill the remaining quantity of import or export slots.

CANCEL

Use the CANCEL command to return to the System Services screen without importing or exporting any objects.

CHANGE

The CHANGE command is valid for Export Services only.

Use the CHANGE command to toggle the display between the database list and the export list. When the display
changes, the selection criteria remain the same as the last time the list displayed.

NOTE
You can also use the Current field to toggle the display, but this method continues using the current selection
criteria when it changes the list displayed.

CREATOR

Use the CREATOR command (CREATOR creatorid) to rename the creator for all selected objects to the specified creator
ID. For example, to use the creator ID A0625CH for all selected objects, enter CREATOR A0625CH.

CRF

The CRF command is valid for Export Services only. Use the CRF command to submit an export request for CRF format
and remain on the current screen. When you use the CRF command, the selected forms are exported in CRF format.

CSQL

The CSQL command is valid for Export Services only. The CSQL command will export the SQL for each currently
selected query and will remain in the Export Services screen. The output of this export can be imported back into CA
Report Facility, but each query will be imported as a freeform query, as the PRF structures are not being exported. Use
the EXPORT command to export the complete structures.

DOWN

Use the DOWN command to scroll down over the list of objects displayed. You can enter an amount for each command to
determine how many lines the command scrolls. For example, if you enter DOWN 5 in the command line, the list scrolls 5
lines down.

END

Use the END command to import or export the selected objects and return to the System Services screen.

If you enter the END command immediately after entering the IMPORT or EXPORT command without making any
changes, the import or export will not performed again. The System Services screen appears.

EXPORT

The EXPORT command is valid for Export Services only.

Use the EXPORT command to export the selected objects and remain on the current screen. When you use the EXPORT
command, the objects are exported in PRF format.
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FIND

Use the FIND command to scroll to the object name containing a text string you specify. The text is searched until the first
occurrence of the text string is found.

To use the FIND command, use one of these methods:

• Enter the FIND command followed by the text string and press Enter.
• Enter the text string and press the corresponding PF key.

If the text string contains spaces, you must enclose the string in quotation marks.

HELP

Use the HELP command to display the first HELP screen for your current location. The help is context-sensitive:

• You can position the cursor in the field for which you want information, then execute the help command.
• If there is no help for the field, the general help screen that describes the screen from which you issued the help

command appears.
• If the cursor is in the command line, a menu listing all commands available for that screen appears.

IMPORT

The IMPORT command is valid for Import Services only.

Use the IMPORT command to import the selected objects and remain on the current screen. To attach a query to a form
during import, see Attaching a Query to a Form During Import.

KEYS

Use the KEYS command to display a list of PF key assignments. You can change the keys by typing the value and then
pressing Enter.

LEFT

Use the LEFT command to scroll left to reveal more data. You cannot determine how many columns to scroll because
horizontal scrolling is limited to predefined, fixed positions.

QUERY

Use the QUERY command to scroll the Import/Export Services screen to display the Query Attached to Form field. This
command works as a toggle. Reenter the QUERY command to return the screen to its initial display.

RENAME

Use the RENAME command to display the New Object Name field. For Export Services, this command is valid only when
the export list displays. This command is always valid for the Import Services screen. This command works as a toggle.
Reenter the RENAME command to return the screen to its initial display.

RESET

Use the RESET command to unselect all objects.

RIGHT

Use the RIGHT command to scroll right to reveal more data. You cannot determine how many columns to scroll because
horizontal scrolling is limited to predefined, fixed positions.
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SHRINK

The SHRINK command is valid for Import Services only.

Use the SHRINK command to toggle the Shrink mode for the Import Services screen. When Shrink mode is on, only
selected objects (that match the selection criteria) display.

SQL

The SQL command is valid for Export Services only.

Use the SQL command to export queries in the SQL only format and remain on the current screen. You can use this
command to export queries only. This command has no effect on forms or procedures.

UP

Use the UP command to scroll UP over the list of objects displayed. You can enter an amount for each command to
determine how many lines the command scrolls. For example, if you enter UP 5 in the command line, the list scrolls up 5
lines.

PRF/QMF Import Services Facility
The PRF/QMF Import Services facility lets you import QMF queries, forms, and procedures directly into CA Report
Facility. Using this standalone facility, you can browse the QMF Object Directory and select objects to import.

After you make your selections, you can import the QMF objects in the foreground or generate a batch job to import the
objects in the background. If you import the objects in the background, the resulting job stream is submitted directly to
JES or to a data set.

The PRF/QMF Import Services facility includes a main QMF Import Services screen and three additional screens for
importing queries, forms, and procedures. On the object import screens, you can select objects and initiate imports. All
the screens are similar in appearance and functionality to CA Report Facility screens. This facility is only available in TSO,
although you do not need a PRF TSO license to use it.

Control statements drive batch imports, which a separate batch processor program processes. The statements do not
process if you input them to the normal PRF batch processor. You do not have to generate import jobs from the online
system; you can manually create and submit them.

The PRF/QMF Import Services facility imports objects by starting a QMF session and completing the following process for
each selected object:

• Step 1: Export the object from QMF to a data set.
• Step 2: Read the export data set.
• Step 3: Build a PRF object based on the export data set.
• Step 4: Save the new object in CA Report Facility.

When the import is complete, the facility ends the QMF session and deletes any data sets that the import process used.

System Requirements and Specifications

The DB2 subsystem that the PRF/QMF Import Services facility uses must contain:

• A fully operational CA Report Facility system
• A source QMF system

The source QMF system must be version 3.1 or higher and reside in the same DB2 subsystem as the target PRF system.

To use the PRF/QMF Import Services facility, the target PRF system must meet the following conditions:
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• Usable PRF Tables-The tables must be currently in use or they must have been initialized.
• Customized System Profile-The import facility chooses a system profile based on the environment in which CA Report

Facility is licensed for use at your installation, and checks for PRF licenses in the following order:
– TSO
– CICS-The first CICS region system profile found
– IMS-The first IMS region system profile found
For example, if you are licensed:
For TSO and CICS, the facility uses the TSO system profile.
– For CICS and IMS, and you have CA Report Facility executing in two CICS regions and two IMS regions, the facility

uses the first CICS system profile.
– Only for IMS and you have CA Report Facility executing in two regions, the facility uses the first IMS system profile.

• Library Designations-The PRF/QMF Import Services facility requires that you include specific model and load library
information in the PRF system profile.
To create batch jobs, the import facility uses the information in the library fields specified in the system profile.

NOTE
If your site has CA Report Facility installed in a CICS or IMS environment, the import facility uses the
appropriate system profile for your site. The same library fields shown on the TSO System Profile screen
appear in the CICS and IMS system profiles. For information about the model and load library fields on the
system profile screens, see the “System Profiles” section.

• User Profile Specifications-The PRF/QMF Import Services facility uses the information in several user profile fields to
obtain query format information and establish job statements.
The import facility uses the value you specify in the DATE Format field to determine the format for dates appearing
in converted QMF objects. It also uses the value you specify in the Query Case field to determine whether to use all
upper case or a mixture of upper and lower case text in converted QMF queries. See the “User Profiles” section for
more information about these fields.

• Batch Profile Specifications-Additionally, the import facility uses information on the Batch Report Parameters screen to
control report formats for batch imports.
The import facility uses the values you specify in the Report Defaults fields to determine the default values for QMF
objects converted in batch. Also, the import facility uses the job statements you specify on this screen when submitting
the batch job. For information about updating the Report Defaults and Job Statements fields, see Batch Profile in the
“User Profiles” section.

• Dynamic Datasets used by the Import Facility-The PRF/QMF conversion utility will dynamically allocate some work
datasets to accomplish the conversion. The utility uses the User Profile specifications for the Spill file when naming
these datasets. It will use the High-level Qualifier parameter from the Batch Report Parameters screen or the TSO
User Parameters screen of the User Profile, depending on where you are running the utility. See Batch Profile or TSO
User Profile in the “User Profiles” section for more information. The datasets will be named:

<highlvl>.DT<date>.TM<time>.PRF.IMPORT.FIXED

<highlvl>.DT<date>.TM<time>.PRF.IMPORT.VAR

NOTE
The import facility does not require that you update the information in any of these fields before converting QMF
objects. However, if you want to change current defaults, you must update the user profile fields. For information
about updating these fields, see the “User Profiles” section.

Using the PRF/QMF Import Services Facility

Before you start the PRF/QMF Import Services facility, you must execute the PRFQMFIS CLIST, which is located in
the high-level.CDBACLS0 library. You must customize this CLIST for your site.
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For the PRF/QMF Import Services Facility to access QMF, you must allocate the QMF and DB2 load libraries to the
ISPLLIB DDNAME before you start your ISPF session. Using LIBDEF in this CLIST does not allow the facility to access
QMF programs. See the IBM QMF Planning and Administration Guide for more information.

From the CA Report Facility Import Services screen, you can access the object import screens as follows:

•  1) Queries
Enter 1 in the command line to access the QMF Query Import Services screen. See Selecting QMF Queries.

•  2) Forms
Enter 2 in the command line to access the QMF Form Import Services screen. See the Selecting QMF Forms section.

•  3) Procedures
Enter 3 in the command line to access the QMF Proc Import Services screen. See Selecting QMF Procedures.

 Contents 

  

Selecting QMF Queries

To select QMF queries to import:

1. Enter 1 in the Command line on the PRF/QMF Import Services screen, and press Enter.
The QMF Query Import Services screen appears.
PRFQ.01          ---------- QMF QUERY IMPORT SERVICES ----------   COMMAND==>        

                                           USER ID: USER01    PRF1041I  PRESS <ENTER>

 TO BEGIN OBJECT SEARCH                                                           
                                                                                   

                                                                     Owner==> *    

     Name==> *                                                                     

                                              *---options-->   S =Select Object   E

 =Edit Object in QMF   C =Convert Query        Owner    QMF Query Name      Subtype  

 Rename Area                                       (END OF LIBRARY)                  
                                                                                     
                                        

2. Enter data in the following fields to select a QMF query:
–  Owner

Enter a specific QMF owner, or use an individual table mask.
–  Name

Enter a specific QMF object name, or use an individual table mask.

NOTE
For more information about using table masks, see the Procedure Command Arguments in Procedure
Commands.

3. Press Enter.
A list of QMF query objects appears.
PRFQ.01          ---------- QMF QUERY IMPORT SERVICES ----------  COMMAND==>        

                                           USER ID: USER01                         
                                                                                   
                                                                                   

                                                                      Owner==> *   

      Name==> *                                                                    

                                               *---options-->   S =Select Object   E

 =Edit Object in QMF   C =Convert Query        Owner    QMF Query Name      Subtype
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   Rename Area                              PDDLWB   CRE_DBAS_XTAB       SQL       

                                         PDDLWB   CRE_DBAS_ZTAB       SQL          

                                      PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB01      SQL             

                                   PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB02      SQL                

                                PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB03      SQL                   

                             PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB04      SQL                      

                          PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB05      SQL                         

                       PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB06      SQL                            

                    PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB07      SQL                               

                 PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_XTAB08      SQL                                  

              PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_ZTAB01      SQL                                     

           PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_ZTAB02      SQL                                        

        PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_ZTAB03      SQL                                           

     PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_ZTAB04      SQL                                               

 PDDLWB   CRE_IDX_ZTAB05      SQL                                           

This screen displays the owner, name, and query subtype.
4. To select an object, enter one of the following options next to the objects you want to select:

– S: Select the QMF query object for import. If you select a PROMPTED query, the query imports as a standard
query. QBE queries always convert to SQL before import.

– E: Edit the QMF query object in QMF.
– C: Select the QMF query object for import and convert it to SQL. When you use this option to select a PROMPTED

query, the facility converts the object to SQL and imports as a freeform SQL query. When you use this option to
select an SQL query, the facility does not import the query's comment lines.

5. Specify a new object name in the Rename Area field. This field is required for QMF objects having names that contain
characters that are invalid for PRF object names or names that already exist as a PRF object name.
A message appears indicating the object name is invalid for PRF, and the cursor appears in the Rename Area next to
the invalid object name.

6. After you select queries for conversion, enter one of the following commands:
– IMPORT: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility clears the selections and remains on this

object import screen.
– END: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility exits this screen and returns to the PRF/QMF

Import Services Main Menu.
– SUBMIT: To perform the indicated imports as a batch job.

Selecting QMF Forms

To select QMF forms to import:

1. Enter 2 on the QMF Import Services screen.
The QMF Form Import Services screen appears.
 PRFQ.01          ----------- QMF FORM IMPORT SERVICES ----------    COMMAND==>   

                                                USER ID: USER01    PRF0041E  PLEASE

 ENTER A QUERY NAME OR BLANK FOR QUERY LIBRARY                         Forms For

 Query==>                                                                           

                                                                             Owner==>

 *         Name==> *                                                                 

                                                  *---options-->   S =Select Object  
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 E =Edit Object in QMF                           Owner    QMF Form Name              

   Rename Area                                       (END OF LIBRARY)                
                                                                             

2. Enter data in the following fields to select QMF forms:
–  Forms For Query

Enter a specific query object name in the format creator.name to specify a query to which to attach all selected
forms.
If you leave this field blank, or if you use wildcard characters with a partial creator or name, the Query Library
screen appears. From the Query Library, you must select the query to which you want to attach the forms.

–  Owner
Enter a specific QMF owner, or use wildcard characters to limit the list of QMF form objects by owner. Use an
asterisk (*) to specify all owners.

–  Name
Enter a specific QMF name, or use wildcard characters to limit the list of QMF form objects by name. Use an
asterisk (*) to specify all names.

3. After you enter selection criteria in the Owner and Name fields, press Enter to display a list of QMF form objects.
 PRFQ.01          ----------- QMF FORM IMPORT SERVICES ----------   COMMAND==>      

                                             USER ID: USER01                         

                                                                  Forms For Query==>

 USER01.STORE_SALES                                                                

                                                                     Owner==> *    

     Name==> *                                                                     

                                              *---options-->   S =Select Object   E

 =Edit Object in QMF                           Owner    QMF Form Name              

   Rename Area                              PDDLW    QAPP_F1                       

                                         PDDLW    QPART_F1                         

                                      PDDLWA   Q_TABLES_F1                         

                                   PDDLWA   Q_TABLESPACE_F1                        

                                PDJAP    PFORM_F1                                  

                             PDJAP    P119255_F1                                   

                          PDJAP    P132446_F1                                      

                       PDJAP    P142781_F1                                         

                    PDJAP    P145832_F1                                            

                 PDJAP    P163573_F1                                               

              PDLARY   ACROSS_F1                                                   

           PDLARY   ACROSS_F2                                                      

        PDLARY   ACROSS_F3                                                          

    PDLARY   CALC_F1                                                                

 PDLARY    CALC_F2                                                          

This screen displays the owner and name of the form.
4. To select a form, enter one of the following options next to the form objects you want to select:

– S: Select the QMF form object for import.
– E: Edit the QMF form object in QMF.

5. Specify a new object name in Rename Area. This field is required for QMF objects having names that contain
characters that are invalid for PRF object names or names that already exist as a PRF object name.
A message appears indicating that an object name is invalid for PRF, and the cursor appears in the Rename Area
next to the invalid object name.

6. After you select forms for conversion, enter one of the following commands:
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– IMPORT: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility clears the selections and remains on this
object import screen.

– END: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility exits this screen and returns to the PRF/QMF
Import Services Main Menu.

– SUBMIT: To perform the indicated imports as a batch job.

Selecting QMF Procedures

To select QMF procedures to import:

1. Enter 3 on the PRF/QMF Import Services main menu.
The QMF Proc Import Services screen appears.
PRFQ.01          ----------- QMF PROC IMPORT SERVICES ----------   COMMAND==>        

                                           USER ID: USER01    PRF1041E  PRESS <ENTER>

 TO BEGIN OBJECT SEARCH                                                           
                                                                                   

                                                                     Owner==> *    

     Name==> *                                                                     

                                              *---options-->   S =Select Object   E

 =Edit Object in QMF                           Owner    QMF Proc Name                

 Rename Area                                       (END OF LIBRARY)                  
                                                                                     
                           

2. Enter data in the following fields to select QMF procedures:
–  Owner

Enter a specific QMF owner, or use an individual table mask.
–  Name

Enter a specific QMF name, or use an individual table mask.

NOTE
For more information about using table masks, see the Procedure Command Arguments in Procedure
Commands.

3. After you enter selection criteria in the Owner and Name fields, press Enter to display a list of QMF procedure objects.
 PRFQ.01          ----------- QMF PROC IMPORT SERVICES ----------   COMMAND==>      

                                             USER ID: USER01                         

                                                                            Owner==>

 *         Name==> *                                                                

                                                   *---options-->   S =Select Object

   E =Edit Object in QMF                           Owner    QMF Proc Name          

       Rename Area                              PDDLW    PROMPT_P2                 

                                             PDDLW    PROMPT_P3                    

                                          PDDLW    PROMPT_P4                       

                                       PDDLW    PROMT_P1                           

                                    PDDLW    QAPP_P1                                

                                PDDLW    TESTxxx                                    

                            PDDLWB   CRE_QSTUFF                                     

                        PDDLWB   CRE_SYS_PKEYS                                      

                    PDDLWB   CRE_SYS_XPKEYS                                         

                PDDLWB   CRE_XSTUFF                                                

             PDDLWB   CRE_XSYS_RI                                                  
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          PDDLWB   CRE_XTAB_SYSIDXS                                                

       PDDLWB   CRE_ZSTUFF                                                         

    PDDLWB   CRE_ZSYS_RI                                                           

 PDDLWB   CRE_ZTAB_SYSIDXS

This screen displays the owner and name of the procedure.
4. To select a procedure, enter one of the following options next to the procedure objects you want to select:

– S: Select the QMF procedure object for import.
– E: Edit the QMF procedure object in QMF.

5. Specify a new object name in Rename Area. This field is required for QMF objects having names that contain
characters that are invalid for PRF object names or names that already exist as a PRF object name.
A message appears indicating that an object name is invalid for PRF, and the cursor appears in the Rename Area
next to the invalid object name.

6. After you select procedures for conversion, enter one of the following commands:
– IMPORT: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility clears the selections and remains on this

object import screen.
– END: To run the conversion in the foreground. The import facility exits this screen and returns to the PRF/QMF

Import Services Main Menu.
– SUBMIT: To perform the indicated imports as a batch job.

Processing Selected Objects

After you select objects for import, you can do one of the following:

• Use the END or IMPORT commands to convert the objects in the foreground.
• Use the SUBMIT command to convert the objects in the background (as a batch job).

Contents

Importing in the Foreground

The END and IMPORT commands initiate a foreground import.

Use the END command to:

• Import the selected objects.
• Exit the object import screen.
• Return to the PRF/QMF Import Services Main Menu.

Use the IMPORT command to:

• Import the selected objects.
• Reset the object list.
• Remain on the object import screen.

The facility stops an import if it encounters an error with any selected object. The facility unselects all objects that it
imported successfully before the error occurred. The object list then scrolls to the object causing the error, and the import
facility displays a message describing the error.

To continue an import after an error occurs, do one of the following:

• Correct the error, and then reenter the appropriate command (END, IMPORT, or SUBMIT).
• Unselect the object, and then reenter the appropriate command (END, IMPORT, or SUBMIT).
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Logging Status of All Imported Objects PRFLOG Data Set

When you perform imports in the foreground, the facility maintains a log containing information about the status of all
imported objects. The facility writes the log information out to the PRFLOG data set.

How the PRFQMFIS CLIST allocates the PRFLOG ddname determines where the PRFLOG information is written.

When you initiate an import in the foreground, the facility updates the PRFLOG data set with status information pertaining
to the import session. The following set of messages is generated:

• Log heading message. An example follows:

PRF1086I  QMF Import Log for MM/DD/YY, HH.MM.SS

• Object message. The facility generates a message for each object in the import list to indicate the object is being
imported:

PRF1087I  Importing object: owner.name

• Status message. After each object is imported, the facility generates a message(s) to indicate the object status. The
facility can generate informational, warning, and error messages.
– The informational message indicates the facility did not encounter any errors when importing the object.
– The warning message indicates the facility detected a QMF/PRF incompatibility. The nature of the incompatibility

and how it affects the resulting PRF object are provided. The facility can generate multiple warning messages for
any object. Warnings do not stop the import process.

– Error messages indicate the facility detected an error. Errors cause the import process to halt.

Importing in the Background

To import objects in the background, use the SUBMIT command to generate a batch job.

You can submit the job directly to JES or to a data set:

• To submit the job directly to JES, specify the SUBMIT command without its optional parameter.
• To write the job to a particular data set, specify the data set name as the parameter to the SUBMIT command.

The specified data set must be a previously allocated, fixed block file with an LRECL of 79 or 80. You must specify the
data set name in one of these formats:
– Enter the fully qualified data set name in quotation marks. The import facility does not change the name.
– Enter the data set name without quotation marks. The import facility attaches your user ID to the beginning of the

data set name.

If the facility encounters errors or QMF incompatibilities with any objects in a batch job, it writes an error or warning
message describing the problem to SYSOUT and continues the import with the next object.

NOTE
For the SUBMIT command to work properly, your user profile must contain valid JCL job statements, and the
appropriate system profile must have the PRF, DB2, and COBOL load libraries specified. See “Batch Jobs” and
“System Profiles” for information about these topics.

Batch Control Statements

A series of control statements that are read from the CARDIN DD statement direct a batch import. The import facility uses
two types of statements: header statements and object statements.

Import facility batch jobs use the following types of header statements:

• Standard PRF batch: One type is the standard PRF batch header statement, shown in the following:
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PRF(nn) BATCH: USER=userprof SYSTEM=systprof SYSID=ssid PLAN=planname

– nn
Indicates the PRF version.

– userprof
Indicates the user profile.

– systprof
Indicates the system profile ID. This value is always the system profile ID in use when the batch job was submitted.

– ssid
Indicates the DB2 subsystem ID.

– planname
Indicates the DB2 plan. This value is always the plan the online system uses.

• QMF version information-The second type of header statement contains QMF version information and information
related to the QMF import process.
This header statement is positional and has the following format:

QMFVER=vvrr QMFPLAN=qmfplnnm PREVIEW high-level altsqlid

– vvrr
Indicates the QMF version (specified in version and release format). For example, the value for QMF version 6.1 is
0610.

– qmfplnnm
Indicates the non-default QMF plan name. You need to include this name only if your site uses a non-default QMF
plan name.

– PREVIEW
Specifies Preview mode for the import process. Preview mode analyzes the selected QMF objects and prints an
import report without actually moving any data. Report Facility does not need to be installed when using this mode.
If the PREVIEW keyword is not present, the import utility processes the import.

– high-level
Indicates the desired high-level qualifier in the data sets created by the utility. This parameter is used only in
Preview mode. Outside of Preview mode, the utility reads the user profile record of the user associated with the
PRF batch control card and uses the HIGHLVL value of the SPILL information for batch processing.
This parameter can be any eight characters that are valid for a data set name node. The parameter can include
embedded periods to produce more than one node. However, do not include a trailing period because the program
provides the trailing period. The default value is USERID, which builds the data set names with the user's user ID
as the high-level qualifier. The user's user ID is the same as that specified on the PRF batch control card.

– altsqlid
Is used to specify the alternate SQL ID to use to resolve any table name from QMF queries that do not specify
a creator segment of that table's name. When attaching to DB2, the utility will process a SET CURRENT SQLID
command to allow the noted value to be the creator qualifier of any unqualified table names.

The import facility identifies objects for conversion with object control statements. Object statements have the following
format:

option type qmf-object-name <prf-object-name>

• option
Indicates the type of processing to perform on the object. Valid values are:
– I: Import the object.
– C: Convert the object to SQL, then import it. This option is only valid for queries.
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If you apply this option to a PROMPTED query, the facility converts the query to SQL. If you apply this option to an
SQL query, the facility removes all comments from the query.
– F: Fetch the query object and attach all subsequent forms to it. This option is only valid for queries.
All form import control statements that follow are attached to the query you specify in this statement until another query
statement occurs.

• type
Indicates the type of object to import or fetch. Valid values are:
– QUERY: QMF query object
– FORM: QMF form object
– PROC: QMF procedure object

• qmf-object-name
Indicates the name of the QMF object to import. This option must be in the format owner.name.
If either component of the name contains spaces, then you must enclose the entire name in single quotation marks,
such as:

'own er.nam e'

If the specified name is invalid or already in use, and you do not specify a new name, the import facility skips the
statement.

• prf-object-name
Indicates a new object name to use. This option must be in the format creator.name, and must obey PRF object
naming standards.
If the specified name is invalid or already in use, the import facility skips the statement.
In the object statement, you must separate the parameters by at least one space, and you must designate them in the
order shown in the sample statement. If you do not designate the options in the correct order, the import facility skips
the statement.
Examples of sample batch job control statements are shown in the following example.

Batch JCL Built Manually

You do not need to generate batch jobs for object imports from the object import screens. Provided the JCL and all
header and object control statements are formatted properly, the job is valid.

For example, consider these control statements:

PRF(43) BATCH: USER=USER01   SYSTEM=TSO      SYSID=D31A PLAN=RFPRFQ41QMFVER=0310 QMFPLAN=QMF310  I QUERY 'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_QUERY  '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_QUERY  F QUERY USER01.QMF_IMPORT_QUERY  I FORM  'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_FORM   '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_FORM  I PROC  'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_PROC   '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_PROC

In this example, the header statement indicates the import facility will use:

• PRF V4.3
• The user profile for USER01
• The TSO system profile
• The D31A DB2 subsystem
• The RFPRFQ41 plan for DB2
• QMF version 3.10
• The QMF plan named QMF310

This example also contains four object control statements. The first, third, and fourth statements instruct the facility to
import objects and rename them. The second statement directs the facility to attach any forms to the query that the first
statement imported and renamed.

After submitting this sample job to JES, QMF and PRF output messages result, as shown in the following examples:
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----------      ****** 97/12/15  12.15.45 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC COMMAND TEXT: EXPORT QUERY "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_QUERY"                      TO 'PDBRUC.DT95 0413.TM112939.PRF.IMPORT.VAR'          (CONFIRM=NO----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.48 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC MESSAGE NUMBER: DSQ22099 MESSAGE TEXT: OK, "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_QUERY" was exported to 'PDBRUC.DT950413.TM112939.PRF----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.50 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC COMMAND TEXT: EXPORT FORM  "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_FORM"                       TO 'PDBRUC.DT95 0413.TM112939.PRF.IMPORT.VAR'          (CONFIRM=NO----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.50 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC COMMAND TEXT: EXPORT FORM  "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_FORM"                       TO 'PDBRUC.DT95 0413.TM112939.PRF.IMPORT.VAR'          (CONFIRM=NO----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.51 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC MESSAGE NUMBER: DSQ22099 MESSAGE TEXT: OK, "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_FORM" was exported to 'PDBRUC.DT950413.TM112939.PRF. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.53 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC COMMAND TEXT: EXPORT PROC  "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_PROC"                       TO 'PDBRUC.DT95 0413.TM112939.PRF.IMPORT.FIXED'        (CONFIRM=NO----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.55 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC MESSAGE NUMBER: DSQ22099 MESSAGE TEXT: OK, "PDBRUC  "."QMF_IMPORT_PROC" was exported to 'PDBRUC.DT950413.TM112939.PRF. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------      ****** 97/09/01  11.29.56 ******  ------------------------------

USERID: PDBRUC AUTHORIZATION-

ID: PDBRUC COMMAND TEXT: EXIT---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRF(41) BATCH: USER=PDBRUC   SYSTEM=TSO      SYSID=D31A PLAN=RFPRFQ41 --------------------------------------- DB2 USER IS: PDBRUC --------------------------------------- PRF USER IS: PDBRUC ---------------------------------------

 QMFVER=0310 QMFPLAN=QMF310 --------------------------------------- QMF VERSION IS: 0310 --------------------------------------- QMF PLAN IS: QMF310 --------------------------------------- *-

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

 PROCESSING: I QUERY 'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_QUERY  '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_QUERY

 PRF0453I  IMPORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY. *-*-*-*-*-*-*-

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-

* PROCESSING: F QUERY USER01.QMF_IMPORT_QUERY PRF0934I  PRF PROCESSING COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY *-

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

 PROCESSING: I FORM  'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_FORM   '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_FORM

 PRF0453I  IMPORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY. *-*-*-*-*-*-*-

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-

* PROCESSING: I PROC  'PDBRUC  .QMF_IMPORT_PROC   '  USER01.QMF_IMPORT_PROC PRF0453I  IMPORT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY.

As shown in the previous examples, all steps of this object conversion and import completed successfully.

NOTE
QMF writes this information to the DSQDEBUG DD. For information about QMF messages, see IBM Query
Management Facility Messages and Codes guide. For information about messages, see the Messages section.

Import Restrictions

  

The intent of this facility is to complete most of the processing necessary to move QMF objects into CA Report
Facility without requiring you to manipulate the objects in QMF or to re-create QMF objects in CA Report Facility.
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However, because of the differences in object storage and processing, the facility might lose or alter some object
information during the conversion process.

You should examine all of the QMF objects that the PRF/QMF Import Services facility imports to ensure that they are
complete. If any object information is lost or altered, you must update the object in CA Report Facility.

Object Remarks

The facility does not import QMF object remarks. However, you can manually enter the first 51 characters of the remark
text into the Description field of the appropriate object profile.

Queries

The following items apply to all QMF query types:

• The PRF/QMF Import Services facility can import SQL, PROMPTED and QBE queries. Because access to IBM's
Repository Manager is not supported, the import facility cannot import Entity Relationship (ER) prompted queries.

• Queries can include up to 200 query expressions. During the conversion of any QMF query, the import facility drops
any expressions it encounters after the first 200.

• Queries can support up to 16 ORDER BY fields. The import facility drops any ORDER BY fields it encounters after the
first 16.

• Queries can support up to 16 GROUP BY fields. The import facility drops any GROUP BY fields it encounters after the
first 16.

The import facility imports QMF SQL queries literally as freeform queries. Unless you use the C option to select the SQL
query for conversion, the facility imports all embedded comments.

The import facility converts up to 30,000 lines of SQL text. If an SQL query contains more than 30,000 lines of text, the
import fails. To reduce the number of lines of SQL text that the import facility converts, use the C option to select SQL
queries.

The import facility always converts QMF QBE queries to SQL and imports them as PRF freeform queries. The SQL
limitations described for QMF SQL queries also apply to QMF QBE queries.

You can import QMF PROMPTED queries as PRF freeform queries or as standard PRF queries. If you import a
PROMPTED query as a PRF freeform query, the SQL limitations apply. If you import a PROMPTED query as a standard
PRF query, the following additional limits apply:

• Up to 250 WHERE conditions are supported. The import facility drops any WHERE conditions it encounters after the
first 250.
If the total number of bytes for all WHERE clause sources exceeds 540,000 bytes, the import fails. To correct this
error, reduce the length of the source query's WHERE clause.

• Up to 450 join conditions are supported. The import facility drops any join conditions it encounters after the first 450.
• Query expression source size-If the total number of bytes for all query expressions in the source QMF query exceeds

23,256 bytes, the import fails. To correct this error, reduce the length of the query expressions, if possible.
• Logical connectors-QMF can use both AND and OR between specified row conditions in PROMPTED queries.

However, standard queries do not support multiple AND and OR logical connectors between major WHERE clauses.
Multiple connectors cause the import facility to convert all QMF row conditions into one PRF WHERE condition. This
conversion might change the final WHERE evaluation, so you must verify this clause manually.

Forms

The PRF/QMF Import Services facility can import any QMF form. However, all QMF forms that you select for import must
be attached to queries already present in PRF. The QMF Form Import Services screen enforces this requirement. The
facility determines what type of PRF form to create from the QMF source, based on the following rules:
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• If you do not specify detail block text on the FORM.DETAIL panel and do not specify any GROUP or ACROSS usage
codes on any columns, the facility creates a PRF Column form.

• If you specify a GROUP or ACROSS usage code on a column, the facility creates a PRF Tabulation form. If you also
specify any detail block text in the QMF form, the facility does not import the block text.

• If you specify detail block text, but you do not specify any GROUP or ACROSS usage codes on any columns, the
facility creates a PRF Block form.
If you do not suppress the main tabulation line (as defined on the FORM.COLUMNS panel) and the length of the
line is less than 240 characters, then the facility adds the tabulation line to the detail block text line specified on the
FORM.DETAIL panel. The facility adds associated column headings to a page heading or the detail block, depending
on how you set the Repeat Detail Heading and the Include Column Headings with Detail Heading fields on the
FORM.DETAIL panel.

Additionally, some QMF fields change or do not import during the conversion process:

•  FORM.BREAKn
These restrictions apply to the following fields:
– Repeat Detail Heading. This field does not import for Block forms.
– Put Break at Summary Line. This field does not import.

•  FORM.CALC
The facility imports QMF's CALCids as form expressions if no form functions are referenced. If form functions are
referenced, the facility imports CALCids as break expressions.
If the CALCids contain invalid syntax, such as non-numeric fields or operators not supported in PRF form or break
expressions, the import facility handles them as errors. You can import up to 50 CALCids as form expressions, and
you can import up to 40 CALCids as break expressions.

•  FORM.COLUMNS
These restrictions apply to the following fields:
– Indent. The facility imports the first column's Indent amount as the PRF form's left margin. The facility does not

import any other Indent amounts. By default, the Col Spcg field for a PRF Column or Tabulation form is set to 2.
– Column Heading. The facility imports the first 32 characters.
– Width. The facility does not import a Width value if it is smaller than the column heading or the detail data. If this

value is smaller than the detail data and the data type is numeric or character, the facility can designate a Width edit
code for the field.

– Column Definition. The facility imports a QMF column definition as a form expression. The limitations for CALCids
apply to column definitions.

The facility does not import the following fields on this panel:
– Data Alignment
– Pass Nulls

•  FORM.CONDITIONS
The facility does not import any fields on this panel.

•  FORM.DETAIL
These restrictions apply to the following fields:
– Include Column Headings with Detail Text. The facility imports this field only when the import facility creates a Block

form.
– Put Tabular Data at Line. The facility imports this field only when the import facility creates a Block form.
The facility does not import the following fields on this panel:
– Detail Heading Text
– New Page for Detail Block
– Keep Page on Block
– Select Panel Variation
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NOTE
For QMF forms with multiple detail panel variations, the facility imports only the first variation.

•  FORM.FINAL
The limitations for break headers and footers (described in FORM.BREAKn) apply to final text.

•  FORM.PAGE
See Text Block Processing for the restrictions on page headers and footers.

•  FORM.OPTIONS
These restrictions apply to the following fields:
– Detail Spacing. After importing, the facility sets to 3 any spacing value higher than 3 in the QMF form.
– Report Text Width. For Column and Tabulation forms, any values between 78 and 31,990 are preserved after

importing. Values larger than 31,990 are set to 31,990. For all other forms, the maximum allowed width after
importing is 240. For all forms, the facility also sets to 78 any width value less than 78 in the QMF form.

– Number of Fixed Columns in Report. The PRF/QMF Import Services facility imports the first five fixed columns.
– Outlining For Break Columns. The import facility translates entries in this field to distinct column selection codes.

The facility imports this field only for Column forms.
The facility does not import the following fields on this panel:
– Function Name in Column Heading Group
– Across Summary Column
– Page Renumbering at the Highest Break Level
– Separators for Column Heading
– Separators for Across Heading
– Separators for Final Summary

How Text Block Processes

Freeform text areas can contain a maximum of 500 lines and they can include up to 750 embedded data fields. The
import facility drops any text lines and all embedded data fields that exceed these limits. Text areas in Column and
Tabulation forms, which are not restricted to a width of 240 characters, can have a lower maximum number of lines,
following this formula:

NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

The import facility creates PRF text on the corresponding line numbers specified for each QMF text line. That is, QMF text
appearing on line 1 is imported to PRF text line 1.

All text block widths follow the QMF Report Text Line Width field rules, with the exception that the width is normalized
between the minimum PRF width of 78 characters and a maximum PRF width that depends on the PRF form type.
Column and Tabulation forms have a maximum width of 31,990 characters. All other forms have a maximum width of 240
characters. For instance, if the Report Text Line Width is set to 300 for a block form, the import facility resets the width to
240 and wraps any text that exceeds this size to the next line.

The import facility formats freeform text areas in the following manner:

• The facility expands all form variables supported in CA Report Facility to their maximum size within the text and
creates PRF-type field designators (such as <1...>) for them.

• The facility supports the following QMF form variables:
– &n (column variables)
– &FUNCn (functions on variables; such as &AVG1)
– &DATE
– &TIME
– &PAGE
– &ROW
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The facility does not convert any other form variables or predefined QMF global variables. The facility ignores the _B
specification for any QMF variable.

• The import facility applies all QMF text formatting parameters (such as LINE and ALIGN) to the text block, based on
the text block width. For form types other than Column and Tabulation, this width is normalized between 78 and 240
characters. For Column and Tabulation forms, this width is normalized between 78 and 31,990 characters.

The facility imports the first four QMF functions applied to a single column. The facility ignores any functions after the first
four.

Procedures

You can import all QMF procedures into CA Report Facility. However, the facility converts individual QMF commands to
PRF syntax only for linear procedures. The facility does not convert procedures with logic, but imports them as is. These
procedures do not execute in CA Report Facility.

The facility examines all linear procedures for QMF commands that it can convert to PRF syntax. Any commands that the
facility cannot convert remain unaltered in the procedure. In this case, you must manually update the procedure.

The facility converts a QMF command only when all information needed to build the corresponding PRF command is
present. For example, the facility would convert the following QMF command because all of the components for the
corresponding PRF command are present:

RUN QUERY USERID.MY_QUERY

In contrast, the facility would not convert the following QMF command because the object type, QUERY, is not present:

RUN USERID.MY_QUERY

Without the object type, the facility cannot build the corresponding PRF command. This QMF command remains unaltered
in the PRF procedure and causes an error until you manually correct it.

The facility converts all subcommands that have PRF counterparts for a given QMF command along with the command.
The facility ignores any QMF subcommands that do not have PRF counterparts.

When the facility converts a command, it adds the original QMF command into the resulting PRF procedure as a comment
which appears immediately before its PRF counterpart.

You can import a total of 30,000 lines of PRF procedure text. If a QMF procedure exceeds this limit, the import fails. If
the addition of the original QMF commands causes this limit to be exceeded, the facility does not include the original
commands in the final syntax.

The following table lists the QMF commands that the import facility converts, along with the corresponding PRF
commands:

 QMF Command  PRF Command  Subcommands 

DISPLAY SELECT Not Applicable

ERASE DELETE Not Applicable

EXIT EXIT Not Applicable

EXPORT EXPORT member

IMPORT IMPORT member

RESET RESET Not Applicable

RUN RUN &var

SAVE DATA KEEP Not Applicable

SET SET Not Applicable
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Object Import Screen Commands

The following commands are available on all object import screens:

• ALL [C]
Selects all objects in list for import. On the QMF Query Import Services screen, you can optionally specify C, which will
select all query objects for conversion to SQL before import.

• CANCEL
Exits the screen without importing objects.

• DOWN DATA|HALF| MAX|PAGE|nnn
Scrolls down the object import list. Optional parameters are:
– DATA: Sets the scroll amount to 1 less than the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– HALF: Sets the scroll amount to half the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– MAX: Displays the final object list screen.
– PAGE: Sets the scroll amount to the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– nnn: Sets the scroll amount to nnn.

• END
Imports any selected objects and exits the import screen.

• FIND 'string'
Finds the specified 'string' in the object list. The facility compares the string to the Owner and Name fields.
Subsequent FIND commands that you issue without 'string' continue searching the list with the last specified 'string'. If
the search reaches the end of the list, it wraps to the beginning of the list.

• HELP
Displays a general information help screen.
If your cursor is in the command line, command help displays. Otherwise, an import services help screen appears.

• IMPORT
Initiates an import of all selected objects in the foreground. After completion, the facility unselects all selected objects
and erases new names. You remain on the screen.

• KEYS
Displays a screen where you can change your PF key definitions.

• RESET
Unselects all selected objects and erases all new names specified.

• SUBMIT dataset_name
Initiates an import of all selected objects in the background as a batch job. Optionally, you can specify a data set to
which to write the job.

• UP DATA| HALF|MAX|PAGE| nnn
Scrolls up the object import list. Valid parameters are:
– DATA: Sets the scroll amount to 1 less than the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– HALF: Sets the scroll amount to half the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– MAX: Displays the final object list screen.
– PAGE: Sets the scroll amount to the number of objects displayed in one screen.
– nnn: Sets the scroll amount to nnn

Model Batch Job for the PRF/QMF Import Services Facility

Contents:

Batch jobs for the PRF/QMF Import Services facility are generated from the MJPRFQIB JCL model. All users of the import
facility use this model, and you can modify it to suit your site's installation needs.

Changes you might want to make to the model are:
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• Include additional steps to execute each job the import facility generates
• Include job statements in addition to those specified in a user's profile
• Add installation-specific jobparm statements

This section contains information regarding the setup and maintenance of the MJPRFQIB model.

MJPRFQIB Member

When you enter the SUBMIT command on a QMF Import Services screen, the facility uses the MJPRFQIB member as a
basis for the final JCL for the batch job. It is read from the Model Library specified on the appropriate system profile. The
MJPRFQIB member is shown in the following:

//STEP99  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=M//STEPLIB   DD DSN=%PRFLOAD,DISP=SHR//

*         DD DSN=GOVERNOR.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=

%DB2LOAD,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=

%COBLOAD,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQLOAD,DISP=SHR//

PTILIB    DD DSN=%PRFLOAD,DISP=SHR//ADMGGMAP  DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQMAPE,DISP=SHR//

SYSEXEC   DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQEXECE,DISP=SHR//

DSQPNLE   DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQPNLE,DISP=SHR//DSQPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*//

DSQDEBUG  DD SYSOUT=*//DSQUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*//SYSOUT    DD SYSOUT=*//

SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=*//ISPPROF  DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,

(9,1,4)), //            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB) //

ISPLLIB   DD DSN=ISPF.ISPLLIB,DISP=SHR//

ISPPLIB   DD DSN=ISPF.ISPPLIB,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQPLIBE,DISP=SHR//

ISPMLIB   DD DSN=ISPF.ISPMLIB,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQMLIBE,DISP=SHR//

ISPSLIB   DD DSN=ISPF.ISPSLIB,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQSLIBE,DISP=SHR//

ISPTLIB   DD DSN=ISPF.ISPTLIB,DISP=SHR//          DD DSN=QMF.VVVV.DSQTLIBE,DISP=SHR//

SYSTSPRT  DD *//SYSTSIN   DD *  ISPSTART PGM(PRFQMFBT) //CARDIN    DD *

Use the following format for the CARDIN parm card:

Card title      1-7 PRV(vv)  User ID            21-28       System ID       37-44   TSO Subsystem ID        52-55   Plan name       62-69   RFPQ402 is the default  

For this JCL to work properly, you must replace every occurrence of QMF.VVVV with the appropriate QMF high-level
qualifier your site uses. You must also replace all ISPF library names with the appropriate ISPF library names your site
uses.

Substitution Parameters

The facility checks each generated statement for substitution parameters, which begin with a percent sign (%), before it
reproduces the statement in the final job stream. These parameters are replaced with the appropriate value listed on the
following chart. If a parameter or its value is not defined, no substitution occurs.

If you do not want a value to be substituted for any of these parameters, you must remove the parameter name and
indicator, and insert the actual value you want. (You find the default values for these parameters on the appropriate
system profile screen, unless otherwise indicated.)

• COBLOAD
The name of the COBOL II load library.

• DB2LOAD
The name of the DB2 load library.

• DB2PLNNM
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The name of the DB2 plan that is to be used.
• DB2SYSID

The DB2 subsystem ID in which to execute CA Report Facility.
• PRFLOAD

The name of the PRF load library.
• USERID

The ID of the user creating the batch job. The default is the current user ID.

Programming Guidelines

The following list includes the rules for programming the model:

• The //STEP99 EXEC step, as shown in MJPRFQIB Member, is the minimum JCL required to execute in batch. If
necessary, add other parameters to this step.

• A limit of 200 job statements is allowed in the model, not including the generated input header and object statements.
• You must include a //CARDIN DD * job statement.

Batch Job Generation

The batch job is generated in the following manner:

• The facility reproduces job statements from the user's profile, and parameters are substituted on each statement.
• The facility reproduces all job level statements from MJPRFQIB, and parameters are substituted on each statement.

The facility discards comment statements.
• Immediately after writing the //CARDIN DD * statement, the facility writes the input header statement to the data set.
• The facility generates import object statements for each QMF object selected for import.

User ID

When a batch job is run, the user ID assigned to the job is the ID that DB2 recognizes as the authorization ID. The PRF
profile of this user ID determines how CA Report Facility executes.

The user ID specified in the PRF batch header statement indicates the creator of the batch job. This user ID is not
necessarily the user who submits the job.

Message Processor
The Message Processor lets you:

• Send messages to all users
• Send messages to selected users
• Browse and delete existing messages

  

Message Destination Screen

When you select the Message Processor option (6) from the System Services screen, the Message Destination screen
appears.

 MSGM.01           ------------   Message Processor  -----------  COMMAND==>

                                                    USER ID: USER01       
                                                                           

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------       
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                                                                              Message

 Destination:                                                                          

                                                                              -  S ystem

 Logon                                                                     000 - Days of

 Retention                                                                              

                                                         A ctive Users   <==  CICS Users

 Only                                                                                  

                                          U ser Logon                                   

                                     User Selection List ==> ________                   
                                                                                        
                                                                                        

                                                                           Browse/Delete

 Current Messages: N                                                                    
                                                                                        
        

This screen lets you specify the type of message you want to sent, how long the Message Processor should save the
message, and lets you access the Message Browse/Delete screen.

To specify a message destination, specify one of the following in the Command line:

•  S
Specifies system log on. Sends the message to all CA Report Facility users. The message displays the next time the
user logs on. See Sending a Message to All Users for more information.
Enter a number in the Days of Retention field to specify the number of days the Message Processor should save the
message for users who have not logged on to CA Report Facility. This option does not apply to the Active Users option
(CICS).

•  A
Specifies active users. Sends the message to all users currently logged on to CA Report Facility. This option is
available only to CICS users. It is not available for TSO or IMS users. See Sending a Message to All Users for more
information.

•  U
Specifies user profile list. Sends the message to the users you specify on the User Selection List. You can enter
SQL selection criteria to limit the list of users that display. After you enter the selection criteria and press Enter, the
Message Processor text editor screen appears. For more information, see Message Text Screen and Sending a
Message to Selected Users.
After you type the message, press PF3 (End) to send the message.
The User List screen appears. On this screen, you specify which users should receive the message by entering S in
the Option field before the user's ID. For more information, see User Selection List.

To browse or delete current message, enter Y or N in the Browse/Delete Current Messages field as follows:

• Y: Display the Message Browse/Delete screen.
• N: Do not display the Message Browse/Delete screen. This is the default.

When you press Enter, the Message Browse/Delete screen appears. For more information, see Message Browse/Delete
Screen.

Sending a Message to All Users

To send a message to all users:

1. Enter 6 on the command line of the System Services screen, and press Enter. The Message Destination screen
appears.
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2. Enter S in the field next to the hyphen, and press Enter. This entry indicates to send the message to all users. The
Text Editor screen appears.

3. Specify the message text. When you complete the message, press PF3 (End).
The message is sent to all CA Report Facility users in all environments. You return to the Message Destination screen
and a confirmation message is displayed.

4. Press PF3 (End). You return to the System Services screen.

Sending a Message to Selected Users

To send a message to selected users:

1. Enter 6 on the command line of the System Services screen, and press Enter. The Message Destination screen
appears.

2. Enter U in the field next to the hyphen, and press Enter. The message is only sent to the users you specify (in step 4).
The Text Editor screen appears.

3. Specify the message text. When you complete the message, press PF3 (End). The User Selection List screen
appears.

4. Enter S in the Option field next to the user IDs to which you want to send the message. The message is sent to the
users you specified.

5. Press PF3 (End). You return to the Message Destination screen, and a confirmation message is displayed.
6. Press PF3 (End). You return to the System Services screen.

Message Text Screen

After you select your message destination, the Message Text screen appears. This is the text editor screen where you
actually type the message you want to send. The screen is shown in the following example:

 MSGT.02           ------------   Message Processor  -----------  COMMAND==>

                                                    USER ID: USER01

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------   Message

 Text:        01  Enter Message text in this area.                             |     

 02    There are 10 lines.                                        |      03    Each Line

 has 60 character spaces.                         |      04                             

                                  |      05  Once you are done, press END.              

                  |      06                                                             

  |      07                                                               |      08     

                                                          |      09                     

                                          |      10                                     

                          |

Enter the message text in the space provided (ten lines of 60 characters). If you decide to not send the message, you can
cancel the process:

• If you want to cancel the message, enter the CANCEL command.
• For CICS users using the Active User Display option: If you choose to delete a user on the Active User Display screen,

you can enter the CANCEL command on the Message Text screen to cancel the deletion command.

When you finish the message text, press PF3 (End). If you selected the User Profile List option (U), a user selection list
displays. See User Selection List for more information.
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User Selection List

On the User Selection List screen, you select the users to whom you want to send a message. You can select message
recipients only if you entered U in the Message Destination field on the Message Destination screen.

MSG2.02          -------- Message Processor User List ---------   COMMAND==>          

                                          USER ID: USER01  ---------------------------

 S - SELECT for Message -------------------------  Option    User ID     Group ID 

 ----------    MESSAGES / NAMES   -----------    _       PTIKC                 DEFAULT

 USER    _       PTILANG               THOMAS E. LANG    S       PTIPH                

 P. HUMENANSKY    _       PTISD                 DEFAULT USER    _       PTITL           

      THOMAS E. LANG    _       PTITO                 THERESA ZANETTI O'NEIL            

                      <=====  END OF DATA  =====>

Enter S in the Option line next to each user you want to receive the message, then press PF3 (End). In the previous
example, user P. Humenansky is selected to receive the message. The message is sent, and the Message Destination
screen appears. You can then press PF3 (End) to exit the Message Processor option and return to the Main Menu.

Message Browse/Delete Screen

After you enter Y in the Browse/Delete Current Messages field on the Message Processor screen, the following screen
appears:

 MSGB.02          ------- Message Processor Browse/Delete ------   COMMAND==>      

                                              USER ID: USER01                      

                                                            ------------------------

 B - BROWSE      D - DELETE  -----------------------    Option    Dest ID    Creator

 ID   Create Date  Create Time  Retention Days        B       TDGREG      USER01    

     07/12       14:30:21                         _       TDKALE      USER01        

 07/12       14:30:21                         _       TDLITT      USER01         07/12

       14:30:21                         _       TDNATA      USER01         07/12   

    14:30:21                         D       TDPHIL      USER01         07/12      

 14:30:21                                 <=====  END OF DATA  =====>                   
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                                                        
                                                      

This screen displays the destination of the message, user ID of the message creator, date and time the message was
created, and the number of days the Message Processor will save the message for users who have not logged on.

Enter a line command in the Option field next to each message you want to browse or delete. Valid values are:

• B: Browse message. Press Enter or the PF3 (End) to browse the message in the same format as it displays to the
users. Press PF3 to return to the Browse/Delete screen.

• D: Delete message. If you press Enter, the message is deleted and the list of messages is rebuilt. The screen displays
again and shows only those messages that you did not delete.

When you finish browsing or deleting messages, press PF3 to return to the Message Destination screen.
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Active User Display
The Active User Display lets you view the activities of users logged on to CA Report Facility and to terminate the sessions
of other users.

 Note: The Active User Display executes under CICS only. It is not available for TSO or IMS users. If you do not see
option 7 listed on the System Services screen, you do not have access to it.

  

CICS Active User Display Panel

To select the Active User Display option, enter 7 in the command line on the System Services screen and press Enter.
The CICS Active User Display screen appears.

 AUSR.01               -- CICS Active User Display --            COMMAND==>          

                                          USERID: USER01         MAXIMUM     CURRENT 

               MAXIMUM   CURRENT LOGONS:      20           3    EXECUTIONS:      10   

      2 ..............................................................................

 O   USER    TERM - MAXIMUM LIMITS ----   CURRENT USAGE  -----  --  STATUS 

 ----     ID       ID    ALLOC       ROWS  MEMORY   SPILL       ROWS    MESSAGES

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _  PTIKC

    LT00   15,000 <= NONE =>      0      0           0|QUERY BUILD _  PTILM    LT07  

 20,000 <= NONE =>  2,112      0       5,516|QUERY PROCESS _  PTIPH    LT12   20,000 <=

 NONE =>     30      0          10|LOGOFF PENDING                      <=====  END OF

 DATA  =====>

Specify an option in the O (Option) field to specify an option for the selected user ID. Valid values are:

•  D (Delete)
Displays the Message Processor screen so you can send a warning message to the use about the impending logoff.
The next time the user presses Enter, they are logged off and returned to the place from which they accessed CA
Report Facility.
If you want to cancel the deletion, enter the CANCEL command on the Message Processor screen.

•  M (Message)
Sends a message to the user. The Message Processor text editor screen appears.

•  S (SQL)
Displays the SQL this user is currently using. If the user is still in the build process, he or she might not have executed
the SQL yet.

•  K (Kill)
Immediately purges the user's CA Report Facility session without warning. This purges the user's active CICS tasks
and then removes all of the user's processes that CICS did not remove. CA Report Facility keeps its common area and
environmental control areas in CICS shared storage to ensure the orderly and complete removal of the user after the
Kill option or an abend. This ensures that no I/O or sort processes execute after the user is removed.
CA Report Facility first purges the task to ensure the task does not use the storage areas that it is going to remove.
This purge causes the CICS task to abend with the ATCH or a similar abend code. You should suppress these abend
codes so that they do not produce a dump.
CA Report Facility uses the following command:
SET TASK(xxxx) FORCEPURGE

The administrator must have security access to these commands to use the Kill option.
If the user is in CICS in a pseudo-conversation, their storage is released so that processing is no longer possible. CA
Report Facility does not have a task number for the user, so it does not attempt a purge. When the user presses Enter
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or a PF key, the next task starts and PRF recognizes that the user is removed from it. The user is stopped and an
informational message is displayed, indicating that an administrator has cancelled the user's session.
The Kill option is useful for removing a user from an unauthorized process, removing a user who is hung up in CA
Report Facility for a long-running query or otherwise, or removing a user who has abended. The Kill option is important
for cleaning up the user's storage areas in case of an abend. The user cleans his or her own storage if they log
onto CA Report Facility after an abend. CA Report Facility recognizes that the user was previously in it, and that they
require it to purge and rebuild their environment for the new session.

Field Descriptions

The following describes the display only fields on the CICS Active User Display screen:

•  Maximum Logons
Displays the maximum number of users that can be logged on to CA Report Facility at one time. You can change the
value on the CICS System Profile screen.

•  Current Logons
Displays the current number of users logged on.

•  Maximum Executions
Displays the maximum number of users that can execute queries and forms at one time. You can change the value on
the CICS System Profile screen.

•  Current Executions
Displays the current number of users executing queries and forms.

•  User ID
Displays the user's ID.

•  Term ID
Displays the terminal ID.

•  Maximum Alloc
Displays the total maximum memory and file space, in kilobytes.

•  Maximum Rows
Displays the maximum number of rows that the user can retrieve.

•  Current Memory
Displays the amount of memory the user is currently using, in kilobytes.

•  Current Spill
Displays the size of the user's current spill file, in kilobytes.

•  Current Rows
Displays the number of rows the user currently has retrieved.

•  Status Messages
Displays the status of the user displays. Most of the messages are self-explanatory. Status messages are:
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– ADMIN MENU: The user is in the System Services menu. This is pseudo-conversational, but some commands are
processed in a conversational mode.

– AD SYSTM PROF: The user is in System Profile Maintenance. This is pseudo-conversational, but some commands
are processed in a conversational mode.

– AD EXPORT: The user is in the Export Processor. This is fully conversational.
– AD IMPORT: The user is in the Import Processor. This is fully conversational.
– AD MSG PROC: The user is in the Message Processor. This is pseudo-conversational, but only in the initial screen.

All message editing is conversational.
– AD ACTV USER: The user is in the Active User Display. This is pseudo-conversational, but some commands are

processed in a conversational mode.
– AD FILE MAINT: The user is in File Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– AD STATIC Q: The user is in Static Query Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– AD PRINTERS: The user is in Printer Maintenance. This is fully conversational.AD COMPANY HDR The user is in

Company Wide Header Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– AD COMPANY FTR: The user is in Company Wide Footer Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– AD DROP KEEPS: The user is in Keep Table Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– USER IDLE: The user is in CA Report Facility at the Main Menu. This is pseudo-conversational, but some

commands are processed in a conversational mode.
– GLBL VARS: The user is in Global Variable Maintenance. This is fully conversational.
– QUERY BUILD, FORM BUILD, PROC BUILD, NON-QUERY BUILD: The BUILD status messages are used when

a user accesses the Build Query, Build Form, or Build Procedure options on the Main Menu. When the user moves
into CA Report Facility by selecting one of these options or displaying the Library screen for the option, the BUILD
status messages are used to account for the user. This is fully conversational.

– QUERY PROCESS, FORM PROCESS: The PROCESS status messages are used when the user runs a report and
displays a report screen. This is fully conversational.

– LOGOFF PENDING: The user was processed with the D line command (see the D command description in CICS
Active User Display Screen), but they have not reached a status checkpoint.

– The user will be logged off as soon as their processing reaches a status checkpoint. The user receives the
message that the administrator enters, and the processing forces an =X command. The user exits CA Report
Facility, with all current processes closing normally.

– USER REMOVED: This message indicates that the Kill option forced the user off the system (see the Kill command
description in CICS Active User Display Screen).

– USER ABENDED: The user's session was not found and it is assumed that it abended.

This status is determined by keeping the user's task numbers in CICS as they are processing. If CA Report Facility does
not find the user's current reported task in CICS, the user is flagged as abended.

Defining External Data Files
The Data Files Maintenance option lets you create definitions for external data files, such as VSAM/QSAM files, as if they
were DB2 tables, so they can be used with CA Report Facility. External refers to any data that is not contained in a DB2
database. You can select an external file, use it in a query, and make a form for it, just as you would for a DB2 table.

To use external data files, identify one of the following, and then describe the file to CA Report Facility (type, label, and so
on):

• Data set containing the data (data file). You have the option to use a generation data group (GDG) data set for the
data.

• Data set that contains the COBOL record description of the data. See COBOL Descriptions for more information about
record descriptions.
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NOTE
You can also use data sets that contain a record description written in the assembler (ASM) language. For
more information, see Assembler Records.

• PRF file definition. This is a name you assign that collectively refers to the data file and the record description. It must
be a DB2-like name in the format creator-ID.name, where creator-ID contains 8 characters and the object, name,
contains a maximum of 18 characters.

The names of the data files and the descriptive information are collectively referred to as the file definition. You define a
file through the Data File Maintenance option.

Selecting Data Files
Contents

To make a query with a data file, you must identify the data file through the Data File Maintenance option on the System
Services screen. With Data File Maintenance, you can browse, select, update, and delete the definitions of external data
files that CA Report Facility can access. You can also add new file definitions.

Updating Data File Definitions

To update data file definitions

1. Enter 8 in the Command line on the System Services screen, to select the Data File Maintenance option. The Data
File Definitions screen appears. See Data File Definitions Screen for more information.

2. Enter search criteria in the Name, Creator, and Type fields. See Search Criteria for more information. Your entries in
these fields are used to search for file definition names, not data set names.

3. Press Enter. The list of file definition names that satisfy your search criteria is displayed.
4. Enter S in the Option field next to the file definition you want to update. Press Enter. The data file definition is

displayed at the top of the screen.
5. Modify the fields in the Definition Update Area. Press Enter. The file definition is updated and a confirmation message

is displayed.
6. Press PF3 (End). You return to the System Services screen.

Data File Definitions Screen

The screen lists all of the file definitions that are defined. When you select a specific file definition, the top part of the
screen displays the file's definition. A definition lists the names of the data sets where the data and record descriptions are
stored, and other descriptive information, such as file type and a label.

You can limit the list of file definitions by entering selection criteria in the Name, Creator, and Type fields in the middle of
the screen. The selection criteria apply to the PRF file definition name, not the data set name.

The column on the left lists the names of the PRF file definitions. The Dataset Name column (DATA DSN) displays the
name of the data set containing the actual data.

 FILE.01           ----------- DATA FILE DEFINITIONS -----------    COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER1     PRF0407I  There are no objects satisfying the current search criteria           File==>                                Label==>                                   File Type==>         Dataset Info: Length:        Key: Pos        Length        Data: DSN==>                                                 Mem==>             Desc: DSN==>                                                 Mem==>             Desc Type==>                                                                  Name==> *                     Creator==> *           Type==> *                  *options-

> S =Select for Update  D =Delete  U =Undelete                             FILE                          DATA DSN                                          B0625KC.KCDEMO1               'PDCTH.SAMPLE.DATA'                            S  B0625MP.A                     'USER01A.DOC.TST'                                 B0625TL.SEQIMS                'B0625TL.TEST.PDS'                                PDCJPA.TEST_9143              'GENERAL.PROBLEM.LIBRARY'                         PDCTH.PRF20_PAR_9             'TSCSP.EXTRACT.FILE'                              PDCTH.SAMPLE_QSAM_FILE        'PDCTH.SAMPLE.DATA'                               PDCTH.TEMPX                   'PDCTH.TEMP2.EXTRACT'                             PDCTH.TEST__DESC              'PDCTH.GENERAL.NOTES'                             PDCTH.TESTDATA                'PDCTH.GENERAL.CNTL'                              PDCTHA.SYSPROFS               'PDCTHA.SYSTEM.PROFILES'                          PDMAU.FILE_DEF                'PDMAU.PRF.CNTL'                                  PDMAU.LONG_NUM                'PDMAU.PRF.CNTL'                                  PDMAU.STATE_CODE_TBL          'PDMAU.PRF.CNTL'                             

Definition Update Area

You can add a new definition or change a current definition in the Definition Update Area. When you add a new definition,
the current list of objects does not change. The list updates when you exit the screen or when you change the selection
criteria. When you reenter the screen, your newly defined file definition displays in the list.
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• File
Enter a name, up to 18 characters in length, for your PRF file definition. This name is used only for CA Report Facility.
If you do not enter a Creator ID, your ID is automatically used.

• Label
Specify a description of the data file.

• File Type
Enter the letter that corresponds to the type of data file:
– K: KSDS (VSAM)
– R: RRDS (VSAM)
– E: ESDS (VSAM)
– S: Sequential (QSAM). To use a GDG data set as a data file, the file type must be S (sequential).
Note: When using a KSDS/RRDS external data file with your query, you do not have to use ORDER BY if the file is
already indexed for the order you want. The KSDS/RRDS data file access uses a KEYed read automatically, so you do
not need to specify ORDER BY criteria to place the data in key sequence. Use ORDER BY only if the data file is not
already indexed for the order you want.

• Length
The logical record length of the data file.

• Key: Pos
The Offset of the key within the data record.

• Key: Length
The length of the key.

• Data: DSN
Specify the name of the data set containing the data (the data file). If you are using a GDG data set, you must use the
format:

USERID.DATASET.GxxxVxxx

Where GxxxVxxx is a valid Generation/Version number.
• Data: Mem

For a PDS, specify the name of the member containing the data.
• Desc: DSN

Specify the name of the data set containing the COBOL record description of the data.
• Desc: Mem

For a PDS, specify the name of the member containing the record description of the data.
• Desc Type

Identify the type of records found in the data file. Valid values are:
– A: Assembler (ASM) record description
– C: COBOL record description

Search Criteria

You can specify the criteria used in generating the list of file definitions. The list is rebuilt when you enter new criteria. The
criteria can contain the percent (%), underscore (_), and asterisk (*) characters. You use these characters the same way
as in all other areas of CA Report Facility.

• Name
Specify the name of the PRF file definition.

• Creator
Specify the creator assigned to the PRF file definition.

• Type
Specify the type of file definition.
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– K: KSDS (VSAM)
– R: RRDS (VSAM)
– E: ESDS (VSAM)
– S: Sequential (QSAM)

• File
(Display only) The name of the file definitions. You can choose to browse, delete, display, and update the definitions.

• Data DSN
(Display only) The name of the data set containing the data. If a data set is marked for deletion, DELETED displays,
indicating that the definition will be deleted when you exit the screen.

• Line command area
Enter one of the following codes:
– S: Select the PRF file definition that you want to display/update in the Record Update Area.
– D: Delete the PRF file definition. The word DELETED displays in the Dataset Name field. The file definition is not

deleted until you exit the screen.
– U: Undelete the definition. Until you exit the screen, you can choose to preserve the PRF file definition so that it is

not deleted.

SELECT Command

By entering the SELECT command on the Data File Definitions screen, you can select an object into the Definition Update
Area without first requiring the object to display in the object list.

The format of the SELECT command is:

SELECT creator-ID.object-name

If you do not specify a creator ID, the user's ID is used as the default. The specified object is retrieved and displayed in
the Definition Update Area.

REFRESH Command

You can enter the REFRESH command to update an object list displaying on the Data File Definitions screen. The
REFRESH command rebuilds the currently displayed object list from the PRF database, based on the current selection
criteria. The command does not process deletions, and any objects that you selected remain selected. If you change the
selection criteria at the same time you enter the REFRESH command, the selection criteria processing takes precedence.

REFRESH is useful when you set the Maint Refresh option on the System Profile to C. With this setting, the displayed
object list does not update with new or changed definitions until you exit the screen or change the selection criteria for the
list. This causes the list to be processed (that is, perform the deletions). With the REFRESH command, you can update
the object list with your changes without processing the rest of the list.

For more information about the Maint Refresh field on the System Profile screen, see the “System Profiles” section.

Using Data Files in PRF Queries and Forms
Contents

The process for adding a query is the same for data files and DB2 tables. The Select Tables screen lists the names of the
data files defined through the Data File Maintenance option, as well as all DB2 tables, views, and aliases defined at the
specified location. You can distinguish the data files from other objects by the (F) next to the name.

When you select a data file, the Build Query screen appears the same way it does for DB2 queries.
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NOTE
On the Query Library screen, the query will be saved as object type FI - Data File Query.

Query Restrictions for Using External Data Files

There are some restrictions when using external data files in a query:

• You can select only one data file to use in a query.
• You can use the ATTACH command to attach a query to a data file in the same way you attach a DB2 table, but you

can only attach a data file to an empty query. You cannot ATTACH a data file to a query that already contains a data
file or table.

• You cannot JOIN data files with other tables or data files.
• Data file queries do not support grouping, functions, or query expressions. However, you can use form expressions.
• You cannot use the EDIT command to directly edit the SQL code.
• WHERE clauses support any Boolean combination of binary expressions (in the form of field/literal operator field/

literal), but nothing more. For example, complex WHERE clauses containing subSELECTs and DB2-specific operators
are not supported.

• You can select a generation data group (GDG) data set as the DATA dataset for File Query files. To use a GDG as a
data file, you must specify the file type as S (sequential). In addition, on the Data File Definition screen, you must enter
the Data DSN in the Data: DSN field:

 FILE.01           ----------- DATA FILE DEFINITIONS ----------- COMMAND==>                                                    USER ID: USER01

 DEFINITION UPDATE AREA:   File==>   File Type==>           Label==>   Data: DSN==>                                                 Mem==>   Desc: DSN==>                                                 Mem==>   Desc Type==>                                                        Name==> *                     Creator==> *           Type==> *        *---

options--

>   S =Select Def for Update   D =Delete Def   U =Undelete Def      FILE                          DATA DSN                                       USER01.GDG0                  'USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx'     USER01.GDG1                  'USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx'     USER01.GDG2                  'USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx'     USER01.GDG3                  'USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx'     USER01.GDG4                  'USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx'

The generation number must be a valid existing data set. You can also explicitly identify the generation data set by:

USER01.DATASET.GxxxVxxx

Where GxxxVxxx is a valid Generation/Version number.

Form Restrictions for Using External Data File

There is one restriction when using external data files with a form. Because columns do not have labels, you cannot use
the labels as column titles in the report.

COBOL Descriptions
Contents

The COBOL record description tells CA Report Facility how to interpret the records it finds in a data file. You write the
description using the standard COBOL rules. If you use a COBOL record description, you must enter C in the Desc Type
field on the Data File Definitions screen.

You should also keep a few guidelines in mind when creating a COBOL record description. See the following example
when reviewing the guidelines:
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01  VSAM-TABLE.    05  FULL-NAME.        10  FIRST-

NAME  PIC X(12).        10  FILLER  PIC X(1).        10  LAST-

NAME  PIC X(18).    05  SKILL OCCURS 10 TIMES  PIC X(10).    05  HOUR OCCURS 24 TIMES.        10  MINUTE OCCURS 60 TIMES  PIC X(5).    05  DESC.        49  DESC-

LENGTH  PIC S9(4) COMP.        49  DESC-TEXT  PIC X(500).

Restrictions

The restrictions for writing record descriptions are:

• COBOL allows duplicate-named elementary fields, as long as the group items containing them have different names.
CA Report Facility requires distinct elementary field names. In other words, the same field name cannot appear twice
in one table.

NOTE
If you use COBOL definitions that include duplicate field names, you might receive unpredictable results on
queries and reports that use the definition.

• CA Report Facility builds unique field names for OCCURS entries by appending the occurrence number to the field
name. In the previous example, it would identify 10 skill fields named SKILL_01 through SKILL_10. It would use
MINUTE_03_58 to identify the 58th minute of the 3rd hour.
CA Report Facility supports 3 levels of embedded OCCURS clauses and 99,999 occurrences. (COBOL supports 7
levels and 16M occurrences.)

Guidelines

Following are some guidelines for writing record descriptions:

• You can access all non-filler entries in a record description, including redefined entries, group items, and elementary
items. This provides you with multiple methods for accessing the same data element.

01  VSAM-TABLE.    05  FULL-NAME.        10  FIRST-

NAME  PIC X(12).        10  FILLER  PIC X(1).        10  LAST-

NAME  PIC X(18).    05  SKILL OCCURS 10 TIMES  PIC X(10).    05  HOUR OCCURS 24 TIMES.        10  MINUTE OCCURS 60 TIMES  PIC X(5).    05  DESC.        49  DESC-

LENGTH  PIC S9(4) COMP.        49  DESC-TEXT  PIC X(500).

In the previous example, you can display the first name by selecting the FIRST_NAME field or the first 12 characters of
the FULL_NAME field.
You cannot redefine with alternate data types entire record descriptions or group items that compose the entire record.
All records in a file used for a file query must have the same format.

NOTE
Group level items that have an OCCURS clause applied to them are NOT generated into the query's data
map. Only non-subscripted group items are accessible in the query's data map.

In the previous example, you can display the first name by selecting the FIRST_NAME field or the first 12 characters of
the FULL_NAME field.

• In the previous example, CA Report Facility handles DESC as a varchar field because its definition matches the DB2
application standard varchar structure. It handles all other group items (like FULL-NAME) as basic character fields.
Elementary items are handled according to their matching COBOL field type. For example, DESC-LENGTH would be
recognized as a small integer.

• COBOL allows 30-character field names. CA Report Facility supports 48-character field names, and might append
occurrence numbers to these, generating even longer field names.
The Build Query screen provides a left/right scrollable name field:
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– First 18 characters. For DB2 tables and data files, this is the field name.
– Characters 19-36. For DB2 tables, this is the first 18 characters of the label. For data files, this is the next 18

characters of the field name.
• Characters 37-48. For DB2 tables, this is the last 12 characters of the label. For data files, this is the last 12 characters

of the field name.
• The Build Form screen defaults the Title field to the first 32 characters of the field name (all 18 characters of a DB2

table's field name).
• If you included multiple 01 level descriptions within a single data set, the 01 level descriptions are used like any other

redefined area.
• COBOL supports zoned decimal data that is 1 to 18 digits in length (the maximum allowed for COBOL). CA Report

Facility converts decimal data into packed data, which COBOL limits to 18 digits.
• Integer data is treated as integers, regardless of any implied decimal places in the field description.

Assembler Records
Contents

When identifying external data files to use with CA Report Facility, you can use files that contain a record description
written in the assembler (ASM) language. If you use a description written in ASM, you must enter A in the Desc Type
field on the Data File Definitions screen. This section contains detailed instructions on the format of assembler record
descriptions.

You should also keep in mind some restrictions and guidelines when creating a record description written in ASM. These
guidelines are discussed in the following sections.

Assembler Record Description

The BAL record description specifies how to interpret the records found in a data file. You can write the description using
standard assembler rules. A sample record description is shown in the following:

VSAM_TABLE  DSECTFULL_NAME   DS   0CL31FIRST_NAME  DS    CL12            DS    CL1LAST_NAME   DS    CL18*SKILL       DS  10CL10*HOUR        DS   0CL300MINUTE      DS  60CL5*           ORG    HOURHOUR_GROUP  DS  24CL300*DESC        DS    H,CL500*SALARY      DS    P'9999999.99'

Restrictions

When writing BAL record descriptions, you must follow the restrictions listed in the following. See the example in the
previous example.

• The only assembler storage operators supported are:

DCDSDSECTORGCNOP

All other operators are handled as comment lines, and are ignored.
See the following syntax chart:

<SYMBOL>  | DC    |  <DUP>TYP<LEN><VALUE>

          | DS    |  <SYMBOL>    DSECT                    |  SYMBOL-

## |<SYMBOL>    ORG  <|  SYMBOL    |>                  |  SYMBOL

+## |                  |  ##        |                        |  0,4       |                  |  2,4       |<SYMBOL>    CNOP  |  0,8       |                  |  2,8       |                  |  4,8       |                  |  6,8       |

The syntax for the record description follows these guidelines:
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– Bracketed syntax (<>) is not required.
– Barred syntax (||) describes a choice.
– All other syntax is required.
– Other description modifiers are not supported.

• Group items in assembler descriptions are supported in the manner described by FULL_NAME through LAST_NAME
in the example. FULL_NAME is the group descriptor and should describe the full size of its subordinate items.

• Unique field names are built for any item with a duplication number in its definition, such as item SKILL in the example.
This is accomplished by appending the sequential occurrence number to the field name. Ten SKILL items named
SKILL_01 through SKILL_10 would be identified.

• Group duplication is supported in the manner described by items HOUR through HOUR_GROUP in the example. This
process is: Define a group item and its subordinate items.

HOUR and MINUTE

(The subordinate items must completely fill the group item.)
Use the ORG operator to reset the current position to the group item.
HOURImmediately following the ORG statement, redescribe the group item using the desired duplication factor.

HOUR_GROUP

This duplication factor is directly assigned to the item that was pointed to by the preceding ORG statement, and the
item name HOUR_GROUP is ignored.
The items described by this structure are individually named, similar to the previous description. For example, the 20th
hour's data would be HOUR_20 and the 58th minute of the 3rd hour's data would be MINUTE_03_58.
Three levels of embedded duplication are supported as previously described.

• Multiple DSECT statements are not supported.

Guidelines

This additional information can help you write BAL record descriptions. See the example and format shown previously in
this section.

• You can access only the named item that describes storage. If you include a symbol name for the ORG and CNOP
operators, or a duplicated group description, as described in Restrictions, that symbol is ignored.
You can redescribe the same physical data area, using the group structure, or you can ORG back to a specific position
to redefine an area. This provides you with multiple methods for accessing the same data element.
In the example in Assembler Record Description, you can display the first name by selecting the FIRST_NAME field or
the first 12 characters of the FULL_NAME field.

• In the example in Assembler Record Description, DESC is handled as a VARCHAR field. Its definition matches the
DB2 application standard VARCHAR structure for assembler programming. The VARCHAR structure is the only case
where you can stack storage operands, and you must stack them to describe VARCHAR fields.

• Assembler allows 64-character field names. CA Report Facility only supports 48-character names, and room for
appending occurrence numbers must be allowed for. CA Report Facility only uses the first 30 characters of the symbol
name provided, regardless of its actual size.
The Build Query screen provides a left/right scrollable name field. The following table shows how each character of the
name field is interpreted:

Character Description

1-18 The field name for DB2 tables and data files.

19-36 The first 18 characters of the label for DB2 tables, or the next
18 characters of the field name for data files.
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37-48 The last 12 characters of the label for DB2 tables, or the last
12 characters of the field name for data files.

• The Build Form screen defaults the Title field to the first 32 characters of the field name from a file.
• You can describe decimal scale and precision using a literal type description. In the example in Assembler Record

Description, SALARY is described as a DEC(9,2) field. The decimal point determines the scale, and the number of
digits describes the precision.
To describe the scale and precision, you must include all significant digits, and you must exclude the length modifier.
For example, PL5'9999999.99' is interpreted as a DEC(9,0) because the length modifier causes the literal description
to be ignored.

• Symbol attributes, such as L' are not supported.
• Equated literals (EQU) for symbolic definitions are not supported.
• Zoned numbers are supported in the same manner as COBOL zoned numbers.
• Implicit lengths can be described using literal definitions.
• Integer data is treated as integers, regardless of any implied decimal places in the field description.

Sorts for Data File Queries
External data files can be used in queries with the implementation of ORDER BY criteria, unlike earlier versions where
only DB2 tables could be used. This is supported through the internal sort interface, which uses the IBM sort utility or any
compatible sort product, such as SYNCSORT or CA Sort.

Contents

System Profile Parameter Settings

Two parameters that control the sort processes are defined in the system profile. Each environment's system profile
contains the values used to control sorts performed online and the sorts performed by batch jobs submitted from an online
environment. For example, a batch job submitted from TSO is controlled by the batch parameters in the TSO system
profile.

Max Sorts Parameter

Specifies the number of concurrent sorts that PRF is to support. Only the number of concurrent sorts indicated by the
Max Sorts parameter are supported; that is, only this number of file queries (which have an ORDER BY clause) can be
executed at one time. If the limit has already been reached and another user requires a sort, that user is informed that the
sort cannot be supported at this time. If the limit has been reached, the query cannot be executed. This is an execution
limit. It does not limit the number of queries that can be built with an ORDER BY clause.

The Max Sorts limit applies only to the environment for which it is defined. For example, a limit of 10 in one CICS region
has no affect on the number of sorts that are supported in another region.

Each installation should be sure to limit Max Sorts based on the amount of storage available to manage the concurrent
sorts. Approximately 90K bytes of below the line memory is required to manage each concurrent sort. In CICS, this will
be part of OSCOR and the size of this parameter must be taken into account when determining the number of sorts
supported.

You do not need to support more than one sort in batch mode, as each batch job runs independently from other jobs and
can only request a single sort at any one time.

Sort Size Parameter

Specifies the amount of memory that each sort can use. The amount of memory that can be used by each concurrent sort
for actual sorting (before use of the SORTWORK data sets) is determined by the Sort Size parameter. We recommend
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at least 2 MB of memory for each sort to provide fast response for typical sort requests. However, each site should
determine the amount of memory needed based on the following:

• The total amount of memory you are willing to allocate to sort usage
• The maximum number of concurrent sorts that are to be supported

The parameter is passed to and used by the sort product.

SORTWORK

The allocation of SORTWORK data sets is required for each concurrent sort. These DDs are to be allocated in the
manner appropriate to your system and sort product. For CA Report Facility, these data sets must be allocated to DD
cards named STnnWKmm, where nn is the number identifying the particular sort request and mm is the number indicating
the particular SORTWORK data set.

You must allocate at least one SORTWORK DD card (with mm set to 01) for every possible concurrent sort request.
Therefore, if Max Sorts is set to 10, then ten STnnWK01 DDs must be defined (with nn ranging from 01 to 10).

You can optionally define extra DD cards to be used for each sort (typically done to support alternate types of devices) by
allocating DDs with mm set to 02 and higher.

The SORTWORK DDs must be allocated from the invoking environment as described in the following table:

Environment Place for Allocating SORTWORK DDs

TSO The driver CLIST.

CICS The DFHSIP step of the region's JCL.

IMS The DFSRRC00 step of the MPR's JCL.

Batch You must update the STEP 99 EXEC step of the JCL found in
member MDLBATCH in the model library. See the “Batch Jobs”
section for more information about the model batch job.
Note: Only one SORTWORK DD must be allocated, as each
batch job is unique to a single user. The user, in turn, can only
invoke a single sort.

We recommend that you define the maximum number of DDs that might ever be used by CA Report Facility, even if
this exceeds the current Max Sorts value. For example, if the current Max Sorts is set to 10, but it might be increased to
20 in the future, we recommend that the SORTWORK DDs for all 20 potential sorts be defined during installation. This
way, a simple change to the System Profile screen will immediately take advantage of the extra DDs, instead of requiring
changes to the environment at the same time.

Load Modules (E15 and E35 Exits)

Two load modules must be allocated to the job STEPLIB to support a sort request: PRFSORTIC and PRFSORTOC.
These modules are distributed in the PRF/TSO load library and do not require APF authorization. These programs are
used as the E15 and E35 exits, respectively, by the sort product.

When you run a file query with the following options, the E35 exit terminates the sort with return code 16:

• An ORDER BY clause (which requires a sort)
• Row limit that prevents all records in the file from being reported

Some sort products issue a message in this case. For example, DB2 Sort issues WER133A. This message is
informational only.
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Static Query Generation
Queries are typically executed with dynamic SQL, which means that the query is dynamically bound by DB2 when it is
executed. DB2 also checks authority for dynamic SQL. Because executing dynamic SQL takes a considerable amount of
time and resources, you can use the Static Query Maintenance function to convert previously defined queries into static
SQL. This lets you avoid DB2 dynamic processing and improves performance. After you do this, the static module is
automatically used instead of its dynamic SQL access whenever you execute the query.

Note: The FOR FETCH ONLY clause is added to all internal static SQL, where appropriate. This only applies when a
record is fetched from an internal table without intending to update that record. This helps limit the time and resources
necessary for DB2 to process the work.

The Static Query Maintenance option appears on the System Services screen.

 SQYM.01           ---------- STATIC QUERY MAINTENANCE ----------   COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                        NAME===> *                      ID===> USER01     ENVR===> O  SELECTION===> N                        *---

options: C = create  F = force create  E = enable  D = disable  S = status     QUERY NAME                   MEMBER    ENBL?  STATUS     USER01.TEST                                                      USER01.A                                                         USER01.ADDRESS                                 USER01.D                                                         USER01.EMP     USER01.EMPLOYEE_INFO        EMPINFO     Y     STATIC: SRC DBRM LOAD PLAN     USER01.EMPLOYEE_STUFF     USER01.INVITED     USER01.QUERYTEST            QTEST1      N     DYNAMIC: SRC     USER01.REMOTE_LOCATIONS     USER01.RETAILER_INFO     USER01.TESTQUERY                                            (END OF LIBRARY) 

Any user can perform the following functions on the Static Query Maintenance screen:

• Generate the COBOL source module for each query by using the Create (C) or Force Create (F) options.
• Access a list of PRF queries by using the selection fields at the top of the screen.
• Display information about the status of each query by using the Status (S) option.
• Identify the COBOL source module for each query, if the module has already been generated.
• Determine whether the query is currently enabled for static use.

Security Issues

Any user who has the ability to execute the PRF plan also has the ability to retrieve data from a table referenced by the
static query. This causes a possible security problem for the user.

Two options for addressing this security problem are:

• Sites can use non-shared queries to prevent access by specific users.
• Sites can create multiple plans and have users in certain security groups use plans that have only the appropriate

static queries bound into them.

Users of other plans would use the query in dynamic mode because it is not bound into their plan. In this case, standard
dynamic authority checks would be used.

Convert a Query to Static SQL
Contents

You can use this procedure to convert a query to static SQL.

To convert a query to static SQL

1. Use the Static Query Maintenance option to generate a source program (in COBOL).
2. Generate a DBRM and load module.

– For TSO or IMS environments, use model JCL member MDLSTATQ.
– For CICS environments, use the MDLSTATC model JCL member.

3. Bind the DBRM into the PRF plan.

Static queries are executed at runtime only if the appropriate results table does not already exist. This is similar to the way
dynamic queries are executed.
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NOTE
You cannot generate static modules for queries that use replaceable parameters because these parameters
might include syntax that DB2 does not allow in static queries.

User Profile Maintenance

You must set the Static Queries field on the User Profile Maintenance screen to Y (Yes), before you can generate static
queries. See the “User Profiles” section for more information.

System Profile Maintenance

You must specify the plan names and set the source, load, and DBRM libraries for static queries from the System Profile
Maintenance option. See the “System Profiles” section for more information.

To determine the status of a static query, specify a plan name as follows on the System Profile screen:

• DB2 Plan
Specify the name of the batch plan in this field, located under the Batch Job Generation Parameters section of this
screen. If the query has been generated for batch use, it must be bound into the batch plan that you specify in this
field.

• Online Plan
Specify the name of the online plan in this field, located under the DB2 Access Parameters section of this screen.
DBRMs for online queries must be bound into the online plan that you specify in this field.

To specify the libraries for static queries, enter data as follows in the User Libraries fields on the System Profile screen:

• Source Library
The library where generated COBOL source programs reside.

• DBRM Library
The library where generated DBRMs for queries reside.

• Load Library
The library where generated load modules for queries reside.
All users in a given system use these libraries. The system administrator must make load libraries available to the
online system because a dynamic call to the module is used when executing a static query.
We highly recommend that each online system use its own static query libraries. This prevents users in different
execution environments from accessing modules created for the wrong environment. As an alternative, you can use
module naming standards to distinguish modules that are intended for various environments.

Static Query Maintenance
The list of static queries is maintained through the use of the PRF Static Queries Table (PTPRF_STA_vvrr), described
in Internal Tables.

  

Search Criteria

You can specify which queries you want to list. Enter search criteria at the top of the screen, and the names of the queries
that meet the search criteria display.

•  NAME
Specify the name of the query. Enter an asterisk (*) to select all queries. You can also use the % and _ wildcard
characters. For more information, see Search String Specification in the Using section.

•  ID
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Specify the ID of the query's creator, such as USER01. Enter an asterisk (*) to select all creator IDs. You can also use
the % and _ wildcard characters. For more information, see Search String Specification in the Using section.

•  ENVR
Specify an execution environment for a query. Valid values are:
– O: Execute the query in an online environment.
– B: Execute the query in a batch environment.
If you want to execute a query in both batch and online environments, you must generate a separate static query
module for each environment. Each module name must be unique. See Execution Environment for more information
about environment considerations.

•  Selection
Indicate whether to display the Library Selection screen, where you can choose other search criteria, such as creation
date.
– Y: Display the Library Selection screen.
– N: Use the search criteria currently available and do not display the Library Selection screen. This is the default.

•  Query Name
(Display only) The names of the queries that match your search criteria. Only DB2 queries, not data file queries, can
be listed because these are the only queries that use static DB2 access at runtime. The name of each query is in the
format id.name, where id is the creator ID and name is the query name.

•  Member
Enter the module name, if a query has one. This is the name of the member in each of the static query libraries (Src/
DBRM/Load). To add a name, use a Create (C) or Force Create (F) line command, as described in Line Commands.

•  ENBL?
(Display only) Indicates whether the static query is enabled.
– Y: The query is enabled for static use.
– N: The query is dynamic.
See Enable or Disable Static Query for more information.

•  Status
(Display only) The current status of the query. See Query Status for more information.

Line Commands

The following describes the functions you can perform on the queries by entering line commands:

•  C
Specify C to create a new COBOL source module. Enter a name in the Member field. The COBOL source module
name:
– Must be unique
– Must be 8 characters
– Must meet standard IBM module naming guidelines
– Must not begin with PRF, XXX, PIE, ISO, PTL, DFS, or IMS, because these are reserved for CA Report Facility use.
The generation of static query source modules having names that might conflict with PRF modules is prevented.

•  F
Specify F to force creation of a COBOL source module, even if the name module already exists. When using the Force
option, the load module might still exist after the creation of the new COBOL source module, even though the load
module does not match the new source module. To correct this, the query must be linked and bound.
To prevent use of the wrong load module, a query whose source module is created with the force (F) option is
automatically disabled (D). When you enable (E) such a query, it is assumed that the load module matches the source
module. Do not enable a query that used the force option until the query's modules are linked and bound.

•  E
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Specify E to enable a static query. To enable a query, you must have used Create (C) or Force Create (F) to generate
a COBOL source module for the query. See Enable or Disable Static Query for more information.

•  D
Specify D to disable a static query. For the Disable option to have any effect, the query must have been previously
Enabled. See Enable or Disable Static Query for more information.

•  S
Specify S to display the status for a query. See Query Status for more information.

•  ?
Specify ? to display full text of any error message display in the Status field. The message displays in the message
line near the top of the screen.

Execution Environment

The Environment option on the Static Query Maintenance screen accepts O for online or B for batch environment.

You can use static modules in the current online system or in batch jobs that are created from the current online system. If
you want to run a static module for a query in both online and batch environments, you need two modules: one for online
and one for batch.

All module names, even those for the same query, must be unique because the same libraries maintain the modules for
batch jobs and the modules for the current online system.

When you convert a query from a dynamic state to a static state, the source module generated is in COBOL and is
compatible with the execution environment (online or batch) you indicated at generation time.

Enable or Disable Static Query

The ENABLED (ENBL?) field on the Static Query Maintenance screen is maintained at the query level and determines
whether you can use a query in a static manner. The ENBL? field displays Y or N to indicate whether a query is enabled.

• You can use the Enable (E) option only for queries that have a source module. It changes the ENBL? status to indicate
that the query is eligible for static usage. This prevents the query from being changed. To enable a query, causing a Y
to display in the ENBL? field, enter E next to the query you want to enable.

• The Disable (D) option removes the static status, so the query is now dynamic and can be changed. To disable a
query, causing an N to display in the ENBL? field, enter D next to the query you want to disable.

The generation of the source code for a static query automatically enables the query. This protects the query from being
updated in CA Report Facility, which would lead to misleading results at runtime.

Once a query is enabled, you cannot update the query in CA Report Facility. When entering the Build Query screen for a
static query, you will receive a message stating that the query is static and that changes will not be saved.

The BATCH command is disabled during the build process for a static query, as this command requires the altered query
to be saved before submission, which is not allowed.

Updating a Static Query

You can only update a static query when it is disabled. If a user decides to change a static query, the administrator must
disable the query.

You might want to disable a static query:

• For system performance reasons, relating to dynamic loads.
• Because the static query load library is not available to the operating environment.
• To allow users to update the query. The user who updates a query is responsible for coordinating the COBOL source

and load modules, and the DBRM and its plan usage.
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WARNING
 When an administrator disables a query and a user subsequently updates it, the query might not match the
previously generated source, DBRM, or load module. If the query is then enabled without regenerating these
modules, unpredictable runtime results will occur.

Query Status

The dynamic or static description of a query is called its status. The status is maintained at the query level and is
determined by the existence of the module in the appropriate library or plan.

The plan names appear on the System Profile screen and are checked to determine the status of a static query. If you
generate a query for batch use, it must be bound into the Batch Plan identified in the System Profile. Likewise, DBRMs for
online queries must be bound into the Online Plan appearing in the System Profile.

When a query list first generates on the Static Query Maintenance screen, the status of every query does not display.
This is done for efficiency because the status check requires dynamic data set access and DB2 catalog access, which are
time-consuming.

You can display the status of an individual query or all queries on the Static Query Maintenance screen:

• To display the status of an individual query, enter S (Status) in the option field next to the query for which you want to
display a status.

• To display the status for every query in the current list, enter STATUS in the command line.

A status message displays in the Status field on the Static Query Maintenance screen. When a status message displays,
it also indicates the existence of the module in the various libraries and plan, as in the following message:

STATIC : SRC DBRM LOAD PLAN

This message indicates that the module is static, exists in all three libraries (source, DBRM, and load), and is bound into
the PRF plan. It is ready to use.

Administrators can easily determine which phase of preparation is missing if the module is not static. A module is
determined to be static if the load module exists and the member is bound into the plan, regardless of whether the source
and DBRM members still exist.

The following example indicates a module that needs to be linked into the static load library:

DYNAMIC: SRC DBRM      PLAN

Notice that the word DYNAMIC displays. Because the module must be linked into the appropriate load library, which is
indicated by the absence of the word LOAD in the status message, it is not known that you intend for this module to be
static.

If a discrepancy in the status of a module is detected, the appropriate message number and a generic error message
appear instead of the status of the module. You can enter a question mark (?) in the selection field next to the query to
display the full text of the message describing the problem.

Generating a DBRM and Load Module

The static query generation process provides three separate members for the model JCL, one for each environment, as
follows:

• Member MDLSTATQ provides the skeleton JCL job that you can use to generate TSO and batch static queries. See
Generation for TSO and Batch Users for more information.

• Member MDLSTATC provides the skeleton JCL job that you can use to generate CICS static queries. See Generation
for CICS Users for more information.

• Member MDLSTATI provides the skeleton JCL job that you can use to generate IMS static queries. See Generation for
IMS Users for more information.
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These three model members are listed in high-level.CDBAMDL, and are used to generate the DBRMs and load modules
for the static queries. It is important to use the correct member for your environment when generating a static module,
because the calling sequence between PRF and the static query module can differ between versions.

NOTE
IMS runs under the Call Attachment Facility (CAF), and must explicitly include DSNALI into the load module.
Otherwise, the SQL in the static module fails with a -927 SQLCODE and the query runs dynamically.

Contents:

Generation for TSO and Batch Users

Member MDLSTATQ is distributed in CDBAMDL and provides a skeleton JCL job that you can use to generate the static
query DBRM and load module from the source code that CA Report Facility created.

To generate a DBRM and load module for TSO and batch users, you must complete the following steps on member
MDLSTATQ:

1. Edit the job statement to match the installation requirements.
2. Edit the DB2 precompile step:

– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the DB2 load library.
– Set the SYSIN DSN to point to the Static Query Source Library.
– Set the DBRMLIB DSN to point to the Static Query DBRM Library.

3. Edit the COBOL compile step:
– Set the appropriate COBOL compiler options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the COBOL compiler library.

4. Edit the Link Edit step:
– Set the appropriate Linkage Editor options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the SYSLIB DSN to point to the COBOL runtime load library and the DB2 runtime load library.
– Set the SYSLMOD DSN to point to the Static Query load library.

5. Edit the second Link Edit step:
– Set the appropriate Linkage Editor options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the SYSLIB DSN to point to the DB2 runtime load library and the Static Query load library.
– Set the SYSLMOD DSN to point to the Static Query load library.
– Repeat and edit the Linkage Editor input statements to address the modules being generated.

6. Edit the EXEC statements for the members being generated.

Generation for CICS Users

Member MDLSTATC is also distributed in CDBAMDL. This member is used for CICS environments, and is a skeleton JCL
job similar to MDLSTATQ.

To generate a DBRM and load module for CICS users, you must complete the following steps on member MDLSTATC:

1. Edit the job statement to match the installation requirements.
2. Edit the DB2 precompile step:

– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the DB2 load library.
– Set the SYSIN DSN to point to the Static Query Source Library.
– Set the DBRMLIB DSN to point to the Static Query DBRM Library.

3. Edit the CICS precompile step:
– Add the appropriate precompile options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the CICS runtime load library.

4. Edit the COBOL compile step.
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– Set the appropriate COBOL compiler options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the COBOL compiler library.

5. Edit the Link Edit step.
– Set the appropriate Linkage Editor options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the SYSLIB DSN to point to the COBOL runtime load library, the DB2 runtime load library, and the CICS

runtime load library.
– Set the SYSLMOD DSN to point to the Static Query load library.

6. Edit the EXEC statements for the members being generated.

Generation for IMS Users

Member MDLSTATI is also distributed in CDBAMDL. This member is used for IMS environments, and is a skeleton JCL
job similar to MDLSTATQ and MDLSTATC.

To generate a DBRM and load module for IMS users, you must complete the following steps on the member MDLSTATI:

1. Edit the job statement to match the installation requirements.
2. Edit the DB2 precompile step:

– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the DB2 load library.
– Set the SYSIN DSN to point to the Static Query Source Library.
– Set the DBRMLIB DSN to point to the Static Query DBRM Library.

3. Edit the COBOL compile step:
– Set the appropriate COBOL compiler options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the STEPLIB DSN to point to the COBOL compiler library.

4. Edit the Link Edit step:
– Set the appropriate Linkage Editor options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the SYSLIB DSN to point to the COBOL runtime load library and the IMS runtime load library.
– Set the SYSLMOD DSN to point to the Static Query load library.

5. Edit the second Link Edit step:
– Set the appropriate Linkage Editor options (those listed in the member are required by CA Report Facility).
– Set the SYSLIB DSN to point to the DB2 runtime load library and the Static Query load library.
– Set the SYSLMOD DSN to point to the Static Query load library.
– Repeat and edit the Linkage Editor input statements to address the modules being generated.

6. Edit the EXEC Statements for the members being generated.

Binding the PRF Plan

After the module is successfully generated, the PRF plan must be bound to include the new DBRM. You must make the
following changes to the standard PRF BIND job:

• You must add the new DBRM to the MEMBER list.
• You must add the Static Query DBRM library to the LIBRARY list.

Static Modules at Runtime

The static query module is used at runtime if all of the following conditions are true:

• The query is currently enabled for static use.
• The static query load module exists.
• The static query DBRM is bound into the PRF plan.
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NOTE
Using the module entails dynamic program and data set access. You should only use the module in cases
where dynamic preparation and use of the query is resource-intensive or unacceptable.

Contents:

Query Load Library

The static query load library must be available to the runtime environment:

• TSO. You must add the library to the ISPLLIB allocation mode in the clist that invokes CA Report Facility.
• Batch. You must add the library to the STEPLIB in the batch job model.
• CICS. The library must be in the DFHRPL allocation in the region's JCL, and each module must be defined in the PPT.
• IMS. The library must be in the STEPLIB allocation in the MP region's JCL.

Invoking the Static Module

The static module is invoked in the following manner:

• For CICS, specify:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM (pgnname)

• For TSO and IMS, specify:

BALR R14,R15 (from Assembly language program)

Use this after the module is dynamically loaded.

Conversion of Variables

The generated source module uses COBOL host-variables with names that are based on the DB2 column names. Some
differences occur:

• The underscore character allowed by DB2 converts to a hyphen character.
• If the column name is replicated in the query, the host-variable name will have a replicate number appended to the

field name.
• If the DB2 column name includes national characters, they are replaced using the following conversions, and -R is

appended to the host-variable name to indicate that national characters have been replaced:

X'5B' ($ in U.S. character set) converted to XX'7C' (@ in U.S. character set) converted to YX'7B' (# in U.S. character set) converted to Z

Online Printing
Online printing is supported. The System Printer Maintenance option lets you define printers for general use at the system
level, preventing the need to define printers for each user or group of users. However, this functionality is still available as
needed for individual users and groups. The administrator can also assign global printers for use across systems (TSO,
CICS, IMS).  When viewing a report online, you can issue a PRINT screen command to route the full report directly to a
printer. You can issue the PRINT screen command from any online report screen, such as the Generate Report screen.

Users can print the report in one of three ways:

• Send it automatically to the default printer.
• Send it to the printer of their choice by specifying a printer ID.
• Route it to any printer selected from a list of printers to which they are granted access.
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NOTE
See the Using section for more information about print commands and printer selection options.

This section describes how to manage the list of printers, and what options you must modify on the System Profile and
User Profile screens to support online printing.

CA Report Facility supports any printer defined to JES. It accesses the printers by routing the report directly to the sysout
queue, using the printer ID as the destination. This allocation is done dynamically and is managed through a subtask that
operates outside of the CICS or IMS Message Processing regions, where applicable.

Online printing is supported. The System Printer Maintenance option lets you define printers for general use at the system
level, preventing the need to define printers for each user or group of users. However, this functionality is still available as
needed for individual users and groups. The administrator can also assign global printers for use across systems (TSO,
CICS, IMS).  When viewing a report online, you can issue a PRINT screen command to route the full report directly to a
printer. You can issue the PRINT screen command from any online report screen, such as the Generate Report screen.

Users can print the report in one of three ways:

• Send it automatically to the default printer.
• Send it to the printer of their choice by specifying a printer ID.
• Route it to any printer selected from a list of printers to which they are granted access.

NOTE
See the Using section for more information about print commands and printer selection options.

This section describes how to manage the list of printers, and what options you must modify on the System Profile and
User Profile screens to support online printing.

CA Report Facility supports any printer defined to JES. It accesses the printers by routing the report directly to the sysout
queue, using the printer ID as the destination. This allocation is done dynamically and is managed through a subtask that
operates outside of the CICS or IMS Message Processing regions, where applicable.

Accessing System Printer Maintenance

Specify whether a user has access to the System Printer Maintenance option on the Printers field of the User Profile
Maintenance screen. The administrator uses the System Printer Maintenance option to define printers for general use
at the system level or for use by specific users or groups. For more information, see Creating and Maintaining a User or
Group Profile.

To specify printers for a particular user, enter the PRINTERS command. For more information, see Specifying Printers for
Users.

Specifying Online Printing

To specify whether this system support online printing, enter Y or N as follows in the Online Printing field of the System
Profile screen:

• Y: Online printing is supported. This is the default.
• N: Online printing is not supported on this system.

Using this field, you can allow or prevent the use of online printing without changing the list of defined printers.

If you set Online Printing to Y, but the user is not granted access to at least one printer (no general use, default, or global
printers are defined for the system), the user is not able to proceed with a print request.

Defining Printers
Contents
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When you select the System Printer Maintenance option on the System Services screen, the System Printer Definitions
screen appears. As an administrator, you can define a list of printers to use for each online system (CICS, TSO, IMS/DC)
and global printers for use across all systems. This allows the use of different printers in different systems.

You can also define a printer more than once. This lets you have different output classes associated with the printer,
which can be helpful for printing different forms. See Printer IDs and Printer Names for more information.

When defining global printers that are available for use across systems, you must define a printer only once for all of the
systems under which CA Report Facility executes.

You can use the FIND command to search for a particular printer ID:

SPRT.01           -------- SYSTEM PRINTER DEFINITIONS ---------   COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: USER01                                                                                    DEFINITION UPDATE AREA:   System==>           Printer==>                          Availability==>    Type==>    Class==>    Node==>           Name==>             Desc==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     System==> *               Printer==> *                            *---

options--

>   S =Select Prtr for Update   D =Delete Prtr   U =Undelete Prtr      SYSTEM   PRINTER   AVAIL  DESC                                                  *        GLOBAL1     D    GLOBAL - SDSF HOLD QUEUE                              *        GLOBAL2     G    GLOBAL - REMOTE 1 IN COMPUTER ROOM                    CICS     RMT0        G    CICS - REMOTE 0                                       CICS32B  NEWPRT      D    TEST                                                  IMS      RMT1        G    IMS - REMOTE 1 IN COMPUTER ROOM                       TSO      GLOBAL1     D    GLOBAL - SDSF HOLD QUEUE                              TSO      PRT1        G    DEVELOPMENT XEROX PRINTER                             TSO      RESTRICT         TSO HOLD QUEUE                                        TSO      RMT1        G    XEROX 3700                                            TSO      SDSF        G    TEST HOLD QUEUE                                                           (END OF LIST)
                                         

Definition Update Area

You use this area to update or add a definition for a specific printer. To add a new printer to the list, or to define the same
printer more than once, fill in the information described in the following, and press Enter.

• System
Specify the name of the teleprocessing environment. If you leave this field blank, the definition is not added or
updated. The printer is defined to the system by this name and is used as the destination specification. When defining
one printer multiple times, use the same System ID in each printer definition.
Specify * (asterisk) as a system name to define a global printer available for use across systems.

• Printer
Specify a 1- to 8-character name to identify the printer and its attributes. If you leave this field blank, the definition is
not added or updated.
When defining one printer multiple times, use a different Printer ID in each printer definition. For example, if the same
printer will be used by the writing, development, and accounting departments to print different forms, you could assign
descriptive printer IDs, such as WRITERS, DEVELOP, and ACCOUNT.

• Availability
Specify whether the printer is available to all users or only those to whom it is explicitly assigned.
– G: General use. All CA Report Facility users have access to this printer automatically. You do not need to assign

the printer to each user.
– D: Default printer for general use. This is the default printer for any user who does not have an individually defined

default. You do not need to assign the printer to each user.
– Blank: Restricted use. Not for general use. The printer is defined to the system, but a user can only access it if the

printer is explicitly defined for that user.
If you define any general-use printers to a system, you must designate one as the default, unless you designate
a global printer as a default. If you do not define any general-use printers, each user uses a restricted-use printer
as his or her default. If you do not explicitly designate a restricted-use printer as the default, then the first printer
(alphabetically) is used as the default.
See Specifying Printers for Users for more information about how to define printers for specific users.

• Type
Specify how the printer is defined to the online system.
J: Define the printer to JES

• Class
Specify the SYSOUT class to which the output should be routed.
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When defining one printer multiple times, you might want to use a different output class with each printer definition to
accommodate the printing needs of different departments, such as the use of special forms or paper.

• Node
Specify the JES node to which the output should be routed.

• Name
Specify the JES name of the printer to which the output should be routed.

• Desc
Specify a description of the printer definition and its usage.

Search Criteria

You can specify search criteria to generate the list of printers. This list regenerates when you enter new criteria. Adding a
new definition in the Definition Update Area does not alter the list.

The criteria can include an asterisk (*) to indicate all records, or the DB2 wildcard characters, percent sign (%) and
underscore (_). See Search String Specification in the Introduction section of the CA Report Facility  Using section for
more information.

• System
The name of the system to which the printer is defined.

• Printer
The 1- to 8-character ID of the printer.
Note: Global printers are included in the printer list for all systems, unless you enter criteria in the Printer field to
exclude them.

Selection Codes

Place the cursor in the field next to the printer you want, then enter the letter that corresponds to the action you want to
occur.

• S
Select. Enter S next to the printer you want to modify, and press Enter. The definition displays in the Definition Update
Area. You can stack and process selections sequentially. For example, you can make three selections at one time,
and one definition displays each time you press Enter.

• D
Delete. Enter D next to the printer you want deleted from the list, and press Enter. The word Deleted displays.
However, the actual deletion process does not occur until you exit the screen (PF3). This lets you use the Undelete (U)
option to reinstate the printer.

• U
Undelete. Enter U next to the printer that was marked for deletion, and press Enter.

Printer List

Use the list to browse through the currently defined printers, to select a definition for display or update in the Definition
Update Area, and to delete or undelete a current definition.

Global printers always display with the printers assigned to the specified system, unless you enter criteria in the Printer
field to exclude the global printers.

To display the Type and Class columns, use the left/right scrolling functions (PF10/PF11).

NOTE
The printer list is a static list and does not change when you add or update definitions in the update area. It only
changes when you use the REFRESH command to refresh the screen, enter new search criteria to recreate the
list, or exit and reenter the screen.
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Printer IDs and Printer Names

You can define a printer with a 1- to 8-character ID, which you enter in the Printer field on the System Printer Definitions
screen. This ID is:

• Stored in the PRINTER_ID field of the PTPRF_PRT_vvrr table, where vvrr is the version and release number
• Referred to throughout CA Report Facility as the printers ID

You define a printer to the system by its name, which you enter in the System field on the System Printer Definitions
screen.

This name is:

• Stored in the PRINTER_NAME field of the PTPRF_PRT_vvrr table, where vvrr is the version and release number
• Used as the destination specification

For example, suppose you had a printer with a system ID of RMT1. You might want to use different output classes to
accommodate the printing needs of different departments. For simplicity, you could use different printer IDs, such as
WRITERS, DEVELOP, and ACCOUNT, to indicate which printer each department should use. The following table lists
three different printer IDs for the printer with a system IDF of RMT1:

Name Printer Output Class

RMT1 WRITERS A

RMT1 DEVELOP B

RMT1 ACCOUNT C

 

Rules for Printer Updates

The following rules apply for printer updates:

• You can add and delete restricted use printers (Availability “ “) as you want. They are processed independently of
general use (Availability “G”) and default (Availability ”D”) printers.

• If you will use general use printers, you must define a default printer for the system that will use general use printers.
• Based on the previous rule, you cannot add a general use printer (G) for a system before a default (D) printer exists

for that system. If you try to do this, a message is issued stating that General Use Printers cannot be recorded before a
default is defined. This forces you to add a default printer for the system before you add a general use printer.

• After you add a default printer for a system, you can add as many general use printers as you need for that system.
• If you define general use printers for a system, then you cannot delete or change the availability of the default printer

for the system. This rule ensures that the second rule above is not violated.

NOTE
If you want to delete a default printer for a system, you must first change the availability for one of the
system's general use printers to a default printer. You can then delete the printer you originally wanted to
delete. If you try to change a default printer's availability or delete it without changing another general use
printer to default, then you receive an error message. If the only printer for a system is the default (other than
restricted) you can delete the printer.

• When you change a general use printer to the default, the previously defined default printer becomes a general use
printer (that is, its availability is set to G). This ensures that rule 2 is not violated.
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Global Printers

Global printers are accessible from all systems. Global printers have a system ID of asterisk (*). The relationship between
global printers and a given system's printers is such that global printers are treated as if they are part of that system's set
of printers. The following tables lists the printers defined in a system:

System Availability Printer

* D DEFPRT

* G DEFGENPR

TSO D SDSF

TSO G LANQ2SE1

The global (*) printers are treated as part of the TSO system's set of printers, with the exception that the TSO default is
TSO's default printer. Additionally, the set of global (*) printers is treated as a set of system printers. Thiinclude s means
that the previous rules (see Rules for Printer Updates) also apply to this set of global printers, with some exceptions.

NOTE
If you do not define any global printers, the previous rules for printer updates apply.

If you define global printers, the previous rules listed in Rules for Printer Updates and the following additional rules apply:

• You can add or delete restricted global printers (availability “ “) as you want. They are processed independently from
general use and default global or system printers.

• If you will use general use global printers, you must define a default global printer.
• If you do not define a default global printer, you cannot add a general use global printer. You receive an error

message. This ensures the previous rule is not violated.
• If a global default and a system default printer are present, the system's default printer is the default for that system. In

other words, the system default overrides the global default.
• If a global default printer exists, but a system default printer does not, then the global default is the default printer for

that system.
• If a global default printer exists, you can add a system general use printer without needing a default printer for that

system. This is because the global default is treated as one of the system's printers. In other words, a default exists for
the system, and it is the global default.

• You can delete a system's default printer if a global default printer exists, or if it is the only printer for the system (other
than restricted). You can also change the system's default printer to general use. This is true because the global
default is the default printer for that system.

• You can delete a global default printer only if all systems have a default printer assigned to them. If they do not, and
you try to do this, you receive an error message.

NOTE
You can change a general use global printer to a default printer and then delete the global printer you
originally wanted to delete.

SELECT Command

By entering the SELECT command on the System Printer Definitions screen, you can display a printer's definition into the
Definition Update Area without first requiring the printer to display in the printer list.

The format of the SELECT command is:

SELECT system.printer

If you do not specify a system, the current system's ID is used as the default. The specified printer is retrieved, and is
displayed in the Definition Update Area.
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REFRESH Command

You can update a printer list on the System Printer Definitions screen by entering the REFRESH command. The
REFRESH command reconstructs the current printer list from the PRF database, based on the current selection criteria.
This command does not process deletes, and any printers you selected remain selected. If you change the selection
criteria at the same time you enter the REFRESH command, the selection criteria processing takes precedence.

The REFRESH command is useful when you set the Maint Refresh option on the System Profile to C. With this setting,
the displayed printer list does not update with new or changed definitions until you exit the screen or change the selection
criteria for the list. This causes the list to be processed (that is, to perform the deletes). With the REFRESH command,
you can update the printer list with your changes without processing the rest of the list.

For more information about the Maint Refresh field on the System Profile screen, see “System Profiles.”

Specifying Printers for Users
To specify printers for a specific user, enter the PRINTERS command on the User Profile Maintenance screen and press
Enter. The User Printer Definitions screen appears.

UPRT.02           --------- USER PRINTER DEFINITIONS --------- COMMAND==>                                                  USER ID: USER01                                                                                 Specify System==> TSO       (Exact matches only. No wildcard entries.)                                                                                  *---

options--

>   S =Select for User   D =Override Default (Only 1)             PRINTER   AVAIL  DESC                                                   LOCAL       G    IBM 4245 LINE PRINTER IN COMPUTER ROOMS   RMT2             XEROX 3700 LASER PRINTER IN PERSONNELD   RMT3             XEROX 3700 LASER PRINTER IN DOCUMENTATION AREA    RMT10       D    XEROX 3700 LASER PRINTER IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

This screen displays a list of printers currently defined to any system (TSO, CICS, or IMS/DC) and lets you select printers,
even restricted-use printers, for the user. You can also assign a different default printer for that user.

You specify printers for individual users for these reasons:

• The user needs a default other than the one defined for the system. (For this user, entries made here override entries
made on the System Printer Maintenance screen.)

• The user requires access to a restricted-use printer.
• The user needs continuous access to a printer that might become restricted at some time.

The following describes the fields on the User Printer Definitions screen:

• Specify System
The name of the system to which the printer is assigned. The system ID must match exactly. This field does not accept
wildcard entries.
The default system ID varies depending upon which User Profile Maintenance screen you are on when you type
PRINTERS to display the User Printer Definitions screen. When you type the PRINTERS command on:
– The TSO User Parameters screen, the system ID defaults to TSO.
– The IMS User Parameters screen, the system ID defaults to the first defined IMS system (alphabetically) because

you can define more than one IMS system to CA Report Facility.
– The CICS User Parameters screen, the system ID defaults to the first defined CICS system (alphabetically)

because you can define more than one CICS system to CA Report Facility.
– Any other User Profile Maintenance screen (that is not specific to an online environment), the system ID defaults to

the environment in which CA Report Facility is executing.
• Printer List and Selection Codes

Use the list to browse through the printers defined for the system, to select any restricted-use printers, and to select a
default printer.
Enter the letter that corresponds to the action you want to occur.
– D: Enter D next to the printer you want as the default printer for this user, and press Enter. This is the default. You

can select any printer for a default.
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Note: If a general-use printer was set as the default, but somehow all of the general-use printers were removed
from the list, the first restricted-use printer that the user has access to becomes the new default printer.
Only one default printer is allowed. If you enter more than one D on the screen, the most recent default designation
is used as the default printer, and all other D selections are automatically reset to S.

– S: Select. Enter S next to any printers that you want to make available for this user, and press Enter. You can even
make available a restricted-use printer, which is any printer that does not have a G or D in the Availability column.
Restricted-use printers do not have an Availability code.

– (Blank): The user cannot access the printer, unless the printer is available for general use (has a G or D availability
code).

– RESET. The list can be reset to its original state with the RESET command.
– CANCEL. The screen can be exited without making any changes by using the CANCEL command.

The changes you make to this screen are processed when you exit the screen (PF3) or enter a new system ID.

Any changes or commands entered on this screen are processed independently from any other changes you have made
to the other User Profile Maintenance screens. For example, canceling from the User Printer Definitions screen has no
effect on the User Profile Maintenance screens, and vice versa.

Displaying and Maintaining Company Headers and Footers
You can specify a page header and page footer to appear on each page of a report generated by a form. You can include
company names, report titles, page numbers, dates, or other useful information. You define page headers and footers in
the Build Form process. If you define them, page headers and footers appear online in page mode and always appear in
batch mode.

As a site administrator, you might want to include custom headers and footers for all reports generated at your site. The
Company Header/Footer Maintenance options on the System Services menu let you define standard page headers and
footers for all generated reports.

  

Displaying a Company Header or Footer

The Company header or footer (if defined) appears on:

• All query reports that are run online in page mode or run in batch
• All form reports that do not have a header or a footer defined
• A form report if either associated structure is not defined

A Company header or footer is defined only if text or predefined designators appear on the appropriate Build screen. If
the Company header or footer is not defined, the standard PRF header appears (in batch only) for query reports and form
reports that do not have a header defined:

DATE TIME                   R E P O R T  F A C I L I T Y                  PAGE(current

 date)(current time)                                            (page #)

Maintaining a Company Header or Footer

To maintain a company header or footer, from the System Services menu, enter 11 (Company Header Maintenance) or
12 (Company Footer Maintenance) on the command line and press Enter. The appropriate Build screen appears.

NOTE
To create a Company header or footer, you must have system profile access. This is designated under
Administrative Access Options on the appropriate User Profile Maintenance screen. See the “User Profiles”
section for more information.
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The first time you enter a Company Build screen, a form named “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” is created. No query is attached to
this form. Although the form appears on the Form Library screen, its use is restricted:

• You cannot copy, rename, or run the form “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” from the Main Menu, Form Library screen, or a
procedure.

• You cannot add a form named “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” from the Main Menu or by a procedure.
• You cannot rename another form “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” from the Main Menu or by a procedure.
• You cannot access the form “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” through the Build Form screen.

The only action you can take on the form “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” is to delete it. The administrator or a user logged on
under the name DEFAULT can do this. If you delete the default form, it is re-created whenever a user invokes one of the
Company Build screens.

NOTE
If the form “DEFAULT.DEFAULT” does not exist, you cannot print a company header or footer.

Defining a Standard Page Header
To define a standard page header for your company, select option 11, Company Header Maintenance, from the System
Services screen. The Build Company Header screen appears.

BCHD.01           ------------ BUILD COMPANY HEADER ------------  COMMAND==>                                                     DEFAULT.DEFAULT                                                                                OPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 2     1.                             DIRECTOR OF MARKETING                          2.                                       &                                    3.                              MARKETING CONSULTANT                          4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7.. FLD:                                  LINE:     POS:     REQ'D:     DEF'D:     EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The following items appear on the previous screen:

• Width
Specify a number up to 240 characters.

• Blank Lines Before/After
Enter the number of lines to appear above and below the company header on the report. Default values are zero (0)
lines before the company header and 2 lines after the company header, if you create a company header.

• OPR (Operation Field)
The Operation field lets you enter I and A line commands. For more information about I and A line commands, see
the Using section.

• Line Command Entry Area
The line command entry area (line numbers 1-9 next to the header text) lets you enter line commands and squeeze
codes to process the header text.

• Company Header Text
Enter up to 500 lines of text for your company header, using the same guidelines presented in the Using section.
If you need blank lines between text lines, simply leave blank lines where needed (for example, only enter text on lines
2, 4, and 6, leaving lines 3 and 5 blank).

• FLD
(Display only) The name and number of the field or predefined designators (<P>, <D>, <T>, and so on) you are
formatting.
If there are two or more instances of the embedded field, they are displayed as #.1, #.2, and so on, where # is the
number of the field. For example, if you use field number 2 in more than one location, the field number of the first
instance of the field is 2.1, the field number of the second instance is 2.2, and so on.

• Edit
Enter any new edit code you want to use to format the data for the current field.
If the field designator or predefined designator has a predefined or custom edit code, the formatting data about the
field displays in the Edit Code field. You can also enter masking codes in this field to format the data.
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Defining a Standard Page Footer
kTo define a standard page footer for your company, select option 12, Company Footer Maintenance, from the System
Services screen. The Build Company Footer screen appears:

BCFT.01           ------------ BUILD COMPANY FOOTER ------------COMMAND==>                                                     DEFAULT.DEFAULT                                                                                OPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 2      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0     1.                                STANDARD FOOTER                             2.                                      FOR                                   3.                           COMPUTER ASSOCIATES, INC.                       4.                                  <D.........>                              5.                                                                            6.                                   PAGE:<P..>                               7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7.. FLD:                                  LINE:     POS:     REQ'D:     DEF'D:     EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following items appear on the previous screen:

• WIDTH
Specify a number up to 240 characters.

• Blank Lines Before/After
Enter the number of lines to appear above and below the company footer on the report. Default values are 2 lines
before the company footer and zero (0) lines after the company footer, if you create a company footer.

• OPR (Operation Field)
The Operation field lets you enter I and A line commands. See the Using section for information about the I and A line
commands.

• Line Command Entry Area
The line command entry area (line numbers 1-9 next to the footer text) lets you enter line commands and squeeze
codes to process the company footer text.

• Company Footer Text
Enter up to 500 lines of text for your company footer, using the same guidelines presented in the Using section.
If you need blank lines between text lines, simply leave blank lines where needed (for example, only enter text on lines
2, 4, and 6, leaving lines 3 and 5 blank).

• FLD
(Display only) The name and number of the field or predefined designators (<P>, <D>, <T>) you are formatting. If there
are two or more instances of the embedded field, they are displayed as #.1, #.2, and so on, where # is the number of
the field.
For example, if you use field number 2 in more than one location, the field number of the first instance of the field is
2.1, the field number of the second instance is 2.2, and so on.

• Edit
Enter any new edit code you want to use to format the data for the current field. If the field designator or predefined
designator has a predefined or custom edit code, the formatting data about the field displays in the Edit Code field.
You can also enter masking codes in this field to format the data.

Position, Spacing, and Justification
The following Header and Footer fields display the position and required space of the field or designator and let you
specify spacing and justification.

• Line
(Display only) The line on which the data field appears. All lines are considered in one sequence.

• POS
(Display only) The horizontal position of the field or predefined designator.

• LCR
Enter a code to align the data within the defined space. Remember that the alignment is within the space defined for
the field or predefined designator. If you want to align the field or predefined designator on the page, you must use the
page alignment commands (#L, #R, #C).
Your choices for space alignment are:
– #C-Centered
– #L-Flush left
– #R-Flush right
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For more information about these fields, see the Using section.
• REQ'D

(Display only) Denotes the space required to display all the data for the field.
• DEF'D

Change the space allowed for the embedded field by entering a different number in this field. If you enter a number
that is less than the required space, the data is truncated, unless you used a character wrap edit code.
Note: If you change an edit code, the required space might increase. Defined space does not automatically change;
you must change it manually. (If the size was automatically increased, it could accidentally overwrite text following the
field.)
The Build Company Header and Build Company Footer screens are similar to the Build Header and Build Footer
screens, which appear during the Build Form process, but have several differences:
– No data map follows the text area.
– The following commands are not available:

DOWN2

FIND

PREVIEW

RUN

UP2

LNAME

RNAME

COPY

– You cannot use data designators (<N>). You can include only the following in the header or footer:

<#>

<F>

<Q>

<D>

<P>

<T>

Text

KEEP Table Processor
The KEEP Table Processor option lets administrators delete tables that the KEEP command created. When you select
option 13 on the System Services screen and press Enter, the Drop Keep Tables screen appears.

 DRTB.01           -------------- DROP KEEP TABLES --------------     COMMAND==>        

                                                              PRF1082I  Press <Enter> to

 initiate the table search.                           NAME=> *                     ID=>

 *  LOC=> LOCAL              SEL=>   TYPE=> T                                           
                                                                                        
     

  

Drop KEEP Tables

You can drop KEEP tables by using this procedure.
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 To drop KEEP tables 

1. Enter the name of the KEEP tables that you want to display in the Name field. A search string is allowed in this field.
2. Enter the ID of the person who created the tables that you want to display in the ID field. This field accepts the same

selection criteria as the NAME field (*, %, or _).
Note: The LOC, SEL, and TYPE fields are for display only.

3. Press Enter to begin the table search. A list of KEEP tables meeting the selection criteria appears.
 DRTB.01           -------------- DROP KEEP TABLES --------------    COMMAND==>     
                                                                                    

                                                             NAME=> *               

      ID=> USER01      LOC=> LOCAL              SEL=> N  TYPE=> T                   

                                                           1 (T) USER01.PAR_30544    

         LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        2 (T) USER01.QRF_TEST_ACROSS_1

     LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        3 (T) USER01.TEMP1            

     LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=  D     4 (T) USER01.TEMP2            

     LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        5 (T) USER01.TEMP3            

     LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        6 (T) USER01.TEMP4            

     LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        7 (T) USER01.TEMP5             

    LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        8 (T) USER01.TEMP6              

   LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=        9 (T) USER01.TEMP7               

  LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=       10 (T) USER01.TEST2                

 LABEL: =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=

4. When the list appears, enter D next to the KEEP tables you want to delete. Press Enter to begin processing. Press
PF3 or enter End to cancel the function.
After processing completes, a message notifies you how many tables were dropped. DB2 determines the authority to
drop a particular table. You must have administrator access to CA Report Facility (see “User Profiles”) to drop KEEP
tables.

KEEP Command Support and DDCS

The KEEP command uses a dynamic CREATE TABLE DDL request and is subject to constraints imposed by the DB2
Data Definition Control Facility (DDCS). If DDCS is used, you must be sure to define the PRF plan in the appropriate
DDCS tables. In addition, you can use DDCS to control the table names CA Report Facility users access. For example, a
user can authorize the PRF plan to create table names with a given creator ID, such as PRF, and prevent creation of any
other tables.

For more information about DDCS, see the IBM DB2 Administration Guide.

Invoking CA Report Facility from Your Own Application
Use the Program Interface to invoke CA Report Facility from your own application. This lets you access CA Report
Facility from a menu, or use it as a subroutine. The interface also lets you execute a series of procedure commands in
your program. CA Report Facility executes the procedure commands before presenting its Main Menu. Because your
program defines the procedure commands externally, all external and internal procedure commands are supported
through the Program Interface, including the RUN PROC command.

NOTE

You cannot use the Program Interface in IMS. Also, administrative functions, which are available on the System
Services screen, are not accessible with the Program Interface.
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Invoking CA Report Facility 

The DB2 Call Attach Facility (CAF) is used to invoke CA Report Facility. Previous versions used the DSN Command
Processor to invoke CA Report Facility. You can use DSN or CAF, as needed.

Using DSN Command Processor

To use the Program Interface in a DSN environment, set the DB2STATE parameter in the PRF Communication Area
(PRFCA) to 0.

NOTE
If you initialized the PRFCA to low-values (hex zeroes) before using it, then this field will already be correctly set
and you do not need to change your program.

Using DB2 Call Attach Facility (CAF)

Applications that use the CAF can invoke CA Report Facility through the Program Interface in a number of ways.
DB2STATE Parameter describes these methods. If CA Report Facility is to attach to DB2 or open a plan, then you must
pass both the DB2SYSID and DB2PLAN parameters to CA Report Facility.

In addition, your application must ensure that the DB2 connection is in the state described by the DB2STATE
parameter. CA Report Facility returns control to your program with DB2 in the same state as when it was invoked.

Temporary Global Variables

You can execute CA Report Facility at all times without having to START or initialize it. For example, temporary global
variable definitions are automatically retained from the last access, regardless of whether the access was native or
through the Program Interface. Therefore, any call a user makes to CA Report Facility with the Program Interface
accesses it in its last-used state for that user in the particular environment.

If you want to cancel any previous temporary global variable definition, use the RESET procedure command. Typically,
you would make this the first command of the first call to CA Report Facility.

EXIT Command

 CA Report Facility executes procedure commands in sequence before presenting its Main Menu. If an EXIT command is
executed at any time, CA Report Facility immediately exits, and control returns to the calling program.

If you do not end a series of procedure commands with an EXIT command, you are presented with the Main Menu, and
you can continue normal operation. When you exit the Main Menu, control returns to the program from which you initially
called CA Report Facility.

On the Main Menu, if you use the ADMIN command, which normally displays the System Services screen, you return to
your program. You cannot use the ADMIN command with the Program Interface.

Invoking CA Report Facility From an SAA-Compatible Language
Contents

You can invoke CA Report Facility from any language that complies with the common programming interface for the IBM
Systems Application Architecture (SAA). These languages include PL/1 and COBOL. Invoke the interface using one of the
methods described in this section.

NOTE

Do not use these methods to invoke the interface from REXX. For more information, see Invoking CA Report
Facility from REXX.
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• For TSO (in COBOL syntax), specify:

CALL 'PRFMAIN' USING prfca

Where prfca is the PRF Communication Area, which the Program Interface uses.
• For CICS, specify:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('PRFMAIN') COMMAREA(prfca) LENGTH(prfcalen)

Where prfca is the PRF Communication Area used by the Program Interface, and prfcalen is the length of the prfca.
You can invoke PRF from a CICS menu as follows:

EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM('PRFCICS') COMMAREA('pgmname') LENGTH(8)

Where pgmname refers to an 8-byte name of the program to which CA Report Facility will return control with an XCTL
command. Typically, this is the name of the menu program that invoked CA Report Facility.
To invoke the CA Report Facility CICS menu in an MRO environment, specify a 9-byte commarea, which is the 8-byte
program name followed by a 1-byte AOR indicator. If the AOR byte is left blank, or if an existing program interface
uses 8 bytes, the standard transaction IDs are used. If a value of 0 through 9 is used, alternate transaction IDs,
specified by your installer, are used.

PRF Communication Area (PRFCA)

The PRFCA contains the following parameters:

• RETCODE
4-byte integer

• reserved
4 bytes

• CALEN
2-byte integer

• MSGID
8 bytes

• PARMERR
8 bytes

• MESSAGE
78 bytes

• CONTROL
8 bytes

• DB2STATE
Small integer

• DB2SYSID
4-bytes

• DB2PLAN
8-bytes

• reserved
124 bytes

• CMDLEN
2-byte integer

• CMDTEXT
Variable length area, not to exceed 32,511 bytes

• VERSION
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4 bytes

Calling PRF

When calling PRF, the following PRFCA parameters must be set:

• CALEN
+256

• CMDLEN
Length of CMDTEXT field

• CMDTEXT
Procedure commands to be executed

• CONTROL
Blank on first call. This field is used during this and subsequent calls from the same application. Your program should
never modify this field after making the first call.
If you are executing CA Report Facility in a batch environment, then set this field to BATCH. After the initial setting,
you should not alter this field.

• DB2STATE
For TSO use only. Values are 0, 1, or 2. See DB2STATE Parameter for more information.

• DB2SYSID
For TSO use only. Name of the subsystem which CA Report Facility will attach to under CAF. Only required if
DB2STATE is set to 1 or 2.

• DB2PLAN
For TSO use only. Name of the DB2 plan that CA Report Facility is to open under CAF. Only required if DB2STATE is
set to 1 or 2.

• MESSAGE
If you are executing CA Report Facility in a batch environment:
– You can set the first eight bytes of this field to a User ID to indicate which user profile to use. Otherwise, set the

eight bytes to spaces. The DB2 authorization ID of the person executing the job is then used to obtain a user profile.
– You can set the next eight bytes of this field to a system ID to indicate a particular system profile to use. Otherwise,

set the eight bytes to spaces. A system profile then determined by checking for profiles in the following order: TSO,
CICS, IMS.

DB2STATE Parameter

NOTE
This information applies to TSO users only.

You should set the DB2STATE parameter to 0, 1, or 2 as follows:

• 0
The user application is already attached to DB2 and a plan is already open. CA Report Facility should do nothing.
Note: You must use zero when invoking CA Report Facility under a DSN environment. If you initialized the PRFCA to
low-values (hex zeroes) before using it, then this field will already be correctly set and you do not need to change your
program.

• 1
The user application is already attached to DB2, but CA Report Facility must open the indicated plan under CAF.

• 2
There is no current DB2 connection. CA Report Facility must attach to DB2 and open the indicated plan under CAF.

For 0, no entries are required for the DB2SYSID and DB2PLAN parameters. For 1 and 2, the user program must pass the
name of the subsystem in DB2SYSID and the name of the plan in DB2PLAN.
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Parameters

Upon returning from CA Report Facility, the following parameters are set:

• RETCODE
– 0: normal completion
– 4: warning condition arose
– 8: error condition arose
– 16: abnormal termination, CA Report Facility cannot be used

• MSGID
ID of the message describing the result of the call. The MSGID form is PRF####a, where #### is the number of the
PRF message, and a indicates the type of result (Error/Warning/Info).

• PARMERR
Name of the parameter that is in error when making the invocation.

• MESSAGE
Text of the message describing the result of the call.

• VERSION
CA Report Facility version in “0400” format.

Invocation Considerations

If your program accesses DB2, it should end its unit of work before invoking CA Report Facility, because CA Report
Facility then controls the unit of work and might commit or roll back the work. This is required for applications that use
dynamic plan allocation, which is supported under CICS.

CICS programs can use dynamic plan allocation. To do so, your program can use a non-PRF plan and must issue a
SYNCPOINT before invoking CA Report Facility.

You must define the RCT entry for the application's transaction ID to invoke a plan exit program that switches to the PRF
plan when using any DBRM having a name beginning with XXX or PRF. This entails setting the PLNEXIT and PLNPGME
parameters for the RCT, and establishing the plan exit program. See the IBM DB2 Administration Guide regarding use of
the CICS Attachment Facility for further details.

You must allocate PTILIB and SCRNFILE for your application in the same manner that CA Report Facility uses,
depending on your environment.

Invoking CA Report Facility from REXX
To pass PRF procedure commands from a REXX program, use the PRFCIX interface. The interface lets you execute
either a single procedure command or a series of procedure commands. Each command in such a series must be
terminated with a semicolon.

Syntax

You can call the interface from the REXX program through either the function syntax or the call syntax.

Function syntax:

Rc = PRFCIX("command(s)")

Call syntax:

call PRFCIX "command(s)"

• command(s) Any CA Report Facility procedure command, or a semicolon-separated series of commands. The
possible commands include the following PRFCIX-specific special commands:
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– START(Subsystem=ssid,Plan=plan-name,Mode=run-mode,User=userid)START is the first call to the PRFCIX
interface. START initializes a CA Report Facility session with the passed DB2 subsystem ID, PRF plan, run mode
(TSO or Batch) and authorized User ID.

– GET prfvar rexxvar Reads a PRF variable (prfvar) from the variable pool and stores it as a REXX variable
(rexxvar).

– VERSION
Returns the version of CA Report Facility in "1800" format.

Returned Values

The PRFCIX interface returns one of the following return codes on completion if it is called as a REXX function:

Return code Meaning

0 Success

4 Warning

8 Error

12 Severe error

 The PRFCIX interface also sets the following REXX variables when the program completes:

• PRF_PARMERR
Name of the parameter that is in error when making the invocation.

• PRF_MESSAGE
Text of the message describing the result of the call.

• PRF_MSGID
ID of the message describing the result of the call. The MSGID format is PRF####x, where #### is the number of the
PRF message, and x indicates the type of result (Error/Warning/Info).

• PRF_SQLCODE
SQL completion code

Example

/* REXX sample */
 

/* Init PRFCIX environment */

Call PRFCIX "START(S=D10A,P=PRFCN180,M=B,U=USER01)"
 

/* Get the PRF version and execute queries */

If PRFCIX("VERSION") = '1800' Then Do

  Say 'This is Report Facility R18'

  /* Execute two commands in one PRFCIX call */

  Rc = PRFCIX("RUN QUERY USER01.TEST_R18_Q1 (SYSPRTDD=61);                RUN QUERY

 USER01.TEST_R18_Q2 (SYSPRTDD=62)")

End

Else

  Rc = PRFCIX("RUN QUERY USER01.TEST_00 (SYSPRTDD=61)")

End
 

/* If the previous call ended with error, print the PRF message */

/* and the SQL code.                                            */
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If Rc > 4 Then Do

  Say "PRF error message = '"PRF_MESSAGE"'"

  Say "PRF SQLCODE       = '"PRF_SQLCODE"'"

End
 

Return Rc

Exits
 Exits are places in the CA Report Facility product where external code is called. CA Report Facility provides stub
modules that return to the product without any processing. If your installation needs to monitor or change any of the
processes noted in the exit point descriptions, you can write the code to process your needs and then return control
back to the product. In many cases, you can use the return information to affect how the product operates on a particular
process.

  

Available Exit Points

The following exit points are available:

•  Submit Record Exit
CA Report Facility calls this exit for each JCL and control record when building a batch stream before submitting it
to JES or writing it to a data set. Use this exit to perform changes, additions and deletions of individual JCL record
before it is added to the JCL stream to be submitted to the system for execution. For more information, see Statement
Processor Submit Exits.

•  Submit Stream Exit
CA Report Facility calls this exit when the JCL stream is built and before submitting it to JES or writing it to a data set.
The entire JCL stream is passed. Use this exit to perform changes, additions and deletions to the JCL stream before it
is submitted to the system for execution. For more information, see Job Stream Processor Submit Exit Program.

•  SQL Exit
CA Report Facility calls this exit before final execution of a SQL query. Use this exit to control the queries that users
execute. For more information, see SQL Exit.

•  Edit Exit
Invokes a user-written program to translate or transform data in any manner you want that CA Report Facility edit
codes do not already support. You can also use the Edit exit to process a value in a conditional manner. For more
information, see Edit Exit.

•  Query Row Exit
CA Report Facility calls this exit for each row returned by a query. Use this exit to examine and reject individual query
rows before they are placed in the CA Report Facility result set used for reporting. For more information, see Query
Row Exit.

•  Data Set Access Exit
CA Report Facility calls this exit for each user-specified data set name before performing any access to the data
set. The exit can determine if the access to a data set is not allowed. The current processing stops and CA Report
Facility informs you that the exit denied your access request. For more information, see Data Set Access Exit.

•  Expression Exit
Performs complex computations through an exit to user-written programs, and then returns the results back
to CA Report Facility. You can then process the results like any other column in a form. For more information,
see Expression Exit.

•  Language Exit
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CA Report Facility calls this exit before any processing is done in the startup of the facility being used. CA Report
Facility does not expect anything from this exit and passes only the name of the calling program. For more information,
see Language Exit.

User-Written Exit Considerations

 CA Report Facility calls all exits dynamically. When considering user-written exits, notice the following:

• Provide user-written exits to CA Report Facility in a load library accessible to the product at runtime.
•  CA Report Facility provides a stub program for each of the exits in its load libraries. Provide any user exit library

ahead of the CA Report Facility load library in each of the execution environments.
• When calling an exit, CA Report Facility uses the name of the exit without any environment prefix or suffix. We

recommend that you provide a separate library for any exit modules intended for each environment.
– For CICS, separate environmental modules are required for all exits, because the DFHEIBLK and

DFHCOMMAREA are included in the passed parameters.
– For the IMS, separate environmental modules are required only for the Language Exit, because it is passed a CA

Report Facility structure specific to IMS. All other exits are passed the same parameters and can be shared with
TSO, IMS, and batch.

Exit Program Requirements

You can create an exit and provide it to CA Report Facility in the execution environment. To execute, the exit program
must meet the following requirements:

• Exit program must be a fully linked load module available to CA Report Facility at runtime.
• Exit program must use 31-bit mode.
• Exit program must have RMODE=ANY.
• The module name (identification of the CSECT) must be the seven-character exit name. For more information about

exit names, see the specific exits.

To use certain exits, inform CA Report Facility on the appropriate System Profile screen (TSO, CICS, or IMS). You can
change these values at any time.

Submit Exits
(Available for TSO, CICS, and IMS)

The Submit exits process the following types of batch requests supported by CA Report Facility:

• Creating reports by running queries and forms in the background. When these batch request data sets are created,
they are, by default, submitted to JES for immediate execution. However, you can also direct the report to a data set.

• Creating batch request data sets as input for the Batch Processor. Specifically, the GEN command for a DB2 Extract
form creates a data set that, when submitted, uses the Batch Processor to create and load a new DB2 table with the
data extracted by the form.

Some sites prefer to pass the generated JCL through software that checks information, such as user authorization, before
submitting the job for execution. To alter the JCL or add additional steps to meet specific requirements, create either or
both of two separate exit routines:

NOTE
There is no process in CA Report Facility that generates another batch stream while executing in batch.

Statement Processor Submit Exit Program

Module name: PRFSXT1
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You can write the exit program in any language that the COBOL CALL structure supports.

The Statement Processor exit examines each individual statement as it is generated. The Statement Processor exit is
passed each statement in the job stream and returns the statement with a return code:

• 0
The statement is accepted.

• Non-zero
Job cannot be submitted.

Contents:

Calls for the Statement Processor Exit

• The following call invokes the exit for TSO and IMS:

MOVE 'PRFSXT1' TO    PRFSXT1.

CALL  PRFSXT1  USING PRFSXT1-RETURN-CODE,                      PRFSXT1-

MESSAGE,                      PRFSXT1-CARD,                      PRFSXT1-USER-AREA. 

• The following call invokes the exit for CICS:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFSXT1)

                 ENTRY(PRFSXT1-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFSXT1-RESP)END-EXEC

IF PRFSXT1-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFSXT1-POINTER TO    PRFSXT1-ADDR    CALL PRFSXT1-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PRFSXT1-

RETURN-CODE,                                PRFSXT1-

MESSAGE,                                PRFSXT1-

CARD,                                PRFSXT1-USER-AREAEND-IF. 

WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Statement
Processor Submit exit program.

Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the following parameters are used in the exit program call in the indicated order (shown here in
COBOL format):

01  PRFSXT1-RETURN-CODE         PIC S9(4) COMP. 

01  PRFSXT1-MESSAGE.    05  PRFSXT1-DESTINATION     PIC X.        88  PRFSXT1-

DEST-88-JES              VALUE ‘P’.        88  PRFSXT1-DEST-88-

DSN              VALUE ‘D’.    05  PRFSXT1-USER            PIC X(8).    05  PRFSXT1-

JOB-TYPE        PIC X.    05  FILLER                  PIC X(52). 01  PRFSXT1-

CARD                PIC X(80). 01  PRFSXT1-USER-AREA           PIC x(100). 

You can copy these definitions into your program from the installation libraries CDBACOBI(PRFSXT1) for COBOL source
and CDBAMAC(PRFSXT1) for assembler source.

The following describes call parameters for the Statement Processor exit program:

• RETURN-CODE
Contains the following values when the exit is called:
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– 1001 -- The first statement
– 1099 -- The last statement
– 1000 -- All intermediate statements

• MESSAGE
Contains several values as follows:
– Byte 01

Indicates the destination of the JCL. The following values are available:
• P (JES)
• D (Data set)

– Bytes 02 through 09
Contain the user ID.

– Byte 10
Indicates the type of the batch job. The following values are available:
• R (Report)
• B (Input to the Batch Processor)

• CARD
Specifies the incoming JCL card.

• USER_AREA
This field is initialized to low values (hex '00') on the first call to the exit, and is not altered afterward. This is intended
as a common area where you can temporarily store data between calls to the exit (for example, the last statement
processed).

The Statement Processor exit program can alter the statement. The returned format of the statement is used in the final
job stream. If any statement is rejected (with a non-zero return code), the submitted job is immediately canceled and the
PRF460E error message appears.

NOTE
The error message shows the message that the exit program returned when rejecting the statement. If the exit
program returns a blank message, the standard error message text is used.

Job Stream Processor Submit Exit Program

Module name: PRFXSUB

You can write the exit program in any language that the COBOL CALL structure supports.

CA Report Facility calls the Job Stream Processor exit once after the JCL stream is generated but before its submission.
The exit is passed the whole job stream as a table of JCL statements. The Job Stream Processor exit can alter, add, or
delete statements. When the exit returns control to CA Report Facility, the return code indicates how the job stream is to
be further processed.

Contents:

Calls for the Job Stream Exit

• The following call invokes the exit for TSO and IMS:

MOVE 'PRFXSUB' TO    PRFXSUB. 
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CALL  PRFXSUB  USING PRFXSUB-RETURN-CODE,                      PRFXSUB-

MESSAGE,                      PRFXSUB-TABLE-SIZE,                      PRFXSUB-NO-

JCL-CARDS,                      PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLE. 

• The following call invokes the exit for CICS:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFXSUB)

                 ENTRY(PRFXSUB-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFXSUB-RESP)END-EXEC.

IF PRFXSUB-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFXSUB-POINTER TO    PRFXSUB-ADDR    CALL PRFXSUB-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PRFXSUB-

RETURN-CODE,                                PRFXSUB-

MESSAGE,                                PRFXSUB-TABLE-

SIZE,                                PRFXSUB-NO-JCL-

CARDS,                                PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLEEND-IF. 

WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Job Stream
Submit Processor exit program.

Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the following parameters are used in the exit program call in the indicated order (shown here in
COBOL format):

01  PRFXSUB-RETURN-CODE         PIC S9(4) COMP.        

    88  PRFXSUB-88-JCL-OK                    VALUE 0.      88  PRFXSUB-88-

PROCESSED                 VALUE 4.      88  PRFXSUB-88-

CANCEL                    VALUE 8.  

01  PRFXSUB-MESSAGE.                                       05  PRFXSUB-

DESTINATION     PIC X.                         88  PRFXSUB-

DEST-88-JES              VALUE 'P'.        88  PRFXSUB-DEST-88-

DATASET          VALUE 'D'.    05  PRFXSUB-

USER            PIC X(8).                  05  PRFXSUB-

JOB-TYPE        PIC X.                         88  PRFXSUB-

TYPE-88-REPORT           VALUE 'R'.        88  PRFXSUB-TYPE-88-

EXTRACT          VALUE 'B'.    05  FILLER                  PIC X(52).             

01  PRFXSUB-TABLE-SIZE          PIC S9(4) COMP.        01  PRFXSUB-

NO-JCL-CARDS        PIC S9(4) COMP.        01  PRFXSUB-

JCL-CARD-TABLE.                                05  PRFXSUB-

CARD            OCCURS 4073 TIMES                                        PIC X(80).           

You can copy these definitions into your program from the installation libraries CDBACOBI(PRFXSUB) for COBOL source
and CDBAMAC(PRFXSUB) for assembler source.

The following describes the call parameters for the Job Stream Processor Submit Exit:

• PRFXSUB-RETURN-CODE
Displays the return code. When the exit program is called, the return code is zero. When control returns to CA Report
Facility, the exit sets the return code as follows:
– 0
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Indicates that CA Report Facility continues submitting the job stream.
– 4

Indicates that processing of the job stream is complete. Job stream processing stops and an informational message
appears. You can use this code to flag CA Report Facility that the exit has accomplished execution or any other
non-error situation.

– Other
Indicates a rejection of the job stream. Job stream processing stops and an error message appears.

Note: For any non-zero return code, the value of PRFXSUB-MESSAGE is used as the text of the informational or error
message. If PRFXSUB-MESSAGE is blank, default message text appears.

• PRFXSUB-MESSAGE
Contains the following values:
– Byte 01

Indicates the destination of the JCL. The following values are available: P (JES) or D (Data set).
– Bytes 02 through 09

Contain the user ID.
– Byte 10

Indicates the type of the batch job. The following values are available: R (Report) or B (Input to the Batch).
– Bytes 11 through 62

Contains spaces.
Note: For any non-zero return code, the value of PRFXSUB-MESSAGE is used as the text of the informational or error
message. If PRFXSUB-MESSAGE is blank, default message text appears.

• PRFXSUB-TABLE-SIZE
Contains the size of PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLE as the maximum number of statements. If the exit adds
statements, the total number of statements must not exceed this value.

WARNING
Altering this value does not alter the size of the table.

• PRFXSUB-NO-JCL-CARDS
Contains the number of JCL statements from PRFXSUB-CARD that CA Report Facility generated.
Update this field appropriately if the exit adds or deletes statements in the PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLE table. Upon
return to CA Report Facility, this value must match the number of JCL statements in PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLE. If
it does not, the job stream does not process properly.
Note: If this number is less than 1, or greater than PRFXSUB-TABLE-SIZE, and the job stream processor exit returns
with a 0 return code, CA Report Facility stops submitting the job and generates an error message.

• PRFXSUB-JCL-CARD-TABLE
Contains the entire job stream as a table of 80-byte statements. This table contains room for at least 1,000 statements
(including PRF-generated statements). If more than 1,000 statements were generated, the table contains room for
the number of generated statements, plus approximately 200 additional empty statements for use by the Job Stream
Processor exit program.
Limits: maximum 4,073 statements

• PRFXSUB-CARD
One 80-byte JCL statement. We recommend that you always code for 4,073 of these to allow for the maximum
number of statements.

SQL Exit
(Available for TSO, CICS, IMS, and in batch)

Module name: PRFSXT2
You can write the exit program in any language that the COBOL CALL structure supports.
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CA Report Facility calls this exit before final execution of an SQL query. Use this exit to control the queries that users
execute, because execution of SQL queries can be resource-intensive. For example, you can use the SQL exit to perform
an EXPLAIN on the query and decide whether to allow the query to execute based on index usage.

The exit can change the SQL under the following caveats:

• The number and types of data items returned from the query must remain constant. CA Report Facility does not verify
that the returned data matches the expected results of the query. A change can incur a system abnormal end.

• The exit must change the SQL size to notify CA Report Facility that the SQL has changed. CA Report Facility prepares
and describes the SQL before calling the exit. If the exit changes the SQL, CA Report Facility must repeat the
PREPARE and DESCRIBE operations.

• CA Report Facility provides this ability to allow the installation exit to determine what data a user can access by
allowing for a change to the WHERE predicates. It is not designed to provide more substantive changes to the SQL
query where you cannot predict the returned results.

WARNING
CA Report Facility does not verify that these caveats have been met. Be careful if your exit changes the SQL
query. Deviation from these caveats can result in unexpected results including an abnormal end of the operating
environment.

The SQL exit runs in the same DB2 subsystem as CA Report Facility. Therefore, the query executes in the same DB2
subsystem as the current CA Report Facility session.

NOTE
The SQL exit is only called for a query, but not for a non-query SQL nor any internal CA Report Facility
processes.

Contents

Calls for the SQL Exit

 

• The following call invokes the exit for TSO and IMS:

MOVE 'PRFSXT2' TO    PRFSXT2. 

CALL  PRFSXT2  USING PRFSXT2-RETURN-CODE,                      PRFSXT2-

MESSAGE,                      PRFSXT2-STATEMENT,                     PRFSXT2-QUERY-

INFO.

• The following call invokes the exit for CICS:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFSXT2)

                 ENTRY(PRFSXT2-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFSXT2-RESP)END-EXEC.

IF PRFSXT2-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFSXT2-POINTER TO    PRFSXT2-ADDR    CALL PRFSXT2-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PRFSXT2-

RETURN-CODE,                                PRFSXT2-

MESSAGE,                                PRFSXT2-

STATEMENT,                                 PRFSXT2-QUERY-INFOEND-IF.

WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by PRF programs and cannot be used by the SQL exit program.
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Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the following parameters are used in the exit program call in the indicated order (shown here in
COBOL format):

01  PRFSXT2-RETURN-CODE            PIC S9(4) COMP.               

    88  PRFSXT2-88-SQL-OK                         VALUE 0.           88  PRFSXT2-88-

CANCEL                         VALUE 8.       01  PRFSXT2-

MESSAGE.                                                 05  PRFSXT2-

ENVIRONMENT        PIC X(8).                         05  PRFSXT2-

USERID             PIC X(8).                         05  PRFSXT2-SQLERRD4-

TIMERON   COMP-1.                           05  FILLER                     PIC X(42).                    

01  PRFSXT2-LONG-SYNTAX            SQL TYPE IS CLOB (2M).        

01  PRFSXT2-SHORT-SYNTAX           REDEFINES PRFSXT2-LONG-SYNTAX.    05  PRFSXT2-

STATEMENT.                                               49 PRFSXT2-

STATEMENT-LENGTH  PIC S9(4) COMP-5.                   49 PRFSXT2-SYNTAX-

TXT        PIC X(32765).               

01  PRFSXT2-QUERY-INFO.                                              05  PRFSXT2-

CREATOR            PIC X(8).                         05  PRFSXT2-

TYPE               PIC X(4).                         05  PRFSXT2-

NAME               PIC X(18).                        05  PRFSXT2-

AREA-ID            PIC X(08).                        05  PRFSXT2-

CREATE-DATE        PIC X(10).                        05  PRFSXT2-

UPDATE-DATE        PIC X(10).                        05  PRFSXT2-

UPDATE-ID          PIC X(08).                        05  PRFSXT2-

LAST-DATE          PIC X(10).                        05  PRFSXT2-

LAST-TIME          PIC X(08).                        05  PRFSXT2-

SHARE-CODE         PIC X(01).                        05  PRFSXT2-

DESCR              PIC X(51).                    

NOTE
For the syntax statement in this example, 2 MB is a maximum length. PRFSXT2-LONG-SYNTAX-LENGTH
indicates the actual length. This name is generated by DB2 from the SQL TYPE IS syntax.

NOTE
You can copy these definitions into your program from the installation libraries CDBACOBI(PRFSXT2)for
COBOL source and CDBAMAC(PRFSXT2) for assembler source.

The following describes the call parameters for the SQL Exit:

• RETURN-CODE
Indicates whether execution can proceed. Non-zero return codes prevent the query from being executed.

• MESSAGE
Contains the following information passed to the exit:
– Bytes 01 through 08

Contain the name of the environment in which is the query is being executed (TSO, batch, IMS, or the name of the
CICS region).

– Bytes 09 through 16
Contain the user ID.

– Bytes 17 through 20
Contain the TIMERON value returned by the PREPARE of the query.
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NOTE
The TIMERON value is a single precision floating-point value and is passed exactly as found in the
SQLERRD(4) field. To pass the TIMERON value to the SQL exit, place the invocation of the exit after the
PREPARE of the query.

• LONG-SYNTAX|SHORT-SYNTAX
The SQL is passed in a 2-MB buffer complying with the long SQL specification. If you are expecting only short SQL
statements the long SQL is redefined to correctly address the short size.
– STATEMENT

Contains the entire query that is passed to the exit in the parameter.
• QUERY-INFO

Contains library information about the query.

NOTE
If the query is rejected, an error message appears. The error message shows the message text that the exit
program returned when rejecting the SQL. If the exit program returns a blank message, the standard error
message text is used.

Edit Exit
Exits to user-written programs for editing data for reports is supported. This lets you invoke a non-PRF program to
translate or transform data in any manner you want that is does not already supported by using edit codes. An example is
converting state postal abbreviations into their corresponding full state names.

You can also use an exit to process a value in a conditional manner, such as to flag certain records that meet pre-
determined criteria. For example, two values could be passed to the exit, and the exit could return a message indicating
exceptional conditions, such as an employee whose salary exceeds the manager's. Another useful application would be to
convert a date into an unusual format.

Contents

Edit Code Field on Form Screens

When you are building a form, use the Edit Code field to indicate that you want CA Report Facility to use an exit to
externally edit data. Use the following format to enter this information in the Edit Code field:

*pgmname,length,parameters

where:

• * (asterisk)
Indicates you are using an exit

• pgmname
Is the name of the load module to execute to accomplish the data edit process

• length
Is the length of the data that the exit returns to CA Report Facility for use in the report

• parameters
Are any number of optional parameters to pass to the load module
Each parameter:
– Must be separated by a comma
– Is passed to the exit program in the sequence that your Edit Code statement indicates
– Is a literal value that is passed to the exit program as a character string
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For example, suppose you have an exit program, STATEPGM, that translates state abbreviations into full state
names. STATEPGM will return a full name of 14 characters when you provide it with a number or a 2-character postal
abbreviation. You would enter the following statement in the Edit Code field for the field containing the state code data:

*STATEPGM,14,N

You must pass an indicator to STATEPGM to tell it which type of code, numeric or abbreviation, you are using. In this
example, the table contains numeric state codes, indicated by the N parameter. 

NOTE

For form types other than column forms, you can only apply Edit exits to detail line data, and fields embedded
in break and summary areas that do not have functions applied to them. In other words, you cannot use an Edit
exit on a field in a summary area if a function is used in generating the source value. Edit exits are applied to
columns that have GROUP and ACROSS functions before grouping takes place.

For column forms, you can use Edit exits in a summary area in combination with the SUM, AVERA and STDEV
functions.

Edit Exit Processing

If you enter an Edit exit specification, you must know what the corresponding program is doing. The program must use the
correct data type and return a text string of the correct length, and so on.

The result of any exit is a character string of the length indicated in the length parameter. The character string appears
when you run the form.

The returned value is treated as a character string, even if the source value was not a character string. This is important
to consider because you are restricted to applying to this field only those functions that process character data. Numeric
functions will be ignored.

At runtime, “PPPPPPPP” is called like this:

CALL 'PPPPPPPP' USING PARMS

When writing your Edit exit, the PARMS parameter contains all of the following items concatenated together:

Returned text area

Passed data value (followed immediately by a null indicator)

Optional literal values

Optional field values

For example, suppose that the specification for invoking the PROG1 Edit exit is *PROG1,8,500,:3,N,:5 (where:3 is the
third column in the form and:5 is the fifth column in the form). Suppose that the data value is a 9-digit packed decimal
field, column 3 is a 12-digit packed decimal field, and column 5 is a 10-character field. In this case, PROG1 must contain
code like the following:

LINKAGE-SECTION.

01  PROG1-PARMS.

    05  PROG1-RETURNED-TEXT    PIC X(8).

    05  PROG1-DATA-VALUE       PIC S9(13)V9(2)  COMP-3.

    05  PROG1-LITERAL-1        PIC X(3).

    05  PROG1-FIELD-1-NULL     PIC S9(4)  COMP.
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    05  PROG1-FIELD-1-DATA     PIC S9(13)V9(2)  COMP-3.

    05  PROG1-LITERAL-2        PIC X.

    05  PROG1-FIELD-2-NULL     PIC S9(4)  COMP.

    05  PROG1-FIELD-2-DATA     PIC X(10).

In this example, PROG1-PARMS is the comm. area that passes between CA Report Facility and the Edit exit program.

Notice that a 2-byte null indicator precedes the field parameters. This indicator will be low-values if the data is not null,
and high-values if the data is null. The data value uses the returned text as the null indicator.

All other source data types are passed as they are defined to CA Report Facility. For example, INTEGER fields are
passed as full-word integers, and CHAR(20) fields are passed as 20-byte alphanumeric strings.

When PROG1 is given control, PROG1-LITERAL-1 contains 500 and PROG1-LITERAL-2 contains N. The program can
use these values and the numeric value in PROG1-DATA-VALUE, and construct an 8-character text string in PROG1-
RETURNED-TEXT, which is used in the report.

Null Handling

Edit exits can process null values efficiently. When a field is set to NULL, it contains high values (all x'FF' characters). A
separate null indicator is not required. When a field is null, the high values are passed to your Edit exit for processing.

The value in the data field that is passed to the Edit exit determines how the field is processed:

• If the data field is null, the field will contain high values (all x'FF' characters), which are passed to your Edit exit. The
Edit exit can simply return these high values as the final data values for that field or return a literal in place of the null.

• If the data field is not null, the data value is used for the Edit exit. Your Edit exit processes the data value accordingly.

If you want your Edit exit to replace a null field (the high values) with a different value, write your Edit exit so that it checks
for high values. For example, you could replace the high values with the word "NULL."

Note: The data value is meaningless if the null indicator is set (negative), and can cause an abend or unexpected results
if it is accessed.

Passing the Commarea

At runtime, the exit program is passed the commarea as follows:

• For CICS:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM(pgmname) COMMAREA(ca) LENGTH(calen)

• For TSO/IMS:

CALL 'pgmname' USING ca

(For clarity, the previous example uses COBOL syntax.)

Where pgmname is the name of your exit program, ca is the commarea (see Commarea), and calen is the length of the
commarea.

Commarea

The commarea contains the following data:
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• An alphanumeric field of length indicated by the length parameter in the edit code. The exit program returns the result
in this field.

• The source data field defined in a manner compatible with DB2 host variable definitions for the field, except for the
following:
– Decimal data (packed or zoned) is passed in 31-digit or 15-digit format (16 bytes or 8 bytes), depending on the

length specified in the data type.
For example, if the data type is DEC (9,2) and the actual data value is only 5 characters in length, the 15-digit
format is used. If the data type specifies a length that is greater than 15 digits, the 31-digit format is used.

– Zoned decimal data is passed in the same way as packed decimal data.

NOTE
You must write separate expression exits to process decimal data in DEC (9,2) and DEC (21,10) fields.
The advantages, however, are that you can continue to use existing expression exit programs and can
use languages (like COBOL) that do not support the 16-byte decimal data structures when writing exit
programs.

• Optional fields, as appropriate for the entered code.

Each literal value is represented as an alphanumeric field of the length parameter entered in the expression code. For
example, a literal value of 12 would be passed as a two-byte alphanumeric field.

Extract Forms

You cannot use Edit exits with fix format extract forms or load format extract forms. You can only use Edit exits with CSV
extracts, because these are the only extracts that support data conversion. You can use Edit exits with all other forms that
are not extract forms.

Notes to the System Administrator

The load library that contains your exit programs must be available to the runtime environment:

• For TSO, you must add the library to the ISPLLIB allocation mode in the CLIST that invokes CA Report Facility:
PTIPRF2 from the Main Menu, or PTIPRF from outside CA.

• For batch, you must add the library to the STEPLIB in the batch job model.
• For CICS, the library must be in the DFHRPL allocation in the region's JCL, and each module must be defined in the

PPT.
• For IMS, the library must be in the STEPLIB allocation in the MP region's JCL.

Invoking the Edit Exit

You can invoke the Edit exit as follows:

• For CICS, specify:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM (pgmname)

• For TSO or IMS, specify the following after the module is dynamically loaded:

BALR R14,R15 (from Assembly language program)

Query Row Exit
(Available for TSO, CICS, IMS, and in batch)

Module name: PRFXROW
You can write the exit program in any language that the COBOL CALL structure supports.
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The Query Row exit lets you examine and reject individual query rows before they are placed in the CA Report
Facility result set used for reporting.

Contents

Calls for the Query Row Exit

• For TSO and IMS, the exit is invoked with the following call:

MOVE 'PRFXROW' TO    PRFXROW. 

CALL  PRFXROW  USING PRFXROW-RETURN-CODE,                      PRFXROW-

USERID,                      PRFXROW-SQLDA,                      PRFXROW-

SELECT,                      PRFXROW-WORKAREA,                     PRFXROW-QUERY-

INFO. 

• For CICS, the exit is invoked with the following call:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFXROW)

                 ENTRY(PRFXROW-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFXROW-RESP)END-EXEC.

IF PRFXROW-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFXROW-POINTER TO    PRFXROW-ADDR    CALL PRFXROW-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PRFXROW-

RETURN-CODE,                                PRFXROW-

USERID,                                PRFXROW-

SQLDA,                                PRFXROW-

SELECT,                                PRFXROW-

WORKAREA,                               PRFXROW-QUERY-INFOEND-IF. 

WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Query Row
exit program.

Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the exit program is called with the following parameters in the indicated order (shown here in
COBOL format):

01  PRFXROW-RETURN-CODE            PIC S9(4) COMP.               

    88  PRFXROW-88-ROW-OK                         VALUE 0.           88  PRFXROW-88-

EXCLUDE                        VALUE 8.       01  PRFXROW-

USERID                 PIC X(8).                     

01  PRFXROW-SQLDA.                                                   05  PRFXROW-

SQLAID             PIC X(8).                         05  PRFXROW-

SQLDABC            PIC S9(8) COMP.                   05  PRFXROW-

SQLN               PIC S9(4) COMP.                   05  PRFXROW-

SQLD               PIC S9(4) COMP.                   05  PRFXROW-

SQLVAR             OCCURS 1500 TIMES.            
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        10  PRFXROW-SQLTYPE          PIC S9(4) COMP.                     10  PRFXROW-

SQLLEN           PIC S9(4) COMP.                     10  PRFXROW-

SQLLEN-X         REDEFINES PRFXROW-SQLLEN.               15  PRFXROW-

SQLLEN-BYTE1   PIC X.                                15  PRFXROW-SQLLEN-

BYTE2   PIC X.                    

        10  PRFXROW-SQLDATA          POINTER.                            10  PRFXROW-

SQLDATA-X        REDEFINES                               PRFXROW-

SQLDATA            PIC S9(8) COMP.           

        10  PRFXROW-SQLIND           POINTER.                            10  PRFXROW-

SQLIND-X         REDEFINES                               PRFXROW-

SQLIND             PIC S9(8) COMP.           

        10  PRFXROW-

SQLNAME.                                                 15  PRFXROW-

SQLNAMEL     PIC S9(4) COMP.                         15  PRFXROW-

SQLNAMET     PIC X(30).                  

01  PRFXROW-LONG-SYNTAX            SQL TYPE IS CLOB (2M).        01  PRFXROW-SHORT-

SYNTAX           REDEFINES PRFXROW-LONG-

SYNTAX.    05  FILLER                       PIC S9(4) COMP-5.               05  PRFXROW-

STATEMENT.                                               49 PRFXROW-

STATEMENT-LENGTH  PIC S9(4) COMP-5.                   49 PRFXROW-SYNTAX-

TXT        PIC X(32765).               

01  PRFXROW-USER-AREA              PIC X(256).                   

01  PRFXROW-QUERY-INFO.                                              05  PRFXROW-

CREATOR            PIC X(8).                         05  PRFXROW-

TYPE               PIC X(4).                         05  PRFXROW-

NAME               PIC X(18).                        05  PRFXROW-

AREA-ID            PIC X(08).                        05  PRFXROW-

CREATE-DATE        PIC X(10).                        05  PRFXROW-

UPDATE-DATE        PIC X(10).                        05  PRFXROW-

UPDATE-ID          PIC X(08).                    05  PRFXROW-LAST-

DATE          PIC X(10).        05  PRFXROW-LAST-

TIME          PIC X(08).        05  PRFXROW-SHARE-

CODE         PIC X(01).        05  PRFXROW-DESCR              PIC X(51).        

Note: For the syntax statement in this example, 2 MB is a maximum length. The actual length is indicated by PRFXROW-
LONG-SYNTAX-LENGTH. This name is generated by DB2 from the SQL TYPE IS syntax.

The following describes the call parameters for the Query Row exit:

• RETURN CODE
Indicates whether to include the query row in the CA Report Facility result table. If your installation has the Governor
active, any rows excluded from the CA Report Facility result table are included in the Governor counts.
The following values are available:
– 0

Includes the row in the result table.
– Non-zero

Excludes the row from the result table.
• USERID
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Shows the user ID of the user running the current query.
• SQLDA

Provides information required to access individual column data for query rows. It is available in PRFXROW for all types
of queries (dynamic, static, and file).

NOTE
The exit must not change the contents of the SQLDA; otherwise, unpredictable results can occur. For more
information about the standard SQLDA parameter, see the IBM DB2 Application Programming and SQL
guide.

• LONG-SYNTAX
Contains the SQL statement that the current query uses. The first element of this parameter is the total length of the
SQL statement within the 2-MB SQL buffer.

• USER-AREA
Provides a scratch pad for the exit to retain data between calls. Any data that is placed in this area is kept for each
subsequent call to the exit while processing a single query. The contents of the work area is low-values (x'00') on the
first call to the exit.

• QUERY-INFO
Contains library information about the query.

Data Set Access Exit
(Available for TSO, CICS, and IMS, and in batch)

Module name: PRFXDSN
You can write the exit program in any language that the COBOL CALL structure supports.

The Data Set Access exit lets you examine and act upon the data set before CA Report Facility accesses the data set.
CA Report Facility calls this exit for each user-specified data set name before performing any access to the data set. If the
exit determines that access to a data set is not allowed, the current processing stops and CA Report Facility informs users
that the exit denied their access request.

The Data Set Access exit is called for VSAM data sets when the request originates from the Data File Maintenance
screen and the data file is being processed.

You can turn the use of the Data Set Access exit on or off through the system profile.

Contents

Calls for the Data Set Access Exit

• For TSO and IMS, the following call invokes the exit:

MOVE 'PRFXDSN' TO    PRFXDSN.     

CALL  PRFXDSN  USING PRFXDSN-PARMS. 

• For CICS, the following call invokes the exit:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFXDSN)

                 ENTRY(PRFXDSN-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFXDSN-RESP)END-EXEC.

IF PRFXDSN-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFXDSN-POINTER TO    PRFXDSN-ADDR    CALL PRFXDSN-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PRFXDSN-

PARMSEND-IF. 
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WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Data Set
Access exit program.

Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the following parameters are used in the exit program call in the indicated order (shown here in
COBOL format):

01  PRFXDSN-PARMS.                                       

    05  PRFXDSN-RETURN-CODE    PIC S9(4) COMP.                   88  PRFXDSN-88-

DSN-OK                 VALUE 0.           88  PRFXDSN-88-

CANCEL                 VALUE 8.       05  PRFXDSN-

USERID         PIC X(8).                 

    05  PRFXDSN-USE-CODE       PIC S9(4) COMP.                   88  PRFXDSN-

USE-88-EXTRACT            VALUE 1.           88  PRFXDSN-

USE-88-EXPORT             VALUE 2.           88  PRFXDSN-

USE-88-IMPORT             VALUE 3.           88  PRFXDSN-

USE-88-RESERVED           VALUE 4.           88  PRFXDSN-

USE-88-BATCHJCL           VALUE 5.           88  PRFXDSN-USE-88-

QUERYTO            VALUE 6.           88  PRFXDSN-USE-88-FQ-

DATA            VALUE 7.           88  PRFXDSN-USE-88-FQ-DESCR           VALUE 8.   

    05  PRFXDSN-DATASET-NAME   PIC X(44).                    05  PRFXDSN-

MEMBER         PIC X(8).                     05  PRFXDSN-

LRECL          PIC S9(4) COMP.               05  PRFXDSN-

VOLUME         PIC X(6)                  

    05  PRFXDSN-UNIT           PIC X(8).                     05  PRFXDSN-

SPACE-BLKSIZE  PIC S9(4) COMP.               05  PRFXDSN-SPACE-

AMOUNT   PIC S9(8) COMP.           

    05  PRFXDSN-SPACE-ALLOC    PIC X.                            88  PRFXDSN-SPACE-88-

TRACKS           VALUE 'T'.         88  PRFXDSN-SPACE-88-CYLINDERS        VALUE 'C'. 

    05  PRFXDSN-FILE-FORMAT    PIC X(4).                         88  PRFXDSN-

FORMAT-88-VB              VALUE 'VB'.        88  PRFXDSN-FORMAT-88-

FB              VALUE 'FB'.    05  PRFXDSN-SYSTEM-ID      PIC X(8).                 

The following describes the call parameters for the Data Set Access exit:

• RETURN CODE
Indicates whether to permit access. Any nonzero return code prevents CA Report Facility from accessing the data set
and issues an error message.

• USERID
Shows the user ID of the user requesting the data set access.

• USE-CODE
Indicates the type of processing that the data set is to be used for. The following values are available:
– 1 (Extract)

Indicates that an extract form is currently being run and the requested file is the output extract file.
– 2 (Export)

Indicates that an EXPORT request is currently being processed and the requested file is the output extract file.
– 3 (Import)
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Indicates that an IMPORT request is currently being processed and the requested file is the input extract file.
– 4

Reserved for future use.
– 5 (Batch JCL output)

Indicates that a batch job is being created and the requested file is the output of the batch job.
– 6 (TO command processing)

Indicates that the TO command has been issued from the Build Query screen.
– 7 (Data File Maintenance)

Indicates data file processing.
– 8 (Data File Maintenance)

Indicates data description file processing
• DATASET-NAME

Identifies the name of the data set that the access is requested for.
• MEMBER

Identifies the member name specified if the data set that the access is requested for is a partitioned data set.
If the specified data set is a Generation Data Group (GDG), this field contains the relative generation number
requested, including plus (+) or minus (-).
If the data set is not partitioned or if the member name is not specified, this parameter contains spaces or is low-values

• LRECL
Identifies the record length of the data set that the access is requested for. This value is used only for extract data
sets. For all other calls to the exit, this parameter contains zeros.

• VOLUME
Identifies the volume name that the user specified. This value is used only for extract data sets. For all other calls to
the exit, this parameter is low-values.

• UNIT
Identifies the storage device (DISK, TAPE, and so on) that the user entered. This value is used only for extract data
sets. For all other calls to the exit, this parameter contains low-values.

• SPACE-BLKSIZE
Identifies the number of blocks (calculated by CA Report Facility) for a data set based on the number of records,
record format, and length of a record. This value is used only for extract data sets. For all other calls to the exit, this
parameter contains zeros.

• SPACE-AMOUNT
Identifies the number of units (calculated by CA Report Facility) to allocate for a data set. This value is used only for
extract data sets. For all other calls to the exit, this parameter contains zeros.

• SPACE-ALLOC
Indicates the type of allocation units to use. The following values are available:
– T (Tracks)
– C (Cylinders)
This value is used only for extract data sets. For all other calls to the exit, this parameter contains low-values

• FILE-FORMAT
Indicates the file format. The following values are available:
– VB (Variable blocked)
– FB (Fixed blocked)
This value is used only for extract data sets. For all other calls to the exit, this parameter contains low-values

• SYSTEM-ID
Identifies the current CA Report Facility system environment calling the exit. The following values are available:
– TSO

Indicates that the exit is called from CA Report Facility executing under TSO.
– BATCH
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Indicates that the exit is called from a CA Report Facility batch job.
– cicsrgn

Indicates that the exit is called from CA Report Facility executing in the CICS region named cicsrgn.
– IMS ctdl

Indicates that the exit is called from CA Report Facility executing in the IMS region using the ctdl control ID from the
PRFIPT control cards.

Example: Restrict User Access with a Data Set Access Exit

This example shows how to use the Data Set Access exit to prevent users from the following online processing:

• Running extract forms
• Submitting JCL to data sets
• Processing TO commands

NOTE
Users are still able to submit JCL directly to JES from CA Report Facility.

To set the described user permissions with the Data Set Access exit, do the following:

1. Include the following code fragment in program PRFXDSN:

    MOVE 0 to PRFXDSN-RETURN-CODE
 

DO NOT ALLOW ACCESS TO EXTRACT DATASETS (1),* JCL DATASETS (5), OR "TO" DATASETS (6)    IF PRFXDSN-

USE-CODE - 1 OR 5 OR 6       MOVE 12 TO PROFXDSN-PRFXDSN-RETURN-CODE

  END-IF.

  GOBACK.

2. Compile and link PRFXDSN into a LOADLIB allocated to the CA Report Facility session.
3. In the appropriate System Profile (TSO, CICS, or IMS), set the Dataset Exit flags as follows:

Dataset Exit Online? Y

           in Batch? N

According to this setting, PRFXDSN is called at the proper times online (Online = Y), but not in batch (in Batch = N).

When users try to execute an extract, submit JCL to a data set, or process a TO command online, the exit stops them,
and they receive an error message.

When users submit a job to run an extract from the Submit Batch Job screen, the extract is allowed to execute because a
separate batch job is submitted to run the extract. When users submit a RUN FORM proc in batch that runs an extract, it
runs fine because the exit does not get called in batch based on the system profile flags.

Expression Exit
The use of exits to user-written programs as an expression to perform complex computations, and then return the results
to CA Report Facility is supported. Any query field can be passed to the program, regardless of data type, along with any
literals needed. There is no limit to the number of parameters that can be passed to the program. The returned result can
then be processed just like any other column in a form; you can select and edit it (even with an external editing program).

Contents
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Entering Expression Exits

To use an Expression exit to compute the result of an expression, enter the following as an expression on the Build
Expression screen:

TYPE          EXPRESSION

DEC(10,2)     NAME = #pgmname (column-code, 'literal', 99, ...)

• TYPE
Identifies the type of data that the Expression exit program will return. The type can be any type that CA Report
Facility expressions support.

• NAME
Specifies the name of the expression.

• #
Indicates the use of an exit.

• pgmname
Specifies the load module to execute to perform the computations.

• (column-code, 'literal', 99, ...)
Specifies the parameters to be passed to the exit. You must enclose all parameters in parentheses, and you must
separate them with commas. Parameters can be:
– Any query field
– Any function applied to a field (for break expressions only)
– An alphanumeric literal, which must be enclosed within quotation marks
– A numeric literal

Expression Exit Processing

If you enter an Expression exit as an expression, you must know what the corresponding program is doing. For instance,
you must specify the correct data type for the returned value, and all parameters must be the correct type and in the same
order as the exit program expects.

The result of any exit must be a valid numeric data type that is supported in the form expressions facility. The resulting
value can then be processed like any other field on a form.

At runtime, the exit program is called as follows:

CALL 'PGMNAME' USING PARMS

When writing the expression exit, the PARMS parameter contains all of the following items concatenated together:

• PARM area size (halfword)
• Number of PARMs (halfword)
• Returned data area
• Optional fields or functions
• Optional literals

For example, suppose that the specification for invoking an expression exit program named EXPREXIT is:

TYPE          EXPRESSION

DEC(10,2)     EXPR RESULT = #EXPREXIT (WORKDEPT,SALARY,'A',99)

Where WORKDEPT is a three-character field, and SALARY is a nine-digit packed decimal field.
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The EXPREXIT program must contain code like the following:

LINKAGE-SECTION.
 

01  EXPREXIT-PARMS.

    05  EXPREXIT-PARM-SIZE        PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXPREXIT-NUM-PARMS        PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXPREXIT-RETURN-DATA      PIC S9(8)V99 COMP-3.

    05  EXPREXIT-WORK-DEPT-NULL   PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXPREXIT-WORK-DEPT        PIC X(3).

    05  EXPREXIT-SALARY-NULL      PIC S9(4) COMP.

    05  EXPREXIT-SALARY           PIC S9(13)V99 COMP-3.

    05  EXPREXIT-CHAR-LIT         PIC X

    05  EXPREXIT-NUMERIC-LIT      PIC 99.

In this example, EXPREXIT-PARMS is the commarea that is passed between CA Report Facility and the Expression exit
program. The following describes these fields:

• EXPREXIT-PARM-SIZE
Contains the length of the whole parameter area (that is, length of EXPREXIT-PARMS. This field is always passed to
the exit program and can be checked against what the exit program expects for the parameter area. If no parameters
are passed, the value of this field would be:

4 + LENGTH OF RETURN-DATA

• EXPREXIT-NUM-PARMS
Contains the number of parameters contained within the list (in this example, the number would be 4). This field is
always  passed to the exit program and can be used to check whether the right number of parameters are being
passed to the exit program.

• EXPREXIT-RETURN-DATA
Stores the results of the exit program computations. Note that its picture exactly matches the data type specified when
entering the exit on the Build Form Expressions screen. When passed to this program, the area is initialized to zero
according to its type.

• EXPREXIT-WORK-DEPT-NULL
Specifies a two-byte null indicator for the WORKDEPT field. The null indicator contains LOW-VALUES if the field
is not  null, and HIGH-VALUES if the field is  null. Every query or function field is passed with a null indicator field
immediately preceding it.

In CA Report Facility V4.0 and above, if the passed data item is a function, the parameter field is sized based on the
column on which the function is applied. If the value of the calculated function does not fit in the expected parameter field,
the null indicator contains spaces. Spaces indicate that the value is not reliable because it is truncated.

For example, if the base column is 15 digits or less, and the calculated expression value is greater than 15 digits, spaces
are returned in the null field to show that the degree of precision is exceeded and the value is invalid.

• EXPREXIT-WORK-DEPT
Contains the three-byte work department value.

• EXPREXIT-SALARY-NULL
This field is the same as the work department NULL indicator described previously.

• EXPREXIT-SALARY
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Contains the SALARY value from the current row. Note that its type is a 15-digit decimal number. Any decimal field
that is between 1 and 15 digits is expanded to 15 digits, and any decimal field that is between 16 and 31 digits is
expanded to 31 digits.

• EXPREXIT-CHAR-LIT
Alphanumeric literals are passed as they are entered on the screen.

• EXPREXIT-NUMERIC-LIT
Numeric literals are passed as zoned decimal values. If numbers with signs, decimal points, or floating point numbers
are entered, the literal is passed as a character string.

Returning Data

Upon return, the PARM-SIZE field is checked for a zero:

• If this field is set to zero, processing the RETURN-DATA field is bypassed, spaces are printed out in detail areas, and
zeroes are printed out in break and final areas.

• This provides a mechanism for bypassing the processing of the exit if the exit encounters any errors (that is, the
passed-in parm area does not have the correct number of parms, or the parm area is not what the program expects, or
a required field is NULL).

• If this field is not set to zero, the RETURN-DATA is used like any other column or field data. You can select and edit it,
even with an Edit exit program.

Note: If the expression exit cannot be executed (that is, it cannot be found to execute), spaces appear where the data
should be. No error messages are generated.

Field Formats for Parameters

Every query or function field passed to an exit is prepended with a two-byte, null indicator field. This field is set to LOW-
VALUES if the corresponding field is not null, and HIGH-VALUES if it is null.

Query Fields

All query fields are passed to the exit program the same as if the data were returned from any dynamic SQL statement
(that is, the length of VAR fields are prepended; TIME, DATE, and TIMESTAMP fields are in character string format).

Decimal fields are the exception. Decimal fields are passed as follows:

• If the source decimal number is 1 to 15 digits long, it is passed as a 15-digit number.
• If the source decimal number is 16 to 31 digits long, it is passed as a 31-digit number.

If a zoned decimal field (which can originate from a file query) is passed to an expression exit, the number is passed to
the exit as a decimal number and adheres to the rules stated previously for decimals.

Function Fields

From the Build Break Expressions screen, the results of functions applied to any query field can be passed to the exit.
The following table lists all the functions and data formats available for passing to the exit:

• AVERAGE, CPCT, CSUM, PCT, STDEV, SUM, TCPCT, TPCT
If the source query field is:
– INT or SMALLINT, the data is passed as a 15-digit packed decimal number.
– DECIMAL, the data is passed as a 15-digit packed decimal number adjusted to the proper precision.
– SHORT or LONG FLOAT, the data is passed as a LONG FLOAT number.

• COUNT, CNZ, CNB
The value is passed as a 15-digit packed decimal number.

• FIRST, LAST, MAXIMUM, MINIMUM
The data is passed in the same format as the source query field would be passed (see Query Fields).
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Function fields follow the same rules as query fields. Decimal fields are passed as follows:
– If the base decimal number is 1 to 15 digits long, it is passed as a 15-digit number.
– If the base decimal number is 16 to 31 digits long, it is passed as a 31-digit number.

Passing the Commarea

The commarea is passed to the exit program at runtime in one of two ways:

• For CICS, specify:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM(pgmname) COMMAREA(ca)

LENGTH(calen)

• For TSO or IMS, specify:

CALL 'pgmname' USING ca

(For clarity, the previous example uses COBOL syntax.)

Where pgmname is the name of your exit program, ca is the commarea (see Commarea, and calen is the length of the
commarea.

Invoking the Expression Exit

To invoke the Expression exit:

• For CICS, specify:

EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM (pgmname)

• For TSO or IMS, specify the following after the module is dynamically loaded:

BALR R14,R15 (from Assembly language program)

Notes to the System Administrator

See Notes to the System Administrator in the Edit Exit section.

Language Exit
The Language exit passes any environment control blocks and the program name of the calling program. This exit point is
designed to establish the requisite IBM Language Environment run-time for the programming language used by any other
CA Report Facility exit you have established. The exit is provided for any initialization use that the installation requires.

CA Report Facility calls the Language exit once at the beginning of processing in all the supported processing
environments. This exit passes no significant information nor includes a mechanism to provide information back to CA
Report Facility. You can use the Language exit for any purpose not requiring interaction with CA Report Facility.

Contents

Calls for the Language Exit

 

• For TSO, the following call invokes the exit:
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MOVE 'PRFXLNG' TO    PRFXLNG. 

CALL  PRFXLNG  USING PROGRAM-NAME.

• For IMS, the following call invokes the exit:

MOVE 'PRFXLNG' TO    PRFXLNG. 

CALL 'PRFXLNG' USING IMSUSER-AREA,                      PROGRAM-NAME.

WARNING
IMSUSER-AREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Exit LE
Language exit program.

• For CICS, the following call invokes the exit:

EXEC CICS LOAD PROGRAM(PRFXLNG)

                 ENTRY(PRFXLNG-ADDR)                  RESP(PRFXLNG-RESP)END-EXEC.

IF PRFXLNG-RESP = DFHRESP(NORMAL)

    SET  PRFXLNG-POINTER TO    PRFXLNG-ADDR    CALL PRFXLNG-

POINTER USING DFHEIBLK,                                DFHCOMMAREA,                                PROGRAM-

NAMEEND-IF.

WARNING
DFHCOMMAREA is reserved for use by CA Report Facility programs and cannot be used by the Language
exit program.

Call Parameters for All Environments

For all environments, the following parameter is passed:

01 PROGRAM-NAME PIC X(8).

• PROGRAM-NAME
Provides an optional placeholder that must not be changed. The following values are available:
– PRFTSO

Indicates that CA Report Facility is being executed in TSO from a CLIST or from the CA Database Management
Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

– PRFCICS
Indicates that CA Report Facility is being executed in CICS from the CICS command line.

– PRFIMS
Indicates that CA Report Facility is being executed in IMS from the IMS command line.

– PRFMAIN
Indicates that CA Report Facility is being executed in TSO and CICS from a program through the program interface.

– XXXXPXS
Indicates that CA Report Facility is being executed in batch.

IMS Exits
When using CA Report Facility in an IMS environment, you can use the following exits that are also usable in other
environments:
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• Statement Processor Submit Exit Program and Job Stream Processor Submit Exit Program
• SQL Exit
• Query Row Exit
• Data Set Access Exit

In addition, the following exits are specific to the IMS environment:

  

Security Exits

The SECURITY-EXIT parameter of PRFIPT lets you specify a security exit. A security exit can be used, for example,
to control which users can manually start CA Report Facility. The SECURITY-EXIT parameter controls the START,
DISPLAY, STOP, CANCEL, and RESET functions. (It does not control TRANSACTION-CODE.)

The I/O PCB and PCB parameter lists are passed to the security exit. The security exit you provide passes a return code
to IMS. If the return code is 0, the function is allowed. If the return code is not equal to 0, the function is not allowed.

The exit name must be a unique one- to eight-character name and must reside in high-level.CDBAIM.

The exit must be able to handle 31-bit parameter lists and must return control in 31-bit mode.

See the IMS Application Programming Guide for information about the structures of the I/O PCB and PCB parameter lists.

Accounting Exits

The ACCOUNTING-EXIT parameter of PRFIPT lets you specify an accounting exit. Three parameters are passed to the
accounting exit:

PARMLIST    PARM1 ---> ACCT_PARMS --->  USERID   DC   CL8                               

         TERMID   DC   CL8                                        CPUTIME  DC   D       

                               (CPUTIME = TCBTTIME)            PARM2 ---> I/O PCB       

     PARM3 ---> PCB

Using standard assembler linkage, your program will be called as follows:

LOAD  EPLOC=ACCOUNTING-EXITLR    R15,R0L     R1,PARMLISTBALR  R14,R15

Where ACCOUNTING-EXIT contains the name of your accounting exit program, as indicated in PRFIPT. PARMLIST is a
fixed length list and will contain no end-of-list indicator.

The exit name must be a unique one- to eight-character name and must reside in a library that is listed in the steplib for
the PRF MPR.

The exit must be able to handle 31-bit parameter lists and must return control in 31-bit mode.

User ID Exit for IMS

A new parameter, USERID-EXIT, has been created for PRFIPT for use with IMS Message Processing Regions (MPRs).
This one-to eight-character parameter lets you specify a user ID translation exit. To explain why this exit might be
necessary, a little background information is needed.

 CA Report Facility for IMS uses the Call Attachment Facility (CAF) to obtain threads for each DB2 user. CAF uses the
ASXBUSER field to obtain the security ID for the user. The user's IMS sign-on ID is moved into this field, so that DB2 will
have an accurate user ID with which to compare authority. Otherwise, the region's ID would be found in this field for every
user.

The ASXBUSER field is a seven-character field, but IMS allows eight-character IDs. The USERID-EXIT helps your
installation translate eight-character IDs to a smaller ID, which can then be used as the DB2 authorization ID or be
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translated back using the DSN3@ATH DB2 exit. The process used is based on whether an exit routine has been
specified.

Exit Routine Specified

If the exit routine has been specified before the connect to DB2 is issued, the exit will be loaded and executed. The exit
will be passed three parameters:

• The first parameter is the address of the literal “ENCODE.” This parameter should not be edited.
• The second parameter is the address of the user's sign-on ID, and is to be used as the source field for the translation.

This field is eight characters in length and should not be edited.
• The third parameter is the address of the target field for the translation. This field is seven characters in length.

The target USERID will not be validated, but will be moved as-is to the ASXBUSER field. The exit will not need to do this.
After the ID is moved, CA Report Facility will commence with its connection processing. The exit module must be provided
for CA Report Facility in the STEPLIB for the MPR region.

Exit Routine Not Specified

If the exit is not specified, the IMS sign-on ID will be used despite any possible truncation that occurs.

Other Considerations

If the exit determines that translation is not necessary, the exit must move the source user ID to the target field
unchanged. The target field will only be used if the exit has been specified.

The exit must be able to handle 31-bit parameter lists and must return control in 31-bit mode.

The exit will not be provided the I/O PCB or the PCB parameter lists, as this exit will occur from within the attached PRF
task and is not under IMS control.

Generating Batch Jobs
Batch jobs are generated with a model, MDLBATCH. You can use the model in its original form to achieve the same
processing as in previous versions of PRF, or you can customize the model to fit your needs. All users of a given system
use one model. See User Profile of Batch Job for more information about a batch job's user profile/

Changes you might make to the model include:

• Adding steps to execute for each job generated.
• Adding job statements for all users.
• Adding jobparm statements for all users.
• Adding user exit libraries to the STEPLIB concatenation.
• Adding a governor library to the STEPLIB concatenation, if you are using an external governor.
• Adding GDDM data set DD statements if you will be printing charts in batch. This requires DDnames PRFDCHRT and

ADMCFORM.

Other GDDM data sets might be required, depending on your GDDM installation.

  

Programming Guidelines

Rules for programming the model are the following:
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• A //STEP99 EXEC statement must be present.
• A limit of 30 job-level statements are allowed in the model before the STEP99 statement.
• A limit of 50 step-level statements are allowed in the model after the STEP 99 statement, inclusive.
• A //SYSPRT01 DD statement must be present.

Substitution parameters are resolved for all statements the job generates.

Generate a Batch Job

 To generate a batch job: 

1. The job statements from the user's profile are reproduced.
2. All job-level model statements before the STEP99 statement are reproduced.
3. All step-level model statements after the STEP99 statement are reproduced, including the STEP99 statement itself.
4. The //SYSPRINT DD statement is included for compatibility with existing batch jobs.
5. The //SYSPRT01 DD statement is reproduced for all CLASS/FORM/COPIES/DEST combinations, as specified on the

Run Batch Job screen. Reproduction takes place before substitution parameters are resolved.
Each reproduction receives the appropriate substitution parameters until all CLASS/FORM/COPIES/DEST
combinations are fulfilled. Each subsequent //SYSPRT## DD statement is numbered sequentially, such as //
SYSPRT02, //SYSPRT03, and so on, up through 40.

NOTE
Only the submission of 40 objects at one time from the Run Batch Job screen is supported.

If you prefer, you can define certain output destinations in the model that are used in a standard manner. We
recommend that you define these as SYSPRT## DD statements, where ## is greater than 40, and make these known
to your users.
For example, you might have a data set that contains weekly reports. You could define this data set to the SYSPRT99
DD statement and build a procedure that includes run commands for each weekly report. The procedure would look
like this:
RUN FORM form-name (SYSPRTDD=99);

6. A header statement is generated after the //CARDIN DD statement.
7. RUN commands for each object listed on the Run Batch Job screen are inserted after the header statement in each

step.
8. Generated RUN commands for report generation include the 'SYSPRTDD=' subcommand that specifies the

destination //SYSPRT## DD data set for each report.

NOTE
Existing RUN commands that do not include a 'SYSPRTDD=' subcommand default to the //SYSPRINT DD
data set.

9. Remove the asterisk (*) if a Governor is being used.

Data Sets and Reports

There are several reasons you might want to send a report to a data set rather than sending it directly to the printer:

• To view the report on the screen
• To edit the report
• To send copies of the data set to others for review or printing

If the data set already exists, it must exist with the following parameters:

• SYSPRINT. An LRECL of 241 bytes. Defined as FBA.
• SYSPRT. An LRECL of 246 bytes. Defined as VBA.
• DISP parameters must be included for all data set requests.
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If the data set does not exist, it is allocated.

You can write a report to a data set by editing the JCL generated to the data set specified on the Run Batch Job screen.
Make the necessary data set specifications to the //SYSPRINT and //SYSPRT## DD statements and submit the job.

A //SYSPRT## DD statement must exist for all unique SYSPRTDD subcommands. When editing the JCL, you are
responsible for ensuring that all SYSPRTDD subcommands are matched to a //SYSPRT## DD statement.

Using the SYSPRT## data sets saves space, because the output is defined as a variable length. The total size of the
output reflects the output print area as defined by your query or form.

For example, a 100,000-line report that is 132 characters wide uses approximately 24,000,000 characters of space under
SYSPRINT, because all 241 bytes are used. The same report uses approximately 14,000,000 characters of space under
a SYSPRT## data set, because only 137 bytes are used.

Upgrading Existing Batch Jobs

To use existing batch jobs, you must ensure that your batch jobs use the DSN-compatible load modules. If you use the
CAF load modules under the DSN Command Processor, your job will fail.

You can install the DSN-compatible load modules in the PRF load library already referenced by the existing batch jobs. In
this case, you do not need to edit the jobs.

As another alternative, you might want to install the DSN-compatible load modules in a special library and change the
existing batch jobs to reference the new load library.

Using CAF

If you want to edit your existing batch jobs to use CAF, you must reference the model in
HGHTSO.CDBAMDL(MDLBATCH). You can follow the model, substituting the appropriate values for the % parameters.

Carefully ensure the following within the JCL:

• The executed program (EXEC PGM=) must be XXXXPXS.
• The STEPLIB data sets MUST be in the order found in the new model, MDLBATCH.
• The SYSTSIN DD statement and the statements following up to the first /* statement should be removed.
• The first statement following the CARDIN DD statement must be changed to conform with the header statement

described in the Batch Reporting section of the Execution topic in the Using section.
• If you update the JCL without updating the header statement, the job will fail. Conversely, if you update the header

statement without updating the JCL, the job will fail.

NOTE
The SYSTEM=parameter in the header statement of a PRF batch job submitted by JCL indicated that the job
will use CICS, TSO, or IMS.

Procedure Commands

NOTE
“Statements” refers to the lines in the batch job.

The SYSIN statements are freeform procedure commands, including the RUN QUERY and RUN FORM commands. This
lets you edit the SYSIN statements as you want, using the Edit option of ISPF.

Model Batch Job
Model member MDLBATCH is found in the high-level.CDBAMDL library, which is the JCL Model Library. The name of the
JCL Model Library is maintained on the System Profile screen. You can display and update this screen by selecting the
System Profile Maintenance option on the System Services screen.
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NOTE
The model is read each time a batch job is submitted, ensuring that every job always uses the most current JCL.

The Batch Plan name from the System Profile is used when generating a batch job.

Contents

MDLBATCH Member

The MDLBATCH member follows. The substitution parameters are indicated with a percent sign (%), such as
%PRFLOAD.

//**   COMMENT                                        /

*JOBPARM LINES=100                                   //

**   COMMENT                                        //

STEP99  EXEC PGM=XXXXPXS,REGION=4M                  //STEPLIB   DD DSN=

%PRFLOAD,DISP=SHR                  //          DD DSN=PTIPROD.RB401AA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR   //          DD DSN=

%DB2LOAD,DISP=SHR                  //          DD DSN=

%COBLOAD,DISP=SHR                  //          DD DSN=PIE.TSTBETA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR       //          DD DSN=GENERAL.WRKBETA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR   //

PTILIB    DD DSN=

%PRFLOAD,DISP=SHR                  //          DD DSN=PTIPROD.RB401AA.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR   //

SYSOUT    DD SYSOUT=*                               //

SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                               //

SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=*                               //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=(%CLASS,,

%FORM),DEST=%DESTINAT,COPIES=%COPIES, // PASSWORD=%PASSWORD,FCBPARM=

%FCBPARM 

//SYSPRT01  DD SYSOUT=(%CLASS,,%FORM),DEST=%DESTINAT,COPIES=%COPIES, // PASSWORD=

%PASSWORD,FCBPARM=

%FCBPARM 

//CARDIN    DD *                                      /

*                                                   

This model assumes that CA Report Facility uses the Call Attachment Facility for its connection to DB2.

Existing batch jobs using the older version model might require a minor data set name change, depending on how CA
Report Facility is installed. See Upgrading Existing Batch Jobs for more information.

Substitution Parameters

Job statements are not required in the user's profile. This allows a site to code a generic job statement in the model
that applies to every user. Then when job statements are processed from the user's profile, it looks only for substitution
parameters.

Each generated statement is processed for substitution parameters before it is reproduced in the final job stream. These
parameters are replaced with the appropriate value listed in the following table. Parameters begin with a percent sign (%),
such as %FORM. If a parameter or its value is not defined, no substitution occurs.

If you do not want a value to be substituted for any of these parameters, you must:

• Remove the parameter name and indicator.
• Insert the actual value you want.
• CLASS
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Output class for the reports. The default is the Class value entered on the Run Batch Job screen. An asterisk (*) is
used if no value is entered.

• *COBLOAD
Name of the COBOL II load library. The default is the value listed on the System Profile screen.

• COPIES
Number of copies of the report. The default is the Copies value entered on the Run Batch Job screen. A value of one
is used if no value is entered.

• *DB2LOAD
Name of DB2 load library. The default is the value listed on the System Profile screen.

• *DB2PLNNM
Name of the DB2 plan that is to be used. The default is the value listed on the System Profile screen.

• *DB2SYSID
ID of the DB2 subsystem in which CA Report Facility is to execute. The default is the value listed on the System Profile
screen.

• DESTINAT
Output destination of the report. The default is the Dest value entered on the Run Batch Job screen.

• FCBPARM
Specifies the Forms Control Buffer (FCB) to use on the report. The default is the value specified in the FCB field on the
Run Batch Job screen.

• FORM
Output form for the report. The default is the Form value entered on the Run Batch Job screen.

• GOVERNOR
Name of an external governor's load library. The default Governor Resource Group is listed on the User Profile screen.

• PASSWORD
Specifies password substitution for batch requests that have a USERID parameter on the JOB statement. This
parameter is only available for requests destined for the internal reader. Password substitution is not provided for
submission to a data set.

• *PRFLOAD
Name of PRF load library. The default is the value listed on the System Profile screen.

• USERID
ID of the user creating the batch job. The default is the current user ID.

The values set for the substitution parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are listed on the System Profile screen, and are
the defaults. If a user was granted authority to update the job statement (on the User Profile screen), then the parameters
specified in the job statement on the Run Batch Job screen override the values selected on the System Profile screen.

%PASSWORD Parameter

If the %PASSWORD parameter is encountered in the model JCL, the Resolve Batch Password screen is displayed:

 BPAS.04           ---------- Resolve Batch Password ------------   COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                User ID:  TDJEFF                                                                                                                                                Password:                                                                                                                            
                                           

                                                                                                                                                                       Current Card:                                                                  //          PASSWORD=

%PASSWORD,FCBPARM=%FCBPARM                                                             
   

The following fields are highlighted on the previous screen:

• User ID
The user's user ID.

• Password
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Enter a password. No password is displayed on the screen. The %PASSWORD parameter in the model JCL is
replaced with what the user types in here.

• Current Card
The statement image is provided to help the user understand the context of the parameter.

Users cannot exit the Resolve Batch Password Screen unless they enter a password or issue the CANCEL command.
For example, if the user presses PF3 (End), the following message displays:

PRF0541E  PASSWORD ENTRY IS REQUIRED:  PLEASE ENTER.             

If the user issues the CANCEL command (or enters the =# or MAIN command), the batch submission is canceled, and the following message is displayed:

PRF0553I  SUBMIT BATCH JOB CANCELLED                            

The user returns to the Run Batch Job screen or the screen specified by the command entered.

If the %PASSWORD parameter occurs more than once in the model JCL, the screen appears one time for each
occurrence. The screen also appears for any required file passwords or any other purposes for which an eight-byte string
is used. The placement of the parameter is not analyzed, and the password not parsed for any security rules.

Batch Job Maintenance
Contents

The following section describes batch job maintenance.

PRF Upgrades

Whenever you upgrade to a new version of CA Report Facility, you might need to edit any previously existing PRF batch
jobs. Be sure that the job uses the new PRF load library. Use the Edit option of ISPF to make the changes.

Snapshots

When you enter Y in the Snap field on the Run Batch Job screen, a “snapshot” of the PRF object is taken and saved
it until you produce the report. If you make changes to the object after you submit the job, but before the report is final,
your report does not contain those changes. Your report uses the snapshot of the object. After producing the report, the
snapshot is deleted. The default is N (no).

When you use the SNAP option for procedures, the snapshot copies only the procedure, so you can use it at a later date.
Changes to the procedure are ignored after you submit it using the SNAP option.

The snapshot does not copy the queries and forms called by the procedure. Therefore, at execution time, the changes
you make to the forms and queries that the procedure uses are recognized.

Snapshots are created in DateTime# format to provide a convenient sort order. The number sign (#) indicates a
sequential number starting with 1, and it is reset each time you access the Run Batch Job screen.

See the Using section for more information about the Snap field and the Run Batch Job screen.

Runtime Order

The objects in batch jobs are sorted before submitting the job, instead of at runtime so that all objects using the same
results table cause only one execution of the required SQL statement. This gives you the opportunity to control the
execution flow by going into the batch job and changing the order. At runtime, the objects are processed in the order
specified by the input statements in your batch job. If you prefer, you can also build your own input statement list.

Sorting at the time of submission applies only to queries and forms. Because procedures do not depend on a query, they
are not sorted by query.
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Rowlimit Field

The Rowlimit field on the Run Batch Job screens defaults all row limits to the maximum allowed in batch, based on the
user's Profile. If the default limit is lower than the limit specified by the user at the time the job runs, the lower value is
used.

PRFCNVRT Program for PRF Conversion
The PRF conversion process provides a flexible means to move data from one CA Report Facility installation to another.
This includes the ability to move data from one installation to another, allowing the administrator a flexible approach to
administration where there are multiple installations.

All conversion processing is done by the PRFCNVRT program controlled by input statements. The input statements
determine whether the process is all-encompassing or whether only selected items are to be converted. The conversion
process is granular down to a single item, if necessary.

Key to this process, are the input statements. A sample of these statements can be found in the high-level.CDBASAMP
library in the PRFSMCNV member. This sample describes all the syntax that is documented here and provides the install
process a means to process all data from a given CA Report Facility installation.

The conversion process can be used to convert all of an installation to the new or the control statements can be used to
refine what is converted.

NOTE
The target installation is always the current CA Report Facility version.

  

Input Statements

The PRFCNVRT program accepts the following input statements to control the conversion process:

  

Each of these commands controls an individual object type in the conversion, giving the administrator complete control
over what gets converted.

NOTE
A comment line is indicated by an asterisk in the first position of a record. Comment lines are reported to the
user but are not passed to the command parsing routine. This is the only means of comment in the PRFCNVRT
input statements.

System Subcommands

Most of the subcommands take a mask or a full descriptor. The mask should follow the rules for a PRF search string. The
appropriate search will be used to fetch the correct source data.

The system subcommands accept a valid PRF system name.

• For CICS, this is the CICS region name.
• For TSO, it is TSO.
• For IMS, it is IMS cntl, where cntl is the IMS control ID from the PRFIPT input statements. The input is delimited by

spaces so any included spaces should be masked with the underscore. To convert objects with IMS items with control
ID PRF1, you must specify IMS_PRF1 for the SYSTEM mask.
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Trace Record Formats

When CONTROL TRACE(ON) is coded, trace records will appear on you SYSOUT report from PRFCNVRT. Trace
records have the following formats:

• For variable, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-SSSSSSSS-VVVVVVVV

–   UUUUUUUU  is the PRF ID of the variables owner.
–   SSSSSSSS is the system under which the variable is defined.
–   VVVVVVVV is the name of the variable.

• For static query, the format is:
SSSSSSSS-UUUUUUUU-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN-E-MMMMMMMM

–   SSSSSSSS is the system for which the static query was defined.
–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the owner of the query.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name of the query.
–   E  is the environment for which the static module was generated.
–   MMMMMMMM is the name of the static module generated by CA Report Facility.

• For file table, the format is:
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN-CCCCCCCC-T

–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name the user assigned to the file
–   CCCCCCCC is the PRF ID of the owner of the file definition
–   T  is the file type.

• For printer, the format is:
SSSSSSSS-IIIIIIII-NNNNNNNN-MMMMMMMM

–   SSSSSSSS is the system for which the printer is defined.
–   IIIIIIII is the assigned name of the printer in PRF.
–   NNNNNNNN is the Node name where the printer is defined.
–   MMMMMMMM is the system name of the printer.

• For language, the format is:
LLLLLLLL

–   LLLLLLLL is the language.
• For system profile, the format is:

PPPPPPPP-TTTT

–   PPPPPPPP is the CA Report Facility system for the profile.
–   TTTT is the library record type SYSP.

• For group profile, the format is:
GGGGGGGG-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

–   GGGGGGGG is the PRF group name.
–   TTTT is the LIB record type GRP.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the LIB record NAME column.

• For user profile, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
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–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF user name.
–   TTTT is the LIB record type.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the LIB record NAME column.

• For user to printer XREF, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-SSSSSSSS-PPPPPPPP

–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the user.
–   TTTT is the type of user (group or user).
–   SSSSSSSS is the system ID for which the printer is defined.
–   PPPPPPPP is the name of the printer assigned to CA Report Facility.

• For user PFKeys, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

–  UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the user.
–  TTTT is the library type of the record PFKS.
–  NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the PKey record identifier.

• For procedure, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

 
–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the proc owner
–   TTTT is the library type of the record PROC
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name of the procedure.

• For non-query SQL, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

 
–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the SQL owner.
–   TTTT is the library type of the record NQRY.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name of the non-query SQL.

• For query, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the query owner.
–   TTTT is the library type of the record QERY.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name of the query.

• For form, the format is:
UUUUUUUU-TTTT-NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

–   UUUUUUUU is the PRF ID of the form owner.
–   TTTT is the library type of the record FORM.
–   NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN is the name of the form.

CONTROL Command
Controls the DB2 connection information to get the data from one installation to another. This command also describes to
the conversion program from what CA Report Facility version the source data is coming.

 

The following rules apply to the CONTROL command:

• Only one CONTROL command is allowed.
• If no CONTROL command is entered, all items default to the following:
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– SYSID defaults to DSN
– Plan defaults to the default CA Report Facility plan
– Sourcelocation defaults to local
– Sourceversion defaults to prf40
– Trace defaults to off
– Duplicate defaults to skip
– Copyall defaults to not present

The CONTROL command has the following format:

CONTROL ([SYSID (xxxx)] [PLAN (xxxxxxxx)]    [SOURCELOCATION (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)] [COPYALL]    [SOURCEVERSION (PRFxx)] [TRACE (ON|

OFF)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

    [INTERVAL (n)]

• SYSID
The DB2 subsystem ID in which the target PRF is installed.

• PLAN
The PRF plan to use for the conversion.

• SOURCELOCATION
The DB2 DDF location in which the source PRF is installed.
If the subsystem is the same as the SYSID, use LOCAL.

• SOURCEVERSION
Describes the version of the source CA Report Facility installation. Valid values are PRFvvr, where vvr identifies
the source version (vv) and release (r). For example, PRF110 identifies CA Report Facility r11.0. If this value is the
current version, then SOURCELOCATION must not be “LOCAL”.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for COPYALL or as the default for the other PRFCNVRT commands. Valid
values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

• COPYALL
Indicates that the conversion is to process all objects regardless of any other PRFCNVRT commands. PRFCNVRT will
stop processing input statements upon encountering a CONTROL command with COPYALL coded.

• INTERVAL (n)
Specifies how often the newly converted objects are committed to the target installation. The read cursors are changed
to HOLD across commits so the process does not have to keep state information to reposition the reads from the
source installation.
–   n

Specifies the number of object modifications (insert, delete, or update) after which CA Report Facility issues a DB2
commit.

VARIABLES Command
Controls the global variables to be converted.

The following rules apply to the VARIABLES command:
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• More than one VARIABLES command is allowed.
• If no VARIABLES command is entered, no variables are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

 

The VARIABLES command has the following format:

VARIABLES ([VARIABLE (xxxxxxxxxx)] [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [SYSTEM (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• VARIABLE
Name or mask of the variables to be converted.

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the variables' creator.

• SYSTEM
The PRF system for which the variable is defined.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these variables. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

PRINTERS Command
Controls the printer definitions to be converted.

The following rules apply to the PRINTERS command:

• More than one PRINTERS command is allowed.
• If no PRINTERS command is entered, no printers are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The PRINTERS command has the following format:

PRINTERS ([PRINTERID (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NODE (xxxxxxxxxx)] [SYSTEM (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [PRINTERNAME (xxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• PRINTERID
Name or mask of the printers to be converted.

• PRINTERNAME
Name or mask of the printers' PRF name to be converted.

• NODE
Name or mask of the printers' node.

• SYSTEM
The PRF system for which the printer is defined.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these printers. Valid values are:
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– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

 

STATICQUERIES Command
Controls the static query definitions to be converted.

The following rules apply to the STATICQUERIES command:

• More than one STATICQUERIES command is allowed.
• If no STATICQUERIES command is entered, no static queries are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The STATICQUERIES command has the following format:

STATICQUERIES ( [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)]    [MODULE (xxxxxxxxxx)] [SYSTEM (xxxxxxxxxx)] [ENVIRONMENT (CICS|

TSO|IMS|BATCH)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the queries' creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the queries' PRF name to be converted.

• MODULE
Name or mask of the static queries' COBOL module.

• SYSTEM
The PRF system in which the static queries are defined.

• ENVIRONMENT
The PRF environment for which the static queries was generated. Valid values include:
– CICS: Static module is for CICS use.
– TSO: Static module is for TSO use.
– IMS: Static module is for IMS use.
– BATCH: Static module is for BATCH use.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these queries. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

FILETABLES Command
Controls the file definitions to be converted.

The following rules apply to the FILETABLES command:
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• More than one FILETABLES command is allowed.
• If no FILETABLES command is entered, no files for queries are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The FILETABLES command has the following format:

FILETABLES ([CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the files' creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the files to be converted.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these files. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

LANGUAGES Command
Controls the languages to be converted.

The following rules apply to the LANGUAGES command:

• More than one LANGUAGES command is allowed.
• If no LANGUAGES command is entered, no language rows are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The LANGUAGES command has the following format:

LANGUAGES ( [LANGUAGE (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• LANGUAGE
Name or mask of the languages to be converted.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these languages. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

AREAS Command
Controls the PRF areas' objects to be converted.

The following rules apply to the AREAS command:
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• More than one AREAS command is allowed.
• If no AREAS command is entered, no action is taken copyall has no effect since all objects will be converted.
• All parameters default to %.
• The AREAS command is used to convert all objects and users from the named areas.

The AREAS command has the following format:

AREAS ( [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)])

• AREA
Name or mask of the Areas to be converted.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these areas. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

NONQUERYSQL Command
Controls the PRF non-query SQL objects are to be converted.

 The following rules apply to the NONQUERYSQL command:

• More than one NONQUERYSQL command is allowed.
• If no NONQUERYSQL command is entered, no nonquerysql is converted unless covered by an areas command or

copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The NONQUERYSQL command has the following format:

NONQUERYSQL ( [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)]    [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)]

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the SQL's creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the SQLs to be converted.

• AREA
Name or mask of the SQL's area.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these SQL. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

PROCEDURES Command
Controls the PRF procedures to be converted.
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 The following rules apply to the PROCEDURES command:

• More than one PROCEDURES command is allowed.
• If no PROCEDURES command is entered, no procedures are converted unless covered by an areas command or

copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The PROCEDURES command has the following format:

PROCEDURES  ( [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)]    [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)]

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the Procedures' creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the Procedures to be converted.

• AREA
Name or mask of the Procedures' area.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these procedures. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

QUERIES Command
Controls the PRF queries are to be converted.

 More than one QUERIES command is allowed.

If no QUERIES command is entered, no queries are converted unless covered by an areas command or copyall is in
effect.

All parameters default to %.

The QUERIES command has the following format:

QUERIES ( [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)] [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)]

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the Queries' creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the Query(ies) to be converted.

• AREA
Name or mask of the Queries' area.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these queries. Valid values are:
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– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

FORMS Command
Controls the PRF forms are to be converted.

 The following rules apply to the FORMS command:

• More than one FORMS command is allowed.
• If no FORMS command is entered no forms are converted unless covered by an areas command or copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The FORMS command has the following format:

FORMS   ( [CREATOR (xxxxxxxxxx)] [NAME (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)] [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|

REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)]

• CREATOR
ID or mask of the Forms' creators.

• NAME
Name or mask of the Forms to be converted.

• AREA
Name or mask of the Forms' area.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these forms. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

SYSTEMPROFILES Command
Controls the system profiles to be converted.

 The following rules apply to the SYSTEMPROFILES command:

• More than one SYSTEMPROFILES command is allowed.
• If no SYSTEMPROFILES command is entered, no system profiles are converted unless copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The SYSTEMPROFILES command has the following format:

SYSTEMPROFILES ( [SYSTEM (xxxxxxxxxx)] [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|ERROR)]

• SYSTEM
Name or mask of the System profiles to be converted.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these profiles. Valid values are:
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– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

USERPROFILES Command
Controls the user profiles to be converted.

 The following rules apply to the USERPROFILES command:

• More than one USERPROFILES command is allowed.
• If no USERPROFILES command is entered, no user profiles are converted unless converted by an areas command or

copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The USERPROFILES command has the following format:

USERPROFILES ( [USER (xxxxxxxxxx)] [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|WARN|

ERROR)])

• USER
Name or mask of the User Profiles to be converted.

• AREA
Name or mask of the User Profiles' areas.

• DUPLICATE
Describes the duplicate process to use for these profiles. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

GROUPPROFILES Command
Controls the group profiles to be converted.

 The following rules apply to the GROUPPROFILES command:

• More than one GROUPPROFILES command is allowed.
• If no GROUPPROFILES command is entered, no group profiles are converted unless converted by an areas

command or copyall is in effect.
• All parameters default to %.

The GROUPPROFILES command has the following format:

GROUPPROFILES ([GROUP (xxxxxxxxxx)] [AREA (xxxxxxxxxx)]    [DUPLICATE (SKIP|REPLACE|

WARN|ERROR)]

• GROUP
Name or mask of the Group Profiles to be converted.

• AREA
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Name or mask of the Group Profiles' areas.
• DUPLICATE

Describes the duplicate process to use for these profiles. Valid values are:
– SKIP: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object.
– REPLACE: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then replace that object with the new object.
– WARN: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then skip the conversion for this object after issuing warning

messages.
– ERROR: If a duplicate is found in the target installation then stop the conversion.

Internal Tables
This section provides detailed information about the internal tables of CA Report Facility. Internal tables are created at
installation time. The last part of the table names, vvrr, represents an internal table identifier that denotes the version (vv)
and release number (rr). For example, table names for version 18.0 end with 1800. The columns are listed in the order in
which they appear in the actual table, rather than alphabetically. This format is used so you can easily locate the column
description while reviewing the table on your screen.

 

Language Table (PTPRF_LNG_vvrr)

The PRF Language table (PTPRF_LNG_vvrr) contains the information needed to load the correct language modules for
the users. The User profile (Libraries Table (PTPRF_LIB_vvrr table) points to the language.

The following CA Report Facility Language Table lists the Language PRF supports:

 Column  Data  Null  Description 

PRF_LANGUAGE CHAR(15) Not null with default Name of the language.

PRF_CICS_SCREEN_DDNAME CHAR(8) Not null with default DDNAME for the Language's
screens file in CICS. DDNAME
must be in the target CICS
region JCL.

PRF_IMS_SCREEN_DDNAME CHAR(8) Not null with default DDNAME for the Language's
screens file in TSO. DDNAME
must be in all PRF startup
CLISTS.

PRF_TSO_SCREEN_DDNAME CHAR(8) Not null with default Name of the Language's module
that contains PRF messages
and other miscellaneous text.
(See the note following this
table.)

PRF_MESSAGE_MODULE CHAR(8) Not null with default Name of the Language's module
that contains PRF commands,
Proc Commands and associated
parameters and predefined
values. (See the note following
this table.)

PRF_COMMAND_MODULE CHAR(8) Not null with default Not Applicable

NOTE
PRF_MESSAGE_MODULE and PRF_COMMAND_MODULE must be accessible to PRF through the ISPLLIB
DD for PRF/TSO, DFHRPL DD for PRF/CICS, and STEPLIB DD for PRF/IMS.
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DEFAULT Row

One row is supplied for every supported language. One row, DEFAULT, defines the default language. This row contains
the following values:

PRF_LANGUAGE:             DEFAULTPRF_CICS_SCREEN_DDNAME:   PRFMAPPRF_IMS_SCREEN_DDNAME:

    PRFMAPPRF_TSO_SCREEN_DDNAME:    SCRNFILEPRF_MESSAGE_MODULE:      

 PRFMDEFPRF_COMMAND_MODULE:       PRFCDEF

WARNING
 Do not delete this row.

NOTE
 You must not delete modules PRFMDEF and PRFCDEF. There are hard-coded references to these module
names in CA Report Facility. For the same reason, SCRNFILE and PRFMAP must always be present in the
respective region JCLs and startup CLISTs.

If open enrollment is in effect, then the user profile language field is set to DEFAULT the first time a new user logs on. If
you upgraded from a previous version of PRF, all user profiles are initially set to DEFAULT.

Initial Default Language

 CA Report Facility is initially installed with English as the default language through the DEFAULT row parms in the
Language table. The modules PRFMDEF and PRFCDEF contain English text and commands. Additionally, PRFMAP and
SCRNFILE DDs point to the English screens file in the respective sample CICS/IMS region JCLs and the sample PRF/
TSO startup CLISTs.

Changing the Default Language

Only the DEFAULT language (English) is currently available. Other languages will be available in a future release.

Structures Table (PTPRF_STR_vvrr)

The Structure table contains the internal structures for PRF queries, forms and procedures.

These product objects are stored in the Libraries Table (PTPRF_LIB_vvrr) table. The link between these tables is a purely
relational link in the name and type of the object.

The structures can be broken up into 4000 byte segments if their full length exceeds this size. The following table lists and
describes the Structure table columns:

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_ID User ID of the creator of the object for this structure.

PRF_TYPE Type of object to which this structure belongs. Valid values are:
QERY: Query
FORM: Form
PROC: Procedure
NQRY: Non-query SQL
CNTL: Control (Used as a known permanent reference)

PRF_NAME Name of the object to which this structure belongs.
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PRF_STRUC_TYPE Type of structure.

For Any Type: 

INFOTEXT (User provided information on the CA Report
Facility Object)

For TYPE = QERY:

QERY: (Query Definition)

WHRE: (Where Definitions)

EXPR: (Query Expressions)

REPL: (Query Replicates)

PARM: (Replaceable Parm Definitions)

QTBL: (Query Table List)

SQLX: (Query Syntax)

JOIN: (Join Definitions)

NAME: (Query Names Area)

PRF_STRUC_TYPE (continued)  For TYPE= FORM:
All form types
FORM: (Form Definition)
FEXP: (Form Expressions)
FTBL: (Form Table List)
All report forms (not extracts)
FNBR: (Function & Break Definitions)
BEXP: (Form Break Expressions)
DIST: (Distinct Set Definitions)
EFLD: (Exit Fields)
XHDR: (Header Definition)
XFTR: (Footer Definition)
SMRY: (Final Summary Definition)
XBRH: (Break Header Definition)
XBRF: (Break Footer Definition)
Block forms only
TEXT: (Block Form Text)
SFRM: (Embedded Form Information)
For TYPE= PROC
PRCX: (Procedure Syntax)
PRCP: (Procedure Parameters)

PRF_STRUC_INDEX Index of the structure. This is zero unless the structure is a break
definition in which case it is the relative number of the break
definition (1 through 16).
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PRF_SEQUENCE Index for this piece of this structure. Larger structures are split into
5000 byte segments. This column describes which segment this
row is. Any missing segments are noted to the user through PRF
error messages.
The saved data structure (or a segment thereof).

PRF_DATA The saved data structure (or a segment thereof).

Data Files Table (PTPRF_FIL_vvrr)

The Data Files table (PTPRF_FIL_vvrr) contains the information needed to provide table processing of files. The Data
Files table stores information about external data files, such as VSAM or QSAM files, that PRF queries and forms use.
The query object contains a flag that specifies the PTPRF_FIL_vvrr table definition is to be used to process the query.

The following table lists and describes the Data Files table columns.

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_NAME Name of the data file.

PRF_CREATOR ID of the person who created the PRF file definition.

PRF_TYPE File type. Acceptable values are:
K: KSDS (VSAM)
R: RRDS (VSAM)
E: ESDS (VSAM)
S: Sequential (QSAM)

PRF_LABEL Description of the data file.

PRF_DATA_DSN Name of the data set containing the data (data file).

PRF_DATA_MEMBER For a PDS, the name of the member containing the data.

PRF_DESC_DSN Name of the data set containing the COBOL record description of
the data.

PRF_DESC_MEMBER For a PDS, the name of the member containing the COBOL record
description of the data.

PRF_DESC_TYPE Type of file definition. The only acceptable value is C (COBOL).

Subform-Master Form Cross Reference Table (PTPRF_FXF_vvrr)

The Subform-Master Form Cross Reference table stores form information. The purpose of this table is to keep track
of which subforms the master form uses when using multiple-query forms. When a subform is created, a new record
identifying the form and its master form is added to this table. When a subform is deleted, its record is deleted from this
table. PTPRF_FXF_vvrr is used to ensure that master forms are not deleted until the subform is deleted.

The Subform-Master Form Cross Reference table (PTPRF_FXF_vvrr) is similar to the Form-Query Cross Reference
Table (PTPRF_QXF_vvrr) except it shows the relationship between multi-query forms.

Both the PTPRF_FXF_vvrr and PTPRF_QXF_vvrr tables are used to make sure that objects are not deleted if there is
another object that is dependent on it.

The following table lists and describes the Subform-Master Form Cross Reference table columns:

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_MASTER_FORM_ID ID of the user who created the master form.

PRF_MASTER_FORM_NAME Name of the master form.

PRF_SUB_FORM_ID ID of the user who created the subform.

PRF_SUB_FORM_NAME Name of the subform.
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Libraries Table (PTPRF_LIB_vvrr)

The Libraries table (PTPRF_LIB_vvrr) stores library and profile information and controls what product objects are defined.
The PTPRF_LIB_vvrr record contains general information regarding the object. It also contains the lengths of the other
structures that are used to define the object itself. These lengths are used to determine if the other structures are defined
and present for the object. These structures are stored in the Structures Table (PTPRF_STR_vvrr).

The link between these tables is a purely relational link in the name and type of the object.

The following table lists and describes the Libraries table columns. PRF_ID, PRF_TYPE, and PRF_NAME form the table's
primary key.

 Name  Description 

PRF_ID User ID of the object creator.

PRF_TYPE Type of object. Valid values are:
PFKS: PF Keys
USER: User Profile
SYSP: System Profile
GRP: Group Profile
QERY: Query
FORM: Form
PROC: Procedure
NQRY: Non-query

PRF_NAME Name of object.

PRF_AREA_ID ID of the area.

PRF_CREATE_DATE Date object was created.

PRF_UPDATE_DATE Date of last update.

PRF_UPDATE_ID ID of the person who updated the table.

PRF_LAST_TIME Time the object was last executed. (This column contains
meaningful information only for the QERY, FORM, and PROC
object types.)

PRF_LAST_DATE Date the object was last executed. (This column contains
meaningful information only for the QERY, FORM, and PROC
object types.)

PRF_SHARE_CODE Share Code. Valid values are:
Y: Other users can use, but not update, your object
U: Others can use and update your object
N: Other users cannot reference or copy your object

PRF_DESCR Object description

PRF_DATA Encoded information, including pointers to the object's
larger data structure, contained in the PRF_DATA column of
PTPRF_STR_vvrr.

System Printer Definition Table (PTPRF_PRT_vvrr)

System printers for online printing are supported through the use of the PRF table, PTPRF_PRT_vvrr.

The following table shows the System Printer Definition table structure:

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_SYSTEM_ID Name of the system to which the printer is assigned.
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PRF_PRINTER_ID ID of the printer.

PRF_NODE_NAME Name of node to use when output is routed to a particular printer.

PRF_PRINTER_NAME Name of printer. Used as the destination specification.

PRF_AVAILABILITY Type of use. Valid values are:
G: General use by all users.
D: Default printer for users without an individually defined default.
(blank): Restricted to only those users to which it has been
explicitly defined.

PRF_PRINTER_TYPE Specifies how the printer is defined to the online system. The only
possible value is J (defined to JES).

PRF_OUTPUT_CLASS Output class used by the printer.

PRF_DESCR Description of the printer for user reference.

PRF_DATA Stores the printer definition.

Form-Query Cross Reference Table (PTPRF_QXF_vvrr)

The Form-Query Cross Reference table (PTPRF_QXF_vvrr) shows the relationship between queries and forms. The
form LIB record actually contains the name of the query on which it is based, but the PTPRF_QXF_vvrr table makes it
convenient to determine what forms have been attached to the query.

This table stores form information. The purpose of this table is to keep track of which forms use which queries. When you
create a form, a new record identifying the form and its underlying query is added to this table. When you delete a form,
its record is deleted from this table. PTPRF_QXF_vvrr is used to ensure that queries with forms are not deleted until the
form is deleted.

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_QUERY_ID ID of the user who created the query.

PRF_QUERY_NAME Name of the query.

PRF_FORM_ID ID of the user who created the form.

PRF_FORM_NAME Form name.

Static Queries Table (PTPRF_STA_vvrr)

The Static Queries table (PTPRF_STA_vvrr) contains the information needed to provide static query access to the
execution of the query. This information includes the name of the module that was created for the static SQL. This table is
polled each time a query is run to see if there is a static definition for the query. There is no defined link to this table.

The list of static queries is maintained through the use of the PRF table, PTPRF_STA_vvrr, which is defined in the
following table:

 Column Name  Data Type  NULL  Description 

PRF_SYSTEM ID CHAR(8) Not null with default The name of the online system
that was used to generate the
module.

PRF_QUERY_ID CHAR(128) Not null with default ID of the query that was used.

PRF_QUERY_NAME CHAR(128) Not null with default Name of the query that was
used.

PRF_EXEC_ENV_TYPE CHAR(1) Not null with default The type of environment in
which the module is to execute.
(O=Online, B=Batch)
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PRF_MODULE_NAME CHAR(8) Not null with module The name of the generated
default.

PRF_GEN_ENV_TYPE CHAR(1) Not null with default The type of environment that
was used to generate the
module. (T=TSO, C=CICS,
I=IMS)

PRF_ENABLE_FLAG CHAR(1) Not null with default Indicates if the module is
currently enabled for static use.
(Y=Yes, N=No)

User Printer Definitions Table (PTPRF_UXP_vvrr)

The User Printer Definition table (PTPRF_UXP_vvrr) defines the relationships of users to printers. Printers must be
defined for users, and the PTPRF_UXP_vvrr table defines this relationship.

The user records are stored in the Libraries Table (PTPRF_LIB_vvrr) and the printer records are stored in the System
Printer Definition Table (PTPRF_PRT_vvrr).

This is a cross-reference to determine which printers are assigned to each user. The following table shows the User
Printer Definitions Table structure.

 Column Name  Description 

PRF_USER_ID User ID of the object creator.

PRF_USER_TYPE Type of user. Valid values are:
USER-Individual user
GRP-Group of users

PRF_SYSTEM_ID Name of the system to which the printer is assigned.

PRF_PRINTER_ID ID of the printer.

PRF_DEFAULT_IND Designates the default printer. Possible values are:
D-Default printer for users or groups without an individually
defined default
(blank)-Restricted to only those users or groups to whom it has
been explicitly defined

Global Variables Table (PTPRF_VAR_vvrr)

The Global Variables table (PTPRF_VAR_vvrr) is used to define global variables. The global variables are polled only if
there is a replaceable parameter that does not have a value at the time it is used. There is no defined link to this table.

Global variables are supported through the use of the table, PTPRF_VAR_vvrr. The following table shows the Global
Variables table structure:

 Column Name Indicator  Type of Character  Null 

PRF_USER_ID CHAR (128) NOT NULL

PRF_SYSTEM_ID CHAR (128) NOT NULL

PRF_VAR_NAME CHAR (18) NOT NULL

PRF_DEFAULT_VALUE VARCHAR (64) NOT NULL

PRF_CURRENT_VALUE VARCHAR (64) NOT NULL

The variables are indexed by PRF_USER_ID, PRF_SYSTEM_ID, and PRF_VAR_NAME in ascending order.
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Creating Sample Tables
The PRFSMTBL member that creates sample tables and inserts the data is provided in the source library where CA
Report Facility resides (high-level.CDBASAMP).

NOTE
PRF uses the PRFSMTBC member if the decimal is designated as the comma.

PTI is the Creator ID for the tables. If you want to use a different Creator ID, then complete these steps:

• Edit the member by replacing 'PTI.' with 'CREATOR.', where CREATOR is the Creator ID you want to use.
Because the tutorials use PTI as the Creator ID, you must tell those who will be using the tutorials that you changed
the Creator ID.

• Execute the member through SPUFI to create the tables and insert the data.
• COMMIT the SQL.

This section describes the sample tables and the data they contain.

 

EMPLOYEE_TAB

 EMP_NAME  EMP_ADDR  PHONE_NO  EMP_NO  SALARY  COMMISSION  HIRE_DATE  TITLE 

SMITH, KIM CSV ELM ST,
DEBUQUE MO

3216654 381772235 25,000.00 5,000.00 1988-
01-04

01

LEVER, ERIN 615 W.
WASHINGTON
AVE,
LOMBARD IL

5551212 477223168 30,000.00 2,800.00 1988-
03-24

02

SIMMS, JAMIE 555
YORKSHIRE
LN,
BLOOMSBURG
PA

7148946 365223168 27,500.00 1,800.00 1988-
02-15

01

ABLE, BILL 2254
CROSS FOX
DR,COLUMBIA
MD

3012894 662713521 45,500.00 3,250.00 1987-
11-09

03

BAKER, ABE 502 BURR
OAK RD,LISLE
IL

3125557 271660953 29,450.00 500.00 1988-
01-25

02

JONES, JAMIE BOX 345
CHERRY
LANE OH

7162389 321422878 32,500.00 1,200.00 1987-
05-01

04

PHILIPS,
JOHN

1776
PHILA RD,
PHILLIPSBURG
PA

8143715 515002218 55,500.00 6,800.00 1988-
01-15

03

SALES_INFO

 STORE_NUMBER  TOYS_MONTH_$  CLOTHES_MONTH_$  NUMBER_SALES_MO  FISCAL_EOY 

19584 72,857.66 31,095.33 12,071 1988-06-30

2CSV4 89,743.21 15,006.54 14,750 1988-06-30
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23406 21,749.76 11,847.58 5,790 1988-06-30

27216 107,896.35 0.00 26,570 1988-06-30

29483 67,850.56 69,847.57 8,750 1988-06-30

29567 47,597.49 25,496.67 12,860 1988-06-30

30684 56,730.65 32,078.78 14,990 1988-06-30

37605 54,786.79 23,759.99 13,560 1988-06-30

39576 88,417.23 0.00 0 1988-06-30

STAFF_TAB

 EMP_NO  FIRST_NAME  LAST_NAME  STORE_NUMBER  SEX  SALARY  BONUS 

34266 SHERYL NORK 238 F 35,000.00 220.00

38143 JOE KNIGHT 380 M 93,500.00 700.00

62197 MIKE JOHNSON 487 M 37,800.00 340.00

44911 SANDY LARSON 482 F 24,000.00 .00

68112 SHEILA GRAY 902 F 16,800.00 430.00

56832 MARK REUTER 943 M 45,000.00 430.00

38391 CHUCK TRUDELL 769 M 15,000.00 240.00

27999 PAUL SOLBERG 659 M 30,000.00 230.00

41602 JANET GILLEY 384 F 40,000.00 670.00

38382 TINA WITHEY 384 F 21,500.00 610.00

STOREINFO

 STORE_NUMBER  OPENING_DATE  MANAGER_NAME  SALARY  NUMBER_EMP  SQ_FT_SPACE  LOCATION 

2CSV4 1988-06-26 SMITH, CHUCK 1,100.41 17 50,000 CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

27216 1974-04-28 BAUMGARTEN,
LEORA

1,800.00 62 80,000 DOWNERS
GROVE,
ILLINOIS

29483 1981-05-12 TOWNSEND,
PETER

1,300.00 42 60,000 CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

19584 1986-06-01 DELBUSTO,
DIANA

1,150.50 32 39,000 PROVIDENCE,
RHODE ISLAND

23406 1984-09-30 BRICKELL,
EDITH

2,000.00 57 100,000 CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

29567 1985-03-27 BARTLE, JAMES 1,400.00 44 72,000 CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

37605 1982-06-26 HOUGH, LINDA 1,700.00 43 55,000 WASHINGTON,
DC

39576 1984-01-25 FORT, LESLIE 1,472.00 21 50,000 WASHINGTON,
DC

30684 1989-07-26 KURALTA,
CHARLES

2,100.00 78 100,000 WASHINGTON,
DC
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ADDRESS_TAB

 FIRST_NAME  LAST_NAME  ST_ADDR  CITY  STATE  ZIPCODE 

WAYNE ARNOLD 1629 N. CUTRIGHT
ST.

CHILLICOTHE IL 61523

ANN GREENSETH 349 W. SHERIDAN EVANSTON IL 60641

LINDA PRECIOUS 100 N.
CATERPILLAR ST.

PEORIA IL 61520

JOE MARSH 2000 HOLLYWOOD
DR.

HOLLYWOOD CA 40508

DAN RIVKIN 572 W. ADDISON CHICAGO IL 60754

STORE_DATA

 STORE_NO  OPENING_DATE  MGR_NAME  MGR_MONTHLY  NO_EMPLOYEES  SQ_FT  LOCATION 

21234 19880626 SMITH, CHUCK 1,110.41 0000000017 0000050000 CHICAGO, IL

27216 19740428 BAUMGARTEN,
LEORA

1,800.00 0000000062 0000080000 DOWNERS
GROVE, IL

29483 19810512 SOCCO,
JONATHON

1,300.00 0000000042 0000060000 CHICAGO, IL

19584 19860601 DELBUSTO,
DIANA

1,150.00 0000000032 0000039000 PROVIDENCE,
RI

23406    19840930 CLAY, ANTHONY 2,000.00 0000000057 0000100000 LINCOLN, IL

29567 19850327 MARTLING,
HOWARD

1,400.00 0000000044 0000072000 SUN PRAIRIE,
WI

37605 19820126 HOUGH, LINDA 1,700.00 0000000043 0000055000 WASHINGTON,
DC

39576    19840125 WEST, LESLIE 1,472.00 0000000021 0000050000 MONTELLO, WI

Programming Details
This section provides technical details concerning CA Report Facility.

• Programming Language: It is written in a combination of Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and OS/390 and Assembly
Language.

• Program Size: It requires about 1024 KB to execute. This does not include dynamic storage needed during execution,
which is discussed in Dynamic Memory Allocation.

• Region size: Under TSO, we recommend a region size of 3072 KB.
• Re-Entrant: CA Report Facility is completely re-entrant.
• MVS/XA: You can allocate the CA Report Facility code and data areas completely above the line in MVS/XA systems

to ensure you receive the full benefits of the XA architecture.
• DB2 and MVS compatibility: It is a standard DB2 application and does not require modifications to MVS or DB2.
• Teleprocessing Monitor: It executes under TSO, CICS, and IMS. The same code is executed under all teleprocessing

environments, providing identical program functions.
Under CICS, additional facilities are available to aid in the management of CICS resources.
Batch mode execution: It supports batch mode report execution under all execution environments: TSO, CICS, and
IMS.
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Depending on which environment you use to execute CA Report Facility, you might not need any authorized libraries for
it. The following table provides information about the authorized library requirement for different environments:

 Environment  Authorized Library Required? 

TSO No authorized libraries are required.

CICS Yes, you must place the PIEFILM module in the STEPLIB of the
CICS region. This STEPLIB must be APF-authorized; therefore,
you must place the PIEFILM module in an authorized library.

IMS Yes. Because CA Report Facility's front-end modules for IMS
must be in an APF-authorized library and all of its modules are in
the same load library, we recommend that you place all product
modules in an APF-authorized library.

 

Dynamic Memory Allocation

Whenever possible, memory is dynamically allocated and freed to make the best use of it. CA Report Facility also
allocates the memory above the line in MVS/XA systems.

Memory is dynamically allocated in the following instances:

• Library screens for listing queries, forms, and procedures. This allocation is typically about 1-2 KB, depending on the
search criteria you specify.

• Table selection lists during the query build process. This allocation is typically about 1-2 KB, depending on the search
criteria you specify.

• Query Build Facility for holding the column list (data map) and query parameters. This allocation is typically about
80-100 KB. The maximum allocation is 200 KB.

• Form Build Facility for holding the column list (data map) and the report parameters. This allocation is typically about
80-100 KB.

• Procedure Build Facility for holding the column list (data map) and the report parameters. This allocation is typically
about 40-80 KB.

• Online Report Execution for holding the results of the query and form (controlled by the user's profile). This allocation
depends completely on the size of the report and the user's profile.

WARNING
 When the user exits a function, CA Report Facility immediately releases the space.

Memory and Spill Files

The spill file is used to contain query result tables, which are the data returned by a query and reports. When executing
a query or form, the result table is always written to the spill file so that subsequent executions of any form or query
requiring the same result table do not incur the I/O needed to build the table.

Only one result table is kept in the spill file for a particular user. This is always the most currently used result table in the
user's session. The spill file is emptied when the user exits CA Report Facility or the batch job ends.

Online reports are also written to the spill file to facilitate browsing. Batch reports are written directly to the output
destination, and are not maintained in the spill file.

Storage Allocation

When you execute a report, the report results are kept in a combination of memory and the spill file. You have control
over the amount of memory or spill file a user can use through the user profile. When all memory is exhausted while
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executing a report, the spill file is allocated and used for the remaining report. If there is not enough memory and spill file
to complete the report, a message and a partial report is displayed.

When using a form, the query results from DB2 are kept in storage (memory plus spill file). After the results are received
from DB2 and they are placed in storage, the report is produced using those results. The query results remain intact to
permit their repeated use by different forms (or multiple versions of a single form). Stored query results permit you to
execute multiple reports without rerunning the query and accessing DB2. Also, during batch execution, all forms that
reference the same query share the query results.

Spill File Size

Two tables are built for processing an online query:

• Result table. A result table is built to contain the rows retrieved from processing the query. This table will contain 9
bytes for CA Report Facility's usage plus the data length (including null indicators) for each row returned by the query.

• Cumulative function table. A cumulative function table (CSUM, CPCT, TCPCT) is also built with a row width of 9 bytes,
plus the product of 8 and the number of cumulative columns requested.

For example, a query that returns 10,000 rows with a data width of 200 and generates 2 cumulative function values
(CPCT and TCPCT) would require:

(9 + 200) * 10,000or 2,090,000 bytes for the result table, plus[9 + (8 * 2)] * 10,000

or 250,000 bytes for the cumulative percentage table. The total of 2,115,000 bytes would then be first satisfied by the
user's memory, with any remainder resorting to a spill file.

The user should evaluate how large the queries will be and adjust the spill file accordingly.

NOTE
Detail lines no longer use spill files.

Size Computations

Each row of the result table needs an additional 9 bytes of spill file. Therefore, the amount of spill file required to contain a
result table row is computed by adding 9 to the size of one row:

Result Table Row Size = 9 + record-size

Each row of the cumulative function table has a size of 9 plus 8 times the number of cumulative values requested.
Therefore, the amount of spill file required to contain a cumulative function table is:

Cum Function Table Row Size = 9 + (8 * #-cum-functions)

Blocking

The issue of blocking complicates the computations. The spill file is segmented into records of 32,760 bytes each. Each
of these records contains as many complete result table rows or cumulative function rows as will fit without truncation. In
other words, you must allow for the CA Report Facility blocking factor.

NOTE
Result table rows and cumulative function rows are combined in the same spill file record. However, in the case
of shared spill files (CICS, and optional in IMS), data for different users is not combined.

In most cases, the blocking factor is small because the individual records are small in relation to the spill file record. That
is, many individual records can fit into a single spill file record with little wasted space.
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QMF and CA Report Facility 

When you execute a report online, all rows are retrieved before the report is formatted and displayed. This technique
permits immediately closing of the CURSOR before report viewing. Paging through the report does not require access
to DB2. After the report initially displays, no DB2 resources are used, and other users are free to access and update the
tables used in the query.

In comparison, QMF displays the first “N” rows and leaves a CURSOR open on the table during report viewing (N is set at
installation time). When you page forward (for example, MAX DOWN), QMF must retrieve the remaining rows from DB2.
This can cause a considerable delay. Having an open CURSOR on a table can prevent other users from accessing and
updating the table. This is especially a problem when using QMF to view system catalog tables.

Therefore, when comparing QMF and CA Report Facility online report response times, you must consider how each
product retrieves data. Remember that QMF retrieves only a few rows before it displays the report, while CA Report
Facility retrieves all rows before displaying and formatting the complete report. Whereas QMF might display the first page
of a report more quickly than CA Report Facility, QMF must retrieve data each time you scroll the report past “N” number
of rows.

After CA Report Facility displays a report, it requires no DB2 access. We believe that this approach is better because no
open CURSORs are left on tables; other users can access report tables as soon as the report displays. If you want to
compare response times, you must simulate similar data retrieval methods. Set a row limit in CA Report Facility equal to
“N” (the number of rows that QMF retrieves before it initially displays the report).

Supplemental Queries

 CA Report Facility includes queries that can be beneficial to your users or can help diagnose problems. You can find
these queries in the member PRFQUERY of the CDBASQL, and you can bring them into your system using the Import
Services option on the System Services screen.

The supplemental queries are listed below with short descriptions of their functions. You can rename the queries during
the Import processing.

•  PTI.PTPRF_LAST_EXEC
Gets the type of object (query, form, or procedure) and the date it was last executed.

•  PTI.PTPRF_LIB_FORMS
Gets the forms that use queries, as recorded in the library table.

•  PTI.PTPRF_LIB_QUERIES
Gets the queries that forms use, as recorded in the library table.

•  PTI.PTPRF_NOQUERY_FORM
Gets the forms that are not associated with a query.

•  PTI.PTPRF_QUERY_USAGE
Specifies which forms use queries and which tables the queries use.

•  PTI.PTPRF_QXF_QUERIES
Gets the cross-reference for queries and the forms that use them.

•  PTI.PTPRF_QXF_FORMS
Gets the cross-reference for forms and the queries they use.

•  PTI.PTPRF_RUN_COUNTS
Gets the creator, query name, and the number of times the query has been run (in HEX representation).

•  PTI.PTPRF_USER_GROUPS
Gets the user groups defined to CA Report Facility.
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FOR FETCH ONLY

The FOR FETCH ONLY phrase is automatically added to all dynamic cursors if the version of DB2 being used supports
it. This phrase improves performance by informing DB2 that it can access the data in blocks, rather than rows. You never
see the clause because it is used internally.

 CA Report Facility V4.0 and above adds the FOR FETCH ONLY clause to all internal static SQL, where appropriate. This
only applies when a record is fetched from an internal table without intending to update that record. This helps limit the
time and resources necessary for DB2 to process the work.
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Using CA Report Facility

The four basic CA Report Facility objects are queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQL. Reports combine queries
with forms. Each object type is saved with profile information that describes the object and declares whether it can be
shared or changed by other users. There is also an information page that can be written to provide detailed information
about the object and its usage. 

To create a report using CA Report Facility, complete the following steps:

1.  Build a query: Specify what data you want.
2.  Build a form: Specify how to arrange that data on a page.
3. (Optional) Build a procedure: Specify how to automate routine tasks such as running weekly reports.
4.  Build a report: Combine a query and a form and print the report.

To learn about the basic functions of CA Report Facility, watch the following YouTube video:

  

Program Panels and Navigation
This section describes how to use the CA Report Facility panels and how to navigate between them.

  

Standard Panel Header

The standard panel header is common to all CA Report Facility panels. The information on the panel lets you know
where you are in the program. The standard panel header identifies the product and provides information about the
panel currently displayed:

•  Panel Name/Level Number
The panel name abbreviates the panel title, providing a shorthand method of identifying the screen. It appears in the
upper right hand corner of each panel.
The numbers to the right of the screen name indicate the panel level. As you progress from one menu to the next, you
go up a level in the program. 01 denotes a level 1 panel, 02 is a level 2 panel, and so on. You can move from one level
to another level by specifying the level you want. However, you can only use this command to move to a level that
is lower than the current panel.

•  Command
The command prompt where you enter commands. To enter a command, position the cursor in the command line,
type in the command, and press Enter.

NOTE
To go to the command line from anywhere on the screen, press the HOME key.You can also enter
commands in using the program function (PF) keys.

•  Panel Title
The panel title identifies the screen in plain language. In the example, the panel title is Build Query.
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Panel Levels

 CA Report Facility panels reside on different levels, according to the path you used to get to that panel. The level of
a panel indicates its position in the hierarchy of the current session. The following figure illustrates panel levels for
different sessions.

Figure 8: CA Report Facility Panel Levels

The panel level is not assigned to a physical panel , but to a panel position within the current session. For example, in the
previous figure, the Generate Report panel has a level of 4 or 5, depending on the progress of the session.

On the following screen, BLDQ.03 identifies the level number of the panel as 3.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    

                                                              Distinct: N  Shrink: N

                                           USER2.SALESSEL  Location: LOCAL          

             ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A:PTI.SALES_INFO                   

                                          1        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C

 1                                  3        2:TOYS_MONTH_$..................N   

                                 4        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_$...............N       

           = 0               5        4:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N          

                          6        5:FISCAL_EOY....................D             
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                            B PTI.STOREINFO                                      

                             6:STORE_NUMBER..................C                    

                         7:OPENING_DATE..................D                       

             2        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                          

                   9:MONTHLY_SALARY................N                              

      S       10:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N                                  

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT 

 A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,                     A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$,  A.NUMBER_SALES_MO,  A.FISCAL_EOY,                         B.NUMBER_EMPLOYEES 

                                                           FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A,

 PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER = 

 B.STORE_NUMBER) AND ( A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$ = 0)        ORDER BY  A.STORE_NUMBER           
                                           

Accessing a Lower Level Panel

To access a lower level panel, enter the =# command, where # is the level number of the panel to which you want to
jump. The current panel is saved, and you are taken to the level you specify. For example, to access the first level panel ,
enter =1. If you enter =0, you return to the System Services panel. If you enter =X, you exit CA Report Facility entirely.

 Note: You can only use this method to move down levels. Because CA Report Facility cannot anticipate which path you
want to take, it cannot move you up a level.

Panel Level Processing

Panel level processing is available on the following administrative panels:

• System Services Menu
• System Profile Maintenance panels
• User Profile Maintenance panels
• Message Processor panels
• Active User Display (CICS only)

To allow you to perform panel level processing, a panel-name. level field is added to the upper left corner of these
administrative panels.

KEYS Command

Use the KEYS command for PF key re-mapping. On the administrative panels, you can use the KEYS command to
display a list of the function keys that are valid on the current panel. You can change the assigned key settings from the
displayed list.

When you exit the list display, control returns to the panel where you invoked the command. You can enter the KEYS
command on the command line of any CA Report Facility panel, except for Help panels.

Panel Commands

You can move easily from panel to panel using one-word commands or the PF keys assigned to those commands. You
can use several commands to save or exit a panel:

•  SAVE
Saves a panel and continues working on it.

•  CANCEL
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Exits a panel without saving changes. When you use this command to exit a panel, your changes are canceled and the
previous panel displays.

•  END
Exits and saves a panel. When you use this command or press the appropriate PF key (PF3 by default), your changes
are saved, and the previous screen displays.

•  MAIN
Saves and exits a panel and returns to the Main Menu. Your changes are automatically saved.

•  =#
Saves a panel and moves to another level.
The level indicator, located to the left of the release number in the upper left of the screen, tells you the current screen
level. You can only move to a level lower than the current level number.

•  =X
Saves your changes and exits CA Report Facility.

•  =0
Saves your changes and returns to the System Services menu.

PF Keys Assignments

You can use PF keys to execute commands. On each panel, a command can be assigned to a specific PF key for that
panel.

 Note: PF keys in CA Report Facility do not support standard ISPF commands (such as SWAP and SPLIT). For more
information about assigning commands to function keys, see the section Review Interface Basics in the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

View and Change PF Key Assignments

You can view default PF key assignments and, depending on your user profile setup, change assignments according to
your needs.

 Note: If you share a group user profile or you are attached to another user's profile, you cannot change your PF key
assignments.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter KEYS in the command line on any panel.
The Define Function Keys screen appears.

2. Tab to the desired PF key, and then enter the command name or number that you want to assign to that key.
The product stores your new assignment under your user ID and displays an updated Define Function Keys screen.
The product retains these key assignments each time you log on.

Reset and Restore Default PF Key Assignments

You can reset and restore all PF key assignments if you no longer want this type of customization.

To reset default PF key assignments, enter DEFAULT in the command line. All PF keys are reset to their default values.

To restore PF key assignments, enter RESTORE in the command line on the Define Function Keys screen. All PF keys
are reset to the values they had when you entered the Define Function Keys screen.

Main Menu
 Contents 
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By default, each time you enter CA Report Facility, you begin your session at the Main Menu. The Main Menu serves as
both a starting point and a control panel for CA Report Facility objects. At the Main Menu, you indicate what you want to
do with each kind of object. Under TSO, you can also change the SSID without exiting the product. To ease access and
usage of CA Report Facility objects, the Main Menu Panel also provides a list of the most recently used objects for each
user.  

NOTE
You can begin your sessions at the System Services menu instead of the Main Menu. The initial menu is set
in the Entry Mode parameter in your user profile. For more information about setting your initial menu, see the
appropriate page:

•  CICS User Parameters 
•  TSO User Parameters 
•  IMS User Parameters 

Fields

The Main Menu contains the following fields:

•  OPT
Specify an option. Enter the first letter of the desired option next to the type of object you want to access.

•  NAME
Enter the name of the object you want to use. You must enter a name for the Add option. If you did not create the
query, add the query creator's ID as a prefix to the query name. For information about object name rules, see Add.
For the Batch (B), Library (L), Run (R), and Select (S) options, a “Library Screen” displays if you misspell or omit the
name, or if the name is not found.

•  UserID
You can change the currently displayed UserID to your secondary UserID that is specified in the PRF tables. System
Administrators can change the UserID to any other valid UserID.
It is possible to change the UserID also in the System Services panel.

•  New object name for C/N options
Enter a new name for an object you want to copy or rename.

•  DB2 subsystem
The DB2 subsystem CA Report Facility attached to upon execution. This is the subsystem you will use. DB2 can have
several subsystems. Each subsystem contains a unique group of tables and views, and each has its own copy of CA
Report Facility.
(Under TSO only) Enter a different DB2 subsystem to change the SSID without needing to exit CA Report Facility.

•  Recently Used Objects List
List of recently used CA Report Facility objects, including any temporary queries and non-query SQL. The objects are
sorted by the date and time of their last modification. For more information about this list, see Recently Used Objects
List Options.

NOTE

 The maximum length of username that can be displayed is 8 characters. The maximum length
of objectname that can be displayed is 18 characters. A username or objectname that ends with ">" indicates
that the length exceeds the maximum length that can be displayed.

Administration Commands

The ADMIN and PROF commands permit you to access the Administrative Facilities of CA Report Facility. They are only
valid when you execute them from the Main Menu.
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ADMIN

To display the System Services menu, enter the ADMIN command. This command lets you access system, user, or group
profiles; import and export services; and other maintenance options. You do not need the Administrator privilege to use
this command. However, your user profile must indicate administrative access to the System Services options.

NOTE
The Administrator privilege lets you modify or delete other users' objects, regardless of their share option. It has
no other effect.

PROF

To display your User Profile, enter the PROF command. You cannot make changes to your profile. You do not need the
Administrator privilege to use the PROF command.

Main Menu Options

The following options are available for object processing in main menu. Use the Freeform option to create a temporary
query or non-query SQL.

3topfalse

Add

To create a new object, you add it to the directory of objects. Enter A in the Option field and enter a name for the object in
the Name field. The name that you use must follow DB2 naming conventions.

• The name can be up to 128 characters long.
• You can use both alphabetic and numeric characters.
• The first character must be an alphabetic or national use graphic character.
• The remaining characters can be alphabetic, numeric, or the underscore character.
• Use the underscore character where you would want to use a space to separate words.

Once you create the object, your user ID becomes part of the object name. For example, if your user ID is PTICP, and
you name your new object CLIENT_LIST, the complete object name will be PTICP.CLIENT_LIST.

You can also specify your area or group ID or the keyword SYSPRF as a generic creator ID. Using a generic creator ID
allows other users to update objects you have created. Using the keyword SYSPRF allows anyone with access to that
keyword to update the object.

Batch

The Batch option lets you submit jobs for batch execution. Under normal circumstances, when you run a report, it runs
immediately. This is called online execution. The problem with online execution is that it can use up precious computer
resources. If there are many users on the system, executing your report online slows the system down for all of them.

When you use the Batch option, you let the job scheduling function decide when to run the report. When you submit one
or more reports for batch execution, a computer job is created for the query reports. The job is submitted to a batch queue
that contains all jobs waiting for batch execution. It is called batch because the job will not be executed immediately, but
will be batched with other jobs waiting in the queue.

You can use the Batch option anywhere you would use the Run option. You can also specify the BATCH command from a
RUN screen. You can use the Batch option from the Main Menu in any of the following ways:

• Type B in the OPT column next to Query, Form, or Procedure. Type the name of the object in the Name column and
press Enter.

• If the object that you wish to run in batch is in the Recently Used Objects List, type B in the OPT column next to that
object and press Enter.
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Note: You can select only one item to run in batch from the Recently Used Objects List. If you type a B next to multiple
objects, only the last object that you selected is run.

• Open the Query, the Form, or the Procedure library. Select the object or objects to run in batch from that library. You
can run multiple objects in a batch job only by selecting them in a library screen. See Library.

When you select the object to run in batch and press Enter, the Run Batch Job Screen opens.

NOTE
 More information:

•  Batch Reporting 
•  Run Batch Job Screen 
•  PRF Libraries Panel 

Copy

You can create a new object by copying an existing object and giving the copy a new name. The Copy option makes it
easy for you to create similar objects without having to re-enter all the variables. You can keep the original object, copy
it several times to different names, then modify each copy as you like. The original remains intact, and you save steps. A
temporary query becomes permanent when copied.

 To copy an existing object: 

1. Enter C in the Option field.
2. Enter the name of the object type you want in the Name field. (Does not apply to temporary queries or non-query

SQL.)
3. Enter the new name in the New object name field that appears.
4. Press Enter. You have a duplicate of the original object under a new name.

If you cannot remember the name of the object you want to copy, you can choose the object from a Library screen.

To copy an existing object using a Library screen (Does not apply to temporary queries or non-query SQL.):

1. Enter C at the Main Menu.
2. Leave the Name field blank.
3. Press Enter. A Library screen displays.
4. At the Library screen, select the object you want to copy.

You return to the Main Menu and prompted for the new object name.
5. Enter the new name in the New object name field that appears.

NOTE
When you copy a form, the related query is not copied. To copy the query, use the Copy option on the query.
Then use the ATTACH command to attach the form to the copied query. Otherwise, the form still references the
original query.

For more information about using the Copy function, see Using Masks with Copy and Rename.

Delete

You can keep your objects in order by deleting unnecessary objects.

 To delete an object 

1. Enter D in the Option field.
2. Enter the name of the object in the Name field.
3. Press Enter. The object is deleted.
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 To delete objects from a list of available objects of that type 

1. Leave the Name field blank.
2. Press Enter. A Library screen displays.
3. At the Library screen, select those items you want to delete.
4. Press Enter. For more information, see PRF Libraries.

NOTE
Forms and queries together make reports. Although you do not need a form to use a query, you do need a
query to use a form. A form makes no sense without its query. For this reason, you cannot delete a query if
forms exist that use that query. You must first delete the forms, and then delete the query. RUN the query (see
Run) to get a list of all the forms that use that query.

When a delete attempt fails, a message tells you which form prevents it from deleting the query.

If one form is attached to a query that you want to delete, the form name is specified in the message:

PRF0049W   Delete cancel, query is attached to form PDPRF1.NEW1

If more than one form is attached to the query, the number of forms attached to that query displays in the message:

PRF0874W   DELETE cancelled. Query is attached to 6 forms.

Edit

The Edit option lets you select existing objects for updating (like the S option). Edit also lets you add new objects other
than temporary queries (like the A option).

• If the object you specified exists, it is selected for update.
• If the object you specified does not exist, it is added, as if the A (add) option had been used.
• Temporary queries open in the ISPF editor.

Freeform

The Freeform option lets you add a freeform query or Non-Query SQL directly to the library. It also lets you create a
temporary query or non-query SQL when you do not specify the name of the object. You do not need to first add a
standard query and then issue the EDIT command to bring up the Edit SQL Select screen.

 To use the Freeform option for a regular query 

1. Enter F in the Opt field.
2. Enter the new query name in the Name field.
3. Press Enter.

See EDIT Command in the “Queries” section for more information about freeform queries.

 To use the Freeform option for a temporary query 

1. Enter F in the Opt field.
2. Press Enter.

The temporary query is opened in ISPF editor.

Library

The Library option displays the Library screen for the object type specified, using the search criteria specified.
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You can use a creator ID other than your own by entering creator.object (for example, PDPRF1.FORM1). To get a list
of objects for a specific creator ID, enter the ID followed by a period and an asterisk (PDPRF1.*) or the ID followed by a
search string (PDPRF1.FORM%).

If the object name or creator values are not specified on the Main Menu, the Library screen uses the values previously
used on the Library screen.

If you enter the name of an object that does not exist, the Library screen displays, showing all the objects for the creator
ID you specified.

NOTE
 More information:

•  PRF Libraries Panel 
•  Search String Specification 

Rename

The Rename (N) option lets you rename an existing object. You specify the new object name in the New object name
prompt.

For more information about using the Rename function, see Using Masks with Copy and Rename.

Run

Each of the three object types sends orders to perform certain operations with data. You run the operations by selecting
the Run option. For example, to produce a report using a particular query, you run the query. To use a specific form to
produce a report, you run the form.

 To run an object 

1. Enter R in the Option field.
2. Enter the name of the object you want in the Name field. (Does not apply to temporary queries or non-query SQL.)

Note: You can also select and run objects from a Library screen by leaving the Name field blank and pressing Enter.
3. Press Enter.

Select

You often add or select an object at the Main Menu.

 To select an object that already exists 

1. Enter S in the Option field for that object.
2. Enter the name of the object in the Name field.

Note: If you misspell the name in the Name field, leave it blank, or the name you specify cannot be found, a Library
screen displays from which you can select objects.

3. Press Enter. The build screen for that object displays.

Exit

 To exit CA Report Facility when you finish your session 

1. Enter X in the Option field (next to any object).
2. Press Enter.
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Recently Used Objects List Options

The following options are available for object processing in the Recently Used Objects List. These options also apply for
temporary queries. The dash in the Main Menu Panel option description is highlighted for those options.

• Batch
• Copy
• Edit
• Rename
• Run

Using Masks with Copy and Rename

When using the Copy or Rename options on the Main Menu, you specify the object you want to copy or rename, then
list a new name. You can use a search string in the object masks to select the objects you want to copy or rename. For
example, if you are using Copy/Rename to copy TEST.FIRST%ONE to PROD.* (enter this in the New Name field), the
mask finds FIRST_ONE, FIRSTDONE, and FIRSTTONE, because all three match the mask. For more information,
see Search String Specification.

 

PRF Libraries Panel
The PRF Library screens provide you with listings of available objects (queries, forms, procedures, and non-query SQLs).
Although each object type has its own Library screen, some of the screen characteristics are the same for all four types.

A Library screen:

• Lists the object names for you so you do not have to remember names or worry about correct spellings.
• Makes it easy to delete more than one object at a time.
• Lets you “undelete” an object you might have deleted by mistake.
• Lists only objects that you have authority to use. You do not have to worry about selecting an object you cannot use.
• Displays the object description and SHARE option, as well as creator information, to help you identify the objects.
• Lets you modify an object's definition (if you hold Update authority on the object).
• Lets you execute a report in batch mode.
• Lets you browse or edit documentation information for an object.

In addition, a Library screen for queries and non-queries:

• Lets you invoke the standard ISPF editor to browse or edit the object.

 Contents 

  

Accessing a Library Screen

To access a Library screen from the Main Menu:

1. Enter L in the Option field.
2. Leave the Name field blank.
3. Press Enter. A Library screen displays for that object type.

NOTE
If you enter an invalid name when using the Batch, Copy, Delete, Run, Rename, or Select options, a Library
screen appears.
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You can specify a creator ID other than your own:

• If you know the object name, enter creator.object (for example, USERID.FORM1).
• To get a list of objects for a specific creator ID, use either of these methods:

– Enter the ID followed by a period and an asterisk (for example, USERID.*).
– Enter the ID followed by a name wildcard (for example, USERID.FORM%).

If you do not specify the object name or creator values on the Main Menu, the Library screen uses the values previously
entered on the Library screen.

If you enter the name of an object that does not exist, the Library screen appears, showing all the objects for the specified
creator ID.

NOTE
You must enter an object name for the Add option.

Viewing Object Lists

The following screenshot shows a form library listing:

 FMLB.02           --------------- FORM LIBRARY ----------------     COMMAND==>       

                                            USER ID: PDQRF1                           

                                                         NAME==> *                    

 CREATOR==> PDPRF2      TYPE==> CO  SEL==> N                                           

                                            Options-> S -Select  R -Run  D -Delete  U -

Undelete  B -Batch  I -Information       FORM NAME     SORT==> TIM A  TYPE SHR AREA    

       TIMESTAMP       DESCR                           PDPRF2.GROUP_INFO             CO

   Y            2017-11-29-03.18.59  NEW FORM....     PDPRF2.MONTH_END_REPORT       CO  

 Y            2017-11-29-03.41.48  ............     PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ001_F           CO   Y

            2017-11-29-08.00.31  ............               PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ002_F         

  CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.00.35  ............               PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ003_F

           CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.00.38  ............              

 PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ004_F           CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.00.42  ............

               PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ005_F           CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.00.46

  ............               PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ006_F           CO   Y           

 2017-11-29-08.00.49  ............               PDPRF2.PRF_OBJ015_F           CO   Y 

           2017-11-29-08.00.53  ............               PDPRF2.RETAIL_INFO         

   CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.00.57  ............     PDPRF2.TEST1_F             

   CO   Y            2017-11-29-08.01.01  ............                                 

 (END OF LIBRARY)                                                                       
                                  

The Object Library panel displays the following information for objects:

•  OBJECT NAME
The Object Name field (in the example, the Form Name field) displays the names of all of the objects that fit the criteria
you have entered. If you use an asterisk (*) in the Name and Creator fields, all objects are displayed.

NOTE

 The maximum length of username that can be displayed is 8 characters. The maximum length
of objectname that can be displayed is 18 characters. A username or objectname that ends with ">" indicates
that the length exceeds the maximum length that can be displayed.

•  TYPE
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The object type. Form types include:
– BL: Block form
– CO: Column form
– LE: Letter form
– MA: Mailing Label form
– TA: Tabulation form
– XT: Extract form
Query types include:
– ST: Standard PRF-generated query
– FF: Freeform SQL query
– FI: Data file query

•  SHR
The Share designation indicates the authorization within CA Report Facility for others to use and/or update the object.
Options for the SHARE designation are:
– Y: Other users can use, but not update, your object.
– U: Others can use and update your object.
– N: Other users cannot reference or copy your object (you will not see objects created by other users and saved with

a Share option of N).
You cannot type over the existing Share designation with a new letter code while in the Library screen. To change
the Share designation, edit the object itself. (Select the query or form to display the Build Query or Build Form screen.
Then enter the PROF command to display the object profile and change the Share option on the Query or Form Profile
screen.) You cannot edit objects that you have not created unless the object has a Share designation of U.

•  AREA
Area to which object is assigned, as specified in the User Profile.

•  TIMESTAMP
Indicates the date and time that an object was last browsed, modified, or executed.

•  DESC
In case you have forgotten an object's function, you can use the object Description to reference the objects. When
you exit a newly created object, you are prompted to enter a description for the object at the Profile screen. This
description helps you to distinguish one object from another.
You cannot edit the description at the Library screen. To edit the description of an object, you must edit the object
itself. (Select the query or form to display the Build Query or Build Form screen. Then enter the PROF command to
display the object profile and change the Description on the Query or Form Profile screen.)
See Object Profiles for more information.

Extended Display

To see more information about the objects listed, scroll LEFT (press PF10). Additional detail information about each
object displays, as shown in the following figure:

FMLB.02           --------------- FORM LIBRARY ----------------    COMMAND==>          

                                         USER ID: PDPRF2  NAME==> *                    

 CREATOR==> PDPRF2      TYPE==> *   SEL==> N     Options-> S -Select  R -Run  D -Delete

  U -Undelete  B -Batch  I -Information     FORM NAME                     CREATED    

 MODIFIED      BY    TYPE  PARMS?    PDPRF2.BLOCKTEST             1998-01-07  1998-01-07

  PDPRF2    BL     NO      PDPRF2.EMP_MEMO              1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2

    LE     NO      PDPRF2.EXTRTST               1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2   

 XT     NO      PDPRF2.GROUP_INFO            1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2    CO

     NO      PDPRF2.MAILTEST              1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2    MA   

  NO      PDPRF2.MONTH_END_REPORT      1998-01-06  1998-01-07  PDPRF2    CO     NO
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      PDPRF2.RETAIL_INFO           1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2    CO    YES     

 PDPRF2.TABTEST               1998-01-07  1998-01-07  PDPRF2    TA    YES               

                    (END OF LIBRARY)

Note the following columns on the previous screen:

•  CREATED
The date the object was created.

•  MODIFIED
The date when this object was last modified.

•  BY
The user who last modified the object. Note that the name of the person who created the object is part of the object
name.

•  TYPE 
• The object type. Form types include:
•  PARMS?

Whether the object has replaceable parameters defined.

Scroll RIGHT (PF11) to view the default listing information (Share option and Description) again.

Library Panel Options

Options indicate operations you can perform on the displayed objects. The following options are available for all objects:

•  S
Selects the object.

•  R
Runs the object online.

•  D
Deletes the object completely. Deletes are processed as you leave the Library panel and return to the Main Menu.
Note: If you mistakenly mark an object you do not want to delete, use the Undelete option (below).

•  I
Displays the information record for the current object. If you have authority to update the object, you will be allowed to
edit or add information about it by using the EDIT command.

•  U
”Un-delete” an object. Remove the delete status from this object, so it is not deleted.
Note: You can undelete objects only while you are still on the Library screen. Once you leave the Library screen,
deleted objects do not display, and you cannot undelete them.

•  B
Execute the object in batch mode.

The following option is available for query and non-query objects:

•  E
Edit the object using the standard ISPF editor.

To perform an operation, enter the option code in the Options field for the object and press Enter. The appropriate panel
appears.

 Note: You cannot add an object on the Library screen. However, each time you save a newly created object, it is
automatically added to the appropriate Library. You can then access the Library to select, delete, or run it

Filtering Objects in the Library

You can limit the object list by controlling the object selection criteria. Use the Name, Creator, and Type fields to
designate criteria for your objects.
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In the previous figure, the forms listed meet the criteria entered in the Name, Creator, and Type fields.

•  NAME
Enter the specific name of the object you want to display or use a search string. Enter an asterisk (*) to list all forms.
For more information about how to use a search string, see Search String Specification.

•  CREATOR
Enter the specific User ID for the object creator or use a search string. In this example, PDPRF2 has been entered for
the creator ID. This will list all forms that were created by user PDPRF2.
For more information about how to use a search string, see Search String Specification.

•  TYPE
Specify the type of objects to be displayed. The type entered will be saved until you change it.
 Note: When entering TYPE criteria for forms, you must specify a full character string. You cannot use wildcard
indicators (% or _).

•  SEL
Specify whether you want to select objects according to certain criteria. Enter Y and press Enter to display a Library
Selection screen where you enter SQL selection criteria.

The last values entered for Name, Creator, and Type are saved, and used the next time you access that Library screen.
These values will not change until you change them.

The Library screen displays only the objects that satisfy the selection criteria you enter. If you have specified a creator ID
other than your own, the objects must have a SHR (share) option of Y or U.

Sorting Objects in the Library

You can sort objects by any of the column headings in either ascending or descending order. After the SORT command,
type the first 3 characters of the column heading that you want to use to sort the objects, followed by either A (for
ascending) or D (for descending).

  
 Examples: 
  

•  QUE A
sorts objects by Query Name in ascending order.

•  CRE D
sorts objects by Created date in descending order.

•  TIM A
sorts objects by Timestamp in ascending order. 

Library Selection Screen

The Library Selection screen displays all of the available object column names. This screen lets you specify a WHERE
clause to narrow the list of objects that displays on the object Library screen (Query Library, Form Library, Procedure
Library, and Non-Query Library). From the Library Selection screen you can enter criteria for any field stored for the object
(as compared to being able to enter criteria for only the name, creator, or both). For example, you could select all objects
that a particular user created on a particular date.

 SELQ.03           ------------- LIBRARY SELECTION -------------     COMMAND==>   

                                                USER ID: PDPRF1                    

                                                          COLUMNS                  

 WHERE ..... using: AND      1. ID ................ C                                2.

 NAME .............. C                        3. CREATE_DATE ....... D    = '2001-06-30'
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       4. UPDATE_DATE ....... D                          5. UPDATE_ID ......... C  6.

 SHARE_CODE ........ C  7. DESCR ............. C          Specify "WHERE" condition for

 selecting available QUERIES   CREATE_DATE = '2001-06-30'

Note the following fields on the Library Selection screen:

•  COLUMNS
Displays all of the object column names. All of these items are used to identify an object.

•  WHERE
Enter WHERE clauses. These clauses allow you to enter more specific selection criteria. In the example, the WHERE
clause is = '2001-06-30'.
For more information about the WHERE clause, see the “Queries” section.

•  using (AND/OR)
Specify how to connect the separate WHERE conditions. You can enter AND or OR in this field to indicate the
relationship between WHERE conditions.
For more information about AND/OR connectors, see Advanced WHERE Options in the “Queries” section.

•  WHERE Condition
When you press Enter, the lower portion of the screen displays the selection criteria specified above.

This information is not saved after you finish the CA Report Facility session.

Display Control Commands
The information in this section applies to many screens that display lists. These include table and column selection lists
and some Object Library screens.

Contents

Display Controls

On most screens, you can use two commands that affect the entire display of information on the screen: RESTORE and
SHRINK.

RESTORE

The RESTORE command restores the screen to its last version, canceling all changes you made since you last saved
that screen. Use this command if you make changes that you do not want to keep.

SHRINK

On most screens, selections are made from lists of objects. After you make the selections, you can use the SHRINK
command to display only the selected objects.

The Build Query screen and Build Form screen have a Shrink field where you can toggle the shrink/expand command.
Enter Y to shrink or N to expand.

Controlling Listings

To directly locate a particular object or control the objects that are listed, the FIND command and the Object Selection
Facility are provided.

FIND Command

When a long list of objects displays, you can use the FIND command (or appropriate PF key) to go to specific objects,
instead of scrolling through the entire list. The FIND command lets you search for a particular text string. When you press
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Enter, the field containing the text string is found. The FIND command works much like the ISPF FIND command. When
you enter the FIND command, the objects are searched until the first occurrence of the text string is found. Every time you
enter the command after that, it continues to search from that location down through the report.

If you enter FIND and the string cannot be found from its current position to the end of the file, it displays:

PRF0763I   Not found: "string"

If you enter FIND again, the search begins at the top of the list, and continues searching down again.

To use the FIND command, use one of these methods:

• Enter the command, followed by the text string, and press Enter. You can use the abbreviation FI for the command.
• Enter the text string and press the corresponding PF key.

NOTE
If the text string contains spaces (for example, the string consists of several words), you must enclose the
string in quotation marks.

For example, suppose you have a query called PETERSON, which is located somewhere in the middle of a list of more
than 100 queries. You can quickly find this query name by:

• Enter FI PETERSON in the command line and press Enter.
• Enter PETERSON in the command line and press the FIND PF key.

You can also use the FIND command to find column names on the Build screens. While you are using the Online Display
facility (to view reports online), you can use the FIND command to find data in the report.

DOWN Command -- Scroll Down

The DOWN command scrolls the listing up. This command has the following format:

DOWN n

• n
Specifies the number of pages you want to scroll in the listing.

NOTE
You can use the PF8 key instead of the DOWN command. For example, to scroll down three lines, type DOWN
3 and press Enter or type 3 and press PF8.

UP Command -- Scroll Up

The UP command scrolls the listing up. This command has the following format:

UP n

• n
Specifies the number of pages you want to scroll in the listing.

NOTE
You can use the PF7 key instead of the UP command. For example, to scroll up three lines, type UP 3 and
press Enter or type 3 and press PF7.
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SQL Errors
A special error screen appears for any SQL errors that the parser does not detect. For more information, see the General
Facilities Reference section.

Object Profiles
Each object retains its own identifying profile. The profile includes all of the information that makes the object unique. The
profile information displays on the Library screen.

A profile for an object includes:

• Object name in the format username.objectname
• Short (40-character) description
• SHARE designation
• Creator's user ID
• Creation date
• Date last updated

NOTE

The maximum length of username that can be displayed is 8 characters. The maximum length of objectname
that can be displayed is 18 characters. A username or objectname that ends with ">" indicates that the length
exceeds the maximum length that can be displayed.

Each time you create an object, you give it a name. When you first exit a newly created object, you are prompted to
identify it further by entering a brief description and the SHARE designation for your object. You enter this information on
the Form Profile screen.

The remainder of the profile information is automatically recorded internally so that it can be displayed on the Library
screen.

Contents

Profile Screen Features

The first time you exit a newly created object, the Form Profile screen displays and you are prompted to enter the object
description and Share designation.

OPRO.04           --------------  FORM PROFILE    --------------   COMMAND==>                                               PDPRF2.DOC_BREAK_ONLY                                                                                                                                                               DESCR=======> SHORT DESCRIPTION OF 40 BYTES GOES HERE......                                                                                                  SHARE=======> Y                                                                   "Y" - others can use - but not update - your FORM                              "N" - your FORM  cannot be referenced or copied by others                      "U" - others can use - and update - your FORM                               

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• DESCR
Enter a brief description of your object. Descriptions can be up to 50 characters long.

• SHARE
Specify the kind of access other users can have to your object. Options are listed directly on the screen for you to
select. Enter the option at the Share field.
Options for the Share designation are:
– Y: Other users can use, but not update, your object.
– U: Others can use and update your object.
– N: Other users cannot reference or copy your object.
Share options apply only to CA Report Facility objects (queries, forms, and procedures), not to the data accessed by
the objects.
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NOTE
The System Administrator can update objects with a share code of Y or N.

Press PF3 (END) to process the screen. Your object and its profile will be saved, and the Main Menu displays.

If you choose not to save your newly created object, enter the CANCEL command at the Profile screen to exit without
saving the object profile. Enter CANCEL again from the Build Query screen to cancel the object creation.

How to Change a Profile

You can change the information in any object profile at any time. To change the information, enter the PROFILE
command (or press the appropriate PF PROFILE key) from the build screen for that object. The Profile screen will be
displayed to let you to make changes.

You can update profiles for objects that have the same creator ID as your user ID, area ID, group ID, or the keyword
SYSPRF.

Object Information Screen
Contents

On the Object Information screen, you can enter, edit, or browse information describing an object, the use of an object, or
its intricacies.

NOTE

The maximum length of username that can be displayed is 8 characters. The maximum length of objectname
that can be displayed is 18 characters. A username or objectname that ends with ">" indicates that the length
exceeds the maximum length that can be displayed.

To view the PRF Object Information screen for an object:

1. Open an object.
2. On the BUILD screen, type INFO in the command line. The PRF Object Information screen appears, displaying the

current information entered for this object.

INFO 04          ------------ PRF Object Information ------------  COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  **** Object: PDPRF2.RETAIL_INFO         Type: QERY     Last Update:             1. The PRF query obtains the customer information for a given store. The    2. store is specified by the &STORE parameter.                              3.                                                                           4.                                                                           5.                                                                           6.                                                                           7.                                                                           8.                                                                           9.                                                                          10.                                                                          11.                                                                          12.                                                                          13.                                                                          14.                                                                          15.                                                                          16.                                                                          17.                                                                          18.                                                                          19.                                                                          20.

The PRF Object Information screen lets you enter up to 999 lines of text.

Entering and Editing Text

When the PRF Object Information screen first appears, you will be in BROWSE mode, and will be prompted to use the
EDIT command to update the screen.

If you have the authority, you can enter the EDIT command to switch to edit mode and add or change the information.

NOTE
If you have BUILD authority on the object, you will also have authority to use EDIT. If you do not have BUILD
authority, you can only browse.

Once you are in EDIT mode, you can enter text or import existing text:

• Importing existing text: You can use the FROM command to import existing text.
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NOTE
The FROM command will replace any existing text, so use it with care.

• Enhanced FIND command: You can use the enhanced FIND command on the PRF Object Information screen.
• Saving text: To save the text on the PRF Object Information Screen for printing or archival purposes, use the TO

command.

Line Commands

You can enter line commands over the line number in the operation column on the left side of the PRF Object Information
screen. Once the command is processed, the line number reappears.

The following line commands are supported on the PRF Object Information Screen:

Line Command Description

Inn Insert nn lines

Rnn Replicate line nn times

RR/Rn Replicate a block n times

Cnn Copy nn lines

CC/CC Copy a block of lines

Ann Insert lines copied/moved “after” this line nn times

Dnn Delete nn lines

S Split a line at cursor position

DD/DD Delete a block of lines

Mnn Move nn lines

MM/MM Move a block of lines

Search String Specification
Contents

CA Report Facility often requires you to specify the objects that are to be processed by a given request. You specify
the desired objects by providing a search string that can be comprised of a variety of characters. This search string is
provided in one of two basic manners:

• Through a fixed field (as input to a screen)
• Through a freeform argument (as input to a command)

Regardless of the method chosen, you can control the search by utilizing special characters in addition to the characters
that actually appear as part of the name of the desired objects. The method of specifying a search string is described in
this section.

Fixed Fields

While utilizing the product screens, you are often provided a fixed field in which a search string is to be provided that will
determine the objects that are to be processed. For example, while using the Query Library screen, you provide a search
string for both the NAME and CREATOR of the desired queries. The contents of these strings determine the queries that
are then displayed in the library list.

By their nature, fixed fields have a predetermined length. You cannot specify a string that is longer than the field, but you
can specify a string that is shorter by utilizing one of the end-of-string indicators described below.
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Freeform Arguments

While utilizing procedure commands, you are often required to provide a specification that will determine the objects
that are to be processed. For example, while using the proc DELETE command, you provide a search string for both the
NAME and CREATOR of the desired objects. The contents of these strings determine the objects that are then deleted.

Since these arguments are freeform in nature, you can specify a string of any length. If it is to include spaces, string
delimiters are required. You can also use one of the end-of-string indicators described below.

Special Indicators

A search string is a series of characters that, taken together, dictate the search that is to be used in locating the desired
objects. In addition to any character that may be used in the actual name of the object, a search string can include any of
the following special indicators:

Indicator Name Description Indicator

Ignore asterisk *

fixed-length wildcard underscore _

Variable-length wildcard percent sign %

Escape forward slash /

definitive end-of-string less-than sign <

extended end-of-string greater-than sign >

Ignore Indicator

The ignore indicator can be used only by itself. It cannot appear with any other indicators or characters in the search
string. When used, it indicates that no limits are to be set on the applicable field.

Using * for the CREATOR of a form would indicate that the specification is ignored and, therefore, every CREATOR would
be returned by the search.

Fixed-Length Wildcard Indicator

The fixed-length wildcard indicator, which is identical to that used by DB2, is used to indicate the location in the string
where any single character can occur.

Using “A_C “ for the CREATOR of a query would return the queries whose:

• Creators started with “A”
• Had a “C” as the third character
• Ended with 5 spaces (in positions 4-8)

The second character would have no effect on the search.

Variable-Length Wildcard Indicator

The variable-length wildcard indicator, which is identical to that used by DB2, is used to indicate the location in the string
where any combination of 0, or more, characters can occur.

Using “A%C” for the NAME of a DB2 table would return the tables whose names started with “A” and ended with “C”,
regardless of the characters in-between.

Escape Indicator

The escape indicator is used to suppress the special nature of the special indicators. It is must be immediately followed by
one of those special indicators and is used to indicate that the special indicator is to be used literally.
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Using “THEN/_ONE” for the ID of a DB2 table would return only the tables that have an ID of “THEN_ONE”. Note that
the exclusion of the escape indicator would have caused a search in which the underscore would have been used as a
wildcard indicator and IDs such as “THENDONE” would have been returned.

Definitive End-of-String Indicator

The definitive end-of-string indicator is used to definitively specify the end of the user's search string. This is especially
necessary for fixed field input in which the string cannot be delimited. This indicator cannot be used with the extended
end-of-string indicator. All characters in the search string that follow this indicator are ignored.

Using “A%C<“ for the NAME of a procedure would return those procedures that start with “A” and end with “C” (as
opposed to “C ” or “C  “). In other words, the “C” would have to be the very last byte.

Extended End-of-String Indicator

The extended end-of-string indicator is used to specify the extensible end of the user's search string. By extensible, it is
meant that the actual string may contain any number of trailing spaces in addition to the characters specified before the
indicator. This indicator cannot be used with the definitive end-of-string indicator. All characters in the search string that
follow this indicator are ignored.

Using “A%C>” for the ID of a form would return those forms that start with “A” and end with “C” followed by any number of
trailing spaces.

Search Strings

Every object specification is processed in a consistent manner, regardless of the field to which the search is applied or the
method of specifying the search string.

Fixed field input is determined to be user-delimited when an end-of-string indicator is used.

Freeform argument input is determined to be user-delimited when:

• The input, itself, is delimited (in which case the definitive end-of-string indicator is implied at the position of the end
delimiter); or

• An end-of-string indicator is used.

If the specification is not user-delimited, the extended end-of-string indicator is implied after the last non-blank character in
the input. Therefore, all strings are terminated (implicitly or explicitly) by one of the end-of-string indicators.

The first occurrence of either end-of-string indicator dictates the actual input to be used. All characters after that first end-
of-string indicator are ignored. The remaining end-of-string indicator is not used as part of the search string. It merely
dictates how the search string is to be processed.

Search Operations

The search is processed using an SQL statement that is, in turn, processed by DB2. The operation used is LIKE or
EQUAL based on the presence of unescaped wildcard indicators in the input.

• If there are any unescaped wildcard indicators in the input, the search operation is LIKE.
• Otherwise, it is EQUAL.

For a detailed explanation of the LIKE and EQUAL search operations, see the DB2 manual.

However, if the ignore indicator is used, the search is not limited in any manner and a predicate is not used.
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Examples

The following table shows some examples of search string specifications.

User Spec Records Returned

* All

ABC Strings of any length in which:
ABC are first 3 characters;
Followed by any number of trailing spaces

A_C> Strings of any length in which:
A is first character
any character in second position
C is third character
any number of trailing spaces

A_C < Four-character strings in which:
A is first character
any character in second position
C is third character
space is fourth character
followed by any number of trailing spaces

A/_C Strings of any length in which:
A_C are first 3 characters
followed by any number of trailing spaces

A%C Strings of any length in which:
A is the first character
C occurs after the A
followed by any number of trailing spaces

A%C< Strings of any length in which:
A is the first character
C is the last character

When your data values are longer than the display area, you can scroll and expand the fields and columns to view or input
data as follows:

• For fields that cannot be scrolled, like header fields, place your cursor in the field to be expanded and specify the
EXPAND command (typically, using a PF key setting).

• For scrollable fields, the greater than sign (>) displays for fields with truncated values when the column is not
wide enough to display the long value. You can view or edit this data using scroll commands, or the EXPAND and
SETWIDTH commands.

For more information about these commands, enter a question mark (?) on the command line or see the General Facilities
Reference Guide.

Building Queries
A query is the statement you send to DB2 to ask it to retrieve data for you. The query contains an SQL SELECT
statement. The SQL SELECT statement specifies the data to select. You define the components of your statement on the
Build Query screen. Up to 225 tables can be selected and joined. Optionally, you can specify the column order, grouping,
expressions, and conditions for selection. As the selections are made, the SQL statement displays on the bottom of
the screen. However, unlike most menu-driven approaches to SQL, CA Report Facility is not tedious since most SQL
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selections can be made from one screen, in any   order, and in an   incremental fashion. This feature allows sophisticated
queries to be built in a step-by-step fashion with intermediate results available instantly.

 All SQL capabilities, including joins, expressions, functions, grouping, having clauses, and sub-queries, are supported.
Replaceable parameters are also supported.

Once a query is defined, it can be run immediately to verify the output. (The default form, a simple column form, is used.)
The query can then be saved with a description. The query can also be designated as shareable for other users (for
update or read-only).

With your query, you specify not only what data you want, but also how you want that data presented to you. You can
then view the resulting data on the screen without ever designing a form. In this case, the query uses a default form.

  

How You Create a Query

Most often, you use a query to retrieve and manipulate data so you can print or display a report. Your purpose in building
a query affects the components that you include; however, the process you follow in building your query is the same.

To create a query, follow these steps:

1. Define a new query.
2. Select tables.

You can use one data file in a query or up to 225 tables in a single query, if you define a JOIN statement that connects
each in a logical way. You can define the JOIN statement yourself, or you can automatically generate it by using the
Auto Join option on the System Profile screen.

NOTE
DB2 sometimes allows queries that use multiple tables to complete successfully, even if JOIN conditions are
not specified. However, results from such queries are unpredictable. If you do not define JOIN conditions
when using multiple tables, CA Report Facility displays a warning message.

3. Select and order columns.
4. Order rows.
5. Limit data.
6. Save your query.

Object Types

A query you create with CA Report Facility can contain the following object types:

• Locally defined DB2 alias for data in a remote location
• DB2 Alias defined for data in the same location
• DB2 Table defined for data in the same location
• DB2 View defined for data in the same location
• Data File defined to CA Report Facility, which accesses local data

Use the TYPE column of SYSTABLES SQL on the Search Criteria screen to display only a certain object type.

A view is a window that lets you view the contents of one or more tables. For the purposes of CA Report Facility, there is
no difference between an alias, a view, and a table.

A data file is any data that is not contained in a DB2 database, such as a VSAM/QSAM file. You can process external
data files as if they were DB2 tables. To make a query with a data file, you must identify the data file through the Data File
Maintenance option on the PRF System Services screen.
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Query Considerations

Using many variables and the great variety of SQL SELECT statement combinations, you can create any number of
different queries. You are limited only by your own creativity. Of course, with limitless possibilities come degrees of
complexity. We cannot possibly cover all of the command combinations available to you in building your query. We can,
however, present the basic options and some guidelines for designing your query.

Several factors influence your choices in building queries and forms. You can use many different forms with the same
query. The components of your query depend upon the query and form combination you want to create.

You can control some variables only with your query. For example, only your query can control the order of the data. You
can control other variables only with your form. For example, only your form can insert breaks in the data.

Some variables you can control with your query or your form. For example, you can perform functions on data with your
query or form. However, in your query, you can choose from only five functions to perform on the data. With your form,
you can choose from over 15 different functions.

If you have a simple report to print, you can probably set all of your controls in your query. If you want to produce a
complex report, you should create a simple query and control the variables with your form. If you create a complex query,
you limit your flexibility in creating a form. If you create a fairly simple query, you can design many different forms to
present the data in many different ways (column format, labels, block, and so on).

Null Results

By default, when a query returns an empty table or no rows, no report is produced. The administrator can change this
behavior globally to generate empty reports for such null results. For more information, see System Profiles.

Define a Query
To start building a query, access the Main Menu. The way you access this menu depends on the particular setup at your
site. If you are not sure, check with your supervisor.

To define a new query

1. Go to the Main Menu.
2. Enter A in the OPT field next to QUERY.

The cursor moves to the Name field.
3. Enter a name for the new query in the Name field.

Query names can be up to 18 characters long.
4. Press Enter.

The Select Tables screen appears.

Select Tables for a Query
After defining a new query, you must select the tables you want to query. In addition to tables, you can select views,
aliases, and data files that are external to CA Report Facility. For simplicity, this documentation uses the term table to
refer to all of these items.

NOTE
External data files, such as VSAM or QSAM files, must be defined to CA Report Facility through the Data File
Maintenance option on the System Services menu. For more information about the Data File Maintenance
option, see the CA Report Facility  Administrating section.

You can select tables for your query from the Select Tables screen that appears automatically after you define a new
query.

In addition, you can add another table to an existing query using the ATTACH command that invokes the Select Tables
screen from the Build Query screen.
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If you mistakenly select a table you do not want for the query, specify a JOIN condition, then use the DETACH command
on the Build Query screen to remove the table from the query.

  

Select Tables for a Query

 To select tables for a query 

1. On the Select Tables screen, specify table selection criteria.
Press Enter.
– If you specified SEL=N, the Select Tables screen displays a list of all available tables.

If a prompt message (PRF1082I) appears, do one of the following:
• Press Enter to display the entire list.
• Change any search criteria fields on the screen (NAME, ID, LOC, SEL, or TYPE) and press Enter. A list of tables

displays based on the values you specify.

NOTE
 The Table Search option on the System Profile screens controls the initial display of the Select Tables
screen. Depending on the value entered for the Table Search option, you can be prompted with a
message. In this case, the Select Tables screen does not contain a list of tables.

– If you specified SEL=Y, the SQL Search Criteria screen appears.
2. (Optional) Define advanced SQL search criteria in the SQL Search Criteria screen.

Press Enter.
The Select Tables screen displays a list of all available tables.
To scroll the listings, use the UP/DOWN scrolling commands or use the PF keys (PF 7/8). You can enter the KEYS
command to see the PF key assignments for the current screen. You can also use the FIND command to search for a
particular text string.

3. Enter S or a number next to the name of each table you want to select for your query.
Press Enter.
Tables you select with a number are selected and ordered first, followed by tables you select with S. Tables you select
with S appear in the order they are displayed in the table list.
You can use one data file in a query or up to 225 tables in a single query.

4. Press Enter.
If you selected multiple tables, the Join Conditions screen appears.

NOTE
 For more information about system profiles, see the Administrating section. 

 Example: Select Tables in Specified Order 

This example shows how you can specify the order of tables for your query. In this example, STORE_DATA is selected to
appear first, ADDRESS_TABLE is selected to appear second, and STAFF_TAB is selected to appear next, following the
numbered selections:

SLTB.04           ---------------- SELECT TABLES ---------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    
                                                                                    

                                           USER2.SALES  NAME=> %LONG%               

 ID=> *           LOC=> LOCAL              SEL=> NTYPE=> T                            

                                                57 (T) PDBAR01_02.FR#LONGB_TB1______02

                                        Label:                                   

                               1     58 (T) PDCJPA.LONGNAMES                    

                                   Label:   =+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=+=      
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                                 59 (T) PDDIAN.POATB01LONGLONGLONGNAME           

                              Label:                                             

                           60 (T) PDDJC.TSTCASE2_LONG_NME                        

                        Label:                                                   

                     61 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPES                           

                  Label:                                                         

         s     62 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPESA                                

            Label:                                                               

         63 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPES_I                                     

      Label:                                                                    

    64 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_EMPLOYEE_A                                          

 Label:                                                                  2     65 (T)

 PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_LINK2_TABLE                                          Label:          
                                                        

NOTE
If you decide to add tables to a query using the ATTACH command later, you return to the Select Tables screen.
However, even if you use numbers to select and specify the order, the additional tables are not placed before
or between the tables previously selected. New tables are appended to the end of the initial list of tables (in the
order you specified on the Select Tables screen). To completely reorder all of the tables, delete all tables and
rebuild the query.

SQL Search Placeholders for the NAME and ID Fields

The NAME and ID fields accept the following placeholders:

•  * (asterisk)
Selects all objects. This is the default.

NOTE
If you have a large table catalog, we recommend you use selection criteria other than the asterisk (*) to
restrict the number of table names returned.

•  % (percent sign)
Substitutes zero or more characters that can occupy the position in the name and all remaining positions to the end of
the name or to the next character.
Example: DSNDB% retrieves all names that start with DSNDB. DSN%06 retrieves all names that start with DSN and
end with 06.

•  _ (underscore)
Indicates that any character can occupy that position. The underscore character can be repeated at multiple locations
within the field. If a character does not appear at the underscore's location, the match fails.
Example: DSN_B__ matches DSNDB06 and DSNXBPH.

SQL Search Criteria Screen

The SQL Search Criteria screen lets you specify more granular criteria for table selection, such as limit the tables listed on
the Select Tables screen further than the NAME and ID fields permit. The SQL Search Criteria screen displays when you
enter Y in the Selection field of the Select Tables screen.

The columns that display on the SQL Search Criteria screen are all of the columns present in the DB2 system catalog
table, SYSIBM.SYSTABLES. This table tracks all user tables and views in the DB2 subsystem.
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NOTE
You cannot specify external data files (F) on this screen. Only DB2 tables that meet the search criteria are listed.

 SRCH.04           ------------ SQL SEARCH CRITERIA ------------     COMMAND==>        

                                        USER2.NEW_QUERY_NAME SELECT NAME, CREATOR FROM

 SYSIBM.SYSTABLES                   WHERE CREATOR = 'USER2' AND TYPE = 'T' AND COLCOUNT

 >10                                                              SYSIBM.SYSTABLES  

        WHERE ..... using: AND     1. NAME .............. C                          

    2. CREATOR ........... C   = 'USER2'     3. TYPE .............. C   = 'T'        

 4. DBNAME ............ C                 5. TSNAME ............ C                   

 6. DBID .............. N                    7. OBID .............. N                

    8. COLCOUNT .......... N   >10           9. EDPROC ............ C               

 10. VALPROC ........... C                11. CLUSTERTYPE ....... C                12.

 CLUSTERID ......... N              

The SQL Search Criteria screen contains the following fields:

•  SQL
Displays the SQL that your entries generate. This SQL is used to select tables for the Select Tables screen.
If extended selection criteria are used, locally defined aliases (L) do not display because the criteria can be based on
fields that are not initialized in the local SYSTABLES table.

•  SYSIBM.SYSTABLES
Lists the columns in the DB2 system catalog table SYSIBM.SYSTABLES. The SYSIBM.SYSTABLES table contains
information for every table in the DB2 system, including the table name, creator ID, and data type. The columns that
contain that information are, respectively, NAME, CREATOR, and TYPE. Notice that the data type of each of the
columns is indicated as numeric or character by the N or C next to the column name.

NOTE
 For more information about SYSTABLES, see the IBM DB2 SQL Reference Manual or press PF1 (HELP).

•  WHERE
Specifies the criteria that the tables must meet to appear in the list of tables available for a query.
Example: To list only tables with more than ten columns (and no views), specify the following in the WHERE field:
– TYPE= 'T': Notice that T is enclosed in single quotes. If the data type of the SYSTABLES column is character (C

appears next to the column name), the value must be enclosed in single quotes.
– COLCOUNT > 10: If the data type is numeric (N appears next to the column name), the value must not be enclosed

in single quotes.

NOTE
The information entered in the NAME and ID fields of the Select Tables screen are not automatically
carried over to the NAME and CREATOR fields of the SQL Search Criteria screen. To continue to use the
current values, enter them on the SQL Search Criteria screen. In this example, the creator ID, USER2, is
specified.

•  using
Specifies the logical connector for the WHERE clause. Logical connectors combine conditions in a WHERE clause.
The following values are available:
– AND -- All the conditions must be satisfied for a table to display.
– OR -- One of the conditions must be satisfied for a table to display.

NOTE
 For more information about AND and OR operators, see the section "Advanced WHERE Options".

Multiple-Table Queries

To select more than one table, you can use one of the following methods:
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• From the initial Select Tables screen, enter S or a number next to the tables you want.
• From the Build Query screen, enter the ATTACH command. The Select Tables screen displays again for you to make

further table selections.

The Join Conditions screen is then displayed for you to define the way to join the tables.

Attach Tables to a Query

You can attach one or more tables to an existing query using the ATTACH command later any time after you created the
query.

NOTE
The ATTACH command for the Build Query screen attaches another table to the query. You can also use the
ATTACH command on the Build Form screen to attach a different query to the form. These are two different
uses of the ATTACH command.

 To attach tables to an existing query 

1. On the Build Query screen, enter ATTACH in the command line. Press Enter.
The Select Tables screen displays.

2. On the Select Tables screen, enter table search criteria. Press Enter.
A list of tables that satisfy the search criteria displays.

3. Select the tables you want to attach to your query. Press Enter.
Tables you select with a number are selected and ordered first, followed by tables you select with S. Tables you select
with S appear in the order they are displayed in the table list.
Note: The additional tables are not placed before or between the tables previously selected. New tables are
appended to the end of the initial list of tables (in the order you specified on the Select Tables screen). To completely
reorder all of the tables, delete all tables and rebuild the query.

4. Press Enter.
The Join Conditions screen appears.

Join Conditions

You can use one data file in a query or up to 225 tables in a single query, if your version of DB2 allows. For DB2 to
recognize two tables as being joined, specify a column contained in both tables to link them. The data in the join columns
must be the same for the JOIN to work. If the data is not the same, you might not receive an SQL error, but your query
returns no data.

You do not have to join the same column in all tables. As long as each table has a column that is joined to another table,
the JOIN condition works. This common column is called a criterion. Up to 450 criteria can be accepted for joining up to
225 tables.

You can define the join columns on the Join Conditions screen.

Join conditions can automatically be generated if none exist. Your administrator can specify this as a default on the
System Profile screen, or you can specify it using commands on the Join Conditions screen.

NOTE
DB2 sometimes allows queries that use multiple tables to complete successfully, even if JOIN conditions are
not specified. However, results from such queries are unpredictable. If you do not define JOIN conditions when
using multiple tables, CA Report Facility displays a warning message.

 Contents: 
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Join Conditions Screen

The Join Conditions screen lets you attach several tables together. Once the tables are attached, you can use columns
from any of the tables, as if they were one big table.

JCON.04           -------------- JOIN CONDITIONS --------------               COMMAND==>
                                                                                       

                                                           ---- CONDITIONS/DESCRIPTIONS

 -----------------                   USER2.SALES    1. :1=:6                         

                                                 A.STORE_NUMBER                   =  

 B.STORE_NUMBER                       2.                                              
                                                                                      

                      3.                                                              
                                                                                      

      4.                                                                              

                                                                            5.        
                                                                                      

                                                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO            

                                                      1:STORE_NUMBER..................C

       9:MONTHLY_SALARY................N     2:TOYS_MONTH_$..................N 

     10:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N     3:CLOTHES_MONTH_$...............N   

   11:SQ_FT_SPACE...................N     4:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N     

 12:LOCATION......................C     5:FISCAL_EOY....................D              

                           B:PTI.STOREINFO                                              

                     6:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                  

           7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                            

 8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                        

The Join Conditions screen contains the following fields:

•  CONDITIONS
Specifies the columns you want to join.

•  DESCRIPTIONS
Displays the expanded JOIN statement after you have defined a join condition.

•  Column Reference
Displays all available columns with their reference numbers.
The columns from all tables are listed in the same sequence. Letters are assigned to each table in the order you select
them, the first table you select is A, the second is B, and so on. The columns are numbered sequentially, starting with
the first column in table A.

•  Data Types
Displays the data type and length of each column.

NOTE
 The Data Types field appears if TYPE=Y is specified.

JOIN Command -- Define Join Conditions

The JOIN command lets you specify join conditions for tables in your query. The JOIN command does the following:
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• When typed in the Build Query screen, the JOIN command invokes the Join Conditions screen where you can define
join conditions manually. This command has the following format:
JOIN

• When typed in the Join Conditions screen, the JOIN command lets you generate automatic join conditions when the
Automatic JOIN feature is not enabled in the system profile. This command has the following format:
JOIN KEYS|NAME|empty

–  KEYS
Joins on foreign key relationships.

–  NAME
Joins on columns with same name and data type.

–   empty 
Searches first for foreign keys and then for columns with same name and data type.

NOTE
When JOIN commands are executed, any existing join conditions are retained, and the new conditions are
added to the list. This preserves any user-specific conditions that you added to the condition list. If you use
the JOIN, JOIN KEYS, and JOIN NAME commands consecutively, a join condition could appear several
times. The duplication of join conditions does not affect the execution of the query.

If your administrator does not activate the Automatic JOIN feature in the system profile, you can use the JOIN command.

Invoke the Join Conditions Screen

To invoke the Join Conditions screen, do one of the following:

• Select multiple tables for a new query in the Select Tables screen.
• Attach an additional tables to an existing query in the Build Query screen.
• Enter the JOIN command in the Build Query screen.

Define Join Conditions

You can define join conditions for tables in your query by adding or deleting conditions in the Join Conditions screen.

 To define join conditions for a query 

1. For automatically generated join conditions, use the Automatic JOIN feature, if available, or the JOIN command.
2. For manually defined join conditions, enter the following in the CONDITIONS field of the next available line to add a

condition:
:XX=:YY

–   XX, YY 
Specify column reference numbers as displayed in the Column Reference area.

Press Enter.
The expanded condition (including table aliases and column names) displays in the DESCRIPTION field.

3. To delete a join condition you do not want for this query, type spaces over the entry in the CONDITIONS field.
Press Enter.
The condition is deleted from the DESCRIPTION field and the list of conditions is condensed.

4. When you finish defining join conditions, press PF3 (END).
The join conditions you defined for your query are saved and the Build Query screen appears.
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Automatic JOIN Feature

 CA Report Facility can generate join conditions automatically for you if your administrator activates the Automatic JOIN
feature at the system profile level. When generating join conditions, CA Report Facility does the following:

1. Scans all tables to be joined for foreign key relationships.
2. If none is found, scans all tables for columns with the same name and data type.

These columns are used for the JOIN conditions.

The following screen shows join conditions generated by CA Report Facility.

JCON.03           -------------- JOIN CONDITIONS --------------               COMMAND==>
                                                                                       

                                                           ---- CONDITIONS/DESCRIPTIONS

 -----------------                USER2.AUTOJOIN    1. :8=:1                         

                                                 B.STORE_NUMBER                   =  

 A.STORE_NUMBER                       2. :9=:2                                        

                                  B.OPENING_DATE                   =   A.OPENING_DATE 

                      3. :10=:3                                                       

                  B.MANAGER_NAME                   =   A.MANAGER_NAME                 

      4. :11=:4                                                                        

 B.MONTHLY_SALARY                 =   A.MONTHLY_SALARY                     5. :12=:5    

                                                                     B.NUMBER_EMPLOYEES

               =   A.NUMBER_EMPLOYEES                  A:PTI.STOREINFO               

                                                    1:STORE_NUMBER..................C

       9:OPENING_DATE..................D     2:OPENING_DATE..................D 

     10:MANAGER_NAME..................C     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C  

    11:MONTHLY_SALARY................N     4:MONTHLY_SALARY................N   

   12:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N     5:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N    

  13:SQ_FT_SPACE...................N     6:SQ_FT_SPACE...................N     

 14:LOCATION......................C     7:LOCATION......................C              

                           B:PTI.STOREINFO                                              

                     8:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                  
      

Select Tables Screen

The Select Tables screen lets you identify the tables you want to include in your query.

SLTB.04           ---------------- SELECT TABLES ---------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                   USER2.SALES  NAME=> %LONG

%                ID=> *           LOC=> LOCAL              SEL=> NTYPE=> T                                                                            57 (T) PDBAR01_02.FR#LONGB_TB1______02                                        Label:                                                                        58 (T) PDCJPA.LONGNAMES                                                       Label:   =

+=+=TABLE CREATED BY PRF=+=

+=                                       59 (T) PDDIAN.POATB01LONGLONGLONGNAME                                         Label:                                                                        60 (T) PDDJC.TSTCASE2_LONG_NME                                                Label:                                                                        61 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPES                                             Label:                                                                        62 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPESA                                            Label:                                                                        63 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_ALLTYPES_I                                           Label:                                                                        64 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_EMPLOYEE_A                                           Label:                                                                        65 (T) PDDJC.V8LONG_NAME_LINK2_TABLE                                    

The screen contains the following fields:

• NAME
Specifies the name of the tables that you want to display. If you use placeholders in the NAME field, a list of tables
displays that meet that criteria.
CA Report Facility stores the information in the NAME field (per user ID) until you change it.
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NOTE
For more information about SQL selection criteria, see the section "SQL Search Placeholders for the NAME
and ID Fields".

• ID
Specifies the ID of the person who created the tables that you want to display. Like in the NAME field, you can use
placeholders in the ID field to limit the tables displayed.
CA Report Facility stores the information in the ID field (per user ID) until you change it.

NOTE
For more information about SQL selection criteria, see the section "SQL Search Placeholders for the NAME
and ID Fields".

• LOC
Specifies the location where the objects reside. Data file queries, queries that access data files like VSAM or QSAM
files, are considered LOCAL. Remote locations can be specified.
– name

Specifies the location name for a remote DB2 subsystem. If you indicate a remote location, the screen lists the
following:
• All tables and views defined in that subsystem
• All aliases defined in that subsystem for tables or views in the same location
• All aliases defined in the local subsystem for tables or views in the specified remote location

– LOCAL|empty
Specifies local data. This is the default.

NOTE
LOC is an exact match field (no wildcards), because only one location can be accessed at any time. If you
specify invalid value, an error message appears. For efficiency, locally defined aliases are listed before all
other entries in the list.

• SEL
Specifies additional search criteria to limit the tables displayed.
– Y

Invokes the SQL Search Criteria screen. On this screen, you can enter SQL selection criteria for DB2 tables only
(not for external data files).

– N
Does not invoke the SQL Search Criteria screen. This is the default.

NOTE
For more information about SQL selection criteria, see the section "SQL Search Criteria".

• TYPE
Specifies the type of tables to be displayed. The following values are available:
– A -- Alias
– F -- Local file defined to CA Report Facility
– T -- Table
– V -- View
– * -- All types

• Operation Field
Specifies which tables you want to select.
Limits: You can use one data file in a query or up to 225 tables in a single query.
The following line commands are available:
– S

Selects the table.
– number
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Selects the table and lists it in the indicated order on the Build Query screen.
• Object Type

Displays the type of object listed. Valid object types are:
– L -- Locally-defined DB2 alias for data in a remote location
– A -- DB2 alias defined for data in the same location
– T -- DB2 table defined for data in the same location
– V -- DB2 view defined for data in the same location
– F -- Data file defined to CA Report Facility, which accesses local data

• Table Names List
Displays all the tables that meet the criteria of the Name, ID, and Selection fields.

• LABEL
Displays the label given to the table. For data files, this is the label defined through the Data File Maintenance option
on the System Services menu.

Table Selection Considerations

This section details processing considerations. It discusses selection criteria, object types, authority, and how to view the
display.

Selection Criteria

On a large system, the entire list of tables you can access could fill several screens. Rather than scrolling through a long
list to search for just the tables you want, you can enter search criteria in the NAME or ID fields, or use the SQL Search
Criteria screen to limit the tables displayed.

The initial default for the ID field is the current ID (your user ID). The default for the NAME field is (*), or all. If you change
these defaults, the changes are saved as the new defaults. You can use the FIND command to locate a specific table.

Authority Considerations for Table Selection

As a user, you are assigned certain authorizations to see and use data in tables and views. The Select Tables screen
displays tables regardless of whether you have authority to use them. If you try to select tables for which you do not have
authority, the S or the number disappears after you press Enter and the following message appears:

PRF0401E - YOU CANNOT SELECT TABLE tablename.

If you select more than one unauthorized table, the unauthorized tables are deselected and an error message for the table
name that appears farthest down the list displays.

You do not need SELECT authority for SYSIBM.SYSTABLES unless:

• You are using the SQL Search Criteria screen to access additional search criteria.
• You want to see remotely defined DB2 objects.
• You use complex search criteria in the standard CREATOR and/or NAME fields.

NOTE
Such criteria requires the use of complex conditions that can only be accomplished with dynamic SQL.

Examples of such searches include:
– A search for a floating suffix 

(for example, a specification such as “A%B” where “B” is the suffix)
– A search using the escape indicator 

(for example, a specification such as “A/_B”)
– A search using an extended end-of-string indicator
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(for example, a specification such as “AB >”)

In each case, you need authority to the SYSTABLES in the location specified in the Location field on the Select Tables
screen. Ask your CA Report Facility Administrator for assistance if you have difficulty accessing the tables you want.

Area Considerations for Table Selection

If you are assigned to a specific area, all objects that meet the selection criteria and are assigned to your area are
displayed. Any global objects (those that are available to all areas) that meet your selection criteria are also displayed.

If you are a global user (you are not assigned to a specific area), all objects meeting your selection criteria are
displayed, whether or not you have authority to use them.

Note: For more information about areas, see the “User Profiles” section in the Administrating section.

Selecting Nonexistent Tables

If you attempt to select a nonexistent table when building queries, the following message appears:

PRF0009E - TABLE NOT IN THE DB2 CATALOG.

Note: If a table used in an existing query is dropped, the query automatically updates when you access it.

Build a Query
After you select a table or data file, or join multiple tables, you can start building the query using the Build Query screen.

  

Build Query Facility

The Build Query Facility is provided for creating and maintaining SQL queries. It is a menu-driven system that
generates both simple and complex queries. Unlike most menu-based systems, the Build Query Facility is not tedious or
cumbersome, because you can make all of your incremental selections in any order from one screen.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    

                                                              Distinct: N  Shrink: N

                                           USER2.SALESSEL  Location: LOCAL          

             ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A:PTI.SALES_INFO                   

                                          1        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C

 1                                  3        2:TOYS_MONTH_$..................N   

                                 4        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_$...............N       

           = 0               5        4:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N          

                          6        5:FISCAL_EOY....................D             

                            B PTI.STOREINFO                                      

                             6:STORE_NUMBER..................C                    

                         7:OPENING_DATE..................D                       

             2        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                          

                   9:MONTHLY_SALARY................N                              

      S       10:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N                                  

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT 

 A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,                     A.CLOTHES_MONTH_
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$,  A.NUMBER_SALES_MO,  A.FISCAL_EOY,                         B.NUMBER_EMPLOYEES 

                                                           FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A,

 PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER = 

 B.STORE_NUMBER) AND ( A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$ = 0)        ORDER BY  A.STORE_NUMBER           
                                           

The Build Query facility provides:

•  Easy SQL Creation: All table, file, and column selections are made from lists, so there is no need to remember the
DB2 names.
When defining WHERE clauses, you can use column abbreviations to save typing and reduce the possibility of input
errors. Column help displays all the column information kept by DB2 in the system catalog tables, including column
remarks and labels.
Selection lists for queries can include objects residing on remote subsystems.

•  SQL Statement Display: Although knowledge of SQL is not required, the SQL statements are displayed in a window
at the bottom of the screen for convenience. This enables users familiar with SQL to check their work and to see the
SQL statements that will be used to retrieve the data.

•  Advanced SQL Statements: All SQL capabilities are supported, including joins, expressions, functions, grouping,
having clauses, and sub-queries. You can enter complicated WHERE conditions without leaving the menu system.
SQL functions and expressions are fully supported. You can name an expression and use the expression as if it were
another column.

•  Replaceable Parameters: You can also use replaceable parameters in WHERE clauses, making it very easy to
change conditions without changing the query. You are prompted for the values of the parameters at execution time.
The last values entered for replaceable parameters are saved, streamlining the subsequent execution of the query,
because you only need to update the values you want to change.

•  SQL Parser: A sophisticated SQL parser is included that detects SQL errors. CA Report Facility finds your
errors before you submit the query to DB2. The SQL parser can also be disabled.

•  Multiple Tables: You can easily create queries based on multiple tables or views. You can use the ATTACH and
DETACH commands to add tables or delete them from the query.

•  External File Access: You can process external data files, such as VSAM/QSAM files, as if they were DB2 tables.
•  Advanced Help: Active help screens not only display information about the current field, but also permit you to select

an option. For instance, active help for column functions displays the functions valid for the selected column. Then you
can select a function from the help screen.

•  Join Conditions: When you request multiple tables for a query, the Join Conditions screen lets you easily define the
conditions for the table join. All columns from all tables are displayed-you simply choose which columns define the join
conditions. In addition, your system administrator can choose to have CA Report Facility automatically generate join
conditions that are based on foreign key relationships, and on columns with the same names and data types.

•  Export Queries: The TO command lets you copy a generated SQL query to a sequential or partitioned data set for
export to SPUFI or another program.

•  Free-Form SQL Editor: A free-form editor permits expert users to write their own queries using SQL instead of the
menu system. The free-form mode permits selection of tables and columns from lists and also implements the SQL
parser.

•  Advanced Help: For long names, make a HELP request on a table name to display full details of the table name. This
is especially useful when the table name exceeds the width of the space on the screen.

Quick Steps for Build Query Screen Procedures

To select columns to include in your query, use advanced query functions, and run and save your query, follow these
steps.
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 To use Build Query Screen procedures 

1. On the Build Query screen, enter S in the SEL field next to each column you want to include in your query. Press
Enter.
The SQL statement for your query displays, including the columns you just selected and a WHERE clause based on
the JOIN conditions you specified earlier.

2. (optional) To use advanced query functions (ORDER BY, grouping, column functions, advanced WHERE conditions,
expressions), enter information in the ORD, GRP, FUNC, and WHERE fields on the Build Query screen and press
Enter.
When you press Enter, the SQL statement at the bottom of the screen is updated, based on the advanced query
functions you specified.
If you make no changes and press Enter, the SQL statement does not change.

3. To run the query, enter RUN in the command line and press Enter.
The Run Query screen appears.

4. Press Enter. The query is run, and displays the results are displayed in a default report format.
5. Use scrolling commands or PF keys to view the entire report. When you finish viewing the report, press PF3 (END).

The Run Query screen appears.
6. Press PF3 (END).

The Build Query screen displays, where you can modify the current query, or exit and save the query.
7. (Optiona) To update query information, enter INFO in the command line.

The PRF Object Information screen appears displaying the current information entered for the query. Press PF3 to
exit.

8. When you are ready to exit and save the query, press PF3 (END).
The Query Profile screen appears.

9. On the Query Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:
a. In the Descr field, enter a short description of the query.
b. Enter Y, N, or U to indicate the share option you want to apply to this query.
c. Press PF3 (END).
d. The query is saved, you return to the Main Menu, and a message displays confirming the action.

Select Columns for a Query

You select the columns for the query on the Build Query screen. You can also indicate any operations you want to
perform with that data.

To select an individual column for your query, enter one of the following options in the SEL field for the column:

• S
Selects individual columns. All columns that you select with S appear after all the numbered columns, in the order they
appear on the Build Query screen. You can deselect any of the columns by typing over the S in the selection field with
a space.

• R
Replicates a column. When you enter R and press Enter, the column name appears twice in the list of table columns.
Use this feature to apply more than one query function to a column or to include the column in a report multiple times.
To remove a duplicate column from SQL, deselect it and regenerate the SQL. You cannot delete a duplicate column
from the table columns list.Note: We recommend that you switch off the shrink view before you replicate a column. If
you replicate a column when the shrink mode is on, you do not see the repeated column (because it is not selected).
To select the repeated column, switch off the shrink mode.
Replicating columns in a full view ensures that you see all available table columns, including the replicated ones.

• #
Specifies the order in which you want the fields to appear. You can enter numbers that are ascending, but not
sequential. The “gaps” between numbers permit you to select additional columns without renumbering the sequence.
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Example: You selected columns with numbers 1, 5, and 8. To add two columns after the column selected as number
1, add 2 and 3, or 3 and 4.

NOTE
You can combine any of these selection methods when creating a query.

To select all columns, type ALL in the first command line.

DB2 Column Parameters

The Selection (SEL) field of the Build Query screen permits you not only to select columns for the query, but also to
display data type information for a column.

To display data type information for a column

1. Enter one of these two codes in the SEL field for the column:
– H

Displays data type information for the columns. Works the same as a question mark (?).
– ?

Displays data type information for the columns. Works the same as H.
The data type information displays on the DB2 Column Parameters screen.

2. Press Enter to view the DB2 Column Parameters screen for the next selected column. To save the current values and
return to the Build Query screen from the DB2 Column Parameters screen, press PF3 (END).

3. To return to the Build Query screen without saving changes, enter the CANCEL command.

COLS.03           ----------- DB2 COLUMN PARAMETERS ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                  USER2.JULY20             press ENTER to successively view specified columns                 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------TBCreator: PTI                                                                                                                                                 TBName: EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                                                                                          Name: SALARY                                                                Number: 6                                                                       Type: DECIMAL                                                               Length: 8                                                                      Scale: 2                                                                       Null: N                                                                      Label:                                                                                                                                                    Remarks:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ------------------------------ use PFK3 to exit ------------------------------

The DB2 Column Parameters screen shows the following information that is stored in the SYSTABLES catalog table and
is available for all tables and views:

• Table name
• Column name
• Number
• Type
• Length
• Scale
• Null
• Label
• Remarks

You can enter ? or H for as many columns as you want. Press Enter to successively view specified columns. Entering ? or
H does not affect which columns are selected.

You can also use the LNAME and RNAME commands to display the labels of the columns. These commands display the
following:

Position Tables Data Files

Left Column name 1 - 30 char. of column name

Middle 1 - 18 char. of label 19 - 36 char. of column name

Right Column Label 31 - 48 char. of column name
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Order Rows in a Query

After you select your columns, you can decide how you want the rows to appear. You can organize the data in several
ways.

Note the following:

• You can order rows only from within your query. You cannot order rows from within your form.
• When using a KSDS or RRDS external data file with your query, you do not need to use ORDER BY if the file is

already indexed for the order you want. The KSDS or RRDS data file access uses a KEYed that is read automatically,
so you do not need to specify ORDER BY criteria to place the data in key sequence. Use ORDER BY only if the data
file is not already indexed for the order you want.

NOTE
If you define breaks in your report, you should order the rows in the desired break order. For more information
about breaks, see the section "Report Formatting”.

To order rows

• Enter the number in the ORD field for the column you want to sort by.
• Enter A or D to specify the order, ascending or descending.

Example: Order Rows

This example shows how to sort information according to location ascendingly, and within the location, by total sales
descendingly:

Enter 1 in the ORD field for the LOCATION column and 2D in the ORD field for the TOTAL_SALES column.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                     USER2.RETAIL_INFO  SEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             2        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                    5        2:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N                                    6        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N                                         B PTI.STOREINFO                                                          7        7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                    3        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                    1       12:LOCATION......................C 1                                       X EXPRESSIONS                                                            4       13:TOTAL_SALES...................N 2D                > &QUOTA                                                                                                                                                                     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------B.OPENING_DATE                                                                FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A, PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER =  B.STORE_NUMBER) AND (A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +               A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ > &QUOTA)                                                   ORDER BY  B.LOCATION, 4                                                       

Specify WHERE Clause

Just as you do not often want to view data without first designating its order, you also do not often want to view all the
rows of data. Depending upon the tables you use, you might need to qualify which rows you actually want to see so that
you do not have to view them all. To refine the data the query retrieves, use a WHERE clause.

The WHERE clause specifies retrieval of only those rows that meet the conditions you name. The simplest WHERE
clause requires that the data match a certain value:

WHERE ACCOUNT_NAME = 'CASH'

To specify WHERE clause

1. Enter the requested clause in the WHERE field for the column where you want to set up the WHERE clause.
The first value for the WHERE must be an operator such as IN, BETWEEN, or LIKE or any of the following
comparison operators:
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– = (equal)
– < (less than)
– > (greater than)
– ¬= (not equal to)
– <= (less than or equal to)
– >= (greater than or equal to)

NOTE
Character (C) and date (D) data is only recognized if you enclose it in single quotes. If the value is numeric
(N), you must not use quotes. Look for the data type designation (C, D, and N) appearing to the right of the
column name.

2. To combine more WHERE clauses, do the following:
– Enter the requested clauses in the WHERE field for all columns where you want to set the conditions.
– Enter the requested global connector in the using: field.

3. Press Enter.
The full WHERE clause appears in the SELECT statement.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                     USER2.RETAIL_INFO  SEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             2        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                    5        2:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N                  > 75000           6        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N                                         B PTI.STOREINFO                                                          7        7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                    3        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                    1       12:LOCATION......................C 1                                       X EXPRESSIONS                                                            4       13:TOTAL_SALES...................N 2                                                                                                                                                                                              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT  B.LOCATION,  A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME, A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +         A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$,                      B.OPENING_DATE                                                                FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A, PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER =  B.STORE_NUMBER) AND ( A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ >              75000)                                                                        

NOTE
For more information about WHERE clauses, see section "Advanced WHERE Options". For more information
about SQL operators, see the IBM DB2 SQL Reference Guide.

AND and OR Connectors for WHERE Clause

The logical connectors AND and OR let you combine conditions in a WHERE clause. You can use AND or OR connectors
as follows:

• Use connectors within a WHERE clause. For example, a AND b OR c AND d.
• Use global connectors to connect all WHERE conditions, for example (a AND b OR c AND d) AND (b = a).
• AND

Indicates that a row must meet all the conditions. This is the default.
• OR

Indicates that a row must meet only one of the conditions.

Example: WHERE Clause with AND and OR Connectors

This example shows how to use logical connectors and global connectors. Use the WHERE command to enter and
display a long WHERE clause.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY ----------------               COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                       USER2.CONNECTOR  Location: LOCAL                         WHERE ..... using: AND                   PTI.SALES_INFO                                                                  1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                             2:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N  < 40000 OR TOYS_MONTH_$ > 125000           3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N                                             4:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N  > 1500 AND CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ > 50000         5:FISCAL_EOY....................D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT STORE_NUMBER, TOYS_MONTH_

$, CLOTHES_MONTH_

$, NUMBER_SALES_MO,          FISCAL_EOY                                                                    FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A                                                        WHERE (TOYS_MONTH_
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$ < 40000 OR TOYS_MONTH_

$ > 125000) AND (                   NUMBER_SALES_MO > 1500 AND CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ > 50000)                           

• Logical Connector, OR
A WHERE clause is defined on the TOYS_MONTH_$ column stating that the value must be less than
40,000 or greater than 125,000 for the row to be retrieved.

• Logical Connector, AND
The WHERE clause is defined on NUMBER_SALES_MO stating that the number of sales per month must be greater
than 1,500 AND that CLOTHES_MONTH_$ must be greater than 50,000 for the row to be retrieved.
The following explains how the global connector AND connects the two WHERE conditions:
– Conditions: There are two separate conditions, one on TOYS_MONTH_$, and one on NUMBER_SALES_MO.

Each condition is enclosed in parentheses.
– Global Connector: The global connector AND connects the two conditions to make a single condition, known as the

WHERE clause. The single condition states that both conditions must be met for a row to be retrieved.

Advanced WHERE Options

The complexity of a query is in the WHERE clause. This section explores in detail the options available when using a
WHERE clause.

 Contents:

Limits

The WHERE clause can be used on as many as 250 fields in any one query. The total number of bytes that all of the
WHERE clauses can use in a query is 540,000.

SQL Parser

A very thorough SQL parser is included for verifying SQL statements. As the parser discovers errors, it automatically
places the cursor at the location of the error and displays an appropriate message.

The SQL parser uses DB2 to perform SQL validation so that all errors are detected at build time. The syntax of the SQL
statement is checked with DB2 Prepare, and an actual SQL error message is returned at the bottom of the screen if the
statement is invalid.

Advanced Search Conditions

When a WHERE clause is executed, it searches for data that meets the conditions stored in the clause. A previous
section of this section discusses comparison operators (<, >, =, and so on). In addition to using comparison operators, you
can also do the following:

Indicate these conditions with these words/symbols

Values within a range BETWEEN x AND y

Values matching any in a list IN (x, y, z)

A certain string of characters LIKE '%xy%', LIKE '_a_'

Negative conditions NOT

Additionally, you can use many other SQL functions. You can display these by entering the FUNC command on the
Where Condition screen.
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File Query Key Processing

For file queries that use a KSDS VSAM file, the key column for the file will be flagged. If a key column is used for a
WHERE condition, the key will be used to process the file.

• If the WHERE condition is =, > or >=, processing will start at that key position in the file and continue sequentially.
• If the WHERE condition is < or <=, the file will be processed sequentially until the key no longer matches the criteria.

Processing will then stop, and the report will be generated.
• If the WHERE condition is <>, the file will be processed sequentially from beginning to end.

For more complex WHERE conditions that include more than one predicate reference to the key, key processing will be
turned off, and the file will be processed sequentially. The only condition that will retain key processing, is a BETWEEN
situation. This situation is defined with exactly two key column references.

• One reference is defined less than a value.
• The other reference is defined greater than a value.

These two conditions must be adjacent and they must have the Boolean relationship of AND.

• If the between condition is not met, the file will be processed sequentially from beginning to end.
• If the between condition is met, the file will be processed from the “greater than” value to the “less than” value.

While parsing, the values are not examined, therefore, the WHERE condition could specify values that define a between
or a superset (values outside the two given values). In both cases, key processing will be used, but the superset example
will return “NO rows” because of the AND Boolean. In either case, keyed processing is used because it will be faster.

AND/OR

Use the AND and OR connectors to join WHERE clauses.

A global connector is automatically assigned when you enter a WHERE clause for more than one column. The connector
that the Using field shows is used. The default is AND, but you can change the field to OR if you want. For example, if you
type over the AND in the Using field with OR, and then enter a WHERE clause for three different columns, each WHERE
clause is connected with OR. The order of the columns determines the order in which the clauses appear in the SQL
SELECT statement.

You can also type in a connector in the Where field. Because the name of the column on which you enter the WHERE
clause is implied, you do not type it in. The first condition must always apply to the column to the left. Therefore, the first
parameters you enter for a Where field should be the operator and value for the Where field's column.

After you enter the initial values in the Where field, you can enter other desired conditions in the same Where field. The
other conditions on the line can refer to the same column or different columns. You must type in the names of any other
columns that you refer to in that column's Where field. You can also use any combination of AND/OR connectors within
the remainder of the column's WHERE clause. See the following example:

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0238W  Use extended "WHERE" screens for long text strings                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                          POMCH01.AND_ORSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: OR    POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                        2        1:ACCOUNT_NO....................C                                    1        2:ACCOUNT_NAME..................C                                    S        3:ACCOUNT_TYPE..................C                  = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_T3        4:POSTED_BAL....................N                  > 5000 AND ACCOUNTS        5:LAST_POST_DATE................D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT ACCOUNT_NAME, ACCOUNT_NO, POSTED_BAL, ACCOUNT_TYPE,                    LAST_POST_DATE                                                                FROM POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB  A                                                   WHERE (ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B') OR (POSTED_BAL >             5000 AND ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'D')                                                  

Note the following items on the previous screen:

• OR connector
The highest level logical connector is AND. In the example above, OR is the connector.
You can use several levels of connectors. The connector you enter in the Using field is the highest level. All of the
WHERE clauses that you enter for the individual columns are automatically connected with this connector.

• WHERE Condition
You can also use AND and OR connectors in the actual WHERE clauses for each column. This is called the second
level of connectors.
The WHERE condition states that the ACCOUNT_TYPE must be C OR B for the row OR the POSTED_BAL must be
over 5000 AND the account type is D.
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You can enter a WHERE condition that is much larger than the Where field shown in the previous figure. Using the
WHERE Condition screen, described later in this section, you can enter WHERE conditions that are up to 60 lines
long.
Parentheses
When you use second level connectors in a WHERE clause, they are automatically enclosed in parentheses in the
SELECT statement at the bottom of the screen.
In the example, the highest level logical connector is changed from AND to OR. In addition, second level logical
connectors are entered in the WHERE fields for two columns: 
– In the WHERE field for the ACCOUNT_TYPE column, the second level logical connector, OR, is entered.
– In the WHERE field for the POSTED_BAL column, the second level logical connector, AND, is entered.

NOTE
In the SELECT statement at the bottom of the Build Query screen, the WHERE conditions containing the
second level logical connectors were set off by using parentheses.

The result is that data is returned that fits one of two criteria:
– Account type C or B
– A posted balance greater than $5,000 AND account type D

Parentheses

Parentheses are automatically placed around WHERE clauses containing connectors and they are displayed in the
SELECT statement at the bottom of the screen. Parentheses imply that the commands within them are to be performed
first.

Because connectors are specified in the WHERE clause for ACCOUNT_TYPE and POSTED_BAL, the clauses are
automatically enclosed in parentheses.

You can also enter parentheses in the WHERE field of the screen, and you can use multiple sets. However, you MUST
ensure that each open parenthesis is balanced with a closing parenthesis. Parentheses become particularly important
when you mix several AND and OR connectors in a single WHERE clause. For example, the statement

A or B and C or D

is ambiguous without parentheses. Using parentheses, you can group this statement in a number of ways:

A or (B and C) or D (A or B) and (C or D) ((A or B) and C) or DA or (B and (C or D))

When executing the command, processing starts with the innermost parentheses and continues outward.

Replaceable Parameters

You can use a replaceable parameter (rather than a specific value) with a comparison operator (<, >, =, etc.) in the
WHERE clause of the query. Replaceable parameters are useful when you want to run the same query with several
different values for a condition.

The parameter name cannot exceed eight characters in length and must begin with an ampersand (&). You are prompted
for a value at run time.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                       POMCH01.REPLPARMSSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           S        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C                                    S        2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C 1                                           3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                             5:DEPT..........................C                                    S        6:SALARY........................N 2D               > &MINSAL         S        7:COMMISSION....................N 3D                                          8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                    S        9:TITLE.........................C                                                                                                                                                                                                ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT EMPLOYEE_NO, EMPLOYEE_NAME, SALARY, COMMISSION, TITLE                  FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL                                                        ORDER BY EMPLOYEE_NAME, SALARY DESC, COMMISSION DESC                          

Note the &MINSAL item on the previous screen. This replaceable parameter is used in the WHERE clause for SALARY.
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When you run the query (online or in batch mode), you can specify whether you want to view or update the replaceable
parameters for that query. If you enter Y, you are prompted for the values for all the replaceable parameters for that
query.

You must specify a value for the query to run successfully. When you run the query, the value you enter is used in place
of the replaceable parameter.

RPPR.03           ------  QUERY  REPLACEABLE PARM VALUES -------              COMMAND==>                                                   POMCH01.REPLPARMS                                                                                  PARM      Value of Replaceable Parm                                        1. MINSAL    20000                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT EMPLOYEE_NO, EMPLOYEE_NAME, SALARY, COMMISSION, TITLE                  FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL                                                        ORDER BY EMPLOYEE_NAME, SALARY DESC, COMMISSION DESC                          

The Replaceable Parm Values screen prompts you for a value for each replaceable parameter used in the query. Notice
that the SQL SELECT statement displays in the lower portion of the screen.

Press PF3 (END) to save the values and return to the Run Query (or Run Batch Job) screen. When you run the query
shown in the example above, the value you entered, 20000, is used in place of the parameter &MINSAL.

For more information about replaceable parameters, see the “Replaceable Parameters” section.

WHERE Command

If you want to enter a WHERE clause that is longer than the Build Query screen allows, you can use the WHERE
command. This command operates as a toggle. When you enter it the first time, it expands the Where field so you have
more room for your WHERE clause. When you enter it again, it returns the screen to its original form.

To toggle the Where field, enter WHERE in the command line and press Enter (or press the appropriate PF key). The
expanded Where field appears.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY ----------------               COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                          POMCH01.AND_ORLocation: LOCAL                         WHERE ..... using: OR                    POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                             1:ACCOUNT_NO....................C                                             2:ACCOUNT_NAME..................C                                             3:ACCOUNT_TYPE..................C  = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B'                4:POSTED_BAL....................N  > 5000 AND ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'D'              5:LAST_POST_DATE................D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT ACCOUNT_NAME, ACCOUNT_NO, POSTED_BAL, ACCOUNT_TYPE,                    LAST_POST_DATE                                                                FROM POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB  A                                                   WHERE (ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B') OR (POSTED_BAL >             5000 AND ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'D')                                                  

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Expanded WHERE
The WHERE command removes the SEL, ORD, GRP, and FUNC fields so there is more room for your WHERE
clause.

• SQL Statement
When you press Enter, the statement appears in the lower half of the screen.

When you return to the full screen, the long WHERE clause in the Where field runs off the edge of the screen, as is shown
in the following figure:

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0238W  Use extended "WHERE" screens for long text strings                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                          POMCH01.AND_ORSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: OR    POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                        2        1:ACCOUNT_NO....................C                                    1        2:ACCOUNT_NAME..................C                                    S        3:ACCOUNT_TYPE..................C                  = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_T3        4:POSTED_BAL....................N                  > 5000 AND ACCOUNTS        5:LAST_POST_DATE................D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT ACCOUNT_NAME, ACCOUNT_NO, POSTED_BAL, ACCOUNT_TYPE,                    LAST_POST_DATE                                                                FROM POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB  A                                                   WHERE (ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B') OR (POSTED_BAL >             5000 AND ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'D')                                                  

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• Partial WHERE Clause
Only part of the WHERE clause can be displayed in the Where field.

• Full WHERE Clause
Although you cannot see the entire WHERE clause in the Where field when you return to the full Build Query screen,
you can still see it in the lower portion of the screen.

WARNING
If you press the EOF (End Of Field) key while in the Where field, everything from the cursor position to the end
of the line is deleted, even if the line extends beyond the edge of the screen.
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WHERE Condition Screen

A special help screen is offered for WHERE clauses. This screen, called the WHERE Condition screen, lets you enter
WHERE conditions that are up to 60 lines long. To access the WHERE Condition screen, position the cursor in the Where
field of the column for which you want to enter the WHERE clause, and press PF1 (HELP). The WHERE Condition screen
is shown in the following figure:

WHRE.04           ------------- "WHERE" CONDITION --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                  POMCH01.AND_OROPR  ACCOUNT_TYPE                                               CHAR 1         1.  = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B'                                               2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                           11.                                                                           POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                                1:ACCOUNT_NO....................C                                             2:ACCOUNT_NAME..................C                                             3:ACCOUNT_TYPE..................C                                             4:POSTED_BAL....................N                                             5:LAST_POST_DATE................D                                        

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• 003: ACCOUNT_TYPE
The name of the column to which the WHERE clause applies.

• WHERE
If you entered a WHERE clause before you pressed PF1, the clause appears in the first line. You can edit the clause,
or enter a new one. To view long clauses, use the scrolling commands.
You can edit the text using any of the standard 3270 editing keys (EOF, DEL, INS).

• OPR
The Operation field lets you enter edit line commands. Enter the line command to the left of the line number. The
following line commands are supported:
– I: Insert a line. The insert line command inserts a line below the current line. You can specify I#, where # is the

number of lines you want to insert. To insert a blank line before the first line, enter an I in the OPR column header.
– D: Delete a line. This command deletes one line at a time.
– R: Replicate a line. This command replicates the line. You can specify R#, where # is the number of times you want

to replicate the line. For example, R3 replicates the line three times.
– S: Split a line. This command lets you split an existing line into two parts, inserting the second part into a new line

below the existing line. To split a line, enter S in the Operator (OPR) field, place the cursor where you want to split
the line, and press Enter.

• Column Reference
The column names for any tables referenced within the FROM clause in the query's SELECT statement display at the
bottom of the screen. Table letters and sequential column numbers are included.

Processing

The Where Condition screen allows you only to enter WHERE clauses for the selected column. When you finish entering
the WHERE clause, press PF3 (END) to return to the Build Query screen. The SQL SELECT statement displayed on the
Build Query screen reflects the changes that you make on the WHERE Condition screen.

To use the WHERE Condition screen for another column, position the cursor in the Where field for that column and press
PF1. You can access the WHERE Condition screen from the Build Query screen or the Expanded WHERE screen.

When you enter a WHERE condition containing an SQL syntax error, the WHERE field is flagged, and the appropriate
error message appears.

Invalid WHERE clauses can now be passed to any screen in the “Build Query” conversation. All WHERE clause changes
are retained, even if they are invalid. This prevents you from losing major changes to the SELECT statement if there is a
simple error in the WHERE clause.

The query containing the invalid WHERE clause is also prevented from running. When an SQL error exists, you receive
the message:

PRF0214W - QUERY CONTAINS INVALID WHERE CLAUSES - WILL NOT EXECUTE
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Scrolling

The three sets of scrolling keys are:

• UP1/DOWN1 (PF7/8): Scrolls SQL statement.
• UP2/DOWN2 (PF6/9): Scrolls column references.
• UP3/DOWN3 (PF10/11): Scrolls help for FUNC command. For more information, see Function Help on the WHERE

Condition Screen.

Function Help on the WHERE Condition Screen

When entering a WHERE clause, you can use any of the standard DB2 SQL column and scalar functions (SUBSTR,
CHAR, etc.). Many different SQL functions are available, with each having its own syntax, so you might need help when
typing in a function.

When you enter FUNC in the command line and press Enter, or press the appropriate PF key, a help window pops up in
the middle of the screen listing all the supported SQL functions and their syntax.

WHRE.04           ------------- "WHERE" CONDITION --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                  POMCH01.AND_OROPR  ACCOUNT_TYPE                                               CHAR 1         1.  = 'C' OR ACCOUNT_TYPE = 'B'                                               2.                                                                            3.                                                                                -----------------------------------------------------------------------       COLUMN FUNCTIONS:                                                         1.  AVG(expression) or AVG(ALL expression) or AVG(DISTINCT column-

name).      2.  MAX(expression) or MAX(ALL expression) or MAX(DISTINCT column-

name).      3.  MIN(expression) or MIN(ALL expression) or MIN(DISTINCT column-

name).      4.  SUM(expression) or SUM(ALL expression) or SUM(DISTINCT column-

name).      5.  COUNT(DISTINCT column-name) ... Count of unique, non-

duplicate values.    6.  COUNT(*) ... The total number of rows (including nulls and duplicates).  POMCH01.ACCOUNT_TAB                                                                1:ACCOUNT_NO....................C                                             2:ACCOUNT_NAME..................C                                             3:ACCOUNT_TYPE..................C                                             4:POSTED_BAL....................N                                             5:LAST_POST_DATE................D                                        

Note the Function Help Area on the previous screen. This area in the center of the screen shows the valid SQL column
and scalar function syntax for the current column. This area is for display only and can be scrolled using the UP3/DOWN3
(PF10/11) commands. It displays when you enter the FUNC command.

NOTE
You can scroll the column listing at the bottom by pressing UP2/DOWN2 (PF6/9).

You can then enter the function in the WHERE clause edit area at the top of the screen, using the help as a reference. To
remove the help from the center of the screen, enter the FUNC command again.

Using COUNT(*) in the Build Query Facility

The COUNT(*) command in the Build Query Facility is fully supported.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                          USER2.JULY20  SEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                     1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             3        6:SALARY........................N          AVG                       4        7:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                              EXPRESSIONS                                                            S       10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N          SUM     < 35000           S       11:COUNT_ALL.....................N                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO), AVG(COMMISSION)        , SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION), COUNT(*)                                          FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 HAVING SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION) < 35000                                       ORDER BY DEPT, 3                                                             

Building Expressions

You can create arithmetic expressions using the Build Expressions screen. Arithmetic operations are performed on data
using expressions. For example, you might want the total sales, which is the sum of sales for toys and clothes. To do so,
you can build an expression that adds toy sales to clothing sales.

You can use any valid SQL expression. The CA of creating and naming an expression through CA Report Facility is that
the expression becomes a column, and you can then use it like any other column.

To create a query expression:

1. Go to the Main Menu.
2. Enter S in the OPT field next to QUERY.
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3. Specify a query name in the NAME field.
4. Press Enter. The Build Query screen appears.
5. Enter EXPR on the command line. Press Enter. The Build Expressions screen displays.
6. In the Expression field, enter the expression as follows:

expressionname = expression components

7. Press Enter. If you used column abbreviations in the expression components, they are all expanded to the full column
names.

8. Press PF3. You return to the Build Query screen, where the new expression is selected (like a DB2 column). You can
unselect the column or apply advanced query functions to it. You can also continue to modify the current query, run
the query, or exit and save the query.

9. When you are ready to exit and save the query, press PF3. The query in your query library is updated, you return to
the Main Menu, and a message displays confirming the action.

Contents:

Build Expressions Screen

To display the Build Expressions screen, enter EXPR in the command line and press Enter.

EXPR.04           ------------- BUILD EXPRESSIONS -------------               COMMAND==>                                                 POMCH01.RETAIL_INFO                                                                              OPR   *----------------------------- EXPRESSION -----------------------------

*  1.  TOTAL_SALES = :2 + :3                                                     2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                                *----------------------------------------------------------------------

* A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                                  1:STORE_NUMBER..................C       8:MANAGER_NAME..................C     2:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N       9:MONTHLY_SALARY................N     3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N      10:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N     4:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N      11:SQ_FT_SPACE...................N     5:FISCAL_EOY....................D      12:LOCATION......................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                 6:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                             7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                        

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• OPR
You enter line commands in the Operator field to help manipulate the lines. The following commands are valid:
– I: Insert a line. This command inserts a line below the current line. You can specify I#, where # is the number of

lines you want to insert. To insert a blank line before the first line, enter an I in the OPR column header.
– D: Delete a line. This command deletes one line at a time.
– R: Replicate a line. This command replicates the line. You can specify R#, where # is the number of times you want

to replicate the line. For example, R3 replicates the line three times.
– RE: Replicate an entire expression. This command replicates a block of lines starting at the line on which you enter

RE and adding all subsequent lines leading up to the next expression. If you enter RE on a line that is not the first
line of an expression, no lines are replicated.

– S: Split a line. This command lets you split an existing line into two parts, inserting the second part into a new line
below the existing line. To split a line, enter S in the Operator (OPR) field, place the cursor where you want to split
the line, and press Enter.

• Expression
Enter the column names and the arithmetic functions you want to perform on them. The expression name can be up to
18 characters long. Embedded spaces are permitted in the name.
As shown in the previous screen, you can use column abbreviations (the column number preceded by a colon) to refer
to a column. When you press Enter, the abbreviations expand to their full column names.

• TOTAL SALES
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The name of the expression must be on the left side of the equal sign. TOTAL SALES is equal to TOYS_MONTH_
$ plus CLOTHES_MONTH_$. The example uses the column abbreviations, :2 and :3. Pressing Enter expands the
abbreviations to the full column names.

• Tables and Columns
The lower half of the screen displays the tables and columns. A letter is assigned to each table. The columns are
numbered sequentially.

Entering Expressions

Enter your expression as an equation, where the left side is the expression name and the right side is the expression
component.

You can build an expression using a constant value:

[name] = [column code] [+, -, *, /] [value]

You can also build an expression using two or more columns in the equation:

[name] = [column code] [+, -, *, /] [column code]

You can use these symbols in your equation:

• +: Add
• -: Subtract
• *: Multiply
• /: Divide
• ||: Concatenate

You can also use any valid SQL function. Enter the FUNC command from the WHERE Condition screen or Edit SQL
screen to view a list of the valid SQL functions. See EDIT Command for an example of the FUNC command and function
help.

Steps for Creating an Expression

To create an expression:

1. Enter a name for the expression, such as TOTAL_SALES. (Name your expression so you can select it like a column
on the Build Query screen.)

2. Enter the expression component, such as = :2 +:3. If you prefer, you can use column names, as in =
(:TOYS_MONTH_$) / 4.
– Use the column numbers to represent column names. For example, :2 represents field #2 as listed at the bottom of

the Build Expressions screen. (See the following Build Expressions screen for the fields used in this example.) You
can now also reference other expressions by name using the form, :expr_name.

– An expression can reference another expression, which can, in turn, also reference an expression. The only
restriction is that a given expression cannot reference itself.

3. Press Enter.
When you press Enter, the column numbers are automatically expanded to the actual column names. If you want, you
can enter the full column name instead of the column abbreviation.

Total Sales Expression Example

For example, to get the total sales of toys and clothes, enter:
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TOTAL_SALES = :2 + :3

Then press Enter to expand the abbreviations to the full expression. The following figure shows the expanded expression:

EXPR.04           ------------- BUILD EXPRESSIONS -------------    COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF2.RETAIL_INFO                                                                              OPR   *----------------------------- EXPRESSION -----------------------------

*  1. TOTAL_SALES = A.TOYS_MONTH_$ + A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$                          2.                                                                           3.                                                                           4.                                                                           5.                                                                           6.                                                                           7.                                                                           8.                                                                           9.                                                                          10.                                                                               *----------------------------------------------------------------------

*  A: PTI.SALES_INFO                       8. B.MANAGER_NAME .... VARCHAR 25     1. A.STORE_NUMBER .... CHAR 5           9. B.MONTHLY_SALARY .. DECIMAL 7.02   2. A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ .... DECIMAL 9.02    10. B.NUMBER_EMPLOYEES  SMALLINT       3. A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ . DECIMAL 9.02    11. B.SQ_FT_SPACE ..... INTEGER        4. A.NUMBER_SALES_MO . SMALLINT        12. B.LOCATION ........ VARCHAR 30     5. A.FISCAL_EOY ...... DATE                                                   B: PTI.STOREINFO                                                              6. B.STORE_NUMBER .... CHAR 5                                                 7. B.OPENING_DATE .... DATE                                                

Character Data Expression Example

You can also build expressions for character data. To tie together fields that contain character data, you concatenate ()
the fields.

The following example combines the manager's name (field #8) and the store's location (field #12) to create the “Manager
Assignment” expression, MGR_ASSG:

MGR_ASSG = :8    ' - '    :12

When run, this expression generates results that look like this:

SMITH - CHICAGOJONES - LOS ANGELESARNOLD - NEW YORK

Returning to the Build Query Screen

When you finish entering expressions, press PF3 (END) to return to the Build Query screen.

When you return to the Build Query screen, the expression columns are automatically selected. This prevents confusion if
you are in Shrink mode. (If you are in shrink mode, the new expression is visible when you return.) If you do not want an
expression to appear in the query, then just deselect the expression (type over the S with a space).

How to Correct an Invalid Expression

If you mistakenly enter an invalid query or form expression on the Build Expressions screen, you receive the following
message when you return to the Build Query or Build Form screen:

PRF0221W There are syntax errors in one or more expressions.

This message remains on the screen and no other expressions display for selection until you resolve the invalid
expression.

To change the invalid expression, enter EXPR in the command line and press Enter to display the Build Expressions
screen (from the Build Query screen) or the Build Form Expressions screen (from the Build Form screen). Then, enter the
expression again.
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EXPRESSIONS Table

When you create an expression, you actually create a new column that you can select. All expression columns are
grouped under a special table called EXPRESSIONS. You can then select these columns and use them in WHERE
clauses.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                     POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             2        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                    5        2:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N                  > 75000           6        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N                                         B PTI.STOREINFO                                                          7        7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                    3        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                    1       12:LOCATION......................C 1                                       X EXPRESSIONS                                                            4       13:TOTAL_SALES...................N 2                                                                                                                                                                                              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT  B.LOCATION,  A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME, A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +         A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$,                      B.OPENING_DATE                                                                FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A, PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER =  B.STORE_NUMBER) AND ( A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ >              75000)                                                                        

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• EXPRESSIONS
(Display only) On the Build Query screen, your expressions are displayed in columns under the table name
EXPRESSIONS. The expressions are numbered in the same sequence as the columns. Select the expressions in
the same way you select any other columns. When your query contains multiple tables, the EXPRESSIONS table is
designated as X.

• SQL SELECT Statement
(Display only) The SQL SELECT Statement in the lower portion of the screen does not list the column by the name
you assign it, but by the expression that it represents. The expression is written out because that is the form that DB2
understands. CA Report Facility makes using expressions much easier, because you use the expression as if it were
another column.

Build Query Screen

The Build Query screen lets you select columns to include in your query, use advanced query functions, and run and save
your query. This is the main processing screen for building a query.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                          USER2.JULY20  SEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   USER2.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                         4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                     1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             3        6:SALARY........................N          AVG                       9        7:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                              EXPRESSIONS                                                            S       10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N          SUM     < 35000                                                                                         
                                                         

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO), AVG(COMMISSION)        , SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION)                                                    FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 HAVING SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION) < 35000                                       ORDER BY DEPT, 3                                                              

The Build Query screen contains the following fields:

• query_name
Displays the name of the query, including the creator ID.

• Distinct
Specifies whether to insert the keyword DISTINCT after the keyword SELECT in the corresponding SQL statement.
The following values are available:
– Y

Inserts DISTINCT into the SQL statement and eliminates duplicate rows. Y is allowed only if no DISTINCT column
functions are specified in the query.

– N
Does not insert DISTINCT into the SQL statement and eliminate duplicate rows. This is the default.

NOTE
You cannot use the DISTINCT option on file queries. If you set it to Y on a file query, it resets to N, and an
error message displays.

• Shrink
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Specifies whether the list of columns displays all columns or only active columns. Active columns are those that are
selected or have anything, such as grouping, functions, or WHERE clauses, defined on them. The following values are
available:
– Y

Shrinks the list of displayed columns to only active columns.
– N

Expands the list to display all columns.

NOTE
You can also use the SHRINK command to toggle between a shrunken and unshrunken display, or press the
appropriate PF key.

• SEL
Specifies wheter a column is selected for the query. You can also specify column order in this field. The following
values are available:
– S

Selects individual columns.
– R

Replicates a column.
– #

Specifies the order in which you want the fields to appear.
– H

Displays data type information for the columns on the DB2 Column Parameters screen. Works the same as a
question mark (?).

– ?
Display data type information for the columns on the DB2 Column Parameters screen. Works the same as H.

You can combine any of these selection methods when creating a query.
• Location

Displays where the objects reside. LOCAL indicates that the query accesses local data.
• Column number

Displays the number of the column. Each column is numbered in a single sequence, beginning with the first column
of the first table you select. You can use these numbers in other parts of the Build Query process, such as WHERE
clauses and expressions, as an abbreviation for the column name. The Build Expression and WHERE Condition
screens display column reference lists at the bottom of the screen to assist you in using column abbreviations.
For file queries that use a KSDS VSAM file, the key columns for the file are flagged with an asterisk (*) in place of the
colon that separates the column number from its name.
– If the column definition exactly defines the position and length of the VSAM key, an “F” (Full key processing)

appears in place of the period after the column number.
– If the column definition defines exactly the position but less than the length of the VSAM key, a “G” (Generic key

processing) appears in place of the period after the column number.

NOTE
Column numbers and the numbers in the SEL column do not mean the same thing. Column numbers are
shown in the previous screen.

• Column name
If a column has a label, you can view the label by using the LNAME and RNAME commands in the command line of
the Build Query screen.

• ORD
Specifies the order in which to arrange the rows of data in your query. The following values are available:
– number

Sorts data by the selected column.
Limits: 8 sort orders for data files and a maximum of 16 different sort orders for DB2 tables.

– D
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Sorts the data in descending order.
– A

Sorts the data in ascending order. This is the default.
• GRP

Specifies the number of the group. You must define functions on all non-grouped, selected columns, with the exception
of some expressions.
Expressions that contain column functions, or columns in the GROUP BY clause do not require you to define a
function on them.

• FUNC
Specifies the function you want to define on the column.
Move the cursor to a column's function (FUNC) field and press PF1 to display the Select SQL Column Function screen
for that column. Asterisks appear under the FUNC column for every selected column that is not grouped, and you are
required to define a function. These asterisks also appear in the SQL SELECT statement.

NOTE
Expressions with referenced columns that are listed in the GROUP BY clause, or are enclosed in cumulative
functions do not require you to define a function. CA Report Facility does NOT allow you to specify a function
on an expression that contains embedded cumulative functions.

• WHERE
Specifies the WHERE clause for the column. You do not need to enter the word WHERE or the column name. The
first value in the Where field must be a comparison operator or an SQL operator. The correct comparison values must
follow this. You can use a replaceable parameter instead of a value in a comparison (for example, <, >, =, and so on)
in the WHERE clause of the query. The parameter name cannot exceed eight characters in length and must begin with
an ampersand (&).
Enter the WHERE command in the command line to enlarge the Where field. Move the cursor to a column's Where
field and press PF1 to display the Where Conditions screen for that column.

• using
Specifies the global connector you want to apply for your WHERE conditions.

• SQL SELECT Statement
(Display only) The lower half of the screen shows you the SQL SELECT statement that results from the entries
you make on the upper half of the screen. (Display only) The lower half of the screen shows you the SQL SELECT
statement that results from the entries you make on the upper half of the screen. Because none of the columns are
selected, there is no SQL SELECT statement at the bottom of the screen.
See Shrink Columns in SHRINK Option for an example of an SQL SELECT statement.

Build Query Example

See the following Build Query screen example:

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                          USER2.JULY20  SEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   USER2.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                         4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                     1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             3        6:SALARY........................N          AVG                       9        7:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                              EXPRESSIONS                                                            S       10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N          SUM     < 35000                                                                                         
                                               

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO), AVG(COMMISSION)        , SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION)                                                    FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 HAVING SUM(SALARY + COMMISSION) < 35000                                       ORDER BY DEPT, 3                                                              

Note the following items on the previous screen:

• USER2.EMPLOYEE_TAB
(Display only) The name of each table displays above the column names for that table. If you selected more than one
table, the table letter assigned on the Join Conditions screen also displays.

• EXPRESSIONS
Any expressions that you created are displayed in columns under the table name EXPRESSIONS. The expressions
are numbered in the same sequence as the columns.

• Column Number
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(Display only) Each column is numbered in a single sequence, beginning with the first column of the first table
selected. You can use these numbers in other parts of the Build Query process as an abbreviation for the column
name.

• Column Name
(Display only) The column names are listed below their table name.

• Data Type
(Display only) One of the following data codes displays:
– C: Character
– D: Date
– N: Numeric
Enter the TYPE command to display each column's specific data type and length. Press Enter to toggle this
information off.

Query Functions

The query functions let you apply predefined mathematical operations on the data. The query functions operate at the
group level. When you apply a function to a column, it returns one row for that column (just like GROUP BY). You cannot
enter a function on a grouped column. If you use a function on a column, all the other selected columns must also have a
function, or be grouped. If you have functions on all fields with no groups specified, the query returns one row.

NOTE
The function names have one or more alias associated with them. You can also use the alias to type the
function name. CA Report Facility automatically converts the alias to the primary function name.

You can perform the following functions with your data in the Build Query screen:

• AVG
Represents the average function. It produces the average of the values in a column. You must select a column that
contains numeric values.
Alias: A, AVE

• AVG D
Represents the average distinct function. It produces the average of the values in a column and skips any duplicate
values. You must select a column that contains numeric values.
Alias: AD, AVGD, AVED

• CNT
Counts the number of rows that the query selects. You can use this function on any type of column.
Alias: C, COUNT

• CNT D
Represents count distinct function. It counts the number of rows that the query selects and skips any duplicate values.
You can use this function on any type of column.
Alias: CD, CNTD, COUNTD

• CNT_B
Represents the count big function. It counts the number of rows that the query selects and returns an integer of
BIGINT data type.
Alias: CB, CNTB

• CNT_BD
Represents the count big distinct function. It counts the number of rows that the query selects, skips any duplicate
values, and returns an integer of BIGINT data type.
Alias: CBD, CNTBD

• MAX
Identifies the maximum value in a column. You can use this function on any type of column. 
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Alias: X
• MIN

Identifies the minimum value in a column. You can use this function on any type of column.
Alias: N

• STD
Represents the standard deviation function. It returns the standard deviation of a set of numbers in a column. You
must select a numeric column.
Alias: STDEV, STD_P, STDP

• STD D
Represents the standard deviation distinct function. It returns the standard deviation of a set of numbers in a column
and skips any duplicate numbers. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: STDEVD, STD_PD, STDPD

• STD_S
Represents the standard deviation sample function. It returns the sample standard deviation of a set of numbers in a
column. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: STDS

• STD_SD
Represents the standard deviation sample distinct function. It returns the sample standard deviation of a set of
numbers in a column and skips any duplicate numbers. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: STDSD

• SUM
Produces the total of the values in a column. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: S

• SUM D
Represents the sum distinct function. It produces the total of the values in a column and skips any duplicate values.
You must select a numeric column.
Alias: SD

• VAR 
Represents the variance function. It returns the biased variance of a set of numbers in a column. You must select a
numeric column.
Alias: V, VAR_P, VP, VARP

• VAR D
Represents the variance distinct function. It returns the biased variance of a set of numbers in a column and skips any
duplicate numbers. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: VD, VAR_PD, VPD, VARPD

• VAR_S
Represents the variance sample function. It returns the sample variance of a set of numbers in a column. You must
select a numeric column.
Alias: VS, VARS

• VAR_SD
Represents the variance sample distinct function. It returns the sample variance of a set of numbers in a column and
skips any duplicate numbers. You must select a numeric column.
Alias: VSD, VARSD

To use a function, enter the function in the function field on the line of the column you want. For example, for the sum
distinct function, enter SUMD.

Another way to specify a function is to position the cursor on the Function (FUNC) field for the column and press PF1. The
Select SQL Column Function screen opens, as is shown in the following figure.

SQLF.           -------- SELECT SQL COLUMN FUNCTION ---------    COMMAND==>                                                         PDPRF1.JEFF                                                                                DISTINCT?  N    SQL COLUMN:  A.SALARY .......................DECIMAL 9.02

SEL -------------------------------------------------------------------------- S  AVG ........... Compute the average of a set of numbers.   COUNT ......... Count the number of values in the set.   MAX ........... Compute the maximum value of the set of values.   MIN ........... Compute the minimum value of the set of values.               SUM ........... Compute the sum of the numbers in the set.                    COUNT_BIG ..... Same as COUNT above - allows result > max integer size.       STDDEV ........ Compute the biased standard deviation of the numbers.         STDDEV_SAMP ... Compute the sample standard deviation of the numbers.         VARIANCE ...... Compute the biased variance of the set of numbers.            VARIANCE_SAMP . Compute the sample variance of the set of numbers.         
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

All functions require numeric SQL columns except COUNT, MAX, MIN and COUNT_BIG                                                                                      The column returned by DB2 will have the following format:                                                                                                                        DEC(15,02)                                                                                                                                If you would like to change this default, enter the new precision                and scale, otherwise press <ENTER> to accept the default.             

Note the following information on the Select SQL Function screen:

• DISTINCT
Indicates whether only the distinct values are used to derive the result.
Limits: Y (yes), N (no)

• SQL COLUMN
(Display only) Shows the name, data type, length, and decimal information (if applicable) of the column for which you
are entering a function.

• Function Information
(Display only) Shows all the valid SQL functions below the column name. A short description of each function also
appears.

• SEL
Helps you select a function. Enter S next to the function you want. When you press Enter, you return to the Build
Query screen. The function that you selected appears in the Function (FUNC) field of the column.

NOTE
You can select only one function for a column. If you need to enter more than one function on a column, you
must replicate the column (use R in the SEL field) and apply the other desired functions to the replicated
columns.

GROUP BY Function--Group Retrieved Data

The GROUP BY function lets you rearrange the retrieved data into divisions, or groups. The command does not physically
rearrange the actual data, but it changes the format in which the data displays.

You select a columns as the GROUP BY column. One or more rows have the same value for the GROUP BY column
form groups. For example, if you group by account type, one group forms for each account type.

The GROUP BY clause gives you just one row of information per distinct column value, based on the columns you select.
For instance, if three account types exist, then three rows of data for the account type column are returned.

Contents:

Grouping Example

The following table displays some sample data regarding sales accounts.

ACCOUNT_TYPE SALESPERSON LAST_POST_DATE AMOUNT_DUE

A PIH 2001-4-1 534.00

A PIH 2001-5-1 765.00

A BOC 2001-4-1 122.00

B BOC 2001-4-1 148.00

B BOC 2001-4-1 244.00

B BOC 2001-4-1 966.00

C LIM 2001-4-1 776.00

C LIM 2001-5-1 225.00

C LIM 2001-5-1 143.00
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Grouping By ONe Column

For example, use the sample table and make ACCOUNT_TYPE the GROUP BY column. If one row of data is returned for
each account type, you must define a function on all other selected columns (on each column that you want to use for the
group report).

If AMOUNT_DUE is the other selected column, you must perform some function on the AMOUNT_DUE values for each
account type. This is because multiple rows of data must be considered, even though only one row is returned. For
instance, the average amount due could be returned, or the total amount due could be returned. You must define some
function to keep the returned value true to the actual data. See Functions for more information.

Grouping By More Than One Column

If you group by more than one column, a row of data is returned whenever at least one of the values of a grouped column
changes.

If you group by ACCOUNT_TYPE, you get the following groups (rows):

ACCOUNT_TYPE     A     B     C

If you group by ACCOUNT_TYPE and SALESPERSON, you get these groups:

ACCOUNT_TYPE     SALESPERSON     A               PIH     A               BOC     B               BOC     C               LIM

If you group by ACCOUNT_TYPE, SALESPERSON and LAST_POST_DATE, you get these groups:

ACCOUNT_TYPE     SALESPERSON     LAST_POST_DATE     A              PIH              2001-4-1     A              PIH              2001-5-1     A              BOC              2001-4-1     B              BOC              2001-4-1     C              LIM              2001-4-1     C              LIM              2001-5-1

If you group by ACCOUNT_TYPE, SALESPERSON, LAST_POST_DATE, and AMOUNT_DUE, you get one group for
every row in the table (since each AMOUNT_DUE is unique).

Grouping Considerations

Note the following grouping considerations:

• You cannot have detailed columns and grouped columns in one query. If you grouped one column, you have to define
a function (AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM, COUNT) for all other columns that you select (since a function also returns one row
per column). If you group or define a function on only some columns, this condition is flagged by placing asterisks (***)
in the Function (FUNC) or Group (GRP) fields of the selected columns.

• You can select some expressions without having to specify a function. Each expression is examined to determine if
all the columns it references are enclosed in a cumulative function, or used in the GROUP BY clause. If all columns
in the expression meet one of these criteria, the expression is allowed to be selected without requiring you to specify
a function for it. If any column within the expression does not meet one of these criteria, then a message displays. If
an expression has cumulative functions within it, then you cannot specify a function (FUNC field on the Build Query
screen).

• The maximum number of GROUP BYs that you can specify is 16.

GROUP BY Example

On this screen, the number 1 is entered in the GRP field for the DEPT column.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                      POMCH01.GROUP_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                              2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C                                             3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                    1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             2        6:SALARY........................N          AVG                       3        7:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                                8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                             9:TITLE.........................C                                           EXPRESSIONS                                                                    10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N                                    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), AVG(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)                                                                                      FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 ORDER BY DEPT, 4                                                              
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The query returns one row for each department, as shown on the next screen.

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------              COMMAND==>                                             FORM "USER2.GROUP_INFO"                                                                        LINE 1                                                   NUMBER OF                  DEPARTMENT  AVERAGE SALARY  AVERAGE COMMISSION     EMPLOYEES                  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------001             $27,500.00           $3,900.00             2                  002             $44,500.00           $3,750.00             3                  004             $29,450.00             $500.00             1                  012             $27,500.00           $1,800.00             1                                                                                                *** END OF REPORT ***                                                         

The previous figure gives you an idea of what a GROUP BY report looks like. Some formatting is added by using a form.

GROUP BY vs. ORDER BY

Do not confuse GROUP BY with ORDER BY:

• GROUP BY specifies putting all similar values for a field in one group. The result is one row per group. GROUP BY
does not put the groups into any specific order.

• ORDER BY specifies putting all of the rows for a distinct value in a specific order (ascending or descending). ORDER
BY does not limit the return to one row.

If you GROUP BY columns and want those groups to appear in a certain order, you must ORDER BY the columns as
well.

If you group at least one column, all of the other columns that you select must be grouped or have a function assigned
to them. If you select several columns and only assign a group or function to one, a message like the one shown in the
following example displays.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0207W  All non-"GROUP BY" columns must have functions                      Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                      POMCH01.GROUP_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                              2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C                                             3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                    1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             2        6:SALARY........................N          ***                       3        7:COMMISSION....................N          ***                                8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                             9:TITLE.........................C                                           EXPRESSIONS                                                                    10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N                                    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, ***(SALARY), ***(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)                                                                                      FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 ORDER BY DEPT, 4                                                              

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Message
A message warns you about non-grouped columns. When you see this message, you should group the selected
columns, assign functions to them, or deselect the columns.
Three asterisks (***) appear under the FUNC column for every selected column that is not grouped and is not an
expression with embedded cumulative functions or “GROUP BY” columns. These asterisks also appear in the SQL
SELECT statement.

NOTE
You can assign a WHERE clause to an un-selected column. If you assign a WHERE clause to an un-
selected column, The WHERE clause is used as a filter, to eliminate data before it is grouped. For example,
if you did not select ACCOUNT_TYPE and assign the WHERE clause: = 'C' to it, all account types other than
C would be filtered out before grouping is performed.

HAVING Clause

The HAVING clause is effectively a WHERE clause for groups. Whereas the WHERE clause limits rows, the HAVING
clause limits groups. Like the WHERE clause, the HAVING clause lets you further define the data that is returned.

 Contents:

HAVING clauses are performed at the group level. When you assign a function to a column or when you GROUP BY a
column, one row is returned for each column. The major difference between the WHERE clause and the HAVING clause
is that the WHERE clause operates at the detail level. All WHERE clauses are performed before  GROUP BY or HAVING
clauses.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                      POMCH01.GROUP_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                              2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C                                             3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                    1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             2        6:SALARY........................N          AVG     > 20000           3        7:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                                8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                             9:TITLE.........................C                                           EXPRESSIONS                                                                    10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N                  > 18000           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), AVG(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)                                                                                      FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY + COMMISSION > 18000                                             GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 HAVING AVG(SALARY) > 20000                                                    

Note the following fields on the previous screen:
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• GRP (Group) and DEPT
The query in the figure groups by department DEPT.

• WHERE Clause (> 18000)
The WHERE clause calls for a total income of over $18,000.

First, all rows are filtered out where total income is less than or equal to $18,000, then the columns are grouped by
department.

After performing the grouping, the HAVING clause is applied to the groups. (A HAVING clause works like a WHERE
clause for groups.) The clause in this example states that the average (AVG) salary must be greater than $20,000. The
average is found at the group level. In other words, the function is performed after the detail records are filtered. The
HAVING clause checks to ensure that the average salary for each group is greater than $20,000. If a group has an
average posted balance below that level, it is filtered out.

Notice that we also selected the SALARY column, on which we entered the HAVING clause. This column appears along
with the other columns in each group. The result is one row for each department where the average salary is greater than
$20,000. Each row consists of the department, average salary, average commission, and the number of employees.

NOTE
Like the WHERE clause, you do not need to select a column in order to assign a HAVING clause to it. If you
assign a HAVING clause to an unselected column, the HAVING clause is used as a filter to limit groups. The
difference is whether rows (WHERE) or groups (HAVING) are filtered.

Automatic HAVING

You are not required to enter the word WHERE when you enter a WHERE clause. The same is true for HAVING clauses;
you do not have to enter the word HAVING.

To enter a HAVING clause, you must enter it on a column with a function applied. If you enter the clause on a grouped
column, the clause is interpreted as WHERE. Enter HAVING clauses on columns that have functions on them, because
they work at the group level.

When you want to further define the selection criteria for a particular column, enter it in the WHERE field. Whether or not
the field has a function assigned to it is automatically determined. If the field has a function, the statement is interpreted as
a HAVING clause.

The automatic HAVING clause generation capability means that you do not need to remember whether the clause is
WHERE or HAVING. You should remember that a WHERE clause is performed on the detail level, and a HAVING clause
on the group level. WHERE filters out rows, and HAVING filters out groups. Other than this distinction, you enter the two
clauses in the same manner. For both clauses, you can use the WHERE command and WHERE help.

Placing a WHERE and a HAVING Condition on the Same Column

You can use the Build Query panel to place a WHERE and a HAVING condition on the same column.

Follow these steps::

1. Replicate the column to which you want to apply both conditions.
Note: We recommend that you switch off the shrink view before you replicate a column. If you replicate a column
when the shrink mode is on, you do not see the repeated column (because it is not selected). To select the repeated
column, switch off the shrink mode.
Replicating columns in a full view ensures that you see all available table columns, including the replicated ones.

2. Place the WHERE condition on the replicated column. Do NOT select this column.
3. Place the HAVING condition on the original column. Verify you select this column.

Example: Specify WHERE and HAVING Condition on the Same Column
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This example shows how you can specify WHERE and HAVING conditions on the same column using the Build Query
panel:

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                      POMCH01.GROUP_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           4        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C 2        COUNT                     1        5:DEPT..........................C 1    1                             2        6:SALARY........................N          AVG     > 20000                    7:SALARY........................N                  > 15000           3        8:COMMISSION....................N          AVG                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), AVG(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)                                                                                      FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY > 15000                                                          GROUP BY DEPT                                                                 HAVING AVG(SALARY) > 20000                                                    

Freeform Editing of the SQL Select

On the Build Query screen, the SQL SELECT statement you are building appears at the bottom of the screen and
changes according to the selections you make. You might want to view more of the SQL statement on one screen or edit
the SQL statement in freeform mode. Freeform editing of an SQL statement lets you enter any SQL statement, regardless
of whether it is supported by the Build Query screen (for example, UNIONs, SELECT COUNT(*), and so on).

Contents:

Rules and Notes

Consider the following rules and notes:

• Once you edit an SQL statement using this facility, you cannot return to the Build Query screen.
• As you enter table names in the FROM clause, the corresponding columns (data maps) automatically display in the

column reference area. As you remove table names from the FROM clause, their data maps are removed.
• You may enter column abbreviations (:#) for any valid column you reference. The column name automatically expands

when you press Enter.
• There are three sets of scrolling keys:

– UP1/DOWN1 (PF7 or PF8): Scrolls SQL statement.
– UP2/DOWN2 (PF6 or PF9): Scrolls column references.
– UP3/DOWN3 (PF10 or PF11): Scrolls FUNC help (FUNC command)

• The parser uses DB2 to perform SQL validation so that all errors are detected at build time. The syntax of the SQL
statement is checked with DB2 Prepare, and returns an actual SQL error message at the bottom of the screen if the
statement is invalid. Full SQL error messages are displayed in a multi-line message area. All sub-selects and unions
are validated.

NOTE
If an SQL statement is passed to DB2 and an error is received, a special SQL Error screen displays, listing
the problem as reported by DB2. You can then correct the problem and rerun the query. However, CA Report
Facility catches most errors before DB2 executes the query.

EDIT Command

To edit the SQL SELECT statement, enter EDIT in the command line and press Enter. The Edit SQL Select screen
displays.

Note the following:

• When you first edit an SQL statement in freeform mode, a message denoting that you are in “Automatic Edit Mode”
displays. As long as you do not  update the SQL statement, you can return back to the Build Query screen. As soon as
you make a change to the query (and you do not CANCEL the process), you can no longer return to the Build Query
screen. That query can only be accessed using the Edit SQL Select facility.

• On the Query Library screen, a freeform SQL query will be saved as object type FF, Freeform SQL Query.

The following shows you an example of the EDIT SQL SELECT screen:

ESEL.04           --------------- EDIT SQL SELECT --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0253I  This query is currently in the free edit mode                       OPR                                                         POMCH01.GROUP_INFO    1 SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), AVG(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)      2 FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                    3 WHERE  SALARY > 15000                                                       4 GROUP BY DEPT                                                               5 HAVING AVG(SALARY) > 20000                                                  6 ORDER BY DEPT, 4                                                            7                                                                             8                                                                             9                                                                            10                                                                            11                                                                            12                                                                         A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                 1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                             5:DEPT..........................C                                             6:SALARY........................N                                             7:COMMISSION....................N                                        
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The following describes the screen layout:

• OPR
The Operation column lets you enter line edit commands. You enter the line command to the left of the line number.
The following line commands are supported:
– A: After. Specifies the destination for a set of lines to be copied or moved. A block of lines is inserted after the line

indicated with the A command. You can specify A#, where # indicates the number of times to insert the block. For
example, entering A3 inserts three blocks of lines indicated by a move or copy line after the current line. You must
use the A line command with one of the move or copy line commands.

– C: Copy a line. You can specify C# where # is the number of lines to copy. For example, entering C4 copies four
lines starting with the line indicated by the command. Use the C line command with the A line command described
above.

– CC: Copy a block of lines. Specify CC on one line and another CC on a subsequent line. All lines starting
– D: Delete a line. This command deletes one line at a time. You can specify D#, where # is the number of lines to

delete. For example, entering D4 deletes four lines starting with the line containing the D command. with the first
CC up to and including the line with the last CC are copied. No other line commands can occur between the CC
commands. Use the CC command with the A line command described above.

– DD: Delete a block of lines. Enter DD on one line and another DD on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first DD up to and including the line with the last DD are deleted. No other line commands can occur between the
DD commands

– I: Insert a line. This command inserts a line below the current line. You can specify I#, where # is the number of
lines you want to insert. To insert a blank line before the first line, enter an I in the “OPR” column header. You must
type something on the blank lines or it disappears the next time you press Enter.

– M: Move a line. You can specify M# where # is the number of lines to move. For example, entering M4 moves four
lines starting with the line indicated by the command. Use the M line command with the A line command described
above.

– MM: Move a block of lines. Specify MM on one line and another MM on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first MM up to and including the line with the last MM are moved. No other line commands can occur between the
MM commands. Use the MM command with the A line command described above.

– R: Replicate a line. This command replicates the line. You can specify R#, where # is the number of times you want
to replicate the line. For example, R3 replicates the line three times.

– RR: Replicate a block of lines. Enter RR on one line and another RR on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first RR up to and including the line with the last RR are replicated. If you specify RR#, the # indicates the number of
times to replicate the block. No other line commands can occur between the RR commands.

– S: Split a line. This command lets you split an existing line into two parts, inserting the second part into a new line
below the existing line. To split a line, enter S in the Operator (OPR) field, place the cursor where you want to split
the line, and press Enter.

• SQL Text
The SQL text displays in this area. You can edit the text by using any of the standard 3270 editing keys (EOF, DEL,
INS). You can type in a new SQL SELECT statement directly or edit the existing statement. The screen also lets you
view more of the SQL SELECT statement than is possible on the Build Query screen.

• Column Reference
(Display only) The column names for any tables referenced within the SQL FROM clause display here. Table letters
and sequential column numbers are included.
Note the following:
– Aliases are supported, but the SQL Edit option flags table designators that are not listed in the FROM clause, even

if the FROM clause contains an alias that points to a table named by the designator. The query can still be run.
– To avoid the error message, use the name specified in the FROM clause, which is the object name or its correlation

variable, and do not use an alternate object name that matches through an alias.
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SPLIT Command

The SPLIT command lets you split one line into two. The following example demonstrates the SPLIT command:

SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)FROM USER2.EMPLOYEE_TAB

Enter S in the Operator (OPR) field of the first line, and place the cursor on the first letter of COUNT(DISTINCT
EMPLOYEE_NO). Press Enter. The lines now look like this:

SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY),  COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)FROM USER2.EMPLOYEE_TAB

Including Comments in Freeform SQL

You can add comments to your freeform query that are similar to SPUFI comments. You must designate the beginning of
comment text with two dashes (--). Any text that you enter after the two dashes and before the end of the current line is
considered a comment. Comment text is saved with the query, but it is not submitted to DB2. See the example comment
text below.

ESEL.04           --------------- EDIT SQL SELECT --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0253I  This query is currently in the free edit mode                       OPR                                                      POMCH01.PRF_FREE_FORM    1 -- COMMENTS ARE PLACED IN AREAS DESIGNATED BY A DOUBLE DASH                 2 -- THIS QUERY IS A QUERY THAT RETURNS ALL ROWS FROM DB2 VX.X                3 -- SAMPLE EMP TABLE.

\                                                       4 SELECT *                                                                    5   FROM DSN8810.EMP                                                          6 -- MORE COMMENTS COULD BE PLACED HERE                                       7                                                                             8                                                                             9                                                                            10                                                                            11                                                                            12                                                                            DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

If you use column abbreviations, such as :n, before a comment, the comment text is shifted to the right to allow for
expansion of the column name designated by n. If expansion causes the text to exceed the current line length, the
comment text (with dashes) moves to the beginning of a new line.

Special Commands

Special commands are as follows:

• ATTACH
• CHECK
• NAMEEXP
• FUNC

ATTACH

The ATTACH command lets you attach a table to a query. Enter ATTACH in the command line. The Select Tables screen
displays. You can then specify the tables you want to attach to the query. Once you specify which table to attach to the
query, the Join Conditions screen displays so that you can specify the conditions for the join.

CHECK

The CHECK command is a toggle that turns ON/OFF SQL syntax checking when you are using the freeform SQL Edit
Select screen. The default CHECK mode is ON.

When CHECK is on, the SQL statement is verified for correctness every time you press Enter. You can temporarily
disable syntax checking by entering the CHECK command. When disabled, CHECK is only used when you exit the
screen. To re-establish syntax checking each time you press Enter, re-enter the CHECK command.

You might want to disable syntax checking when you are performing several edits to an SQL statement and you do not
want to receive intermediate syntax errors.

The SQL statement is always verified upon exit and a warning message displays if there is an error. If you receive an
error message and you still want to save the SQL statement, reenter the END command.
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NAMEEXP

The naming of expressions entered in freeform edit mode is allowed. When you begin a freeform edit session, the names
of your expressions are saved. If you change the expression syntax in any way during your session, the Name Freeform
Query Expressions screen appears. This happens when any kind of save processing is done for the END, SAVE, and
BATCH commands. The NAMEEXP command displays the Name Freeform Expressions screen:

PRFQ084 05         --------- Name Freeform Expressions ----------              Command==>                                                    PDPRF1.QRTREPORT                                                                                     Name                Expressions                                                ------------------  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50...   1  AVG_SALARY          AVG(SALARY)                                             2                      AVG(COMM)                                               3  REC_COUNT           COUNT(DISTINCT EMPNO)                                                                                                                
                                                                   

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Existing Names                                                                 AVG_SALARY                                                                     REC_COUNT                                                                      

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Name
Name the expression listed in the Expressions column. It provides you the opportunity to give your expressions
intuitive names. If you do not name an expression, the default name is the first 18 characters of the expression syntax.
If any of your expressions exactly matches an expression from a previous edit session, the name that was previously
assigned to the expression is provided in this column upon entry.

• Expressions
The expression syntax appears in this column for display only. You cannot update your expression on this screen.

• Existing Names
The names that existed (if any) before this session display in the Existing Names column. These are provided to aid
you in naming expressions that might have changed only slightly and still need the name previously assigned.

NOTE
All names that have been used in forms must be accounted for or the form verify logic eliminates all columns
that no longer appear in the query. When a query is built using a previous version of CA Report Facility,
existing form usage requires the name to be the first 18 characters.

Three sets of scrolling keys are available for your use on the Name Freeform Expressions screen:

• UP1/DOWN1: Scrolls the expressions and names
• UP2/DOWN2: Scrolls the existing names list
• LEFT/RIGHT: Scrolls the expression syntax right or left

FUNC

When entering an SQL statement, you can use any of the standard DB2 SQL column and scalar functions (SUBSTR,
CHAR, etc.). Many different SQL functions are available, each having its own syntax, so you might need help when typing
in a function.

If you enter the FUNC command, a help window pops up in the center of the screen listing all the supported SQL
functions and the appropriate syntax:

ESEL.04           --------------- EDIT SQL SELECT --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0253I  This query is currently in the free edit mode                       OPR                                                         POMCH01.GROUP_INFO    1 SELECT DEPT, AVG(SALARY), AVG(COMMISSION), COUNT(DISTINCT EMPLOYEE_NO)      2 FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                    3 WHERE  SALARY > 15000                                                         ------------------------------------------------------------------------      COLUMN FUNCTIONS:                                                         1.  AVG(expression) or AVG(ALL expression) or AVG(DISTINCT column-

name).      2.  MAX(expression) or MAX(ALL expression) or MAX(DISTINCT column-

name).      3.  MIN(expression) or MIN(ALL expression) or MIN(DISTINCT column-

name).      4.  SUM(expression) or SUM(ALL expression) or SUM(DISTINCT column-

name).      5.  COUNT(DISTINCT column-name) ... Count of unique, non-

duplicate values.    6.  COUNT(*) ... The total number of rows (including nulls and duplicates).       SCALAR FUNCTIONS:                                                       A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                 1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                             5:DEPT..........................C                                             6:SALARY........................N                                             7:COMMISSION....................N                                        

You can scroll this area with the UP3/DOWN3 commands or appropriate PF keys (PF 10/11). (Use the UP/DOWN
commands (PF 7/8) to scroll the SQL statement and the UP2/DOWN2 keys (PF6/9) to scroll the column reference area.)
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You can then enter the function in the edit area using the help as a reference. To remove the help, re-enter the FUNC
command.

OLAP Function

When entering an SQL statement, you can use OLAP function in the free-form query screen. The following OLAP
functions are available:

•     ROW_NUMBER
•     CORRELATION
•     MAX
•     MIN
•     RANK
•     DENSE_RANK
•     SUM
•     AVG
•     COUNT
•     COUNT_BIG
•     COVARIANCE
•     STDDEV
•     SUM
•     VARIANCE

 

Detach a Table From a Query

As you work on your query, you might find that you do not need one of the tables you attached. You can detach these
tables from your query.

 To detach a table from a query 

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to QUERY.
b. Specify a query name in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter.
The Build Query screen appears.
BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------            

  COMMAND==> DETACH                                                           
                                                                               

  Distinct: N  Shrink: Y                                      POMCH01.TWO_TABLESSEL

  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A

 PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             2

        1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                    5

        2:TOYS_MONTH_$..................N                                    6

        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_$...............N                                    

     B PTI.STOREINFO                                                        

  7        7:OPENING_DATE..................D                                  

  3        8:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                  

  1       12:LOCATION......................C 1                                

       X EXPRESSIONS                                                          
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  4       13:TOTAL_SALES...................N 2                > &QUOTA        
                                                                              
                                                                              

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT

  B.LOCATION,  A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME, A.TOYS_MONTH_$ +        

 A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$,                    

  B.OPENING_DATE                                                              

  FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A, PTI.STOREINFO  B                                    

  WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER =  B.STORE_NUMBER) AND (A.TOYS_MONTH_$ +             

  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$ > &QUOTA)                                                   

2. Enter DETACH { n } in the command line.
Press Enter.
The table is detached, the columns are removed from the selection list, the SELECT statement is updated, and a
message confirming the action displays. If there is only one table left in the query after detach,

NOTE
 If you do not specify the table alias in the DETACH command, the last table listed on the Build Query screen
is detached.

The Build Query screen remains, and you can continue to modify the query.

DETACH Command -- Detach a Table from a Query

The DETACH command lets you break off attached tables when working on your query. This command has the following
syntax:

DETACH {n}

•   n 
(Optional) Specifies the alias for the table you want to detach, as listed in the SELECT statement at the bottom of the
screen.

NOTE

 When you detach tables, you might break linking Join Conditions and affect the remaining joined tables. If an
error occurs in your Join Condition as a result of the DETACH, a message displays alerting you to check the
Join Conditions.

All WHERE conditions that reference the detached table are also deleted.

The DETACH command does not work on the Join Conditions screen.If you ATTACH a table, the Join
Conditions screen appears. You must specify a join condition and return to the Build Query screen before you
can use the DETACH command.

View Data Type Information

The TYPE command lets you see the complete DB2 data types for each column (that is, how many characters, where the
decimal falls, what kind of date, and so on). This information helps you enter data correctly in WHERE statements.

To view data type information, enter TYPE in the command line and press Enter.

The number and kind of characters or numbers for each column displays. The single-letter designations are the default.
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BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                     POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND A PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             2        1:STORE_NUMBER.... CHAR 5                                            5        2:TOYS_MONTH_

$.... DECIMAL 9.02                    > 75000           6        3:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$. DECIMAL 9.02                                               4:NUMBER_SALES_MO. SMALLINT                                                   5:FISCAL_EOY...... DATE                                                   B PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   6:STORE_NUMBER.... CHAR 5                                            7        7:OPENING_DATE.... DATE                                              3        8:MANAGER_NAME.... VARCHAR 25                                                 9:MONTHLY_SALARY.. DECIMAL 7.02                                              10:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES SMALLINT                                          ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT  B.LOCATION,  A.STORE_NUMBER,  B.MANAGER_NAME, A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +         A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$,  A.TOYS_MONTH_$,  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$,                      B.OPENING_DATE                                                                FROM PTI.SALES_INFO  A, PTI.STOREINFO  B                                      WHERE ( A.STORE_NUMBER =  B.STORE_NUMBER) AND ( A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ >              75000)                                                                        

The TYPE command is a toggle and you can easily hide the information.

To hide data type information, press Enter.

The data type information disappears.

NOTE
If you exit the Build Query screen and re-enter, the single-letter designation appears again regardless of the
toggle setting when you exited the screen.

TYPE Command -- View the Data Types

The TYPE command displays data type information for each column, such as the number of characters, where the
decimal falls, the kind of data, and so forth. The data type displays to the right of the column name as follows:

• C (character)
• N (numeric)
• D (date)

This command has the following format:

TYPE

NULLS Command

The NULLS command lets you set the NULL condition you want as you enter and edit expressions on the Build
Expressions screen. The command acts like a toggle, turning NULLS on or off. The NULLS command, in this case,
does not refer to NULLS in the database. It controls whether you insert spaces on the screen with your cursor movement.

With the NULLS ON, you insert a null character each time you move the cursor to the right. Nulls, or absence of space,
do not take up any character positions. All null characters are condensed when your expression is transferred to the Build
Query screen. To insert spaces in your expression when the NULLS are ON, you must use the space bar.

If you have the NULLS OFF, each line on the Build Expressions screen is filled with spaces. If you wish to insert
characters into an existing expression, you must delete spaces after the expression so that there is room to insert the new
characters. A blank on the screen represents a space character, and each takes up one character position. Each time you
move the cursor to the right, you insert a space character.

You can set a NULLS value default through your User Profile.

Query Execution Options Panel

The Query Execution Options panel lets you provide instructions and guidance for query clauses and special registers
that influence query execution and data returned by the SQL. For example, you can add or omit select-statement clauses
to the query syntax and DB2 special register values.

 Contents: 
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Query Clauses

You can provide instructions for the following query clauses:

•  OPTIMIZE FOR
Helps DB2 determine the way to access the data based on the number of rows that are anticipated:
–   # 

Specifies a value between 1 and 2147483647 inclusive, to be used as the value in the added clause.
–  OMIT

Does not add the clause.
–  DEFAULT

Instructs CA Report Facility to default to its normal processing.
•  FOR FETCH ONLY

Provides instruction regarding the read-only clause of the select-statement. This clause tells DB2 that the data that is
accessed need not be locked for a possible update.
–  N

Does not add the clause. We do not recommend this specification.
–  F

Adds the FOR FETCH ONLY syntax. This is the default.
–  R

Adds the FOR READ ONLY syntax.

NOTE
 FOR FETCH ONLY and FOR READ ONLY are synonyms.

•  WITH isolation
Provides the isolation value for the WITH clause for the select-statement. This clause helps DB2 determine the lock
levels required to provide consistent access to the data.
–  N

Does not add the clause. This is the default.
–  CS (Cursor Stability)

Does not read a row someone else has changed but allows others to change after read.
–  RR (Repeatable Read)

Does not read a row someone else has changed and prevents others from changing after read.
–  UR (Uncommitted Read)

Reads any row even if it is changed.
–  RS (Read Stability)

Does not read a row someone else has changed, prevents update of a read row, and allows updates of unread
rows.

•  SKIP LOCKED DATA
Includes or omits this select-statement clause that instructs DB2 to skip rows that are locked such that the query
cannot access them without waiting.

NOTE
 This clause is used only with the CS and RS isolation levels; otherwise, it is ignored by DB2.

Special Registers

You can provide instructions for the following special registers:

•  QUERY ACCELERATION
The CURRENT QUERY ACCELERATION special register specifies when DB2 sends dynamic SQL queries to an
accelerator server and what DB2 does if the accelerator server fails. The special register does not apply to static SQL
queries.
–  NA
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(Default) Set current query acceleration statement is not executed.                    
–  NO

Set current query acceleration NONE is executed          
–  EN

Set current query acceleration ENABLE is executed             
–  EL

Set current query acceleration ELIGIBLE is executed     
–  EF

Set current query acceleration ENABLE WITH FAILBACK is executed
•  CURRENT DEGREE

Helps DB2 determine degree of parallelism to use for the query. Parallelism can help provide the data faster by using
parallel processes.
–  N

Does not set the register.
–  D

Uses the default processing from the System Profile.
–  1

Sets the register to 1.
–  A

Sets the register to ANY.

NOTE
 This register is not set in CICS. In CICS, any change to this register causes a severe degradation of
resources.

•  CURRENT PRECISION
Tells DB2 which decimal arithmetic rules to use for the query.
–  N

Does not set the register. This is the default.
–  15

Sets the register to DEC15.
–  31

Sets the register to DEC31.
•  DECFLOAT ROUNDING MODE

Tells DB2 which rounding rules to use for decimal floating point arithmetic.
–  OMIT

Does not set the register.
–  ROUND_UP

Rounds away from zero.
–  ROUND_DOWN

Rounds toward zero (truncation).
–  ROUND_CEILING

Rounds toward positive infinity.
–  ROUND_FLOOR

Rounds toward negative infinity.
–  ROUND_HALF_UP

Rounds to nearest; rounds up at half.
–  ROUND_HALF_DOWN

Rounds to nearest; rounds down at half.
–  ROUND_HALF_EVEN
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Rounds to nearest; rounds to even number at half.
•  SQLID

Tells DB2 which security rules to use when accessing the tables and rows in the query. The input field is two lines
consisting of a total of 128 characters. If left blank, CA Report Facility uses its default processing of using the value
from the ENVSET or system profile. If no values are set, CA Report Facility will not set the register.

•  SCHEMA
Tells DB2 what qualifier to use for unqualified DB2 names and entities for the query. The input field is two lines
consisting of a total of 128 characters. If left blank, CA Report Facility does not set the register.

Query Formatting

The Query Formatting section lets you specify options for CA Report Facility to use for formatting SQL. The section
contains the following fields:

•  Quote all names
Specifies how CA Report Facility delimits names in SQL with the SQL name delimiter ("). The following values are
available:
–  Y

Adds all names introduced by CA Report Facility to the SQL text within SQL name delimiters.
–   N 

Adds only the names introduced by CA Report Facility that require delimiters to the SQL text within SQL name
delimiters.

•  Caps
Specifies the text case mode for your query. The Caps option enables you to use mixed case SQL text to improve
readability of a query. The Caps setting applies to the following types of text:
– User entered text
– Text entered by CA Report Facility 
– Catalog names that CA Report Facility enters upon user request
You can specify different Caps settings for the following parts of a query:
– Standard Query -- the query case acts upon the text generated for the query in general.
– Query Expressions -- the query expression case does not apply to a freeform query.
– Query Parameters
The following values are available:

NOTE
Regardless of the value you specify for standard query and query expressions, delimited names do not
change.

– ON
Folds all text to uppercase, except quoted names. All names are included as found on the database catalog.

– LITERALS
Folds all text to uppercase, except quoted names and literals. All names are included as found on the database
catalog.

NOTE
This option does not apply to query parameters.

– OFF
Leaves all text as entered, including quoted names. Assisted text is included in uppercase, and names are included
as found on the database catalog. For query parameters, keeps all existing lowercase parameters in lowercase and
lets you enter new parameters in lowercase.

– LOWER
Leaves all text as entered, including quoted names. Assisted text and names are included in lowercase.
This option does not apply to query parameters.
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Note: 
– FIRST

Leaves all text as entered. Assisted text and names are included in lowercase with the first character in uppercase.
NOTE
This option does not apply to query parameters.

CAPS Command–Specify Text Case Mode Conversion

 Valid for Build Query, Edit Query, Query Expressions, Extended WHERE, and Replaceable Parameters panels. 

The CAPS command specifies the text case settings for a query, query expressions or parameters. With the CAPS
command, you can improve readability of a query by using mixed-case SQL.

This command has the following format:

• For a query and query expressions
CAPS ON|LITERALS|OFF|FIRST|LOWER

• For query parameters
CAPS ON|OFF

Default Case Settings

The Query Case field on the User Profile General Options panel controls the default Caps setting.

• When you enter the Build Query panel with a new query, Caps is set to the default. When you save the query, the
current Caps setting is also saved. Each time you enter the Build Query panel with the same query, the Caps setting
defaults to this saved state.

NOTE
The initial Caps default setting as described above pertains only to new queries being added.

• When you enter the WHERE Condition panel, the initial Caps setting is the same as it was set on the Build Query
panel. If you change the Caps setting within the WHERE Condition panel, you also change it for the Build Query
screen.

• The first time you enter the Build Expressions panel, the Caps setting defaults to the Build Query panel setting.
However, if you change the CAPS setting in the Build Expressions panel, it does not affect the Build Query panel
setting. In this instance, CA Report Facility saves the Build Expressions panel Caps setting separately from the Build
Query panel setting. Each time you enter the Build Expressions panel, the Caps setting defaults to the state last saved
on the Build Expressions panel.

NOTE
If you import an SQL-only or a non-PRF query into CA Report Facility, the initial Caps setting for the query can
be set to OFF if the query contained lowercase characters when it was initially imported.

CAPS Setting with Replaceable Parameters

When running queries with replaceable parameters, the Replaceable Parameter Values panel appears. You can convert
parameter values to all uppercase by using the CAPS ON command.

• For query replaceable parameters, the initial CAPS setting matches the current CAPS setting for the query (as set on
the Build Query screen).

• For procedure replaceable parameters, the initial CAPS setting is ON.

When the parameters are saved, the current CAPS setting is also saved. Each time you enter the Replaceable Parameter
Values screen, the CAPS setting reverts to its last saved state.
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NOTE
The initial CAPS default setting pertains only to replaceable parameters associated with a new query or
procedure.

OPTIONS Command–Specify Instructions for Query Clauses and Special Registers

 Valid for Build Query and Edit Query panels. 

The OPTIONS command invokes the Query Execution Options panel, where you can provide instructions and guidance
for query clauses and special registers that influence query execution and data returned by the SQL.

This command has the following format:

OPTIONS

TO Command -- Export a Query

Valid for Build Query panel and Edit SQL panel.

The TO command lets you export your query to a sequential or partitioned data set. With the TO command, you can
easily export your query to SPUFI, or into a program.

This command has the following format:

TO name

• name
Specifies the name of a query. To fully qualify a data set name, enclose it in quotes. If you do not put the name in
quotes, your user ID is automatically appended to the front of the name.

NOTE
The data set must be previously allocated and the output records must be LRECL = 80.

Save Your Query
To save your query, do any of the following:

• Enter the SAVE command.
The SAVE command saves the work you have done up to that point, and displays the Profile screen.
Press PF3 (END) to redisplay the Build Query screen.

• Enter the END command.
The END command displays the Profile screen. Enter the query description and the SHARE option for the query you
just created. After you enter the object profile information, enter the END command (or press the appropriate PF key)
to return to the Main Menu.

• Press the appropriate PF key.

The Profile screen is automatically displayed when you first save your session on a new query. After that, you can display
the profile for your query by entering the PROFILE command or pressing the appropriate PF key. For more information
about the Profile screen, see Object Profiles in the “Introduction” section.

To display the information record for the object, enter the INFO command.

NOTE
You can use the EDIT command to edit or add information about the object.
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Canceling Changes
Contents

As you modify the query, you might find that you do not want to accept the changes that you made. Two commands are
offered that allow you to cancel changes.

CANCEL

The CANCEL command lets you exit the screen without saving the changes that you made.

RESTORE

The RESTORE command lets you restore the query to its last saved version. Unlike the CANCEL command, the
RESTORE command lets you remain on the same screen without exiting.

Troubleshooting Invalid Queries
 

If one of the following scenarios occurs, a previously valid query may become invalid:

• Lose select authority. If the user loses select authority on the table referenced in the query. (This is the most common
scenario.)

• Dropped. If the table referenced in the query no longer exists due to being dropped.
• Renamed. If the table referenced in the query no longer exists due to being renamed.

Contents

Accidentally Destroying an Invalid Query

On the Query Library screen, if you select an invalid query, instead of displaying the query, the Select Table screen
displays. At this point, it is very easy for you to accidentally destroy the query. Consider the following scenario:

1. On the Query Library screen, you select the invalid query. The Select Table screen appears instead of the query.
2. You press PF3 to exit the Select Table screen, and try to return to the Query Library screen. The Build Query screen

appears with the ATTACH command entered on the command line.
3. You press PF3 again. This causes an exit from the Build Query screen, and the internal tables are updated with what

is currently on the Build Query Screen (which is currently blank), thereby destroying the query.

Restoring an Invalid Query

When you select an invalid query, although the Select Tables screen displays, the original query still exists intact within
the internal tables.

To preserve the original query:

• Overtype the ATTACH command. On the Build Query screen, overtype the ATTACH command with the CANCEL or
CAN command. You will exit from the Build Query screen without updating the internal tables.

• Export query to a data set. If you cannot remember what table is used in the query, you can export the query to a data
set. You can then browse the data set and see the SQL that will contain the table name.

• Restore table. Once you have the table name, you can go to your DBA or Table Administrator and find out what
happened with the table. Once the table is restored and/or you are granted select authority, you should be able to
select your PRF query, and it will appear on the screen.

• Use REPLACE command. If the table name has been changed and you want to change the table name in your query,
you must run a procedure using the REPLACE command.
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Build Query Command Reference
The following commands appear in all screens related to the Build Query function:

•  END
Return to the previous screen

•  FIND
Scroll to the field containing text you specify

•  HELP
Display the first HELP screen for cursor position

•  KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen for the screen

•  MAIN
Return to the Main Menu

•  TSO
Display the TSO command processor

•  TYPE
Temporarily display the complete data types for each field.

Commands specific to each screen are listed in the following sections.

 Contents 

  

Build Query Screen

The following commands are valid on the Build Query Screen:

•  ALL
Selects ALL columns from all tables in the list.

•  ATTACH
Attaches one or more tables to the query.

•  BATCH
Prints a BATCH report from the query.

•  CANCEL
Exits without saving current changes.

•  CAPS
Uses CAPS ON (uppercase literals) or OFF (lowercase).

•  DETACH
Detaches one or more tables from the query.

•  DOWN1
Scrolls the table display DOWN.

•  DOWN2
Scrolls the SQL SELECT statement display DOWN.

•  EDIT
Enters edit mode for the SQL SELECT statement.

•  EXPR
Displays the Build Expressions screen.

•  INFO
Displays/updates the information about this object.

•  JOIN
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Displays the Join Conditions screen.
•  LNAME

Displays the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, displays the first 30 or the last 18 characters of the column
name.

•  NEWSAVE
Saves the current query with a new name.

•  OPTIONS
Displays the Query Option panel, where you can enter instructions for query clauses and special registers that
influence the execution and data returned by the SQL.

•  PROFILE
Displays the Query Profile screen.

•  REDISP
Redisplays the current screen.

•  REPPARM
Displays the Replaceable Parm Values screen.

•  RESTORE
Restores the query to its last saved version.

•  RNAME
Displays the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, displays the first 30 or last 18 characters of the column
name.

•  RUN
Runs this query.

•  SAVE
Saves the query with current changes.

•  SHRINK
Shrinks the display to just those you selected (acts as a toggle between selected fields and all fields).

•  TO
Moves the SQL SELECT statement TO a sequential or partitioned data set.

•  TYPE
Displays (temporarily) complete data types for each field.

•  UP1
Scrolls the table/column display up.

•  UP2
Scrolls the Select statement up.

•  WHERE
Removes SEL, ORD, GRP, and FUNC fields from the display to enlarge the Where field for creating or editing longer
WHERE clauses.

WHERE Condition Screen

The following commands are valid on the WHERE Condition Screen:

•  CAPS
Use one of the following specifications:

NOTE
Regardless of the value you specify for standard query and query expressions, delimited names do not
change.

– ON
Folds all text to uppercase, except quoted names. All names are included as found on the database catalog.

– LITERALS
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Folds all text to uppercase, except quoted names and literals. All names are included as found on the database
catalog.

NOTE
This option does not apply to query parameters.

– OFF
Leaves all text as entered, including quoted names. Assisted text is included in uppercase, and names are included
as found on the database catalog. For query parameters, keeps all existing lowercase parameters in lowercase and
lets you enter new parameters in lowercase.

– LOWER
Leaves all text as entered, including quoted names. Assisted text and names are included in lowercase.
This option does not apply to query parameters.
Note: 

– FIRST
Leaves all text as entered. Assisted text and names are included in lowercase with the first character in uppercase.

NOTE
This option does not apply to query parameters.

•  DOWN1
Scroll the WHERE clause down

•  DOWN2
Scroll the column list down

•  DOWN3
Scroll the Function Help down

•  FUNC
Display the Function Help (acts as a toggle)

•  LNAME
Display the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, display the first 30 or last 18 characters of the column name.

•  REDISP
Redisplay the current screen

•  REPPARM
Display the Replaceable Parm Values screen

•  RNAME
Display the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, display the first 30 or last 18 characters of the column name.

•  TYPE
Temporarily display the complete data types for each field.

•  UP1
Scroll the WHERE clause up

•  UP2
Scroll the column list up

•  UP3
Scroll the Function Help up

•  VIEW
Enter view-only mode with replaceable parameters expanded

Edit SQL Select Screen

Valid commands for the Edit SQL Select screen include those for the WHERE Condition screen, plus:

•  ATTACH
Attaches the specified table (or displays Select Tables screen if no table is specified).

•  BATCH
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Displays the Run Batch Job screen for current query.
•  CANCEL

Cancels changes and return.
•  CAPS

Uses CAPS ON (uppercase literals) or OFF (lowercase).
•  CHECK

Toggles the syntax checker.
•  DOWN1

Scrolls the SELECT statement down.
•  DOWN2

Scrolls the column list down.
•  DOWN3

Scrolls the Function Help down.
•  FUNC

Displays the Function Help (acts as a toggle).
•  INFO

Displays/Updates information about this object.
•  NAMEEXP

Displays the Name Freeform Expressions screen.
•  NEWSAVE

Saves the current form with a new name.
•  OPTIONS

Displays the Query Option panel, where you can enter instructions for query clauses and special registers that
influence the execution and data returned by the SQL.

•  PROFILE
Accesses the profile screen for the query.

•  REDISP
Redisplays the current screen.

•  REPPARM
Displays the Replaceable Parm Values screen.

•  RESET
Resets the line command area by canceling pending line commands.

•  RESTORE
Restores the query to the last saved condition.

•  RUN
Runs the query.

•  SAVE
Saves the query.

•  TO
Writes the query to a data set.

•  UP1
Scrolls the WHERE clause up.

•  UP2
Scrolls the column list up.

•  UP3
Scrolls Function Help up.

•  VIEW
Enters view-only mode with replaceable parameters expanded.
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Define Function Keys Screen

The following commands are valid for the Define Function Keys screen:

•  COMMANDS
Display the help screens for commands

•  DEFAULT
Reset all PF keys to the default assignments

•  RESTORE
Restore all PF keys to the saved assignments

Select Tables Screen

The following commands are valid for the Select Tables screen:

•  DOWN
Scroll the display down.

•  UP
Scroll the display up.

•  LEFT
Scroll the display to the left.

•  RIGHT
Scroll the display to the right.

Build Expressions Screen

The following commands are valid for the Build Expressions screen:

•  CAPS
Use CAPS ON (uppercase literals) or OFF (lowercase)

•  DOWN1
Scroll the expressions down

•  DOWN2
Scroll the table fields down

•  LNAME
Display the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, display the first 30 or the last 18 characters of the column
name.

•  NULLS
Specify NULLS ON or NULLS OFF

•  REDISP
Redisplay the current screen

•  RNAME
Display the DB2 column name or Label. For File queries, display the first 30 or last 18 characters of the column name.

•  TYPE
Temporarily display the complete data types for each field.

•  UP1
Scroll the expressions up

•  UP2
Scroll the table fields up
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Building Forms
Queries retrieve data; forms specify data layout on the page (or screen). When defining a form, you designate the report
type and the base query. The query can be selected from a list if you want. A query cannot be deleted if it is used by any
existing forms. (Those forms must be deleted first.)

Based on the chosen report type, a report screen appears for defining the report. For certain report types, a sample report
line appears on the bottom of the screen to aid you in formatting decisions. Many edit codes and masks are supported. A
preview function is also available that displays the report in its entirety with all data appropriately simulated. You can use
this feature to review the layout of headers, footers, and breaks without accessing DB2.

At any time, the report can be executed to review the current results. The report width can be up to 32 KB wide (with full
online scrolling). When wide reports are printed, each report page is broken into subpages.

WARNING
When a form is defined, it can be saved and executed by the form's name. CA Report Facility will remember the
association to the query and will execute the query to provide the data to generate the final report.

Each query can be referenced by multiple forms, thereby providing different views of the same data. To reduce DB2
overhead, all forms that reference the same query reuse the query results. The following figure illustrates how you can
combine queries and forms to create reports. As you can see in the diagram, you can create any number of query/form
combinations. Combining a particular query with different forms yields different perspectives of the data.

Figure 9: Build Form Facility

Build Form Facility

The Build Form facility provides:
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• Easy Report Creation: You create a form using the appropriate Build Form screen. You can create a Column form
by just selecting the columns, or a more complex form by using new column titles, column widths, break text, and data
formatting.

• Sample Report Line: A sample detail line displays at the bottom of the screen for column and tabulation report types.
The detail line shows a segment of simulated data as it would appear in the current form. It includes column titles,
column width, the order of the columns, and how the data will be displayed. For other report types, you can directly
specify the layout in WYSIWYG format.

BCOL.02  R11.05   ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------   07/22 17:02Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: USER2.RETAIL_INFO            Rpt Width: 00142  Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             X1  STORE_NUMBER                     CHAR 5                                        B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   MANAGER_NAME                     VARCHAR 25                                    A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                         S   TOYS_MONTH_

$                     DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   CLOTHES_MONTH_

$                  DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   NUMBER_SALES_MO                  SMALLINT                 I               S   FISCAL_EOY                       DATE                     XL                   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   NUMBER_EMPLOYEES                 SMALLINT                 I                    X:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   TOTAL_SALES                      DECIMAL 10.02            K2                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                              STORE_NUMBER  MANAGER_NAME                TOYS_MONTH_

$  CLOTHES_MONTH_

$  NUMBE....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXX         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   1,999,999.99     1,999,999.99       

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: USER2.RETAIL_INFO            Rpt Width: 00142  Sel Column                           Type           Indent Width Align         A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             X1  STORE_NUMBER                     CHAR 5           0     12                     B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   MANAGER_NAME                     VARCHAR 25       0     25                     A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                         S   TOYS_MONTH_

$                     DECIMAL 9.02     0     13                S   CLOTHES_MONTH_

$                  DECIMAL 9.02     0     15                S   NUMBER_SALES_MO                  SMALLINT         0     15                S   FISCAL_EOY                       DATE             0     18                     B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   NUMBER_EMPLOYEES                 SMALLINT         0     16                     X:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   TOTAL_SALES                      DECIMAL 10.02    0     14                                                                                              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                              STORE_NUMBER  MANAGER_NAME                TOYS_MONTH_

$  CLOTHES_MONTH_

$  NUMBE....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXX         XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   1,999,999.99     1,999,999.99       

• Formatting Text: Sophisticated facilities are provided for formatting the data and text displayed on a report. These
include:
Edit Codes: Edit codes determine how data displays on the report. You can select edit codes from an active help
screen. You can also access your own data formatting routines through an edit exit. Edit exits allow you to invoke a
another program to translate or transform data, for example, translating state postal abbreviations into full state names.
– Edit Masks: Using edit masks, you can easily insert special characters in data. For example, you can enter XX-XXX

to insert a hyphen after the second digit of a five-digit account number.
– Indent: The Indent field lets you specify the column indent.
– Width: The Width field lets you specify the width of the column.
– Align: The Align field lets you specify the data alignment of the column.
– These text-formatting features can be used wherever data displays in a report.
– Report Functions: Fifteen functions are available for performing calculations on a column. You can define up to four

functions on a single column.
• Report Breaks: You can define up to six breaks on one or multiple columns. Defining a break causes a break to occur

in the report whenever data in the column changes.
• Multiple Report Types: You can design eight different types of forms: Column, Block, Mailing Label, Letter, Extract,

Tabulation, HTML, and XML:
– Column form: You use the Build Column Form to arrange data in columns on the page. There are two Build Column

Form screens. The first Build Column Form screen displays the Break, Function, and Edit fields. The second
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Build Column Form screen displays the Indent, Width, and Align fields. You toggle between these two screens by
entering LEFT1 and RIGHT1 in the command line.

– Block form: Format the data in blocks on the page. You can also embed up to 15 column forms in a single block
form to create a multiple query report.

– Mailing Label form: Design your own mailing label format.
– Letter form: Merge data from your query into a shell document, so you can print individualized letters in volume. You

can also embed up to 15 column forms in a single letter form to create a multiple query report.
– Extract forms: Retrieve data from a DB2 table and write it to a data set in fixed record format, in CSV format, or

in DB2 load or IXF format. The Extract form provides an easy way to download DB2 data for use in PC-based
spreadsheet programs.

– Tabulation form (also referred to as an Across Summary or-Cross-Tabulation report): Provides a way to group data
for a particular function across the page horizontally and down the page vertically.

– HTML and XML forms send the reports in email. The format of the reports is based on Column forms, but simplified.
For example, breaks, headers, and footers are not supported, and only one build screen is used. XML forms send
the report as attachments and HTML forms send the report in-line. Currently the emails can be sent only when the
form is run in a batch job.

• Report Expressions: The Build Form Expressions screen lets you create arithmetic expressions that use data from
columns. You also define a data type for your form expression to control the precision and scale of the final result. For
example, you can add two columns to make a third column, such as SALARY + COMMISSION = TOTAL INCOME.

• Distinct Values: When joining tables, DB2 can perform a one-to-many mapping of the rows. Performing arithmetic
functions on the result is meaningless, because a column may be repeated several times for the same primary row.
You can specify that such data should be included in the report or used in functions only when the value is distinct.
You can specify distinct conditions on one or many columns.

DIST.03           -------------- DISTINCT COLUMNS --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS SHOWN)-                                                Specified Column:      1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                      will be considered DISTINCT when ANY of the following columns are distinct:        2:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                                                                                                                                                                                    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                                  1:STORE_NUMBER..................C                                         B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   2:MANAGER_NAME..................C                                         A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                                  3:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N                                             4:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N                                             5:NUMBER_SALES_MO...............N                                             6:FISCAL_EOY....................D                                         B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   7:NUMBER_EMPLOYEES..............N                                         X:EXPRESSIONS                                                                     8:TOTAL_SALES...................N                                        

• Query Attachment: When you have created a form, you can ATTACH a different query to it. You are notified if
any columns used in the first query are not available in the second query. You can then reject or accept the query
exchange. This lets you easily transfer a form to a different query.

Column and HTML/XML Forms
Column forms and HTML/XML forms are laid out in a similar fashion and are built in similar screens.

Column Forms

The Column form lets you arrange data in columns on the page. Using the column form, you can:

• Display data in columns.
• Arrange the columns of data in any order you want from left to right.
• Apply functions to data.
• Format the data within the columns.
• Break the data into sections.
• Incorporate text to identify the report itself, the columns, the summary information, and the page.

Running a Column form instead of the default form lets you:
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• Define up to 16 breaks.
• Show both detail and subtotal data. The default form does not show both because you must define functions on any

GROUPed columns on the Build Query screen. The Build Column Form screen lets you define functions on columns
and include detail lines. The function results are returned when the text breaks.

• Define edit codes to control the appearance of data.
• Change and stack the column names.
• Create summary figures using any of 15 different functions.
• Control report spacing.
• Control column widths and alignment.

TIP
The Column form offers much more versatility than the default form. However, the default form has its uses. The
default form is a convenient way to view your data quickly for interactive queries. You can also use the default
form to print data for which the default format is acceptable. You can use the default form to view and verify
query results and use the Column form to determine how the information appears.

HTML and XML Forms

To send a report by email, specify an HTML or XML form. HTML forms send the report as HTML in the body of the email.
XML forms send the report as an attached XML document. The report is created in UTF-8 encoding but it is converted to
base64 encoding in HTML or XML.

HTML and XML forms are based on the Column form and are built using a simplified version of the Column screen. Using
the HTML or XML form, you can:

• Select which fields to display.
• Arrange the data in any order you want from left to right.
• Define edit codes to control the appearance of data.
• Change the column names, which are used as XML element names.

HTML and XML forms generate report emails only when run from batch. When run online, the report shows the data as if
it would be a column form.

Use the EMAIL subcommand to include SMTP commands in the output. You can then send the output as an email using
SMTP; for example, when written to a CSSMTP JES spool file. Alternatively, you can print the output to a data set.

By default, report emails are sent to an address that is specified in the user Batch Report Parameters. You can override
this default email address in the Run Batch Job screen.

HTML and XML forms do not support the following Column form features:

• The Build HTML Form and Build XML Form screens are only one screen width in size. They do not extend horizontally
to a second screen like the Build Column Form screen. Thus the Build Column Form horizontal scrolling actions do not
apply.

• "Distinct Column" features do not apply.
• You cannot freeze, unfreeze, or melt columns.
• Column titles comply with XML element name restrictions. You cannot use semicolons ( ; ) to add line breaks.
• You cannot use column title formatting codes.
• Breaks are not supported.
• Headers, footers, and final text are not included in the final HTML or XML output. Therefore, commands that are

related to headers, footers, and final text are not supported.
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Build Form Screens

The Build Column Form screens prompt you to enter the variables you need to create a column report. By following the
instructions on the screens, you can quickly create a professional-looking form. The Build HTML Form and Build XML
Form screens are simplified versions of the Build Column Form screens.

 Contents 

  

Build Column Form Screens

The Build Column Form screen actually consists of two screens as shown. To toggle from one screen to the other, use
the RIGHT1 and LEFT1 commands.

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                        

                                                           Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form:

 PDQRF2.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00158Sel Column Title                     Type

           Brk Func  Edit            DSN8810.EMP                                      

                             S   EMPNO                            CHAR 6              

                     S   FIRSTNME                         VARCHAR 12                  

             S   MIDINIT                          CHAR 1                              

     S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR 15                               S  

 WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3          1                        S   PHONENO

                          CHAR 4                                   S   HIREDATE       

                  DATE                     ISO             S   JOB                    

          CHAR 8                                   S   EDLEVEL                        

  SMALLINT                 I               S   SEX                              CHAR 1

                                   S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE          

           ISO             S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02           

  K2              S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2     

         ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            

  EMPNO   FIRSTNME      MIDINIT  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  PHONENO  HIREDATE 

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX     2005-07-25

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                        

                                                           Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form:

 PDQRF2.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00158Sel Column                           Type

           Indent Width Align        DSN8810.EMP                                      

                             S   EMPNO                            CHAR 6           0  

   6                 S   FIRSTNME                         VARCHAR 12       0     12   

             S   MIDINIT                          CHAR 1           0     7            

     S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR 15       0     15                S  

 WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3           0     8                 S   PHONENO

                          CHAR 4           0     7                 S   HIREDATE       

                  DATE             0     10                S   JOB                    

          CHAR 8           0     8                 S   EDLEVEL                        
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  SMALLINT         0     7                 S   SEX                              CHAR 1 

          0     3                 S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE            

 0     10                S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02     0     13

                S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02     0     13        

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                            

  EMPNO   FIRSTNME      MIDINIT  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  PHONENO  HIREDATE 

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX     2005-07-25 

Build HTML or XML Form Screen

The Build HTML Form and Build XML Form screens are functionally identical. These screens contain a subset of the
fields in the Build Column Form screens. A single screen displays all the fields.

 BCOL.03  r19.0    -------------- BUILD FORM - HTML -------------   11/02 14:27

 COMMAND==>  Shrink: N  Headings: Y  Form: PDQRF2.EMPEMAIL SEL COLUMN TITLE  

                   TYPE           EDIT  X:EXPRESSIONS S   NAME               

              CHAR 20 S   CREATOR                          CHAR 8 S   DBNAME 

                          CHAR 10 S   TSNAME                           CHAR 10

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME                  CREATOR   DBNAME      TSNAME

 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...

 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXXXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXX

Fields

The Build Column Form screens contain the following fields. Those fields which are not included in the Build HTML Form
and Build XML Form screens are indicated with an asterisk, *:

•  PDQRF2.EMPLOYEE, PDQRF2.EMPEMAIL
The form name and creator ID. In this example, the creator ID is PDQRF2, the column form name is EMPLOYEE, and
the HTML form name is EMPEMAIL.

•  Shrink
Specify whether to display only active columns. See Getting Started for more information and an example of the Shrink
feature.

•  Headings
Specify whether Column Titles are to be displayed in the Column Name field. If not, the actual column name displays.

•  Rpt Width*
Specify the total width of the report. Calculate the total report width based on the columns selected and the column
headings defined. If you define a report width greater than the page size, then the report prints on multiple subpages.

•  Sel
Identify the columns you want to use in the form. See Selecting Columns for more information. Valid values follow.
Values that do not apply to HTML or XML forms are marked with an asterisk, *:
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– S: Select the column.
– #: Signify the numerical order in which you want the column to appear on the report.
– X*: Select the column for the report and suppress the listing of duplicate values for that column.
– D*: Specify which columns must be distinct before suppressing duplicate values.
– U*: Update the distinct columns (indicated with D).
– F*: Freeze the column on the report page.
– H: Display data type information for the columns. Works the same as the question mark (?).
– ?: Display data type information for the columns. Works the same as H.

•  Column Name
The second column from the left lists the names of the query columns. The line above the column names shows the
table name. Because the column names appear in the order that the query selects them, table names might appear
multiple times (for queries that use two or more tables).
The content of this field is determined by the current setting of the Headings field. If Headings is set to Y, the heading
(or title) for each column displays. Otherwise, the name of the column displays.

•  Type
(Display only) The type of data produced by the query column is indicated in this field.

•  Brk*
Designate the columns on which your report should break. The number you enter in the Break field determines the
hierarchy of breaks.
To set a break, enter a break number in the Brk field. If you do not want a break for a field, leave the Brk field blank. In
this example, a single break is entered on the field DEPT. The report breaks each time the department number
changes.
If the Brk field is blank and you want to establish a break, enter only the appropriate number, such as 1. You do not
need to enter the B, as in B1, because the B is automatically added once you specify break text. If you previously
defined break text, B precedes the number in the Brk field to show that text is defined. B also shows if the spacing
changed, even if you use the default text. In the above figure, B precedes the 1 in the Brk field, so break text (or
spacing) is defined. For more information, see Building Breaks.

•  Func*
Enter the functions that you want to use for the columns. Move the cursor to a column's Func field and press PF1
to display the Select Column Functions screen for that column. A plus sign (+) follows the function name if multiple
functions are defined on the column. See “Assigning Functions to Forms” for more information.

•  Edit
Enter edit codes in this field to format the data. Press PF1 to display the Specify Column Edit screen. See the
“Specifying Edit Codes with Forms” section for more information.

•  Indent*
Specify the amount of indentation for selected columns. The normal indentation is 0, which indicates that the column
is to be presented in its natural position. You can enter any positive value to indicate that the column is to be indented
(moved) to the right of its natural position by the indicated number of spaces.

•  Width*
Specify the width of selected columns. Decrease the column width if you use a character wrap edit code (such as CD).
You can also increase the width of the column for the report. See Controlling the Page Layout for more information.

•  Align*
Specify the type of alignment that is to be done to the output text for selected columns. The default alignment is
determined based on the data type:
– Character data is left-aligned.
– Numeric data is right-aligned.

•  Detail Line Display
(Display only) Shows you how the detail report lines will appear on the report. The detail line display also shows the
effects of all edit codes and edit marks. Note that the column name you select appears on the bottom of the page in
the Detail Line Display.
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Scrolling

The Build Column Form screens each contain two windows:

• The top (first) window displays the query fields.
• The bottom (second) window displays the detail line.

Each window is separately scrollable.

• Horizontally: To scroll the query fields display horizontally, use the LEFT1/RIGHT1 commands. These commands are
fixed scroll commands in that they cause the display to be changed to fixed positions. Horizontal scrolling applies only
to the two Build Column Form screens, not the single Build HTML or Build XML Form screen.

• Vertically: To scroll the query fields display vertically, use the UP/DOWN commands (PF 7/8).
• Scrolling the Detail Line Display: To scroll the Detail Line Display (not shown in the screen above), use the LEFT2/

RIGHT2 commands (PF 10/11).
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Creating a Column or HTML/XML Form

The following figure illustrates how you create a column form. These steps are described in Quick Steps to Create a
Column, HTML, or XML form:

Figure 10: How To Create a Column Form

The process for creating an HTML or XML form is the same as for a column form, except that you cannot select breaks,
build headers, or build footers.

 Contents 
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Quick Steps to Create a Column, HTML, or XML Form

This section summarizes the procedure for creating a Column, HTML, or XML form. More details on each of the steps are
given in the other sections of this page.

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a name for your new form in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The Create Form screen appears.

2. Enter C, H, or X in the Select Form Type field, for a Column, HTML, or XML form, respectively.
3. Select a query by name or from the Query Library:

– To select an associated query:
a. Enter the name of a query in the Name of Query field.
b. Press Enter. The Build Column Form screen displays.

Go to Step 6.
– To bring up the Query Library screen:

a. Leave the Name of Query field blank.
b. Press Enter. Because you did not specify a query name, the Query Library screen displays.

4. Enter S in the line command area next to the query you want to select. Press Enter. The Build Column Form screen
displays.

5. Enter S in the Sel field next to each column you want to select for your report.
6. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
7. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears, displaying your report.
8. Use the scrolling keys and commands to view the report. When you finish viewing the online report, press PF3 (End)

twice. You return to the Build Column Form screen. Now you can modify the current form or you can exit and save the
form.

9. When you are ready to exit and save the form, press PF3 (End). The Form Profile screen displays.
10. On the Form Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press PF3 (End). The form is saved in your form library, you return to the Main Menu, and a message confirming

the action displays.

NOTE

 More information: 

•  Assigning Functions to Forms describes each of the query functions.
•  Specifying Edit Codes with Forms describes several codes that you can enter on the Build Form screens to

format data. This page also describes how to access external editing programs.
•  Report Formatting describes how to create and manipulate breaks, headers, and footers. This page also

describes how to format text and data using squeeze codes, data windows, horizontal and vertical wrapping,
alignment codes, and indentation amounts.

Accessing the Build Column Form or Build HTML/XML Form Screens

To build a form, access the appropriate Build Form screen, as follows:

1. On the Main Menu, enter one of the following next to the Form field:
– A: To add a new form
– S: To select an existing form
– E: To edit an existing form

2. Specify a form name in the Name field and press Enter.
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– If you are adding a form, you can create a new name.
– If you are selecting an existing form, but you do not remember the form name, leave the Name field blank. When

you press Enter, a list of existing forms displays. You can then select the form that you want.
3. If you are creating a form, the Create Form screen appears. At the Create Form screen, enter C to select the Column

Form, H to select the HTML Form, or X to select the XML Form type. Enter the name of the query you want to use, if
known. Press Enter.

To access the Query Library:

1. Leave the Query field blank and press Enter.
2. Make your selection on the Query Library screen by typing an S next to the query name.
3. Press Enter. The selected Build Form screen displays.

Selecting Columns

The following instructions are for the Build Column Form screen. Where the instructions for building an HTML or XML
form differ, it is noted.

The Build Column Form screen lets you organize the data and arrange the layout of your form. Your first task is to
designate which columns you want to use for your form. Select the columns in the Sel field. The following codes are valid.
Codes that are marked with an asterisk * do not apply to XML or HTML forms: 

• S: Select the column. The column appears on the form in the same order it appears in the query.
• #: Signify the numerical order in which you want the column to appear on the report.
• X*: Select the column for the report and suppress the listing of duplicate values for that column. See Distinct Columns

for more information.
• D*: Specify which columns must be distinct before suppressing duplicate values. You specify the distinct columns on

the Distinct Columns screen. See Distinct Columns for more information.
• U*: Enter U to update the distinct columns. This command is valid only when D is already entered. You update the

distinct columns on the Distinct Columns screen.
• F*: Freeze the column on the report; it will appear at the far left on the report page. For more information, see Freezing

Columns.
• H: Display data type information for the columns. Works the same as the question mark (?).
• ?: Display data type information for the columns. Works the same as H. The DB2 Column Parameters screen shows

the data information invoked by ? and H.

Selecting All Columns

To select all of the columns, enter the ALL command. The ALL command places an S before each column. You can then
type over the S with a number or a space if you want.

Unselecting a Column

If you type over an S with a space, the column is no longer selected.

Column Titles

Column names and titles are both displayed in the query field list. You control which is to be displayed at any given time
with the Headings field (or HEADINGS command).

• When the headings are displayed, the actual text that will be used as the title for the column in the report displays. The
heading for any column defaults to the name of the column, but can be changed as you want.

• When the headings are not displayed, the name of each column (as determined by the query) displays. These values
cannot be changed.
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You can use the DB2 table column name or the DB2 label as the title for the report column. Alternatively, you can specify
a different column title. (The table column title is used as the default report column title.)

 Using the DB2 Label as the Column Title 

1. Move the cursor to the column name.
2. Enter =L (ensure the L is uppercase).

NOTE
You cannot use the =L command with external data files, such as VSAM or QSAM files.

3. Press Enter. The label displays for the column.

  Entering Your Own Column Title 

1. Type the new column title over the existing one. Column title length is limited to 32 characters.
In Column forms only, you can use a semicolon (;) to indicate where you want a word or line to break and begin on a
new line.
In HTML and XML forms, column titles follow the XML element naming conventions:
– Element names must start with a letter or underscore.
– Element names cannot start with the letters XML.
– Element names can contain only letters, digits, hyphens, underscores, and periods.
– Element names cannot contain spaces.

2. When you finish editing, press Enter to process. The Build Form screen reloads:
BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------            

  Command==>                                                                       

                                                                            Shrink?

 N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00158Sel Column  

                         Type           Indent Width Align        DSN8810.EMP     

                                                              S   EMPNO           

                 CHAR 6           0     6                 S   FIRSTNME            

             VARCHAR 12       0     12                S   MIDDLE;INITIAL          

         CHAR 1           0     7                 S   LASTNAME                    

     VARCHAR 15       0     15                S   WORKDEPT                        

 CHAR 3           0     8                 S   PHONENO                          CHAR

 4           0     7                 S   HIREDATE                         DATE    

         0     10                S   JOB                              CHAR 8      

     0     8                 S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT        

 0     7                 S   SEX                              CHAR 1           0   

  3                 S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE             0     10 

               S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02     0     13      

          S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02     0     13           

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      MIDDLE                                                

  EMPNO   FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  PHONENO  HIREDATE 

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX

  XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX     2005-07-25

3. To restore the DB2 column name as the report column title, blank out the current column title (you can use the EOF
key) and press Enter.
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After you edit the column titles and press Enter, the changes to the column titles appear in the Detail Line
Display. Headings are left-justified over non-numeric data and right-justified over numeric data. You can add spaces at the
beginning of a heading to affect its alignment. For more information, see Formatting Column Titles.

Stacked Column Titles (Column Forms Only)

In this example of a column form, a semicolon (;) is inserted between MIDDLE and INITIAL to separate the column title
into two stacked lines. You can see the two-line title in the Detail Line Display. Keep the following points in mind when
creating stacked column titles:

• Use consecutive semicolons (;;) for blank lines in the heading.
• The 32-character maximum per column title applies regardless of stacking.

Formatting Column Titles (Column Forms Only)

Using formatting capabilities, you can left-justify, right-justify, or center the column titles. This section describes how to
format the column titles.

 Format Code  Description 

#C Center each line of the title over the column.

#L Left-justify the title above the column. This code aligns the title
with the left margin of the column.

#R Right-justify the title above the column. This code aligns the title
with the right margin of the column.

#B Blank out the title above the column. The code must appear in the
first two spaces of the title field.
The code remains visible on the Build Column Form screen, but
the column title contains blanks when you run the report.

To indicate how you want to format a column title, enter a code at the beginning of the column title. For example, if you
enter #L (left justify) at the beginning of the NUMBER_OF;NEW_EMPLOYEES column title, your entry looks like:

#LNUMBER_OF;NEW_EMPLOYEES

Notice that the #L format code appears at the beginning of the title. Format codes must appear in the first two spaces
of the title field. These codes affect each line of the column title. The total number of characters that are allowed for a
column title, including the format code, is 32. The example uses a semicolon (;) to split the title into two lines.

NOTE
Be sure to type the format code in the first two spaces of the title. Otherwise, the code is not incorporated into
your title.

When you run the form, the title displays as follows:

NUMBER_OFNEW_EMPLOYEES

In this example, the #L formatting code left-justifies both lines of the title, and the semicolon splits the title into two lines.

Formatting Examples

Each of the formatting codes is used in the following screen:

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                   

                                                                Shrink? N  Headings?

 Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00157Sel Column              
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             Type           Indent Width Align        DSN8810.EMP                 

                                                  S   #CEMP;NUMBER                

     CHAR 6           0     6                 S   FIRSTNME                        

 VARCHAR 12       0     12                S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR

 1           0     7                 S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR

 15       0     15                S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3    

       0     8                 S   #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4       

    0     6                 S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE            

 0     10                S   JOB                              CHAR 8           0 

    8                 S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT         0    

 7                 S   SEX                              CHAR 1           0     3 

                S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE             0     10    

            S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02     0     13        

        S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02     0     13            

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 EMP                  MIDDLE                               PHONE  OF        

  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  NUMBER  HIRE      

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX    2005-07-25  

Note the following information on the previous screen:

•  #C EMP;NUMBER
This column title is split into two lines (because of the semicolon) and each line is centered over the column.

•  #L DATE;OF;HIRE
This title is split into three lines and each line is left-justified.

•  #R PHONE;NUMBER
This title is split into two lines and each line is right-justified.

•  Display Area
When you press Enter, the titles display at the bottom of the screen as they actually appear in your report.

You can blank out a column title by inserting a #B code at the beginning of the title, as shown on the following screen:

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                   

                                                                Shrink? N  Headings?

 Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00157Sel Column              

             Type           Indent Width Align        DSN8810.EMP                 

                                                  S   #B                          

     CHAR 6           0     6                 S   FIRSTNME                        

 VARCHAR 12       0     12                S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR

 1           0     7                 S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR

 15       0     15                S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3    

       0     8                 S   #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4       

    0     6                 S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE            

 0     10                S   JOB                              CHAR 8           0 

    8                 S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT         0    

 7                 S   SEX                              CHAR 1           0     3 

                S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE             0     10    

            S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02     0     13        
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        S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02     0     13            

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      MIDDLE                               PHONE  OF        

          FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  NUMBER  HIRE      

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX    2005-07-25  

#B indicates to blank out the title above the first column. Notice in the header preview at the bottom of the screen that the
first column does not contain a title.

SHRINK Feature – Display Only Active Columns

Sometimes it is helpful to display only the active columns. Active columns are those that are selected or that have breaks
or functions assigned to them. (For HTML and HTML forms, only selected columns are active.) Displaying only active
columns is especially helpful when there are many columns. The Shrink field displays the shrink status (Y|N).

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                   

                                                                Shrink? N  Headings?

 Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00130Sel Column Title        

             Type           Brk Func  Edit            DSN8810.EMP                 

                                                  S   #CEMP;NUMBER                

     CHAR 6                                   S   FIRSTNME                        

 VARCHAR 12                               S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR

 1                                   S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR

 15                               S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3    

                               S   #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4       

                            S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE            

         ISO                 JOB                              CHAR 8             

                      S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT              

   I                   SEX                              CHAR 1                   

                    BIRTHDATE                        DATE                         

            S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02             K2      

        S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2          

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 EMP                  MIDDLE                               PHONE  OF        

  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  NUMBER  HIRE      

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX    2005-07-25  

To shrink the display to show only active columns, perform one of the following actions:

• Enter Y in the Shrink field.
• Enter the SHRINK command.
• Press the appropriate PF key.

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                   

                                                                Shrink? Y  Headings?

 Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00130Sel Column Title        

             Type           Brk Func  Edit            DSN8810.EMP                 
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                                                  S   #CEMP;NUMBER                

     CHAR 6                                   S   FIRSTNME                        

 VARCHAR 12                               S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR

 1                                   S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR

 15                               S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3    

                               S   #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4       

                            S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE            

         ISO             S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT           

      I               S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02           

  K2              S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2

              S   COMM                             DECIMAL 9.02             K2   
                                                                                  
                                                                                  

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 EMP                  MIDDLE                               PHONE  OF        

  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEPT  NUMBER  HIRE      

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXX 

 XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX       XXXX    2005-07-25  

After you shrink the display, continue to make or change your selections as you would do on the expanded display.
Enter N in the Shrink field to change the display to all columns.

Column and Row Order

A default row and column order is specified when a query is created.

Column Order

The columns that you select appear on the Detail Line Display in the order that the Column Selection list displays them.
The order of the columns in the underlying query determines their order. You can change the order that the fields appear
from left to right on the form by replacing the (S) in the Selection field with numbers.

Numbers that you enter in the Selection field have precedence over any selection code (S, X, D, etc.). After the columns
that you selected with numbers display, the columns selected with S, X, and D display in the order of the selection list.

In the previous screen, the EMP NUMBER column appears first, the FIRSTNME column appears second, and the
MIDDLE INITIAL column appears third. All other selected columns appear in the order they appear in the Column
Selection list. When you change the order of a column, the Detail Line Display also changes.

Row Order

You cannot change an ORDER BY designation from within the form. To change the order of rows, access the query and
change the ORDER BY designation.

ATTACH Command – Attaching a Query to the Form

The form ATTACH command lets you attach a different query to an existing form. When you enter the ATTACH
command, a Query Library screen appears. Select the query you want to use from this screen. You can also enter
ATTACH queryname to attach a specific query, without first displaying the Query Library screen. If you are not the creator
of the query, enter ATTACH creator.queryname where creator is the creator of the query.
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If any columns that were in the old query are not in the new query, the Missing Columns screen appears. The Missing
Columns screen lets you verify the exchange of one query for another.

MSNG.03           -------------- MISSING COLUMNS ---------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                       
                                                                                      

                                POMCH01.CHANGEQUERY       EXCHANGE?:      <== Enter "Y"

 to EXCHANGE Query or "N" to CANCEL                                                  

                                   OLD QUERY: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE             NEW QUERY:

 POMCH01.EMPLOYEES2         ----- Missing Column/In Table ----------------------------

 Referenced By -----   1. EMPNO                                                FORM   

                  DSN8810.EMP                                                         

       2. PHONENO                                              FORM                    

 DSN8810.EMP                                                                3. HIREDATE

                                             FORM                     DSN8810.EMP     

                                                           4. JOB                     

                             FORM                     DSN8810.EMP                     

                                           5. EDLEVEL                                  

            FORM                     DSN8810.EMP                                       

                         6. SEX                                                  FORM  

                   DSN8810.EMP                                                         

       7. BIRTHDATE                                            FORM                    

 DSN8810.EMP                                                                8. SEX      

                                            BREAK 01                 DSN8810.EMP        
                                                     

The Missing Columns screen lists the columns (and the table name) that are missing from the new query. The Referenced
By field gives the location of the column within the form. The Old Query and New Query names also display.

To verify the exchange of queries, enter Y in the Exchange field. If you do not want to exchange the queries, enter N.

QUERY Command – Access the Related Query

To access the Build Query screen for the related query from the Build Column Form screen, enter the QUERY command.
To return to the Build Column Form screen, press PF3 (End).

Distinct Columns (Column Form Only)

The distinct column selection codes X and D permit you to specify conditions that the selected column must meet in order
for a value to display. Specify the D and X codes in the Sel. column on the Build Form Screen:

• X##: Selects the column for the report and suppresses the listing of duplicate values for that column, based on a line-
by-line comparison. You can enter a single- or double-digit number after the X to indicate the column's order.

• D##: Specifies which columns must be distinct before suppressing duplicate values. You specify the distinct columns
on the Distinct Columns screen. You can enter a single- or double-digit number after the D to indicate the column's
order.

• U: Updates the Distinct Columns screen.

The X code suppresses the display of consecutive duplicate column values. Only the first value displays. This effect lasts
until at least one different value intervenes or (on a batch report) a page ejection occurs. Using the X code makes your
report easier to read if it contains several duplicate values.
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The X code compares the rows in the query result table to determine if a duplicate value exists. That is, the current row is
compared to the previous row to see if the same values occur in both rows. If they do, printing of the duplicate value on
the current line is suppressed.

The D code lets you specify a more complex set of conditions that control whether the specified column displays. With the
D code, you can list multiple columns that create a single distinct condition.

If you enter a D code for a column, the Distinct Columns screen appears. This screen lets you specify up to six columns to
determine whether the selected column (the one with the D code) should print. If any value from the distinct column set on
the current line is different from a value on the previous line, the selected field prints. If all of the values are the same, the
selected column's value does not print.

For example, if you select ADDRESS with a D, and specify EMPLOYEE_NO on the Distinct Columns screen, then an
ADDRESS value is reported only when the EMPLOYEE_NO is unique.

The logic used with the X and D codes to suppress duplicate data compares result data rows, not report detail lines. In
other words, the data rows from the query's result table are compared, not the actual lines printed in the report.

NOTE
Using X and D codes on all columns might result in blank lines that can appear on the printed report. To
suppress blank lines, use DISTINCT.

 Contents 

  

Examples

The following presents examples of using and not using X and D codes.

Without X or D Code

Refer to the following example, which contains the EMPLOYEE_NO, ADDRESS, and SICK_DAY columns. This example
does not use any X or D codes.

321567891    1149 Wilson       2005-03-21321567891    1149 E. Wilson   

 2005-06-04321567891    1149 E. Wilson    2005-06-20324725738    482 Kimball      

 2005-01-28324725738    482 Kimbol        2005-05-14

Notice that the addresses are not consistent due to data entry errors.

With X Code

If you assign the X code to the EMPLOYEE_NO and ADDRESS columns, the report looks like this:

321567891    1149 Wilson       2005-03-21             1149 E. Wilson    2005-06-04      

                         2005-06-20324725738    482 Kimball       2005-01-28            

 482 Kimbol        2005-05-14

The row-by-row comparison checks the EMPLOYEE_NO and the ADDRESS values on the new line and the previous line,
and reports unique values. Notice that the address in the first row and the second row are slightly different due to data
entry errors. However, the second and third line contained the same address (refer to the previous example). The address
for the third line in this example is not displayed because of the X code.
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Example with X and D Codes

You can combine X and D codes in the same report. If you assign the X code to the EMPLOYEE_NO column, then assign
the D code to the ADDRESS column, and list the EMPLOYEE_NO column as the Distinct Column set, the report looks
like this:

321567891    1149 Wilson       2005-03-21                               2005-06-04      

                         2005-06-20324725738    482 Kimball       2005-01-28            

                   2005-05-14

The D code causes the ADDRESS field to be suppressed as long as the EMPLOYEE_NO is the same. This prevents
repetition of the addresses that are inconsistent due to data entry errors.

If you remove the X code from the EMPLOYEE_NO field in the previous example, all of the employee numbers print, but
the addresses are still suppressed as shown.

More Complex Examples

The following report example uses this table, which lists the department, employee name, and title of each employee:

 Dept  Name  Title 

DEV HART PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND
COORDINATION

DEV NANSKY MANAGER OF ALL PRODUCTS

DEV PHIL TECHNICAL WRITER

HR PARRY MANAGER OF HUMAN RESOURCES

HR SMITH BENEFITS SUPERVISOR

HR ZUBENKO PAYROLL CLERK

If you assign the X code to the DEPARTMENT field, your report looks like this (column titles are added for clarity):

Dept     Name         Title====     ========     ===========================DEV     

 HART         PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND                      COORDINATION         NANSKY

       MANAGER OF ALL PRODUCTS         PHIL         TECHNICAL WRITERHR       PARRY    

    MANAGER OF RESOURCES         SMITH        BENEFITS SUPERVISOR         ZUBENKO     

 PAYROLL CLERK

The report reflects the following:

• The Title field uses an edit code of CW 23, which allows 23 characters (PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND) on the first
line and wraps any additional data to the second line (COORDINATION).

• The HART table row is the first employee in the DEV department, so DEV prints on this line.
• The NANSKY table row is compared to the HART table row. This comparison shows that they are both part of the DEV

department. Therefore, DEV does not print for NANSKY.
• When the PHIL table row is compared to NANSKY, the result is that both employees are in the DEV department.

Therefore, the DEV department does not print for PHIL.
• The PARRY table row is compared to the PHIL table row. This time, a new department, HR, is listed for PARRY. Since

this is the first occurrence of the HR department, HR prints in the report.
• The SMITH table row is compared to the PARRY table row. Both employees are in the HR department, so HR does

not print for SMITH.
• The ZUBENKO table row is compared to the SMITH table row. Both employees are in the HR department, so HR does

not print for ZUBENKO.
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How Breaks Affect Data Suppression

When a break occurs in a report, data is no longer suppressed. The suppression of data based on X and D codes restarts
after the break.

In the following example, assume the end of the page occurs after the NANSKY data. The DEPARTMENT field restarts
after the break, so DEV appears on the first line of the new page.

Dept     Name            Title====     ===========     =========================DEV   

   HART            PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND                         COORDINATION        

 NANSKY          MANAGER OF ALL PRODUCTSDEV      PHIL            TECHNICAL WRITERHR     

  PARRY           MANAGER OF RESOURCES         SMITH           BENEFITS SUPERVISOR      

   ZUBENKO         PAYROLL CLERK

Creating a Distinct Condition Set

When using the Distinct Columns screen to specify which fields should be part of the distinct condition set, you can
choose from any field or form expression that appears on the screen. You do not have to select the field on the Build
Form screen for it to be selected on the Distinct Columns screen as part of the distinct condition set.

Distinct Columns Screen

When joining tables, DB2 performs a one-to-many mapping of columns. This means that data can repeat. You can specify
such data to be included in the report, or used in form functions only when the value is distinct. You can specify distinct
conditions on one or many columns on the Distinct Columns screen.

The Distinct Columns screen displays whenever you specify D (for the first time only) or U in the SEL field of the Build
Column screen.

DIST.04           -------------- DISTINCT COLUMNS --------------            

  COMMAND==>                                                                  
                                                                              

  (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS SHOWN)-                                              

  Specified Column:     12:SALARY........................N                    

  will be considered DISTINCT when ANY of the following columns are distinct: 

       5:WORKDEPT......................C                                      

       6:PHONENO.......................C                                      
                                                                              

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------DSN8810.EMP
                                                                       

 1:EMPNO.........................C      14:COMM..........................N   

  2:FIRSTNME......................C                                           

  3:MIDINIT.......................C                                           

  4:LASTNAME......................C                                           

  5:WORKDEPT......................C                                           

  6:PHONENO.......................C                                           

  7:HIREDATE......................D                                           

  8:JOB...........................C                                           

  9:EDLEVEL.......................N                                           

 10:SEX...........................C                                           
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 11:BIRTHDATE.....................D                                           

 12:SALARY........................N                                           

 13:BONUS.........................N                                        

Note the following information on the previous screen:

•  Specified Column
The column for which you enter the D or U code displays here. This column is considered to be distinct only when any
of the distinct column conditions are met. In the example, SALARY is the specified column.

•  Distinct Column Conditions
The specified column are considered distinct only when any of the columns listed in this field are unique. The order of
the columns is not significant.
Referring to the column list in the bottom half of the screen, enter the number of the columns for which values must be
distinct and press Enter. The column number expands to the column name and table letter. In the example, the value
in column WORKDEPT or in column PHONENO must be unique before SALARY is considered to be unique.

•  Column References
The Distinct Columns screen lists all report columns sequentially.
The Distinct Columns screen is extremely useful when you are trying to avoid errors when using functions in multi-
table queries. The one-to-many mapping of columns helps you avoid data repetition.
If you need to define column sets for all columns selected (with D or U), you can use the NEXT command to display
the Distinct Columns screen for the next column name, without having to return to the Build Column screen.
When you have selected the columns you want to be distinct, press PF3 (End). The Build Column Form screen
returns.

NOTE
If you do not select columns on the Distinct Columns screen, when you return to the Build Column Form
screen, the D you entered in the Selection field is replaced with an X.

Building Form Expressions

Quick Steps for Creating a Form Expression

To create a form expression:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a form name in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The appropriate Build Form screen appears.

2. Enter EXPR on the command line. Press Enter. The Build Form Expressions screen displays.
3. In the Expression field, enter the expression in the form expressionname = expression components. Press Enter. The

Type field is updated with a description of the target data type for this expression.
4. Press PF3 (End). You return to the Build Form screen, where the new expression is selected (like a DB2 column). You

can unselect the column or apply edit codes and other CA Report Facility functions to it.
You can continue to modify the current form, run the form, or exit and save the form.
When you are ready to exit and save the form, press PF3 (End). The form is updated in your form library, you return to
the Main Menu, and a message confirming the action displays.

How to Build Expressions

Enter your expression as an equation, where the left side is the expression name and the right side is the expression
component.
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You can build an expression using a constant value:

[name] = [column code] [+, -, *, /] [value]

or using two or more columns in the equation:

[name] = [column code] [+, -, *, /] [column code]

Use these symbols in your equation:

• +: To add
• -: To subtract
• *: To multiply
• /: To divide

You can use arithmetic operators only in form expressions. Scalar functions are not supported.

First, enter a name for the expression, followed by = (equal sign) and an arithmetic function. You name your expression
so that you can select it like a column on the Build Query screen.

You can use the column numbers to represent column names. If you want, you can enter the full column name instead of
the column abbreviation.

When you press Enter, the column abbreviations are automatically expanded to the actual column names.

For example, to get the monthly salary, you would create an expression that divides annual salary by 12. For example:

MONTHLY SALARY = :6 / 12

After you enter the expression as shown above (using the column abbreviation), pressing Enter expands it to the full
expression.

The next figure shows the expanded expression.

FEXP.04           ----------- BUILD FORM EXPRESSIONS -----------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                                POMCH01.EMPLOYEEOPR   TYPE        EXPRESSION                          DEFAULT TYPE: DEC(10,2)   1.  DEC(10,2)   MONTHLY_SALARY = SALARY / 12                                  2.              QUARTERLY_salary = (:monthly_salary) * 3                      3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                          DSN8810.EMP                                                                        1:EMPNO.........................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     2:FIRSTNME......................C      10:SEX...........................C     3:MIDINIT.......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     4:LASTNAME......................C      12:SALARY........................N     5:WORKDEPT......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      14:COMM..........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D                                             8:JOB...........................C                                        

You can also reference other expressions by name using the form :expr_name. For example, suppose there is an
expression named MONTHLY_SALARY:

MONTHLY_SALARY = SALARY / 12

You can reference this expression when defining another expression:

QUARTERLY_SALARY = (MONTHLY_SALARY) * 3

When you press Enter, the expression expands to:

QUARTERLY_SALARY = (SALARY / 12) * 3

An expression can reference another expression, which can, in turn, reference yet another expression. The only
restriction is that a given expression cannot reference itself. For example:
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EXPRESSION_1 = QUARTERLY_SALARY + :EXPRESSION_1

This expression is invalid and generates an error.

If you enter an invalid query or form expression on the Build Expressions screen, you receive message PRF0221W
(THERE ARE SYNTAX ERRORS IN ONE OR MORE EXPRESSIONS) when you return to the Build Query or Build Form
screen. Valid expressions still display and continue to be available for selection.

When you finish entering expressions, press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Column Form screen.

When you return to the Build Column screen, the expression columns are automatically selected. Therefore, if you are in
shrink mode, the new expression is visible when you return. If you do not want an expression to appear in the query, then
deselect the expression (type over the S with a space).

Form expressions display under the table Z:EXPRESSIONS. Query expressions display under the table
X:EXPRESSIONS.

The Build Form Expressions function supports only the arithmetic operators, +, -, *, and =. It does not support SQL scalar
functions.

Build Form Expressions Screen

You can create arithmetic expressions using the Build Expressions screen. Arithmetic operations are performed on data
using expressions. For example, you might want to see posted balances on a per-month basis rather than as an annual
figure. To do so, you can build a new expression that divides the annual salaries by 12.

The Build Form screen, unlike the Build Query screen, lets you define the data type of the expression. Query expressions
are SQL expressions, so you can see the SQL equivalent of a query expression in the SQL window of the Build Query
screen. For example, in the query, EMPLOYEE_INFO, the expression, TOTAL_INCOME displays in the SQL window as:

SALARY + COMMISSION

Because query expressions are SQL expressions, you cannot change the data type, precision, or scale.

Form expressions are not SQL expressions. They are internal CA Report Facility expressions. All decimal expressions
are calculated as double floating points to ensure that no precision is lost. The result is then converted to the scale and
precision you request. You can also change the data type of an expression.

Form expressions bypass the problems inherent in trying to understand the internal calculations used by SQL
expressions. Form expressions are useful for end users who must create expressions and assign a specific data type to
the results.

If you need the sophistication of SQL functions, especially for character manipulation, create the expression in the
Build Query screen. SQL functions enable the more knowledgeable user to work with special scalar functions, such as
SUBSTR and character concatenation.

NOTE
If you specify a precision that is less than the required precision, ****# is printed instead of the number, where #
is the number of positions needed to print the number. Enough asterisks (*) are included to fill the column width.

To display the Build Expressions screen, enter EXPR in the command line and press Enter.

FEXP.04           ----------- BUILD FORM EXPRESSIONS -----------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                                POMCH01.EMPLOYEEOPR   TYPE        EXPRESSION                          DEFAULT TYPE: DEC(10,2)   1.                                                                            2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                          DSN8810.EMP                                                                        1:EMPNO.........................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     2:FIRSTNME......................C      10:SEX...........................C     3:MIDINIT.......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     4:LASTNAME......................C      12:SALARY........................N     5:WORKDEPT......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      14:COMM..........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D                                             8:JOB...........................C                                        

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• OPR
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Enter line commands to manipulate the lines. The following commands are valid.
– I: Insert a line. This command inserts a line below the current line. You can specify I#, where # is the number of

lines you want to insert. To insert a blank line before the first line enter an I in the OPR column header
– D: Delete a line. This command deletes one line at a time.
– R: Replicate a line. You can specify R#, where # is the number of times you want the to replicate the line. For

example, entering R3 replicates the line three times.
– RE: Replicate an entire expression. The RE command replicates a block of lines starting at the line on which you

enter RE, plus all subsequent lines leading up to the next expression. If you enter RE on a line that is not the first
line of an expression, no lines replicate.

– S: Split a line. This command lets you split an existing line into two parts, inserting the second part into a new line
below the existing line. To split a line, enter S in the OPR field, place the cursor where you want to split the line, and
press Enter.

• TYPE
Enter a data type for the expression. When you press Enter after typing an expression, the column type, length, and
scale display in the Type field.
For a list of possible data types, position the cursor in the Type field of the first line and press PF1. The Specify
Data Type screen appears. You can choose a data type from this screen. See Specify Data Type Screen for more
information.

• DEFAULT TYPE
The data type of the source column is the default data type. The default data type is used for the expression data type
when you do not enter a data type in the Type field.

• EXPRESSION
Enter the column names and the arithmetic functions you want to perform on them. The expression name can be up to
18 characters long. Embedded spaces are not permitted in the name. In the MONTHLY SALARY example in the next
figure, you can refer to a column by its number preceded by a colon, such as :8.

• Tables and Columns
(Display only) The lower half of the screen displays the tables and columns. A letter is assigned to each table, and the
columns are numbered sequentially.

Using Expression Exits

Exits are calls to user-written programs that can perform complex computations and return the results to CA Report
Facility. You can specify expression exits on the Build Form Expressions screen.

You can pass any query field to the exit program regardless of data type, along with any literals needed. There is no limit
to the number of parameters that you can pass to the program. The returned result can then be processed just like any
other column in a form. You can select and edit it (even with an external editing program). The result is treated like any
other query field.

Entering an Expression Exit

To specify an expression exit on the Build Form Expressions screen, enter the return data type, expression name,
program name, and parameter list (if required by the expression exit program) as shown in the following table:

 FEXP.04           ----------- BUILD FORM EXPRESSIONS -----------    COMMAND==>                                                     USER2.FORM_NAME    OPR   TYPE        EXPRESSION                        DEFAULT TYPE: DEC(10,2)     1. DEC(10,2)   NAME = #pgmname (column-

code, 'literal', 99, ...)     2.                                                                        3.                                                                  

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• TYPE
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Enter the return data type. In the example, the type is DEC(10,2). The type you specify can be any supported type,
although it must match the type that the expression exit program returns.

• NAME
Enter the name of the expression. Using this name, the result of the expression can be referenced and processed just
like any other query field.

• #pgmname
Enter the name of the expression exit program. The pound sign (#) indicates that you are referencing an external
expression exit program. Pgmname specifies the name of the load module to execute to perform the computations.

• parameter list
If required by the expression exit program, enter a list of parameters enclosed in parentheses. The parameter list
specifies the fields and literals that should be passed to the exit program. It can contain query fields and literals
separated by commas.
– column-code

Indicates the query fields to pass to the program. You can type the name or specify the field number preceded by
a colon (for example, :1). When you press Enter, the field number is automatically replaced with the appropriate
field name. If the exit is entered as a break expression, function columns can also be selected. They appear in the
parameter list as the function name enclosed in braces appended to the field name, as in SALARY{AVERAGE}.

– 'literal'
Specifies alphanumeric literals by enclosing them in quotes.

– 99
Specifies numeric literals without quotes.

You can specify an exit program that takes no parameters by entering a set of parentheses with no parameters
enclosed (as in “#pgmname ()”). You can specify literals and fields in any order, but they must match the type and
order that the exit program expects

You cannot embed expression exit calls in another expression. Similarly, you cannot use an expression as a parameter to
an expression exit.

See the Exits section for information about how to write an expression exit program.

Specify Data Type Screen

Contents

The Specify Data Type screen displays when you position the cursor in the Type field of the Build Form Expressions
screen and press PF1. The Specify Data Type screen presents a list of data types from which you can select a data type
for the expression you are defining.

 TYPE.04           ------------- SPECIFY DATA TYPE -------------     COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF1.SALARY_INFO                                                     enter a data type specifier to see maximum data value               TYPE .....             VALUE ......                                           --------------------------------------------------------

maximum value---------  D ......... Decimal (using default precision and scale)                         DEC                                                                             D(n) ...... Decimal with precision n and scale 0 ...... n in range 1 thru 31    DEC(n)                                                                          D(n,m) .... Decimal with precision n and scale m ...... m in range 0 thru n     DEC(n,m)                                                                        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  I ......... Large Integer ............................. 2,147,483,647           INTEGER                                                                         S ......... Small Integer ............................. 32,767                  SMALLINT                                                                        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  F ......... Double Precision Floating Point ........... 7.123456789012345E

+75   FD                                                                              FLOAT                                                                           FLOAT(D)                                                                        FS ........ Single Precision Floating Point ........... 7.123456E

+75            FLOAT(S)                                                                      

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• TYPE
Enter a data type specifier for the expression. The current data type of the expression displays when you first access
the Specify Data Type screen.
You can use DEC(31) numbers in form functions and expressions. All calculations are processed in extended floating
point to retain up to 31 digits of precision. As shown on the Specify Data Type screen, you can specify a precision in
the range of 1 through 31.

• VALUE
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When you enter a data type specifier and press Enter, the formatted value (and maximum value, for numerics) for the
data type selected displays in this field.

• Data Type Specifiers
Data types display, along with a short description, maximum value, and the correct abbreviation.
When you select the data type you want, press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Form Expressions screen. The new
type displays in the Type field.

EXPRESSIONS Table

When you create an expression, you actually create a new column that you can select. All expression columns are
grouped under a special table called Z:EXPRESSIONS. You can then select these columns and use them in break text.

BCOL.03           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                    PRF0542I  UP screen scroll interval is (" 1")                                  Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00164Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:DSN8810.EMP                                                                S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3                                   X10 #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4                                   S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE                     ISO                 JOB                              CHAR 8                                   S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT                 I                   SEX                              CHAR 1                                       BIRTHDATE                        DATE                                     D11 SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   COMM                             DECIMAL 9.02             K2                   Z:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   MONTHLY_SALARY                   DECIMAL 10.02            K2              S   QUARTERLY_SALARY                 DECIMAL 10.02            K2              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ PHONE                  EMP                  MIDDLE                           NUMBER         SALARY  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEP....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXX     1,999,999.99  XXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX    

Note the following item on the previous screen:

• Z:EXPRESSIONS
On the Build Form Screen, your expressions are displayed in columns under the table name Z:EXPRESSIONS. Select
the expressions in the same way you select any other columns. You can also define functions on expressions, just as
you would any other column.
If SHRINK is on, new expressions are automatically selected so that they display.
Expressions you create for the query are listed under the table X:EXPRESSIONS.

Processing Column Data and Expression Results

When expressions are evaluated during report generation, some column data might be in a form that is unsuitable for the
calculation. For example, a column might be NULL, or a column used as a denominator in a divide operation might be
equal to zero.

When one of these situations arises, the following occurs:

• If any column an expression uses is NULL, then the result of the expression is treated as if it were NULL. On the
report, these expressions print as blanks in the column.

• If a divide operation uses a column containing zero as a denominator, then a zero divide error occurs. In this case,
***ZD is printed in place of the expression result. Enough asterisks (*) are added to fill the column width.

When you apply functions to form expression columns that cause a zero divide error, the zero divide error values are
treated as NULL data and are not used. For example, assume that you place an AVERAGE function on a form expression
column and that four rows are returned. If one of the form expression evaluations results in a zero divide error, the
average function would be the sum divided by three instead of four, because the row containing the zero divide result
would not be used.

Controlling the Page Layout (Column Form Only)

You can control the page layout by using the Build Column Form screen.

Contents

Layout Features on the Build Column Form Screen

You can control the horizontal spacing on the form by defining two different variables on the Build Column Form screen:
the standard spaces between the columns and the column widths.
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BCOL.03           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? Y  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00164Sel Column                           Type           Indent Width Align         A:DSN8810.EMP                                                                S   #CEMP;NUMBER                     CHAR 6           0     6                 S   FIRSTNME                         VARCHAR 12       0     12                S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR 1           0     7                 S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR 15       0     15                S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3           0     8                 X10 #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4           0     6                 S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE             0     10                S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT         0     7                 D11 SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02     0     13                S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02     0     13                S   COMM                             DECIMAL 9.02     0     13                     Z:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   MONTHLY_SALARY                   DECIMAL 10.02    0     14                ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ PHONE                  EMP                  MIDDLE                           NUMBER         SALARY  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEP....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXX     1,999,999.99  XXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX    

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Indent
To change the position of a column as it will appear in the report, type over the number in the Indent field (column
indentation). Note the change in spacing in the Detail Line Display at the bottom of the screen.
The column indentation field defaults to 0 for every column. The maximum indentation is 99. The minimum indentation
is 0.

• Width
To set the width of an individual column, type over the number in the Width field. Note the change in the spacing in the
Detail Line Display at the bottom of the page. The column width field defaults to the data type definition of how many
characters are allowed for the column.
If you want to increase spacing between two specific columns, increase the column width of one or both of the
columns so that the report column width is greater than the column name or column data. This in effect increases the
spacing between the columns.
The maximum column size limit is 999 characters. If you must report more data, you must use a wrap edit code to
force the text to wrap. For example, if you have 1,500 characters, you can use the CW edit code on that column to limit
the width to 500. You then have three lines of 500 characters each. See the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms” and
“Report Formatting” sections for more information about wrapping text.

NOTE
You cannot define a narrower column width than the data type allows, unless you assign an edit code
that makes the text wrap within the column or break at a certain character. In this case, the column width
denotes the actual column size and the spacing value controls the spacing between the columns. This is not
supported for numeric values.

• Rpt Width
As you change the spacing designations, the number in the Rpt Width field also changes. The number shows the
current width of the entire form, measured in column spaces.
The number listed in the Rpt Width field affects how certain parts of the report are wrapped. See Using the WRAP
Command for more details.

• Align
Specify the type of alignment that is to be done to the output text for selected columns.
The default alignment is determined based on the data type:
– Character data is left-aligned.
– Numeric data is right-aligned.

NOTE
The change in the alignment of the text will be displayed in the Detail Line Display at the bottom of the
screen. The data alignment field defaults to a blank for every column.

• Detail Line Display
The Detail Line Display shows you the results of the page layout options you entered.

• Edit Codes
You can use edit codes and masks to format the data for the report. See the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms”
section for more information.

WRAP Command – Wrap Items Longer Than the Defined Page Width

The WRAP ON or WRAP OFF command is available on the Build Column Form screen. This command lets you wrap the
following items if they are wider than the defined width of the page:

• Report detail lines
• Title
• Default break footer lines
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By using WRAP ON, the items listed above automatically wrap if the lines are wider than the width of the page.

Keep the following guidelines and restrictions in mind when using the WRAP command:

• The page length must be large enough to accommodate the wrapped text, titles, and page header/footers. To change
the length on the Generate Report screen, first check that the page mode is on (PAGE ON). Next, use the LENGTH
# command to set a new page length. For example, LENGTH 50 sets the length to 50 lines per page. A message
confirms the new length.

• If you are using wrap (WRAP is ON), you cannot also wrap data fields. The WRAP ON feature and the data wrapping
feature are mutually exclusive. For information about wrapping data fields horizontally or vertically, see Wrapping Data
in the “Report Formatting” section.

• The Detail Line Display, which displays at the bottom of the Build Column Form screen, does not change by using the
WRAP command. The Detail Line Display does not reflect changes caused by the WRAP command.

For example, if the width of the report is 240 and all of the report lines fit within the 240 width limit, none of the lines
wraps, even though WRAP is ON, as shown in the following example:

GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                                FORM "PDPRF1.COLUMN" PRF0770I - PAGE WIDTH IS 240 CHARACTERS                                 PAGE 1 EMPLOYEE NAME                        DEPT      SALARY   COMMISSION   TOTAL INC -----------------------------------  ----  ----------  -----------  ---------- DEPARTMENT NUMBER 004                                                          BAKER, ABE                           004    29,450.00       500.00      29,950 SUMS FOR SALARY = 29,450.00 ..................................................                                             29,950.00                                                                                                         SUMS FOR DEPT = 004 ..........................................................                                             29,950.00                                                                                                         DEPARTMENT NUMBER 002                                                          JONES, JAMIE                         002    32,500.00     1,200.00      33,700 SUMS FOR SALARY = 32,500.00 ..................................................                                             33,700.00                                                                                                         SUMS FOR DEPT = 002 ..........................................................                                             33,700.00                                                                                                         DEPARTMENT NUMBER 012                                                          SIMMS, JAMIE                         012    27,500.00     1,800.00      29,300 SUMS FOR SALARY = 27,500.00 .................................................. 

The following example shows the same report where the width is changed to 80. With a smaller page width and WRAP
set to ON, the detail lines wrap to a second line. The Total Income column heading and corresponding income figures
now display on a second line, instead of being at the end of the first line. For example, Abe Baker's total income of
$29,950.00 is aligned with the Total Income column heading, even though the heading was wrapped.

GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                                FORM "PDPRF1.COLUMN" PRF0770I - PAGE WIDTH IS 80 CHARACTERS                                  PAGE 1 EMPLOYEE NAME                        DEPT      SALARY   COMMISSION             -----------------------------------  ----  ----------  -----------              TOTAL INCOME                                                                  -------------                                                                  DEPARTMENT NUMBER 004                                                          BAKER, ABE                           004    29,450.00       500.00                 29,950.00                                                                  SUMS FOR SALARY = 29,450.00 ..................................................                                                                                                                                                               SUMS FOR SALARY = 29,450.00 ..................................................     29,950.00                                                                                                                                                 DEPARTMENT NUMBER 002                                                          JONES, JAMIE                         002    32,500.00     1,200.00                 33,700.00                                                                  SUMS FOR SALARY = 32,500.00 .................................................. 

Generate a Report with WRAP ON

To generate a report with WRAP ON:

1. On the Build Column Form screen, enter WRAP ON in the command line and press Enter.
You can check to see if WRAP is ON by entering WRAP in the command line and pressing Enter. A message informs
you if WRAP is currently set to ON or OFF.

2. Run the report by entering RUN in the command line and pressing Enter. Press Enter again on the Run Report screen
to display the Generate Report screen.

3. On the Generate Report screen, turn page mode on by entering PAGE ON in the command line and pressing Enter.
To check the status of page mode, enter PAGE in the command line and press Enter. A message informs you if PAGE
is currently set to ON or OFF.

4. You might want to adjust the page width of the report. To do this:
a. First check the page width by entering WIDTH in the command line and pressing Enter. A message displays the

current width setting.
b. Adjust the width as needed by entering WIDTH # in the command line, where # is the number you want the width

to be. For example, to set the page width to 80, specify WIDTH 80 and press Enter.
5. When you finish adjusting the report width, press PF3 (End) twice. You return to the Build Column Form screen, where

you can continue to modify the current form or exit and save the form.

Each time you change the width when WRAP is ON, you see the report detail lines, title, and break footer text adjust to
the new page width accordingly.
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Turning WRAP OFF

You can prevent wrapping in two ways:

• On the Build Column Form screen, enter WRAP OFF in the command line and press Enter.
• On the Generate Report screen, enter PAGE OFF in the command line and press Enter. You can use WRAP ON only

in combination with PAGE ON. If the page mode is OFF, then wrap is not used, even if WRAP is set to ON.

Column Form Formatting Options

The Col Rpt Format Options screen lets you update various parameters that affect the display of a report. Most of the
options are available on the Build Column Form screen or through primary commands.

To display the Col Rpt Format Options screen, enter OPTIONS in the command line and press Enter. For the description
of options, press F1 for online help.

The Formatting Options screen is an active build screen that supports the standard build commands such as SAVE,
CANCEL, RUN, and BATCH.

Column Form and HTML/XML Form Command Reference

All of the commands on this page apply to Column forms. Those commands that do not apply to HTML and XML forms
are noted.

Contents

The following commands are valid for all screens related to the Build Form function:

• END
Save changes and display previous screen

• HELP
Display the HELP screen for topic at cursor position

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu

• TSO
Display the TSO command processor

The following sections list commands specific to each screen.

Build Form Screens

The following commands are available on the Build Form screens. Commands marked with an asterisk * are not available
on the Build HTML or Build XML Form Screens:

• ALIGN*
Scroll horizontally to align column

• ALL
Select ALL query fields

• ATTACH
Attach a new query to this form

• BATCH
Print a Batch report using this form

• BREAK*
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Display Brk column or Control Break screen
• CANCEL

Exit without saving changes
• DOWN

Scroll DOWN through the query fields display
• EDIT

Scroll horizontally to Edit column
• EXPR

Build a form expression
• FINAL*

Enter FINAL text
• FIND

Scroll to the field name with the specified text string
• FOOTER*

Display the Build Footer screen
• FUNC*

Scroll horizontally to Func column
• HEADER*

Display the Build Header screen
• HEADINGS

Toggle display between Column Titles and Column Names
• INDENT*

Scroll horizontally to Indent column
• INFO

Display/Update information about this object
• LEFT1*

Scroll horizontally LEFT to Indent/Width/Align columns
• LEFT2

Scroll LEFT over Detail Line display
• NEWSAVE

Save the current form with a new name
• OPTIONS

Display the Formatting Options screen, allowing you to update various parameters that affect the display of a report
• ORDER*

Define Breaks at all fields designated ORDER BY
• POS

Scroll horizontally to start at position named
• PREVIEW

Display a Preview of report using this form
• PROFILE

Display the Form Profile screen
• QUERY

Display the Build Query screen
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state
• RIGHT1*

Scroll horizontally RIGHT to Brk/Func/Edit columns
• RIGHT2

Scroll RIGHT over the Detail Line display
• RUN
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RUN the form to generate a report
• SAVE

Save the form with current changes
• SHRINK

Toggle the display to just the selections or all
• UP

Scroll UP through Query fields display
• WIDTH*

Scroll horizontally to Width column
• WRAP (ON|OFF)*

Wrap detail lines, title, and default break footer lines if they are wider than the page width.

Build Header, Footer, and Break Text Screens

The following commands are available on the Build Header, Footer, and Break Text screens. These screens are available
only when laying out a Column form, not an HTML or XML form.

• BREAK
Display the name of the break field (Can use on the Build Break screen only)

• CANCEL
Exit without saving current changes

• COPY
Copy the standard header or footer to the current form

• DEFAULT
Reset (header, footer, or break text) to its default state

• DOWN1
Scroll DOWN through the text area

• DOWN2
Scroll DOWN through the query fields display

• EDIT
Select the embedded field by # or cursor position

• EXPR
Build a form expression (Can use on the Build Break screen only)

• FIND
Scroll to field name containing specified text

• HTML
The HTML command can be entered from the Build Final Summary, Build Page Header, Build Page Footer, and Build
Block, Letter, and Mail form screens. If HTML is entered without an option, the status of HTML tag processing for the
specific form component will be displayed.
If HTML is ON and the report is generated to a file with the HTML output option, any user defined HTML tags in the
free-form area will be honored when the report file is viewed in a browser. If HTML is OFF and the report is generated
to a file with the HTML output option, the free-form area will be pre-formatted with the RI editor tag when the report file
is viewed in a browser.

• LEFT
Scroll LEFT over Text area

• LNAME
Scroll the column label to the left

• NULLS
Specify cursor control NULLS ON or OFF

• PIC
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Toggles “picture” of embedded data ON/OFF
• PREVIEW

Display Report Preview screen with Xs used in place of data
• RESTORE

Restore the screen's last saved state
• RIGHT

Scroll RIGHT over text area
• RNAME

Scroll the column label to the right
• RUN

Display the Run Form screen
• SAVE

Save the current changes
• TYPE

Display (temporarily) complete data types for each field
• UP1

Scroll UP through the text area
• UP2

Scroll UP through the query fields display
• WIDTH

Define the width of the header or footer. The width must be in the range 78 through 31,990. (Can use on the Build
Header and Build Footer screens only)

Run Report Screen

The following commands are available on the Run Report Screen for Column, HTML, and XML forms:

• BATCH
Display the Run Batch Job screen

• QUERY
Display the Build Query screen

• RUN
RUN this form to generate a report

• STATS
Display the Execution Statistics screen

Formatting Options Screen

The following commands are available on the Formatting Options screen. Those options that do not apply to HTML or
XML forms are marked with an asterisk *.

• BATCH
Display the Run Batch Job screen

• CANCEL
Exit without saving current changes

• FINAL*
Enter final text

• FOOTER*
Display the Build Footer screen

• HEADER*
Display the Build Header screen

• INFO
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Display/update information about this object
• NEWSAVE

Save the current form with a new name
• PREVIEW

Display a preview of report using this form
• PROFILE

Display the form Profile screen
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state
• RUN

RUN this form to generate a report
• SAVE

Save the current changes

Extract Form
This section describes how to create an extract form. The Extract form type lets you retrieve data from a DB2 table and
write it to a data set in a format you specify. Possible formats include fixed format, DB2 format (for DB2 LOAD or IXF
format), and CSV format, (for CSV format compatible software).

Extract form features include:

• Fixed Format: The Fixed format (FIX) writes data to a data set in a fixed record format.
– Null Indicators: For fixed format extracts, you can choose whether to include null indicators.
– COBOL Record Description: The COBOL command automatically generates a COBOL record description of the

data. This information is required if a COBOL program will use the data.
• CSV Format: You can write the data to a data set in the format used by programs that can import comma-separated

text files.

NOTE
Extract forms create a text file, not a spreadsheet file. In the CSV format, commas separate the values in the
file, and double quotation marks (“) enclose the character strings. Most spreadsheet programs can import
this text file. You might, however, want to use a comma as a decimal point. In this case, periods separate the
values in the file.

• DB2 Format: The DB2 format lets you write the data to a data set in DB2 LOAD or IXF format. Optionally, the JCL
necessary to create a table is generated, and it is loaded with the extracted data.

To create an Extract form, specify E for the form type on the Create Form screen. After you specify the extract form type
and select a query, the Build Extract Form screen appears, enabling you to create an Extract form.

Build Extract Form Screen

The Build Extract Form screen lets you define an Extract form. To define an Extract form, you must:

• Select the extract type (FIX, CSV, or DB2)
• Select (and order) the columns from where you want to extract data
• Specify the target data type if you want to change the data from its original format
• Specify whether the null indicators in FIX format extracts should be included, if you specify FIX format as the extract

type
• Specify the IXF format type, if you specify DB2 format as the extract type
• Specify custom expressions as part of the extract
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The Build Extract Form screen is shown below:

BXTR.02            ----------- BUILD "EXTRACT" FORM ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                            (POS 1 TO 18 OF LABEL SHOWN)                          

Type: FIX  Nulls:   N                        Form: POMCH01.EXTRACT_FORM       

Shrink: N  Dsname:  N                                                         

SEL  COLUMN TITLE                            POS  SIZE  TARGET TYPE           

A:DSN8810.EMP                                                                 

  S   EMPNO ............................ C       1     6  CHAR,W6               S   FIRSTNME ......................... C       7    14  VARCHAR,W12           S   MIDINIT .......................... C      21     1  CHAR,W1               S   LASTNAME ......................... C      22    17  VARCHAR,W15           S   WORKDEPT ......................... C      39     3  CHAR,W3               S   PHONENO .......................... C      44     4  CHAR,W4               S   HIREDATE ......................... D      50    10  ISO                   S   JOB .............................. C      62     8  CHAR,W8               S   EDLEVEL .......................... N      72     2  SMALLINT              S   SEX .............................. C      76     1  CHAR,W1               S   BIRTHDATE ........................ D      79    10  ISO                   S   SALARY ........................... N      91     5  DEC(9,2)              S   BONUS ............................ N      98     5  DEC(9,2)              S   COMM ............................. N     105     5  DEC(9,2)              

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Shrink
Specifies whether to display only active columns. Valid values are:
– Y: Shows only active columns.
– N: (Default) Shows all columns.

• Extract Type
Specifies the extract type. Valid values are:
– FIX: Fixed format (Default). Writes data to the data set in fixed record format.
– CSV: Comma-separated values. Writes data to the data set in the format CSV compatible programs use. Separate

the data with commas, without regard to record position.
– DB2: DB2 LOAD or IXF format. Writes data to the data set in the LOAD or IXF format.

• Nulls
Specifies whether to include null indicators as separate fields in the extract data set. Displays for FIX format only. Valid
values are:
– N: Does not include null indicators as separate fields.
– Y: (Default) Includes null indicators as separate fields. A null indicator generates for all fields that are nullable and is

indicated by field name-NI.
DB2 type extracts automatically insert null indicators after the data fields.
The CSV-type extracts specify nulls with two quotation marks between separating commas (,””,).

• Custom Delimiter
Allows you to override the default CSV delimiter. This field appears in place of the Nulls field when you specify CSV in
the TYPE field. Valid values are:
– Any non-blank character

• IXF Format
Specifies the DB2 extract type. This field appears in place of the Nulls field when you specify DB2 in the TYPE field.
Valid values are:
– N: None. Produces the DB2 LOAD format output file.
– B: Binary. Produces an IXF binary format output file.
– C: Char. Produces an IXF char format output file.

• Dsname
Indicates whether an extract data set name is specified. Valid values are:
– Y: Yes. Defines a data set name.
– N: No. Does not define a data set name.
– U: Update. Updates (defines) a data set name.
If you enter U to update the data set name, the Extract Dataset screen appears, enabling you to define the data set
that will contain the extracted data. See Naming the Data Set for more information.

• SEL
Identifies the columns that you want to use in the form. Valid values are:
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– S: Selects the column.
– #: Signifies the order in which you want the column to appear in the data set.
– H: Shows the DB2 Column Parameters screen for the columns. Works the same as the question mark (?).
– ?: Shows the DB2 Column Parameters screen for the columns. Works the same as H.

• COLUMN TITLE
(Display only) Shows the names of the query columns. The line above the column names shows the table name.
Because the column names appear in the order the query selects them, table names might appear multiple times.

• POS
(Display only) Shows the initial column position of the column data in the extract record for FIX and DB2 formats.
Because the CSV format separates data by commas without regard to a specific record position, this field shows the
maximum column position of the column in the record.

• SIZE
(Display only) Shows the size of the column in bytes for FIX and DB2 formats. Because the CSV format separates
data by commas without regard to the defined maximum size, this field shows the maximum size of the column in the
data set.

• TARGET TYPE
Specifies the target data type for the column. See Target Data Types for more information.

Adding a Column Heading Line to CSV Format Extracts

For CSV extract forms, you can include a heading line that contains the selected column names as the first record in the
CSV extract file. When you choose the CSV format on the Build Extract screen, the Heading prompt replaces the Nulls
prompt and the Custom Delimiter prompt appears, as shown in the next figure:

BXTR.02            ----------- BUILD "EXTRACT" FORM ------------              COMMAND==>  
                                                                  

Type: CSV  Heading: N  Custom Delimiter: ;   Form: POMCH01.EXTRACT_FORM       

Shrink: N  Dsname:  N                                                         

SEL  COLUMN TITLE                            POS  SIZE  TARGET TYPE           

A:DSN8810.EMP                                                                 

  S   EMPNO ............................ C       1     6                        S   FIRSTNME ......................... C      10    12                        S   MIDINIT .......................... C      25     1                        S   LASTNAME ......................... C      29    15                        S   WORKDEPT ......................... C      47     3                        S   PHONENO .......................... C      53     4                        S   HIREDATE ......................... D      60    10  ISO                   S   JOB .............................. C      73     8                        S   EDLEVEL .......................... N      84     6  L                     S   SEX .............................. C      93     1                        S   BIRTHDATE ........................ D      97    10  ISO                   S   SALARY ........................... N     110    11  L2                    S   BONUS ............................ N     124    11  L2                    S   COMM ............................. N     138    11  L2                    

Note the Heading field on the previous screen. This field specifies whether the output CSV extract file should contain a
line listing all the column names the extract file includes . Valid values are:

• N: Do not include the column names heading line.
• Y: Include the column names heading line. The first line in the CSV extract file will contain all column names enclosed

in quotation marks and separated by a comma or a period, depending on which DECIMAL option you specify on the
User Profile Maintenance screen.

If you specify P for the DECIMAL option, the fields are separated by a comma. If you specify C, the fields are separated
by a period. You can override this default behavior in the Custom Delimiter field, where you can specify any non-blank
character as your own CSV separator.

In the previous example, the resulting extract file looks like this when viewed using the ISPF Browse facility:

 BROWSE -- PDPRF1.EXTRACT.XT ------------------------ LINE 00000000 COL 001 080 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************"EMPNO";"FIRSTNME";"MIDINIT";"LASTNAME";"WORKDEPT";"PHONENO";"HIREDATE";"JOB";""000140";"HEATHER";"A";"NICHOLLS";"C01";"1793";"1976-12-15";"ANALYST";615.00   "000130";"DOLORES";"M";"QUINTANA";"C01";"4578";"1971-07-28";"ANALYST";515.00   "000220";"JENNIFER";"K";"LUTZ";"D11";"0672";"1968-08-29";"DESIGNER";615.00     "000210";"WILLIAM";"T";"JONES";"D11";"0942";"1979-04-11";"DESIGNER";415.00     "000200";"DAVID";"";"BROWN";"D11";"4501";"1966-03-03";"DESIGNER";615.00        "000190";"JAMES";"H";"WALKER";"D11";"2986";"1974-07-26";"DESIGNER";415.00      "000180";"MARILYN";"S";"SCOUTTEN";"D11";"1682";"1973-07-07";"DESIGNER";515.00  "000170";"MASATOSHI";"J";"YOSHIMURA";"D11";"2890";"1978-09-15";"DESIGNER";515.0"000160";"ELIZABETH";"R";"PIANKA";"D11";"3782";"1977-10-11";"DESIGNER";415.00  "000150";"BRUCE";"";"ADAMSON";"D11";"4510";"1972-02-12";"DESIGNER";515.00      "000060";"IRVING";"F";"STERN";"D11";"6423";"1973-09-14";"MANAGER";615.00       "000270";"MARIA";"L";"PEREZ";"D21";"9001";"1980-09-30";"CLERK";515.00          "000260";"SYBIL";"V";"JOHNSON";"D21";"8953";"1975-09-11";"CLERK";315.00        "000250";"DANIEL";"S";"SMITH";"D21";"0961";"1969-10-30";"CLERK";415.00         "000240";"SALVATORE";"M";"MARINO";"D21";"3780";"1979-12-05";"CLERK";615.00     "000230";"JAMES";"J";"JEFFERSON";"D21";"2094";"1966-11-21";"CLERK";415.00      "000070";"EVA";"D";"PULASKI";"D21";"7831";"1980-09-30";"MANAGER";715.00        "000050";"JOHN";"B";"GEYER";"E01";"6789";"1949-08-17";"MANAGER";815.00         "000310";"MAUDE";"F";"SETRIGHT";"E11";"3332";"1964-09-12";"OPERATOR";315.00    "000300";"PHILIP";"X";"SMITH";"E11";"2095";"1972-06-19";"OPERATOR";415.00      

Note the column names heading line on the previous screen.
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Naming the Data Set

The Extract Dataset screen lets you define the data set that the extracted data is written to when you run the form. The
extract data set will be a:

• Fixed block, sequential file for the FIX and DB2 formats
• Variable block, sequential file for the CSV format

For all formats, the data set name is limited to 42 characters. The SYSDISC and SYSERR data set names are
automatically generated, based on the extract data set name plus a two-character concatenation.

When you create an extract data set, you can write to a PDS of which you are not the owner if any one of the following
conditions is true:

• The Dataset Protection field on the System Profile screen is set to N. In this case, a user can write to any data set.
• The Dataset Protection field on the System Profile screen is set to Y, the Node field on the System Profile screen is set

to A, and the data set name contains the user's ID in any node between 1 and 9.
• The Dataset Protection field on the System Profile screen is set to Y, and the Node field on the System Profile screen

is set to a number that exactly matches the node number of the data set name that contains the user's ID.

The Extract Dataset screen displays when you enter U in the DSNAME field of the Build Extract Form screen:

 XDSN.03  r19.0    -------------- EXTRACT DATASET --------------   

 02/28 11:34 COMMAND==>                                             

       RJUSER1.EXTRACT1 PRF0805W  You must always specify the "UNIT"

 parameter EXTRACT TYPE: CSV       QUERY USED FOR EXTRACT: RJUSER1.TRAIN1

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

  SMS: N Dataset ...                                              

 Member .... Volume ..............                           Unit ........

 Label ...............                           #Records .... 0 DD in

 RUN ........... RECORD LENGTH ....... 76                        SPACE ....... 1 TRACK

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fields on the previous screen provide extract information and identify the data set to which the extracted data will be
written:

•  EXTRACT TYPE
(Display only) The type of extract (FIX, DB2 or IXF, CSV).

•  QUERY USED FOR EXTRACT
(Display only) The query used for the Extract form in the format, creator.query.

•  Dataset
Enter the name of the data set to which you want to write the data. The data set name is limited to 42 characters. The
data set will be created as a sequential file. The data set is automatically allocated. If you enter the name of an existing
data set, you are warned that the file will be deleted and re-created. This is a required field.
Note: A Delete Protection field appears on the System Profile screen, which your administrator can access. This field
indicates if data sets are protected from deletion. The default is Y, which prevents you from deleting a data set that
belongs to another user. Your administrator can turn off this protection by entering N. When Delete Protection is turned
off, any user is allowed to delete any data set.

•  Member
Enter the name of a PDS member to which you want to write the data. The PDS must exist, and it must have an
LRECL greater than the extract Record Length.
Note: You can write to a PDS, of which you are not “owner,” only if Dataset Protection on the System Profile is set to
N.

•  Volume
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Enter the volume serial number of the device on which you want the data set allocated.
•  Unit

Enter the type of storage device. This field is required. Valid values are SYSDA, TAPE, 3390, etc.
•  Label

Enter the LABEL parameter in this field. You must enter the whole parameter and enclose it in parentheses. This field
is required if UNIT=TAPE. The default is (1,SL,EXPDT=98000).

•  #Records
Enter a question mark (?) and press Enter to determine how many records will be processed.
Your maximum row limit constrains the number of records to use in allocating space for the extracted data. You can
enter a number, or allow the number of records returned by the query to be calculated by SELECT COUNT. Use this
option to gauge the volume of data that will be extracted.
Note: This computation cannot be performed if the query used with the Extract form contains a UNION clause. In this
case, you must estimate the number of records that will be processed, and enter this number in the #Records field.

•  DD in RUNSpecify the name of the DD where the extract will be written. If you specify this name, all the other
parameters on the screen are ignored. This field appears only when you open the Extract Dataset screen by placing a
U in the Dsn column of the Run Batch Job Screen.

•  RECORD LENGTH
(Display only) The record length for the data set. This value is automatically calculated.
Note: When doing a batch extract, the maximum record length is 32,766 bytes.

•  SPACE
(Display only) The allocated space for the data set. This value is automatically calculated.

After you supply the information for this screen, press PF3 (END) to return to the Build Extract Form screen. Y displays in
the DSNAME field.

You can also access the Extract Dataset screen from the Run Batch Job screen by entering U in the DSN field. This
option is valid for Extract forms only.

NOTE
The number of records for an Extract is saved separately for online and batch. To update the number of records
for an online extract, you must access the Run Extract or Extract Dataset screen from the Build Extract screen
and update the #Records field. To update the number of records for a batch extract, you must access the Run
Batch Job screen and enter a U in the DSN field for the Extract, which takes you to the Extract Dataset screen.

Using Generation Data Sets

Extract form output can be written to a generation data group (GDG).

The data set name must be in the following format:

your.dataset(+1)

where your.dataset is the base catalog entry defining a generation data group, and (+1) is the relative generation number
being added during this job. Existing GDG data sets are not deleted prior to creating a new extract data set that is a GDG.

Relative Generation Number

For the use of a GDG, an CA Report Facility job is defined as the TSO session, CICS region, or IMS MPR that initiated
CA Report Facility. When creating a generation data set, the relative generation number tells the system whether this is
the first data set being added during the job, the second, the third, and so on.

For example, suppose you started CA Report Facility and added a generation number (+1), then attempted to add (+1)
again. You are informed that this generation number is in use for that particular GDG base, and you are prompted to
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increment the generation number. The (+1) generation number does not become available again until the TSO user signs
off the system, or the CICS or IMS region terminates.

Target Data Types

The valid target data types depend on the type of extract you request. The DB2 and FIX formats offer many more target
data types than the CSV format. Floating points cannot be converted to any other data type for CSV, DB2, or FIX formats.

In general terms, the FIX and DB2 formats let you convert any character data to any character data type and any numeric
data to any numeric data type. In addition, the CSV format considers timestamps as another type of character string. You
can mask or truncate data as allowed for the timestamp data type.

For more specific information about any data type for any type of extract, use the Data Type Help screen. For help on a
particular data type, place the cursor in the Target Data Type field for the column and press PF1.

Contents

Character Data

FIX and DB2 formats also allow you to specify date types for CHAR data with lengths between 4 and 10. A comma
and an edit code must follow the date format. For example, if you specify ISO for a CHAR(6) column, you could enter
ISO,MMDDYY. However, for the DB2 format, only date formats supported by DB2 (ISO, USA, and EUR) are accepted.

The FIX extract format lets you convert CHAR data with lengths between 6 and 10 to DATE formats using edit codes in
the Target Type field of the Build Extract Form screen.

A comma and an edit code must follow the date format. For example, to convert a CHAR(6) date value (say, :20010427)
to the XL (Expand Long) date format, you would need to enter the following in the Target Type field for that column:

XL,YYYYMMDD

Numeric Data

In the FIX format, you can convert DEC, SMALLINT, and INT data to a simple display format using a format code (DISP)
in the Target Type field of the Build Extract Form screen. The DISP format provides leading zeros, a decimal point, no
commas, and a leading negative sign (if required).

In addition, you can also convert DEC, SMALLINT, and INT data into CHAR data using edit masks in the Target Type field
of the Build Extract Form screen.

When using edit masks, the “X” character denotes actual data. Other characters denote inserted characters. For example,
the following edit mask transforms the data 122344777 into 1-22 3*44B7:

X-XX X*XXBX

You can also apply edit masks to CHAR and VARCHAR data to change the extract format.

NOTE
Edit masks are not valid for DB2 extracts or FLOAT data.

Date Data

Extracts in the CSV format recognize date formats and convert date data into corresponding character strings in the
extract record. The format for character type data appears as a blank. Numeric data is always type L. You can mask or
truncate data as allowed for the data type. A pair of double quotes (“”) represents null data in the extract record.
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Running Extract Forms

This section describes how to run an Extract form. When you run an Extract form, you write the extracted data to the
specified data set.

Contents

Run an Extract Form

To run an Extract form online, enter RUN in the command line of the Build Extract Form screen, or enter R next to an
Extract form name on the Form Library screen.

NOTE
You can also run the Extract form in batch mode by using the BATCH command or by entering B next to the
Extract form name on the Form Library screen. See Batch Reporting for more information.

The Run Extract screen appears:

 RUNX.03           ---------------- RUN EXTRACT ----------------     COMMAND==>                                                      PDPRF1.EXTRACT                                                                                  -------------------------------------------------------------------  SMS: Y   Dataset ... PDPRF1.DATASET                                Member ....  Volume ..............                          Unit ........                  Label ...............                          #Records .... 32                RECORD LENGTH ....... 111                       SPACE ....... 1 TRACK           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ***** ABOVE DATASET WILL BE DELETED AND RECREATED IF EXTRACT TAKES PLACE *****  EXTRACT TYPE: FIX     ROW LIMIT: NONE        QUERY: TDJEFF.GENERAL                        DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?    DO YOU WANT TO CREATE A TEMPORARY RESULTS TABLE DURING THE EXTRACT? NO                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  A COBOL record description, matching the extracted data, can be automatically   generated and stored in an output dataset:                                      Generate COB? NO    DSN:                                         Mem:
        

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Dataset Information
Information about the extract data set appears at the top of the screen. The data set is automatically allocated.
All fields except Record Length and Space are active. See Naming the Data Set in the “Extract Form” section for
information about these fields.

• SMS
Specify whether SMS parameters are used to define the storage device characteristics of the data set. Valid values
are:
– Y: Indicates that SMS parameters are defined.
– N: Indicates that no SMS parameters are defined.
– U: Transfers you to the SMS Parameters entry screen.

• Unit
This field is not required if SMS parameters are defined.

• EXTRACT TYPE
(Display only) The type of extract format appears in this field.

• ROW LIMIT
Specify a row limit. When using tables with large numbers of rows, you can limit the number of rows retrieved to
conserve processing time and disk space. The maximum number of rows retrieved is set in your User profile, and you
cannot override this on the Run Extract screen.

• QUERY
(Display only) The name of the associated query appears.

• DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?
Enter Y or N. If you enter Y, the Replaceable Parm Values screen appears so you can enter values for all of the
replaceable parameters in the Extract form. If you enter N, the existing values for the replaceable parameters are used
when you run the Extract form.

• DO YOU WANT TO CREATE A TEMPORARY RESULTS TABLE DURING THE EXTRACT?
Enter Y or N. If you enter Y, the results are placed in a temporary table in memory whenever you run a query. This
lets you rerun Extract forms without rerunning the query. This results table is saved until you quit CA Report Facility.
(Under CICS, the results table is saved until you return to the Main Menu.)
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NOTE
When you enter Y and run the report, a Re-run the Query? prompt is added below this prompt. See Forms
for more information.

• COBOL Record Description

NOTE
For the FIX format, you can create a COBOL record description at run time. This option does not appear for
the CSV or DB2 format. For the DB2 format, Create Table options appear. See Run Extract (DB2 Format) for
more information.

See COBOL Record Description (FIX Format for more information about COBOL generation.

Once you enter all required information, enter one of the options below to write the extracted data to a data set and, if
requested, generate the COBOL record description. (You must enter all the information before entering your execution
option.) Press PF3 (END) to return to the previous screen without running the form.

You also have the following options:

• RUN
You can enter the RUN command to write the extracted data to a data set and, if requested, generate the COBOL
record description.

• GEN
The GEN command generates the COBOL record description without writing the extracted data to a data set.
Note: This command is not valid for CSV-type extracts.

All values on the Run Extract screen are stored with the form and reuse on subsequent executions of the form. If you
enter N in the Generate COB field, all values become blank. You can restore the saved parameters by entering Y in the
Generate COB? prompt and pressing Enter.

SMS Parameters (All Formats)

On the Run Extract screen, the SMS field lets you specify whether SMS parameters are used to define the storage device
characteristics of the data set. The SMS parameters screen appears when you enter a U in the SMS field of the Run
Extract screen:

 SMSX.49           -------------- SMS PARAMETERS ---------------     COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Data Class .................                                                   Management Class ...........                                                   Storage Class ..............                                                   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The parameters for SMS usage are the three SMS constructs:

• Data Class
Defines the data set attributes related to the allocation of the data set.

• Management Class
Defines the data set attributes related to the migration and backup of the data set. You can only assign a management
class to a data set that also has a storage class assigned.

• Storage Class
Defines the data set attributes related to the storage that the data set occupies.
If SMS is installed and active in your installation, you can use it to govern the allocation of data sets. The storage
manager of your installation determines the data sets that SMS is to manage, and then creates the storage classes
that can be used.
SMS cannot manage tape data sets or data sets on mass storage volumes (MSS).
The behavior of SMS at your installation might be governed by automatic class selection (ACS) routines. These allow
the customization of SMS to specific environments. Check with your storage administrator for details.
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COBOL Record Description (FIX Format)

The COBOL command generates a COBOL record description for a FIX type extract.

NOTE
The COBOL command is not valid for CSV or DB2 extract types.

A COBOL record description provides a COBOL program with a definition of the extracted data that you can use in a
program. Two methods for writing a COBOL record description for the data to a separate data set are:

• COBOL Command: You can enter the COBOL command from the Build Extract Form screen to write a record
description for the currently selected columns with the currently defined target types.

• Run Extract Screen: You can write the record description at run time by completing the information in the COBOL
Record Description fields at the bottom of the Run Extract screen.

With either method, you must supply the name of the data set to which you want to write the record description.

The format of the COBOL command is:

COBOL 'fully-qualified-dsn(member)'

fully-qualified-dsn

Specifies the fully qualified data set name and member is the member name for a PDS. If you do not enter the data set
name in quotes, your ID is appended as the high level qualifier. The data set must exist and be allocated with LRECL=80
and RECFM=FB. You can also specify a sequential file (with no member name).

Note: The Run Extract screen for fixed format with COBOL parms is shown in the Overview of this section.

Run Extract (DB2 Format)

The DB2 format offers you the option of creating a data set that contains the JCL and commands necessary to create
a table and load the extracted data into the table. This data set references the data set containing the extracted data.
You just submit the job, which automatically executes the commands that create and load the table. The commands are
automatically executed through the Batch Processor, which is included with CA Report Facility. See the Batch Processor
Reference section for more information.

This option is offered at the bottom of the Run Extract screen. The figure below shows the screen as it appears for the
DB2 LOAD format:

 RUNX.04           ---------------- RUN EXTRACT ----------------     COMMAND==>                B0625TO.IMPFORM  -------------------------------------------------------------------  SMS: Y   Dataset ... EXTRACT.TEST                                  Member ....  Volume .............. PTI400                    Unit ........ SYSDA Label ...............                           #Records .... 100 RECORD LENGTH ....... 240                       SPACE ....... 1 TRACK ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

******ABOVE DATASET WILL BE DELETED AND RECREATED IF EXTRACT TAKES PLACE*******EXTRACT TYPE: DB2     ROW LIMIT: 0        QUERY: B0625TO.IMPQUERY     DO YOU WANT TO CREATE A TEMPORARY RESULTS TABLE DURING THE EXTRACT? NO-------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                            

The EXTRACT TYPE field shows IXF if you selected B (binary) or C (char) for the IXF FORMAT option.

The EXTRACT TYPE field shows DB2 if you selected N (none) for the IXF FORMAT option.

Extract Form Command Reference

Contents

Build Extract Form Screen Commands

The following commands are valid for the Build Extract Form screen:

• ALL
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Select ALL query fields
• ATTACH

Attach a new query to this form
• BATCH

Run this extract as a batch job

NOTE
If you request batch runs for multiple Extract forms, be sure that the specified forms do not use the same
data set. (You can request batch runs for multiple Extract forms by specifying the B option on the Form
Library screen). If more than one form specifies a data set, the data set is deleted and reallocated for each
form that specifies it. You can display the data set name specified for the Extract form by entering U in the
DSN field of the Run Batch Job screen. When you enter U, the Extract Dataset screen appears, enabling you
to update the data set name information.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes

• COBOL
Generate COBOL record descriptions - for “FIX” extract type only.

• DOWN
Scroll DOWN through the query fields display

• END
Save changes and display previous screen

• EXPR
Build a form expression

• FIND
Scroll to the field name with the specified text string

• HELP
Display Help screen for topic at cursor position

• INFO
Display/Update information about this object

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• LNAME
Scroll column label to the left

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu

• NEWSAVE
Save the current form with a new name

• PROFILE
Display the Form Profile screen

• QUERY
Display the Build Query screen

• RESTORE
Restore the form's last saved state

• RNAME
Scroll the column label to the right

• RUN
RUN the form to generate a report

• SAVE
Save the form with current changes

• SHRINK
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Toggle the display between the selected fields and all fields
• TYPE

Display the query's DB2 names and data types
• UP

Scroll UP through the query fields display

Extract Dataset Screen Commands

The following commands are valid for the Extract Dataset screen:

• END
Save changes and display previous screen

• HELP
Display Help screen for topic at cursor position

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu

Tabulation Form
A tabulation is a list of summary values for groups of rows. It also contains a final set of summary values at the end of the
list. A tabulation form requires you to assign the GROUP function to at least one column.

You can specify any number of functions on any columns in the query, unless you specify the GROUP function.
You cannot assign any additional functions to a column to which you also assign the GROUP function. The only restriction
on the number of columns and functions you can specify is that the resulting summary line cannot exceed 32,766
characters in width.

When you specify an ACROSS function, you have an Across-Tabulation form. An Across-Tabulation form contains as
many simple tabulations (side-by-side) as there are different values in the Across column. Each side-by-side tabulation is
called an across block. You can use the ACROSS scrolling command to move from one across block to another.

The maximum number of across blocks is 255. The maximum width of a horizontal line in the report is 32,766 characters.

For a demonstration of building a tabulation form, watch the following video:

Quick Steps for Creating a Tabulation or Across-Tabulation Form

To create a tabulation or across-tabulation form, complete these steps:

1. On the main menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a name for your new form in the Name field.
c. Press Enter. The Create Form screen appears.

2. Enter T in the Select Form Type field.
3. To select an associated query, enter the name of a query in the Name of Query field, and press Enter. The Define

Tabulation Fields screen appears.
4. (Optional) To display a selection list from which to select a query, leave the Name of Query field blank, and press

Enter. The Query Library screen appears. Select a query and press Enter to return to the Define Tabulation Fields
screen.

5. Specify a function for each column you selected (in the previous step).
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– For a tabulation form, you must specify the GROUP function on at least one column.
– For an across-tabulation form, you must specify the ACROSS function on exactly one column, and the GROUP

function on at least one column.
6. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
7. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears, displaying your report.
8. When you finish viewing the online report, press PF3 twice. The Define Tabulation Fields screen reappears. You can

modify the current form or exit and save the form.
9. To exit and save the form, press PF3. The Form Profile screen appears.
10. Complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press PF3 (End). The form is saved to your form library, you return to the main menu, and a message confirming

the action appears.

Specifying Simple Tabulation Summary

You have a simple tabulation form if you specify only the GROUP function.

When building a tabulation report, up to 32,767 groups can be processed. You should use the GROUP function on a field
that generates a maximum of 32,767 unique groups. Report processing ends when the limit is reached, and only that
number of groups displays.

You can assign the GROUP function to unselected columns. Summarization based on these columns occurs just as if
they are selected, but the values of these columns do not display on the final report.

NOTE
Generally, you should use the GROUP function on a field that contains few unique values. If the data that you
are summarizing is highly unique, you might find it easier to use the Column form and break summaries, instead
of the GROUP function on a tabulation form.

Contents:

Specifying on a Column

A tabulation form requires you to assign the GROUP function to at least one column. For example, suppose you assign
the GROUP function to the DEPARTMENT column, and you assign the SUM function to the SALARY and BONUS
columns. The resulting tabulation might look like this:

                 SALARY         BONUSDEPT             SUM            SUM---------       --------        -------Sales           $142,600        $14,200Marketing       $204,900        $29,550Clerical        $ 94,500        $ 8,600---------------------------------------                $442,000        $52,350

Specifying on Multiple Columns

You can assign the GROUP function to up to 16 columns. When you specify GROUP on more than one column, all
unique combinations of the group columns are summarized. For example, if you assign the GROUP function to the
DEPARTMENT and SEX columns, the tabulation might look like this:

                       SALARY         BONUSDEPARTMENT     SEX     SUM            SUM----------     ---     --------       ---------

Sales           F      $ 62,600       $ 6,200Sales           M      $ 80,000       $ 8,000Marketing       F      $110,500       $19,250Marketing       M      $ 94,400       $10,300Clerical        F      $ 80,000       $ 8,000Clerical        M      $ 14,500       $   600---------------------------------------------                       $442,000       $52,350

As the previous example illustrates, specifying more GROUP columns causes an increasingly detailed breakdown of
summary information.
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Specifying Row Order

When you run a report using a tabulation form, you must specify an ORDER BY in the query for the column that has the
GROUP function so that the resulting report displays the rows in the order that you want. Otherwise, row titles appear in
random order.

Creating Tabulation Blocks

Assume that instead of combining the summaries of department and sex, as shown in the previous example, you want to
keep them separate by creating two tabulation blocks: one for SEX = F and one for SEX = M. To do this, you specify the
GROUP function on the Department column and assign the ACROSS function to the Sex column.

Although you can assign the GROUP function to 16 different columns, you can only assign the ACROSS function to one
column. The resulting report is called an across-tabulation report, because it consists of tabulations that occur side-by-
side. In the following example, the across-tabulation report contains two separate tabulations, one for female (F) and one
for male (M).

             --------------SEX---------------             ------F-------    ------

M-------     ---

SUMMARY---             SALARY   BONUS    SALARY   BONUS    SALARY    BONUSDEPARTMENT   SUM      SUM      SUM      SUM      SUM       SUMSales         62,600   6,200   80,000    8,000   142,600  14,200Marketing    110,500  19,250   94,400   10,300   204,900  29,550Clerical      80,000   8,000   14,500      600    94,500   8,600-----------------------------------------------------------------             253,100  33,450  188,900   18,900   442,000  52,350

As an extra feature, you also get a horizontal tabulation (across the page) of the two tabulation summary values (the
Summary columns in the figure above). The horizontal tabulation is tabulated vertically, with final summary figures in the
lower right corner of the report.

Procedure for Building a Tabulation Form

The primary screens from which you build a tabulation form are the Define Tabulation Fields screen and the Format
Tabulation Form screen.

• Define Tabulation Fields Screen: The Define Tabulation Fields screen is automatically displayed whenever a new
tabulation form is being created. On this screen, you define each of the tabulation fields used by the form. See
Defining Tabulation Fields for more information.

NOTE
The Define Tabulation Fields screen can also be accessed from the Format Tabulation Form screen by using
the FIELDS command.

• Format Tabulation Form Screen: The Format Tabulation Form screen is automatically displayed whenever an existing
tabulation form is being updated. On this screen, you format each of the tabulation fields used by the form. See
Formatting a Tabulation Form for more information.

NOTE
The Format Tabulation Form screen can also be accessed from the Define Tabulation Fields screen by using
the PF3 (End) command.

Defining Tabulation Fields

The Define Tabulation Fields screen lets you define the fields that are to be presented in a Tabulation report.

DTAB.03            --------- Define "TABULATION" Fields --------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N               Form: POMCH01.TAB_FORM                                    Instructions...                                                                 Define 1, or more, Group fields with GROUP function.    {Required}            Define 1, or more, Block fields with desired functions. {Required}            Define 1 Across field with ACROSS function.             {Optional}            Return to Format screen with END command.                              Func                                   Type                                   DSN8810.EMP                                                                   COUNT EMPNO                            CHAR 6                                       FIRSTNME                         VARCHAR 12                                   MIDINIT                          CHAR 1                                       LASTNAME                         VARCHAR 15                             GROUP WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3                                       PHONENO                          CHAR 4                                       HIREDATE                         DATE                                         JOB                              CHAR 8                                 GROUP EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT                               ACROS SEX                              CHAR 1                                       BIRTHDATE                        DATE                                   AVERA SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02                                 BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02                           

A tabulation field is defined by selecting a data column and applying a function to that data column. On the Define
Tabulation Fields screen, you must:
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• Define one or more Group fields with GROUP function.
• Define one or more Block fields with desired functions.

Optionally, you can define one Across field with the ACROSS function.

Use the following fields to define the tabulation fields:

• Shrink?
Specify whether to display all data columns in the query or “shrink” the view to display only those fields defined for
usage in the form.
– Y: Show only fields defined for usage in the form.
– N: Show all data columns in the query.

• Form
(Display only) Name of form preceded by the Creator ID.

• Func
Specify the function that is to be used in tabulating the data in the column. If no function is entered, the data is not
tabulated.
If you specify multiple functions, then a tabulation field is generated for each function.
See the “Assigning Functions to Forms” section for information about column functions.

• Table and Column Names
(Display only) The name of the table from which the column is obtained displays in the list before the columns names.
In the above example, EMP is the name of the table from which the columns EMPNO, FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, and so
on are obtained.

• Type
(Display only) Indicates type of data for the column in the query.

After specifying functions, press PF3 (End) to display the Format Tabulation Form screen.

Formatting a Tabulation Form

The Format Tabulation Form screen lets you format the tabulation fields that are defined for a tabulation report.

BTAB.02            --------- Format "TABULATION" Form ----------              Command==>                                                                    PRF0039I  Form saved                                                                Headings? Y        Form: POMCH01.TAB_FORM                                     Across Field (optional)...       Order              Edit                DSN8810.EMP                                                                         SEX                              USER                                   S Seq Group Field(s)...  Width: 00012  Sp Brk  In Wid LCR Edit                DSN8810.EMP                                                                   S 1   WORK;DEPT                        X  1    0  4    L  XX-

X                S 2   ED;LEVEL                                 0  6       I                                                                                                 Sel   Block Field(s)...  Width: 00029  Func    In Wid LCR Edit                DSN8810.EMP                                                                   S     Number of;Employees              COUNT   0  11   R  J                   S     Average;Salary                   AVERAGE 0  16   R  D4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------WORK   ED          Number of           Average       Number of           AveraDEPT   LEVEL       Employees           Salary        Employees           Salar....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XX-

X   01999     00199999999   $2,000,000.0000     00199999999   $2,000,000.00

This formatting includes applying edit codes and aligning the text. This screen also lets you define the breaks used in the
report and any other general formatting that is to be applied.

Use the following fields to format the tabulation fields:

• Headings?
Specify whether to show headings or column names in the name field. Valid values are:
– Y: Show headings in name field and allow update of these headings.
– N: Show column names in name field. No updates are allowed.

• Form
(Display only) Name of form preceded by the Creator ID

• Across Field
Displays the currently defined ACROSS field and provides an entry area in which you can define how the ACROSS
field is processed and displayed.
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NOTE
The Across Field window is processed as window #1 in any primary commands in which the desired window
must be identified.

• Group Fields
Displays the currently defined GROUP fields and provides an entry area in which you can define how the GROUP
fields are processed and displayed.

NOTE
The Group Field window is processed as window #2 in any primary commands in which the desired window
must be identified. Therefore, use UP2 to scroll up.

See Group Fields, Displaying GROUP Fields, and Ordering GROUP Fields for more information.
• Block Fields

Displays the currently defined block fields and provides an entry area in which you can define how the block fields are
processed and displayed. Block fields are those that are used to build the detail area of the report.

NOTE
The Block Field window is processed as window #3 in any primary commands in which the desired window
must be identified. Therefore, use UP3 to scroll up.

See Block Fields for more information.

Contents:

Across Field

The Across Field section of the Format Tabulation Form displays the currently defined ACROSS field and provides an
entry area in which you can define how the ACROSS field is processed and displayed.

Use the following fields to define the Across field:

• Column Names
Displays the DB2 names of the columns (preceded by the table name). You can edit these column names to more
clearly identify the data on the form.
– You can type over the column name with the new heading.
– You can stack the column headings by using a semi-colon to signify the end of each line.
– You can also prefix the column headings with #C, #R, #L, or #B to justify text or fill with blanks.
Examples:

ACCOUNT;NUMBER#CLAST;POST DATE

• Order
Indicates the order in which the values generated by the Across field (the Across blocks) are presented in the report.
To change the sort order for Across values, overtype the indicated order with the desired order.
Valid values are:
– ASC: Blocks are presented in ascending order. (Default)
– DESC: Blocks are presented in descending order.
– ASIS: Blocks are presented in order the values are found in the data.
– USER: Blocks are presented in order defined by the user. If you enter USER in this field, the Set ACROSS Values

screen will be displayed, where you can define user values. See Defining USER ACROSS Values for more
information.

NOTE
A block will be presented for each defined value, even if it is not in the data, and only those defined values.

• Edit
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Specify edit codes for a particular column.
For help, place your cursor in the Edit field and press PF1. The Specify Edit Code screen appears, where you are
given instructions on valid edit codes.

Group Fields

The Group Fields section of the Format Tabulation Form displays the currently defined GROUP fields and provides an
entry area in which you can define how the GROUP fields are processed and displayed.

Use the following fields to define the Group fields:

• S
Select or un-select the columns you want to use in your report.
To select all columns, enter the ALL command at the command line. To select individual columns, enter one of the
following codes in front of each column name:
– S: Selects individual columns. The columns will appear in the report in the same order as in the table.
– F: Freezes the column on the report; it will appear at the far left on every report page. (Only supported for Group

fields.)
– ? or H: Display the DB2 Column Parameters screen, which lists data type information for the column.
– blank: Typing over the S or F in the selection field with a space unselects any column.
See Displaying GROUP Fields and Ordering GROUP Fields for more information.

• Seq
Indicate the relative order in which each field is to be included in the group block. You may specify any positive number
for each group field. If you do not specify a sequence number, the field will be handled as an unsequenced field and
will be included after all of the sequenced fields.
See Ordering GROUP Fields for more information.

• Column Names
See Column Names.

• Sp
Indicates how the values generated by the Group field are presented in the report. This setting dictates whether, and
how, the values are to be sparsed.
The effect of sparsing is to suppress the display of a value that is deemed redundant or unnecessary in the report.
Sparsing may only be used on the left-most fields in the group block. In other words, you can only sparse a field if all of
the fields that precede it are also sparsed.
To change the sparsing for Group values, overtype the indicated sparse setting with the desired setting. Valid settings
are the following:
– (blank): Leave the field blank to indicate that the data is to be presented normally. (Default)
– X: Sparse Group values in standard manner (based on the data value itself). Suppress the value if it is the same as

in previous Group.
– D: Sparse Group values based on a user-defined distinct set of values. When defining a distinct set of values, only

columns to which the GROUP function is applied may be included in the distinct set. Suppress the value if the
distinct set is the same as in previous Group.

NOTE
See Distinct Columns in the “Column Form” section for more details and examples of the use of sparsing.

• Brk
Enter a number to specify up to 16 breaks in your report. These breaks are numbered and are identified as Break 1,
Break 2, Break 3, etc. The breaks are hierarchical, meaning when the form breaks for Break 1, it also breaks on all
other breaks.
See Using Breaks in Tabulation Forms for more information.

• In
To change the indent of an individual column, type over the number in this field. Negative numbers are not allowed.
The column indent field defaults to 0.
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The indent is the number of spaces that are produced in front of the column output. A value of 0 indicates that it will be
produced in its natural position, which is immediately following the column spacing. Any other value causes the column
to be pushed to the right by the indicated number of spaces.

• Wid
To change the width of an individual column, type over the number in the column width field.
– Default value: The column width field defaults to the length of the data in the column or the length of the column

header, whichever is longer.
– Assigning a narrower column width than the data type allows: You cannot define a narrower column width than the

data type allows, unless you assign an edit code which makes the text wrap within the column, break at a certain
character, or truncate a specified number of characters. If you attempt to define a narrower column without using
one of these edit codes, the column width will be changed to the actual column size.

• LCR
Specify column alignment. Valid values are:
– L: Left
– C: Center
– R: Right

• Edit
Specify edit codes for a particular column.
For help, place your cursor in the Edit field and press PF1. The Specify Edit Code screen appears, where you are
given instructions on valid edit codes. See the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms” section for more information.

On the Format Tabulation Form, use the group selection field (which is headed by S under Group Fields...) to indicate
how each group is to be displayed in the group block.

You can choose to handle each group field in one of the following ways:

• Enter F to indicate that the field is to be frozen (which means that it has also been selected)
• Enter S to indicate that the field is selected (but it has not been frozen);
• Leave blank to indicate that the field is not selected (and, therefore, is not frozen).

When using the Group Selection field, keep the following rules in mind:

Topic Rule

Selected fields preceding a frozen field A frozen field cannot be preceded by a selected field. Therefore,
when you request the freezing of a field, all of the selected fields
that precede the indicated field are automatically frozen.

Changing a frozen field to a selected field When you change a frozen field to a selected field (you unfreeze
the field), all frozen fields that follow the indicated field are also
unfrozen.

Precedence of unfreezing In the case where you freeze a new field at the same time that you
unfreeze another field and the unfrozen field precedes the frozen
field, the act of unfreezing takes precedence.
In other words, you will only cause the freezing of fields that
precede the field which you are unfreezing.

Use of unselected fields in grouping process Unselected fields can be used anywhere in the group block. In
other words, such fields can precede a frozen field.
An unselected field is used in the grouping process, but it is not
displayed on the report. This has the effect of hiding the data while
still using it to generate the proper results.
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Static vs. Dynamic freezing For a Tabulation form, you can only statically freeze fields-you
must specify the frozen fields on the Format Tabulation Form
screen.
You cannot use the FREEZE, UNFREEZE, and THAW commands
to dynamically manage the freezing of fields while viewing the
generated report. However, the information about freezing of fields
(in ) gives more detailed examples of the effect of freezing fields.

Freezing fields in relation to order of group fields Unlike the Column form, freezing of fields in a Tabulation form
does not cause the order of the group fields in the group block,
except within a set of fields that has the same sequence number
as described in Ordering GROUP Fields below.
Note: The group sequence field, headed by Seq, dictates the
order of the group fields in the group block, regardless of whether
the field displays or not. (See Ordering GROUP Fields for further
information.)

Use the group sequence field, headed by Seq, to indicate the relative order in which each field is to be included in the
group block. You may specify any positive number for each group field. If you do not specify a sequence number, the field
will be handled as an unsequenced field and will be included after all of the sequenced fields. When more than one field
has the same sequence number (or is unsequenced), the actual order will be automatically determined, based on the
following:

• The fields will be separated based on their usage:
– Frozen fields first
– Followed by selected fields
– Followed by unselected fields

• Then, within each of those sets of fields, the individual fields will be sorted by the relative position in the query of the
source column to which the GROUP function is applied.

When you change the sequence of previously defined fields, you may cause frozen fields to succeed unfrozen (selected)
fields. Since this is not valid, this situation is automatically resolved by unfreezing those frozen fields.

Similarly, reordering fields may cause unsparsed fields to precede sparsed fields. Since this, too, is not valid, this situation
is automatically resolved by sparsing those unsparsed fields.

Block Fields

Block fields are used to build the detail area of the report. The Block Fields section of the Format Tabulation Form
displays the currently defined block fields and provides an entry area where you can define how the block fields are
processed and displayed.

To define the block fields

1. Enter data in the Sel column to select or unselect the columns you want to use in your report. The following values are
available:
– S

Selects an individual column. The selected columns appear in the report in the same order as in the table. All
unordered selections appear in reports after any ordered selection.

– #
Selects an individual column and defines the order of the column. The selected columns appear in the report in the
order you specify by the # value. All ordered selections appear in reports before any unordered selection.

NOTE
For more information about column names, see the Across Field section. The Func column displays the
function to be used in tabulating the data in the column.

2. Specify other properties of block fields in the following fields:
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– In
Specifies the indent of a column. The indent is the number of spaces that are produced in front of the column
output. The following values are available:
• 0

Indicates that the column immediately follows the column spacing. This is the default.
• Non-zero

Indicates that the column is pushed to the right by the indicated number of spaces.
Limits: You cannot specify a negative number.

– Wid
Specifies the width of an individual column.
Default: The length of the data in the column or the length of the column header, whichever is longer.
You cannot define a narrower column width than the data type allows unless you assign an edit code that makes
the text:
• Wrap within the column
• Break at a certain character
• Truncate a specified number of characters
If you attempt to define a narrower column without assigning an edit code, the column width is changed to the
actual column size.

– LCR
Specifies column alignment. The following values are available:
• L -- Left
• C -- Center
• R -- Right

3. To specify edit codes for a column, enter an edit code in the Edit column.
For help, place your cursor in the Edit field and press PF1. The Specify Edit Code screen appears providing you with
instructions on valid edit codes.

Format Options for a Tabulation Form

The Tab Rpt Format Options screen lets you update various parameters that affect the display of a report. Most of the
options are available on the Define Tabulation Fields screen or through primary commands.

To display the Tab Rpt Format Options screen, enter OPTIONS in the command line and press Enter. For the description
of options, press F1.

The Tab Rpt Format Options screen is an active build screen. It supports the standard build commands such as SAVE,
CANCEL, RUN, and BATCH.

Across Tabulation Forms

The ACROSS Function provides a way to group data for a particular function across the page horizontally. (You use the
GROUP function to group data down the page vertically.) If you use ACROSS, at least one other column must use the
GROUP function. You can use the GROUP function on up to 16 columns with the ACROSS function. You can assign the
ACROSS function to only one column. Subsequent uses of ACROSS are ignored.

NOTE

For more information, see the "ACROSS Function" section in Functions.

 

 Contents 
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How To Use the ACROSS Function

For example, suppose your company has two regions: East and West. You want to see a report of the average and
maximum monthly expenses by department for each region. You use the ACROSS function on the Region column, you
use the GROUP function on the Department column, and the AVERAGE and MAX functions on the Monthly Expenses
column.

The resulting report format looks like this:

               <------------REGION-------------->           <-----EAST------->

    <------WEST------->    <----TOTAL------->           AVERAGE     MAX      

 AVERAGE      MAX       AVERAGE    MAX           MONTHLY     MONTHLY   MONTHLY

      MONTHLY   MONTHLY    MONTHLYDEPT       EXPENSE     EXPENSE   EXPENSE     

 EXPENSE   EXPENSE    EXPENSE----       -------     -------   -------      -------

   ------     -------Sales       $355.23    $423.23    $432.23     $477.55  

 $787.46    $900.78Marketing   $388.78    $445.67    $378.83     $511.54   $767.61

    $957.21Clerical    $223.95    $277.95    $276.34     $399.3    $500.29   

 $677.29--------------------------------------------------------------------------      

      $322.65    $445.67    $362.46     $511.54   $685.12    $957.21

The regions (East and West) appear horizontally across the page. The grouped columns (Sales, Marketing, and Clerical)
appear vertically, showing the average monthly balance and maximum monthly balance for each value of the ACROSS
column.

NOTE
The ARROWS command controls the presence of horizontal arrow lines in the report column headers. See
ARROWS Command for more information.

The across-tabulation report shows one group of functions (across block) for each value in the column on which you
assigned the ACROSS function. With an across-tabulation report, each function reported is horizontally totaled (due to the
ACROSS function), in addition to the standard, vertically-accumulated total calculated for all tabulation reports (due to the
GROUP function).

In this example, there are two regions, East and West. Each of these regions is an across block. The next figure shows
the across block for the West region (with the departments listed for easier reading).

                <--------WEST-------->                AVERAGE         MAX              

  MONTHLY         MONTHLYDEP             EXPENSE         EXPENSE----            -------

         -------Sales           $432.23         $477.55Marketing       $378.83        

 $511.54Clerical        $276.34         $399.34---------------------------------------  

              $362.46         $511.54

The average and maximum monthly expenses for the Sales, Marketing, and Clerical departments within the west region
are shown. The report also shows the total average and maximum monthly expense for the Sales, Marketing, and Clerical
departments for all regions, as shown on the previous page.

Scrolling

For across-tabulation reports, the LEFT and RIGHT scrolling commands recognize the A parameter to scroll to the next
across block. (See Scroll Amounts in the “Execution” section for more information about scroll amounts.) This lets you
easily compare the values for each block. You can also use the ACROSS command to scroll to a specific across block. To
scroll to the nth across block, enter ACROSS n. For example, to scroll to the third across block, enter ACROSS 3. If you
enter the ACROSS command with no number, the next across block is scrolled to. If you enter a number that exceeds the
number of across blocks, the last across block is scrolled to.
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Percentage Use

The PCT and CPCT functions are valid for across-tabulation reports.

Limits

Across-tabulation reports are limited to 255 across blocks or a report width of 32,766, whichever is reached first. If the
report exceeds either limit, the horizontal totals represent only the reported data. If the report width exceeds 32,766
characters, only the number of across blocks that fit in the report is shown.

ARROWS Command

You can enter the ARROWS command from the Build Form screen for ACROSS reports when you build a tabulation form.
The ARROWS command controls the presence of horizontal arrow lines in the report column headers.

• If you specify ARROWS ON, the ACROSS report column headers appear as shown:
               <------------REGION-------------->           <-----EAST------->

    <------WEST------->    <----TOTAL------->           AVERAGE     MAX      

 AVERAGE      MAX       AVERAGE    MAX           MONTHLY     MONTHLY   MONTHLY

      MONTHLY   MONTHLY    MONTHLYDEPT       EXPENSE     EXPENSE   EXPENSE     

 EXPENSE   EXPENSE    EXPENSE----       -------     -------   -------      -------

   ------     -------Sales       $355.23    $423.23    $432.23     $477.55  

 $787.46    $900.78Marketing   $388.78    $445.67    $378.83     $511.54   $767.61

    $957.21Clerical    $223.95    $277.95    $276.34     $399.3    $500.29   

 $677.29--------------------------------------------------------------------------   

         $322.65    $445.67    $362.46     $511.54   $685.12    $957.21

• If you specify ARROWS OFF, the ACROSS arrows do not appear:
                            REGION                                 EAST       

            WEST                 TOTAL                   AVERAGE     MAX      

 AVERAGE      MAX       AVERAGE    MAX           MONTHLY     MONTHLY   MONTHLY

      MONTHLY   MONTHLY    MONTHLYDEPT       EXPENSE     EXPENSE   EXPENSE     

 EXPENSE   EXPENSE    EXPENSE----       -------     -------   -------      -------

   ------     -------Sales       $355.23    $423.23    $432.23     $477.55  

 $787.46    $900.78Marketing   $388.78    $445.67    $378.83     $511.54   $767.61

    $957.21Clerical    $223.95    $277.95    $276.34     $399.3    $500.29   

 $677.29--------------------------------------------------------------------------   

         $322.65    $445.67    $362.46     $511.54   $685.12    $957.21

Changing Column Widths on Tabulation Forms

You can change the widths of columns when using the ACROSS condition in a tabulation form by using the edit
code L,W# where:

•  # is a number indicating the width you want for the column
•  L is an edit code that eliminates commas and leading spaces
•  W is the edit code to control width

For example, entering L,W5 in the Edit field on the Format Tabulation Form screen for a tabulation form changes the
width of the chosen column to 5 units.

For information about using edit codes to change column widths, see the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms” section.
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Generation of ACROSS Blocks

An across block is generated for each applicable value, as determined by the user-specified Order, and the actual data
values in the column to which the ACROSS function is applied.

If the USER order is specified, you define both the values for which across blocks are to be generated and the order in
which they are to be reported. For example, if you define the following set of ACROSS values:

EAST, WEST, and NORTH

Your report will include 3 across blocks that match these values and they will be presented in that exact order. In other
words, no across block will be generated for any SOUTH values, even if such values exist in the source data, and NORTH
will follow WEST even though alphabetically it should come between EAST and WEST.

If any other order is specified (such as ASIS, ASC, or DESC), an across block will be generated for each distinct value in
the source data column after it has been edited according to the applicable edit code (defined by the user). Specifically,
the edit code is applied to a source column value before it is determined which across block should be used when
accumulating the other functions for the source record. This edit process involves editing the source value into a 40-byte
buffer using default alignment for the applicable data type. (Character data is left-aligned. Numeric data is right-aligned.)
If the edited result matches a result that was previously processed, the across block for that previous result is used.
Otherwise, a new across block is generated.

In all cases, the number of across blocks processed cannot exceed 255. Any across blocks after the 255th are ignored
and are not reported. Note that this is not necessarily the first or last 255 across blocks that would be generated by the
data if every block was generated and the desired order was then applied.

The first 255 across blocks that are generated by the source data, regardless of the final order in which they will be
presented, are reported. The sort order is then applied to these 255 across blocks.

Order of ACROSS Blocks

When using USER order of across blocks, the sequence in which you define the Across Block Values is used to report the
across blocks.

When using ASIS order of across blocks, the sequence in which the across blocks are generated while processing the
source data is the order in which they will appear on the report. Note that the ORDER BY clause used in the Query will
dictate this order if the column to which the ACROSS function is applied is included in that clause.

WARNING
 If an ORDER BY clause is not used to specify the ACROSS block order, the generated order may vary between
executions of the report. This is because the order in which the data is retrieved is controlled by the DBMS and
involves factors over which CA Report Facility has no control.

When using ASC or DESC order of across blocks, the across blocks are sorted after they are generated. The order is
determined by the standard EBCDIC collating sequence.

ACROSS Block Titles

The result value that uniquely identifies each across block is reported in the title area above each across block. This title is
created in the following manner:

• The result value is left-justified.
• Trail spaces are truncated.
• The remaining text is centered in the title area.
• Arrows are appended to the front and back of the text to fill the title area over the across block (if the Arrows option is

turned on).
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Defining USER ACROSS Values

If you enter USER in the Order field in the Across Field section of the Format Tabulation Form screen, the Set ACROSS
Values screen displays:

 ACVL.03           ------------- Set ACROSS Values --------------    Command==>        
                                                                                       

                                                                                  Form:

 TDPHO.TEST76                                                                          

                                              Field: SEX                               

           Column Width: 03                                                            

                           Opr  Value ---1----+----2----+----3----+----4               

                      1.                                           Instructions:       

              2.                                             Note that the across values

     3.                                             must be specified in their      4. 

                                            edited form for a 40-byte       5.         

                                    across field display slot.     6.                  

                                                           7.                          

                   You may request HELP in any     8.                                  

           value field to obtain           9.                                           

  assistance in establishing     10.                                             such an

 edited form.          11.                                                              
            

On this screen, you define such ACROSS values. Such values must match the edited result generated at run time. This is
a string that is generated into a 40-byte slot based on the source value and the processing instructions (i.e., edit code and
justification).

Build ACROSS Value Screen

If you enter HELP in the Value field of the Set ACROSS Values screen, the Build ACROSS Value screen will be
displayed:

BCVL.04           ------------- Build ACROSS Value -------------   Command==>          
                                                                                       
                                                                                       

                                                Field: SEX                             

              Type: CHAR 1                                                             

                           Edit Code:                                                  

                   Column Width: 03  Alignment:                                        
                                                                                       

      ENTER Source Data: (Undefined)                                                    
                                                                                        

       ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4                 Edited Result Value :   
                                                                                        

                                                  Enter the source data value that is to

 be used in generating the edited        result value. Hit the ENTER key and that result

 value will be displayed.                                                               
                                                                               

On this screen, the properly formatted ACROSS value will be established for you.
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NOTE
Once the ACROSS values have been specified for a form, their definition is retained even if they are not used.
In other words, they are retained even if you change the across order from USER to one of the other valid
settings (such as ASIS, ASC, or DESC). This facilitates changing between data-defined and user-defined across
values without having to redefine all of the user-defined across values.

Group Functions

The GROUP command defines the GROUP function on each column that has been ORDERed in the query.

The GROUP command accepts a single parameter that describes how the command is to handle any existing group fields
(those that already have the GROUP function defined for them).

• REPLACE
Replace the existing set of group fields with the new set of group fields for the ordered (ORDER) columns.

• APPEND
Append a set of group fields to the existing set of group fields where the appended set is comprised of as many of the
ordered (ORDER).

• INSERT
Insert a set of group fields in front of the existing set of group fields where the inserted set is comprised of all of the
ORDERed columns. If the maximum number of group fields will be exceeded, remove as many of the fields from the
previously existing set as is necessary to allow room for the new fields.

The GROUP command processes ORDERed columns in the sequence which they are defined in the query.

Edit Exits

You can use an external edit program (referred to as an edit exit) on any Group or Across field to group multiple distinct
values into logical groups, and to use each logical group's value in the report. For example, you might want to group all
of the sales for stores in Illinois, and then in turn, group all of the Midwestern states into one sales region, such as Sales
Region A. Your external edit program would determine the region for each state.

You assign edit exits on the Format Tabulation Form screen. See External Editing Programs in the “Specifying Edit Codes
with Forms” section for more information about specifying edit exits. The following information explains how to use an edit
exit in a Tabulation form. For example, suppose you have the following table:

DEPT SALES DISTRICT SALE AMOUNT

101 IL 100

101 IL 175

101 MI 200

101 WA 150

101 NV 125

201 IL 125

201 MI 100

201 MI 125

201 WA 150

301 IL 150

301 MI 125

301 WA 100

301 NV 150
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If you assign the GROUP function to the DEPARTMENT column, the ACROSS function to the SALES DISTRICT column,
and the SUM function to the SALE AMOUNT column, the report looks like this:

           ----------SALES DISTRICT---------           --IL--     --MI--  --WA--    --

NV--    --

SUMMARY--           SALES      SALES   SALES     SALES       SALESDEPT       SUM        SUM     SUM       SUM         SUM101         275        200     150       125        750201         125        225     175       150        675301         150        125     100       150        525---------------------------------------------------------                                                   1950

Now we use an edit exit program that groups the states into regions and returns a region name. Here, the exit program
groups the IL and MI sales districts into Region Midwest and the WA and NV sales districts into Region West. The final
report looks like this:

         REGION         REGION         MIDWEST        WEST       --

SUMMARY--         SALES          SALES         SALESDEPT     SUM            SUM            SUM 101      475            275            750201      350            325            675301      275            250            525-----------------------------------------------        1100            850           1950

Similarly, you can apply edit exits to GROUP columns. In each case, the exit is invoked before the data is processed,
giving you endless flexibility in creating tabulation reports.

Using Breaks in Tabulation Forms

The use of breaks (default and customized), headers, footers, and final break text in Tabulation (and Across-Tabulation)
forms is supported. This section describes the guidelines for using these features with Tabulation forms. You can find
more detailed information about creating headers, footers, breaks, and final break text in the “Report Formatting” section.

• Headers
Create using the Build Header screen. Headers only generate when you print a report. You cannot display them
online.

• Footers
Create using the Build Footer screen. Footers only generate when a you print a report. You cannot display them
online.

• Final Break Text
Create using the Build Final Text screen. See Final Break Text for more information.

• Breaks
Create using the Build Break screen. See Breaks for more information.

Contents

Final Break Text

When creating final break text for your tabulation report, keep the following guidelines in mind:

• The data values you use in the final break are obtained from the last row of the report.
• The values for any functions used in the final break are taken from the final totals in the lower right corner of the report,

which is the vertical tabulation of the horizontal tabulations.
• The final break text for an online report displays, but a new page request is only processed when you print the report.

Breaks

When using default or customized breaks for your tabulation report, keep the following guidelines in mind:
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• The maximum number of breaks allowed is 15. They must be numbered 1 through 15, and appear as 1 through 15
on the Format Tabulation Form screen. If you attempt to assign a number larger than 15, the entry is ignored, and
removed from the screen.

• You must assign the GROUP function to each break field. At build time, breaks on non-group fields are ignored.
• Function values that you assign to a customized break footer are obtained from the horizontal tabulation of the current

break.
• Data values that you specify in break headers are taken from the first row that composes the current line. Break footer

data is taken from the last row that composes the current line.
• The values for a default break all fit on one line of the report, unlike a column report, which generates a line for each

type of default value (sum, count, aver, etc.). Each ACROSS column of the report has a value aligned with it in the
default break. However, if there is no data for the ACROSS column, the report does not generate a default break
either.

Refer to the example below:

 GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                                 FORM "PDPRF1.FORM3"                                                                                                       <------------------------

SEX------------------------->                          <-----------F-----------

>    <-----------M-----------

>                              SALARY         SALARY        SALARY         SALARY     WORKDEPT  EDLEVEL        COUNT          SUM           COUNT          SUM        -----------------     -------------------------    -------------------------    START OF WORKDEPT: A00    DATE: 2001-12-05 A00        00018              1      52,750.00                                  END OF DATA FOR EDLEVEL = 00018 ..............................................                                1      52,750.00                                                                                                                  A00        00019                                           1      46,500.00     END OF DATA FOR EDLEVEL = 00019 ..............................................                                                             1      46,500.00                                                                                     A00        00014                                           1      29,250.00     END OF DATA FOR EDLEVEL = 00014 ..............................................                                                             1      29,250.00                                                                                     END OF DATA FOR WORKDEPT = A00 ...............................................                                1      52,750.00             2      75,750.00                                                                                     END OF WORKDEPT: A00 SUM OF SALARY:      128,500.00  B01        00018                                           1      41,250.00   

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• WORKDEPT and EDLEVEL
Break 1 is on the WORKDEPT and Break 2 is on EDLEVEL.

• START OF WORKDEPT
This is the break header for WORKDEPT. It marks the beginning of break information, and you specify it on the Build
Break screen.

• EDLEVEL Break
The report lines that begin with END OF DATA FOR EDLEVEL are the EDLEVEL breaks. The default break lists the
values for each column on one line.
For example, the first break displays both the 1 for the Salary Count column and 52,750.00 for the Salary Sum column
on the same line. If this were a column form instead of a tabulation form, the break would display each of these values
on a separate line.
Each break for EDLEVEL (the breaks begin with END OF DATA FOR EDLEVEL) appears to be a repeat of the
previous line. With a tabulation report, a single line might represent many individual database rows. Because each of
the fields used in the report is already a summation or calculation of some sort on one or more table rows, the break
for EDLEVEL simply uses this same data.
Compare the EDLEVEL break to the WORKDEPT break, which is a higher-level break. The WORKDEPT break
combines all of the EDLEVEL information, so it is not a repeat of the previous line.

• M (Male) Columns
Apparently, there were no males that had an education level of 18, so no data displays under the M (male) columns for
that education level. Therefore, no default break generates for the male columns either, leaving them blank.

• END OF DATA FOR WORKDEPT
The default break for WORKDEPT combines all of the information for the A00 department and displays the totals
under each column of the report.

• END OF WORKDEPT and SUM OF SALARY
These two lines constitute a customized break footer. This footer marks the end of the WORKDEPT break for that
specific department (A00), and you specify it on the Build Break screen.
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NOTE
You cannot have both a default break footer (END OF DATA FOR WORKDEPT) and a customized break
footer (END OF WORKDEPT and SUM OF SALARY) in the same report. This figure shows them both for
your reference only.

Break Definition

Because more than one break can be defined for a form, you should be aware of how multiple break definitions in one
screen entry are handled. You have the ability to change the type (default and user-defined) as well as sequence for each
break that has already been defined by simply overtyping the existing break definition in the Format Tabulation Form
screen.

However, certain assumptions must be made when handling multiple or conflicting entries, to assure that a consistent
result is obtained. This section describes the valid entries and their handling.

In the following discussion, # is used to indicate the entry of a number. Any number (1-999) can be entered, but all such
numbers will be adjusted so that the final result is a set of breaks numbered sequentially from 1 to the total number of
breaks defined for the form (which cannot exceed 15). The larger numbers are accepted to allow the user to define breaks
that do not conflict with existing breaks and better control the order of the breaks being defined. The case in which a
number is used more than once must also handled. In general, you should keep the following rule in mind:

IN DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF A NEW BREAK... IF THE REQUESTED NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH AN EXISTANT BREAK:  USE MINIMUM VALUE THAT MAINTAINS CORRECT SEQUENCE. ELSE:  INCREASE THE NUMBER OF THE MATCHED BREAK, AND ALL   BREAKS AFTER IT, BY 1; AND  USE THE REQUESTED NUMBER.

A break is defined in the Brk field of the Format Tabulation Form screen. When making a new entry in the Break field, the
following entries may be made:

Entry Action Taken by CA Report Facility

# Create default break using entered #

B Create user-defined break using next available #

B# Create user-defined break using entered #

The definition of an existing break can be changed, too. Valid new break entries are dependent on old entries as follows
(where #1 is a number, and #2 is a different number):

Old New Action To Be Taken Based on Old and
New Entries

#1  Delete BRK

#1 #1 Move DFLT BRK #1 back to BRK #
(assumes more changes)

#1 #2 Move DFLT BRK #1 to BRK #

#1 B Change DFLT BRK #1 to user BRK

#1 B#1 Change DFLT BRK #1 to user BRK (#1 is
ignored)

#1 B#2 Change DFLT BRK #1 to user BRK (#2 is
ignored)

#1 N Ignored (meaningless)

#1 N#1 Ignored (meaningless)

#1 N#2 Ignored (meaningless)

B#1  Delete BRK
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B#1 #1 Move user BRK #1 back to BRK #
(assumes more changes)

B#1 #2 Move user BRK #1 to BRK #

B#1 B Update user BRK #1

B#1 B#1 Update user BRK #1 (#1 is ignored)

B#1 B#2 Update user BRK #1 (#2 is ignored)

B#1 N Reset user BRK #1 to DFLT

B#1 N#1 Reset user BRK #1 to DFLT (#1 is ignored)

B#1 N#2 Reset user BRK #1 to DFLT (#2 is ignored)

NOTE
If the field already used a break and a B# or N# entry is made, the # trailing the entry is ignored. This is
necessary since the # may be a left-over portion of the original number, and you would not want to process such
partial input.

Tabulation Form Command Reference

The following commands are valid for all screens related to the tabulation form functions:

• END
Save the changes and display the previous screen

• HELP
Display the help screen for topic at cursor position

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu

• TSO
Display the TSO command processor

The following sections list commands that are valid for tabulation form screens.

Contents

Define Tabulation Fields

The following commands are available on the Define Tabulation Fields screen:

• ATTACH
Attach a different query to this form.

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving the form's current state.

• DOWN
Scroll down over display.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• EXPR
Display the BUILD FORM EXPRESSIONS screen.

• FIND
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Scroll to the field name containing a text string.
• GROUP

Define GROUP function on all selected ORDER BY fields. See GROUP Command for more information.
• HELP

Display the first help screen for your current location.
• INFO

Display documentation for this form.
• KEYS

Display the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.
• MAIN

Return to the Main Menu screen.
• NEWSAVE

Create and edit new form.
• OPTIONS

Display the Report Formatting Options screen.
• PREVIEW

Display a preview of the report generated from this form.
• PROFILE

Display the FORM PROFILE screen.
• QUERY

Display the BUILD QUERY screen.
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state.
• RUN

Run an online report using this form.
• SAVE

Save the form's current state.
• SHRINK

Switch: Display defined fields only or all fields.
• UP

Scroll up over display.

GROUP Command

The GROUP command is used to automatically define the GROUP function on each column that is used in the ORDER
BY clause of the query.

• The combination of group fields defines the group block.
• The order of the fields in the group block can be defined explicitly. If it is not, the order is defined implicitly.
• In all cases, the columns are processed in the sequence that they are defined in the ORDER BY clause. In other

words, the first ORDER BY column will be added to the group block first. And so on.
• If non-tabulation functions were previously defined on a column that is being processed by the GROUP command,

those functions are removed.
• If the ACROSS function was previously defined on the column, processing of that column is skipped. In other words,

an across field will not be converted to a group field when using the GROUP command.

When specifying the GROUP command, use one of the following parameters:

• APPEND
New group fields will be appended to the end of the previously defined group block. APPEND is the default.
Only as many new fields as can be accommodated within the limit will be defined.
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If an ORDER BY column already has a GROUP function defined on it, a new group field will not be defined for this
column.

• INSERT
New group fields will be inserted at the front of the previously defined group block.
If the limit on the number of group fields would be exceeded by this insertion, the trailing group fields from the
previously defined group block will be deleted.
If an ORDER BY column already has a GROUP function defined on it, the definition of this field will be retained, but it
will be moved to the appropriate new location in the group block.

• REPLACE
New group fields will replace the entire existing group block.
If an ORDER BY column already has a GROUP function defined on it, the definition of this field will be retained, but it
will be moved to the appropriate new location in the group block.

Note the following:

• The first 3 characters of each parameter can be used instead of the full parameter (3-character abbreviations are
supported). If there are no group fields already defined for the form, then the three parameters all have the same
effect.

• Use of the GROUP command can cause changes to the sequence numbers that were recorded for any existing group
fields. This is necessary in order to ensure that the resulting group block will use all of the group fields in the desired
order.

Format Tabulation Form

The following commands are available on the Format Tabulation Form screen:

• ALL
Select all query fields not already selected.

• ARROWS
Switch: Turn use of arrows in titles on/off.

• ATTACH
Attach a different query to this form.

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form.

• BREAK
Display the CONTROL BREAK screen for the specified Break.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving the form's current state.

• DOWN1
Scroll down over Across Field display.

• DOWN2
Scroll down over Group Field display.

• DOWN3
Scroll down over Block Field display.

• DOWN4
Scroll down over Model display.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• FIELDS
Display the Define Tabulation Fields screen.

• FINAL
Display the BUILD FINAL TEXT screen.

• FIND1
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Scroll to the Across field name containing a text string.
• FIND2

Scroll to the Group field name containing a text string.
• FIND3

Scroll to the Block field name containing a text string.
• FOOTER

Display the BUILD FOOTER screen.
• HEADER

Display the BUILD HEADER screen.
• HEADINGS

Switch: Display Headings or Names of fields.
• HELP

Display the first help screen for your current location.
• INFO

Display documentation for this form.
• KEYS

Display the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.
• LEFT4

Scroll left over Model display.
• MAIN

Return to the Main Menu screen.
• NEWSAVE

Create and edit new form.
• OPTIONS

Display the Report Formatting Options screen.
• POS

Scroll horizontally to start at the specified position.
• PREVIEW

Display a preview of the report generated from this form.
• PROFILE

Display the FORM PROFILE screen.
• QUERY

Display the BUILD QUERY screen.
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state.
• RIGHT4

Scroll right over Model display.
• RUN

Run an online report using this form.
• SAVE

Save the form's current state.
• UP1

Scroll up over Across Field display.
• UP2

Scroll up over Group Field display.
• UP3

Scroll up over Block Field display.
• UP4

Scroll up over Model display.
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Set ACROSS Values

The following commands are available on the Set ACROSS Values screen:

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving any changes to parameters.

• CAPS
Specify caps on or caps off.

• DOWN
Scroll down the ACROSS Value list.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• FINAL
Display the BUILD FINAL TEXT screen.

• FIND
Scroll to the ACROSS Value containing the specified text.

• FOOTER
Display the BUILD FOOTER screen.

• HEADER
Display the BUILD HEADER screen.

• HELP
Display first help screen for your current location.

• INFO
Display documentation for this form.

• KEYS
Display the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.

• MAIN
Return to the MAIN MENU screen.

• NEWSAVE
Create and edit new form.

• PREVIEW
Display a preview of the report generated from this form.

• PROFILE
Display the FORM PROFILE screen.

• RESTORE
Restore the form's last saved state.

• RUN
Run an online report using this form.

• SAVE
Save the form's current state.

• UP
Scroll up the ACROSS Value list.

Build ACROSS Value

The following commands are available on the Build ACROSS Value screen:

• CANCEL
Exit without saving any changes to parameters.

• END
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Return to the previous screen.
• HELP

Display first help screen for your current location.
• KEYS

Display the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.
• MAIN

Return to the MAIN MENU screen.

Run Report

The following commands are available on the Run Report screen:

• BATCH
Run this form to create a batch report.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• HELP
Bring up first help screen for your current location.

• KEYS
Bring up the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.

• MAIN
Return to the MAIN MENU screen.

• QUERY
Bring up the BUILD QUERY screen.

• RUN
Run this form to create an online report.

• STATS
Display Execution Statistics

Build Header, Build Footer, and Build Break Text Screens

See the Build Header, Footer, and Break Text Screens section for a list of these commands.

Tab Rpt Format Options

The following commands are available on the Tab Rpt Format Options screen:

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving any changes to parameters.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• FINAL
Display the BUILD FINAL TEXT screen.

• FOOTER
Display the BUILD FOOTER screen.

• HEADER
Display the BUILD HEADER screen.

• HELP
Display first help screen for your current location.

• INFO
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Display documentation for this form.
• KEYS

Display the DEFINE FUNCTION KEYS screen.
• MAIN

Return to the MAIN MENU screen.
• NEWSAVE

Create and edit new form.
• PREVIEW

Display a preview of the report generated from this form.
• PROFILE

Display the FORM PROFILE screen.
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state.
• RUN

Run an online report using this form.
• SAVE

Save the form's current state.

Mailing Label Form
The mailing label form is very easy to use. To build a format for a label, you simply indicate which query fields to use in
the label and how much space you want between each label. CA Report Facility generates all of the mailing labels.

For example, assume you want three lines for each label. First, you specify which fields to use on each line, such as
NAME on line one, ADDRESS on line two, and CITY, STATE, and ZIPCODE on line three. Next, you specify the number
of spaces you want to inserted horizontally and vertically between labels. This information is used to automatically
determine how many labels fit across and down the page.

Quick Steps for Creating a Mailing Label Form

To create a mailing label form:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a name for your new form in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The Create Form screen appears.

2. Enter M in the Select Form Type field.
3. Do one of the following:

– To select an associated query:
a. Enter the name of a query in the Name of Query field.
b. Press Enter. The Build Label Form screen appears. Go to Step 6.

– To bring up the Query Library screen:
a. Leave the Name of Query field blank.
b. Press Enter. Because you did not specify the name of a query, the Query Library screen appears.

4. Enter S in the line command area next to the query you want to select. Press Enter. The Build Label Form screen
appears.

5. Format the mailing label as desired. Refer to the rest of this section for details about formatting mailing label forms.
6. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
7. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears, displaying your label form.
8. Use the scrolling keys and commands to view the report. When you finish viewing the online report, press PF3 (End)

twice. You return to the Build Label Form screen, where you can modify the current form, or exit and save the form.
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9. When you are ready to exit and save the form, press PF3 (End). The Form Profile screen appears.
10. On the Form Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press Enter. The form is saved in your form library, you return to the Main Menu, and a message confirming the

action displays.

Creating a Mailing Label Form

The steps for adding a label form are the same as for any form, except that you enter M for mailing label on the Create
Form screen. After you select a query for the form, the Build Label Form screen appears.

LBLF.02           -------------- BUILD LABEL FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                           POMCH01.MAILING_LABELLABEL WIDTH: 35   LABEL DEPTH:  5   TOP MARGIN:  0   GAP: 1   SPACING: 1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  ------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     PTI.ADDRESS_TABLE                                                               1:FIRST_NAME....................C                                             2:LAST_NAME.....................C                                             3:ST_ADDR.......................C                                             4:CITY..........................C                                             5:STATE.........................C                                             6:ZIPCODE.......................C                                        

Use the following fields on the previous screen to specify the layout of a label:

• LABEL WIDTH
Specify the total number of characters allowed per line. The default is 35 characters. The maximum is 72.

• LABEL DEPTH
Specify the total number of lines allowed per label. The default is 5 lines. The maximum is 8.

• TOP MARGIN
Specify the total number of blank lines to appear before the first label prints. The blank lines appear at the top of each
real page as they do on each screen page.

• GAP
Specify the number of spaces between each label across the page. The default is 1 space. The maximum is 9.

• SPACING
Specify the number of blank lines between each label going down the page. The default is 1 line. The maximum is 9.

NOTE
You specify the Page Width and Page Depth on the Generate Report screen when you run the form online,
and on the Run Batch Job screen when you run the form in batch mode. Any time you change the page
dimensions, the number of labels that will fit across and down the page is computed.

• Label Format Area
Specify which fields of the query to use in the label. Place the cursor on each line and select the fields for that line by
referring to the list at the bottom of the screen. Every field displays in the list, even if you do not you use the field in the
label. For information about selecting fields, see Orienting Text in the “Report Formatting” section.

• Squeeze Codes Entry Area
Enter squeeze codes next to any line in the label. Squeeze codes specify how to format the label.
See Squeeze Codes in the “Report Formatting” section for a detailed description of squeeze codes.

• Formatting Text Area (FLD, and so on)
Enter edit codes for formatting the data in the label. See the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms” section and Orienting
Text in the “Report Formatting” section for more information.
Line commands are provided that allow you to insert, delete, replicate, and split lines. You can perform these functions
by assigning a one- or two-letter code (I, D, R, S, DD, RR, C, M, CC, MM, or A) to the line you want to format. For
information about these line commands, see Using Line Commands in the “Report Formatting” section.
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Formatting Label Text

The data you use in your mailing labels often contain extra spaces that you must eliminate to ensure the labels look
professional when you print them. For example, the LASTNAME field might allow 20 characters, but the data JONES only
uses 5 characters.

To delete extra spaces, you can use the Justified (J) squeeze code to left justify the line. For information and examples of
all squeeze codes, see Squeeze Codes in the “Report Formatting” section.

A label with the justification squeeze code (J), looks like the following:

LBLF.02           -------------- BUILD LABEL FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                           POMCH01.MAILING_LABELLABEL WIDTH: 35   LABEL DEPTH:  3   TOP MARGIN:  4   GAP: 1   SPACING: 2            <1.........> <2...........>                                                   <3.............................>                                              <4..............>,<5.> <6.........>                                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     PTI.ADDRESS_TABLE                                                               1:FIRST_NAME....................C                                             2:LAST_NAME.....................C                                             3:ST_ADDR.......................C                                             4:CITY..........................C                                             5:STATE.........................C                                             6:ZIPCODE.......................C                                        

When you print them, the justified labels look like this:

GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                         FORM "PDQRF2.MAILING_LABEL"PRF0641I  This is the last page of the report                                 PAGE: 1       DEPTH: 56   WIDTH: 132  ROWS: 1 TO 5              LINES: 001-019------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         WAYNE ARNOLD                        ANN GREENSETH                       LINDA 1629 N. CUTRIGHT ST.               349 W. SHERIDAN                     100 N CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523               EVANSTON, IL 60641                  PEORI                                                                                                                                                             JOE MARSH                           DAN RIVKIN                                2000 HOLLYWOOD DR.                 572 W. ADDISON                            HOLLYWOOD, CA 40508                 CHICAGO, IL 60754

The number of blank lines above  the first label (the top margin) is 4, as compared to the number of lines between  labels
(the spacing), which is 2.

Printing Labels

When you run the form online, you specify the Page Width and Page Depth on the Generate Report screen. When you
run the form in batch mode, you specify the Page Width and Page Depth on the Run Batch Job screen. Whenever you
change the page dimensions, the number of labels that will fit across and down the page is computed.

If you use a continuous feed form, count the number of lines needed for one label and the space between two labels, and
enter that number in the Page Depth field. Printing is done continuously without unnecessary form feeds, until all of your
labels are printed.

For example, if your label is 4 lines deep and you have 2 spaces between labels, you enter 6 in the Page Depth field. You
could also enter any multiple of 6, such as 12, 24, 36, etc. The result is the same.

If you do not use a continuous feed form, enter a Page Depth that reflects the actual page size. The number of labels that
will fit on the page is automatically determined, and page ejection to the beginning of the next page is performed when
printing.

Mailing Label Form Command Reference

The following commands are valid for the mailing label form:

• ATTACH
Attach a different query to this form

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes

• CLEAR
Clear the specified area of all text

• DOWN
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Scroll down through the query fields display
• END

Display the previous screen
• EXPR

Build a form expression
• FIND

Scroll to the field name with the specified text string
• HELP

Display the help screen for the topic at the cursor position
• HTML

The HTML command can be entered from the Build Final Summary, Build Page Header, Build Page Footer, and Build
Block, Letter, and Mail form screens. If HTML is entered without an option, the status of HTML tag processing for the
specific form component will be displayed.
If HTML is ON and the report is generated to a file with the HTML output option, any user defined HTML tags in the
free-form area will be honored when the report file is viewed in a browser. If HTML is OFF and the report is generated
to a file with the HTML output option, the free-form area will be pre-formatted with the RI editor tag when the report file
is viewed in a browser.

• INFO
Display or update information about this object

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• LNAME
Scroll the NAME display to the left

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu

• NEWSAVE
Save the current form with a new name

• NULLS
Specify NULLS ON or NULLS OFF

• OPTIONS
Display the Formatting Options screen, letting you update various parameters that affect the display of a report

• PIC
Toggles “picture” of embedded data ON/OFF

• PREVIEW
Display a Preview of report using this form and with Xs in place of data

• PROFILE
Display the Form Profile screen

• QUERY
Display the Build Query screen

• RESET
Cancel all pending line commands

• RESTORE
Restore the form's last saved state

• RNAME
Scroll the NAME display to the right

• RUN
Run the form to generate a report

• SAVE
Save the form with current changes

• TYPE
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Display (temporarily) complete data types for each field
• UP

Scroll up through the query fields display

Letter Form
With the letter form, you can write your own text for a letter and insert information from a query. The letter format is a
basic block letter format with all of the text starting at the left margin. When the letter prints, the text that you wrote is
printed and the data from the specified fields appears in the letter. You can also have headers and footers in your letter by
using the HEADER and FOOTER screen commands.

You can use a letter form for many uses, such as creating standard letters that you use frequently, or writing a letter you
will use one time but send to several people. For example, if you have a query that lists your customers and their account
information, you could create a standard letter to send as a reminder to those customers who are late in paying their bills.

Another example would be a letter from a Human Resources department informing employees of a change in company
policy. In this instance, you would write the letter on the Letter Form screen and use a query containing employee names
and addresses to generate a personalized letter for each employee.

This section uses the words data and text:

• Data refers to the information in the query fields. The letter represents this with brackets, such as <1> for field one.
The information in the query field can be a character, number, or date.

• Text refers to the characters you type for the actual letter, such as an opening paragraph. For example, in Dear <1>:,
the word Dear is the text and <1> is the data in query field 1.

Quick Steps for Creating a Letter Form

To create a letter form:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a name for your new form in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The Create Form screen appears.

2. Enter L in the Select Form Type field.
3. Do one of the following:

– To select an associated query:
a. Enter the name of a query in the Name of Query field.
b. Press Enter. The Build Letter Form screen appears. Skip ahead to Step 6.

– To bring up the Query Library screen:
a. Leave the Name of Query field blank.
b. Press Enter. Because you did not specify the name of a query, the Query Library screen displays.

4. Enter S in the line command area next to the query you want to select. Press Enter. The Build Letter Form screen
appears.

5. Format the letter as desired. Refer to the rest of this section for details about formatting letter forms.
6. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
7. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears, displaying your letter.
8. Use the scrolling keys and commands to view the report. When you finish viewing the report, press PF3 (End) twice.

You return to the Build Letter Form screen, where you can modify the current form or exit and save the form.
9. When you are ready to exit and save the form, press PF3 (End). The Form Profile screen displays.
10. On the Form Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
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b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press PF3 (End). The form is saved in your form library, you return to the Main Menu, and a message confirming

the action displays.

Build Letter Form Screen

The steps for adding a letter are the same as for any form, except that you enter L for letter on the Create Form screen.
After you select a query for the form, the Build Letter Form screen appears:

LTRF.02           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                                  POMCH01.LETTER  LETTER width: 72   depth: 56   page depth: 56                  LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  Please contact Human Resources if your information is                     2.  incorrect:                                                                3.                                                                            4.  Employee Number:<1.....>                                                  5.  Department Number:<5..>                                                   6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• Letter Description Area
Use this area to specify the dimensions of the letter.
– width: Specify the total number of characters allowed per line. The default is 72 characters. The maximum is 240.
– depth: Specify the total number of lines allowed per letter. The default is 60 lines. The maximum is 500.
– page depth: Enter a number between 10 and 999 to specify the total number of lines to print on one page. The

default is 56. The number of lines that actually print is the value you specify in the Page Depth field plus the number
of header and footer lines.

– LEFT MARGIN: Specify the position of the letter's left margin on the physical page. The default is 1. The maximum
is 99.

• Letter Format Area
Type your letter text in this area. To select a field from the query to use in the letter, refer to the list at the bottom of the
screen. For information about selecting fields, see Orienting Text in the “Report Formatting” section.

• Line Numbers and Squeeze Codes Entry Area
Enter squeeze codes next to the numbered lines to provide special formatting for a specific line. Squeeze codes
specify how to format the letter.
See Squeeze Codes in the “Report Formatting” section for a detailed description of squeeze codes.

• PAGE
The PAGE indicator might appear in the line number/squeeze code area instead of a line number. PAGE displays next
to each line in the text area that begins a new page if you run the letter.
If PAGE occurs where you defined a squeeze code, the squeeze code displays and the PAGE indicator is suppressed.

• Formatting Text Area (FLD, and so on)
This is the same as the Build Header, Build Footer, and Build Break screens. See Orienting Text in the “Report
Formatting” section for more information.

• Field List
The names of the fields in your query are displayed at the bottom of the screen. Every field displays, even if you do not
use the field in the letter.

FULL Command

The FULL screen command removes the bottom part of the screen, which is the formatting text area, to display more lines
for typing your letter. Type FULL in the command line to expand the screen. Type FULL again to return to the nine-line
display. You can use this command only on the Build Letter Form screen.
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The following shows the expanded screen:

LTRF.             -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                  POMCH01.LETTERLETTER WIDTH: 72   LETTER DEPTH: 56   PAGE DEPTH: 56           LEFT MARGIN: 1       ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..  1.  Please contact Human Resources if your information is                     2.  incorrect:                                                                3.                                                                            4.  Employee Number:<1.....>                                                  5.  Department Number:<5..>                                                   6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                           11.                                                                           12.                                                                           13.                                                                           14.                                                                           15.                                                                           16.                                                                           17.                                                                           18.                                                                          

Formatting Text and Data

You often need to format the text you write and the data you insert into your letter to eliminate extra spaces and lines. For
example, the “Dear <1>” salutation (where <1> represents the NAME query field) might allow up to 15 characters for the
NAME, but Ellen uses only five characters.

To eliminate extra space, you can use squeeze codes. For information and examples of all squeeze codes, see Squeeze
Codes in the “Report Formatting” section.

Contents

Indenting Paragraphs

You can indent the first line of any paragraph on the Letter Form screen. You can apply indenting to the first paragraph in
the letter or to any paragraph that occurs after a blank line.

Cut-and-Paste Screen

You can cut portions of text and paste the text at a different location. You can also copy and align the block of text. See
Cut-and-Paste Screen in the “Report Formatting” section for more information.

Wrapping Data

You might want to display data from a query field in more than one location in your letter. For example, you might have a
100-character description field that would look better if it displayed in four rows of 25 characters each. You can use two
methods to display data so that it appears in multiple places in your letter:

• Horizontal wrapping: The data starts in one location and continues at another location on the same line or elsewhere in
the letter.

• Vertical wrapping: The data displays in a column-like format, where the data appears on more than one line, but starts
at the same left margin.

See Wrapping Data in the “Report Formatting” section for more information.

Letter Form Command Reference

The following commands are valid for the Build Letter Form screen:

• ATTACH
Attach a new query to this form.

• BATCH
Print a batch report using this form.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes.

• CLEAR
Clear the specified area of all text.

• CUT
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Display the Cut & Paste screen.
• DOWN1

Scroll down through the query fields display.
• DOWN2

Scroll down through the letter.
• EMBED

Insert a column or tabulation form at cursor's location.
• END

Display the previous screen.
• EXPR

Build a form expression.
• FIND

Scroll to the field name with the specified text string.
• FOOTER

Display the Build Footer screen.
• FULL

Enter full-screen mode for updating the letter's text.
• HEADER

Display the Build Header screen.
• HELP

Display the help screen for the topic at the cursor position.
• HTML

The HTML command can be entered from the Build Final Summary, Build Page Header, Build Page Footer, and Build
Block, Letter, and Mail form screens. If HTML is entered without an option, the status of HTML tag processing for the
specific form component will be displayed.
If HTML is ON and the report is generated to a file with the HTML output option, any user defined HTML tags in the
free-form area will be honored when the report file is viewed in a browser. If HTML is OFF and the report is generated
to a file with the HTML output option, the free-form area will be preformatted with the RI editor tag when the report file
is viewed in a browser.

• INFO
Display or update information about this object.

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen.

• LEFT
Scroll left over the Detail Line display.

• LNAME
Scroll the NAME display to the left.

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu.

• NEWSAVE
Save the current form with a new name.

• NULLS
Specify NULLS ON or NULLS OFF.

• OPTIONS
Display the Formatting Options screen, letting you update various parameters that affect the display of a report.

• PIC
Toggles “picture” of embedded data ON/OFF.

• POS
Scroll horizontally to start at specified position.

• PREVIEW
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Display a preview of report using this form and Xs in place of data.
• PROFILE

Display the Form Profile screen.
• QUERY

Display the Build Query screen for the query used by this form.
• RESET

Reset the line command area by canceling pending line commands.
• RESTORE

Restore the letter's last saved state.
• RIGHT

Scroll right over the letter text display.
• RNAME

Scroll the NAME display to the right.
• RUN

Run the form online to generate a report.
• SAVE

Save the letter with current changes.
• TYPE

Display (temporarily) complete data types for each field
• UP1

Scroll up through the query fields display.
• UP2

Scroll up through the letter.

Block Form
Block forms let you design your own form. A Column form generates detail lines, but a Block form generates detail blocks
in which you can embed any text or data fields. Depending on the paper size you use for the form, one block might fit on
one page, several blocks might fit on one page, or one block might span several pages.

With a Block form, you can use the same features described in the “Report Formatting” section, such as the Cut-and
Paste screen, Squeezing Text and Data information, and the Continuing Text information.

As a freeform format, the Block form lets you place text and query fields anywhere you want. This section describes the
formatting commands. You can also combine two or more queries in the same report, which is called Multiple Query
Reports. To do this, you display a block or letter report, and then insert a column report into the block or letter report.

The Block form also lets you perform these additional functions:

• Specify breaks
• Make headers, footers, and final break text
• Assign edit codes to multiple fields
• Use functions on query fields

Quick Steps for Creating a Block Form

To create a Block form:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a name for your new form in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The Create Form screen appears.

2. Enter B in the Select Form Type field.
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3. Do one of the following:
– To select an associated query:

a. Enter the name of a query in the Name of Query field.
b. Press Enter. The Build Block Form screen appears. Skip ahead to step 5.

– To bring up the Query Library screen:
a. Leave the Name of Query field blank.
b. Press Enter. Because you did not specify the name of a query, the Query Library screen appears.

4. Enter S in the line command area next to the query you want to select. Press Enter. The Build Block Form screen
appears.

5. Enter freeform text and data windows in the Block Format area.
6. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
7. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears, using the first row of data from the query you specified.
8. Use the scrolling keys and commands to view the report. When you finish viewing the online report, press PF3 (END)

twice. You return to the Build Block Form screen, where you can modify the current form, or exit and save the form.
9. When you are ready to exit and save the form, press PF3 (END). The Form Profile screen appears.
10. On the Form Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press PF3 (END). The form is saved in your form library, you return to the Main Menu, and a message confirming

the action displays.

Build Block Form Panel

Use the Build Block Form screen to enter your text, specify spacing, and add or modify edit codes for a field:

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                            2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

Note the following items on the previous screen:

• BLOCK
Specify the layout of a Block form.
– width: Specify the width of the block. The minimum is 72 characters. The maximum is 240.
– depth: Specify the depth of the block. The minimum is 1 line. The maximum is 500.
– spacing: Specify the number of blank lines between each block going down the page. The minimum is 0 lines. The

maximum is 999.

NOTE
You specify the Page Width and Page Depth on the Generate Report screen when you run the form online
and on the Run Batch Job screen when you run the form in batch mode. Any time you change the page
dimensions, the number of blocks that will fit across and down the page is computed.

• GAP
Specify the number of spaces between each field when using the ALL or SOME command to place fields on the form.
The minimum is a gap of 0 (no spaces between fields). The maximum gap size is 99.

• LEFT MARGIN
Specify the size of the left margin on the physical page. The default is 1 space. The maximum is 99.

• Squeeze Codes Entry Area
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Enter squeeze codes next to any line in the form (the example shows lines 1 - 9). Squeeze codes specify how to
format the text and data on the line.
See Squeeze Codes in the “Report Formatting” section for a detailed description of squeeze codes.

• Block Format Area
Specify which fields of the query to use in the block. Place the cursor on each line and select the fields for that line by
referring to the list at the bottom of the screen. Every field is listed, even if you do not use the field on the form. For
information about selecting fields, see Orienting Text in the “Report Formatting” section.

• Formatting Text Area (FLD, and so on)
Use this area to enter edit codes for formatting the data in the block. See the “Specifying Edit Codes with Forms”
section and Orienting Text in the “Report Formatting” section for more information.

SOME and ALL

With the Block form, you can enter text and data at any point on the form. As with any text editor or word processing
program, you can enter and delete text, but you can also select and place query fields in the text.

The Block form has two commands, SOME and ALL, that allow you to quickly format text in a variety of ways. You can
use SOME or ALL on the same form as often as you need. 

Contents

SOME Command

The SOME command displays the Select Fields screen, which contains the names of all of the fields in the query.

Enter SOME in the command line of the Build Block Form screen and press Enter:

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==> some                                                                                                                                             -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                            2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

The Select Fields screen appears:

SLSM.03           --------------- SELECT FIELDS ----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  SEL DSN8410.EMP                         SEL                                   S   EMPNO .......................... C                                        S   FIRSTNME ....................... C                                            MIDINIT ........................ C                                        S   LASTNAME ....................... C                                        S   WORKDEPT ....................... C                                            PHONENO ........................ C                                            HIREDATE ....................... D                                            JOB ............................ C                                            EDLEVEL ........................ N                                            SEX ............................ C                                            BIRTHDATE ...................... D                                        S   SALARY ......................... N                                            BONUS .......................... N                                            COMM ........................... N                                        

Notice the following on the previous screen:

• SEL (left)
Enter S next to the fields you want in your form. The fields you select display at the bottom of the Build Block Form
screen.

• List of Fields
The name of the table and the fields in the table or query. You can select any of these fields to use in your form.

• SEL (right)
This is another selection field. If there are enough query fields to fill a second column on this screen, this selection field
is used for the second query field listing. Because there are no additional query fields in this example, this selection
field is not usable.
If your form contains written text, the fields display in the first blank line after the text line. For example, if lines 1 - 3
contain a paragraph that you wrote for the form, the fields display starting on line 4.
See Examples for information about using SOME to specify placement of fields in a form.
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ALL Command

You enter the ALL command in the command line of the Build Block Form screen. It causes the selection of all of the
fields in the query to be used in the form, as illustrated in the following figure.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  EMPNO:<1.....>  FIRSTNME:<2...........>  LASTNAME:<4..............>  WOR  2.  EMPNO:<1.....>  FIRSTNME:<2...........>  MIDINIT:<3>  LASTNAME:<4.......  3.  HIREDATE:<7.........>  JOB:<8.......>  EDLEVEL:<9.....>  SEX:<10>  BIRTH  4.  BONUS:<13...........>  COMM:<14...........>                               5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

Notice the following on the previous screen:

• Result of ALL command
The fields display in a left-to-right, top-to-bottom sequence until all of the fields and form expressions are placed in the
form, or until no more space exists. A message indicates if there is not enough room to display all of the fields.
If your form contains written text, the fields display in the first blank line after the text line. For example, if lines 1 - 3
contain a paragraph that you wrote for the form, the fields display beginning on line 4.
See Examples for information about using ALL to specify the placement of fields in a form.

Examples

The default for the Block form is one column, 132 characters wide and 56 lines long, which is essentially a column that
uses the entire page. However, you can design your form in any way you want. For example, you could print information
all the way across the page, then print columns underneath it, and then print more information across the page.

You can specify text placement by entering commands in the command line. Use SOME or ALL to indicate which fields
you want, then enter additional information to specify where the text should be placed on the form.

The following pages show how to use the SOME and ALL commands. All of the examples display information in a blank
area only. The selected fields do not overwrite text or existing data.

NOTE
In the following examples, note how the ALL or SOME command is formatted. That is, notice which parameters
are required and the order in which you must specify the parameters. The number of parameters that you
specify (1, 2, 3, or 4) is examined to determine which form of the ALL or SOME command (which parameters)
you want.

ALL startline SOME startline

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). Field placement starts at the beginning
of the start line and stops when all of the fields are displayed or when there is no more room.

For example, the following command selects all of the fields:

ALL 5

Display of the fields begins at line 5, and continues for the remaining fields. A message appears if there is not enough
room for all of the fields.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                            2.                                                                            3.  EMPNO:<1.....>  FIRSTNME:<2...........>  MIDINIT:<3>  LASTNAME:<4.......  4.  HIREDATE:<7.........>  JOB:<8.......>  EDLEVEL:<9.....>  SEX:<10>  BIRTH  5.  BONUS:<13...........>  COMM:<14...........>                               6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N
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ALL startline stopline SOME startline stopline

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). Field placement starts at the beginning
of the start line and stops at the end of the stop line.

For example, the following command selects all of the fields:

ALL 3 7

Display of the fields begins at line 3, and continues until the end of line 7. A message appears if there is not enough room
for all of the fields.

BLKF.02           -------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDQRF2.BLOCK_FORMPRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   BLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                           2.                                                                           3. EMPNO:<1.....>  FIRSTNME:<2...........>  MIDINIT:<3>  LASTNAME:<4.......  4. HIREDATE:<7.........>  JOB:<8.......>  EDLEVEL:<9.....>  SEX:<10>  BIRTH  5. BONUS:<13...........>  COMM:<14...........>                               6.                                                                           7.                                                                           8.                                                                           9.                                                                               ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                  LINE:     POS:     REQ'D:     DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------     DSN8410.EMP                          7. HIREDATE .......... DATE           1. EMPNO ............. CHAR 6           8. JOB ............... CHAR 8         2. FIRSTNME .......... VARCHAR 12       9. EDLEVEL ........... SMALLINT       3. MIDINIT ........... CHAR 1          10. SEX ............... CHAR 1         4. LASTNAME .......... VARCHAR 15      11. BIRTHDATE ......... DATE           5. WORKDEPT .......... CHAR 3          12. SALARY ............ DECIMAL 9.02   6. PHONENO ........... CHAR 4          13. BONUS ............. DECIMAL 9.02

ALL startline startcolumn stopcolumn SOME startline startcolumn stopcolumn

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). Field placement starts on the start line
and at the start column, and continues to the ending column, then moves to the next line.

For example, the following command displays the data starting on line 2, in columns 10 through 65:

ALL 2 10 65

When line 2 is full, it moves to columns 10 - 65 of line 3, and so on. A message appears if there is not enough room for all
of the fields.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                            2.           EMPNO:<1.....>  FIRSTNME:<2...........>  MIDINIT:<3>             3.           LASTNAME:<4..............>  WORKDEPT:<5..>                       4.           PHONENO:<6...>  HIREDATE:<7.........>  JOB:<8.......>            5.           EDLEVEL:<9.....>  SEX:<10>  BIRTHDATE:<11........>               6.           SALARY:<12...........>  BONUS:<13...........>                    7.           COMM:<14...........>                                             8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

ALL startline stopline startcolumn stopcolumn SOME startline stopline startcolumn stopcolumn

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). Field placement starts in the beginning
column of the start line and continues to the ending column, then moves to the next line. This continues until the ending
column of the stop line is reached.

For example, the following command displays the Select Fields screen so you can choose the fields you want:

SOME 3 6 10 65

This command displays the data on lines 3 - 6, in columns 10 - 65. A message appears if there is not enough room for all
of the fields.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0584W  There was not enough space to fit all the fields                    -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.                                                                            2.                                                                            3.           FIRSTNME:<2...........>  MIDINIT:<3>                             4.           LASTNAME:<4..............>  EMPNO:<1.....>                       5.           WORKDEPT:<5..>  JOB:<8.......>  HIREDATE:<7.........>            6.           BIRTHDATE:<11........>  SALARY:<12...........>                   7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N
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ALL W SOME W

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). Field placement occurs in columns that
have the specified width (W#). The Block Width field determines the number of columns that are created. The amount you
specify in the Gap field determines the horizontal spacing between columns.

For example, the following command displays all of the fields in columns that are 60 characters wide:

ALL W60

Because the Block Width is 132, only two columns are created. A message appears if there is not enough room for all of
the fields.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 132  depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  EMPNO:<1.....>                                                FIRSTNME:<  2.  MIDINIT:<3>                                                   LASTNAME:<  3.  WORKDEPT:<5..>                                                PHONENO:<6  4.  HIREDATE:<7.........>                                         JOB:<8....  5.  EDLEVEL:<9.....>                                              SEX:<10>    6.  BIRTHDATE:<11........>                                        SALARY:<12  7.  BONUS:<13...........>                                         COMM:<14..  8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

ALL C SOME C

This command format selects all of the fields (ALL) or the specified fields (SOME). The area is divided into the specified
number of columns (C#), and the fields are placed in those columns. The columns are all of an equal width, based on the
Block Width field. The amount you specify in the Gap field determines the horizontal spacing between columns.

For example, the following command displays the selected fields in two columns that are the same width, based on the
block width of 72:

SOME C2

A message appears if there is not enough room for all of the fields.

BLKF.02            ------------- BUILD BLOCK FORM --------------              COMMAND==>                                                                    PRF0586I  Fields have been selected into the specified zone                   -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.BLOCK_FORMBLOCK width: 72   depth: 56   spacing: 0              GAP: 2   LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  SALARY:<12...........>               BONUS:<13...........>                2.  COMM:<14...........>                                                      3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C       8:JOB...........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       9:EDLEVEL.......................N     3:MIDINIT.......................C      10:SEX...........................C     4:LASTNAME......................C      11:BIRTHDATE.....................D     5:WORKDEPT......................C      12:SALARY........................N     6:PHONENO.......................C      13:BONUS.........................N     7:HIREDATE......................D      14:COMM..........................N

CL Command--Clear Lines

If you make a mistake while selecting and placing fields on the form, you can clear the unwanted lines by using the CL
(Clear Line) command. The five formats for using the CL command to clear text and data fields are described below.

NOTE
Data windows, such as <3.....>, are cleared only if they are entirely inside the specified area. If any of the dots
are not in the specified area, the data field is not be deleted.

In the following examples, note how the CL (Clear Line) command is formatted. That is, notice which parameters are
required and the order in which you must specify the parameters. The number of parameters that you specify (0, 1, 2, 3,
or 4) is examined to determine which form of the CL command (which parameters) you want.

Following are CL command examples:
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• This command format clears the entire screen. No data fields or text appears.
CL

• This command format clears everything on the start line and every line after the start line.
CL start-line-#

For example, CL 10 clears everything on line 10 and higher. It does not delete text and data on lines 1 - 9.
• This command format clears everything on and between these lines:

CL start-line-# stop-line-#

For example, CL4 8 clears everything on lines 4 - 8. It does not delete text on lines 1 - 3 or lines 9 and higher.
• This command format clears everything in the specified columns from the start line and continuing down the page:

CL start-line-# start-column-# stop-column-#

For example, CL 4 15 40 clears columns 15 - 40 on every line, starting on line 4. It does not clear columns 15-40 on
lines 1 - 3.

• This command format clears everything in the specified rectangle. It does not delete text or data outside of the
rectangle.
CL start-line-# stop-line-# start-column-# stop-column-#

For example, CL 8 10 35 50 clears everything in columns 35 - 50 on lines 8, 9, and 10. It does not clear anything in
other columns or lines.

Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes Screen

You can access the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen only from the Build Block Form screen. The Block form is also
the only form, other than the Column and Tabulation forms, that lets you use break text. You can also use headers and
footers on the Block form.

The Breaks, Functions, and Edit Codes screen is similar to the Build Header, Build Footer, and Build Break screens
used in Column and Tabulation forms. To display the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen, enter EDIT or FUNC in the
command line of the Build Block Form screen and press Enter.

BFEC.03            ------ Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes -------            

  Command==>                                                                  
                                                                              

   Shrink? N                                      POMCH01.BLOCK_FORM          

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Ln Pos                                         Brk  Func  Aln Edit         

  DSN8810.EMP                                                                 

    5   8 02 *EMPNO...........................C                               

    5  27 02 *FIRSTNME........................C                               

    1  51 02 *MIDINIT.........................C                               

    2  11 02 *LASTNAME........................C                               

    6  39 02 *WORKDEPT........................C                               

    2  54 02 *PHONENO.........................C                               

    3  11 02 *HIREDATE........................D                  XL             

  7  29 02 *JOB.............................C                                  

 7  49 02 *EDLEVEL.........................N                  I                7

  63 02 *SEX.............................C                                   8 

 12 02 *BIRTHDATE.......................D                  XL               4  33
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 02 *SALARY..........................N                  K2               8  56 01

 *BONUS...........................N                  K2                        

 COMM............................N                                 

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

•  BRK and FUNC
Specify the order of breaks, if any, and indicate any functions to perform on a field. Position the cursor in the Func
field and press PF1 (HELP) to display a list of column functions for your reference. You can specify from one to four
functions for each field.

•  Field names and Data Types
(Display only) The list of fields in the query.
The column preceding the column name indicates the number of times that the column data appears in the form text.
This example was created by using the ALL command twice and then removing one BONUS field and both COMM
fields. All fields indicate 02 occurrences except for those two fields.
An asterisk (*) indicates the field is selected to use in the form. The data type is indicated at the end of the field name,
such as C for character.
Whenever you access this screen, the asterisks and occurrence numbers reflect the exact state of the report page. For
example, if you remove a field from a report and that field was only used once in the report, the asterisk for that field is
removed.

•  LN and POS
(Display only) Where each field is placed on the form. The Line field refers to the specific line on the form. The Position
(POS) field is the column number. If a field is not used in the report, the LN and POS columns will be blank.

•  ALN
Enter L for left-justify, R for right-justify or C for center to indicate how you want to display the field.

•  EDIT
You can use this field like any other Edit Code field to specify masking or formatting of data. It is listed here so that you
can enter edit codes for several fields quickly, rather than selecting each field and entering edit codes, as on the Build
Block Form screen.
To display a list of edit codes, position the cursor in the Edit column of the field you want and press PF1 (HELP). A
Specify Column Edit screen displays for a field of that type.
For fields used more than once, the edit codes you enter apply only to the first occurrence of the field. You must use
the Build Block Form screen to enter edit codes for the additional fields.

Report Formatting Options Screen

The Report Formatting Options screen lets you update various parameters that affect the display of a report. To display
the Report Formatting Options screen, enter OPTIONS in the command line and press Enter:

 RFOR.03           --------- Report Formatting Options ----------    COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Online Page Length .... 56   Number of Lines Per Page                           Online Page Width ..... 132  Number of Characters Per Line                      Leading Zeros ......... NO   YES/

NO  Leading zeros before decimal point?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Online Page Length
Specify the length of the page for online display. Enter a number between 0 and 999.

• Online Page Width
Specify the width of the page for online display. Enter a number between 78 and 240.

• Leading Zeros
Indicate whether numeric columns with values between 0 and 1 should have a leading zero formatted before the
decimal point. This parameter applies to all numeric edit codes. Valid values are:
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– YES: Format a leading zero on numeric columns with values between 0 and 1.
– NO: (Default) Do not format a leading zero on numeric columns with values between 0 and 1.
For example, if a column has a value of .02, YES produces 0.02, and NO produces .02.

Block Form Command Reference

The following commands are valid for all screens related to the Build Block Form function:

• END
Save changes and display previous screen

• FIND
Scroll to field name with specified text string

• HELP
Display Help screen for topic at cursor position

• HTML
The HTML command can be entered from the Build Final Summary, Build Page Header, Build Page Footer, and Build
Block, Letter, and Mail form screens. If HTML is entered without an option, the status of HTML tag processing for the
specific form component will be displayed.
If HTML is ON and the report is generated to a file with the HTML output option, any user defined HTML tags in the
free-form area will be honored when the report file is viewed in a browser. If HTML is OFF and the report is generated
to a file with the HTML output option, the free-form area will be pre-formatted with the RI editor tag when the report file
is viewed in a browser.

• KEYS
Display Define Function Keys screen

• MAIN
Display Main Menu

The following sections list commands specific to each screen.

Contents

Build Block Form Panel Commands

The following commands are available on the Build Block Form screen:

• ALL
Selects ALL fields and inserts them in the specified area of the form

• ATTACH
Attach a new query to this form

• BATCH
Print a Batch report using this form

• BREAK
Display the Control Break screen for the named break

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes

• CLEAR
Clear the specified area of all text

• CUT
Display the Cut-and-Paste screen

• DOWN1
Scroll DOWN through the query field listing at the bottom of the screen

• DOWN2
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Scroll DOWN through the text-entry area of the letter
• EDIT

Display the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen
• EMBED

Insert a column or tabulation form in a block or letter form
• EXPR

Build a form expression
• FOOTER

Display the Build Footer screen
• FUNC

Display the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen
• HEADER

Display the Build Header screen
• INFO

Display/Update information about this object
• LEFT

Scroll LEFT through the text display
• LNAME

Scroll the NAME display to the left
• NEWSAVE

Save the current form with a new name
• NULLS

Specify NULLS ON or NULLS OFF
• OPTIONS

Display the Formatting Options screen, allowing you to update various parameters that affect the display of a report
• PIC

ON/OFF switch for displaying “picture” of embedded data
• POS

Scroll horizontally to start at the position named
• PREVIEW

Display a Preview of the report using this form
• PROFILE

Display the Form Profile screen
• QUERY

Display the Build Query screen
• RESET

Cancel all pending line commands
• RESTORE

Restore the form's last saved state
• RIGHT

Scroll RIGHT over the block's text display
• RNAME

Scroll the NAME display to the right
• RUN

RUN the form to generate a report
• SAVE

Save the form with the current changes
• SOME

Display the Select Fields screen for selecting fields to insert in the specified area of the form
• TYPE
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Display (temporarily) complete data types for each field
• UP1

Scroll UP through the query field listing at the bottom of the screen
• UP2

Scroll UP through the text-entry area of the form

Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes Screen

The following commands are available on the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen:

• BATCH
Print a Batch report using this form

• BREAK
Display the Control Break screen for the named break

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes

• DOWN
Scroll DOWN through the query fields

• FINAL
Display the Build Final Text screen

• FOOTER
Display the Build Footer screen

• HEADER
Display the Build Header screen

• LNAME
Scroll the NAME display to the left

• ORDER
Define breaks at all ORDER BY fields

• PREVIEW
Display a Preview of the report using this form

• PROFILE
Display the Form Profile screen

• RESTORE
Restore the form's last saved state

• RNAME
Scroll the NAME display to the right

• RUN
RUN an online report using this form

• SAVE
Save the form with current changes

• SHRINK
Toggle switch between the selected fields and all fields

• TYPE
Displays temporarily the full data types for the fields

• UP
Scroll UP through the query fields display

Multiple Query Reports
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 CA Report Facility is an extremely flexible product that lets you make several different types of reports. You can combine
two or more queries in the same report, which is called a multiple query report. To do this, you display a block or letter
report, and then insert a column report into the block or letter report.

For clarity, this section uses the terms master form and sub-form. The block or letter report is the master form, and the
column form you insert is the sub-form. You can embed up to 15 different sub-forms in a single master form.

A report that contains more than one query has many uses. For example, you might want to place a column form, listing
all employees for a particular department, in the middle of a block form that you send to department managers. You also
might create a letter for your customers listing the products each customer has purchased. In this case, a column report
contains the product list, and a letter report contains the letter to the customer.

The following Quick Steps information provides the basic steps for creating a multiple query report.

Guidelines

Refer to the following guidelines when creating a multiple query report.

• Embedding of up to 15 different sub-forms in a single master form is supported. However, you can only insert a
particular sub-form into a master form one time. Any attempt to add the same sub-form twice causes a message to be
displayed that informs you that the sub-form is already part of the master form.

• A master form must be a block or letter form.
• A sub-form must be a column form.
• You can specify a maximum of seven criteria to correlate sub-form records to the master form record.
• Using sub-forms causes all master forms to start on a new page.
• The master form controls all page eject formatting. Any new page requests from a sub-form are ignored.

Quick Steps for Creating a Multiple Query Report

To create a multiple query report:

1. Create a block or letter form, or select an existing block or letter form. Select or create the form into which you want to
embed another form.
Block and letter forms are the only types of forms into which you can embed a column form. For more information
about selecting and creating forms, see the “Introduction” section.

2. Enter E next to the line number above the line where you want to embed the column form. Press Enter.
Forms are embedded on the line following the E line command. After you press Enter, the Select Embedded Form
screen appears.

3. On the Select Embedded Form screen, enter S next to the column form you want to embed. Press Enter.
The column form you select here is embedded into the block or letter form you specified in Step 1. After you press
Enter, the Form Join Criteria screen appears.

4. Specify a join condition on the Form Join Criteria screen, using the format :# = :#. Press PF3 (End).
Use this format to indicate which field from the results table associated with the embedded form should be linked to a
field in the master form.

5. The name of the embedded form appears in the specified location, surrounded by <<<>>> symbols. You have
successfully embedded a form.

Running the Report

There are no special instructions for running a multiple query report. You execute the master form in the same manner as
all other single-query forms.

Creating a Multiple Query Report

This section describes how to combine two or more forms into one report.
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NOTE
The screens in this section are for demonstration purposes only.

For our example, PDQRF2 is the creator of the forms, and the EMP_LETTER form is the master form. The EMP_LIST
column form is the sub-form.

Contents:

Original Letter and Column Forms

We begin with the EMP_LETTER form in its original state, as it appears on the Build Letter Form screen. This is the
master form into which we insert the EMP_LIST column form.

LTRF.02            ------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.EMP_LETTERLETTER width: 72   depth:      page depth: 56                  LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  To:   Department Manager                                                  2.  From: Human Resources                                                     3.                                                                            4.  This memo lists all of the employees in department <4..>.  Please         5.  review this list and mark any changes.  Return by December 31.            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C                                             2:FIRSTNME......................C                                             3:LASTNAME......................C                                             4:WORKDEPT......................C                                             5:HIREDATE......................D                                        

The next figure shows the EMP_LIST column form in its original state. We will embed it into the EMP_LETTER form,
starting on line 7. The screen below shows how the EMP_LIST column form appears when we run the report online.

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                         FORM "PDQRF2.EMPLOYEE_LIST"PRF0148I  Page headers and footers suppressed                           LINE 1FIRSTNME      LASTNAME         EMPNO   WORKDEPT         SALARY                ------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHRISTINE     HAAS             000010  A00           52,750.00                MICHAEL       THOMPSON         000020  B01           41,250.00                SALLY         KWAN             000030  C01           38,250.00                JOHN          GEYER            000050  E01           40,175.00                IRVING        STERN            000060  D11           32,250.00                EVA           PULASKI          000070  D21           36,170.00                EILEEN        HENDERSON        000090  E11           29,750.00                THEODORE      SPENSER          000100  E21           26,150.00                VINCENZO      LUCCHESI         000110  A00           46,500.00                SEAN          O'CONNELL        000120  A00           29,250.00                DOLORES       QUINTANA         000130  C01           23,800.00                HEATHER       NICHOLLS         000140  C01           28,420.00                BRUCE         ADAMSON          000150  D11           25,280.00                ELIZABETH     PIANKA           000160  D11           22,250.00                MASATOSHI     YOSHIMURA        000170  D11           24,680.00                MARILYN       SCOUTTEN         000180  D11           21,340.00                JAMES         WALKER           000190  D11           20,450.00                DAVID         BROWN            000200  D11           27,740.00                WILLIAM       JONES            000210  D11           18,270.00                

Selecting a Form for Embedding

You can use the EMBED command or the E line command to insert a column form into a block or letter form. (See
Embedding Methods for a description of these commands.)

You indicate where to place the sub-form in the report in one of two ways:

• Specify a line number with the EMBED command.
• Position the cursor on the line above the line where you want to embed the sub-form.

In our example, we insert the sub-form on line 7.

If you do not provide the name of a column form (when using the EMBED command), you can choose one from a
selection list. This selection list appears Select Embedded Form screen:

PRFF083 0          ------------ Select Embedded Form ------------             Command==>                                                  POMCH01.EMP_LETTER                                                                              Embed Form==>                                                                 Name==> *                        Creator==> POMCH01                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------    Form Name                    Type SHR Descr                                   POMCH01.CHANGEQUERY          CO   Y  ATTACH NEW QUERY DEMONSTRATION           POMCH01.EMPLOYEE             CO   Y  EMPLOYEE REPORT                      S   POMCH01.EMPLOYEE_LIST        CO   Y  EMPLOYEE LIST FOR EMBEDDING IN LETTER    POMCH01.RETAIL_INFO          CO   Y  RETAIL DETAIL REPORT                                                  (End of Library)                             

On the previous screen, an S is entered next to the EMP_LIST column form to select this form for embedding.

Joining Two Forms

After you select a column form, the Form Join Criteria screen automatically displays. This screen is similar to the Join
Conditions screen that you use to join two tables in a query. On the Form Join Criteria screen, indicate which field from
the embedded form corresponds to a field in the master form so that the two forms can be joined into one report.

PRFF082 0          ------------ Form Join Criteria --------------             Command==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Conditions--

Description-------------------------------------------------------:5=:4      WORKDEPT=WORKDEPT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      -- Embedded Form ------------------------- Master Form -----------------------POMCH01.EMP_LIST                        POMCH01.EMP_LETTER                    DSN8810.EMP                             DSN8810.EMP                                1:EMPNO.........................C       1:EMPNO.........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       2:FIRSTNME......................C     3:MIDINIT.......................C       3:LASTNAME......................C     4:LASTNAME......................C       4:WORKDEPT......................C     5:WORKDEPT......................C       5:HIREDATE......................D     6:PHONENO.......................C                                             7:HIREDATE......................D                                             8:JOB...........................C                                             9:EDLEVEL.......................N                                        

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• Conditions--Description
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We join the WORKDEPT field (5) of the embedded form to the WORKDEPT field (4) of the master form.

NOTE
POMCH01.EMP_LIST and POMCH01.EMP_LETTER are the names of the queries the forms use. Both
queries use the DSN8810.EMP table.

Running the Final Form

Once you specify JOIN criteria, the Build Letter Form screen appears and displays the name of the embedded form on the
appropriate line. The form name is centered and surrounded with <<<<>>>>> symbols.

The next figure shows how the two forms are combined on the Build Letter Form screen:

LTRF.02            ------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                              POMCH01.EMP_LETTERLETTER width: 72   depth: 56   page depth: 56                  LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  To:   Department Manager                                                  2.  From: Human Resources                                                     3.                                                                            4.  This memo lists all of the employees in department <4..>.  Please         5.  review this list and mark any changes.  Return by December 31.            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.  <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< POMCH01.EMPLOYEE_LIST >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>      ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     DSN8810.EMP                                                                     1:EMPNO.........................C                                             2:FIRSTNME......................C                                             3:LASTNAME......................C                                             4:WORKDEPT......................C                                             5:HIREDATE......................D                                        

NOTE
POMCH01.EMP_LIST on the previous screen. When you use the EMBED command or the E line command
to embed a column form, the result is the name of the form, centered on the line and surrounded with <<<>>>
symbols. In this example, the name of the form is EMPLOYEE.LIST.

Viewing the Report Online

When you run the EMP_LETTER report online, the first page of the report looks like this:

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDQRF2.EMP_LETTER"                                                                              PAGE: 1       DEPTH: 56   WIDTH: 132  ROWS: 1 TO 1              LINES: 001-019------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO:    DEPARTMENT MANAGER                                                     FROM:  HUMAN RESOURCES                                                                                                                                      THIS MEMO LISTS ALL OF THE EMPLOYEES IN DEPARTMENT  A00 . PLEASE             REVIEW THIS LIST AND MARK ANY CHANGES. RETURN BY DECEMBER 31.                                                                                                                                                                           FIRSTNME      LASTNAME         EMPNO   WORKDEPT         SALARY                ------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                    CHRISTINE     HAAS             000010  A00           52,750.00                VINCENZO      LUCCHESI         000110  A00           46,500.00                SEAN          O'CONNELL        000120  A00           29,250.00                DIAN          HEMMINGER        200010  A00           46,500.00                GREG          ORLANDO          200120  A00           29,250.00

Note the following on the previous screen:

• A00
The name of the department displays in the data window (<4..>) of the EMP_LETTER form.

• Employee List
The list of employees is from the EMP_LIST column form, which we embedded in the EMP_LETTER form. This page
of the report lists only the employees that are in the A00 department. If you paged through the report (PF6/9), you
would see a list of employees for each department.

NOTE
When viewing a multiple query report online, the actual depth of the report is the master form plus the length of
the embedded column form. The depth of the master form does not include the embedded form. To view the
whole report online (on one page), you should increase the Depth field on the Generate Report screen.

Embedding Methods

Two methods are available for embedding a column form, the EMBED command and the E line command.

Note that when you embed a sub-form, all subsequent lines move down. If any text will be lost as a result of the insert, the
embedding processing fails. The insertion process does not allow text to move off the end of the block. You might need to
change the size of the block on the Generate Report screen, when running the report online, to see all of the defined text.

Contents:
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Using the EMBED Command

The EMBED command inserts a column form into a block or letter report. You can use this command whether you know
the name of the column form you want to embed. You can also specify where you want to insert the sub-form.

To use this command, enter EMBED in the command line, followed by one or both of the parameters (optional), then
press Enter. The two parameters are:

• Line number
Provides a line number to indicate where to insert the form. The form is inserted after this line. For example, if you
enter EMBED 7, the form is inserted after line 7 and starts on line 8.
If you do not specify a line number, the line number is determined by the cursor's location, assuming the cursor is
located in the text area of the form.

• creator.form-name
Specifies the name of the column form you want to insert into the block or letter form. For example:

EMBED 7 JOEUSER.PRODUCTS

This command locates the PRODUCTS column form belonging to JOEUSER, and inserts it after line 7 in the block or
letter report.
If you do not specify a form name, then the Select Embedded Form screen appears and displays a list of column forms
for you to choose from. Select the form you want to insert.

Using the E Line Command

To use the E line command:

1. Move to the line below which you want to insert the column form. Type E next to the line number (in the line command
area to the left of the line), and press Enter.

2. The Select Embedded Form screen appears and displays a list of column forms for you to choose from. Select the
form you want to insert.

Selecting a Column Form

To insert a column form, you must specify it by name. You can do this three ways:

• If you know the name of the form, use the EMBED command and specify the form name. For example, if you enter the
following command, the SHIPDATE column form associated with SUSIEQ is found, and inserted after line 10.

EMBED 10 SUSIEQ.SHIPDATE

• If the form name is not valid, or you do not specify a form name with the EMBED command, a list of valid column form
names displays for you on the Select Embedded Form screen.

• Whenever you use the E line command, the Select Embedded Form screen appears. This screen lists the names of
column forms.

The Select Embedded Form screen follows:

 PRFF083 03         ------------ Select Embedded Form ------------   Command==>                                                   PDPRF1.EMP_LETTER                                                                                  Embed Form==>                                                                   Name==> *                        Creator==> PDPRF1                              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------      Form Name                    Type SHR Descr                                     PDPRF1.COLUMN                CO   Y  COLUMN FORM - GUESTS.................      PDPRF1.COLUMN2               CO   Y  .....................................  S   PDPRF1.EMP_LIST              CO   Y  LIST OF EMPLOYEES ...................      PDPRF1.EMPFORM               CO   U  TESTING BUILD FINAL TEXT FEATURE ....      PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO1          CO   Y  FORM FOR RETAIL INFORMATION..........      PDPRF1.SALARY_INFO           CO   Y  FIRST EMPLOYEE INFORMATION REPORT - T      PDPRF1.STUFF_FORM1           CO   Y  A FORM FOR MY EMPLOYEE_STUFF QUERY...      PDPRF1.SUMMARY               CO   Y  FORM FOR PDPRF1.MONTHLY QUERY........      PDPRF1.TAB                   CO   Y  .....................................      PDPRF1.TABULATION            CO   Y  .....................................      PDPRF1.TESTCOL               CO   Y  .....................................                                   (End of Library)                             

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Embed Form
Enter a specific form name in this field.

• Name
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Enter search criteria (*, %, _) to shorten the list. The default entry is an asterisk (*), which displays all column form
names. See Search String Specification in the “Introduction” section for more information about the search criteria.

• Creator
Enter the ID of the person who created the column form. The default is the creator associated with the master form
(the block or letter form).

• Form Name
(Display only) The names of the forms that match your selection criteria.

• Type
(Display only) The type of form that you will embed into the master form. At this time, the only valid form type is CO
(column).

• SHR
(Display only) Indicates whether you can update the form. The share option is established when the form is created.
Valid share options are:
– Y: Others can use, but not update, your form.
– U: Others can use and update your form.
– N: Others cannot use or update your form. Any form that is assigned the N share option does not display on this

screen.
• Descr

(Display only) A description of the form.
• S (select)

S is entered next to the EMP_LIST column form to select this form for embedding.
After you select a form, the next step is to specify the join criteria to join the sub-form to the master form.

Joining the Master and Sub-Form

The final step is to specify join criteria to link the result tables of the master form (the block or letter form) and the sub-
form (the column form). You perform this process on the Form Join Criteria screen, which is similar to the Join Conditions
screen that you use to join two tables in a query.

By assigning join criteria, you can limit the data in the embedded form (the sub-form) to the records that pertain to the
master form. For example, you could limit a list of employees by department or limit a list of products to those purchased
by the client to whom you address the letter.

Whenever you select a form on the Select Embedded Form screen or specify a form name with the EMBED command,
the Form Join Criteria screen automatically displays. This screen is shown below:

PRFF082 0          ------------ Form Join Criteria --------------             Command==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Conditions--

Description-------------------------------------------------------:5=:4      WORKDEPT=WORKDEPT                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      -- Embedded Form ------------------------- Master Form -----------------------POMCH01.EMP_LIST                        POMCH01.EMP_LETTER                    DSN8810.EMP                             DSN8810.EMP                                1:EMPNO.........................C       1:EMPNO.........................C     2:FIRSTNME......................C       2:FIRSTNME......................C     3:MIDINIT.......................C       3:LASTNAME......................C     4:LASTNAME......................C       4:WORKDEPT......................C     5:WORKDEPT......................C       5:HIREDATE......................D     6:PHONENO.......................C                                             7:HIREDATE......................D                                             8:JOB...........................C                                             9:EDLEVEL.......................N                                        

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• Conditions
Specify a join condition in this column. The format for entering join criteria is :# = :#, where # refers to the numbers at
the bottom of the screen.
In this example, we join field #5 (WORKDEPT) of the embedded form to field #4 (WORKDEPT) of the master form.

• Description
(Display only) After you press Enter, this column lists the field names you use in the join condition. This lets you verify
that you joined together the appropriate fields.
In this example, we enter the condition using the format :5 = :4, but when we press Enter, the actual field names
(WORKDEPT = WORKDEPT) appear in the description column.

• Embedded Form
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(Display only) The information for the form that you are embedding (the column form) displays under this heading. In
this example, the information about the embedded form (POMCH01.EMP_LIST) displays below the form name.

• Master Form
(Display only) Information for the master form (the block or letter form) displays under this heading. In this example,
the information about the master form (POMCH01.EMP_LETTER) displays below the form name.

• DSN8230.EMP
(Display only) The name of the table that is associated with the query. In this example, both forms use the same table.

• Field Names
Each field in the results table displays under the appropriate column (embedded or master form). Use the assigned
numbers when writing a join condition to identify which fields you want to join.

When you finish, press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Form screen. You are ready to run the form.

Updating the Join Criteria

While on the Build Form screen, you can easily return to the Form Join Criteria screen and change the join condition. To
display the Form Join Criteria screen, enter a U (update) on the line containing the <<<>>> symbols. The join condition
that was previously created for that embedded form displays, and you can make any needed additions or deletions.

Assigning Functions to Forms
Functions let you perform calculations with the data in your form. You might have already used some functions in your
query. With your form, you can apply 15 different functions to the data, including the five functions available through the
query. You can apply up to four functions to a single report column. Most often, you want to apply at least one function to
the data with your form.

Unlike the functions that you assign in the query, form functions return the requested value for the column whenever a
break occurs and at the end of the report. If you override the default break text with user specified text (using the Build
Break screens), then the functions only appear if the break text references them.

BCOL.03            ----------- Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00164Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:DSN8810.EMP                                                                S   #CEMP;NUMBER                     CHAR 6             COUN

+                 S   FIRSTNME                         VARCHAR 12                               S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR 1                                   S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR 15                               S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3                                   X10 #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4                                   S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE                     ISO                 JOB                              CHAR 8                                   S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT           AVER

+ I                   SEX                              CHAR 1                                       BIRTHDATE                        DATE                                     D11 SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2              ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ PHONE                  EMP                  MIDDLE                           NUMBER         SALARY  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME         WORKDEP....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXX     1,999,999.99  XXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX    

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• Func
Enter the functions that you want to use for the columns. If you selected more than one function (using the Select
Column Functions screen), the name of the first function displays, along with a plus sign (+). In this figure, there are
multiple functions defined on EDLEVEL.

• Type
(Display only) This field, located to the right of the column name, displays the data type. Character, date, and numeric
data types are valid data types for function definition.
To use a function, enter the function name in the Func field next to the appropriate column name. Refer to the data
type field to find out what kind of data a column contains (numeric, character, date) so that you know which functions
you can apply.
If you need more information about the data type to choose a function, enter TYPE in the command line and press
Enter, or press the assigned PF TYPE key. The full data type information displays, including the number of characters
in the field and the data type.

NOTE
An edit code does not affect the use of functions on data. Functions are applied to the source data, which is
the pre-edited data, not to edited data. An edit code only affects the format of the data in a report.
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Selecting Column Functions

To see a list of the functions available, position the cursor in the Function field of a column and press PF1. The available
functions (based on that column's type) are displayed. The Select Column Functions screen is an active help screen. You
can select the functions you want from this screen.

NOTE
A maximum of four functions can be selected for a single column.

Contents

Select Column Functions Screen

 

 RFNC.04           ---------- SELECT COLUMN FUNCTIONS ----------    COMMAND==>                                                PDQRF2.EMPLOYEE_LISTPRF0245E  A maximum of 4 functions can be selected for a single column            DISTINCT count? N        DISTINCT arithmetic functions? N                 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------    FORM COLUMN: EDLEVEL .................................. SMALLINT          SEL --------------------------------------------------------------------------S   ACROSS .... Generate "ACROSS" report for specified column.  COL FORM ONLYS   AVERAGE ... Compute the average of the column values.                    S   COUNT ..... Count the number of non-

null column values.                  S   CNZ ....... Count the number of non-

zero numeric column values.              CNB ....... Count the number of non-

blank alpha column-

values.           S   CPCT ...... Compute cumulative percentage for each value.   COL FORM ONLY    CSUM ...... Compute cumulative sum for each column value.   COL FORM ONLYS   FIRST ..... Display the first column value.                                  GROUP ..... Display one line summary for matching values.   COL FORM ONLY    LAST ...... Display the last column value.                                   MAXIMUM ... Compute the maximum column value.                                MINIMUM ... Compute the minimum column value.                                PCT ....... Compute percent of total that each value is.    COL FORM ONLY    STDEV ..... Compute the standard deviation of the column values.             SUM ....... Compute the sum of the column values.                            TCPCT ..... Compute total cumulative percent for each value. COL FORM ONLY    TPCT ...... Compute percentage of column total that each value is.

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• DISTINCT count
Enter Y if the COUNT function should only be applied to distinct column values. The Distinct Columns screen appears.
The Distinct Columns screen lets you define which columns must be unique for the current column to display. Enter U
to update the Distinct Columns. See the note at the end of this
section.

• DISTINCT arithmetic functions
Enter Y if the arithmetic functions other than COUNT should only be applied to distinct column values. The Distinct
Columns screen appears. The Distinct Columns screen lets you define which columns must be unique for the current
column to display. Enter U to update the Distinct Columns. See the note at the end of this section.

• FORM COLUMN
Displays the column on which the cursor is positioned when you press PF1. The field also displays the data type,
report column length, and scale. In this figure, the column name is LAST_POST_DATE, and the data type is date.

• SEL
Select a function. Valid values are:
– S: Enter S next to the functions you want and press Enter. The function value aligns under the column when using

the default break text. If you override the default break text with user-defined break text, the functions appear only if
they are embedded within the break text.

– C: Enter C to select a function and tie the result of the function to the column in break text. The function value
always aligns under the column for which you select the function.
The following functions accept C:
• AVERAGE
• COUNT
• FIRST
• LAST
• MAXIMUM
• MINIMUM
• STDEV
• SUM
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If you select more than one function, the column name appears on the Build Column Form screen with a plus sign (+)
after it. If, at a later time, you want to review what functions are applied on a column, position the cursor on the column
and press PF1 (HELP).
Follow the C or S with a digit (1-4) to order the appearance of the function's result within the column break text. See
the “Report Formatting” section for more information about the C selection option.

NOTE
Except when you are defining functions on a TAB form, you can have only one of the following functions
defined on any column: PCT, CPCT, TPCT, TCPCT, CSUM. This is because the function result replaces
the data in the column. If you must use more than one of these functions on a single column, then you must
replicate the column and define the function on the replicated column.

• Function Names and Descriptions
Displays the function name (often an abbreviation of the full name) and a brief description explaining what the function
does.

To exit the Select Column Functions screen, press PF3 (END). The Build Column Form screen displays with the functions
you chose.

When you apply these functions to a column, they are applied after the query executes. That means that any filters or
functions applied to the query itself affect the output of the report functions.

Distinct Count and Distinct Arithmetic Functions

Because of the nature of the one-to-many mappings of table joins, you can specify different distinct conditions for COUNT
and arithmetic functions. For example, if a query includes account numbers, salesperson names, and salaries, you might
want to count the total number of account numbers. To do so, you enter N (no) for DISTINCT COUNT.

However, salespersons' names and salaries repeat throughout the results because each person works on more than one
account. In any arithmetic function performed on SALARY, you want to make sure that each salesperson's salary is used
only once. To ensure this, you enter Y (yes) for DISTINCT arithmetic functions, then specify that the salesperson name
must be distinct for the salary to be used in arithmetic functions.

For example, if you did not enter Y for DISTINCT arithmetic functions, your report might look like this:

Susan Johnson           Corporate Accts.      50,000Duane Blackwell         Corporate Accts.      30,000Susan Johnson           Individual Accts.     50,000Betty Newman            Individual Accts.     40,000                                               ------                        Average Salary         42,500

In this example, Susan Johnson's salary is counted twice, even though she receives only one salary.

If you use the DISTINCT arithmetic function for the SALARY column, and you specify the NAME column as the distinct
column set, the SALARY is only used in calculating the average if the NAME is distinct. The average is then computed on
three salaries instead of four.

Susan Johnson           Corporate Accts.      50,000Duane Blackwell         Corporate Accts.      30,000Susan Johnson           Individual Accts.     50,000Betty Newman            Individual Accts.     40,000                                               ------                        Average Salary         40,000

Functions

This section details each of the column functions. They are listed in alphabetical order.

Percent Functions (CPCT, PCT, TCPCT, TPCT) are described on a separate page due to complexity.
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Functions Quick Reference

The following chart is a comprehensive list of the functions:

 Function  Description 

 ACROSS Generates an across-tabulation report for the column you specify.

 AVERAGE Computes the average of the values in the column.

 COUNT Determines how many rows are in a column.

 CNZ Determines how many rows in the column have non-zero numeric
values.

 CNB Determines how many rows in the column have non-blank
alphabetic values.

 CPCT Computes the cumulative percent for each value in the column.

 CSUM Computes the cumulative sum for each column value.

 FIRST Displays the first column value.

 GROUP Displays one line of summary data for the detail column values.

 LAST Displays the last value in the column.

 MAXIMUM Displays the highest value for the column.

 MINIMUM Displays the lowest value for the column.

 PCT Computes the percentage of the total that each value in the
column represents.

 STDEV Computes the standard deviation of the column values.

 SUM Computes the sum of all values in the column.

 TCPCT Computes the total cumulative percentage for each column value.

 TPCT Computes what percent of the total column value that each value
represents.

Notes on Tabulation and Non-Tabulation Functions

The tabulation functions are the GROUP and ACROSS functions, which you use exclusively to generate tabulation
and across-tabulation reports. A field can have a tabulation function (GROUP or ACROSS) in addition to a set of non-
tabulation functions defined for it at any time. However, the tabulation function always takes precedence. When you
remove the GROUP or ACROSS function, any non-tabulation functions for the field again take effect.

When you define a tabulation function for a field, it displays on the Build Column Form screen and is used at execution
time, regardless of whether other functions are defined for the field. If you remove it, then the non-tabulation functions
display and are used.

The ACROSS function is applied directly to the report data, so you can only use it on selected fields. Since it only applies
to selected fields, it is only tracked and used as long as the field is selected. If you unselect a field, the non-tabulation
functions display and are used. A list of non-tabulation functions for the field is always maintained, whenever you use a
tabulation function.

You can assign the GROUP function to unselected columns. Summarization based on these columns occurs just as if
they are selected, but the values of these columns does not display on the final report.

Using Null Data with Form Functions

When you apply functions to columns that could contain NULL data, that particular value is not used for function
processing. For example, suppose that you place an AVG function on a nullable column that returns four rows, and that
one of these rows is null. In this case, the result is the sum divided by three, because the null value is not counted.
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ACROSS Function

The ACROSS function provides a way to group data for a particular function across the page horizontally, in addition to
down the page vertically. This report type is called an across-tabulation report. For information about how to create a form
that uses the ACROSS function, see Tabulation Form.

If you use ACROSS, at least one other column must use the GROUP form function, which is not to be confused with the
GROUP BY query function. You can use the GROUP form function on up to six columns. You can assign the ACROSS
function to only one column. Subsequent uses of ACROSS are ignored. You must assign some type of function to the rest
of the selected columns.

AVERAGE Function

The AVERAGE function returns the average of the values in the column. You can only use this function on numeric data.

GROUP Function

You can group data in your query using the GROUP BY function. You can also group data in the report using the GROUP
form function. The GROUP function lets you combine data of similar types into groups. When you group data, the report
shows one row per group.

You can group more than one column if you want. When you group by multiple columns, the report returns one row every
time one of the values for the grouped columns changes.

Note the following rules for GROUP:

• If a selected, non-grouped field does not have a function specified, the group report does not include it.
• You can specify GROUP for an unselected field. Summarization based on unselected fields occurs just as if the fields

are selected, but the final report does not display the values of these fields.
• If you specify GROUP for a column, any other functions for that column are temporarily ignored, but not removed

Return Value Functions

The following functions return a particular value: 

FIRST

 The FIRST function returns the first value in the column. You can use this function on numeric or character data. 

LAST

 The LAST function returns the last value in the column. You can use this function on numeric or character data. 

MAXIMUM

 The MAXIMUM function returns the highest value for the column. You can use this function on character or numeric
data. 

MINIMUM

 The MINIMUM function returns the lowest value for the column. You can use this function on character or numeric data.

STDEV

 The STDEV function computes the standard deviation of the column values. The standard deviation shows how much the
value varies from the mean value. You can only use this function on numeric values.
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Row Count Functions

The following functions provide row counts.

COUNT

The COUNT function tells you how many rows are in the column. You can use this function on any column, whether it
contains numeric or character data.

CNZ

The CNZ function tells you how many rows in the column have non-zero numeric values. It counts rows containing
negative numbers or positive numbers. It does not count rows containing zero as a value. You can only use this function
on numeric data.

CNB

The CNB function tells you how many rows in the column have non-blank alphabetic values. It counts rows containing
alphabetic characters. It does not count rows containing blanks. You can only use this function on character data.

SUM Functions

The following functions provide sum values.

CSUM

The CSUM function works similarly to the CPCT function. CSUM gives the cumulative sum for each column value. For
example, if the totals are:

                POSTEDDEPT            BAL---------       -------Sales          

 $900.78Marketing       $957.21Clerical        $677.29

Then the cumulative sum is:

                CUMULATED                POSTEDDEPT            BAL---------      

 ------- Sales           $900.78Marketing       $1857.99Clerical        $2535.28

The cumulative sum replaces the actual column data in the report.

When you use cumulative sum, the last value is always the total for all of the values.

NOTE
Except when you are defining functions on a TAB form, you can have only one of the following functions defined
on any column: PCT, CPCT, TPCT, TCPCT, CSUM. This is because the function result replaces the data in
the column. If you must use more than one of these functions on a single column, then you must replicate the
column and define the function on the replicated column.

SUM

The SUM function computes the sum (total) of all values in the column. You can only use this function on numeric values.

Percent Functions (CPCT, PCT, TCPCT, TPCT)

The following functions provide percent values. When you apply a percent function to a column, the percentage replaces
the actual data in the column. To display both the percentage and the actual data, replicate the column, then apply a
percent function to one of the duplicate columns.
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Multiple Percent Functions

Because percent functions replace column data, you can have only one percent function or a CSUM function defined on
any column.

To use more than one percent function on a single column, replicate the column, and define a function on each replicated
column.

NOTE
You can apply multiple percent functions to a column when you are defining functions on a TAB form. This case
is the only exception to this restriction.

Negative Amounts and Percent Functions

If a column contains negative values, percentages might not be what you expect. For example, suppose that the data of
a column consist of -10,000 and 10,001. The sum of the data is 1. When you want to know what percent -10,000 is of the
sum (1), you might get a meaningless answer.

Across-Tabulation Reports

The PCT and CPCT functions are valid for across-tabulation reports.

Comparison of Percent Functions

Each percent function replaces the actual data with a percentage that it determines in the following manner:

 Percent Function  Definition 

 PCT VALUE
Total at Next Summary

 TPCT VALUE
Total at End of Report

 CPCT Cumulative VALUE
Total at Next Summary

 TCPCT Cumulative VALUE
Total at End of Report

When reported in detail data, Value is the actual value of the field in the current record. When reported in a summary
(Break or Final), VALUE is the total of the actual values for all records used in the particular summary.

For break summaries, the current break totals accumulate into the following summary. For example, with a secondary
break, the next summary is the next primary break. For a primary break, the next summary is the final summary at the end
of the report.

CPCT

The CPCT function shows the cumulative percent for each value in the column. Each percentage value is a running total
of the previous values in the column, plus the percentage for that row. For example, if the posted balance percentages
are:

               POSTED               BALDEPT           PCT---------      -------Sales    

      22.5Marketing      44.5Clerical       33
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Then the cumulative percent is:

                POSTED                BALDEPT            PCT---------       -------Sales

           22.5Marketing       67Clerical        100

The cumulative percent replaces the actual column data in the report.

When you use cumulative percent, the last value is always 100 (for 100 percent of the total). If you assign a break on
a column, the CPCT function shows what cumulative percentage of the break group or across group total the value
represents. If no break is assigned, the CPCT function shows what cumulative percentage of the column total the value
represents. To ignore breaks and cross groups when calculating cumulative column percentages, use the TCPCT
function.

The CPCT function is valid for across-tabulation reports.

PCT

The PCT (percent) function computes the percentage of the total that each value in the column represents. For example,
if you group by Department, and assign the PCT function to the Posted Balance column, it returns the columns:

               POSTED               BALDEPT           PCT---------      -------Sales    

      22.5Marketing      44.5Clerical       33

The percent replaces the current column data in the report.

If you assigned a break on a column, or if you used the ACROSS function, the PCT function shows what percentage of
the break group or across group total the value represents. Otherwise, it shows what percentage of the column total the
value represents. You can only use this function on numeric values. To ignore breaks and cross groups when calculating
column percentages, use the TPCT function.

The PCT function is valid for across-tabulation reports.

TCPCT

The TCPCT function computes the total cumulative percentage for each column value. Even if you assign a break on a
column, or if you use the ACROSS function, the TCPCT function gives the cumulative percentage as a function of the
column total (rather than the break total). To calculate cumulative percentages as a function of the break or across group
total, use the CPCT function.

         Yearly Ray Gun SalesLocation                Sales          TCPCTWashington     

         41                22Boston                  23                35Detroit        

         51                63Chicago                 67               100

The total cumulative percent replaces the column data in the report.

TPCT

The TPCT function computes what percentage of the total column value that each value represents. Even if you assign
a break on a column, or if you use the ACROSS function, the TPCT function gives the percentage as a function of the
column total (rather than the break total). To calculate percentages as a function of the break or across group total, use
the PCT function.

            Yearly Ray Gun SalesLocation                Sales          TPCTWashington   

           41               22Boston                  23               13Detroit        

         51               27Chicago                 67               37

The total percent replaces the actual column data in the report.
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Specifying Edit Codes with Forms
This section describes an additional feature that can be used with forms-specifying edit codes.

When creating a report, you often want certain types of data to appear in a special format. For example, you might want
a dollar sign to appear next to a salary figure, or you might want to insert hyphens in a phone number. The Edit Code
Facility is provided for controlling the output format of your data.

The two types of edit codes are predefined and custom. For convenience, predefined edit codes permit you to specify
predefined formatting options for numeric, date, and character data.

Custom edit codes permit you to easily format character and numeric data with special characters that appear in the final
output. You can also use custom edit programs, called edit exits, that your CA Report Facility administrator creates to
perform specialized editing or formatting processes.

  

How to Specify Edit Codes

You enter the edit codes in the Edit field on the Build Form screen for your form type. We use the Build Column Form
screen in this section as an example.

BCOL.03            ----------- Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>
                                                                                   

                                                                Shrink? N  Headings?

 Y  Form: POMCH01.EMPLOYEE               Rpt Width: 00176Sel Column Title        

             Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:DSN8810.EMP              

                                                  S   #CEMP;NUMBER                

     CHAR 6                                   S   FIRSTNME                        

 VARCHAR 12                               S   MIDDLE;INITIAL                   CHAR

 1                                   S   LASTNAME                         VARCHAR

 15                               S   WORKDEPT                         CHAR 3    

                               X10 #RPHONE;NUMBER                   CHAR 4       

                            S   #LDATE;OF;HIRE                   DATE            

         ISO                 JOB                              CHAR 8             

                      S   EDLEVEL                          SMALLINT              

   I                   SEX                              CHAR 1                   

                S   BIRTHDATE                        DATE                     ISO 

            D11 SALARY                           DECIMAL 9.02             K2      

        S   BONUS                            DECIMAL 9.02             K2          

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PHONE                  EMP                  MIDDLE                       

    NUMBER         SALARY  NUMBER  FIRSTNME      INITIAL  LASTNAME        

 WORKDEP....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXX

     1,999,999.99  XXXXXX  XXXXXXXXXXXX  X        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX    

Note the following fields on the screen:

•  EDIT
Enter an edit code.

•  BIRTHDATE
The ISO format is entered in the Edit field for the BIRTHDATE column. The ISO edit code formats the date as
1962-12-31 (yyyy-mm-dd).
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If you want the date in USA format (mm/dd/yyy), enter USA in the Edit field for that query column.

NOTE
Your administrator can reset the default data type in your User Profile.

Displaying a List of Edit Codes

To see a list of the edit codes that you can use, position the cursor in the Edit field of the column you want to format and
press PF1 (HELP). The Specify Column Edit screen opens. This screen contains the edit code information for that data
type.

EDCD.04            ------------ Specify Edit Code --------------              Command==>
                                                                                      

                                                                             Form Name:

 POMCH01.EMPLOYEE                                                 Column Name: BIRTHDATE

                                                        Column Type: DATE              

                                             Function Used: (None)                 Slot

 Width: 10                            Result Type: DATE                   Slot Align:
                                                                                     

         Sample Data: 2005-07-27                                                     

   ENTER Edit: ISO                                                                   

        ....*....1                                                       Edited Data:

 2005-07-27                                                                             

                                                        The following types of edits are

 valid.  Select any for further help.          1. ISO          ISO                     

                                      2. USA          USA                               

                            3. EUR          EUR                                         

                  4. STD          STD                                                   

        5. XS           XS                                                            6.

 XL           XL                                                            7. Exit Pgm 

    *ZIPCODE,5 or *STATENAM,2,UPPER,:3                           

Note the following fields on this screen:

•  COLUMN NAME, TYPE, WIDTH
(Display only) The name, data type, and report width of the column.

•  Sample Data
Use this open field to enter sample data. It lets you see what the edit will look like so you can make any necessary
changes as needed.

•  ENTER Edit
Enter one of the codes displayed in the Valid Edit Codes list and press Enter to change the edit code. In the example,
we enter the ISO edit code for the BIRTHDATE column.

•  EDITED DATA
(Display only) Masked sample text, showing how the field displays using the current edit code. In the example, a date
in the ISO format displays (2000-02-29).

•  Valid Edit Codes
(Display only) The valid edit codes for that data type display in the lower portion of the screen.
When you enter an edit code in the Column Edit field and press Enter, the Edited Data field shows you what the data
format looks like. If necessary, you can enter different codes to see what they look like.
When you finish, press PF3 (END) to return to the Build Form screen you are using. The selected edit code appears
under the EDIT column and the Detail Line Display at the bottom of the screen shows the results of applying the edit
on the specified column.
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NOTE
An edit code does not affect the use of functions on data. Functions are applied to the source data, which is
the pre-edited data; they are not applied to edited data. An edit code affects only the format of the data in a
report.

Edit Code Processing

This section provides an overview of how edit codes are processed.

Width Edit Codes

The two uses of the W (width) code in the Edit Code field on a Build Form screen are as a substring request or
a limit request. These uses are described below:

• SUBSTRING: A substring request is a stand-alone use of a width edit code. That is, you do not combine it with any
other edit code. Examples are:
– W5: Report the first five digits or characters of the data. The first position is the starting position (default).
– W7:2: Report the two digits or characters that start at the seventh position.

• LIMIT: A limit request is the use of a width edit code in combination with another edit code. You can only apply it to
numeric data to limit the number of digits reported. Examples are:
– D2,W5: Limit the data (in D2 format) to five digits.
– K,W3: Limit the data (in K format) to three digits.

If you use the W code, you must specify a number after it, such as W2. You cannot use the W code without specifying a
length for it.

When determining the starting position, numeric and character data are counted differently:

 Type of Data  Starting Position is Determined 

Character By counting from left to right. For example, if you assign the W3
edit code to SATURDAY, SAT is returned. If you assign W6:3,
then DAY is returned.

Numeric By counting from right to left. For example, if you assign the K,W7
edit code to 00000CSV4567, the right-most seven digits in the
format 12,345.67 are returned. The remaining digits are truncated.

Justification

Any data associated with a data window is automatically justified. Character data is left justified, and numeric data is right
justified. The justification eliminates any blanks. For example, if you have a 14-byte character string that ends with seven
blanks, the justification would look like this (we use character data in both examples for easier reading):

 Description  < Data Window > 

Data after left-justification: ABCDEFG

Data after right-justification: ABCDEFG

If you use a Mailing Label, Letter, or Block form, you can override the default justification by assigning a “squeeze code.”
For more information, see Squeeze Codes.

Processing Order

Data is processed in the following order:
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• Apply a limit request to the source data, using a width (W) edit code, to determine the actual data to use.
• Format the data according to the edit code, including a substring request, which uses a width (W) edit code.
• Place the data into the data window, based on the default or assigned justification.

Truncation

If the required data does not fit in the data window, it is truncated. To fit the data in the window, you might need to adjust
the size of the data window, the assigned edit code, or the spacing used in the report. Whenever truncation occurs, the
problem is addressed in one of two ways:

• Usually, the data window is filled with asterisks (*) followed by a number, such as ***7. This is the total number of digits
or characters that must fit in the data window.

• If the window is not large enough to accommodate the number and at least one leading asterisk (for example, *15),
only asterisks (**) are displayed.

Predefined Edit Codes

Versatility in formatting data for your report is available. Edit codes are used to format character, date, time, and numeric
data. You can enter the edit codes in the Edit field of the Build Column Form screen, and in the Edit Code field in the Field
Edit Area of the following screens:

• Build Label Form
• Build Letter Form
• Build Block Form
• Build Header
• Build Footer
• Build Break

Use the Target Type field on the Build Extract Form to edit the data that is extracted. Press PF1 (HELP) when the cursor
is in the Edit field to view all of the edit options for that specific data type.

Contents

Predefined Character Edit Codes

Character edit codes are only valid for character fields and let you specify a column width that is less than the defined
column width. Enter the new column width in the Col field, and enter the character edit code in the Edit field on the Build
Column Form screen.

The Detail Line Display (sample report line on the bottom of the Build Column Form screen) shows W's for any field with a
character edit code. The Spacing field in the header controls the number of spaces that appear after the column.
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The following edit codes wrap character data:

Wrap Edit Code Description

CW Wraps data within its column, breaking at the end of the column as
specified by the column width. For example, the following text is
displayed as if it had a CW code and a column width of 25:

The CW edit code breaks d

ata at the end of the col

umn, even if the break sp

lits a word.

Note: Character column wrap edit codes CW, CT and CDx are
supported in column forms only.

CT Wraps data within its column, breaking at the nearest blank
character. If there is no blank character, then the column splits
at the defined column width. For example, the following text is
displayed as if it had a CT code and a column width of 25:
The CT edit code breaks
data at a blank
character, keeping words
together.
Note: Character column wrap edit codes CW, CT and CDx are
supported in column forms only.

CDx Wraps data within its column, breaking at the x character. You can
specify the x character to be any character, and it does not appear
in the output. If multiple x characters appear together, then blank
lines are inserted. For example, if you specify CD;:
Input:

The CDx edit code breaks;data 

when it reaches a specific;; 

character specified; by the 

"x".

Result:

The CDx edit code breaks

data when it reaches a 

specific 

character specified

by the "x".

Note: Character column wrap edit codes CW, CT and CDx are
supported in column forms only.

NOTE
Use of the DISTINCT Column feature and wrap edit codes are mutually exclusive. The exclusion code
compares consecutive print lines, and not complete detail lines. Wrapped detail lines include more than one
print line.
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The following edit codes truncate data:

Truncating Edit Codes Description

W# Enter W followed by a number to limit the width of the column to
the number of characters you specify, counting from left to right.
The remaining characters are disregarded (truncated).

Wx:y This edit code allows you more control over the character
substring retrieved for the report column. The first number, x,
determines the position of the first character in the substring,
counting from left to right. The second number, y, determines how
many characters from that point the substring includes.

 

Predefined Numeric Edit Codes

The following numeric edit codes are only for numeric fields:

Numeric Edit Codes Description

D Displays numbers with a sign (if the number is negative), currency
symbol, inserted commas, and leading spaces (spaces whenever
the number is not as large as the defined field). For example:
-$1,234,567.89

I Displays numbers with a sign and leading zeroes (zero whenever
the number is not as large as the defined field), but with no
commas. For example:
-000CSV45.67

J Displays numbers with leading zeroes, no commas and no sign.
For example:
000CSV45.67

K Displays numbers with a sign, inserted commas, and leading
spaces. For example:
-1,234,567.89

L Displays numbers with a sign and leading spaces, but no commas.
For example:
-CSV4567.89

P Displays numbers as a percent, with a sign, inserted periods, and
leading spaces. For example:
-1.234.567.89%

The digit after the edit code defines the number of decimal positions. For example, D2 signifies two decimal positions. If
you do not specify a digit, no decimal positions print.

Edit codes are also provided to adjust report column width for numeric data.

Numeric column width edit codes permit you to reduce the column width for numeric data. For example, if you define a
column as DECIMAL(15,2), but the largest number the column contains is seven digits, you can request to truncate the
data to seven digits.

NOTE
Edit codes for numeric data count digits from right to left. Edit codes for character data count characters from left
to right.
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Numeric Width Edit Codes

The following edit codes adjust the width of report columns containing numeric data.

Numeric Width Edit Codes Description

W# Enter W followed by a number. The number represents the
number of digits you want to show in the column. Digits are
counted from right to left, disregarding commas, decimal points,
and other formatting characters.
You must use the W# numeric edit code with a predefined
numeric edit code, such as K2. (Predefined Hex and Bit Edit
Codes discusses numeric edit codes in more detail.) Follow the
predefined edit code with a comma.
For example, if you enter an edit code of K2,W7 on a 12-
character, numeric salary field, The right-most seven digits of data
are included. The remaining non-significant digits are truncated.
The result is in the format 12,345.67.

Wx:y You always use this edit code without a predefined numeric
edit code, such as K2, because numeric data is expanded to
characters before editing.
The first number, x, determines the position of the first digit
to show on the report, counting from right to left. The second
number, y, determines how many digits to include (moving from
left to right). Remaining digits are truncated.
For example, you can apply this edit code to telephone numbers.
Assuming that the telephone number is stored as a 10-digit integer
(for example, 6306205000), the edit code, W10:3, displays only
the area code 630 on the report. To display the local telephone
number only (without a hyphen), use the edit code, W7:7, which
results in 6205000 on the report.
See Predefined Hex and Bit Edit Codes for more information about
numeric width edit codes.

 

Predefined Date Edit Codes

You can use date edit codes for any DATE type columns and any CHAR type column which is 6 characters or larger.

For character data, you must specify a mask after the edit code that describes the format of the date in the character field.
Enter Y to represent the year characters or C and Y to represent the century and year characters, M to represent the
month characters, and D to represent the day characters.

For example, if the character field contains a date in YYYYMMDD format and you want it displayed in USA format, enter
the following value for the edit code: USA,YYYYMMDD or USA,CCYYMMDD. This describes the input field so that it will
be formatted in the USA style date MM/DD/YYYY.

The possible date formats are:

Date Edit Codes Description

ISO Displays the date in the YYYY-MM-DD format. For example:
1996-11-29

USA Displays the date in the MM-DD-YYYY format. For example:
11-29-1996
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EUR Displays the date in the DD.MM.YYYY format. For example:
29.11.1996

XS Displays the date in the expanded short format. For example:
29 Nov 1996

XL Displays the date in the expanded long format. For example:
November 29, 1996

STD Displays the date in the YY/MM/DD format. For example:
99/11/29

NOTE
The XL (Expand Long) and XS (Expand Short) date edit codes display dates in upper or mixed case format,
based on the “CASE by form type/function” value your administrator specifies on the User Profile Maintenance
screen.

NOTE
For more information about the CASE by form type/function option, see the User and Group Profiles
Maintenance section.

If your character date contains only two characters for the year, the four- character date must be determined. To give you
the opportunity to influence this process, the century specification is available.

If your edit code specifies ISO,YYMMDD, the four-character date will be determined based on the current date. Therefore,
in 1999, all dates will be 19YY-MM-DD, however in 2000, all dates will be 20YY-MM-DD. CA Report Facility uses the
current date since it has no other information about your data.

The century specification lets you specify what century should be used instead of the current century. The century
specification is defined as Cnnosmm. Where the C is a constant, nn is the century to use if the following comparison
is true, o is the optional comparison operator and can only be < or >, s is an optional sign, and mm is the optional
comparator or index.

The century specification appends to the character date format as defined above. For example, in an edit of
ISO,YYMMDD, you can specify the century requirements by following the YYMMDD with a comma and the desired
century specification. The century specification is ignored for format masks that indicate four Ys or two Cs.

This specification allows three types of century windowing:

• The fixed century where you specify the century characters to use in every case.
Cnn indicates that every year is nnYY.
So EUR,YYMMDD,C19 would yield dates as DD.MM.19YY.
This specification should be used only for dates that you know are only from the given century.

• The fixed window where you specify the century characters to use for any given year that is less than or more than the
comparator mm.
Cnnomm indicates that the century will be: nn if the year YY is o (< or >) than mm.
Otherwise, the century will be:
– nn +1 is o is >
– nn -1 if o is <
So USA,YYMMDD,C19>85 would yield dates as
– MM/DD/19YY for YY > 85 and
– MM/DD/20YY for YY < 86.
But USA,YYMMDD,C20<85 would yield dates as
– MM/DD/20YY for YY < 85 and
– MM/DD/19YY for YY > 84.
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The comparison here is made by comparing the two-character comparator against the data's YY characters. This
specification determines the window statically and “fixes” the range of years for each century. There might be a reason
to change this specification with time unless the context of the date field will never change.

• The sliding window where you specify the century characters to use for any given year that is less than or more than
the current year plus or minus the index mm.
Cnnosmm indicates that the century will be:
nn if the year YY is o (< or >) than today s (+ or -) mm
Otherwise, the century will be:
– nn +1 if o is >
– nn -1 if o is <
So USA,YYMMDD,C19>-10 would yield dates as:
– MM/DD/19YY for YY > current_year - 10 and
– MM/DD/20YY for YY < current_year - 9
But USA,YYMMDD,C20<+50 would yield dates as:
– MM/DD/20YY for YY < current_year + 50 and
– MM/DD/19YY for YY > current_year + 49.
The comparison here is made by taking today's four character year and adding or subtracting the index and then
comparing the resulting two-character year against the data's YY characters. So, C19<+50 will yield the same results
as C19<-50. This specification determines the window dynamically and slides along with time as the years progress.
There should be little reason to change this specification with time unless the context of the data field changes.

Predefined Time Edit Codes

Time edit codes are valid only for fields with the data type of TIME:

TimeEdit Codes Description

ISO Displays the time in the HH.MM.SS format. For example:
14.39.46

USA Displays the time in the HH:MM AM (or PM) format. For example:
02:39 PM

JIS Displays the time in the HH:MM:SS format. For example:
14:39:46

 

Predefined Timestamp Edit Codes

Timestamp edit codes are valid only for fields with the data type of TIMESTAMP. You are not limited to these edit codes
for TIMESTAMP columns. You can also edit these columns with most alpha edit codes.

Timestamp Edit Codes Description

ISO Displays the timestamp in the following format:
YYYY-MM-DD-HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN
For example, 1996-11-29-14.39.46.382829.

USA Displays the timestamp in the following format:
MM-DD-YYYY HH:MM:SS.NNN AP
For example, 11-29-1996 02.39.46.382 PM.

EUR Displays the timestamp in the following format:
DD.MM.YYYY.HH.MM.SS.NNNNNN
For example, 29.11.1996.14.39.46.382829.
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JIS Displays the timestamp in the following format:
YYYY-MM-DD-HH:MM:SS.NNNNNN
For example, 1996-11-29-14:39:46.382829.

STD Displays the timestamp in the following format:
YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS AP
For example, 99/11/29 02:39:46 PM.

XS) Displays the timestamp in the extended short format. For example,
29 NOV 1999 14.39.46.

XL Displays the timestamp in the extended long format. For example,
November 29, 1996 14.39.46.382829.

The XL (Expand Long) and XS (Expand Short) date edit codes display dates in upper or mixed case format, based on
the CASE by form type/function value your administrator specifies on the User Profile Maintenance screen. For more
information about the CASE by form type/function option, see the User and Group Profiles Maintenance section.

Note the following:

• DB2 extracts support only ISO and TIMESTMP (which is the same as ISO).
• Any extract can use TIMESTMP in place of ISO.

Hex Edit Codes

Hex edit codes let you convert data into its hexadecimal, or hex, representation. Hex codes can be used on character
data.

Hex Edit Codes Description

X Convert to hex and truncate at the end of the column. For
example, assuming a column width of 11 and original data of
ABCDEFGH:
>C1C2C3C4C5C<

XW Convert to hex and wrap at the end of the column. For example,
assuming a column width of 11 and original data of ABCDEFGH:
>C1C2C3C4C5C<
>6C7C8 <

Note the following regarding hex edit codes:

• Each character in the original data is converted into a 2-digit hex pattern using an EBCDIC conversion (the IBM
standard US pattern).

• The XW (wrap) edit can only be used in the detail area of a Column form.
• These edit codes are never processed as Mask edits despite their similarity (in that they use the X indicator).

Bit Edit Codes

Bit edit codes let you convert data into its binary, or bit, representation. Bit codes can be used on character data.

Bit Edit Codes Description

B Convert to bit and truncate at the end of the column. For example,
assuming a column width of 20 and original data of ABCD:
>11000001110000101100<
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BW Convert to bit and wrap at the end of the column. For example,
assuming a column width of 20 and original data of ABCD:
11000001110000101100<
>001111000100

Note the following regarding bit edit codes:

• Each character in the original data is converted into an 8-digit bit pattern using an EBCDIC conversion (the IBM
standard US pattern).

• The BW (wrap) edit can only be used in the detail area of a Column form.

Column Width Edit Code Rules

This section discusses rules that should be followed when using the truncating column width edit codes (W# and Wx:y).

General

The following section applies to character and numeric column width edit codes:

• The detail line at the bottom of the screen shows column width adjustments.
• The column width is always equal to the column heading width or the data field width, whichever is greater. If you

truncate character data to a width less than the column heading, the column heading width is the width of the column.
If you want a smaller width, change the column heading.

• The W# and Wx:y edit codes do not allow you to enter a column width greater than the maximum allowed. If you enter
a number that exceeds the maximum character width for the column, the number is automatically changed to reflect
the maximum width for the column.

• You cannot enter a width edit code of W0.
• When using the Wx:y edit code, the value of y must be less than or equal to x.
• You can control inter-column spacing by changing the value in the Col field or the Spacing field.
• You cannot combine the W edit codes with an edit mask. However, you can truncate data with edit masks by entering

a mask smaller than the data width.
• The column width displayed under the Col heading is automatically adjusted, except when you are using the character

wrapping codes (CW,CT, and CD).
• You can use column width edit codes for detail line data and report text (header, footer, break, and final).

Character

The following rules apply to character column width edit codes:

• You cannot combine the width (W) edit code with the character wrapping (CW, CT, and CD) edit codes. For example,
you cannot truncate or take a substring of a character field and then wrap the remaining data using the character
wrapping edit codes.

• If you are using functions such as MAX or MIN, the character width codes are applied to the data before it completes
the functions.

NOTE
The Wx:y edit code follows the rules for character data.

Numeric

The following rules apply to the numeric column width edit code, W#:

• If you specify a numeric edit code, you must specify it before the W# code. Separate the numeric edit code and column
width code with a comma, for example, D0,W7. You cannot specify the numeric edit code after the W# code.
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If you do not specify a numeric edit code, the data is converted to a character string and is counted from right to left.
The data is truncated according the W# code.

• If you specify a column size that is too small to hold all of the significant digits of data, the overflow is flagged on the
report. For example, 0CSV456.78 becomes ********8, meaning that W8 is required (eight digits) to display the data.
You can then revise the form to increase the size of the column.
The overflow condition is only flagged in detail lines. It does not flag overflow conditions in report text (header, break,
footer, or final).
The Wx:y numeric edit code never causes an overflow condition to be reported, because this is assumed to be the
intended function.

• The numeric edit code is applied before digits are counted, and they are truncated before the column width edit code
is applied. For example, if you specify D0,W7 for a numeric column, the D0 code causes the decimal digits to be
truncated before the W7 code is applied. Therefore, seven places result to the left of the decimal point.

• If you group data (the GROUP function), the numeric column width codes have no effect, because the grouped data is
automatically accumulated and displayed in the correct amount of space.

Custom Edit Codes

In addition to predefined edit codes, custom edit codes are available for your reports. The following sections describe
these two types of customized edit codes.

Contents

Masking

Masking is valid for character and numeric data. You mask the data to show how you want the data to appear. Use Xs to
represent each character or number position of the data. Insert spaces, dashes, symbols, characters, or numbers where
you want them to appear in the data.

For example, suppose you have a field that returns nine characters in the format 123456789. If you enter the edit mask
XXX-XX-XXXX, the characters appear as 123-45-6789. Because you entered the hyphens in the mask, the hyphens also
appear in the formatted data.

The number of Xs you use cannot exceed the number of characters in the field. However, the number of Xs can be less
than the number of actual data characters to force truncation.

Before the edit pattern is applied to numeric data, it expands the numeric data into pure character text (without commas
or decimal points). Xs are then matched to characters, counting right to left for numeric data and from left to right for
character data. The remaining characters are truncated.

If the number of Xs is less than the number of actual data characters, the edit codes you entered are not changed, but the
correct number of Xs are shown in the Detail Line Display.

Where to Enter Masks

You can enter masks in several places:

• In the Edit field of the Build Column Form screen
• In the Edit Code field of the other Build Form screens
• In the Edit Code field of the Build Header, Build Footer, and Build Break screens
• In the Column Edit field of the Specify Column Edit screen

See the “Report Formatting” section for information about headers and footers.

• Length of Mask Field
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Defines the length of the Mask field. The Column List screens used when building forms display only as much of the
edit code as possible and use a continuation character to indicate that there is more.

• Extended Edit Codes
Note the following regarding extended edit codes.
– The extended definitions for edit codes now support 65 bytes.
– The extended edit codes are generally useful for edit exits and edit masks.

NOTE
Extract target types have not been changed.

Mask Edit Example

The following screen shows an example of an edit mask.

BCOL.03            ----------- Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.RETAIL_INFO            Rpt Width: 00142Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                             D1  STORE_NUMBER                     CHAR 5                   XX-

XXX               B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   MANAGER_NAME                     VARCHAR 25               XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

+     A:PTI.SALES_INFO                                                         S   TOYS_MONTH_

$                     DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   CLOTHES_MONTH_

$                  DECIMAL 9.02             K2              S   NUMBER_SALES_MO                  SMALLINT                 I               S   FISCAL_EOY                       DATE                     XL                   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                          S   NUMBER_EMPLOYEES                 SMALLINT                 I                    X:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   TOTAL_SALES                      DECIMAL 10.02            K2                                                                                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                              STORE_NUMBER  MANAGER_NAME                TOYS_MONTH_

$  CLOTHES_MONTH_

$  NUMBE....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XX-

XXX        XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX   1,999,999.99     1,999,999.99       

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Edit Mask for STORE_NUMBER
In this example, a mask is entered for STORE_NUMBER. This mask displays store numbers in the form XX-XXX. (The
number is entered in the database without the hyphens.)

• Detail Line Display
The Detail Line Display shows how the data will display in the report. STORE_NUMBER displays in the custom format
specified in the Edit field.
You can continually adjust the format of your data until it appears the way you want it to display in the report.

Numeric Edit Mask Rules

This section outlines the rules you should follow when using numeric edit masks:

• The edit pattern for the numeric edit mask is applied from the right.

NOTE
This is unlike masks for character data, which are applied from the left.

• You can use numeric edit masks for detail line data and report text (header, footer, break, and final).
• If you want to use an edit mask and truncate data, enter an edit mask that is smaller than the column width.

For example, you can use a numeric edit mask to display telephone numbers that are stored as integer data to save
storage space. Enter the edit mask (XXX) XXX-XXXX to display the number in proper format on the report. If you do
not need to show the area code, enter XXX-XXXX, and the area code digits are truncated.

• You cannot use edit masks with any other edit codes.
• The column width is always equal to the column heading width or the data field width, whichever is greater. If you

truncate data to a width less than the column heading, the column heading width is the width of the column. If you want
a smaller width, change the column heading.
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External Editing Programs

The use of exits to user-written programs that edit data are supported. This lets you invoke a non-PRF program to
translate or transform data in any manner you want that CA Report Facility edit codes do not already support.

For example, you might have written a program that converts state postal abbreviations into their full state names.
Because none of CA Report Facility edit codes performs this function, you can use your program to do this. Another
useful application might be to convert a date into an unusual format.

You can also use an exit to process a value in a conditional manner. For example, you might want to flag certain records
that meet predetermined criteria. Two values could be passed to an exit program, then a message would be returned to
indicate any exceptional conditions, such as an employee whose salary exceeds the manager's.

Where to Enter Edit Exits

To indicate that you want an exit to take place so that you can edit data externally, enter information in the Edit Code field
on the Build Form screen for your form. See the Build Column Form screen in Masking for an example of an Edit Code
field.

The format for entering edit exit information in the Edit Code field is:

*pgmname,length,parameters

Each item in the format is described below:

Item Description

* The asterisk (*) indicates the use of an exit.

pgmname The name of the load module that is to be executed to accomplish
the data edit process.

length The length of the data that the exit program returns to CA Report
Facility for use in the report.

parameters Any number of optional parameters that are to be passed to the
load module.

Each parameter:

• Must be separated by a comma
• Is passed to the exit program in the sequence indicated in your Edit Code statement
• Is a literal value that is passed to the exit program as a character string

NOTE
You can apply edit exits only to detail line data, and fields embedded in break and summary areas that do not
have functions applied to them. In other words, you cannot use an edit exit on a field in a summary area if a
function is used in generating the source value.

Specifying a Field Parameter

If you prefer, you can pass the value of a query field to your edit exit program for processing. For example, you might want
to send an abbreviation to the edit exit and have the exit change the abbreviation into the full word.

You cannot use query fields with the predefined designators (<p>, <d>, <t>, <q>, <f>, and <#>). When you run a form, the
designators are translated and processed before the query is executed. Therefore, there are no query fields to pass to the
exit program.

To pass the value of a query field to an edit exit, complete these steps:

• Determine the number associated with the field you want to pass to the edit exit:
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– For column or tabulation forms, access the Build Expression screen to determine the correct number of the field you
want to pass.

– For block forms, refer to the field listing at the bottom of the screen.

NOTE
On the Build Form screen, you can access the Build Query screen by typing QUERY in the command line
and pressing Enter. The query associated with that form displays, allowing you to view the list of fields and
their corresponding numbers. To return to the Build Form screen, press PF3 (End).

• In the Edit field of your Build Form screen, list the statement to invoke your edit exit, as described in the previous
section. To specify the field, enter the field number preceded by a colon (:#).
For example, if field #4 in your query is called FIRSTNAME, you can pass :4 to your edit exit. It then takes the data
associated with the FIRSTNAME query field and uses that value in the edit exit.

To provide another example, suppose you have an exit program called STATEPGM, which translates state codes
into state names. It returns a full name of 14 characters when you provide it with a number or a 2-character postal
abbreviation. It also requires an indicator telling it which type of code, numeric (N) or abbreviation (A), is being used. The
statement you would enter in the Edit field looks like this:

*STATEPGM,14,N

If you add a parameter for field #3, it looks like this:

*STATEPGM,14,N,:3

The previous statement does all of the following:

• Invokes the STATEPGM edit exit
• Indicates that it should return 14 characters
• Identifies that the state code is a numeric code (N)
• Passes the value in field #3 to the edit exit

Guidelines for Passing Values to Edit Exits

Keep the following guidelines in mind when passing a field value to an edit exit:

• Literals and field abbreviations might appear in any order within the parameter list.
• If a field that is used in an edit exit parameter is removed from a query, the entire Edit field is cleared when the form is

selected.
• Field numbers used in an edit exit parameter list are automatically updated if the number changes due to changes in

the query. If the change cannot be made due to the size restriction of the Edit field, the entire Edit field is cleared.

Result of External Editing Programs

The result of any exit is a character string of the length that the length parameter indicates. The character string appears
when you run the form.

WARNING
The returned value is treated as a character string, even if the source value was not character data. When you
apply functions to this field, you are restricted to only those functions that process character data. Numeric
functions are ignored the same way a width edit code used on numeric data is ignored.

Using External Edit Programs with Extract Forms

You can use edit exits only for CSV extracts because these are the only extracts that support data conversion.
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Invoking External Edit Programs

See the Exits in the Administrating section for information about dynamically invoking edit exits and for library information.

Report Formatting
This section describes several features in CA Report Facility that you can use to format text and data, giving your forms a
custom-designed look. These report formatting options also help users navigate in the reports.

The administrator can define a standard company header and footer. The COPY DEFAULT command lets you copy the
standard header or footer to the current form. For more information, see Displaying and Maintaining Company Headers
and Footers.

Several formatting settings are set globally for a system by the administrator:

• By default, when a query returns an empty table or no rows, the product does not generate a report. The administrator
can change this behavior globally to generate empty reports to indicate such null results. (This feature does not apply
to Extract, Mailing Label, or Letter forms.)

• A product default header and footer can be displayed. This feature can be useful for separating reports, especially if
hard copies are printed. By default, the footer is displayed but not the header.

• The column name suffix can be displayed. By default, this suffix is not displayed.

For more information, see System Profiles.

Other formatting features are listed below:

•  Orienting Text
You can specify text for page headers, page footers, and breaks. The text that you enter in these areas is
called orienting text, because it helps orient readers as to where they are in the report.
–  Headers

You can create a heading for each page of the report and use headers with the Letter, Block, Column, and
Tabulation forms. The default for reports is no heading. See Build Page Header for more information.

–  Footers
You can create a footer for each page of the report and use footers with the Letter, Block, Column, and Tabulation
forms. The default for reports is no footer. See Build Page Footer for more information.

–  Break Text
You can write your own text or use the default text for each break (group of detail lines). You can create break
headers to print before the data for each break or break footers to print after the data for each break. You can use
break headers and footers with the Block, Column, and Tabulation forms.
You can assign functions and embed data in your break text. You can also make reports that contain only breaks to
use as a summary report. See Building Breaks for more information.

–  Final Text
You can design final text, such as report summary information, that prints at the end of the report. You can use final
text with the Block, Column, and Tabulation forms. See Final Text for more information.

•  Embedding Data
You can insert the data from a query field into your form. You can mix text and data on the same line using this
feature.
For Column and Tabulation forms, you can embed data in the break text, headers, and footers. For Block forms, you
can embed data in the body of the form, as well as in the break text, headers, and footers.
For Letter forms, you can embed data in the body of the letter, as well as in the headers and footers. For Mailing
Labels, you can embed text in the body of the label, as long as data is on the same line.
See Embedding Data for more information.

•  Squeeze Codes
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You can assign text-formatting codes to wrap, justify, and delete lines or blocks of lines. You can use squeeze
codes with the Mailing Label, Letter, and Block forms, and all freeform text areas (such as headers and footers).
See Squeeze Codes for more information.

•  Line Codes
You can assign line-formatting codes to insert, delete, replicate, or split lines. You can use line codes with the
Mailing Label, Letter, and Block forms, and all freeform text areas (such as headers and footers). See Using Line
Commands for more information.

•  Cut-and-Paste
You can cut out a section of the form and paste it at a different location on your Letter or Block form. See Cut-and-
Paste Screen for more information.

•  Wrapping Data
You can display data from a query field at various locations on the form. You can spread the data horizontally across
the form or vertically down the form. You can use data wrapping with the Mailing Label, Letter, and Block forms, and all
freeform text areas (such as headers and footers). See Wrapping Data for more information.

•  Column Titles
You can use the DB2 table column name as the title for the field or change the title to suit your report. You can change
column titles on the Column and Tabulation Forms.
See Column Form for information about designing column titles.

•  Select Data, Clear Lines
You can use the ALL and SOME commands to select fields and place them on the form. The CL (Clear Line)
command clears the lines and columns you specify.
You can only use the ALL, SOME, and CL commands with the Block Form. See Block Form section for information
about using these commands.

Building Breaks

When you define a break on a field, the text breaks every time the data in that field changes. For example, if you define a
break on LOCATION, every time the location changes the text breaks.

The report also shows a subtotal for each field on which you applied a function. You should only break on fields that you
ordered in your query with the ORDER BY designation. This is because logical groupings on which to break are needed.
Otherwise, the report breaks on every row.

Default text is inserted at every break, but you can define your own text according to your own needs.

For example, suppose you are listing sales information in order by location, and you break on the LOCATION field. The
report lists all accounts for one location together, then lists all accounts for the next location together, and so on.

Do not confuse a break with a GROUP BY. The purpose of a break is to display detail lines with the results of any
functions that you applied to the fields. The GROUP BY function, on the other hand, effectively consolidates the data in
the tables into divisions or groups. The GROUP BY function returns one total (row) for each group. A break returns detail
rows, as well as totals for each break and for the whole report.

You can use up to 16 breaks in your Block and Column forms. These breaks are numbered and identified as Break 1,
Break 2, Break 3, and so on. The breaks are hierarchical, meaning that when the form breaks for Break 1, it also breaks
on all other breaks.

NOTE

• HTML and XML forms do not support breaks.
• Tabulation forms allow only 15 breaks because the GROUP BY function itself is considered to be a break.
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Break Header and Footer Features

The two different types of breaks are:

• Break headers: The text or data in the break appears above the grouped data.
• Break footers: The text or data in the break appears after the grouped data.

Depending on the extent of your report, break headers and footers can appear several times on one page or only once
every few pages. You enter both the break headers and footers on the Build Break screen, which is described in this
section. This section collectively refers to break headers and footers as “break text.”

The following features for creating Break Headers and Footers are available:

• Break headers and footers can contain a maximum of 500 lines each. Break headers and footers in Column and
Tabulation forms, which are not restricted to a width of 240 characters, can have a lower maximum number of lines,
following this formula:
NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

• You can request a new page break before or after the break area.
• You can split a break area across pages, or force it to fit on a single page (default).
• Repeat Column Titles works in both online display and in print.

– Column titles do not repeat after the break area if a detail line does not immediately follow.
– If a break area with a specified repeat starts a page, titles are not generated at the top of the page, they are only

generated after the break area.
• Before lines are not processed if the break area starts at the top of a page.
• After lines are truncated if a break area is allowed to fit at the bottom of a page.
• Break area footer options are applied to user-defined break footer text or default break footer text.
• Break headers and footers behave the same across all form types.
• When in “Line mode” display (in Column and Tabulation forms), new page requests are not honored, break area

splitting is enabled, Repeat Column Titles is suppressed, and Before or After line truncation is not applied.

General Guidelines

Note the following features regarding Headers, Footers, Breaks, and Final Summaries:

• Tab forms are limited to a Line mode display only. Printing is done in Page mode.
• Column titles are not generated for reports that use column titles if report pages do not contain detail data.
• Online display and print processing use the same logic in all form generate programs and are closer to WYSIWYG

than previous releases.
• Online print requests use the page depth from the current display session. Batch requests use the page depth you

specified on the Run Batch Job screen.
• All forms, except Extract forms, use a common page table processor to determine what fits on a page, and the number

of pages in a report.
• All form processors use the same type of logic to generate reports to make maintenance easier.

Selecting ORDER BY

Because you should only break on fields that are ordered, you must know which fields you ordered in your query. To see
all the fields you chose to ORDER BY, enter the ORDER command.

The order numbers appear in the Break field. You can then set your breaks by entering the break information over the
ORDER BY numbers. If you do not want a break, type over the ORDER BY numbers with a space.
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Quick Steps for Specifying Breaks and Customizing Break Text

To specify breaks and customize break text:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify the name of a Block or Column form in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The appropriate Build Form screen appears.

• If you are using a Block Form, continue with Step 2.
• If you are using a Column Form, skip to Step 3.

2. On the Build Block Form screen, enter BREAK in the command line. Press Enter. The Breaks, Functions & Edit
Codes screen appears.

3. On the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen or the Build Column Form screen, enter the number of the break in the
Brk field next to the column on which you want the report to break. Press Enter.
When you press Enter, default break text is established which you can customize or suppress.
– If you want to customize or suppress the break text, continue with Step 4.
– If you do not want to customize or suppress the break text, skip to Step 7.

4. Enter BREAK  x in the command line, where x is the number of the break. Press Enter. The Build Break screen
appears.

5. From this screen, you can:
– Customize the break heading by entering text and data windows in the text entry area above the ruler.
– Suppress the break heading by entering Y in the Suppress Heading? field.
– Customize the break footer by entering text and data windows in the text entry area below the ruler.
– Suppress the break footer by entering Y in the Suppress Footing? field.

6. Press Enter. The changes to the break text are accepted.
7. Depending on the type of form you are using, perform the following steps:

– If you are using a Block form, press PF3 twice.
– If you are using a Column form, press PF3 once. You return to the appropriate Build Form screen.

8. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
9. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears.
10. Use scrolling keys or commands to view the report. When you finish viewing the report, press PF3 twice. You return to

the appropriate Build Form screen, where you can continue to modify the current form or exit and save the form.

Break Text

Default descriptions to label the summary information are used at each break. A default break footer is supplied in the
following format:

<function> VALUES FOR <field name> = <field value><function results> END OF DATA FOR <field name> = <field value>

The <function> results appear under the corresponding column for a Column or Tabulation form, and under the
corresponding block in a Block form. If you have multiple functions, their results appear on separate lines under the
corresponding field names. Default break text does not include a break heading.

You can change this default text by entering your own text strings. When you enter any type of break text, you override
the default text, and it does not appear. Enter the break text strings you want to use in the Break Heading and Break
Footing fields. To access these fields and change the default text:
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• If the break does not exist: Enter the number of the break in the Brk field and press Enter. Type a B over the number
you just entered and press Enter again.

• If the break already exists: Type B over the number of the break in the Brk field and press Enter. You can also
type BREAK X (where X is the number of the break) in the command line and press Enter.

You should keep several things in mind when deciding whether to use default text or to enter text:

• Default text moves with the breaks when you freeze or change the order of fields, unless you use the C selection code
when selecting functions. See Building Breaks for more information about customized break text.

• Default text is laid out so that there is never any danger of overwriting other text.
• When you enter text, you must be careful that one value does not overwrite another.
• The benefit of entering your own text is that you have complete control over the formatting.
• You can change the spacing and still keep the default text. See Position, Spacing, and Justification for more

information.

Any edit code that you apply to the data in the body of the report is also applied to the data in the default break text.

For example, if you use a width edit code (W) to limit the data to the first three characters, this same limit is applied to the
data in the default break text. This ensures a consistent look to the report.

Contents:

Break Text Rules

Note the following break text rules:

• A form can use up to six breaks (up to five for Tabulation forms).
• Each break is defined for one field. A field cannot have more than one break associated with it.
• The text of the break can include up to 40 embedded fields.
• If you use S to select field functions, the result of the function automatically appears under the field when you are using

default break text. If you are using custom break text and you want the function results to appear, you must reference
the function within the custom break text as embedded data.

• You can reference functions selected with the C function selection code within the custom break text. In this case, the
field function appears in two places: under the field and in the custom break text.

• If you do not define custom break or final text, the C function selection code is treated like the S function selection
code.

• C is accepted for the following functions:

AVERAGECOUNTFIRSTLASTMAXIMUMMINIMUMSTDEVSUM

The other field functions (except for ACROSS and GROUP) replace the field value with the value of the function.
Therefore, the C function selection code for the other functions is treated the same as S.

• The C function selection code does not affect the sequence of the functions when you use the GROUP function.
• When using the C function with a Block form, break text is not centered under a column because there is no single,

unique column to which the total can be tied. On a Block form, the C function works like the S function, because the
same data field can appear in multiple slots throughout the form, and different data fields can appear in the same
column of the report.

Report Example with Break Text

In the following example, break text is used along with embedded data. The example is a break footer, but this example
could also apply to a break header.
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BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  ------- BREAK ON DEPT --------                              POMCH01.EMP_REPORTOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0  WS     Total Income for<2..................................>                  WE     as of<D.........>                                                        3.  = <10............>                                                        4.  Grand Total Income : <11............>                                     5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C      10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C   R:EXPRESSIONS                             6:SALARY........................N      11:GRANDTOT......................N     7:COMMISSION....................N                                        

The text shown above in the Customized Break Text Area contains embedded data. The embedded data shown above
is the <11............> in line 4 of the text area. Embedded data is independent of field sequence. See Embedding Data for
more information about how to insert data in a line that contains text.

If no text is specified in the Break Footer and you specify a break on a field, a default break footer is created. The
following example has a break on Employee Number and the Break Header contains text, but no text is in the Break
Footer. This example also has two functions on Employee's Name: FIRST and LAST.

BCOL.03           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMP_REPORT             Rpt Width: 00108Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           X   EMPLOYEE_NO                      CHAR 9         B1                        S   EMPLOYEE_NAME                    VARCHAR 35         FIRS

+                     EMPLOYEE_ADDR                    VARCHAR 35                                   PHONE_NO                         CHAR 7                                   S   DEPT                             CHAR 3                                   S   SALARY                           DECIMAL 8.02             K2              S   COMMISSION                       DECIMAL 8.02             K2              S   HIRE_DATE                        DATE                     ISO                 TITLE                            CHAR 2                                        Z:EXPRESSIONS                                                            S   TOTAL_INCOME                     DECIMAL 10.02            K2                                                                                                                                                                          ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                              EMPLOYEE_NO  EMPLOYEE_NAME                        DEPT       SALARY   COMMISSI....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...XXXXXXXXX    XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  XXX    199,999.99   199,999.

When this form is run, the online display looks like the following:

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT"                                                                        LINE 1EMPLOYEE_NO  EMPLOYEE_NAME                        DEPT       SALARY   COMMISSI------------------------------------------------------------------------------INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  381772235                                   381772235    SMITH, KIM                           001     25,000.00     5,000.FIRST VALUES FOR EMPLOYEE_NO = 381772235 .....................................             SMITH, KIM                                                       LAST VALUES ..................................................................             SMITH, KIM                                                                                                                                     INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  477223168                                                LEVER, ERIN                          001     30,000.00     2,800.FIRST VALUES FOR EMPLOYEE_NO = 477223168 .....................................             LEVER, ERIN                                                      LAST VALUES ..................................................................             LEVER, ERIN                                                                                                                                    INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  365223168                                   365223168    SIMMS, JAMIE                         012     27,500.00     1,800.FIRST VALUES FOR EMPLOYEE_NO = 365223168 .....................................             SIMMS, JAMIE                                                     LAST VALUES ..................................................................

Notice that the user-defined Break Header appears: Information for Employee Number 381772235.

This is followed by the first detail line. The next line is the first line of the default break footer. Because two functions
are on Employee's Name, they are shown in the break footer. The first function is shown as FIRST VALUES FOR
EMPLOYEE_NO = 381772235 and is followed on the next line with the resultant data. The second function is shown
as LAST VALUES and is followed on the next line with the resultant data. The functions line up with the corresponding
column to which they are applied.

Because you can apply the same function to more than one field in the same break text, you could inadvertently assign
conflicting sequence numbers. For example, suppose FIELDA and FIELDB both appear in the break text. If you specify
S1 on the SUM function for FIELDA and S3 on the SUM function for FIELDB, you have conflicting sequence numbers.
You specified two different sequence numbers for the same function. You should assign the same sequence number to
the SUM function for both FIELDA and FIELDB.

When you assign conflicting sequence numbers, functions are prioritized according to the field list order. Functions at the
top of the field list have priority over those at the bottom of the list.

• The S1 overrides the S3 designation because FIELDA appears before FIELDB in the field list. Therefore, the SUM
function would be the first function that appears in the break text for both FIELDA and FIELDB.

• If FIELDA had SUM as S3 and FIELDB had SUM as S1, then SUM would appear as the third function for both fields,
because FIELDA appears before FIELDB in the field list.

You can mix S, S#, C, and C# to select functions. All sequenced selections override any non-sequenced selections.

NULLS Command–Insert Null Characters

The NULLS command lets you set the screen condition for NULLS ON or NULLS OFF as you enter and edit text on the
Header, Footer, or Break Text screens. When NULLS are ON, each time you move the cursor you insert a null character
on the screen. Nulls, or absence of space, do not take up any character spaces. Any null spaces are condensed when
your report is printed. In order to insert spaces in your break text, you must use the space bar.

When NULLS are OFF, all blanks on the Control Breaks screen represent field space characters, and each takes up one
character position. You must delete some to enter your break text. Each time you move the cursor to the right, you insert
a space character.

You can set a default value for NULLS in your User Profile. See the User Profile section in the Administrating section for
more information.
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Build Break Parameters Screen

To build a break, you must access the Build Break screen. To access the Build Break screen, enter BREAK  x, where x is
the number of the break (BREAK 1, BREAK 2, and so on.) You can also type a B in the Brk field of the break you want
and press Enter.

BRKP.03           ---------- BUILD BREAK 1 PARAMETERS ----------              COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT                                                                              ------------------------------- BREAK ON DEPT --------------------------------                                                                              FOOTER TEXT: N    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE FOOTER:     0    (0-999)   LINES AFTER FOOTER:     0    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE FOOTER:  N    (Y/

N)     NEW PAGE AFTER FOOTER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS FOOTER:         N    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/

N)                                                                                                                        HEADER TEXT: N    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE HEADER:     0    (0-999)   LINES AFTER HEADER:     0    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE HEADER:  N    (Y/

N)     NEW PAGE AFTER HEADER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS HEADER:         N    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/

N)                                          

Notice the following fields on the previous screen:

• FOOTER TEXT
Indicates whether a footer is specified for the break.
– Y: A break footer is specified for the break.
– N: A default break footer will be used for this break.
– U: Allows the user to update the current break footer.

• LINES BEFORE/AFTER FOOTER
Specify the number of blank lines to print before and after the footer. You can specify 0-999 lines.

• NEW PAGE BEFORE/AFTER FOOTER
Specify whether to generate a page break before the footer, after the footer, or both.
– Y: Generate a page break.
– N: Do not generate a page break.

• SPLIT TEXT
Indicate whether the footer can be “SPLIT” if it falls on a page break.
– Y: Footer can be split.
– N: Footer cannot be split.

• REPEAT COLUMN TITLES
Indicates whether to repeat the report's column headings before the footer.
– Y: Repeat the headings.
– N: Do not repeat the headings.

• SUPPRESS FOOTER
Suppress production of the footer.
– Y: Suppress the footer.
– N: Do not suppress the footer.

• SUPPRESS HTML RI editor TAG
Indicates if the footer text will be encapsulated in the HTML RI editor tag when the report is generated to a file in HTML
format. Setting to Y allows user defined HTML tags to be used in the footer text.
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This option can be used for break headers or footers.
• HEADER TEXT

Indicates whether a header is specified for the break.
– Y: A break header is specified for the break.
– N: A default break header will be used for this break.
– U: Allows the user to update the current break header.

• LINES BEFORE/AFTER HEADER
Specify the number of blank lines to print before and after the header. You can specify 0-999 lines.

• NEW PAGE BEFORE/AFTER HEADER
Specify whether to generate a page break before the header, after the header, or both.
– Y: Generate a page break.
– N: Do not generate a page break.

• SPLIT TEXT
Indicate whether the header can be “SPLIT” if it falls on a page break.
– Y: Header can be split.
– N: Header cannot be split.

• REPEAT COLUMN TITLES
Indicates whether to repeat the report's column headings before the header.
– Y: Repeat the headings.
– N: Do not repeat the headings.

• SUPPRESS HEADER
Suppress the production of the header.
– Y: Suppress the Header.
– N: Do not suppress the Header.

• SUPPRESS HTML RI editor TAG
Indicates if the header text will be encapsulated in the HTML RI editor tag when the report is generated to a file in
HTML format. Setting to Y allows user defined HTML tags to be used in the header text.
This option can be used for break headers or footers.

Build Break Footer Screen

To access the Footer or Header Text area, type a U in the Footer Text field or Header Text field and press Enter.

BRKF.04           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                               FORM01.EMP_REPORTOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0  WS     Total Income for<2..................................>                  WE     as of<D*********>                                                        3.  = <10............>                                                        4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD: D      CURRENT DATE                        L/

P/

S: 002/008/010  DEF'D: 10 EDIT: ISO                                                               LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C      10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C                                             6:SALARY........................N                                             7:COMMISSION....................N                                        

Notice the following fields on the previous screen:

• WIDTH
For all form types other than Column and Tabulation, you can set the width of the break footer from 78 to 240
characters. For column and tabulation forms, you can set the width from 78 to 31,990 characters.

• BLANK LINES BEFORE/AFTER
Specify the number of blank lines to print before/after the footer. You can specify 0-999 lines. These fields are derived
from the values entered in the Build Break Parameters Screen (Line Before Footer/Header and Lines After Footer/
Header). You can change them by over-typing the values.

• OPR (Operation Field)
Specify various combinations of line commands to help format the text. Squeeze and wrap codes are also allowed in
this field. See Squeeze Codes for more information.
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– I: Insert
– D: Delete
– R: Replicate
– S: Split
– A: After
– C: Copy
– M: Move

• RULER
(Display Only) A ruler displays to let you enter text at a specific position and to show you where centered, left- or right-
justified text will print.

• BREAK FOOTER TEXT
Enter the text for the break footer above the ruler. Break footer text prints after the date for each break. The default
break footer text remains until you change it.

• BREAK HEADER TEXT
Enter the text for the break header above the ruler. Break header text prints before the data for each break. There is
no break heading by default.

NOTE
For break footers, the more space that you assign before and/or after the footer, the less space is available
for data. When you set the blank lines before and after, consider the number of lines available on the final
report.

Adding Text to a Break Footer/Header

To add break text, display the Build Break Footer/Header screen for the field for which you want a break defined, by
typing a U in the Footer Text or Header Text field:

BRKF.04           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                               FORM01.EMP_REPORTOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0  WS     Total Income for<2..................................>                  WE     as of<D*********>                                                        3.  = <10............>                                                        4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD: D      CURRENT DATE                        L/

P/

S: 002/008/010  DEF'D: 10 EDIT: ISO                                                               LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C      10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C                                             6:SALARY........................N                                             7:COMMISSION....................N                                        

Enter the text for the break footer or header above the ruler, in the middle area of the screen. Specify up to 500 lines for
each break footer or header, except in some Column and Tabulation forms. In these forms, break footers and headers are
not restricted to a width of 240 characters but are still restricted to 120,000 characters in total. Therefore, break footers
and headers in these forms can have a lower maximum number of lines, following this formula:

NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

NOTE
The example shows a break footer, but the same instructions apply for a break header.

To return to the Build Form screen, press PF3 (End) twice.

Many formatting features are offered for break text. For more information about formatting text and embedding data in the
break text, see Orienting Text.

You can also tie functions to specific fields for use in break text. Using Functions in Break Text describes this procedure.
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Copying Breaks

You can copy break parameters and text from one existing break to another. You can issue the COPY command from the
Build Break Parameters and Build Break Header/Footer screens. The syntax for this command is:

COPY n

where n represents the number of the source break from which you want to copy parameters and text.

The Build Break Parameters Screen appears.

Contents:

Build Break Parameters Screen

If you issue the COPY command from the Build Break Parameters screen, the entire break (header and footer parameters
and text) is copied from the source to the break you are updating. You must enter a valid break number. You are notified
if the source break does not contain any user-defined parameters. If the source break is missing a header or footer, the
associated structure of the current break is set to defaults.

Build Break Header/Footer Screen

If you issue the COPY command from the Build Break Header/Footer screen, only the item (header or footer, including
parameters and text) you are currently updating is replaced. If no associated item exists in the source break, then the
current item is set to defaults.

Your administrator can define a standard company header and footer. The COPY DEFAULT command lets you copy
the standard header or footer to the current form. See the Company Header/Footer Maintenance in the Administrating
section for more information.

Using Functions in Break Text

When you use the default break text, functions applied to fields move automatically when you change the order of fields
on a report. You can also anchor function results to report fields and define your own break text. Designated functions
move with the field and automatically merge with the custom break text.

The break text feature lets you anchor a function value to a field, as well as create custom, freeform break text.

NOTE
You can assign up to 4 functions on each field. The maximum number of fields that can have numeric functions
is 125.

To use functions with break text, build breaks in the normal manner. To specify what function data to merge with the break
text or final text, use the Select Column Functions screen. To display this screen, move the cursor to the Func field on the
Build Form screen and press PF1.

Contents:

Selecting Functions

You can tie functions to fields (columns) on the Select Column Functions screen:
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RFNC.03           ---------- SELECT COLUMN FUNCTIONS ----------    COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT                                                                                  DISTINCT count? N        DISTINCT arithmetic functions? N                 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------    FORM COLUMN: SALARY ................................... DECIMAL 8.02      SEL --------------------------------------------------------------------------    ACROSS .... Generate "ACROSS" report for specified column.  COL FORM ONLY    AVERAGE ... Compute the average of the column values.                    S   COUNT ..... Count the number of non-

null column values.                      CNZ ....... Count the number of non-

zero numeric column values.              CNB ....... Count the number of non-

blank alpha column-

values.               CPCT ...... Compute cumulative percentage for each value.   COL FORM ONLY    CSUM ...... Compute cumulative sum for each column value.   COL FORM ONLY    FIRST ..... Display the first column value.                                  GROUP ..... Display one line summary for matching values.   COL FORM ONLY    LAST ...... Display the last column value.                               C2  MAXIMUM ... Compute the maximum column value.                            C1  MINIMUM ... Compute the minimum column value.                                PCT ....... Compute percent of total that each value is.    COL FORM ONLY    STDEV ..... Compute the standard deviation of the column values.         S   SUM ....... Compute the sum of the column values.                            TCPCT ..... Compute total cumulative percent for each value. COL FORM ONLY    TPCT ...... Compute percentage of column total that each value is..

Note the SEL item on the previous screen. Use this field to select a function. Valid values are:

• S: Enter S next to the functions you want and press Enter. The function value is aligned under the field when using the
default break text. If the default break text is overridden with user-defined break text, the functions appear only if they
are embedded within the break text.

• C: Enter C and press Enter to select a function and tie the result of the function to the field. The function value will
always be aligned under the field for which you selected the function. The values appear in the default break text also.
Follow the C or S with a digit (1-4) to order the appearance of the function's result within the break text.

See the “Column Form” section for more information about the Selection Column Functions screen.

Function Order

On the Select Column Functions screen, when you select functions (with S or C) to assign to a field in a break, you can
designate a sequence number (1 - 4) with the function selection code. For example, if you assign three functions to one
field, such as MAX, MIN, and SUM, you could use S1, S2, S3 (or C1, C2, C3) to indicate how to order the functions. The
sequence number determines the order in which the functions appear under the field in the break text.

For example, to select the SUM function to appear as the first function under the field, enter S1 or C1 in the Selection field
next to SUM on the Select Column Functions screen.

The sequence number applies to both default break text and break text.

If you do not enter a sequence for the function selection codes, the functions appear in the order the function list displays.

Because you can apply the same function to more than one field in the same break text, you could inadvertently assign
conflicting sequence numbers. For example, suppose that FIELDA and FIELDB both appear in the break text. If you
specify S1 on the SUM function for FIELDA and S3 on the SUM function for FIELDB, you have conflicting sequence
numbers. You specified two different sequence numbers for the same function. You should assign the same sequence
number to the SUM function for both FIELDA and FIELDB.

When you assign conflicting sequence numbers, functions are prioritized according to the field list order. Functions at the
top of the field list have priority over those at the bottom of the list.

• The S1 overrides the S3 designation because FIELDA appears before FIELDB in the field list. Therefore, the SUM
function would be the first function that appears in the break text for both FIELDA and FIELDB.

• If FIELDA had SUM as S3 and FIELDB had S1 for SUM, then SUM would appear as the third function for both fields,
because FIELDA appears before FIELDB in the field list.

You can mix S, S#, C, and C# to select functions. All sequenced selections override any non-sequenced selections.

Break Expressions

You can create arithmetic expressions by using the Build (Query) Expressions screen and the Build Form Expressions
screen. You can then use these expressions in break text for a variety of column forms.

Contents:
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Quick Steps for Creating a Break Expression

To create a break expression:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to FORM.
b. Specify a Block or Column form name in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The appropriate Build Form screen appears.

• If you are using a Block Form, continue with Step 2.
• If you are using a Column Form, skip to Step 4.

2. On the Build Block Form screen, enter BREAK in the command line. Press Enter. The Breaks, Functions & Edit
Codes screen appears.

3. Enter FOOTER or HEADER in the command line. The Build Footer/Header screen appears.
4. On the Breaks, Functions & Edit Codes screen or the Build Column Form screen, enter BREAK x in the command

line, where x is the number of a break. Press Enter. The Build Break screen appears.
5. Enter U in the footer text or header text field on the Build Break x Parameters screen (where x is the number of the

break). The Build Break Expressions screen appears.
6. On the Build Break x Footer/Header screen, enter EXPR in the command line. Press Enter.
7. In the Expression field, enter the expression in the form:

expressionname = expression components

Press Enter. The Type field is updated with a description of the target data type for this expression.
17. Press PF3 (End). The Build Break x Footer/Header screen appears.

8. Modify the break text to include the results of the break expression. If you do not include the data window for the break
expression in the break text, the expression results are not reported.

9. Depending on the type of form you are using, do one of the following:
– If you are using a Block form, press PF3 (End) three times.
– If you are using a Column form, press PF3 (End) twice. The appropriate Build Form screen displays, where you can

continue to modify the form, run the form, or exit and save the form.

Build Break Expressions

The Build Break Expressions screen lets you create expressions to use exclusively in break text, without having to define
additional query or form expressions. This can provide an additional level of functionality to your reports.

For example, the break element in the following report, STORE TOTAL, was created using a break expression.

GENR.06           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                                   FORM "PDPRF1.NEW" PRF0148I   Page headers and footers suppressed                          LINE 1 EMP    FIRST       LAST                                                        NO     NAME        NAME             SEX        SALARY         BONUS            ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION TOTALS FOR STORE 238                                                                                                                    76433  KRISTINA    SANDERS          F       38,000.00         90.00            34266  SHERYL      NORK             F       35,000.00        220.00            99320  CHRIS       RIOLA            M       49,500.00        990.00                                                                                           TOTAL SALARY =      122,500.00                                                 TOTAL BONUS  =        1,300.00                                                 ------------------------------                                                 STORE TOTAL  =      123,800.00                                                                                                                                                                                                               EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION TOTALS FOR STORE 380                                                                                                                    38143  JOE         KNIGHT           M       93,500.00        700.00            40002  KATHY       ALASKA           F       46,000.00        640.00            93999  DAN         CUMMINGS         M       25,500.00           .00            

The numeric result for STORE TOTAL is generated by a break expression, GRANDTOT, that was produced using the
following steps:

To create a break expression:

1. From the Build Column Form screen, type BREAK 1 (or the number of the break you are working on) in the command
line and press Enter. The Build Break 1 Parameters screen appears.

2. Enter a U in the Footer or Header Text field, and press Enter.
3. From the Build Break 1 Footer/Header screen, type EXPR in the command line and press Enter. The Build Break

Expression screen appears.
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4. Specify the break expression. Break expressions follow the same syntax rules as other expressions and can
reference:
– Data in the tables
– Functions assigned to fields that generate numeric results
– Query expressions
– Form expressions
For this example, you would type the following in the Expression field and press Enter to expand the column
abbreviations:

GRANDTOT = :6 + :7

The expanded syntax is shown below.

BEXP.06           ----------- BUILD BREAK EXPRESSIONS ----------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                               FORM01.EMP_REPORTOPR   TYPE        EXPRESSION                          DEFAULT TYPE: DEC(10,2)   1.  DEC(10,2)   GRANDTOT = SALARY + COMMISSION                                2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                            9.                                                                           10.                                                                          PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                   1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       9:TITLE.........................C     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C      10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     4:PHONE_NO......................C                                             5:DEPT..........................C                                             6:SALARY........................N                                             7:COMMISSION....................N                                             8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                        

If a field has a function assigned, it is indicated by the function name enclosed in braces {} appended to the field name.
5. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Build Break 1 Footer/Header screen.
6. Enter break text and data windows as shown following.

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  ------- BREAK ON DEPT --------                               FORM01.EMP_REPORTOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0  WS     Total Income for<2..................................>                  WE     as of<D.........>                                                        3.  = <10............>                                                        4.  Grand Total Income : <11............>                                     5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C      10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C   R:EXPRESSIONS                             6:SALARY........................N      11:GRANDTOT......................N     7:COMMISSION....................N                                        

NOTE
In 11. R.GRANDTOT on the previous screen, break expressions appear under the title R:EXPRESSIONS.

The value of the function used in a break expression is the same value that would appear in the break text if it were
selected. The value used for a form expression or for a normal column is from the last row of the break section.

You can also use break expressions in Final report text.

Break Only Reports

You can create reports that consist of breaks only, without any detail information. This type of report is helpful when you
want only summary information.

To create a break only report, specify breaks, but do not select any fields.

NOTE
The column that you define the break on should be an ordered column.

BCOL.02           ------------ Build "COLUMN" Form -------------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                   Shrink? N  Headings? Y  Form: POMCH01.EMP_REPORT2            Rpt Width: 00014Sel Column Title                     Type           Brk Func  Edit             A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                               EMPLOYEE_NO                      CHAR 9         B2  COUNT                     EMPLOYEE_NAME                    VARCHAR 35                                   EMPLOYEE_ADDR                    VARCHAR 35                                   PHONE_NO                         CHAR 7                                       DEPT                             CHAR 3         B1                            SALARY                           DECIMAL 8.02       AVERA                     COMMISSION                       DECIMAL 8.02       SUM                       HIRE_DATE                        DATE                                         TITLE                            CHAR 2                                        Z:EXPRESSIONS                                                                TOTAL_INCOME                     DECIMAL 10.02                                                                                                                                                                                        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                            ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7....*...

Note the following items on the previous screen:

• Sel
No fields are selected.

• Brk
Breaks are defined on EMPLOYEE_NO and DEPT. The DEPT field must set the major order for the query, and
EMPLOYEE_NO sets the minor order. The report will break every time the DEPT value changes, and within that,
every time the EMPLOYEE_NO changes.

• Func
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Multiple functions, including AVERAGE, are defined on SALARY. The SUM function is defined on BONUS, and the
number of employee numbers will be COUNTed. The results of these functions will appear at each break and at the
end of the report.

You can customize the break text for a break only report. Following is an example of customized break footer text:

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                             POMCH01.EMP_REPORT2OPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.                   ********* DEPARTMENT <6..> TOTALS **********             2.                         AVERAGE SALARY   = <8..........>                   3.                         TOTAL COMMISSION = <10.........>                   4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8.  AVERAGE                           2.  COUNT                               9:COMMISSION....................N     3:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C      10.  SUM                               4:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C      11:HIRE_DATE.....................D     5:PHONE_NO......................C      12:TITLE.........................C     6:DEPT..........................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             7:SALARY........................N      13:TOTAL_SALARY..................N

A break footer is defined for the first break. Whenever the DEPT value changes, the text displays as defined in the break
footer. This information includes:

• Department <6> Totals preceded and followed by asterisks. The department number replaces <6>.
• Average Salary = <8>: <8> is the field reference for Average of salaries.
• Total Commission = <10>: <10> is the field reference for SUM of commission.

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 2 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                             POMCH01.EMP_REPORT2OPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  EMPLOYEE NUMBER: <1........> IN DEPARTMENT <6..>                          2.  NAME: <3..................................>                               3.                                                                            4.  SALARY:     <7..........>                                                 5.  COMMISSION: <9..........>                                                 6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   A:PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C       8.  AVERAGE                           2.  COUNT                               9:COMMISSION....................N     3:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C      10.  SUM                               4:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C      11:HIRE_DATE.....................D     5:PHONE_NO......................C      12:TITLE.........................C     6:DEPT..........................C   Z:EXPRESSIONS                             7:SALARY........................N      13:TOTAL_SALARY..................N

The previous figure shows the text for the second break. The next figure shows the first page of the report:

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT"                                                                        LINE 1EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  381772235  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  SMITH, KIM                                                                                                                                           SALARY:        25,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     5,000.00                                                      EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  477223168  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  LEVER, ERIN                                                                                                                                          SALARY:        30,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     2,800.00                                                                      ********* DEPARTMENT  001  TOTALS **********                                       AVERAGE SALARY   =    27,500.00                                               TOTAL COMMISSION =     7,800.00                          EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  365223168  IN DEPARTMENT  012                               NAME:  SIMMS, JAMIE                                                                                                                                         SALARY:        27,500.00                                                      COMMISSION:     1,800.00                                                                      ********* DEPARTMENT  012  TOTALS **********                                       AVERAGE SALARY   =    27,500.00                                               TOTAL COMMISSION =     1,800.00

The report is breaking by department number (DEPT), and within department number, by employee number
(EMPLOYEE_NO). Because employee number is the second break, it occurs within the first break. This means that there
might be several employee number breaks within the department number. As the figure above shows, there are multiple
employee number breaks, and so far, no department breaks.

As this section shows, using a break only report is an excellent way to provide detail and summary information and to
present it in a block form. Although this is a column form report, we use the break feature to show the data in blocks. You
can use the break text feature on the Block form and Tabulation form, as well.

Inserting Blank Lines Between Breaks

One way to format breaks is to insert blank lines between the breaks.

When you include break text in your form, you might want to separate consecutive breaks with one or more blank lines for
easier reading.

Following is a Build Break Parameters screen with no blank lines:

BRKP.04           ---------- BUILD BREAK 1 PARAMETERS ----------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT                                                                              ------------------------------- BREAK ON DEPT --------------------------------                                                                              FOOTER TEXT: Y    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE FOOTER:     0    (0-999)   LINES AFTER FOOTER:     2    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE FOOTER:  N    (Y/

N)     NEW PAGE AFTER FOOTER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS FOOTER:         Y    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/

N)                                                                                                                        HEADER TEXT: Y    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE HEADER:     2    (0-999)   LINES AFTER HEADER:     0    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE HEADER:  N    (Y/
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N)     NEW PAGE AFTER HEADER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS HEADER:         N    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/N)

The resulting report looks like the following:

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT"                                                                        LINE 1BEGIN INFORMATION FOR DEPARTMENT  001                                         EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  381772235  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  SMITH, KIM                                                                                                                                           SALARY:        25,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     5,000.00                                                      EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  477223168  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  LEVER, ERIN                                                                                                                                          SALARY:        30,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     2,800.00                                                                      ********* DEPARTMENT  001  TOTALS **********                                       AVERAGE SALARY   =    27,500.00                                               TOTAL COMMISSION =     7,800.00                          BEGIN INFORMATION FOR DEPARTMENT  012                                         EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  365223168  IN DEPARTMENT  012                               NAME:  SIMMS, JAMIE                                                                                                                                         SALARY:        27,500.00                                                      COMMISSION:     1,800.00                                                                      ********* DEPARTMENT  012  TOTALS **********

To specify the blank lines:

1. Access the Build Break Parameters screen.
2. Suppress the Break Footer by entering Y in the Suppress Footer field.
3. Do one of the following:

– If you do not want header text, choose a blank header by entering N in the Header Text field.
– If you want header text, then add blank lines above the header text by entering the number of blank lines you want

in the Lines Before Header field.

See the following example:

BRKP.04           ---------- BUILD BREAK 1 PARAMETERS ----------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT                                                                              ------------------------------- BREAK ON DEPT --------------------------------                                                                              FOOTER TEXT: Y    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE FOOTER:     0    (0-999)   LINES AFTER FOOTER:     2    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE FOOTER:  N    (Y/

N)     NEW PAGE AFTER FOOTER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS FOOTER:         Y    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/

N)                                                                                                                        HEADER TEXT: Y    (Y/

N/

U)                                                                                                                                    LINES BEFORE HEADER:     2    (0-999)   LINES AFTER HEADER:     0    (0-999)  NEW PAGE BEFORE HEADER:  N    (Y/

N)     NEW PAGE AFTER HEADER:  N    (Y/N)    SPLIT TEXT:              N    (Y/

N)     REPEAT COLUMN TITLES:   N    (Y/N)    SUPPRESS HEADER:         N    (Y/

N)                                           SUPPRESS HTML <PRE> TAG: N    (Y/N)

The result on the final form is one or more blank lines between breaks.

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.EMP_REPORT"                                                                        LINE 1                                                                                                                                                            BEGIN INFORMATION FOR DEPARTMENT  001                                         EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  381772235  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  SMITH, KIM                                                                                                                                           SALARY:        25,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     5,000.00                                                      EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  477223168  IN DEPARTMENT  001                               NAME:  LEVER, ERIN                                                                                                                                          SALARY:        30,000.00                                                      COMMISSION:     2,800.00                                                                                                                                                                                                                  BEGIN INFORMATION FOR DEPARTMENT  012                                         EMPLOYEE NUMBER:  365223168  IN DEPARTMENT  012                               NAME:  SIMMS, JAMIE                                                                                                                                         SALARY:        27,500.00                                                      COMMISSION:     1,800.00

Build Final Text

The Build Final Text panel lets you specify the text and format options for the final summary text to print at the end of
a report. You can specify up to 500 lines for a final summary, except in some Column and Tabulation forms. In these
forms, final summaries are not restricted to a width of 240 characters but are still restricted to 120,000 characters in total.
Therefore, final summaries in these forms can have a lower maximum number of lines, following this formula:

NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

NOTE

HTML and XML forms do not support final text blocks. Final summary text is not passed to HTML or XML output
from HTML or XML forms.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Build Final Text panel:
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– For Column and Tabulation forms, enter U (update) in the Final Summary field of the Column Report Format
Options panel or the Tabulation Report Format Options panel respectively.

– For Block forms, enter the FINAL command.
The Build Final Text panel appears.

2. Specify the final text and formatting parameters. You can specify up to nine lines of text.
Note: Press F1 (Help) for the description of the fields.
If you do not specify final text, the default description to label the summary information at the end of the report is used.
Default: FINAL <function> VALUES <function result>
If no functions are defined, no final text prints. If you have multiple functions, their results appear on separate lines
under the corresponding field names.

3. To return to the Build Form panel, enter the END command or press the assigned PF End key.
You can also RUN or PREVIEW the report from this screen.

 Example: Build Final Text Panel 

This example shows a Build Final Text panel with a final summary text that prints two lines, the current date instead of
<D*********>, and the function data specified on the fourth line:

BRKS.04           -------------- BUILD FINAL TEXT --------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    

                                                              (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS

 SHOWN)-        Suppress? Y          userID.report-nameOPR   PAGE: Y   SPLIT: N   WIDTH:

 78  INSERT DATA: 3   BLANK LINES BEFORE: 0    1.                                   

                                         2.  END OF REPORT FOR FIRST QUARTER OF 2011

                                   3.  PRINTED ON <D*********>                      

                             4.  <function data>                                    

                       5.                                                           

                 6.                                                                 

           7.                                                                        

    8.                                                                              

  ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD: D     

 CURRENT DATE                        L/P/S: 003/013/010  DEF'D: 10 EDIT: ISO           

                                                    LCR:   A:hlq.EMPLOYEE_TAB          

                                                      1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C

       8.  AVERAGE                           2.  COUNT                        

       9:COMMISSION....................N     3:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C

      10.  SUM                               4:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C

      11:HIRE_DATE.....................D     5:PHONE_NO......................C 

     12:TITLE.........................C     6:DEPT..........................C  

 Z:EXPRESSIONS                             7:SALARY........................N     

 13:TOTAL_SALARY..................N

 

 

Build Page Header

The page header prints at the top of each page of the report. You can use page header to display a company name,
report title, date, or any other information. You can also embed data in the header.
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NOTE

•   HTML and XML forms do not support page headers.
• If a company header is defined, it appears if no header is defined for the current form. For more information

about company header and footer, see the Administrating section.

Be careful not to confuse the terms “page header” and “break header”, because their purposes are different. A page
header prints at the top of each report page, and a break header prints before every break in the data. This section
describes page headers. For information about break headers, see Building Breaks.

A default header is automatically generated in batch mode if no header is defined. The default header is in the format:

DATE (current date)          P R F          PAGE (page #)

The header is not generated for online display/printing because the purpose of the online display is to view report details.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Build Header panel:
– For Column or Tabulation forms, enter U (update) in the Page Header field of the Column Report Format Options

panel or the Tabulation Report Format Options panel respectively.
– For Block forms, enter the HEADER command.
The Build Header panel appears.

2. Specify the page header text and formatting in the Build Header panel fields. You can specify up to 500 lines of text
for a page header, except in some Column and Tabulation forms. In these forms, page headers are not restricted to a
width of 240 characters but are still restricted to 120,000 characters in total. Therefore, page headers in these forms
can have a lower maximum number of lines, following this formula:
NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

NOTE
 Press F1 (Help) for the description of the fields. For guidelines to create your header text, see Building
Breaks and Embedding Data.To insert blank lines between text lines, leave blank lines where needed (for
example, only enter text on lines 2, 4, and 6, leaving lines 3 and 5 blank). If you do not specify any header
text and a company header is defined, the company header appears.

3. To return to the Build Form panel, enter the END command or press the assigned PF End key.
You can also RUN or PREVIEW the report from this screen.

NOTE
To use the company page header text that you specified in the Build Company Header panel, issue the COPY
DEFAULT command. This command copies the company header text to your Build Header panel.

 Example: Build Header Panel 

This example shows a Build Header panel that inserts a page number at the top of each page:

BHDR.04           ---------------- BUILD HEADER ----------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    

                                                              (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS

 SHOWN)-     Suppress? N             user-id.report-nameOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK

 LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  P A G E  H E A D E R        

                   Page<P..>                  2.                                     

                                       3.                                            

                                4.                                                   

                         5.                                                          

                  6.                                                                 

           7.                                                                        
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    8.                                                                               

 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:         

                                   L/P/S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                

                                                   LCR:                               

                                                      1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C

       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C 

      9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C  

 Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C     

 10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C              

                               6:SALARY........................N                        

                     7:COMMISSION....................N                                  
      

Build Page Footer

The page footer prints at the bottom of each page of the report. You can use a page footer to display a page number,
slogan, date, or any other information. You can also embed data in the page footer.

NOTE
If a company footer is defined, it appears if no footer is defined for the current form. For more information about
company header and footer, see the Administrating section.

Be careful not to confuse the terms “page footer” and “break footer,” because their purposes are different. A page
footer prints at the bottom of each report page, and a break footer prints after every break in the data. This section
describes page footers. For information about break footers, see Building Breaks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Build Footer panel:
– For Column or Tabulation forms, enter U (update) in the Page Footer field of the Column Report Format Options

panel or the Tabulation Report Format Options panel respectively.
– For Block forms, enter the FOOTER command.
The Build Footer panel appears.

2. Specify the page footer text and formatting in the Build Footer panel fields. You can specify up to 500 lines of text for a
page footer, except in some Column and Tabulation forms. In these forms, page footers are not restricted to a width of
240 characters but are still restricted to 120,000 characters in total. Therefore, page footers in these forms can have a
lower maximum number of lines, following this formula:
NUMBER_OF_LINES = TRUNCATE(120,000/WIDTH)

 Note: Press F1 (Help) for the description of the fields. For guidelines to create your footer text, see Building
Breaks and Embedding Data.
To insert blank lines between text lines, leave blank lines where needed (for example, only enter text on lines 2, 4, and
6, leaving lines 3 and 5 blank).

3. To return to the Build Form panel, enter the END command or press the assigned PF End key.
You can also RUN or PREVIEW the report from this screen.

NOTE
To use the page footer text that you specified in the Build Company Footer panel, issue the COPY DEFAULT
command. This command copies the company footer text to your Build Footer panel.

 Example: Build Footer Panel 
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This example shows a Build Footer panel that adds a page number at the bottom of each page:

BFTR.04           ---------------- BUILD FOOTER ----------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                    

                                                              (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS

 SHOWN)-     Suppress? N             user-id.report-nameOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK

 LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  P A G E  F O O T E R        

                   Page<P..>                  2.                                     

                                       3.                                            

                                4.                                                   

                         5.                                                          

                  6.                                                                 

           7.                                                                        

    8.                                                                               

 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:         

                                   L/P/S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                

                                                   LCR:                               

                                                      1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C

       8:HIRE_DATE.....................D     2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C 

      9:TITLE.........................C     3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C  

 Z:EXPRESSIONS                             4:PHONE_NO......................C     

 10:TOTAL_INCOME..................N     5:DEPT..........................C              

                               6:SALARY........................N                        

                     7:COMMISSION....................N                                  
      

DEFAULT Command--Reset Texts to Default

The DEFAULT command causes the header, footer, break text, or final text to reset to its default state. This deletes any
customized text you might have developed for that report area, and replaces it with the default text.

You can reset the header, footer, final text, and break text by doing any of the following:

• Enter DEFAULT in the command line on the Build Header, Build Footer, Build Break, or Build Final Text screens. Any
customized text that you entered previously is deleted. The default setting is used instead, but the default setting does
not appear on the screen. See the chart on the following page for the default format listing.

• Add the DEFAULT keyword after the HEADER, FOOTER, BREAK # (where # is the number of the break), and FINAL
commands on the Build Column Form (also used for Tabulation forms), Build Block Form, and Build Letter Form
screens. For example, the HEADER DEFAULT command automatically removes the header you created previously
and changes the header to blank. (The default header is blank).

• Reset the header and footer break text to their default settings by entering an N in the Header and Footer text field on
the Build Break Parameters screen. This automatically changes the header and footer text to the default format.

NOTE
Not all form screens display these fields. See the “Replaceable Parameters” section for more information about
the formatting options available for each type of form.

The following table lists the default setting for each format method.

Format Method Default Setting

Headers The default format is NO header.
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Footers The default format is NO footer.

Break Text The default format for break text is:
<function> VALUES FOR <field name> =
<field value>

<function results> END OF DATA FOR
<field name> = <field value>
See Building Breaks for more information

Final Text The default format for final text is:
FINAL <function> VALUES <function result>
See Final Text for more information.

NOTE
To display the headers, footers, break text, and final text online, you must display the report with PAGE mode
set to ON. These items do not appear if PAGE mode is OFF. For more information about PAGE mode, see the
“Execution” section.

Embedding Data

To add text and embed data in a form, first access the appropriate Build screen, such as a Build Form or Build Header
screen.

  

Specify Embedded Data

You can specify which fields of the query to use in your form. CA Report Facility searches for angle brackets (< >)
anywhere within the form. These brackets, which act like data windows, specify to insert data from the query at that
location. To place query data in your form, use the following format:

<#>

where # is the number of the field as it is listed at the bottom of the screen.

For example, to place the FIRST_NAME field in your form, type the following:

<1>

where 1 is the number that corresponds to the FIRST_NAME field at the bottom of the screen. Press Enter. The field
displays according to the field length.

For example, if the maximum length for that field is 10 characters, the field appears like this:

<1.........>

The following example shows embedded data in the Mailing Label form.

LBLF.03           -------------- BUILD LABEL FORM --------------              COMMAND==>
                                                                                        

                                                          -(POS 1 TO 30 OF NAMES SHOWN)-

                           POMCH01.MAILING_LABELLABEL WIDTH: 35   LABEL DEPTH:  3   TOP

 MARGIN:  4   GAP: 1   SPACING: 2      JS    <1.........> <2...........>               

                                    <3.............................>                    

                    JE    <4..............>,<5.> <6.........>                           

                ------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                       FLD:            
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                                L/P/S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                    

                                               LCR:     PTI.ADDRESS_TABLE              

                                                 1:FIRST_NAME....................C     

                                        2:LAST_NAME.....................C              

                               3:ST_ADDR.......................C                        

                     4:CITY..........................C                                  

           5:STATE.........................C                                            

 6:ZIPCODE.......................C                                        

Embedded Text Considerations

Keep the following in mind when using embedded text:

• The Build Header and Build Footer screens support field references only, not functions such as AVERAGE, COUNT,
or SUM. (Including functions in headers or footers does not make sense, because functions are only calculated at
break time. There is no function value for a header or footer.) Any functions you apply do not appear in the field list for
these screens.

• The Build Break screen displays both field references and functions. However, the functions are only valid in the Break
Footer section. Functions are calculated at break time, so no value is available at header time.

• Break text appears on each subpage of the report.
• If the first line on a page is break text, the value from the last line on the previous page is used.
• If a field reference is embedded in a page header, the first (topmost) field value is used.
• If a field reference is embedded in a page footer, the last (bottom-most) field value is used.
• SUMs (in break headers/footers and final text) might exceed the size of the data window used. When adding data

windows to user-defined summaries, a data window that is 4 bytes larger than the source data is initially generated.
You can change the data window to any size you want.
However, if the value of the SUM function is larger than the display area in the data window, it is indicated by replacing
the value with a
series of asterisks (*****) followed by a number indicating how many digits the sum actually involves, such as
*****11. You should expand the data window to allow printing of the true total. Be sure to allow room for the sign and
punctuation, if present.
Also note that one extra leading byte is generally required to process the data correctly, so allow one more byte than
you need for the data.

• TPCT, PCT, CPCT, and TCPCT are not supported in Final text because they are always 100.

Joining Data Windows

You can select more than one field per line by separating the field numbers with semicolons. The format is:

<#;#;#>

For example, to display the CITY, STATE, and ZIPCODE fields on one line in the screen above, you would enter:

<5;6;7>

This results in the following display:

<5..............;6.;7.........>

The semicolons act as spaces between fields, so a space separates CITY and STATE, and another space separates
STATE and ZIPCODE.
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Expanding Data Windows

If a data window does not expand to its full field length (no dots or not enough dots), there is not enough room to insert the
data. The data field might not expand to its full length in two situations:

• When mixing data with text, such as <1> is a good employee. In this case, there is not enough room to expand the
data window (<1>) because text is directly after the data window.

• When entering two or more fields consecutively, such as <1><2><3>. In this case, only the last field, <3>, expands to
its correct size when you press Enter. The other fields do not have enough room to expand to their full field length.

You can increase the width of the data window by doing either of the following:

• Clear the line and re-enter the fields, being sure to press Enter before typing text or adding another field after the data
window.

• Insert spaces manually by placing the cursor before the last bracket in the data window and using the space bar to add
more spaces.

NOTE
If you enter too few spaces in the window, such as <1 > for FIRST_NAME, you limit the amount of data that can
fit. In this case, the data is truncated, and only the data that fits between the brackets displays.

Embedded Data Examples for Headers, Footers, Final Text and Break Text

Several text-string screens are available: Build Header, Build Footer, Build Final, and Build Break. Each screen lets you
incorporate data into the orienting text. For example, you might want your report to contain:

• A page header to display the report title, date, and time at the top of each page
• A break footer to display the last field value after all detail data in the break
• A page footer to display the page number

You can perform these operations by embedding data within the text.

You can also embed data in the Mailing Label, Letter, and Block forms in the large text entry area of each form. The
process for inserting data in your form is the same whether you embed the data in the text entry area or in a header,
footer, break text or final text area.

All the rules explained in this section apply to the Build Break, Build Header, Build Final, and Build Footer screens.

The following screen illustrates the embedded data codes presented in this section: predefined designators, alignment
commands, and data windows.

BRKH.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 HEADER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  ----- BREAK ON LOCATION ------                             POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  #c Summary Sales Information                                              2.  #c For Stores Meeting the Quota                                           3.  #c <d>                                                                    4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:  B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   1:LOCATION......................C       5.  SUM                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO                        A:PTI.SALES_INFO                          2:STORE_NUMBER..................C       6:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N B:PTI.STOREINFO                             7:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                       X:EXPRESSIONS                               8:OPENING_DATE..................D     4:TOTAL_SALES...................N   A:PTI.SALES_INFO                     

Note the following codes on the previous screen:

• #C
To center the text that follows, enter #C.

• <D>
To include the current date, use the date code <D>, as shown. (You can also include the time by using <T>, or the
page by using <P>.)

Once you enter the two lines of text, press Enter. The text is centered, as shown on the next page.
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The centering function “centers” text between its starting position and the end of the amount of blank space available
on that line. For example, if existing text is on the right or left side of the line, any new text you mark with the #C code is
centered on the only contiguous blank space available. Because extra text on the line limits the amount of available blank
space, using the #C code might not give you what you want, especially if you want to then position the text at the exact
center of the line.

To correct this, enter the text that you want to be directly centered on the line first, along with the #C code, and press
Enter. This centers the text on the width of the entire line. You can then add additional text to the left or right of the
centered text without affecting the position of the centered text.

BRKH.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 HEADER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  ----- BREAK ON LOCATION ------                             POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.                            Summary Sales Information                       2.                           For Stores Meeting the Quota                     3.                                       <D.................>                 4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:  B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   1:LOCATION......................C       5.  SUM                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO                        A:PTI.SALES_INFO                          2:STORE_NUMBER..................C       6:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N B:PTI.STOREINFO                             7:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                       X:EXPRESSIONS                               8:OPENING_DATE..................D     4:TOTAL_SALES...................N   A:PTI.SALES_INFO                     

After you press Enter, the header text appears as centered. Notice also that the date code is expanded to reflect the true
space required for the date.

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                             POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  Total Sales for Stores in<1>                                              2.  <5>                                                                       3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   1:LOCATION......................C       5.  SUM                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO                        A:PTI.SALES_INFO                          2:STORE_NUMBER..................C       6:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N B:PTI.STOREINFO                             7:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                       X:EXPRESSIONS                               8:OPENING_DATE..................D     4:TOTAL_SALES...................N   A:PTI.SALES_INFO                     

Note the following codes on the previous screen:

• <1>
When you want to refer to a field's data, use the field number, as you do when defining expressions. However, instead
of preceding the field number with a colon, enclose the number in angle brackets (< >). To refer to field one, enter <1>.
This prints the current value of field one.

• LOCATION
The field reference area lists the fields in a single sequence. LOCATION is field one.

• <5>
Text that appears in the lines below the ruler prints after the break. This break footer includes field 5.

• SUM
Field 5 is the SUM function defined on TOTAL_SALES. Including <5> in the break footer prints the SUM of
TOTAL_SALES after each break. The function displays with the field values. You can include it in text by using its field
designator.

When you enter a data window and press Enter, the correct number of spaces is automatically inserted between the angle
brackets to accommodate the field.

If you want to put text after a data window, you must expand the window first, then enter the additional text. If you put text
after a data window before you expand it, the data window stops where the text starts. It does not expand fully if there is
not room.

Formatting Embedded Text

You can adjust several formatting control features of the field data. You can edit the embedded data in three ways:
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• Enter the EDIT command, followed by the field designator or predefined designator (<P>, <D>, <T>).
• Enter the EDIT command and position the cursor on a field you want to edit.
• Enter the field designator or predefined designator in the FLD# field.

Contents:

Formatting Embedded Text

After you press Enter, the current formatting values for the data are displayed. The field description, line number, field
position, and required space are for display only. If the field designator or predefined designator has a predefined or
custom edit code, the formatting data about the field appears in the Edit Code field. If you are unsure which edit codes
are available for the data type of the current field, position the cursor in the Edit Code field and press Enter. An active help
screen displays the valid edit codes for that data type.

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                             POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  Total Sales for Stores in<1.............................>                 2.  <5*************>                                                          3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD: 5       X.TOTAL_SALES                      L/

P/

S: 002/002/014  DEF'D: 14 EDIT: K2                                                                LCR:   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   1:LOCATION......................C       5.  SUM                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO                        A:PTI.SALES_INFO                          2:STORE_NUMBER..................C       6:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N B:PTI.STOREINFO                             7:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                       X:EXPRESSIONS                               8:OPENING_DATE..................D     4:TOTAL_SALES...................N   A:PTI.SALES_INFO                     

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• FLD
The Field Number field displays the name and number of the field or predefined designators (<P>, <D>, <T>) you are
formatting. If there are two or more instances of the embedded field, they are displayed as #.1, #.2, and so on, where #
is the number of the field.
For example, if you use field number 2 in more than one location, the field number of the first instance of the field is
2.1, the field number of the second instance is 2.2, and so on.
Field 5, which is the SUM function on TOTAL_SALES, appears in this example. (Refer to the field reference to see
field 5's name.)

• EDIT
Enter any new edit code you want to use to format the data for the current field. If the field designator or predefined
designator has a predefined or custom edit code, the formatting data about the field appears in the Edit Code
field. You can also enter masking codes in this field to format the data. In this example, the edit code for
(SUM)TOTAL_SALES is K2.

• BLANK LINES BEFORE/AFTER
Enter the number of blank lines you want to include before or after the break footer.

Position, Spacing, and Justification

• L/P/S:
(Display only) This field indicates the line, position, and required size of the noted data item. The Line is determined by
the line number on which the data field is entered. The Position is the horizontal position of where the data slot begins.
The data slot begins at the first position within the slot indicators (<>). In this example, (SUM)TOTAL_SALES appears
on line 5, position 2. The Size is determined by the Edit Code and is the space required to display the full formatted
data item.

• DEF'D SPACE
Change the space allowed for the embedded field by entering a number in this field. If you enter a number that is less
than the required space, the data is truncated unless you use a character wrap edit code.
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Note: If you change an edit code, the “Size” parameter might increase. Defined space does not automatically change;
you must change it manually. If the size was automatically increased, the text following the resized field may be
overwritten.

• LCR:
Enter a code to align the data within the defined space. Remember that the alignment is within the space defined for
the field or predefined designator. If you want to align the field or predefined designator on the page, you must use the
page alignment commands (#l, #r, #c). Your choices for LCR alignment are:
– blank (The default, which is flush left for alphanumeric and flush right numeric values)
– L (Flush left)
– C (Centered)
– R (Flush right)
Note: The default differs from the specified alignments. The specified alignments are processed after the data
has been formatted and placed into the data slot. Any leading or trailing spaces in the formatted data are then
taken into account when processing the alignment. However, for the default alignment, the slot position is
determined before formatting and then the formatted data is placed into the slot as-is preserving any leading or trailing
spaces.

Predefined Designators

You can also use these special predefined designators:

Designator Definition

<P> Insert the current page number.
The <p> page indicator displays as 0 online, because the page
number is dynamic, based on page size.
Note: To allow enough space for all page or subpage numbers,
we recommend that you add one or two extra periods (.) in the
<P..> field.

<D> Insert the current date.

<T> Insert the current time.

<F> Insert the current form name.

<Q> Insert the current query name.

<#> Insert the current record number.
The following prints, depending on where you use the designator:
Block text: For Letter, Block, and Mailing Label forms, the current
record number of the row being processed.
Page header text/company header: Current record number of the
row being processed when a new page starts.
Page footer text/company footer: Current record number of the
row being processed when a page ends.
Final summary text: Current record number of the row being
processed when a report ends.
Break heading start text: Record number of the first row that
satisfies the new break values.
Break heading end text: Record number of the last row that
satisfies a set of break values.

The letter in a predefined designator can be upper or lower case. For example, <P> or <p> inserts the current page.
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Alignment Commands

You can format the alignment of the orienting text or fields using these formatting commands:

Command Resulting Alignment

#C Center on page

#L Flush left

#R Flush right

Type the alignment command before the text or fields you want to align, with no space between the command and the
text.

The letter in a formatting command can be upper or lower case. #C or #c centers the text.

Embedded Forms

The following features for creating Embedded Forms are available:

• In both online display and print, the entire embedded form appears. The option to specify the display depth no longer
appears on the Form Join Criteria screen.

• Any new page requests in embedded forms are processed.
• If an embedded form is wider than the master form page width, the subpages (segments) of the embedded form are

printed in the same manner as Column forms.

Viewing Embedded Text

If you want to see exactly how the embedded data will look, you can use the PIC command. This command is a toggle
that removes the designator and uses a mask to display the field data.

BRKF.05           ------------ BUILD BREAK 1 FOOTER ------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                             POMCH01.RETAIL_INFOOPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 0    1.  Total Sales for Stores in<XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>                 2.  <

+ZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99>                                                          3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD: 5       X.TOTAL_SALES                      L/

P/

S: 002/002/014  DEF'D: 14 EDIT: K2                                                                LCR:   B:PTI.STOREINFO                                                                   1:LOCATION......................C       5.  SUM                           A:PTI.SALES_INFO                        A:PTI.SALES_INFO                          2:STORE_NUMBER..................C       6:TOYS_MONTH_

$..................N B:PTI.STOREINFO                             7:CLOTHES_MONTH_

$...............N     3:MANAGER_NAME..................C   B:PTI.STOREINFO                       X:EXPRESSIONS                               8:OPENING_DATE..................D     4:TOTAL_SALES...................N   A:PTI.SALES_INFO                     

When in PIC ON mode, numeric data appears as Zs and 9s, and character data appears as Xs. Time and date
designators (<t> and <d>) expand to sample times and dates. The page designator expands to Zs and 9s.

For numeric fields, the Zs imply that leading zeroes are suppressed. For example, the Page Number appears as 1 instead
of 001. You cannot edit text in the PIC ON mode. When you set PIC to OFF (by re-entering the PIC command), the
windows return to their previous form.

Squeeze Codes

Use squeeze codes to squeeze data to eliminate extra spaces, making your mailing label, letter, or block form appear
more professional. For example, a CITY field might allow a name that is 30 characters in length, but CHICAGO only uses
7 characters. You must use a squeeze code to eliminate the extra 23 spaces.

Squeeze codes are text formatting codes you can use on the mailing label, letter, and block forms. You can also use
squeeze codes on page headers and footers, break headers and footers, and final text areas. You can specify squeeze
codes in the Line Command Entry Area on the Build Break, Build Final Text, Build Header, and the Build Footer screens.
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Contents

Starting and Ending Squeeze Codes

When you use any of the squeeze codes in the mailing label, letter, or block forms, you can specify a group of lines by
using the Start (S) and End (E) codes.

For example, if you want to wrap lines 4 - 10, you could enter W on each line, or you could enter WS (Wrap Start) on line
4 and WE (Wrap End) on line 10.

You can use Start and End with any of the squeeze codes. If you use Start (S), you must use End (E).

You cannot mix squeeze codes. For example, you cannot use Justify Start (JS) with Wrap End (WE).

The following screens show the results of entering squeeze codes.

A letter form without any squeeze codes looks like this on the Build Letter Form screen:

LTRF.02           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.MGR_MEMO_2                                                                              LETTER WIDTH: 108  LETTER DEPTH: 56   PAGE DEPTH: 60           LEFT MARGIN: 1       ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..  1. TO:   MANAGER, DEPT: <1..>                                                2. FROM: PERSONNEL                                                           3.                                                                           4. THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE SALARY OF EACH EMPLOYEE.                5. THE INFORMATION IS TO BE USED BY PERSONNEL TO ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEES       6. WITH SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE RECEIVING COMPARABLE    7. SALARIES.                                                                8.                                                                           9. DEPARTMENT: <1..>                                                        10.                                                                          11. EMPLOYEE: <4...........>                                                 12.                                                                          13. SALARY: <2.................>                                             14.                                                                          15. EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF: <3.................>    16.                                                                          17. TOTAL COMPENSATION: <5.............>                                     18.                                                                          19.

When you print it, the letter without any squeeze codes looks like this:

 GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.MGR_MEMO_2"                                                                              PAGE: 1       DEPTH: 60   WIDTH: 132  ROWS: 1 TO 1              LINES: 001-019------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO:   MANAGER, DEPT:  001                                                     FROM: PERSONNEL                                                                                                                                             THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE SALARY OF EACH EMPLOYEE.                    THE INFORMATION IS TO BE USED BY PERSONNEL TO ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEES           WITH SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE RECEIVING COMPARABLE        SALARIES.                                                                                                                                                  DEPARTMENT:  001                                                                                                                                            EMPLOYEE:   00000000002                                                                                                                                     SALARY:    27,500.000000000                                                                                                                                 EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF:     3,900.000000000                                                                                        TOTAL COMPENSATION:       31,400.00

A letter with the Wrap (W), Justification (J), and Line (L) squeeze codes looks like the following:

LTRF.02           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF2.MGR_MEMO_2                                                                              LETTER WIDTH: 72   LETTER DEPTH: 60   PAGE DEPTH: 60           LEFT MARGIN: 1       ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..  1. TO:   MANAGER, DEPT: <1..>                                                2. FROM: PERSONNEL                                                           3.                                                                         WS    THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE SALARY OF EACH EMPLOYEE.                5. THE INFORMATION IS TO BE USED BY PERSONNEL TO ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEES       6. WITH SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE RECEIVING COMPARABLE  WE    SALARIES.                                                                8.                                                                         J     DEPARTMENT: <1..>                                                       L                                                                             J     EMPLOYEE: <4...........>                                                L                                                                             J     SALARY: <2.................>                                             14.                                                                         J     EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF: <3.................>    16.                                                                         J     TOTAL COMPENSATION: <5.............>                                     18.                                                                          19.

Note the following squeeze codes on the previous screen:

• Wrap Squeeze Codes
Wrap Start (WS) is specified at the beginning of the paragraph and Wrap End (WE) is specified at the end of the
paragraph.

• Line Squeeze Code
Line (L) codes are specified on blank lines so they are deleted when printed. The lines would not be deleted if they
contained text.

• Justification Squeeze Code
Justify (J) codes are used to delete any extra spaces that might be in the line.

When you print it, the letter with the Wrap (W), Justify (J), and Line (L) squeeze codes looks like the following:

GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF2.MGR_MEMO_2"                                                                              PAGE: 1       DEPTH: 60   WIDTH: 132  ROWS: 1 TO 1              LINES: 001-019------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO:   MANAGER, DEPT:  001                                                     FROM: PERSONNEL                                                                                                                                             THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE SALARY OF EACH EMPLOYEE. THE                 INFORMATION IS TO BE USED BY PERSONNEL TO ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEES WITH          SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE RECEIVING COMPARABLE             SALARIES.                                                                                                                                                  DEPARTMENT: 001                                                               EMPLOYEE: 00000000002                                                         SALARY: 27,500.000000000                                                                                                                                    EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF: 3,900.000000000                                                                                            TOTAL COMPENSATION: 31,400.00

The results of the squeeze codes are described below:

• Wrap Squeeze Codes
The WS and WE squeeze codes wrap the paragraph. The word “the” was previously on the second line, but now
appears at the end of the first line due to the wrapping. The word “with” was on the third line, but now appears at the
end of the second line.

• Line Squeeze Code
Lines 7 and 9 are deleted because they do not contain data or text.

• Justify Squeeze Code
Extra spaces in each line are deleted so the data begins immediately after the text.
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Punctuation and Squeeze Codes

When squeezing text, the following characters are recognized as punctuation marks:

• Comma (,)
• Period (.)
• Colon (:)
• Semicolon (;)
• Exclamation point (!)
• Question Mark (?)
• End parenthesis ( ) )

Punctuation marks are handled differently than other characters. For non-punctuation characters, all spaces but the one
preceding any character are removed. For punctuation marks, all preceding spaces are removed because it is assumed
that a punctuation mark should immediately follow the preceding text.

The only exception to this rule is a period (.) that is immediately followed by a non-blank character, as in .25 dollars. In this
case (.25), the period is handled like any other non-punctuation character to ensure proper formatting.

Mixing Block and Individual Squeeze Codes

You can use a squeeze code to format a specific line or a group of lines. The only limitation is that you cannot use starting
and ending squeeze codes to modify a block of lines, and then use additional squeeze codes on individual lines in that
block. This type of code combination is not accepted. See the examples below.

The following example shows an INCORRECT assignment of squeeze codes:

          LETTER width: 72    depth: 18           J    Dear<2............>:            2.      --- WS    Thank you for expressing an interest in <3..................>. I     |     J    have enclosed a brochure and demonstration diskette for yourWRONG|     J    review. I would be very happy to give you a full-

product       --- WE    demonstration at your earliest convenience.             7.             8. If you have any questions about <3..................>, please do             9. not hesitate to contact me.                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*

In the example above, the WS (Wrap Start) and WE (Wrap End) squeeze codes are used to format lines 3 - 6, and the
J (Justify) squeeze code is assigned to lines 4 and 5. This combination is not accepted because lines 4 and 5 have two
different squeeze codes assigned to them.

The following example shows a CORRECT assignment of squeeze codes:

          LETTER width: 72    depth: 18           J    Dear<2............>:            2.      --- WS    Thank you for expressing an interest in <3..................>. I     |      4. have enclosed a brochure and demonstration diskette for yourRIGHT|      5. review. I would be very happy to give you a full-

product       --- WE    demonstration at your earliest convenience.             7.             8. If you have any questions about <3..................>, please do             9. not hesitate to contact me.                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*

In the example above, the WS (Wrap Start) and WE (Wrap End) squeeze codes are used to format lines 3 - 6. You cannot
assign additional squeeze codes to those lines. Lines 4 and 5 are part of this group (lines 3 - 6).

Squeeze Code Reference

The product supports the following squeeze codes. The descriptions of these codes follows these conventions: Data
refers to the information in a query field. Text refers to the characters you typed on the form. For example, the NAME field
in your query might contain the names Smith, Jones, Phillips, and Allen. These names are the data. If you entered the
words Last Name on your form, Last Name is the text.

B (Block)

The Block code is similar to Value, except that the entire block of lines defined by the BS (Block Start) and BE (Block End)
marks are treated as a single object. The Block code deletes the block unless data appears on any line of the block. If
any line within the block does have data, the block is not deleted. If the entire block does not have any data, the block is
deleted, even if there is text. Whenever the Block code deletes a line, the following lines move up.
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For example, if one section of an expense form was for hotel expenses, and an employee took a one-day trip that did not
require hotel expenses (room, room service, tipping, shuttle service), no data would appear for that entire section. The
Block code would delete the entire “hotel expenses” section, because the employee incurred no expenses.

If the employee did incur any expenses, the block would not be deleted.

NOTE
A block is a group of lines that you define using the B, BS (Block Start), and BE (Block End) squeeze codes.
Block does not refer to the Block form itself.

J (Justify)

When you use the Justify code, data and text squeeze to the left. Any leading spaces (indenting) on that line are kept.

For example, if a NAME field allows up to 30 characters, but the actual name only uses 10 characters, there would be 20
extra spaces on the line. Justify eliminates the extra spaces. You can use Justify for individual lines or lines you do not
want to wrap. For example:

John Smith      and family

when justified would be:

John Smith and family

L (Line)

You can use the Line code to delete blank lines or to delete a line that does not have any text and contains only blank
data. The Line code has no effect on lines that contain text. When a blank line is deleted, the following lines move up. For
example:

John Smith

1100 Moss Ave Dallas, Texas  75006

with the Line code would be:

John Smith 1100 Moss AveDallas, Texas  75006

Since John Smith does not have an apartment number, the Line code deletes the second line.

If text such as “Apt.” did appear on the second line, the Line code would not delete the line. See V (Value) for more
information about deleting lines that contain text but no data.

V (Value)

The Value code deletes the line unless data appears on that line. If the data for that line is blank, the line is deleted, even
if the line contains text. If a line contains only text (no data), the Value code deletes the line. Whenever the Value code
deletes a line, the following lines move up.

For example, you could use Value squeeze code on the Amount Owed Employee and the Amount Owed Company lines
on an expense form. Then if one of the lines does not have an amount (the data), the Value code deletes the line entirely.

NOTE
For mailing labels, a V squeeze code is automatically performed on all the lines, deleting any line that does not
contain data. This leaves you free to specify J squeeze codes for each line, as you would normally want.
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W (Wrap)

The Wrap code works like wrapping on a word processor. Blank data or extra spaces in a data field squeeze to the left,
making room for text or data that starts in column one from the next line.

For example, if a NAME field allows up to 30 characters, but the actual name only uses 10 characters, there would be 20
extra spaces on the line. Wrap eliminates the extra spaces. You can use Wrap for formatting paragraphs. For example:

John Smithat 1100 Moss Ave

when wrapped would be:

John Smith at 1100 Moss Ave

If you have leading blanks on any line (including entire blank lines), the leading blanks are kept (no squeezing is done) to
preserve any special paragraph indentation you might have intentionally created.

Squeeze processing removes any time lines, such as the second line in the example. The following lines within the block
move up and extra blank lines are added at the end of the block to maintain the block size. This guarantees that page
breaks, letters, and such print the way you planned them.

Using Line Commands

To assist you in creating block forms, letters, and mailing labels, eleven line commands are available:

Command Description

I Insert

D Delete

R Replicate

S Split

DD Delete a block of lines

RR Replicate a block of lines

C Copy a line

M Move a line

CC Copy a block of lines

MM Move a block of lines

A Move or copy lines after specified line

These line commands are only valid on the Build Block Form, Build Letter Form, Build Label Form, Build Header, Build
Footer, Build Break, and Build Final Text screens.

To use the I (insert), D (delete), and R (replicate) line commands, enter the line command before the line you want to
modify. You can specify a number after the I, D, and R commands to process more than one line at a time. For example,
to insert 3 lines, enter I3.

To use the DD (delete block) and RR (replicate block) line commands, enter the line command before the first and last
lines of the block to delete or replicate.

To use the C (copy) and M (move) line commands, enter the line command before the line you want to copy or move and
enter the A line command on the line above the destination line. You can specify a number after the C and M commands
to process more than one line at a time. For example, to copy 3 lines, enter C3.
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To use the CC (copy block) and MM (move block) line commands, enter the line command before the first and last lines of
the block to copy or move and enter the A line command on the line above the first line of the destination block.

To use the S (split) line command:

1. Enter S in front of the line you want to split.
2. Place the cursor on the character where you want the line to split. For example, look at this sentence:

"She was promoted and received a $50,000 raise (a subliminal suggestion)."

If you wanted to move the information in the parentheses to the second line, you would place the cursor on the first
parenthesis. The split would result in this:

"She was promoted and received a $50,000 raise(a subliminal suggestion)."

3. Press Enter to process the split and any other line commands you specified.

You can enter several line commands on the same form (one command per line). When you press Enter, all the line
commands are edited to make sure there are:

• No conflicts (for example, specifying an R command between a set of DD commands)
• No incomplete block commands (for example, using only one CC command)
• No moves or copies pending (for example, specifying an M5 command without a corresponding A command)
• No invalid operations on embedded forms

If any of these conditions occur, the line commands are highlighted, and a descriptive message displays. After you correct
the errors, all of the line commands are processed at once. The following screen is an example.

 LTRF.03           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------    COMMAND==>                                                     PDPRF1.LETTER4A                                                                                  LETTER width: 72   depth: 56   page depth: 60                  LEFT MARGIN: 1   I 1. DEAR CLIENT:                                                                  2. WE ARE CONDUCTING A SURVEY TO DETERMINE IF WE ARE MEETING THE NEEDS OF    3. OUR CLIENTS. YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO BE A PART OF THIS SURVEY.  R 4. YOUR COMMENTS WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!                      5.                                                                           S 6. PLEASE RESPOND IMMEDIATELY SO WE CAN SERVE YOU BETTER. SINCERELY, D 7. P.S.

(IF WE DON'T HEAR FROM YOU BY JUNE 1, WE WILL CONTACT YOU BY PHONE.)    8.                                                                             9.                                                                                 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7..

Note the following lines on the previous screen:

• DEAR CLIENT
The I (insert) line command inserts a blank line after the current line.

• YOUR COMMENTS
The R (replicate) line command copies this line and places the copy after the current line.

• PLEASE RESPOND
The S (split) line command breaks this line into two lines at the point where you place the cursor. In this example, the
cursor is on the “S” in “Sincerely.”

• P.S.
The D (delete) line command deletes this line entirely.

When you press Enter, the line commands are processed, and the screen appears as in the following example.

 LTRF.03           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------    COMMAND==>                                                     PDPRF1.LETTER4A                                                                                  LETTER width: 72   depth: 56   page depth: 60                  LEFT MARGIN: 1         ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7..    1. DEAR CLIENT:                                                                2.                                                                             3. WE ARE CONDUCTING A SURVEY TO DETERMINE IF WE ARE MEETING THE NEEDS OF    4. OUR CLIENTS. YOU HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO BE A PART OF THIS SURVEY.    5. YOUR COMMENTS WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!                      6. YOUR COMMENTS WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!                      7.    8. PLEASE RESPOND IMMEDIATELY SO WE CAN SERVE YOU BETTER.   9. SINCERELY,                                                                10.                                                                            11.                                                                            12.                                                                         

The following changes are reflected on the previous screen (Line Command Results):

• A blank line was inserted after DEAR CLIENT: due to the I line command.
• The YOUR COMMENTS line was replicated due to the R line command.
• SINCERELY was split from the end of line 8 and placed it at the beginning of line 9, due to the S line command.
• The P.S. line was deleted due to the D line command.
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Cut-and-Paste Screen

With the Letter and Block forms, you can cut portions of text and paste the text at a different location. You can also copy
and align the block of text.

To bring up the Cut-and-Paste screen, enter CUT in the command line.

 TEXT.04           --------------- CUT-AND-

PASTE ----------------    COMMAND==> SB 13 15 50 65                                     PDPRF1.LETTER5                                    BLOCKWIDTH: 72   BLOCKDEPTH: 60            ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7..   1. THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE COMPENSATION OF YOUR EMPLOYEE:   2.   3. THE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED TO THE EMPLOYEE'S MANAGER BY PERSONNEL   4. FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING THE EMPLOYEE'S ANNUAL SALARY   5. INCREASE.   6.   7. DEPARTMENT:<3..>   8.   9. EMPLOYEE: <1..................................>  10.  11. SALARY: <4..........>  12.  13. EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF: <5..........>  14.  15. TOTAL COMPENSATION: <6............>  16.  17. CONSIDER YOUR SALARY RECOMMENDATION CAREFULLY. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT  18. EMPLOYEES WITH SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS RECEIVE  19. COMPARABLE COMPENSATION.

Dimensions

When you access the Cut-and-Paste screen, the dimensions listed at the top of the screen are carried over from the
previous screen.

• BLOCKWIDTH
The width of the letter or block, depending on which screen you entered the CUT command from.

• BLOCKDEPTH
The length of the letter or block.

If you want to copy or move a block of text, use the SB (Source Box) screen command in the command line. It draws
a box as large or as small as you want. You specify the start and stop lines and the start and stop columns. A box will
surround the text. You can then move or copy the text in the box.

For example, to draw a box that surrounds the text on lines 13 to 15, columns 50 to 65, enter the following screen
command:

SB 13 15 50 65

The screen looks like this:

 TEXT.04           --------------- CUT-AND-

PASTE ----------------    COMMAND==>                                                     PDPRF1.LETTER5  BLOCKWIDTH: 72   BLOCKDEPTH: 56       ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7..   1. THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE COMPENSATION OF YOUR EMPLOYEE:   2.   3. THE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED TO THE EMPLOYEE'S MANAGER BY PERSONNEL   4. FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING THE EMPLOYEE'S ANNUAL SALARY   5. INCREASE.   6.   7. DEPARTMENT:<3..>   8.   9. EMPLOYEE: <1..................................>  10.  11. SALARY: <4..........>  12.                                                 +----------------

+  13. EMPLOYEE ALSO RECEIVED COMMISSIONS THIS YEAR OF: <5..........>      14.                                                                     15. TOTAL COMPENSATION: <6............>                                 16.                                                 +----------------

+  17. CONSIDER YOUR SALARY RECOMMENDATION CAREFULLY. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT  18. EMPLOYEES WITH SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS RECEIVE  19. COMPARABLE COMPENSATION.

When you display a box, you can use any of the following screen commands:

Command Example

MOVE For example:
move 10 1
Moves the text in the box so that it starts on line 10, column 1.

COPY For example:
copy 20 35
Copies the text in the box and places the upper left corner of the
copy on line 20, column 35.

HORIZ Aligns the text horizontally, based on the code you enter after
horiz or hor. Valid values are:
L: Left
R: Right
C: Center
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VERT Aligns the text vertically, based on the code you enter after vertical
or v. Valid values are:
U: Up
D: Down
C: Center

SB 0 Removes the source box from the screen. The text in the box
remains at the last location.

You can also use the horiz (horizontal) and vert (vertical) alignment commands on the Cut-and-Paste screen without
having a source box. When there is no source box, the alignment commands affect the entire document.

Wrapping Data

You can display data in a query field at various locations on the form. You can continue it from one location to another by
using a plus sign (+). You can use the plus sign:

• After the field number, as in <2+>, to indicate that more data continues to another location on the form.
• Before a field number, as in <+2> to indicate that data carries over to this location from a previous location on the form.

The data ends at this location.
• Before and after a field number, as in <+2+>, to indicate that data carries over to this location and continues to another

location on the form.

Horizontal Wrapping and Vertical Wrapping describe how this works.

NOTE
The Column form has a WRAP ON/OFF command for wrapping detail data. See the “Column Form” section
for information about this command. Using this command prevents you from doing horizontal or vertical data
wrapping.

Contents

Horizontal Wrapping

With horizontal wrapping, you can display a field in several locations spread across a line so that the data starts at one
location and continues until it reaches the end of the last location. For example:

<4+........>     <+4+........>     <+4........>

To specify horizontal wrapping:

1. Move the cursor to the exact location you want each section to start.
2. Type the appropriate formatting code, such as <4+.
3. Use the space bar to make room for the number of characters you want to display in that section.
4. Enter the ending parenthesis (>).

For example, if you want a phone number spread over three locations, enter:

<4+ >  <+4+>   <+4  >

Notice the extra space in the first and third sections. You need this space to make enough room for the data. The 4 and +
are counted as the first two characters, so you need only one more space between the brackets to display 3 characters.
When you run the form, the phone number displays like this:
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312     309     1234

Vertical Wrapping

Another use of continuing text is wrapping data vertically. Instead of typing each line, as in horizontal wrapping, you can
use the following shorthand format (spaces are added for clarity):

<field#  w  width amount  d  depth amount>

For example, to display field 3, which contains 100 characters, as four 25-character fields, you would enter <3w25d4> in
the place you want the data to appear on the form. The following are generated when you enter <3w25d4>:

<3+.......................><+3+......................><+3+......................><

+3.......................>

If you do not specify a width, the width parameter (w) defaults to the full width of the field. In this example, a width of 25 is
specified. The width parameter forces the expansion of the field, regardless of the previously specified width.

The depth parameter (d) specifies how many lines are needed. The default is 1. You do not need to use the depth
parameter if you only need one line.

NOTE
Using this method, the smallest amount allowed per line is 5 characters.

To generate a field of a specified width for one line, use the following format (spaces are added for clarity):

<field#  w  width amount>

For example, to display field 7, which is 12 characters wide, enter:

<7w12>

You do not need the depth parameter because you want the information to appear on only one line.

Tips for Using Data Windows

When using data windows, such as <3>, keep these guidelines in mind:

• Each bracket in the data window uses one space in your form. When you enter text immediately before or after a
bracket, you do not need to leave a space between your text and the bracket. For example,

Dear<1.......>

displays as:

Dear John

You do not need an extra space between Dear and the first bracket of the data window.
• If you find you have extra spaces between your text and the data, use the J (justify) squeeze code on the line to

eliminate the unneeded spaces. See Squeeze Codes for more information about the J squeeze code.
• When determining the number of spaces you need between the brackets to accommodate the data, keep in mind that

you should count the field number (#) and any plus signs (+) as spaces. For example, all of the following data windows
contain three spaces:
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<4  >  <+4 >  <4+ >  <+4+>

• If the data windows do not expand correctly, clear the line from that point on (use the EOF key) and press Enter. Then
try typing the data window again. Be sure to press Enter to expand the window to its full size before you type any more
text or data windows after it.

If you do not press Enter before typing more text, the data window will not be able to expand to its full size, and will not be
able to contain the entire data value.

Building Procedures
Procedures are a series of commands that accomplish functions that are available on the Main Menu. For example, you
can write a procedure to run a report or delete an object. Procedures are ideal for tasks you must perform weekly or on a
repetitive basis.

The Build Procedure screen displays a list of procedure commands at the bottom of the screen. When you select a
command, a sample format for the command displays. All that you must do is enter the information to complete your
procedure. Prompts occur throughout the procedure-making process, letting you know which information is expected or
missing.

You can build procedures using the product interface panel. You can also execute procedure commands dynamically from
the command line of the Main Menu. To execute from the command line, enter the screen command PROC before the
procedure command.

Procedures are limited to 30,000 lines of 72 bytes each, and cannot exceed 2,160,000 bytes in the total length.

You can run procedures from within another procedures. You can also build a modular design with similar tasks executed
by various procedures where needed.

Commands are executed sequentially within a procedure until any of the following conditions is met:

• An EXIT command is reached
• An error that meets or exceeds the current procedure error threshold occurs.
• No more commands are listed for execute.

The resolution of replaceable parameters and ampersands occurs throughout a procedure.

  

Build Procedure Facility

You can set up procedures to execute functions available in CA Report Facility. Procedures let you control objects
(through creation, copying, renaming, and deletion) and to execute any queries or forms. For example, you can write a
procedure to run a series of weekly reports.

The Build Procedure Facility automatically generates procedure syntax. Procedures can be executed in online or in batch
mode and can even be invoked from user programs through the CA Report Facility Program Interface.

EPRC.02           ----------------- BUILD PROC -----------------             

  COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF1.ADMIN1_PROC OPR

                                                                              1.

 RUN QUERY PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE;                                                  1. RUN

 FORM PDPRF1.EMP_MEMO      -- RUN THE EMPLOYEE MEMO REPORT;              2. RUN FORM

 PDPRF1.WEEKLY        -- RUN THE WEEKLY REPORT WHICH LISTS THE      3.                 

                PRODUCTS THAT WERE SOLD THIS WEEK;          4. -- BOTH OF THESE REPORTS

 SHOULD BE RUN BY 5:00 ON FRIDAY, SO THEY WILL      5. BE READY FOR REVIEW ON MONDAY

 MORNING;                                      6.                                    
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                                         7.                                          

                                   8.                                                

                             9.                                                      

                      10.                                                            

                11.                                                                  

          12.                                                                        

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Proc

 Command List:  You may GENERATE command syntax into your Proc              8. RUN

 {OBJECT-TYPE} {OBJECT-NAME};                                            9. SET {GLOBAL-

VARIABLE-NAME} {VALUE};                                        

Quick Steps for Creating a Procedure

Use the Build Procedure panel to define procedures. This panel is a free-form edit screen that displays a list of valid
procedure commands at the bottom. You can scroll through the list as needed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter A in the OPT field next to PROCEDURE.
b. Specify a name for your new procedure in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter.
The Build Proc screen appears.

2. Enter a procedure command in the format  :# , where # identifies the command number from the Command List at
the bottom of the screen. Leave the rest of the line blank.
Press Enter. The syntax for the procedure command you indicated is generated.

NOTE
You can scroll the Command List by using the UP2/DOWN2 PF keys.

3. If command arguments are listed after the command:
a. Remove the braces ( {} ) and enter values for the command arguments.
b. Press Enter.

NOTE
 An “invalid proc command” message reminds you to modify the procedure command before using it in CA
Report Facility. The message can provide additional information about the items in the procedure command
that required modification, such as the object type or name.

4. Continue to enter procedure commands and values for command arguments until the procedure is complete. You can
use replaceable parameters anywhere in the procedure syntax.

NOTE
We recommend using the full procedure commands, rather than an abbreviated form of the command. For
example, it is better to write RUN FORM TEST instead of R F TEST. This syntax eliminates any confusion
if future releases of CA Report Facility contain two or more procedure commands that begin with the same
letter.

Press PF3 (End). The Proc Profile screen appears.
5. On the Proc Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. Enter a brief description of the form in the Descr field.
b. Enter Y, N, or U in the Share field.
c. Press Enter. The procedure is saved in your procedure library, you return to the Main Menu, and a message

confirming the action displays.
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NOTE
Quick Steps for Running a Procedure appear in the “Execution” section.

 Example: Generate a Procedure Commands 

This example shows how to enter procedure commands using the Command List. To generate the syntax for the
EXPORT command, which is listed as #7 at the bottom of the Build Procedure screen, type :7 at the beginning of a
procedure line and press Enter. The following displays on the line:

EXPORT {OBJECT-TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK} {DATASET-NAME};

The braces ({}) are used to show the format of the command. Remove the braces and enter the object name and
table name before you use the command.

Quick Steps for Running a Procedure

To run a procedure:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to PROCEDURE.
b. Specify the name of a procedure in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The Build Proc screen appears.

2. Enter RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Proc screen appears.
3. Press Enter again. The procedure runs and any of the following Run screens are displayed, as applicable:

– Update a replaceable parameter in an object.
– Select a different form for a query.

4. At the end of a procedure, press PF3 (END) until you return to the Run Proc screen. You return to the Run Proc
screen and a message displays confirming that the procedure has run successfully.

5. Press PF3 (End). You return to the Build Proc screen. In this screen, you can modify or exit and save the procedure.

External Versus Internal Procedures
Procedures are classified as internal or external. You can create internal procedures on the Build Procedure screen and
store them. You define external procedures from a source other than the Build Procedure screen and do not store them.
Examples of external procedures include:

• A batch job. You can submit a batch job to a data set on the Run Batch Job screen. Then you can edit and submit the
data set as often as needed.

• The PROC screen command. The Main Menu supports this command.
• The PRF Program Interface.

All procedure commands that you can embed within a procedure on the Build Procedure screen can also be submitted for
execution from an external source. However, you can use some procedure commands only in an external procedure.

NOTE
For more information about batch jobs and the PRF Program Interface, see the Administrating section.

Embedded Procedures
You can run procedures from within another procedures and can build a modular design with similar tasks executed from
a separate procedure, but executed by any procedure where needed.

The number of embedded procedures and the level of embedding are not limited.

To prevent recursion that can cause an infinite loop of processing of the procedures, do not allow a procedure to call itself
either directly or indirectly.
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The following example shows a basic structure of procedures that are embedded within another procedure:

RUN PROC

    Statements

    RUN PROC

        Statements

        RUN PROC

            Statements

        Statements

    Statements

    RUN PROC

        Statements

        RUN PROC

            Statements

        Statements

    Statements

EXIT

Build Proc Screen
The Build Procedure screen lets you define procedures. A scrollable list of valid procedure commands displays at the
bottom of the screen for your reference.

To display the Build Procedure screen, do one of the following:

• On the Main Menu, enter A (add) or S (select) next to Procedure and specify a name for the procedure in the Name
field. Press Enter.

• On the Main Menu, enter S next to Procedure, leave the name field blank, and press Enter. The Proc Library screen
appears. On the Proc Library screen, enter S next to the procedure you want and press Enter.

• On the Main Menu, enter L next to the Procedure field and press Enter to display the Library screen. On the Library
screen, enter search criteria to select the procedure you want. The procedure appears on the Build Procedure screen.

EPRC.02           ----------------- BUILD PROC -----------------   COMMAND==>                                                        PDQRF2.PROC2OPR                                                                             1. :7                                                                        2.                                                                           3.                                                                           4.                                                                           5.                                                                           6.                                                                           7.                                                                           8.                                                                           9.                                                                          10.                                                                          11.                                                                          12.                                                                         ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Proc Command List:  You may GENERATE command syntax into your Proc             1. CHART {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-NAME};                                        2. COPY {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK} {OBJECT-SPEC};                           3. DEFPRTR {PRINTER-

ID};                                                     4. DELETE {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK};                                       5. DROP {TABLE-

MASK};                                                        6. EXIT;                                                                     7. EXPORT {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK} {DATASET-NAME};
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Adding Comments to a Procedure
You can write comments in your procedure by preceding the comment with two consecutive hyphens (--). All text following
the hyphens is considered to be part of the comment text until you use a semicolon. The semicolon (;) marks the end of a
comment, as well as a procedure command.

You can write comments as follows:

• Adding the comment at the end of the procedure command
• Inserting the comment on a line by itself

In both cases, you place a semicolon (;) at the end of the comment.

Example: Add Comments to a Procedure

This example shows how you can write these two types of comments on the Build Procedure screen:

• The UN QUERY PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE procedure command does not have any comments associated with it. The
semicolon (;) at the end of the procedure command indicates that this is the end of the command.

• The RUN FORM PDPRF1.EMP_MEMO is followed by a one-line comment. Note that the semicolon (;) is placed at the
end of the comment, rather than after the procedure command.

• The RUN FORM PDPRF1.WEEKLY is followed by a comment that continues onto a second line (extra spaces are
added to line up the second comment line under the first comment line). The semicolon (;) appears at the end of the
second comment line.

• The last two lines of the procedure demonstrate how you can enter a stand-alone comment that is not associated with
a specific procedure command. Two hyphens (--) indicate the beginning of the comment, and a semicolon (;) marks
the end of the comment.

 EPRC.02           ----------------- BUILD PROC -----------------    COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF1.ADMIN1_PROC  OPR                                                                               1. RUN QUERY PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE;                                                1. RUN FORM PDPRF1.EMP_MEMO      -- RUN THE EMPLOYEE MEMO REPORT;               2. RUN FORM PDPRF1.WEEKLY        -- RUN THE WEEKLY REPORT WHICH LISTS THE 
 
  

   3.                                 PRODUCTS THAT WERE SOLD THIS WEEK;          4. -- BOTH OF THESE REPORTS SHOULD BE RUN BY 5:00 ON FRIDAY, SO THEY WILL      5. BE READY FOR REVIEW ON MONDAY MORNING;                                      6.                                                                             7.                                                                             8.                                                                             9.                                                                            10.                                                                            11.                                                                            12.                                                                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Proc Command List:  You may GENERATE command syntax into your Proc               8. RUN {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-NAME};                                            9. SET {GLOBAL-

VARIABLE-

NAME} {VALUE};                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Procedure Commands
The following pages list the procedure commands. Each command is listed in its basic format, without a subcommand list.
The required arguments are listed by type, and you must enter them in the specified order. The applicable subcommands
are also listed. A description and example are provided for each procedure command. If a procedure command is for use
in external procedures only, it is indicated with a NOTE.

Procedure commands that process multiple objects (the commands that use the object-mask argument), such as COPY,
DELETE, and RENAME, commit each changed object before continuing. Therefore, if the procedure command fails on
the fifth of ten objects, the first four objects remain changed. A subsequent execution of the same command would only
attempt to process the remaining six objects.

  

Procedure Commands Syntax

The syntax of a procedure command is:

cmd arg-1 arg-2 arg-3 (subcmd-list) --comment;
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•   cmd 
Specifies the name of the procedure command. Partial entries are recognized as long as the entry uniquely identifies a
single valid procedure command.

•   arg-#
Specifies the arguments that the command requires. The procedure command determines the number and syntax of
the arguments.

•   subcmd-list 
(Optional) Specifies a list of subcommands, delimited by spaces and enclosed in parentheses, that is passed to
the procedure command. This list includes optional parameters to the procedure command itself, and replaceable
parameter overrides. The procedure command determines the applicability and contents of a subcommand list.

•   comment 
(Optional) Specifies a string of text that is used to document the procedure command usage. Comments have no effect
on the command itself. Comments can only occur after the last component of the command. Delimited literals are not
recognized in a comment. In other words, the presence of a quote or apostrophe does not suppress the search for the
semi-colon that indicates the end of the command. A comment effectively denotes the end of the command. All text is
ignored from the beginning of the comment to the semi-colon indicating the end of the command.

 Example: SET Procedure 

To set variable CITY1 to CHICAGO, variable CITY2 to DALLAS, and variable CITY3 to PEORIA, create a following
procedure with three SET commands:

SET CITY1 CHICAGO; SET CITY2 DALLAS; SET CITY3 PEORIA;

Enter the procedure command name, arguments, and subcommand-list as separate parameters with intervening spaces.

Use semicolons to delimit procedure commands, and separate them with spaces.

Procedure Command Arguments

You list arguments after the procedure command to clarify what the procedure command does.

For example, in the statement RUN QUERY PDPRF1.TEST:

• RUN is the procedure command.
• QUERY is the argument that specifies the object type.
• PDPRF1.TEST is the argument that identifies the ID and name of the object.

Arguments are classified as one of the following:
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• Dataset-name: Name of a data set. Follows PRF/TSO conventions.
• Extract-type: Type of extract: DB2, FIX, CSV. You can use partial entries.
• Global-variable-name: Name of a global variable.
• Object-list: Specify an object name or several object names by using a percent sign (%) as the last character of a

name. You can use only an asterisk (*) alone. If you use an underscore (_), it is treated as a character in the name, not
as a wildcard character.

• Object-name: Name of an object: Query, Form, Procedure, or Non-Query SQL. If you do not specify a Creator ID, the
user's ID is assumed.

• Object-number: The sequential number of an object.
• Object-type: QUERY, FORM, PROC (procedure), or NQRY (non-query SQL). You can use partial entries.
• Object-mask: Specify a two-part specification in ID.NAME form where each part is a standard search string that

specifies the objects that are to be processed. Quote or apostrophe delimiters can be used around either part of the
mask. If the first part is not specified, the user's ID is used.

• Object-spec: Specify a new object name by using an asterisk (*). You cannot use the wildcard characters (% _) in
an object-spec. If you use an underscore (_) in an object-spec, it is treated as a character in the name, not as a
wildcard character.

• Printer-id: Name of a printer, in the format system.printer.
• Profile-id: Name of a profile on which to perform a transaction.
• Table-name: Name of a DB2 table. If you do not specify a Creator ID, the user's ID is assumed.
• Transaction: The type of operation to perform on a profile.
• Value: Any value in string form. If the value contains spaces or delimiters, you should enclose it in a set of delimiters

that are not used in the value. For example, to specify a value containing spaces, use single quote marks as
delimiters, as in the following:
SET  TITLE  '<PRF>'

To specify a fully-qualified data set name in which you intend to keep the delimiting single quote marks, you should
enclose the whole value in double quote marks, as in the following:
SET DATASET "'FULLY.QUALED.DSN'"

• Table-mask: A two-part specification in CREATOR.NAME form where each part is an individual mask string that
specifies the objects that are to be processed. Quote or apostrophe delimiters may be used around either of the
individual masks. If the first part is not specified, the user's ID is used.
An individual mask specification can be used to limit the list of objects to be processed. The mask can be any of the
following:
– Asterisk. A single “*” (which indicates that no restrictions are to be placed on this field).
– No wildcard indicators. A string of text that contains no DB2 wildcard indicators (which indicates that the exact string

is to be matched).
– Underscore wildcard indicator. A string of text that contains the DB2 underscore wildcard indicator, “_”, (which

indicates that any character may be present in the place of the indicator).
– Percent wildcard indicator. A string of text that is followed by the DB2 percent wildcard indicator, “%”, (which

indicates that the string is to be used as a “starts with” specification). Such a string may also include uses of the
DB2 underscore wildcard indicator, “_”.

CHART Command

Executes the specified query or form and charts the resultant data. The object-type and object-name arguments
do not accept wildcards. You can chart all form and query types, except for extract forms. PROC object types are also
invalid for this command.

To use the CHART command, you must have Execution authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.
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This command has the following syntax:

CHART object-type object-name;

The following describes the subcommands:

•  CFORM
Specifies the chart format to use to generate the report. You can use a pre-defined chart format or a custom user-
defined format. This must be a valid 8-character ICU chart format name. See the “Chart Facility” section for more
information.

•  CLENGTH
Specifies the length of the page on which to print the chart, based on the UNITS subcommand specification (see
UNITS).

•  COPIES
Specifies the number of copies of the chart to print.

•  CWIDTH
Specifies the width of the page on which to print the chart, based on the UNITS subcommand specification (see
UNITS).

•  HOFFSET
Specifies the offset from the left side of the page to place the chart, based on the UNITS subcommand specification
(see the UNITS section).

•  PRINTER
Specifies a valid GDDM printer nickname to use for output. If you execute a CHART procedure command online
without specifying a printer using this subcommand, the chart displays online in the ICU.

•  &repparm
Specifies the replaceable parameter subcommand. This subcommand is an override request that indicates the value to
use for the replaceable parameter of the indicated name in the specified object

•  RESULT
Specifies whether to generate a temporary results table. Valid values are:
–  Y

Generates a temporary results table. This is the default.
–  N

Does not generate a temporary results table. Use the existing table, if it is present and valid. If the new query to
execute is not the same query used to generate the previous results table, this command is ignored and a new
results table is generated.

NOTE
Replaceable parameters are not taken into account when determining whether the current results table is
valid for the query to execute for the CHART command. If you execute the same query but specify new
parameter overrides with the RESULT command specified as N, the previous results table is still used,
even though the results would change, based on the new parameter values.

•  ROWLIMIT
Specifies a temporary row limit. The default is none (no row limit). To override the default row limit, use ROWLIMIT=#,
where # is the maximum number of rows allowed for the object.

•  UNITS
Specifies the units to use for the HOFFSET, VOFFSET, CLENGTH, and CWIDTH specifications. Valid values are:
– I: Units are inches. This is the default.
– C: Unites are centimeters.
– P: Units are a percentage of the page size.

•  VOFFSET
Specifies the offset from the top of the page to place the chart, based on the UNITS subcommand specification (see
UNITS).
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 Example 

For example, to print form PROD.MONTHLY_SALES as a pie chart at printer PRT2, using the previously generated
results table enter the following:

CHART FORM PROD.MONTHLY_SALES (PRINTER=PRT2 CFORM=PRFCPIE         RESULT=N);

COPY Command

Copies the existing (old) objects, creating new objects. COPY supports the use of search strings in
the object-mask argument to select the existing objects. The object-spec argument supports the use of an asterisk (*) in
place of the user ID (*.object) or the object name (ID.*) to specify the new object names. See Search String Specification
for more information.

You cannot use the wildcard characters (% _) in an object-spec. If you use an underscore (_) in an object-spec, it is
treated as an exact character in the name, not as a wildcard character.

You must specify an object-type argument by using Query (Q), Form (F), Procedure (P), or Non-Query SQL (N).
You cannot use an asterisk (*) to select all object types.

The ATTACH subcommand specifies the query to attach to a form created by the COPY command. The ATTACH
subcommand is only valid when copying forms. The query name which the ATTACH subcommand gives cannot contain
any wildcards, and the query must exist. If you do not give this subcommand, the default is for the new form to have the
same query attached to it as the original form.

To use the COPY command, you must have Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online environment.

This command has the following syntax:

COPY object-type object-mask object-spec;

Following is the associated subcommand:

ATTACH

Examples

To copy a non-query called TEST1 that belongs to user B0629MA and name the new copy LETTER, enter:

COPY  NQRY  B0629MA.TEST1  B0629MA.LETTER;

To copy all queries for the user IDs that begin with B0629% and assign the copies to user TEST, using the same query
names, enter:

COPY  QUERY  B0629%.*  TEST.*

To copy a form called TEST1 that belongs to user B0629MA, name the new form LTR1, and attach query
B0629MA.NEWQ to form B0629MA.LTR1.

COPY FORM B0629MA.TEST1 B0629MA.LTR1 (ATTACH=B0629MA.NEWQ);
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DEFPRTR Command

Defines or updates the printer specified by printer-ID. The format of printer-ID is system.printer, where system specifies
the target system, and printer is the ID CA Report Facility uses to access the printer. You can omit system. If you do,
it defaults to the current system if executed online, or to the system ID specified on the procedure header card when
executed in batch. If printer-ID contains any spaces, enclose the whole argument in single quotes.

If the printer does not exist, the command adds a new printer definition using the values from the subcommand list (see
below).

If the printer does exist, the definition is updated with any values specified in the subcommand list. All other values in the
existing definition remain unaltered. Users must have PRINTERS authorization in order to execute this command.

To use the DEFPRTR command, you must have System Printer Maintenance authority.

This command has the following syntax:

DEFPRTR printer-id;

The following describes the subcommands:

NAME=printer-nameCLASS=output-classNODE=node-nameTYPE=printer-

typeAVAIL=availabilityDESC=description

• NAME
Specify a 1- to 8-character name that identifies the printer to the host system. NAME must be specified if a new printer
is being added. It is optional when updating a printer definition.

• CLASS
Specify a one-character output class. You must specify a CLASS if you add a new printer. It is optional when updating
a printer definition.

• NODE
Specify an optional name to use to route output to a particular printer. If you do not specify this when adding, it defaults
to spaces.

• TYPE
Enter an optional printer type to specify how the printer is defined to the online system. Currently, the only valid value
is J. TYPE defaults to this value if you do not specify it when adding a printer.

• AVAIL
Enter an optional value to specify who can use the printer. Valid values are:
– G: General use
– D: Default
– “ “: Restricted
If you do not specify it when adding a printer, it defaults to “ “. AVAIL adheres to the rules for this field. See Defining
Printers in Online Printing topic of the Administrating section.

• DESC
Specify an optional description of the printer definition. The description can be up to 51 characters long. If you do not
specify it when adding a printer, it defaults to spaces.

Examples

Note the following examples:

• To add the general use TSO printer PRTRNAME, which has an output class of Q, routes to the node PRNT1, and has
the indicated description, enter:
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DEFPRTR TSO.LASER1 (NAME=PRTRNAME CLASS=Q AVAIL=G NODE=PRNT1         DESC='LASER PRINTER 1 IN PRINT ROOM, 4TH FLR');

• To change the printer class of the printer TSO.LASER1 to class X, enter:

DEFPRTR TSO.LASER1 (CLASS=X);

DELETE Command

Deletes the object from CA Report Facility libraries. The object-mask argument allows the use of wildcards (% _ *) to
specify objects. DELETE processes all objects matching the criteria. However, the all inclusive mask “*.*” is not allowed.

You must specify an object-type argument by using Query (Q), Form (F), Procedure (P), or Non-Query SQL (N).
You cannot use an asterisk (*) to select all object types.

To use the DELETE command, you must have Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online environment.

This command has the following syntax:

DELETE object-type object-mask;

The following describes the subcommands:

SNAPDATE...WHERE

• SNAP
The SNAP=Y subcommand limits the deletion to snapshot objects. The default is SNAP=N, which applies the action to
any type of object.

• DATE and WHERE
When deleting objects, you want to be sure to not accidentally delete an object that should not be deleted. One way
to determine whether an object should be deleted is to see if it has been used since a certain date. You can use the
DATE and WHERE subcommands with the DELETE command to determine this.
The DATE=yyyy-mm-dd subcommand limits the deletion to objects that have not been executed since the specified
date. This includes objects that have a NULL value or conversion-specific value for LAST_DATE in the LIB table.
The WHERE=“where-condition” subcommand describes the criteria that is used to limit the list of objects processed.
You add the WHERE criteria (with an AND command) to the other criteria specified in the arguments and DATE
subcommand when establishing the list of objects to delete. You must write a valid SQL condition that applies to the
LIB table.

Examples

Note the following examples:

• To delete a non-query called TEST1 that belong to user TDPHIL3, enter:

DELETE  NQRY  TDPHIL3.TEST1;

• To delete any query named TEST that belongs to any user, enter:

DELETE  QUERY  *.TEST;

• To delete any query named TEST that belongs to any user, that also has not been executed since June 30, 2001,
enter:

DELETE  QUERY  *.TEST  (DATE=2001-06-30);
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DROP Command

Drops (deletes) CA Report Facility-created tables that meet the specified table-mask criteria. The table-mask argument is
in creator.name format, and it allows the use of wildcards (% _ *) to specify tables. However, the all inclusive mask “*.*” is
not allowed.

If you do not specify a creator, it defaults to your user ID. If the table being dropped was created using a KEEP command
along with an SQLID subcommand, then creator must be equal to that SQL ID or a mask that matches it.

The DROP command is processed with static SQL, which allows a user (with authority to the CA Report Facility plans) to
execute the DROP command. Therefore, an attempt to use a mask that requires the use of dynamic SQL is not allowed.
For example, the mask cannot use some of the special indicators and its components cannot exceed the sizes of the
respective catalog columns (CREATOR and NAME).

NOTE
A unique LABEL is put on every table created through any KEEP command or subcommand. DROP only drops
tables that contain this unique LABEL.

No authorization is required.

This command has the following syntax:

DROP table-mask;

This command is not associated with any subcommands.

 Example 

To drop any table that has a user ID of USERID1 and a name that begins with MY_TABLE, enter:

DROP USERID1.MY_TABLE%;

ENVSET Command

Changes environment settings for the current user session. The changed settings affect only the current session. The
settings remain active in the session until another ENVSET command changes them or the session ends.

No authorization is required.

This command has the following syntax:

ENVSET (subcommands);

The following subcommands can be used with the ENVSET command:

ALLCASE=M | U

BLCASE=M | U

COCASE=M | U

CURRENCY=value

DATE=ISO | USA | EUR | XS | XL | STD

DEC=P | C

DEGREE=A | 1

HFBCASE=M | U

KEEPDB=value
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KEEPTS=value

KEEPID=USER | value

KEEPSFX=Y | N

LECASE=M | U

MACASE=M | U

NULL=Y | N

NULLCHAR=value

PREFIX=value

PROCERR=S | E | W

QCASE=M | U | O | L | F

RPTHEAD=Y | N

RPTFOOT=Y | N

SQLID=USER | value

TACASE=M | U

VARORDER= O | G

• ALLCASE
Specifies all case settings. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• BLCASE
Specifies the case setting for block forms. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• COCASE
Specifies the case setting for column forms. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• CURRENCY
Specifies the currency symbol to use for all “D” edit codes.

• DATE
Specifies the default value to use for subsequent edits of DATE columns in forms and queries. The following values
are available: ISO, USA, EUR, XL, XS, or STD. 
Example:
– ISO = 2006-03-28
– USA = 03/28/2006
– EUR = 28/03/2006
– XS = 28 Mar 2006
– XL = March 28, 2006
– STD = 03/28/06
Note: The change here does not affect form edits that have already specified a permanent edit for column.

• DEC
Specifies the decimal point control. The following values are available:
– P (Period)
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Specifies that a period is the decimal point, and the thousands separator is a comma.
– C (Comma)

Specifies that a comma is the decimal point, and the thousands separator is a period.
• DEGREE

Specifies the CURRENT DEGREE value to use for subsequent user SQL requests. Valid values are Any or 1.
• HFBCASE

Specifies the case setting for headers, footers, and Break structures. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• KEEPDB
Specifies the database to use on the CREATE TABLE statement for a KEEP request.

• KEEPTS
Specifies the tablespace to use on the CREATE TABLE statement for a KEEP request.

• KEEPID
Specifies the CURRENT SQLID to use for the CREATE TABLE and the INSERT statements for a KEEP request.

• KEEPSFX
Specifies the format of column names in the KEEP table for subsequent KEEP commands in the current environment.
The default is the setting of the KEEP Column Name Suffix from the System Profile.

WARNING
This setting changes how the current KEEP commands name columns in the KEEP tables. This change
can break any queries that are based on current KEEP tables if the table is dropped and recreated. We
recommend changing this setting only if an isolated need for compatible names is required.

The following values are available:
– Y

Specifies that the KEEP table column names use the CA Report Facility suffixes indicating source table and column
index. The following characters are appended to the KEEP column names:
• _# if the column is from a second or later table in a join, where # indicates the table number.
• _X if the column is a query expression.
• _Z if the column is a form expression.
If the resulting names are duplicates, a unique number is also appended.
Example: COLUMN_002_003 indicates that the column was sourced from the second table in the source query
and the third repeat of the same column name.

– N
Specifies that the KEEP table column names use a general index that matches the column placement in the target
table.
Example: COLUMN3 indicates that the column is the fourth iteration of the name COLUMN is the resulting KEEP
table. The first iteration is not suffixed.

• LECASE
Specifies the case setting for letter forms. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• MACASE
Specifies the case setting for mailing label forms. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• NULL
Specifies whether CA Report Facility screen input fields are padded with NULLs. Valid values are Yes or No.

• NULLCHAR
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Specifies the character to use to indicate a NULL-valued column in a CA Report Facility report.
• PREFIX

Specifies the default creator ID for unqualified CA Report Facility object names, such as queries, forms, and
procedures. 
Note: The PREFIX setting is not used for tables within a SQL statement.
Default: The default PREFIX value is the current user ID.

• PROCERR
Specifies the error level at which the automatic processing of a procedure, such as a batch process, stops. When a CA
Report Facility message is issued for the specified error level or higher, procedure processing stops. The default is the
setting of the Procedure Error Threshold in the System Profile.

NOTE
Processing stops only for messages that are processed by the environment control module. When the
message is processed deeper in the CA Report Facility structure, such as an SQL error, processing may
continue.

The following values are available:
– S

Processing stops only if a severe error is encountered. This option is the default.
– E

Processing stops if an error level or severe message is encountered.
– W

Processing stops if a warning level, error level, or severe message is encountered.
• QCASE

Specifies the case setting for queries. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed) -- Default new queries to CAPS LITERALS
– U (Uppercase) -- Default new queries to CAPS ON
– O (Off) -- Default new queries to CAPS OFF
– F (First) -- Default new queries to CAPS FIRST
– L (Lowercase) -- Default new queries to CAPS LOWER

• RPTHEAD
Specifies whether CA Report Facility formats the report header for subsequent reports. Valid values are Yes or No.

• RPTFOOT
Specifies whether CA Report Facility formats the report footer for subsequent reports. Valid values are Yes or No.

• SQLID
Specifies the SQLID for user SQL requests.
Note: Specify a valid SQLID. No error message is displayed if the SET CURRENT SQLID command fails.

• TACASE
Specifies the case setting for tabulation forms. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• VARORDER
Specifies how CA Report Facility searches for values to resolve replaceable parameters. The following values are
available:
– O

Specifies that object default values are used, if available, before global variable values.
– G

Specifies that global variables are used, if available, before object default values.
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NOTE
This setting can affect existing procedures and batch jobs. We recommend that you analyze the impact
of promoting global variables before you change this setting. This setting does not affect the precedence
within global variables.

Default: The default is the setting of the Variable Resolution Order in the System Profile. 

Example

This example sets the SQLID for user SQL process to PRODDBA, turns off report headers, turns on report footers, and
sets the default DATE code to XL:

ENVSET (SQLID=PRODDBA RPTHEAD=N RPTFOOT=Y DATE=XL);

EXIT Command

Causes an exit from a procedure and a return to the calling environment.

No authorization is required.

This command has the following syntax:

EXIT;

This command is not associated with any subcommands.

Example

CA Report Facility would end if it encountered an EXIT command while running a batch job, or while processing an initial
procedure or Program Interface request online.

Control returns to the Main Menu, Library screen, or Build screen when execution was invoked from these locations.

EXPORT Command

Finds the objects of the designated type that match the object mask on the current system, and exports the objects into
the indicated data set.

You must specify an object-type argument by using Query (Q), Form (F), Procedure (P), or Non-Query SQL (N). You can
also use an asterisk (*) to select all object types.

To use the EXPORT command, you must have authority to use Export Services in the online environment (for batch, this
is the environment from which the job was submitted).

This command has the following syntax:

EXPORT object-type object-mask dataset-name;

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

BOTHCREATOR=creator-

ID

SQLWHERE=where-

condition

FORMAT=crf
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The following table describes the EXPORT subcommands:

Subcommand Description

BOTH Indicate whether to export attached queries and sub-forms along
with any form matching the object-spec. The BOTH subcommand
is valid only when specified on forms, otherwise it is ignored. Valid
values are:
Y: Export all queries and subforms attached to the specified form.
N: (Default) Export only the form.

CREATOR Indicate the new creator ID that should be assigned to each object
that is processed. To indicate that the existing ID should be used
(default), use the CREATOR=* subcommand.

SQL Indicate whether to export queries in SQL ONLY format. Valid
values are:
Y: All queries are exported in SQL ONLY format.
N: (Default) All queries are exported in CA Report Facility format.
C: All replaceable parameters are converted to real values
based on values previously specified for a given query. After the
replaceable parm conversion, the queries are written out in SQL
ONLY format.
If no values are specified and the EXPORT is executed online, the
Query Replaceable Parm Values screen displays, allowing you to
enter suitable values.
Any values specified at this point are used only for this EXPORT
and are not saved.
Note: If you specify Y or C for the SQL subcommand on PROC
objects instead of on queries, the PROC objects are ignored.
If you specify Y or C for FORM objects, the FORM objects are
ignored unless you also specify BOTH=Y. If this is the case, then
queries attached to any forms that match the object-spec are
exported.

WHERE Describe the criteria to use to limit the list of objects processed.
The default is WHERE=*, which indicates that no further
conditions are applied. You add the WHERE criteria (with an AND)
to the other criteria specified in the arguments (type and spec)
when establishing the list of objects to export. You must write it out
as a valid SQL condition that is applicable to the LIB table.

FORMAT Whether you are exporting a report definition as a procedure
or as input to a batch job that runs procedure commands in the
background, this command must end in format=crf. If you do not
specify format=crf, the default value of format=PRF will be used.
In the following syntax, the same form, PROD.FORM1, is exported
to the data set named 'MY.DATASET'. The first and second
commands specify that the output is to be generated in CA Report
Facility format. The third command specifies that the output is to
be generated in CRF format.
EXPORT FORM PROD.FORM1 'MY.DATASET';
EXPORT FORM PROD.FORM1 'MY.DATASET' (FORMAT=PRF);
EXPORT FORM PROD.FORM1 'MY.DATASET' (FORMAT=CRF);
Note: The SQL subcommand is only recognized and used for CA
Report Facility format exports. Its use with FORMAT=CRF will
have no effect.
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Example

Note the following examples.

CREATOR Example

EXPORT P PDCTH.* 'PROD.PRF.EXPORT.(D921109)' (CREATOR=PROD);

Export all of the procedures assigned to the PDCTH ID and place them in the D921109 member of the
PROD.PRF.EXPORT data set. Change the creator ID from PDCTH to PROD.

WHERE Example

EXPORT * *.DEV% PRF.EXPORT (WHERE="UPDATE_DATE > '2001-10-31'");

Export all of the objects with a name that starts with DEV and that have been updated since October 31, 2001. Place the
objects into the PRF.EXPORT data set (on the account of the user executing the command).

SQL Example

EXPORT F TDPHIL.TEST 'PROD.PRF.EXPORT(D921109)' (SQL=Y);

Export the form TDPHIL.TEST to the D921109 member of the PROD.PRF.EXPORT data set. The queries associated with
the form TDPHIL.TEST are exported in SQL only format.

BOTH Example

EXPORT F TDPHIL.TEST 'PROD.PRF.EXPORT(D921109)' (BOTH=Y);

Export the form TDPHIL.TEST and its related queries and subforms to the D921109 member of the PROD.PRF.EXPORT
data set.

EXPORT REPORT TO Command

Use the RUN command to run a report, then use the EXPORT REPORT TO command to export the report to a specified
sequential dataset.

The EXPORT REPORT TO command has the following syntax:

EXPORT REPORT TO dataset-name;

The EXPORT REPORT TO command can be used with the following subcommand:

DATAFORMAT
Valid values are:

• P: Normal printing.
• H: HTML encapsulated reports.
• D: Sends report output to data set without any printer control characters. This is the default format.

Example

The following example exports a report to the PRF.EXPORT.REPORT dataset, in HTML format:

EXPORT REPORT TO 'PRF.EXPORT.REPORT' (DATAFORMAT=H);
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IMPORT Command

Lets you import object definitions from a data set. You can limit the objects that are processed based on type and name,
and you can alter the creator ID to support test-to-production conversions.

To use the IMPORT command, you must have authority to use Import Services in the online environment (for batch, this
is the environment from which the job was submitted).

This command has the following syntax:

IMPORT object-type object-list dataset-name;

•  object-type
Indicates the type of objects to import.

•  object-list
Specifies the objects to import.

•  dataset-name
Identifies the data set from which to obtain the object definitions.

The following subcommands are valid for the IMPORT command:

CREATOR=creator-ID(REPLACE=Y, N, or S)(ATTACH=query.name);

•  CREATOR
Indicates the creator ID to which the imported objects are assigned. You can use an asterisk (*) to indicate not to
change the IDs and to import the objects as-is (which is the default).
When the source data set contains non-PRF defined SQL, the name IMPORT_QUERY_### is assigned to each
query, where ### is a sequential number starting with 001. The objects are assigned to the user executing the
command, or as the subcommand CREATOR=creator-ID specifies.

•  REPLACE
When you use the IMPORT command to import objects, you can choose to replace existing objects that have the
same name as an imported object with the REPLACE subcommand.
The REPLACE subcommand lets you specify whether to allow like-named objects to be replaced upon import.
– If you set REPLACE=N, then like-named objects are not replaced. Processing of the import object list stops when

an object whose name precisely matches that of an existing object is reached. This is the default.
– If you set REPLACE=Y, then like-named objects are replaced. This is subject to the user's authority. Users cannot

replace objects outside their own libraries unless they are administrators.
– If you set REPLACE=S, then like-named objects are not replaced. However, processing is allowed to continue

because objects with existing names are skipped.
•  ATTACH

Indicates that the query is attached to the form that is imported. The default is to not change the query that is assigned
to a form.
– If you use a wildcard as the object-type, the subcommand is ignored for any queries that are imported.
– If the object-type is QUERY only, the ATTACH subcommand is invalid.
– The query specified must exist.

 Examples: 

 Importing a Specific Object Type 
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The following command imports all of the queries in the PROD.PRF.EXPORT.D921109 data set into PRF under their
existing names.

IMPORT Q *.* 'PROD.PRF.EXPORT.D921109';

 Changing Creator IDs of Imported Objects 

The following command imports all of the objects with a creator ID of TEST and a name that starts with DEV from the
OBJECTS member of the PRF.EXPORT data set. Brings these objects into CA Report Facility, however, changes their
creator IDs to PROD.

IMPORT * TEST.DEV% PRF.EXPORT(OBJECTS) (CREATOR=PROD);

 Replacing Existing Objects with Imported Objects 

This example imports all of the form objects with a creator ID of TEST and a name that starts with DEV from the
OBJECTS member of the PRF.EXPORT data set. The command causes the objects to be imported, and any existing like-
named objects to be replaced with the imported objects.

IMPORT FORM TEST.DEV% PRF.EXPORT (OBJECTS) (REPLACE=Y);

 Attaching a Query to a Form Being Imported 

IMPORT FORM TEST.DEV PRF.EXPORT(OBJECTS) (ATTACH=TEST.NEWQUERY);

For more information, see Importing Objects 

KEEP Command

Executes a query object that object-name specifies and stores the results of the query in the table
that table-name specifies. This command does not generate the report output.

NOTE
When keeping to an existing table, columns that are NOT NULL BY DEFAULT cause an SQL code -407 if null
data are in the query for those columns.

If you execute a KEEP procedure command from an external RUN PROC procedure, and both the KEEP and the RUN
PROC specify an override for the same query replaceable parameter, the RUN PROC override supersedes the KEEP
override.

For example, the MY.PROC procedure contains the following KEEP command:

KEEP MY.Q MY.TABLE (&&repparm=value1);

You execute MY.PROC as follows:

RUN PROC MY.PROC (&&&&repparm=value2);

The results table reflects processing based on the value2 override.

No authorization is required.

This command has the following syntax:

KEEP object-name table-name;

•   object-name 
Defines the query object to be executed.

•   table-name 
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Defines the table name, which can be unqualified. The table is saved in the format location.owner.tablename. By
default the location is the local sub-system and the owner is the user ID. To save the table to a remote location, specify
the table-name in the format location.owner.tablename where location is the name of the remote sub-system.

The following subcommands can be used with the KEEP command:

ROWLIMIT=max_rowsSQLID=sqlidMODE=APPEND|CREATE|DELDEF|REWRITE&repparm

•  ROWLIMIT=max_rows 
Specifies the maximum number of rows that are allowed for the query.
Default: The default is none (no temporary row limit is used).

•  SQLID=sqlid 
Specifies a secondary SQL ID to use for the table creation.

•  MODE=APPEND|CREATE|DELDEF|REWRITE 
Specifies how the pre-existing table is treated.
–  APPEND

Appends the query result rows to the table-name table. If the table does not exist, a new table is created.
–  CREATE

Verifies that the table-name does not exist and then creates a table to receive the query results.
–  DELDEF

Deletes the table-name table and then creates a table to receive the query results.
–  REWRITE

Deletes all current rows of the table-name table and then inserts the query results. If the table does not exist, a new
table is created. This option is the default.

• &repparm
Specifies the replaceable parameter subcommand. This subcommand is an override request that indicates the value to
use for the replaceable parameter of the indicated name in the specified object.

 Example 

The following command keeps the results of a query (MY.Q) in a table (MY.TABLE), limiting the rows to 10,000,
specifying a secondary SQL ID, and setting the query replaceable parameter QDATE to 2002/10/01.

KEEP MY.Q MY.TABLE (ROWLIMIT=10000 SQLID=NEWSQLID &&QDATE=2002/10/01);

MAKEQ Command

Creates a query that selects all of the fields in the specified table, without having to enter the Build Query facility.

The object-name argument indicates the name of the query to create. If you do not specify an ID, the user's ID is
assumed.

The table-name argument indicates the name of the table to attach to the query. If it does not specify a DB2 table, then an
external data file is used, if one is defined with this name.

To use the MAKEQ command, you must have Query Build authority in the online environment.

This command has the following syntax:

MAKEQ object-name table-name;

This command is not associated with any subcommands.

Example
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MAKEQ  NEWYEAR  B0629MA.BUDGET

A query called NEWYEAR is created. It contains all of the fields from the BUDGET table belonging to user B0629MA.

PRINT Command

Prints full object definitions. PRINT processes objects of the designated object-type that match the object-mask.

PRINT generates a report of the object and places it in the data set that dataset-name specifies. The format of the report
is based on the screens used to build the objects, with redundant information removed.

The dataset-name argument specifies the data set in which to place the report. This data set can be a PDS, sequential
data set, or GDG entry. If the data set is a PDS, it must exist, although the member you specify need not exist. A
sequential data set that exists is deleted and re-created.

When printing to sequential and GDG data sets, you must use the VOLUME subcommand to specify
the volume-name where the data set is created.

All sequential and GDG data sets are created as FBA with LRECL=80.

No authorization is required.

This command has the following syntax:

PRINT object-type object-mask dataset-name;

This command is associated with the following subcommand:

VOLUME=vol-name

Example

PRINT FORM PDTCL.EMP 'PDTCL.FORM.PRINT' (VOLUME=WORKA1);

Print the form PDTCL.EMP to the PDTCL.FORM.PRINT sequential data set in volume WORKA1.

RENAME Command

Renames an existing object with the new name. All existing inter-object relationships, such as form-query, are retained.

RENAME supports the use of wildcards (% _ *) in the object-mask argument to select the old objects.
The object-spec argument supports the use of an asterisk (*) in place of the user ID (*.object) or the object name (ID.*) to
specify the new object names.

You cannot use the wildcard characters (% _) in an object-spec. If you use an underscore (_) in an object-spec, it is
treated as an exact character in the name, not as a wildcard character.

You must specify an object-type argument by using Query (Q), Form (F), Procedure (P) or Non-Query SQL (N).
You cannot use an asterisk (*) to select all object types.

To use the RENAME command, you must have Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

This command has the following syntax:

RENAME object-type object-mask object-spec;
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This command is not associated with any subcommands.

Examples

Note the following examples.

Renaming a Query

RENAME  QUERY  USER01.SALARY  USER01.SLY1990;

Rename the SALARY query, which belongs to USER01, to the new name, SLY1990.

Using Wildcards to Rename Queries

RENAME  QUERY  USER01.TEST%  USER05.*

Renames all queries that begin with TEST for user USER01 to the same names but for a different user, USER05.

REPLACE Command

Replaces the first t ablename with the second tablename in queries specified by the generic object-mask. The tables that
both table names specify must reside in the same location. You are not allowed to cross locations.

You can specify the location of the affected tables by fully qualifying the table names or by using the LOCATION
subcommand.

The LDA subcommand indicates that one of the table names specified is a Locally Defined Alias for a remote object. Valid
subcommand parameters are:

• NONE: Default
• SOURCE: Old tablename is LDA
• TARGET: New tablename is LDA
• BOTH: Old and new table names are LDAs

To use the REPLACE command, you must be an administrator in the online environment.

This command has the following syntax:

REPLACE tablename tablename object-mask;

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

LOCATIONLDA

Examples

Note the following examples.

LOCATION Example

REPLACE  TEST.TABLE  PROD.TABLE  PROD.%  (LOCATION=DENVER);

All queries with names that begin with PROD are searched for use of DENVER.TEST.TABLE. Any query that uses this
table is changed to use DENVER.PROD.TABLE.
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LDA Example

REPLACE TEST.TABLE PROD.TABLE PROD.% (LOCATION=DENVER LDA=TARGET)

All queries with names that begin with PROD are searched for use of DENVER.TEST.TABLE. Any query that uses this
table is changed to use PROD.TABLE, which is a locally defined alias for a remote object.

RESET Command

Resets the global variable to its default value. The definition is deleted if no default value is in the existing definition
(indicating a temporary variable definition).

You use the SYSTEM subcommand to specify a system ID. The default is the current system's ID. To specify a different
system ID, use the SYSTEM=sysid subcommand, where sysid is a system ID you enter. The SYSTEM=* subcommand
specifies all systems.

The USER subcommand is designed to specify a user ID. The default is the current user's ID. Only administrators
can specify USER values that are not their own. To specify a different user ID, enter the USER=userid subcommand,
where userid is a user ID you enter. The USER=* subcommand specifies all users.

All users are authorized to reset their own variables. Only administrators can reset other users' variables.

This command has the following syntax:

RESET global-variable-name;

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

SYSTEMUSER

Example

RESET  CITY  (USER=A0625MA SYSTEM=TSO);

Reset the global variable, CITY, to its default value, which is found in the VAR table. The reset only applies to a global
variable defined for user A0625MA on the TSO system.

RUN Command

Runs the specified object (query, form, procedure, or non-query SQL) in the current environment (online or batch).
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When you run procedures online, especially procedures that contain several queries or forms, use the Enter and PF3
keys to navigate through a series of RUN and RESULTS screens. When running a multi-query procedure, press Enter to
run the query, press PF3 to exit the RESULTS screen, and press PF3 again to proceed to the next RUN screen.

Figure 11: Running Procedures Online

If you repeatedly press Enter at a RUN screen, you rerun the same object again and again. You must press PF3 to exit
the RUN screen for one object, and then press PF3 again to move forward to the RUN screen for the next object. Then
you must press Enter to run the next object.

To use the RUN command, you must have Execution authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

RUN object-type object-name;

•   object-type 
Specifies the object type. The following values are available:
– Q (Query)
– F (Form)
– P (Procedure)
– N (Non-Query SQL)
You cannot use an asterisk (*) to select all object types.

•   object-name 
Defines the name of the object.

The following subcommands can be used with the RUN command:

ROWLIMITKEEP&repparmSYSPRTDDCOMMANDRESULTSQLIDDESTCLASSCOPIESFORMFORMATEMAIL

•  ROWLIMIT=#
Specifies a temporary maximum number of rows that are allowed for the object.
You cannot use ROWLIMIT for PROC object-types, because no result table is associated with a procedure.
Default: None (no temporary rowlimit is used).
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 Example: This example runs the PDPRF1.TEST1 Non-Query with the number of rows limited to 30:

RUN  NQRY  PDPRF1.TEST1  (ROWLIMIT=30);

•  KEEP=tablename 
Determines whether to keep the result table (for batch mode and online processing) and defines the name of the table.
The current user ID is used as the creator if you do not specify one. The KEEP request is processed after the report is
generated without error.
Default: The result table is not kept.

NOTE
When keeping to an existing table, columns that are NOT NULL BY DEFAULT cause an SQL code -407 if
null data are in the query for those columns.

You cannot use KEEP for PROC object-types, because no result table is associated with a procedure.
You can use the KEEP subcommand for batch mode processing and online processing. For online processing, the
KEEP request is processed after generating the report, but before the report screen appears.
Example: This example runs the PDPRF1.TEST1 form and keeps the result table in the TESTDATA table that
belongs to TDPHIL:
RUN  FORM  PDPRF1.TEST1  (KEEP=TDPHIL.TESTDATA);

• &repparm
Specifies the replaceable parameter command. The subcommand is an override request that indicates the value to
use for the replaceable parameter of the indicated name in the specified object.
Example: This example runs the query MY.Q while using the value 10000 for the query replaceable parameter named
MINSAL:
RUN  QUERY  MY.Q  (&MINSAL=10000);

NOTE
This example shows the command at execution time, after the original source syntax has been converted.
The source of the syntax (internal or external) determines the actual number of ampersands (&) required in
the original syntax when specifying a replaceable parameter override.

•  SYSPRTDD
You use the SYSPRTDD subcommand with the RUN procedure command for batch mode processing, and it is only
valid for batch jobs you send to a data set. It determines which //SYSPRT## DD card the output report is associated
with. The default is dependent on the origin of the RUN command.
If the input command list directly includes the RUN command, then the default association is to the //SYSPRINT DD
data set. However, if a procedure with a RUN PROC that is included in the input command list includes the RUN
command, then the destination is always a dynamically created destination based on the CLASS/FORM/COPIES/
DEST already associated with the report or query.
To associate a report to a specific //SYSPRT## DD data set, use SYSPRTDD=##, where ## is one of the following:
– A 2-digit number between 01 and 99 that corresponds to the appropriate //SYSPRT## DD data set
– The dynamic indicator, DYN, which indicates that the output destination should be dynamically created and

associated with the report or query
For example, if you include SYSPRTDD=04 as a subcommand of a RUN FORM command, then that form is included
in the output that is associated with the //SYSPRT04 DD data set.

NOTE
The SYSPRTDD subcommand is ignored during online execution, because the report is always printed on
the screen in the online environment.

You cannot use SYSPRTDD for PROC (procedure) object-types, because no report is directly associated with a
procedure.
You can override this dynamic sysout assignment when submitting a batch job by including SYSPRTDD
subcommands for each RUN request in the procedure. Within a procedure, you can include the SYSPRTDD
subcommand on RUN FORM and RUN QUERY commands.
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If you will submit the procedure to JES as a batch job, you must assign the SYSPRT## DD in your model batch
job (MDLBATCH). With JES, you can only assign numbers that exist in your model batch job to the SYSPRTDD
subcommand. The procedures are expanded at run time, so these combinations cannot be associated to a //
SYSPRT## DD at batch job creation time (on the Run Batch Job screen).
If you will send the procedure to a data set, then you can assign numbers to the SYSPRT DD statements.

NOTE
The MDLBATCH member is located in the high-level.CDBAMDL library.

 Example: This example runs the MY.Q query and assigns the output report to the SYSPRT40 DD card:
RUN QUERY MY.Q (SYSPRTDD=40);

•  COMMAND
Use the COMMAND subcommand with the RUN procedure command during online processing. (It is ignored for batch
processing.) Use COMMAND to specify a screen command to execute immediately upon entry to the appropriate
“Run” screen. You can assign any valid screen command for the invoked screen with COMMAND.
The format is COMMAND=scr_cmd, where scr_cmd is the screen command you want to execute when the screen
appears. The default entry for COMMAND is NONE, meaning that no command should be issued.

NOTE
COMMAND is accepted for online processing only. It is ignored during batch execution because the RUN
procedure command does not invoke a screen in batch mode.

 Example: This example runs the MY.Q query and forces immediate generation of the report without pausing at the
“Run” screen:
RUN QUERY MY.Q (COMMAND=RUN);

•  RESULT
Specifies if a temporary result table should be generated for extract forms. Valid values are:
– Y: Generate a temporary result table. This is the default.
– N: Do not generate a temporary result table.
This subcommand is ignored if you use it with an object that is not an extract form.
RESULT Example:
RUN FORM PDPRF1.EXTRACT (RESULT=N);

Run the form PDPRF1.EXTRACT without generating a temporary result table.
•  SQLID

Specifies a secondary SQL ID to use during KEEP processing and overrides any SQL ID specified in the user profile.
The SQLID subcommand is valid only when you use it with the KEEP subcommand; otherwise it is ignored.
Example: This example runs the PDPRF1.TEST1 form and keeps the result table in the TESTDATA table using
secondary ID PRFTEST1. The first part of the table name specified (TDPHIL) is replaced with PRFTEST1:
RUN FORM PDPRF1.TEST1 (KEEP=TDPHIL.TESTDATA SQLID=PRFTEST1);

•  DEST
Overrides the default JES output destination for a query or form report. If you specify it with a SYSPRTDD
subcommand other than SYSPRTDD=DYN, the SYSPRTDD takes precedence.

NOTE
The DEST subcommand is ignored during online execution because the report always prints on the screen in
the online environment.

 Example: This example runs the form ands send the output to the REMOTE1 JES defined destination:
RUN FORM MY.F  (DEST=REMOTE1);

•  CLASS
The CLASS subcommand lets you override the default SYSOUT class for a query or form report. If you specify it with a
SYSPRTDD subcommand other than SYSPRTDD=DYN, the SYSPRTDD takes precedence.
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Note: The CLASS subcommand is ignored during online execution because the report always prints on the screen in
the online environment.
Example: This example runs the form and sends the output to sysout class A:
RUN FORM MY.F  (CLASS=A);

•  COPIES
Overrides the default number of copies for a query or form report. If you specify it with a SYSPRTDD subcommand
other than SYSPRTDD=DYN, the SYSPRTDD takes precedence.

NOTE
The COPIES subcommand is ignored during online execution because the report always prints on the screen
in the online environment.

 Example: This example runs the form and print 5 copies:
RUN FORM MY.F  (COPIES=5);

•  FORM
Overrides the default form definition for a query or form report. If you specify it with a SYSPRTDD subcommand other
than SYSPRTDD=DYN, the SYSPRTDD takes precedence.

NOTE
The FORM subcommand is ignored during online execution because the report always prints on the screen
in the online environment.

 Example: This example runs the form and use the F2UP form definition:
RUN FORM MY.F  (FORM=F2UP);

•  FORMAT
Used with the RUN command for batch mode processing and is only valid when used with the SYSPRTDD
subcommand which sends output to a data set.
Valid values are:
– P: Normal printing. This is the default.
– H: HTML encapsulated reports
– D: Report output to data set without any printer control characters
– A: Report output to data set with printer control characters and RECFM (Record Format) of FBA.

•  EMAIL
Use the EMAIL subcommand with the RUN command to send an XML/HTML report to a specified email address.
Example: 
RUN FORM userid.htmlform (ROWLIMIT=00000000 EMAIL=email@address.com)

NOTE

•  CA Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF uses the CSSMTP JES spool data set to send email. Ensure
that SYSOUT Class and SYSOUT Writer Name are correctly specified in System Profile Maintenance on
the CA Report Facility Environment Controls screen.

• If no email address is specified, the email is sent to the email address that is specified in the User
Profile. To change the default email, update the email address in the User Profile, or use the SETEMAIL
command on the Generate Report screen.

If the SYSPRTDD is specified, ensure that the CSSMTP JES spool data set is specified in the DD statement. 
 Example: 
//SYSPRT01 DD SYSOUT=(A,SMTP)RUN FORM userid.htmlform (ROWLIMIT=00000000 SYSPRTDD=01

 EMAIL=email@address.com)

If a different data set is specified, the report and the SMTP commands are written to the specified data set, but no
email is sent.
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SELECT Command

Displays the appropriate Build screen (Query, Form, Proc) for the specified object. You must specify
the object-type argument by using (Q)uery, (F)orm, (P)rocedure, or Non-Query SQL (N). You cannot use an asterisk (*) to
select all object types.

NOTE
The SELECT command is ignored in batch mode because its purpose is to access online screens.

To use the SELECT command, you must have Build authority for the appropriate object type in the online environment.

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

SELECT object-type object-name;

This command is not associated with any subcommands.

Example

SELECT QUERY MY.Q;

Select the MY.Q query from the Build Query screen.

SET Command

Sets the global variable to the value you specify. The specified value becomes the current value for the global variable for
the user and system specified.

All users are authorized to set their own variables. Only administrators can set other users' variables.

This command has the following syntax:

SET global-variable-name value;

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

SAVESYSTEMUSER

The following describes the subcommands:

• SAVE
When you use SAVE=Y as a subcommand, the value is saved permanently. It becomes the new default for that
variable. If you do not list SAVE as a subcommand, the value is assumed to be temporary and is not saved.

• SYSTEM
You use the SYSTEM subcommand to specify a system ID. The default is the current system's ID. To specify a
different system ID, use the SYSTEM=sysid subcommand, where sysid is a system ID you enter. The SYSTEM=*
subcommand specifies all systems.

• USER
The USER subcommand is designed to specify a user ID. The default is the current user's ID. Only administrators
can specify USER values that are not their own. To specify a different user ID, enter the USER=userid subcommand,
where userid is a user ID you enter. The USER=* subcommand specifies all users.

Example

SET  A  12  (USER=A0625MA SYSTEM=TSO SAVE=Y);
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Set the global variable, A, to the value, 12, for user A0625MA and system TSO. Save this value as the new default value.

USERPROF Command

A user must have USER PROFILES authorization to perform ADD, ATTACH, and DETACH. Certain instances of
UPDATE do not require authorization; for more information, see the section Authorization Requirements. Users that have
authorization, but belong to a specific area, can only manipulate profiles within their specific area. You can abbreviate all
of these transactions.

This command has the following syntax:

USERPROF transaction profile-id;

The following arguments are associated with the USERPROF command:

• transaction
Specify the type of operation to perform on a user profile. Valid values are:
– ADD

Defines a new profile.
– UPDATE

Updates an existing profile with any values specified through valid subcommands.
– ATTACH

Attaches an existing profile to a group specified on the GROUP subcommand. It replaces any group to which the
profile was attached.

– DETACH
Detaches an existing profile from the group with which it is associated.

• profile-ID
Specify a profile on which to perform the indicated transaction.

This command is associated with the following subcommands:

AREA=area-id

ALLCASE=case

BLCASE=case

CLASS=output-class

COCASE=case

COPIES=number-of-copies

COPY=profile-id

DATE=date-format

DEC=decimal-type

DESC=description
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DEST=destination

DISPFUNC=display-indicator

FORM=form

GROUP=profile-id

HFBCASE=case

LECASE=case

LECLASS=output-class

LEFORM=form

MACASE=case

MACLASS=output-class

MAFORM=form

NULL=null-indicator

PFKUSER=profile-id

QCASE=M | U | O | L | F

SNAP=snap-indicator

TACASE=case

TYPE=prof-type

The following describes the USERPROF subcommands:

• AREA
Specify an area ID to which a profile can be assigned. Only system users with USER PROFILES authorization can use
this subcommand.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• ALLCASE
Specify a case type for all forms. Valid values are:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• BLCASE
Specify a case type for block forms. Valid values are:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• CLASS
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Specify the default output class for batch reports. If specified, it must be one non-blank character.
• COCASE

Specify a profile ID from which profile values are copied to a new profile (ADD).
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• COPIES
Specify the default number of copies to print for batch reporting.
Limits: an integer from 1 to 99

• COPY
Specify a user profile ID to copy. If you specify COPY on an UPDATE, only the PF keys are copied. Users must have
USER PROFILES authorization to use this subcommand on an ADD.

• DATE
Enter a valid date format to specify the default date format.

• DEC
Specify the default decimal format. Valid values are:
– P (Period)
– C (Comma)

• DESC
Specify the description of the profile. It is effective immediately upon execution.
Limits: 1 to 30 characters

• DEST
Specify a batch report default destination.
Limits: 1 to 18 characters

• DISPFUNC
Specify the default action for displaying function names in detail titles of tabulation reports. Valid values are:
– Y (Yes)
– N (No)
– C (Conditional)

• FORM
Specify a batch report default form.
Limits: 1 to 4characters

• GROUP
Specify a profile ID to which to attach a user profile. It is valid only on ATTACH and ADD. Users must also have USER
PROFILES authorization to specify this subcommand.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• HFBCASE
Specify a case type for headers, footers, and breaks. Valid values are:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• LECASE
Specify a case type for Letter forms. Valid values are:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• LECLASS
Specify the batch default output class for Letter forms. If used, it must be one non-blank character.

• LEFORM
Specify the batch default form for Letter forms.
Limits: 1 to 4 characters.

• MACASE
Specify a case type for Mailing Label forms. Valid values are:
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– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• MACLASS
Specify the batch report default output class for Mailing Label forms. If used, it must be one non-blank character.

• MAFORM
Specify a batch report default form for Mailing Label forms.
Limits: 1 to 4 characters

• NULL
Specify whether to pad entry fields with nulls on Build screens. Valid values are:
– Y (Yes)

Pads entry fields with nulls.
– N (No)

Pads entry fields with spaces.
• PFKUSER

Specify a user profile ID whose PF key definitions you want to attach to the user profile which the argument specifies.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

• QCASE
Specifies the case setting for queries. The following values are available:
– M (Mixed) -- Default new queries to CAPS LITERALS
– U (Uppercase) -- Default new queries to CAPS ON
– O (Off) -- Default new queries to CAPS OFF
– F (First) -- Default new queries to CAPS FIRST
– L (Lowercase) -- Default new queries to CAPS LOWER

• SNAP
Specify whether to create a snapshot from which a report is printed. Valid values are:
– Y (Yes)
– N (No)

• TACASE
Specify a case type for Tabulation forms. Valid values are:
– M (Mixed)
– U (Uppercase)

• TYPE
Specify the type of profile for the argument profile-ID. Valid values are:
– G (Group)
– U (User)
If you do not specify this subcommand, it defaults to user (U).
Users must have USER PROFILES authorization to specify TYPE=G.

Examples

• This example adds a new user (USER2) by copying another user's profile (USER1) and specifies SER2 name as the
profile description.

USERPROF ADD USER2 (COPY=USER1 DESC='USER2 name');

• This example updates a group profile (GRPPROF ) and changes the default case type for letter forms and headers/
footers/breaks to use mixed case as the default for letter forms in batch output class M.

USERPROF UPDATE GRPPROF (TYPE=G LECASE=M HFBCASE=M);

• This example attaches a user profile (USER3 ) to a group (NEWGROUP).
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USERPROF ATTACH USER3 (GROUP=NEWGROUP);

• This example detaches a user profile (USER4 ) from a group.

USERPROF DETACH USER4;

Procedure Command Reference

Contents

Build Procedure Screen

The following commands are valid on the Build Proc (procedure) screen:

• BATCH
Run this procedure in batch mode

• CANCEL
Exit without saving changes

• DOWN1
Scroll DOWN through the Procedure Syntax display

• DOWN2
Scroll DOWN the Sample Command List display

• END
End the build session, save changes, and exit to the previous screen

• FIND
FIND the sample command name containing the specified text string

• HELP
Display the help screen for your current location

• INFO
Display/update the information about this product

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen

• MAIN
Return to the Main Menu

• NEWSAVE
Save the current procedure with a new name

• PROFILE
Display the Procedure Profile screen

• RESET
Reset the line command area by canceling pending line commands

• RESTORE
Restore the procedure's last saved state

• RUN
RUN this procedure

• SAVE
Save the procedure with the current changes

• UP1
Scroll UP through the Procedure Syntax display

• UP2
Scroll UP through the Sample Command List display
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Procedure Commands

The following table lists each command and a brief description. For a more detailed description, the exact command
format, arguments, and examples, refer to the appropriate section in this section.

• CHART
Executes the specified query or form and charts the resultant data.

• COPY
Copies the existing (old) object, creating a new object.

• DEFPRTR
Creates and/or updates printer definitions.

• DELETE
Deletes the object from CA Report Facility libraries

• DROP
Deletes CA Report Facility-created tables.

• EXIT
Causes an exit from a procedure and a return to the calling environment.

• EXPORT
Finds an object in the specified data set and exports the object from the current system.

• IMPORT
Finds an object in the specified data set and imports the object into the current system.

• KEEP
Executes a query and stores the results in a table.

• MAKEQ
Creates a query that selects all of the fields in the specified table, without having to enter the Build Query facility.

• PRINT
Prints full object definitions.

• RENAME
Renames an existing object with the new name.

• REPLACE
Replaces the old tablename with the new tablename in queries specified by the generic object mask.

• RESET
Resets the global variable to its default value.

• RUN
Runs the specified object (query, form, or procedure) in the current environment (online or batch).

• SELECT
Displays the appropriate Build screen for an object.

• SET
Sets the global variable to the specified value.

• USERPROF
Defines and/or updates user profiles.

Authorization Requirements
This section provides a summary of the authorization requirements for using the procedure commands. A particular
authority might be required for a person to use a specific procedure command.

In addition, access to objects is controlled based on ownership, administrator status, share levels, and area assignments.
However, this is controlled on an object-by-object basis and does not restrict you from using the procedure command
itself.
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For batch authorizations, your authority is based on your authority in the online environment from which the batch job was
submitted or generated.

The authority required for using each procedure command is listed in the following table:

To Use This Procedure Command You Must Have This Authority

Chart Execution authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Copy Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Define Printer Authority to create and maintain printer definitions.

Delete Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Drop None required.

Exit None required.

Export Authority to use the Export Services feature in the online
environment. For batch, this is the environment from which the job
was submitted.

Import Authority to use the Import Services feature in the online
environment. For batch, this is the environment from which the job
was submitted.

Keep None required.

Make Query Query Build authority in the online environment.

Print None required.

Rename Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Replace Must be an administrator in the online environment.

Reset All users are authorized to reset their own variables. Only
administrators can reset other users' variables.

Run Execution authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Select Build authority for the appropriate type of object in the online
environment.

Set All users are authorized to set their own variables. Only
administrators can set other users' variables.

User Profile Must have User Profiles authority to perform ADD, ATTACH,
DETACH, and some instances of UPDATE.

Executing Procedures
You can request to execute a procedure immediately upon starting up CA Report Facility by using any of the methods
described below. For more information as to how the procedure is executed, especially for global variables, see the
“Global Variables” section.

 Contents 
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Executing Procedures from the Main Menu

You can use the same procedure commands in the command line of the Main Menu that you use on the Build Procedure
screen.

To execute procedure commands in the command line, use this format:

PROC proc-command-list

•  PROC
The PROC screen command is required because you are entering the procedure in the command line of the Main
Menu.

•  proc-command-list
A list of one or more procedure commands separated by semicolons.

TSO

You can invoke PRF/TSO with the following TSO command:

PTIPRF PROC(id.name)

 id.name 

Refers to creatorid.objectname. If you do not specify a procedure, you must specify a space. This is how CA Report
Facility is distributed in the PTIPRF clist.

 Note: You can use the statement shown above, assuming the PTIPRF clist is allocated to the user's SYSPROC DD, and
the PROC parameter in the clist has not been renamed.

See your administrator or installer to confirm the method of invocation for startup procedures in your PRF/TSO
environment.

CICS and IMS

You can invoke CA Report Facility for CICS and IMS with the following:

PRF PROC procname

The procname is optional. A single space must separate the transaction ID, PRF, from the command, PROC. 

The procname is specified in creator.name form as it is known to CA Report Facility. If you do not specify the creator, your
PRF ID is used.

Use of an initial procedure causes CA Report Facility to autostart, regardless of the current PRF access value in your
profile.

Executing Procedures Outside of CA Report Facility 

The PRF Program Interface lets you request the execution of procedure commands from outside of CA Report Facility.
See Invoking CA Report Facility from Your Own Application for more information.

Using REXX Logic in Procedures
CA Report Facility allows you to use REXX logic with any REXX command or function together with PRF procedure
commands. We name these procedures, which combine REXX logic and PRF commands, logical procedures. An
example of such a procedure follows:

/* REXX sample */
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Say "Execute morning report"

If Time('H') > 7 & Time('H') < 12 Then Do

  Say "Executing report..."

  "RUN QUERY USER01.RPTDAY1 (SYSPRTDD=61);"

End

Else Do

  Say "The report cannot be executed at this time"

End

Return 0;

Logical procedures can be executed in the online PRF environment or through the PRFE interface program. Only the TSO
environment supports the online execution of logical procedures; the CICS and IMS environments do not support it.

The PRFE interface executes in batch mode under ISPF. The interface specifies an initial PRF procedure for execution.
The PRFE interface syntax follows:

ISPSTART PGM(PRFE) NEWAPPL(PRFE) PARM(M=run-mode,S=ssid,P=plan-name,I=initial-procedure)

• MThe Run mode of the PRFE interface
Values:  Tso or Batch

• SThe DB2 subsystem ID
• PThe CA Report Facility plan
• IThe initial PRF procedure for execution, which can contain a REXX code

Building Non-Query SQL
Non-Query SQL objects create, update, and delete DB2 data. Non-query SQL objects let you perform any type of SQL
that can be dynamically prepared. Non-query SQL objects are a series of DB2 SQL statements.

  

Eligible SQL Statements

Any SQL statement that can be dynamically prepared by DB2 can be specified in a non-query SQL object. These include:
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• ALTER
• COMMENT ON
• COMMIT
• CREATE
• DELETE
• DROP
• EXPLAIN
• GRANT
• INSERT
• LABEL ON
• LOCK TABLE
• REVOKE
• ROLLBACK
• SELECT statement
• SET CURRENT DEGREE
• SET CURRENT SQLID
• UPDATE

Comments and replaceable parameters can be used anywhere in the SQL to maximize flexibility. In the Non-Query SQL
editor, the ability to validate the SQL syntax before execution is provided. 

Non-Query SQL objects are created using the Build Non-Query SQL facility. To access the non-query SQL facility, your
system and user profile must be properly enabled. If the Non-Query SQL option is not displayed on the Main Menu, this
facility is not enabled on your system or your user profile. For more information about how to set up the non-query SQL
facility, see the Administrating section or contact your administrator.

Build Non-Query SQL Facility

The Build Non-Query SQL Facility is provided for creating and maintaining sets of SQL statements. Any SQL that can
be dynamically prepared by DB2 can be specified in a Non-Query SQL. Replaceable parameters can be used anywhere
in the SQL to increase its flexibility. Once entered, CA Report Facility can execute each SQL statement in the order
specified in the Non-Query SQL.

Parameters for the Build Non-Query SQL facility are entered on the Edit Non-Query SQL screen.

ENQS.03           --------------EDIT NON-QUERY SQL--------------              COMMAND==>

                                                   PDKROY.CREATE_TBLOPR             

                                                                1. -- Create the temp

 table                                                   2. CREATE TABLE &TEMPEMP  

                                                    3. ( LASTNAME  VARCHAR(15)     

                                               4.  ,WORKDEPT  CHAR(3)              

                                          5.  ,SALARY    DECIMAL(9,2)              

                                     6.  ,BONUS     DECIMAL(9,2)                   

                                7. );                                               

                          8. -- Populate temp table                                 

                    9. INSERT INTO &TEMPEMP ( LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, SALARY, BONUS )   

             10. SELECT LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, SALARY, BONUS                           

       11. FROM &INTBL                                                              

 12. WHERE WORKDEPT LIKE '&DPT1';                                                  

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------*
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Quick Steps to Run a Non-Query SQL

To run a Non-Query SQL:

1. On the Edit Non-Query SQL screen, type in the desired SQL statements in the SQL text area, and press Enter.
To run the Non-Query, enter RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Non-Query SQL screen appears.
If the Non-Query SQL contains replaceable parameters, the system prompts you to change the values.

2. If you want to change replaceable parameters:
a. Enter YES and press Enter.
b. Enter new values for replaceable parameters, if desired, and press Enter. The Proc Replaceable Parm Values

screen appears.
If you do not want to change replaceable parameters:
Press Enter. The Run Non-Query SQL screen appears.

3. Press Enter. The query runs and returns a SQLCODE.
4. Press PF3 (END). The Edit Non-Query SQL screen displays, where you can modify or exit and save the current query.
5. When you are ready to exit and save the query, press PF3 (END). The Non-Query Profile screen appears.
6. On the Non-Query Profile screen, complete the information in the following fields:

a. In the Descr field, enter a short description of the query.
b. Enter Y, N, or U to indicate the share option that you want to apply to this query.
c. Press PF3 (End).
The Non-Query is saved, you return to the Main Menu, and a message confirming the action displays.

Requiring Confirmation to Execute Non-Query SQL 

By default, the Non-Query SQL execution in PRF online does not require any user confirmation even though the Non-
Query object can contain SQL statements which can alter, delete, or drop objects from the database without any warning.
This default behavior can be changed in the system profile under Execution Controls, with the NQRY Confirm field.

SYSP.01  r19.0    ----------      TSO  System Profile ----------   01/17 08:34COMMAND==>

                                                   USER ID: PATLU01                    

                                                                             CA Report

 Facility product controls                                                            

                                        Execution Controls...                          

                                 Signon Type:      C   Dataset Protection?    Y Node: 1

   Online Printing? Y  PRFPRINT Class:   X   Maint Refresh:         C             Non-

Query SQL? Y  NQRY Run Confirm? N   Auto Join?             Y            Chart Facility?

 Y      Threshold: 0      Table Search:          L               Compile/PRF? Y        

                Maximum BLKSIZE:   0     Zero=System Optimum         Exit Controls...  

                                                             SQL Exit Online?  N   Query

 Row Exit Online? Y       Dataset Exit Online? N         in Batch?  N                in

 Batch? N                  in Batch? N  Submit Exit for Reports?  N                   

                                           for BP jobs?  N                            
                                                                                      

           Report/Query Controls...                                                   

    Report Headers?   Y   Currency Symbol:    $          Wrap Default Titles? N  Report

 Footers?   Y   Null Char:                                             Procedure Error

 Threshold:   S                                               KEEP Column Name Suffix:  

   N                                                Variable Resolution Order:   O      

                                                               PAGE DOWN FOR NEXT SCREEN
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You can also specify a Threshold value in the system profile. This value is the number of row changes that are tolerated
in an SQL statement without requiring confirmation. For example, Threshold = 1 means that updating a single line will not
require confirmation but inserting three rows into a table with a single SQL statement will require confirmation.

When the Non-Query SQL is executed, the following confirmation screen appears when the following conditions are met:

• Non-Query SQL confirmation is enabled in the system profile
• One of the following SQL statement(s) is encountered in the Non-Query object:

– INSERT
– UPDATE
– DELETE
– TRUNCATE
– DROP
– SELECT FROM FINAL TABLE (UPDATE table SET ...)

• The number of affected rows is higher than the Threshold value set in the system profile. The Threshold value has no
effect on mass DELETE, TRUNCATE, or DROP statements. For those statements, confirmation is always required for
each statement unless the user replied “ALL” in a previous confirmation screen.

NQRC.00  r19.0    ------------ RUN SQL CONFIRMATION ------------   01/17 08:47
                                                                              
                                                                              

                            !!! W A R N I N G !!!                             

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------+  

  | You are about to perform an SQL operation which will UPDATE            |  

  | 1 row(s) in the database.                                              |  

  |                                                                        |  

  | Do you want to proceed to make permanent changes to the database? NO   |  

  |                                                                        |   

 | Options: YES - COMMIT current SQL statement and continue execution     |   

 |          NO  - ROLLBACK current SQL statement and terminate execution  |   

 |          ALL - COMMIT current and all subsequent SQL statements        |   

 +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The possible replies are:

• YES, to confirm execution of the current SQL statement
• NO, to roll back the current SQL statement
• ALL, to commit the current SQL statement and all subsequent SQL statements in this session

Defining Non-Query SQL Objects
The Build Non-Query SQL screen, which is a free-form edit screen, is used to define non-query SQL objects. The screen
provides several primary commands and ISPF-like line commands to help you build and syntax check your SQL. Unlike
the Edit SQL screen (used in editing CA Report Facility Queries), syntax checking is not actively performed every time
you press the Enter key. Syntax checking is done only when specifically requested (see the CHECK command description
for more details).

Non-query SQL objects can contain:

• Multiple SQL statements delimited by semi-colons (;)
• Replaceable parameters anywhere in the SQL that can be overridden at execution time
• Comments to document what the SQL is accomplishing
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At execution time, each SQL statement is executed in the non-query SQL until each one has been executed or an
error occurs. If all the statements execute successfully, the changes are automatically committed to DB2. If an error is
encountered, any changes to DB2 objects up to the last COMMIT (which may have been specified in the non-query SQL)
will be rolled back.

DB2 COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements can be specified anywhere in the non-query SQL. However, CA Report
Facility traps these statements and executes its own COMMIT and ROLLBACK logic in their place. This ensures that in a
CICS environment, these statements execute successfully. In CICS, DB2 COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements cannot
be executed directly-EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT commands must be used instead.

DB2 SELECT statements can be coded in a non-query SQL object. When executed, query and form objects are
dynamically created from the SELECT, then the resultant query or form is executed. This form is treated just like any
other form. Online, the report displays. In batch, the report is generated, printed, or both. Additionally, all RUN FORM sub-
commands that affect a report's output or destination are available to forms executed from a non-query SQL object. At the
completion of the non-query SQL execution, the temporary query and form objects are deleted.

NOTE
For the SELECT statement to execute without incurring a DB2 -911 (deadlock) error, you might need to code a
COMMIT before the SELECT.

See the “Execution” section for details about how to run a non-query SQL object.

Creating and Editing Non-Query SQL
This section describes building and editing non-query SQL.

 Contents 

  

Add a Non-Query SQL

To start building a non-query SQL, access the Main Menu. Enter the following items on the Main Menu:

• OPT: Enter A (Add) to add a new non-query. The cursor moves to the Name field.
• NAME: Enter a name for your non-query. Non-query names can be up to 18 characters long.

Press Enter. The Edit Non-Query SQL screen appears.

Edit Non-Query SQL Screen

This section is a reference to the Edit Non- Query SQL screen.

ESEL.03           --------------EDIT NON-QUERY SQL--------------    COMMAND==>   

                                                PDPRF1.DROP_TABLE  OPR   PRF1139I

  This non-query SQL is in the free edit mode                       1. DROP TABLE

 PDPRF1.PRF_NON_QUERY_TBLE                                        2.                 

                                                            3.                       

                                                      4.                             

                                                5.                                   

                                          6.                                         

                                    7.                                               

                              8.                                                     

                        9.                                                           

                 10.                                                                 

           11.                                                                       
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     12.                                                                              

   *----------------------------------------------------------------------*   DSNT408I

 SQLCODE = -204, ERROR:  PDPRF1.PRF_NON_QUERY_TBLE IS AN UNDEFINED               NAME

                                                                   DSNT418I SQLSTATE

   = 52004 SQLSTATE RETURN CODE                                DSNT415I SQLERRP    =

 DSNXOFE SQL PROCEDURE DETECTING ERROR                     DSNT416I SQLERRD    = 200 

 0  0  1  0  0 SQL DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION             DSNT416I SQLERRD    = X'FFFFFF38'

  X'00000000'  X'00000000'  X'FFFFFFFF'                 X'00000000'  X'00000000' SQL

 DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION                 

The following items appear on the Edit Non-Query SQL screen:

•  OPR
The Operation column lets you enter line edit commands. You enter the line command to the left of the line number.
The following line commands are supported:
– A: After. Specifies the destination for a set of lines to be copied or moved. A block of lines is inserted after the line

indicated with the A command. You can specify A#, where # indicates the number of times to insert the block. For
example, entering A3 inserts three blocks of lines indicated by a move or copy line after the current line. You must
use the A line command with one of the move or copy line commands.

– C: Copy a line. You can specify C# where # is the number of lines to copy. For example, entering C4 copies four
lines starting with the line indicated by the command. Use the C line command with the A line command described
above.

– CC: Copy a block of lines. Specify CC on one line and another CC on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first CC up to and including the line with the last CC are copied. No other line commands can occur between the CC
commands. Use the CC command with the A line command described above.

– D: Delete a line. This command deletes one line at a time. You can specify D#, where # is the number of lines to
delete. For example, entering D4 deletes four lines starting with the line containing the D command.

– DD: Delete a block of lines. Enter DD on one line and another DD on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first DD up to and including the line with the last DD are deleted. No other line commands can occur between the
DD commands.

– I: Insert a line. This command inserts a line below the current line. You can specify I#, where # is the number of
lines you want to insert. To insert a blank line before the first line, enter an I in the “OPR” column header. You must
type something on the blank lines or it disappears the next time you press Enter.

– M: Move a line. You can specify M# where # is the number of lines to move. For example, entering M4 moves four
lines starting with the line indicated by the command. Use the M line command with the A line command described
above.

– MM: Move a block of lines. Specify MM on one line and another MM on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first MM up to and including the line with the last MM are moved. No other line commands can occur between the
MM commands. Use the MM command with the A line command described above.

– R: Replicate a line. This command replicates the line. You can specify R#, where # is the number of times you want
to replicate the line. For example, R3 replicates the line three times.

– RR: Replicate a block of lines. Enter RR on one line and another RR on a subsequent line. All lines starting with the
first RR up to and including the line with the last RR are replicated. If you specify RR#, the # indicates the number of
times to replicate the block. No other line commands can occur between the RR commands.

– S: Split a line. This command lets you split an existing line into two parts, inserting the second part into a new line
below the existing line. To split a line, enter S in the Operator (OPR) field, place the cursor where you want to split
the line, and press Enter.

•  SQL Text
The SQL text displays in this area. You can edit the text by using any of the standard 3270 editing keys (EOF, DEL,
INS). Any number of SQL statements can be edited, updated, or both.
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Limits: up to 30,000 lines of text
•  SQL Error Message

(Display only) The lower half of the screen displays any SQL error messages that result from issuing the CHECK
command on any SQL. See the CHECK command description for additional details.

Including Comments in Non-Query SQL

You can add comments to your non-query SQL similar to SPUFI. You must designate the beginning of comment text
with two dashes (--). Any text that you enter after the two dashes and before the end of the current line is considered a
comment. Comment text is saved with the query, but it is not submitted to DB2. Refer to the example comment text below:

 ESEL.03           --------------EDIT NON-QUERY SQL--------------    COMMAND==>

                                                   PDPRF1.DROP_TABLE  OPR  

 PRF1139I  This non-query SQL is in the free edit mode                       1.

 DROP TABLE PDPRF1.PRF_NON_QUERY_TBLE                                      2. --

  THIS QUERY IS A QUERY THAT DROPS THE TABLE NAMED                        3. -- 

 PDPRF1.PRF_NON_QUERY_TBLE.     4.                                              

                               5.                                                

                             6.                                                  

         7.                                                                      

       8.                                                                        

     9.                                                                          

  10.                                                                           

 11.                                                                            12.
                                                                                

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------* 

Replaceable Parameters

You can use replaceable parameters anywhere in your non-query SQL. Replaceable parameters are useful when you
want to run the same non-query SQL with different DB2 SQL components:

Following is sample SQL:

CREATE DPT_&DPTNO_TBL(DEPTNO        CHAR(3)      NOT NULL,DEPTNAME      VARCHAR(36)

  NOT NULL,FIRSTNME      VARCHAR(12)  NOT NULL,MIDINIT       CHAR(1),LASTNAME  

    VARCHAR(15));INSERT INTO DPT_&DPTNO_TBL(DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, FIRSTNME, MIDINIT,

 LASTNAME)SELECT DISTINCT A.DEPTNO, A.DEPTNAME, B.FIRSTNME, B.MIDINIT, B.LASTNAMEFROM

 DSN8410.DEPT A, DSN8410.EMP BWHERE (A.DEPTNO = '&DPTNO');

The above SQL creates a table of all employees from one department based on the replaceable parameter &DPTNO. At
execution time (online or batch mode), you can change the department for which the table is being created by overriding
the &DPTNO replaceable parameter.

See the “Replaceable Parameters” section for more information about how to define and use replaceable parameters and
the “Execution” section for information about how to run the non-query SQL.

Save Non-Query

To save your non-query, enter the SAVE or END command, or press the appropriate PF key.

If you use the SAVE command, the work you have done up to that point is saved, and the Profile screen displays. You
must then press PF3 (End) to redisplay the Edit Non-Query SQL screen.
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If you use the END command, the Profile screen displays for you to enter the non-query description and the SHARE
option for the non-query you just created. After you enter the object profile information, enter the END command (or press
the appropriate PF key) to return to the Main Menu.

The Profile screen is automatically displayed when you first save your session on a new non-query. After that, you can
display the profile for your query by entering the PROFILE command or pressing the appropriate PF key. For more
information about the Profile screen, see Object Profiles in the “Introduction” section.

To cancel changes in the non-query, use the CANCEL command or the RESTORE command. For more information,
see Column Form and HTML/XML Form Command Reference.

TO Command--Export a Non-Query

After you create the non-query, you might wish to export it to a standard data set. For example, you might want to export
the non-query to SPUFI, or into a program. To export your non-query, use the TO command. The TO command lets you
move the non-query to a sequential or partitioned data set.

The syntax of the TO command is:

TO name

If you do not put the name in quotes, your user ID is automatically appended to the front of the name. To fully qualify a
data set name, enclose it in quotes.

The output records must be FB and LRECL = 79.

NOTE
The TO command is valid only on the Edit Non-Query SQL screen. The data set must be previously allocated.

CAPS ON or OFF

You can easily convert literals enclosed in single quotes to all uppercase by using the CAPS ON command. CAPS ON
converts all existing lowercase literals to uppercase, and all new literals that you enter are also converted to uppercase.
CAPS OFF lets you enter lowercase literals, but does not convert already existing uppercase literals to lowercase.

The Query Case field on the User Profile General Options screen controls the default CAPS setting.

When you enter the Edit Non-Query SQL screen with a new query, CAPS is set to the default. When you save the query,
the current CAPS setting is also saved. Each time you enter the Edit Non-Query SQL screen with the same query, the
CAPS setting defaults to this saved state.

NOTE
The initial CAPS default setting as described above pertains only to new Non-Queries being added.

CAPS Setting with Replaceable Parameters

When running Non-Queries with replaceable parameters, you can convert parameter values to all uppercase by using the
CAPS ON command. CAPS ON converts all existing lowercase parameter values to uppercase, and all new values that
you enter are also converted to uppercase. Specifying CAPS OFF lets you enter new parameter values in lowercase.

• For query replaceable parameters, the initial CAPS setting matches the current CAPS setting for the query.
• For procedure replaceable parameters, the initial CAPS setting is ON.

When the parameters are saved, the current CAPS setting is also saved. Each time you enter the Replaceable Parameter
Values screen, the CAPS setting reverts to its last saved state.

NOTE
The initial CAPS default setting as described above pertains only to replaceable parameters associated with a
new query, procedure, or non-query.
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CHECK Command–Check SQL Syntax

The CHECK command in the Non-Query SQL screen lets you syntax-check any or all SQL in your non-query SQL before
execution. It uses DB2's syntax checking logic and reporting methods. If CHECK finds an error in any SQL statement, the
first line of the SQL in error is moved to the top and the corresponding error information returned by DB2 displays at the
bottom half of the Edit Non-Query SQL screen. If any replaceable parameters are present in the SQL, they are replaced
with their corresponding values to aid debugging.

You can use CHECK in two ways:

• If you enter CHECK with your cursor outside the SQL input area, every SQL statement in the non-query will be syntax-
checked until an error is encountered or until all statements have been checked. If an error is found, processing stops
and the cursor is placed on the offending statement.

• If you enter CHECK with your cursor placed on any one specific SQL statement, only that statement's syntax is
checked. The PF2 function key has been defaulted to the CHECK command so that you can place your cursor over a
statement, and press the PF2 key to perform a CHECK on its syntax.

Edit Non-Query SQL Command Reference
The following commands are valid on the Edit Non-Query SQL screen:

• BATCH
Print a batch report from the query.

• CANCEL
Exit without saving current changes.

• CAPS
Use CAPS ON (uppercase literals) or OFF (lowercase).

• CHECK
On/Off toggle for SQL syntax checking each time text is changed.

• DOWN1
Scroll the table display down.

• DRAW
Frame an SQL SELECT query with all columns of a DB2 table specified in the DRAW command.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• FIND
Scroll to the field containing text you specify.

• HELP
Display the first help screen for cursor position.

• INFO
Display or update the information for this object.

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen for the screen.

• MAIN
Return to the Main Menu.

• NEWSAVE
Save the current query with a new name.

• PROFILE
Display the Query Profile screen.

• REDISP
Re-display the current screen.

• REPPARM
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Display the Replaceable Parm Values screen.
• RESET

Reset line command area by canceling pending line commands.
• RESTORE

Restore the query to its last saved version.
• RUN

Run this query.
• SAVE

Save the query with current changes.
• TO

Move the SQL SELECT statement to a sequential or partitioned data set.
• UP1

Scroll the table or column display up.
• VIEW

Switch from Edit mode to View mode.

Running Reports
Reports combine queries with forms. When you run a report, you access the actual data you defined in the query and it
displays and/or printed in the format of your form. You can adjust your reports as follows:

• You can view the data you selected to see if the results are what you expected.
• You can use the on-screen report to check figures or get the information you need without printing the report.
• You can see how the report will look when you print it and adjust the formatting accordingly (including all subpages

and page breaks).
• You can check your header, footer, and break text to see if you must make changes.
• You can print your results.

Depending on how complex a form you are creating, you might want to frequently check to see how the resulting report
will look. You have two options to view your report. You can use the PREVIEW function if you do not want to access the
database, or you can actually run the report. If you run the report, you can set a limit on the number of rows retrieved.

You can run a report online so that the report is processed on the screen while you wait, or you can run a report in batch
mode.

Execution

You can execute reports (queries or forms) and Non-Query SQL online or in batch mode. You can submit multiple
reports for batch execution by selecting the queries, forms, or procedures from a list. Sophisticated online report preview
capabilities help ensure that report layouts meet your specifications.

• Online Execution: Because CA Report Facility is designed for both end users and data processing professionals,
it operates under CICS, TSO, and IMS/DC. This means that DP professionals can work in a TSO development
environment, while end users work under a production environment.

• Batch Submission: You can also execute queries, forms, and procedures in batch mode. You may submit a job to
JES or to a data set for later submission. An exit is provided to permit you to gain control of the job before CA Report
Facility actually creates it.
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BTCH.03       ------------------------ RUN BATCH JOB ------------------------                 COMMAND==>                                                   BATCH JOB FOR 1 FORM                                                                                                                                              enter "S" to submit job                                     JOB DESTINATION ------------------------------------------------------------                  Output ===> P     P = JES                 D = sequential or partitioned dataset (specify)     Dataset ==>                                                          Member ===>                                                                                                            SPECIFICATIONS ----------------------------------------------------  Model ====> MDLBATCH                   Row Limit   Par  Dsn  Dfrm  Width Lines  Class  Dest   Form Snap Copy FCB  Result(C) TDMXH.TEM  NONE        N    NA   NA     132    56     A                    N    1         NA                                                                                                                                        
                                               

    JOB CARDS --------------------------------------------------------------------------         

• Row Limits: For both online and batch execution, you can specify the maximum number of rows returned from DB2 to
prevent accidental retrieval of a large volume of DB2 data.

• Online Report Display and Printing: Sophisticated page display capabilities are provided for reviewing reports online.
You can view all page headers, footers, break text, and subpages.
You can dynamically change the length and width of the report to see the effects on page breaks and subpages. You
can also freeze columns so they are repeated on all subpages, move the report horizontally, and locate text strings
in the report. For tabulation reports, you can automatically jump between tabulation blocks to compare results across
groups.
You can print all reports online or in batch mode.

• Online Report Preview: The PREVIEW command displays a sample page of the report, using the actual column and
page titles and simulated data, without accessing DB2.

 PREV.04           --------------- REPORT PREVIEW ---------------    COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO"                                                                         PAGE 1                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                          FOR STORES MEETING THE QUOTA                                                      07/18/2001   LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ BEGIN INFORMATION FOR STORES IN AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA   AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA                  XXXXXXXXXXXX                                  X  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA                  XXXXXXXXXXXX                                  X  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA                  XXXXXXXXXXXX                                  X

• KEEP Data Command: The KEEP data command allows report data to be saved into a DB2 table, letting you reuse
that data with other queries.

• Program Interface: With the Program Interface, you can invoke CA Report Facility from your own application. This lets
you access it from a menu or use it as a subroutine.

Online Reporting
This section discusses how to run a report online. You can run your report in a number of ways:

• Enter R next to the appropriate name on the Main Menu or the Query/Form/Proc/Non-Query SQL Library Screen.
• Enter the RUN command from the Build Query, Build Form, Build Procedure, or Edit Non-Query SQL screen.
• Press the PF RUN key from the Build Query, Build Form, Build Procedure, or Edit Non-Query SQL screen.

When you run a query, form, procedure, or Non-Query SQL, the respective Run Query, Run Form, Run Procedure, or Edit
Non-Query SQL screen displays.

Contents

Query

If you enter the RUN command for a query from the Main Menu, Query Library Screen, or Build Query screen, the Run
Query screen displays.

The Run Query screen appears when you issue the RUN command or when you choose to run a query from the Main
Menu or Query Library.

 RUNQ.03           ------------------ RUN QUERY -----------------    COMMAND==>                                                PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE_INFO                                                               
   

                                                                   DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS? YES                                                                     ROW LIMIT: NONE                                                   USING FORM:  PDPRF1.SALES_INFO                                      Forms that can be used by this Query:        1. PDPRF1.SALARY_INFO  S    2. PDPRF1.SALES_INFO    

Note the following items from the previous screen:

• PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE_INFO
(Display only) The full query name, which includes the creator ID, displays in the upper right corner of this screen.

• DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?
Specify whether replaceable parameters are defined in your query. You can view or update the replaceable parameter
values by entering YES in this field. If you enter YES, the Replaceable Parm Values screen appears. NO is the default
value.
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The Replaceable Parm Values screen is described later in this section and in the Replaceable Parameters section.
• ROW LIMIT

Specify a limit to the number of rows retrieved to conserve processing time. The maximum number of rows retrieved is
set in your User profile, and you cannot override it on the Run Query screen. If no row limit is set, NONE appears.

• USING FORM
(Display only) The name of the form to use for the report displays. If you select a different form, this field automatically
displays the form name. If no forms are associated with this query, the default form is used, and DEFAULT FORM
displays in this field.

• Forms that can be used by this Query
This field lists all forms defined for the query. If you have not defined any forms for the query, the message “NO
FORMS BASED ON THIS QUERY” appears.
Select a form by entering S next to its name and pressing Enter. The form name displays in the Using Form field. To
use the default form, blank out the S and press Enter.
Press Enter to validate the information and run the query.
You can use the SHOW command on the Run Query screen to change the format of the valid form list to include the
form type field (TYPE) and the description field (DESCR).
These fields are shown in the following figure:

 RUNQ.03           ------------------ RUN QUERY -----------------    COMMAND==> SHOW                                               PDPRF1.EMP_QUERY                                                                                                                                                                  DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?  N                                                                                                         ROW LIMIT: NONE                                                                                                                                                 USING FORM:  ..... DEFAULT FORM                                                                                                                                 Forms that can be used by this Query:                                           SEL      FORM                         TYPE DESCR                                      1. AUSER.TEST                    MA  MAILING TEST                               2. PDPRF1.A_TEST_FORM            CO  A TEST FORM                                3. PDPRF1.A_TEST_FORM2           CO  ...................................        4. PDPRF1.LETTER1                LE  LETTER TEST                                5. PDPRF1.LETTER2                LE  A NEW LETTER - ALL DEFAULT PAGE/

BLO        6. PDPRF1.MAIL1                  MA  MAILING TEST                               7. PDPRF1.MAIL2                  MA  MAILING LABEL TEST2                        8. PDPRF1.NEW_BLOCK              BL  BLOCK FORM, NO HDRS, FTRS, BRKS            9. PDPRF1.NEW_LETTER             LE  A NEW LETTER                              10. PDPRF1.BLOCK12                BL  ...................................       11. PDPRF1.BLOCK13                BL  BLOCK RPT POINTING TO QUERY WITH RE       12. PDPRF1.BLOCK2                 BL  BLOCK TEST AGAIN AND AGAIN

Use the SHOW command to switch between the form list that shows descriptions and the list that does not.

When the form type and descriptions appear, you can use the LEFT (PF10) and RIGHT (PF11) commands to scroll the
form descriptions horizontally.

Each user's profile retains the type of form list that was last used on the Run Query screen and automatically uses it again
when the Run Query screen appears. By default, the form list does not show form descriptions.

Replaceable Parm Values Screen

When you run the query (online or in batch mode), you can specify whether you want to view or update the replaceable
parameters for that query. You must specify a value for the query to run successfully.

If you enter Y, you are prompted for values for all the replaceable parameters for that query:

 RPPR.05           ------ QUERY REPLACEABLE PARM VALUES -------      COMMAND==>                                                    PDPRF1.REPLPARMS       PARM      Value of Replaceable Parm  1. &MINSAL   20000                                                                                                      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SELECT NAME, SSN, SALARY                FROM PDPRF1.DEMO2                           WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL                    ORDER BY NAME, SALARY, SSN                  

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Value of Replaceable Parm
Enter a value for each replaceable parameter the query uses. In the example, 20000 is entered as the value for
&MINSAL.

• SELECT Statement
(Display only) The SQL SELECT statement appears in the lower portion of the screen.

Press PF3 (End) to save the values and return to the Run Query (or Run Batch Job) screen.

See the “Replaceable Parameters” section for more information about creating replaceable parameters and specifying
values for them.

Forms

If you enter the RUN command for a form from the Main Menu, the Form Library screen, or the Build Form screen, the
Run Report screen displays.
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NOTE
This section applies to all form types except Extract forms. See Extract Forms or the “Extract Form” section for
more information.

 RUNR.03           ---------------- RUN REPORT -----------------     COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF1.SALARY_INFO                           press ENTER to run report                                                                               QUERY USED BY THIS FORM: PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE_INFO             ROW LIMIT: NONE                                                                                                  A temporary results table now exists for this query   You have the option of re-

running the query or re-

using this results table                                                                                 Re-

run the query? NO                                                                      DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS? YES    

Note the following information on the previous screen:

• QUERY USED BY THIS FORM
(Display only) The name of the query associated with the form appears in this field. (In the example, the name of the
query is PDPRF1.EMPLOYEE_INFO.)

• ROW LIMIT
Specify a row limit when testing reports. This lets you test queries and reports while saving resources and time. The
default is NONE.

• Re-Run the Query?
Specify whether to rerun the query. Whenever you run a query, the results are placed in a temporary table. This table
is saved until you quit CA Report Facility.

NOTE
Under CICS, the results table is saved until you exit the object you are currently working on.You can use the
data in this table for your report. This is another resource and time-saving feature to help you develop and
test forms.

The default is NO and the existing data is reused. Enter YES if you want to rerun the query.
If you quit CA Report Facility, changed the query, or updated the replaceable parameters since the last time you ran
the report, it is detected and you are not allowed to reuse the data.

• DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?
Enter YES (if replaceable parameters are defined in your query) to view or update the replaceable parameter values. If
you enter YES, the Query Replaceable Parm Values screen appears. NO is the default value. This is described later in
Replaceable Parm Values Screen and in the “Replaceable Parameters” section.
Press Enter to run the report.

NOTE
You can update replaceable parameters for sub-forms embedded in master block or letter forms. If any
embedded sub-query contains replaceable parameters, the replaceable parms update prompt appears,
even if the master query does not contain replaceable parms. If you enter YES at the prompt, the Update
Query Replaceable Parms screen appears. For more information about this screen, see Query Replaceable
Parameters in the “Replaceable Parameters” section.

Generate Report Screen

After you enter the RUN command for a form (including the default form), your request is executed, and the report
displays on the Generate Report screen.

NOTE
This section applies to all form types except Extract forms. See Extract Forms or the “Extract Form” section for
more information.

 GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST"                                                                      PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        07/13/2001   LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ CHICAGO           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS                         CHUCK  CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN CHICAGO      242,447.88   DOWNERS GROVE     27216          BAUMGARTEN         $107,896.35      $107,896.  ILLINOIS                         LEORA  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN DOWNERS GROVE
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Use the EMAIL command to send an email that contains the report in XML/HTML format. Enter the email-
address parameter to specify the email address to receive the report. If no email address is specified, the email is sent to
the email address that is specified in the User Profile. Use the SETEMAIL command to change the default email address
for the current User Profile.

NOTE

CA Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF uses the CSSMTP JES spool data set to send email. Ensure that
SYSOUT Class and SYSOUT Writer Name are correctly specified in System Profile Maintenance on the CA
Report Facility Environment Controls screen.

EXPORT Command

Use the EXPORT command on the Generate Report screen to export a report to a specified sequential dataset. This
command takes you to the Dataset Destination screen. On the Dataset Destination screen enter the target dataset name
and other optional parameters, then press PF3 to return to the Generate Report screen. A message confirms whether the
export to the specified dataset was successful.

Procedures

If you enter the RUN command for a procedure from the Main Menu, Proc Library Screen, or Build Proc screen, the Run
Proc screen displays:

 RUNP.04           ------------------ RUN PROC ------------------    COMMAND==>                                                    PDPRF1.PROCTEST                                                                                                                                                                  DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?                                                                                                                   Syntax:                                                                          001: KEEP PDPRF1.FIRST_QUERY PDPRF1.FIRST_Q_TABLE;                                   *** END OF PROC ***                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• PDPRF1.PROCTEST
(Display only) The full procedure name, which includes the creator ID, appears in the upper right corner of this screen.

• DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?
If your procedure contains replaceable parameters, this message appears. Enter Y (Yes) or N (No).
The message “THERE ARE NO REPLACEABLE PARMS FOR THIS PROC” appears if the procedure itself does not
contain any replaceable parameters.
For more information about replaceable parameters, see Replaceable Parm Values Screen or the “Replaceable
Parameters” section.
Enter the RUN command to execute the procedure.
Other Run screens might appear, depending on the objects the procedure uses. For example, if the procedure runs a
form, then the Run Query and Run Form screens appear to give you an opportunity to update replaceable parameters
or select different forms.
When the procedure completes its processing, the message “PROC HAS BEEN RUN SUCCESSFULLY.” displays.

Non-Query SQL

If you enter the RUN command for a Non-Query SQL from the Main Menu, Non-Query Library Screen, or Edit Non-Query
SQL screen, the Run Non-Query SQL screen displays.

The Run Non-Query SQL screen appears when you issue the RUN command or when you choose to run a Non-Query
from the Main Menu:

NQU.04           --------------RUN NON-

QUERY SQL---------------   COMMAND==>                                                   PDKROY.CREATE_TBL                                                                                DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?  NO                       SQL: ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 001: -- Create the temp table                                                  002: CREATE TABLE &TEMPEMP                                                     003: ( LASTNAME  VARCHAR(15)                                                   004:  ,WORKDEPT  CHAR(3)                                                       005:  ,SALARY    DECIMAL(9,2)                                                  006:  ,BONUS     DECIMAL(9,2)                                                  007: );                                                                        008: -- Populate temp table                                                    009: INSERT INTO &TEMPEMP ( LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, SALARY, BONUS )                SQL RESULTS: ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• SQL41
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The text of the Non-Query SQL displays in the upper portion of the Edit Non-Query SQL screen.
You can use the DOWN1 (PF7) and the UP1 (PF8) keys to scroll through the SQL.

• DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?
If your Non-Query contains replaceable parameters, this message appears. Enter Y (Yes) or N (No).
For more information about replaceable parameters, see Replaceable Parm Values Screen or the “Replaceable
Parameters” section.
Enter the RUN command to execute the Non-Query SQL.
The Generate Report screen may be displayed if your Non-Query SQL contains any SELECT statements.
After you enter the RUN command, the Run Non-Query SQL screen will appear similar to the following:

RNQU.04           --------------RUN NON-

QUERY SQL---------------    COMMAND==>                                                   PDKROY.CREATE_TBL                                                                                  DO YOU WISH TO VIEW OR UPDATE THE REPLACEABLE PARMS?  NO                        SQL: -------------------------------------------------------------------------  001: -- Create the temp table                                                   002: CREATE TABLE &TEMPEMP                                                      003: ( LASTNAME  VARCHAR(15)                                                    004:  ,WORKDEPT  CHAR(3)                                                        005:  ,SALARY    DECIMAL(9,2)                                                   006:  ,BONUS     DECIMAL(9,2)                                                   007: );                                                                         008: -- Populate temp table                                                     009: INSERT INTO &TEMPEMP ( LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, SALARY, BONUS )                 SQL RESULTS: -----------------------------------------------------------------  Executing: DROP                                                                                                                                                  DSNT400I SQLCODE = 000,  SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION                                                                                                                  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  PRF1161I  Commit has been performed                                             PRF1162I  Number of SQL Statements executed: 5                                

Note the SQL Results on the previous screen. Any DB2 return code and error information is retained for every SQL
statement executed from the Non-Query SQL. This information displays in the lower portion of the screen.

You can use the DOWN2 (PF6) and UP2 (PF9) commands to scroll through the SQL execution results.

Previewing the Report
PREVIEW mode lets you see a sample page of the report using the actual column and page titles and simulated data.
PREVIEW lets you see how the report looks, without accessing DB2 to retrieve data. This is accomplished by creating
sample data, and then using its run-time machinery to display a report based on that data.

Contents

Report Preview

Unlike executions using real data, the Preview Report does not use the spill file to contain the result data and report. This
allows the most recent result table from a true query execution to be retained while you preview a new or changed form.

NOTE
Column form screens are used in this section. However, you can use PREVIEW on any of the forms except
the Extract form. See Extract Forms or the “Extract Form” section for more information. Preview the form by
entering PREVIEW in the command line of the Build Form screen and pressing Enter. A sample PREVIEW
report follows:

 PREV.04           --------------- REPORT PREVIEW ---------------    COMMAND==>                                           FORM "PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO"                                                                         LINE 1 LOCATION       STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH_

$ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999.99 XXXXXXXXXXXX                  XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX                        X  XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999.99 XXXXXXXXXXXX                  XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX                        X  XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999.99 XXXXXXXXXXXX                  XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX                        X  XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999.99 XXXXXXXXXXXX                  XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX                        X  XXXXXXXXXXXX   XXXXX          XXXXXXXXXXXX     $1,999,999.99      $199,999.99 XXXXXXXXXXXX                  XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXX                        X

The PREVIEW command displays the report just as the RUN command does, except that the DB2 database is not
accessed. Simulated data is inserted instead of actual table data.

Memory Management

The preview records are stored in dynamically obtained memory. Only 64K of memory is allocated for this purpose.
Therefore, preview requests fail if they require more than 64K of memory, and you might receive an error message. This
can occur if the report contains several breaks, or if the report width is very large. To use less memory, simplify the form
by removing a break or un-selecting a large field, and try again.
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Using PAGE ON with a Preview Report

The Preview report has only one page. You can use the PAGE ON command to enter Page Mode. Page Mode lets you
see more page features, such as headers and footers. Viewing the Report describes how to scroll reports, including the
Preview report.

Exiting PREVIEW Mode

To leave PREVIEW mode, press PF3 (END). You return to the Build Form screen.

Viewing the Report
While viewing a report in online mode, many commands are available for changing the display format. The following
sections explain the various display commands and modes available on the Generate Report screen. The report shown in
this section is RETAIL_INFO.

You can use the features this section describes on any of the forms except the Extract form. See Extract Form for more
information.

  

Line Mode

When the Generate Report screen first appears, the screen is in Line mode.

NOTE
The mode (Line mode or Page mode) from the last time you used the form is saved, and is used the next time
you access the form. Therefore, you might start your session in Line mode or Page mode, depending on the
form you use. To toggle between Line mode and Page mode, use the PAGE OFF/ON commands.

Line mode means you scroll up or down by lines. You can also scroll the display horizontally.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>
                                                                           
                                                                           

                                                            LINE 1 LOCATION

          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH

 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7....*... CHICAGO

           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS       

                  CHUCK CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13

       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN

 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS      242,447.88 DOWNERS GROVE     27216          BAUMGARTEN      

   $107,896.35      $107,896.  ILLINOIS                         LEORA TOTAL SALES FOR

 STORES IN DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS      107,896.35 PROVIDENCE        19584         

 DELBUSTO           $103,952.99       $72,857.  RHODE ISLAND                     DIANA

The Line/Page Indicator displays the line number at the top of the screen. This example displays LINE 1.

When you are in Line mode, headers and footers do not appear. When you first go into Line mode, a message tells you
that headers and footers are suppressed.

When you view a report, it is often wider and longer than can fit on your monitor. When the report is larger than your
monitor, you can scroll left and right, up and down. Your monitor acts like a window to the report. You can move the
window around the report to view non-displayed areas.
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In the previous figure, the white area represents the amount of data that you can see on your monitor at one time. This
is the window of information. The gray area represents what you cannot see. You can move the window around over the
report, but you can never make the window bigger than the physical size of the display screen.

Scrolling in Line Mode

The UP1 and DOWN1 commands and corresponding PF keys scroll the display vertically. The LEFT and RIGHT scrolling
commands and PF keys scroll the display horizontally by column spaces.

To scroll more than one line or column space at a time, enter the number of lines or column spaces you want, and press
the appropriate scrolling PF key. Each time you press the scrolling key, the display is scrolled that number of lines or
spaces.

For example, if you want to scroll right 5 characters at a time, enter a 5, then press the RIGHT scrolling PF key. After that,
every time you press the RIGHT key (or the LEFT key-because the horizontal scrolling commands work together), the
cursor moves 5 characters to the RIGHT (or LEFT).

In Line mode, the line width extends as far over as the report width. You cannot divide the width into smaller amounts
in Line mode, and there are no “pages.” You can scroll by lines, not by pages. In Line mode, you do not see headers or
footers or page breaks, and freeze is not available.

Page Mode

The PAGE ON/PAGE OFF commands toggle the screen from Line mode to Page mode. In Page mode, the report looks
exactly as when it prints. Headers footers, width, length, and frozen columns appear exactly the same as they will print in
the final output. You can dynamically set the width and length, and you see all page breaks.

The PAGE ON mode is also available when you view a query using the default form. When you use a default form, there
are no headers or footers. However, using an interactive query mode with the “PAGE ON” mode lets you change the
width and length of your query results, as well as freeze columns.

NOTE
If you defined Standard Company Headers or Footers, you see the standard headers and footers in PAGE ON
mode when you display queries.

In PAGE ON mode, you can scroll the report by pages. You can also dynamically set your page width and length. By
using the PAGE ON mode, you can view your entire report quickly and easily, including subpages, headers and footers.
This can be very helpful for seeing how the final output will look.
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Subpages

When you set the PAGE ON mode, you can scroll through the pages of the report. How many pages the report has
depends on the page width and length, and how many columns you freeze. When you set PAGE ON, a report page is
divided into subpages. A subpage consists of all the columns that fit within the defined print width (independent of the
display width). (You set the print width using the WIDTH command.) A column never splits between two subpages.

NOTE
The first time you go into Page ON mode on a new form, the width defaults to the width parameters specified in
the Report Defaults section of the User Profile.

The following image shows a report displayed in page mode in multiple pages. Subpages are displayed as #.01, #.02,
#.03, and so on. The hash (#) is the number of the major page. As the illustration shows, each page of this report is
divided into two subpages. The pages are 1.01, 1.02, 2.01, and 2.02:
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When you are in PAGE ON mode, the LINE field changes to PAGE. This field shows the current page or subpage you are
on.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>

                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST" PRF0146I

 - PAGE LENGTH IS 31 LINES                                    PAGE 1.01   

                                        SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION         

                                           FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA        

                                                       07/13/2001          

 LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH

 ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7....*... CHICAGO

           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS       

                  CHUCK CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13

       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN

 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS      242,447.88 DOWNERS GROVE     27216          BAUMGARTEN      

   $107,896.35      $107,896.  ILLINOIS                         LEORA TOTAL SALES FOR

 STORES IN DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

•  PAGE 1.01
(Display only) In PAGE ON mode, the Line/Page Indicator at the top right of the screen displays the page number. The
current page is subpage 1.01. Because reports often extend farther to the right than can fit on a single page, subpage
designators are added to the regular page numbers to indicate subpages.
If you add more columns to the report or change the report width, there are more subpages. Also, if you freeze
columns, there are more subpages because the frozen columns appear on each subpage, taking up more room.
To display the number of pages and subpages in the report based on your current settings, enter the PAGE command.
Entering the PAGE command for this report would display the message “Report has 3 pages, 2 subpages per page.”

•  PAGE LENGTH IS 31 LINES
(Display only) The page length displays when you first enter PAGE ON mode and when you enter the LENGTH
command.

See Page Mode Display Commands for more information about the PAGE and LENGTH commands.

Scrolling in Page Mode

You can easily scroll both left-and-right and up-and-down using the PF scrolling keys. UP1 and DOWN1 scroll by lines in
the report. These commands allow you to scroll to the next or previous page if you issue the commands while at the top or
bottom of the current page, or when the scroll interval is large enough to move past the top or bottom of the current page.
UP2 and DOWN2 scroll pages (in PAGE ON mode). LEFT and RIGHT scroll horizontally. If you want to scroll by pages,
you must be in Page mode.

You use the DOWN2 and UP2 commands to scroll through the pages of the report. Often you want to scroll a particular
column through the whole report. A column always falls on the same subpage. To scroll through the report pages and
always display the same subpage (and the same column), perform the steps below.

To scroll through report pages and always display the same subpage:

1. Enter the PAGE command to determine how many subpages each page has.
2. Scroll to the subpage on which the column appears.
3. Set the DOWN2/UP2 scroll command to a number that is equal to the number of subpages.
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Changing the Number of Subpages

Because Page mode lets you scroll through pages, you might find it easier to decrease the page width in order to increase
the number of subpages. If the width is small enough to fit on one screen, you can scroll through subpages without having
to scroll lines. The following image shows a report displayed in page mode, where page size is customized for more
comfortable view. In the illustration, we divided the original page into three subpages by decreasing the page width. You
can adjust the width and length to the amounts that best suit your needs. If you are scrolling through the data frequently,
you might want to set the length so that a page fits on the screen vertically, and then set the width so that a subpage fits
on the screen horizontally.

  

In the figure above, if you wanted to continually scroll the first column (Customer Number), you would use the PAGE
command to find the number of subpages (three in this example). Next, you would scroll to the subpage containing the
CUSTOMER NO column, enter a scroll amount of 3 and press the PF DOWN2 key. After that, pressing the UP2 (PF6) or
DOWN2 (PF9) keys would display the same subpage (1.01, 2.01, and 3.01.).

The last options you entered for PAGE ON/OFF are used as the defaults when you re-access the form. PAGE defaults for
a query are not saved.

Display Commands

The following commands are available to adjust the report display.

Contents:
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Display Commands for Line and Page Mode

The following commands are available in both Line Mode and Page Mode.

GRID

The GRID command changes the line beneath the titles from a dashed line to a ruler line. The ruler line lets you judge
where data appears from left to right. In the previous figure, the GRID is off. In the following figure, the GRID is on.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                           FORM "PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO"                                                                      PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        07/13/2001   LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7....*... CHICAGO           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS                         CHUCK  CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS      242,447.88   DOWNERS GROVE     27216          BAUMGARTEN         $107,896.35      $107,896.  ILLINOIS                         LEORA  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS

The GRID makes it easier for you to use scrolling commands and determine the relative locations of the report columns.
Use the numbers on the GRID line with the POS (position) command to specify how far you want to scroll left or right, or
see where data appears on the printed page. The next section describes the POS command.

POS

The POS command lets you move the report horizontally to a particular column. Enter POS and the number of the column
you want to see. The display is positioned so that the column you name appears at the left edge of the screen. You can
then scroll this display or choose to position the display again.

For example, if you type POS 34 (or type 34 and press the appropriate PF key), the report is shifted to column 34, which
is approximately the MANAGER_NAME column. This is not the 34th column that you selected in your query or report, but
rather the 34th position from the left of the report.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO"                                                                      PAGE 1.01           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                        07/13/2001    MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH_

$   CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ ..*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7....*....8....*....9....*...100...*....1  SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.21        $15,006.54   CHUCK   TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.56        $69,847.57   PETER       BAUMGARTEN         $107,896.35      $107,896.35              $.00   LEORA

SELECT

To view the query's SQL statement that produced the report, enter the SELECT command. The SQL statement displays
at the bottom of the page. Press any key to make the SQL statement disappear.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                            FORM "PDPRF1.RETAIL_INFO"                                                                      PAGE 1.01           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                        07/13/2001    MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH_

$   CLOTHES_MONTH_

$ ..*....4....*...050...*....6....*....7....*....8....*....9....*...100...*....1  SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.21        $15,006.54   CHUCK   TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.56        $69,847.57   PETER   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SELECT B.LOCATION, A.STORE_NUMBER, B.MANAGER_NAME, A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$, A.TOYS_MONTH_$, A.CLOTHES_MONTH_

$, B.OPENING_DATE FROM PDPRF1.SALES_INFO A, PDPRF1.STOREINFO B WHERE (A.STORE_NUMBER = B.STORE_NUMBER) AND (A.TOYS_MONTH_

$ +  A.CLOTHES_MONTH_$ > 75000) RDER BY B.LOCATION, 4

Page Mode Display Commands

All display commands available in Line mode are available in Page mode. Page mode also supports these additional
commands:
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PAGE

When you enter the PAGE command in Page mode, the number of pages and subpages in the report are displayed,
based on your current settings.

LENGTH

Use the LENGTH command to set the length of your report page. The default length is 56 lines or the length of the report,
whichever is smaller. If you are viewing the report only on the screen, with no intention of printing it, you might want to set
the number of lines so that each “page” fits on the screen. To do so, enter the command LENGTH 20 (or enter 20 and
press the appropriate PF key). Note that the Line/Page Indicator increases the number of pages accordingly (to account
for fewer lines per page).

Enter LENGTH without a number to display the current page length.

WIDTH

Use the WIDTH command to set the width of your report on the page. To set the width of your report, enter the WIDTH
command followed by the number of column spaces you want for the report's width. If you want to view the report online
without horizontal scrolling, set the width to 78.

The report page width determines the number of subpages per page. Decreasing the page width increases the number
of subpages per page; increasing the width decreases the number of subpages per page. See Changing the Number of
Subpages for more information.

The minimum page width is 78 characters. Enter WIDTH without a number to display the current page width.

NOTE
The first time you go into Page ON mode on a new form, the width defaults to the width parameters specified in
the Report Defaults section of the User Profile.

BREAKS

Use the BREAKS command to cause an automatic page break every time a defined report break occurs. The BREAKS
command makes it easy to view breaks in an online mode because each break begins a new page. Enter BREAKS
OFF to switch the BREAKS command off.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST" PRF0170I - REPORT DIVIDED INTO 5 "BREAK" PAGES                       PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        07/13/2001   LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ CHICAGO           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS                         CHUCK  CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN      242,447.88                                                           1

When you first enter the BREAK command, a message displays telling you how many “break” pages are in the report. If
you want to know the number of subpages, you must use the PAGE command.

If BREAK is on, all detail lines for a break appear on a new page.

FIND

The FIND command finds a specified text string on the page. You can continually enter the FIND command (with no
search string) to repeat the previous find. The FIND command finds the text anywhere on the report, regardless of the
report column.
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Scroll Amounts

You can change the amount that you scroll by entering a scroll amount value and pressing a scrolling key. The following
values are accepted as scroll amounts:

Scroll Amount Description

1-999 Scroll the specified number of rows for vertical scrolling. For
example, if you enter 2 in the SCROLL field, then press the
DOWN key, the data scrolls down two rows.
For horizontal scrolling, this number specifies the number of
character columns scrolled. For example, if you enter 2 in the
SCROLL field, then press the RIGHT key, the data scrolls right
two character columns.

MAX Enter M to scroll to the end of the report based on the direction
key. For example, if you enter M and press the RIGHT key, you
scroll to the last column on the right. To scroll quickly to the last
page of the report, enter M (max) and press the DOWN2 PF key.
The last page of the report displays. To scroll quickly back up to
the first page of the report, enter M and press the UP2 PF Key.
The first page of the report displays.

PAGE Enter P and press the corresponding scroll PF key to scroll one
page.

DATA The DATA scroll amount is like PAGE, except the scrolling area
overlaps by one line. Enter D and press the corresponding scroll
PF key to scroll the report by the default, DATA.

ACROSS The ACROSS amount specifies the scroll amount as an across
block. Enter A and press the corresponding scroll PF key to scroll
the report by across blocks. See ACROSS in the “Assigning
Functions to Forms” section, or see the “Tabulation Form” section
for more information.

Specifying Report Display Parameters

Enter the SETUP command on the Column form Generate Report screen to access the Report Display Parameters
screen:

 RDIS.06           ---------- Report Display Parameters ---------    COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Grid ................... OFF  ON/

OFF                                            Page Mode: ............. OFF  ON/

OFF                                             Breaks ................ OFF  ON/

OFF - Start New page for each Break             Page Length ........... 51   Number of Lines Per Page                           Page Width ............ 78   Number of Characters Per Line                                                                                                      Line Wrap ............. OFF  ON/

OFF                                             Left Margin ........... 0    Number of Spaces for Left Margin                   Column Spacing ........ 2    Number of Spaces between Columns                   Line Spacing .......... 1    1 Single Spc / 2 Double Spc / 3 Triple Spc         Title Underline ....... F    B Broken Underline/ F Full Underline                                                                                              Freeze Fields:                                                                   1.                                                                             2.                                                                             3.                                                                             4.                                                                            -------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                               

The following table describes the fields shown on the previous screen:

• Grid
Indicate whether to display a ruler line or a dashed line beneath the column heading names.
Valid values are:
– ON: Select the ruler line.
– OFF: (Default) Select a dashed line.

• Page Mode
Indicate whether to display the report in Line mode or Page mode.
Valid values are:
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– ON: Select Page mode.
– OFF: (Default) Select Line mode.

• Breaks
Indicate whether to force automatic page breaks every time a defined report break occurs.
– ON: Force a page break at report breaks. This takes effect only if you also set Page Mode to ON.
– OFF: (Default) Suppress page breaks at report breaks.

• Page Length
Set the length of one report page. Valid values range from 0 to 999. The default value is 51.
This setting takes effect only if Page mode is ON. If Page mode is OFF, the length setting is saved and applied to the
report when you turn Page mode ON.
If the specified length does not allow for at least one detail line and all defined header/footer/break text, the value
automatically changes to the minimum necessary length.

• Page Width
Set the width of one report page. Valid values range from 78 to 31,990. The default value is 78.
This setting takes effect only if Page mode is ON. If Page mode is OFF, the width setting is saved and applied to the
report when you turn Page mode ON.
If the specified width is determined to be too small, a message indicates that the minimum width will appear.

• Line Wrap
Indicate whether to wrap detail lines, titles, and default break footer lines onto subsequent lines if they are larger than
the defined page width.
Valid values are:
– ON: Select line wrapping.
– OFF: (Default) Suppress line wrapping.
This setting takes effect only if Page mode is ON. If Page mode is OFF, the line wrap setting is saved and applied to
the report when you turn Page mode ON. However, this setting is not saved across separate executions of the report.

• Left Margin
Set the number of spaces to the left of the detail lines. Valid values range from 0 to 99. Zero is the default value.
This setting applies in both Page mode and Line mode but is not saved across separate executions of the report.

• Column Spacing
Set the number of spaces between columns. Valid values range from 0 to 9. The default value is 2.
This setting applies in both Page mode and Line mode and is not saved across separate executions of the report.

• Line Spacing
Set the number of blank lines between detail lines.
This setting takes effect only if Page mode is ON. If Page mode is OFF, this setting is saved and applied to the report
when you turn Page mode ON. However, it is not saved across separate executions of the report.
Valid values are:
– 1: (Default) Select single spacing.
– 2: Select double spacing.
– 3: Select triple spacing.

• Title Underline
Indicate whether column headings are underlined with a full line of dashes or with a broken line of dashes that
matches the column width.
This setting applies in both Page mode and Line mode but is not saved across separate executions of the report.
Valid values are:
– F: Select a full line of dashes.
– B: Select a broken line of dashes.

NOTE
Grid ON overrides this setting until you set Grid to OFF.

• Freeze Fields
Indicate fields that are currently frozen. The frozen fields are listed for display purposes only. You cannot change them.
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The parameters on this screen affect only the online display of your column report and take effect upon the execution of
the END command. You can CANCEL at any time to return to the Generate Report screen without accepting any changes
to the report display parameters.

Freezing Columns

As you scroll through a report with subpages, sometimes you want a report column to appear on all subpages. To
accomplish this, you freeze the column. When you freeze a column (or columns), it appears at the far left on every report
page. You see the effects of freezing only while in Page mode. (If you want the columns to remain frozen in the final
report, you must enter F in the Build Form Selection field.) When you freeze columns, you leave less room for the other
columns on the subpages, and you might increase the number of subpages per report page.

NOTE
The FREEZE, UNFREEZE, and MELT commands are available only when viewing Column forms in Page
mode. Column forms support dynamic freezing and unfreezing. However, Tabulation forms do not support
dynamic freezing or melting when in display mode. Tabulation forms only support frozen fields when you specify
them with the “F” selector in the Build Form Selection field, and the only fields that you can freeze are those to
which you assigned a GROUP function.

Contents:

FREEZE

You can designate a column or columns to freeze when defining your form or while viewing the report. To freeze a column
in the Generate Report screen, enter the FREEZE command and enough letters from the column title (as it appears in the
form) to make the name unique, then press Enter (or enter the column name and press the Freeze PF key). You can also
position the cursor on the column and press the Freeze PF key.

If the column name includes spaces, you must enclose the name in single quotation marks. If the column title is broken
into more than one line, insert a semicolon (;) where the line breaks occurs. You do not need to insert a multi-lined title in
quotes unless it also contains a space (the line break is not considered a space).

Frozen columns are automatically designated as the first columns of the report, and the order of the remaining columns is
adjusted accordingly. Freezing columns might change the number of subpages.

To find out how many columns are frozen, enter FREEZE without a column name.

The FREEZE command does not affect batch reporting. To freeze a column for batch reports, you must enter F in the
Selection field of the Build Form screen.

The following image shows a report where the first two columns have been frozen. The frozen columns appear on every
page (and subpage) of the report. When you freeze columns, the page lists the frozen columns first (in the order that you
froze them), and then the regular columns.
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 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST" PRF0166I - "MANAGER_NAME" IS NOW "FROZEN"                            PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        07/13/2001   MANAGER_NAME   LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SMITH          CHICAGO           21234              $104,749.75       $89,743.  CHUCK          ILLINOIS  TOWNSEND       CHICAGO           29483              $137,698.13       $67,850.  PETER          ILLINOIS  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN      242,447.88
                                                       

In the previous figure, the column MANAGER_NAME is frozen. Notice that the frozen column moves all the way to the left
of the report, and that a message telling you that this column is frozen displays.

 GENR.04           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST"                                                                      PAGE 1.02                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                                      FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                                 07/13/2001               MANAGER_NAME   OPENING_DATE ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SMITH          06/26/2001  CHUCK  TOWNSEND       05/12/2001  PETER  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN      242,447.88   BAUMGARTEN     04/28/2001  LEORA

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• PAGE 1.02
(Display only) This screen shows the same report, subpage 1.02.

• MANAGER_NAME
(Display only) Notice that the frozen column is frozen on all subpages.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST" PRF0166I - "STORE_NUMBER" IS NOW "FROZEN"                            PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        07/13/2001   MANAGER_NAME   STORE_NUMBER   LOCATION              TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SMITH          21234          CHICAGO               $104,749.75       $89,743.  CHUCK                         ILLINOIS  TOWNSEND       29483          CHICAGO               $137,698.13       $67,850.  PETER                         ILLINOIS  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN      242,447.88
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STORE_NUMBER is the second frozen column. It moves almost all the way to the left, and MANAGER_NAME
remains all the way to the left. Again, a message confirming the frozen columns displays. STORE_NUMBER, like
MANAGER_NAME, is frozen on all subpages.

UNFREEZE

The UNFREEZE command removes the freeze from a particular column. To unfreeze a column in the Generate Report
screen, enter at least part of the title (a part that is unique), and press the Unfreeze PF key. You can also position the
cursor on the column and enter the UNFREEZE command (or press the appropriate PF key). From the Build Form
screen, you can unfreeze a column by typing over the F with an S or a number (or by pressing the space bar to blank out
the letter and un-select the column).

MELT

The MELT command unfreezes all frozen columns in the report. To MELT, enter the command and press Enter, or press
the appropriate PF key.

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------    COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF1.COPYTEST" PRF0164I - ALL "FROZEN" COLUMNS HAVE BEEN "UNFROZEN"                 PAGE 1.01                                           SUMMARY SALES INFORMATION                                            FOR STORES MEETING QUOTA                                                        12/15/2001  LOCATION          STORE_NUMBER   MANAGER_NAME       TOTAL_SALES     TOYS_MONTH ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ CHICAGO           21234          SMITH              $104,749.75       $89,743.  ILLINOIS                         CHUCK  CHICAGO           29483          TOWNSEND           $137,698.13       $67,850.  ILLINOIS                         PETER  TOTAL SALES FOR STORES IN      242,447.88

The columns are returned to their original order, and a message telling you that all frozen columns are now unfrozen
displays.

KEEP Data Command

The screen command KEEP on the report screens lets you save the detail data into a DB2 table. This command enables
the SAVE DATA functionality that lets you reuse the result data with other queries at other times.

All detail data is saved in the specified table, including query and form expressions. The data is added to the table using
INSERTs for each detail row.

Contents:

KEEP Command

KEEP creates column names using the first 18 characters of the query field names. An underscore character (_) replaces
invalid characters.

Depending on the current KEEPSFX setting, the names of the resulting columns follow one of two standards:

• For KEEPSFX=Y, the following characters are appended to the KEEP column names:
– _# if the column is from a second or later table in a join, where # indicates the table number.
– _X if the column is a query expression.
– _Z if the column is a form expression.

If the resulting names are duplicates, a unique number is also appended.
• For KEEPSFX=N, duplicate columns are suffixed based on their relative duplication number in the KEEP table.

For more information about the KEEPSFX setting, see the ENVSET Command section.

A successful extract returns a message indicating the type of data that was kept. Valid types are:

• Detail -- All rows are kept.
• Unique -- Only the first detail with a unique key is kept.

An index prevented the keeping of rows with non-unique key values. This situation occurs when the specified table exists
and has a unique index that would prevent all of the details from being kept.
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This command has the following format:

KEEP table-name sqlid MODE=APPEND|CREATE|DELDEF|REWRITE

• table-name
Defines the table name, which can be unqualified. The table is saved in the format location.owner.tablename. By
default the location is the local sub-system and the owner is the user ID. To save the table to a remote location, specify
the table-name in the format location.owner.tablename where location is the name of the remote sub-system.

• sqlid
(Optional) Specifies the secondary SQL ID to use during the KEEP processing. SQL ID must be valid for the current
user. This sqlid value overrides any value that is specified in the user profile.

• MODE=APPEND|CREATE|DELDEF|REWRITE
Specifies how the pre-existing table is treated.
– APPEND

Appends the query result rows to the table-name table. If the table does not exist, a new table is created.
– CREATE

Verifies that the table-name does not exist and then creates a table to receive the query results.
– DELDEF

Deletes the table-name table and then creates a table to receive the query results.
– REWRITE

Deletes all current rows of the table-name table and then inserts the query results. If the table does not exist, a new
table is created. This option is the default.

NOTE
If the sqlid parameter is omitted, the MODE=mode parameter can be entered as the second parameter.

New Table

If the table you specify in your KEEP command does not exist, it is created in the database and tablespace indicated in
the KEEP Command Options fields in the User Profile. The User Profile values default to those assigned in the KEEP
Proc Command Defaults fields in the System Profile. To view the User or System Profile screens, select the appropriate
option on the PRF System Services menu.

If the database and tablespace on the System Profile screen are blank, DB2 uses its own defaults:

• DSNDB04 database
• A new tablespace for the table

You need CREATETS and CREATETAB authority to the database, or the secondary SQL ID (if specified by command or
in the user profile) needs this authority.

Table Already Exists

If the table you specify in your KEEP command already exists, all previously existing data is deleted. If the data were left
intact, you cannot effectively retrieve only your data, especially if there is no index on the table that would guarantee your
data records are unique.

With an already existing table, the first insert might fail because the table is not structured appropriately. A message
appears if this is the case.

You need DELETE and INSERT authority to use an existing table, or the secondary SQL ID (if specified by command or
in the user profile) needs this authority.
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NOTE
When keeping to an existing table, columns that are not null or not null by default cause an SQL code -407 if null
data are in the query for those columns.

Using KEEP with Batch Processing

Using the KEEP subcommand for the RUN procedure command supports the KEEP functionality in batch requests. Using
the SQLID subcommand for the RUN procedure command supports the secondary SQL ID override in batch requests.
See the “Procedures” section for more information about the RUN procedure command.

Batch Reporting
You can submit, generate, and print a report by submitting a job to the JES batch queue (or creating a data set for
execution at any time), as opposed to executing the report online.

  

Request a Batch Job

There are two ways to request a batch job:

• Enter the B option on the Main Menu, on the Query Library screen, the Form Library screen, the Procedure Library
screen, or Non-Query Library screen. You can enter B next to as many queries, forms, or procedures as you want.

• Enter the BATCH command from the Build Query, Build Form, Build Proc, Edit Non-Query SQL, or Run Report
screens.

WARNING
 Entering BATCH from the Build Query, Run Query, Build Form, Run Form, Build Proc, Run Proc, Edit Non-
Query SQL, or Run Non-Query SQL screens performs an implicit save of the object. After implicitly saving a
query, form, or procedure, an informational message is issued to let you know that your object has been saved.

FMLB.02           --------------- FORM LIBRARY ----------------    COMMAND==>    

                                                 USER ID: PDPRF1NAME=====> *     

                 CREATOR=====> PTIC2        SELECTION=====> N*---options-->   S =

 select   R = run   D = delete   U = UN-delete   B = batch    FORM NAME           

         TYPE SHR DESCR    PTIC2.$10164680890713         C   X  TEMPORARY COPY USED

 FOR BATCH JOBB   PTIC2.$10320080890713         C   X  TEMPORARY COPY USED FOR BATCH

 JOB    PTIC2.$10400130890713         C   X  TEMPORARY COPY USED FOR BATCH JOB   

 PTIC2.ATTACH                  L   Y  BAD HEADER TEXT    PTIC2.ATTACHBREAK       

      B   Y  FOOTER TEXT IS COPIED TO HEADER AFTER B   PTIC2.ATTACH2             

    L   Y  FOOTER TEXT IS COPIED TO HEADER AFTER    PTIC2.BADJOIN                

 C   Y  ......................................B   PTIC2.BREAKHDR                B

   Y  TESTING BREAK COLUMN IN PAGE HEADER...    PTIC2.BREAKPAGES              B  

 Y  BREAK TEXT SPLIT BETWEEN PAGES .......B   PTIC2.BREAKS                  C   Y

  ......................................B   PTIC2.BREAKS2                 C   Y  ALL

 BREAK TEXT - NO DETAIL LINES......    PTIC2.BREAKS3                 C   Y  EDIT CODES

 FOR FUNCTION ON DATE FIELD.    PTIC2.BREAKS4                 B   Y  TESTING PF KEYS &

 COMMANDS............    PTIC2.BREAKTEXT               C   Y  FOOTER TEXT IS COPIED TO

 HEADER AFTER     PTIC2.BREAKTEXT2              C   Y  USER DEFINED BREAK TEXT W/ BREAK

 ON PA    PTIC2.CANCEL                  L   Y  CANCEL & RESTORE COMMANDS.............   

  PTIC2.CASE                        M   Y  ALL UPPER CASE LETTERS IN TEXT........
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Enter B on the Object Library screen to select multiple objects for batch execution. Once you request a batch job, the Run
Batch screen appears.

Quick Steps for Batch Reporting

To submit a batch job:

1. On the Main Menu, enter B in the OPT field next to one of the object types. Press Enter. The appropriate object library
displays.

2. To select objects for the batch job, enter B in the field to the left of the object names. Press Enter. The Run Batch Job
screen appears.

3. To submit the job to JES or create the JCL for this job, do one of the following:
– To submit the job to JES:

a. Enter P in the Output field.
b. Enter S in the command line.
c. Press Enter. The job is submitted and a message displays confirming the action. Output is directed to your

default printer.
– To create JCL for this job:

a. Enter D in the Output field.
b. Enter a data set name (and member name, if applicable) in the Dataset field.
c. Enter S in the command line.
d. Press Enter. The job is submitted and a message displays confirming the action. JCL is directed to the data set

you specified.
4. Press PF3 (End) twice. You return to the Main Menu, where you can invoke any of the menu options.

Batch Reporting Considerations

When running a batch report, keep the following points in mind:

• When you need to print multiple reports, you can set individual parameters for each form. If you select more forms than
will fit on the screen, you can scroll them. With this feature, you can create batch jobs that might run 10 - 15 forms in
one execution.

• If you submit several forms, the forms that use the same query is determined, and they are executed at the same time.
That way, each query is only executed once.

• In batch mode, a default header is automatically generated if you do not define one. The default header is in the
format:
DATE current date           P R F           PAGE page #

The header is not generated for online display or printing because the purpose of online is to view report details.

NOTE
If you defined a Standard Company Header, it appears in place of the default header.

• All batch messages are formatted in the standard manner, using the PRF###X identifier.
• When batch reports generate warnings or errors, the system return code is set accordingly. Warning messages

generate return code 4. Error messages generate return code 8.
• Note that batch-reporting parameters are stored separately from those that you specify for online reports. When you

compare online reports to batch reports, remember to set the parameters on the Run Batch Job screen to reflect the
settings you specified for the online run. Otherwise, the batch run uses the default report values specified in the user
and system profiles, which might not produce the results you want.

• The following information displays in the job log for each command you execute in batch:
– The fully resolved command to execute, including the command name, arguments, and any subcommands you

specified. All replaceable parameters are resolved to the procedure command level.
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NOTE
If you execute the RUN FORM or RUN QUERY commands from within a procedure command, a
SYSPRTDD=DYN subcommand is always added to the subcommand list. If you include a SYSPRTDD
subcommand on the RUN command, it appears after the one added, and takes precedence when
executing.

– Any informational or diagnostic messages that the command generates. These include standard PRF messages, as
well as any SQL error messages.

– If the command executed successfully, the message “COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTED” appears. If the
command did not execute successfully, this message does not appear.

System Profile

The batch job uses the run-time parameters, which the System Profile screen lists when you submit the job.
The parameters include the PRF, DB2, and COBOL load libraries, and the DB2 plan. You can view and change
the parameters by selecting the System Profile Maintenance option on the PRF System Services screen. See
the Administrating section for more information about defining your system profile.

After you create a batch job, you can change the batch parameters by doing one of the following:

• Use the Edit option of ISPF to change the parameters listed in the batch job.
• Change the parameters on the System Profile screen and regenerate the batch job.

Updating Replaceable Parameters in Batch

When you run a query that has replaceable parameters online, you are asked whether you want to change them. In batch
mode, you are not prompted. When the query has replaceable parameters, it is indicated in the Par column on the Run
Batch Job screen with a “Y.” You must enter U in the Par column to update the replaceable parameters.

A message displays if any objects contain replaceable parameters in the batch list:

PRF0895I - SOME OBJECT(S) CONTAIN REPLACEABLE PARMS. SEE "PAR" FIELDS WITH "Y".

You can then decide whether to act on the message.

On the Run Batch Job screen, users without authority are prevented from permanently updating replaceable parameters.
The replaceable parameters are only modified for the duration of the job.

Procedure Commands in Batch Jobs

The SYSIN cards (cards refers to the lines in the batch job) used in the batch jobs are freeform procedure commands,
including the RUN QUERY and RUN FORM commands. This lets you edit the SYSIN cards as you want. To edit your
batch job, use the Edit option of ISPF.

A procedure that you submit to JES as a batch job generates reports and dynamically routes them to the destination that
would be selected for the object if it were executed in batch.

You can override this dynamic sysout assignment by sending the batch job to a data set and including SYSPRT
DD subcommands for each RUN request in the procedure. Within a procedure, you can include the SYSPRTDD
subcommand on RUN FORM and RUN QUERY commands.

When specifying the RUN FORM command in the CARDIN batch data set, you are limited to 72 characters per line. You
must cut off at column 72 and continue on the next line.
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Run Batch Job Screen

To create batch jobs, use the Run Batch Job screen. The Run Batch Job screen lets you specify execution and print
parameters for the requested batch jobs. Different specifications apply to different form types, procedures, or queries. The
Email column for forms is replaced with the Dfrm column for queries and procedures. 

 BTCH.02  r19.0    --------------- RUN BATCH JOB ----------------   02/28

 07:08 COMMAND==>                                                    BATCH

 JOB FOR 2                            enter "S" to submit job JOB DESTINATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------- Output ===>

 P     P = JES      D = sequential or partitioned dataset (specify) Dataset

 ==>                                               Member ===> SPECIFICATIONS

 -----------------------------------------  Model ====> MDLBATCH         

                         Row Limit   Par  Dsn  Email Width Lines Class (C)

 RJUSER1.COL2 ..............  0            N    NA   NA   132    56     A (H)

 RJUSER1.EMAIL1 ............  0            N    NA   Y    132    56     NA JOB CARDS

 --------------------------------------------------------------------   //RJUSR040 JOB

 (106431000),&SYSUID,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),   //    REGION=0M,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

Additional specifications are visible by scrolling right (PF11). To return to the first set of specifications, scroll left (PF10).

 BTCH.02  r19.0    --------------- RUN BATCH JOB ----------------   02/28

 08:52 COMMAND==>                                               BATCH JOB FOR

 1 QUERY                            enter "S" to submit job JOB DESTINATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------- Output ===>

 P     P = JES      D = sequential or partitioned dataset (specify) Dataset

 ==>                                               Member ===> SPECIFICATIONS

 -----------------------------------------  Model ====> MDLBATCH         

                               Dest         Form Snap Copy FCB  Result (Q)

 RJUSR1.TRAIN1 ............ NA                         N   NA  NA     NA JOB CARDS

 --------------------------------------------------------------------   //RJUSR040 JOB

 (106431000),&SYSUID,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),   //    REGION=0M,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

You can submit the batch job to the JES batch queue, or you can write it to a data set. By writing the batch job to a data
set, you can:

• Run the job later.
• Run the job as many times as you want.
• Edit the data set using the Edit option of ISPF.
• Submit the data set to JES outside of CA Report Facility.

The BATCH JOB FOR field specifies how many objects you selected to run. The limit is 40 objects. In the first example,
two forms are being run. In the second example, one query is being run.  

NOTE

To select multiple objects, select them from either the Forms, the Procedures, or the Queries library. Queries,
procedures, and forms cannot be mixed in one batch job.

 Contents: 
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Job Destination

These fields identify where to send the job.

•  Output
Specify whether you want the output to go directly to JES (Job Execution System) or to a data set. (The Submit exit is
invoked when submitting a job to JES. For more information, see Submit Exits.) Valid values are:
– P: Printer. The job is submitted to JES for execution.
– D: Data set. The necessary JCL is generated and stored in the data set specified, so you can edit the JCL and can

submit the job at another time.
•  Dataset and Member

If you entered D for the Output option, enter a data set name (and member name, if a PDS). This name specifies
where the JCL will be stored.

List of Objects

Under SPECIFICATIONS, the name of each object that the batch job includes is listed, followed by its report
specifications. Use the up and down (PF7 and PF8) commands to scroll the list vertically.

A code (in parentheses) precedes each object. This code indicates the object type. This field is display-only. Possible
values are:

• B: Block form
• C: Column form
• L: Letter form
• M: Mailing Label form
• N: Non-Query SQL
• P: Procedure
• Q: Query
• T: Tabulation form
• E: Extract Form
• H: HTML Form
• X: XML Form

Report Specifications

The defaults for these fields appear. These default values are set in the Batch Profile screen of the User Profile. The
default values were assigned to the object when the object was created. You can enter different values on this screen.

•  Row Limit
Enter the number of rows in this field to limit the number of detail rows the report includes. Enter 0 for no limit. This
value is not applicable for procedures.
Note: If you set a row limit in your User Profile, that row limit is still the maximum number of rows you can retrieve. You
can set a limit lower than the limit that is specified in the User Profile.

•  Par
Enter U to view or update the replaceable parameter values. If the report contains replaceable
parameters, Y appears. N appears if the report does not contain replaceable parameters.

•  DSN
Data Set name. For Extract forms only, this field indicates whether you specified an output data set. For all other object
types, NA appears. Valid values are:
– Y: Yes, you specified a DSN.
– N: No, you did not specify a DSN.
– NA: This column does not apply to the object type.
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To specify or change the output data set, type over the value with U and press Enter. If you enter U, the Extract
Dataset screen appears. For more information, see Naming the Data Set.
Note: The number of records pertains only to Batch executions of this Extract Form.

•  Dfrm
For queries only, this column indicates whether the default form will be used. Valid values are:
– Y: Yes, the default form will be used.
– N: No, a nondefault form has been selected.
– NA: This column does not apply to the object type.
To select a nondefault form to use with the query, type over the value with U and press Enter. Specifying U displays
the Select Query Form screen, which is similar to the Run Query screen.
Note: When running a batch job on a form, the Email column replaces this column.

•  EmailFor HTML and XML forms only, this column indicates whether a destination email address is set for the report.
– Y: An email address has been set. If you have not changed the email address, the default address in the User

Profile is used.
– N: No email address has been set, either from this screen or in the User Profile. Consider setting a default email

address in the User Profile.
– NA: This type of form does not send output to email.
To select or change the email address, type over the value with U and press Enter. Specifying U displays the Email
Setup screen, where you can specify the target email address. Deleting the email address from the Email Setup
screen changes the Email column value to N.

•  Width
Specify the width of the print page, in character spaces. The width for Column and Tabulation forms must be a value
from 78 through 31,990. The width for other forms and for queries must be a value from 78 through 240. The User
Profile on the Batch Profile screen specifies the default. This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  Lines
Specify the number of lines per print page. This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  Class
Enter the SYSOUT class. This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

NOTE

For information about how to set the default values of these specifications, see:

•  General User Options 
•  Batch Report Parameters 

Additional Report Specifications

You can view the following fields by scrolling right (PF11). The defaults for these fields appear. These default values are
set in the Batch Profile screen of the User Profile.

•  Dest
Optionally, enter the ID of the destination printer. This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  Form
Optionally, enter the ID of the print form you want to use. The Batch Profile screen of User Profile Maintenance
specifies the default. This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  Snap
Specify whether to take a “snapshot” of the query, form, or procedure, and save it until the report is produced.  After
the report is produced, the snapshot is deleted. Enter Y (yes) to take a snapshot or N (no) not to take a snapshot. The
User Profile on the Batch Profile screen specifies the default value for objects that user creates.
Note: The snapshot flag in the user profile is used only to initialize an object's snapshot flag when you first create
it. CA Report Facility does not use the snapshot flag in the user profile at batch submission time. Instead, the object's
snapshot flag is used.
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For query snapshots: If you take a snapshot of a query that does not use the default form, the snapshot is applied to
the form you specified.
For form snapshots: Your report uses the snapshot of the form at the time the job was submitted. If you change the
form after you submit the job, your report does not reflect those changes. A copy of the form is saved in the Form
Library. The snapshot form name takes the following format:
userid.$timestamp

In this format, userid is the ID of the user who submitted the report, and timestamp is the current timestamp. These
snapshots are automatically deleted when execution completes. If execution does not end successfully, the form
snapshot might not be deleted. You can delete the snapshots as necessary.
For procedure snapshots: The snapshot copies only the procedure itself, not its associated queries and forms.
Changes to the procedure after you submit the job are ignored. However, changes to the associated queries and forms
after you submit the job do affect the report.  

•  Copy
Specify the number of copies you want to print. The User Profile on the Batch Profile screen specifies the default. This
parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  FCB
Optionally, enter the name of the Forms Control Buffer (FCB) to use for the report. This parameter is not applicable for
procedures.

•  Result
Specify whether to generate a temporary result table when you run the object in batch. This option is only valid for
extract forms. You specify the initial value on the Run Extract screen, which indicates whether to create a result table
during online execution. Valid values are:
– Y: (Default) Generate a temporary results table.
– N: Do not generate a temporary results table.
Note: This parameter is not applicable for procedures.

•  Job Cards
The job card that is set up in the current user profile displays in this field. Enter a new job card, if you want.
The job card can contain %USERID, which is a variable that represents the user's ID. %USERID is automatically
replaced with the user's ID in the final job stream.
After you enter the required information, enter S to submit the job. A message informs you that the job has been
submitted and tells you the job number, for example:
JOB SUBMITTED - JOBID => 1736

NOTE
Job numbers appear only under TSO.

NOTE

For information about how to set the default values of these specifications, see:

•  General User Options 
•  Batch Report Parameters 

Header Card

Input cards are written to the CARDIN DD statement. The first input card (that is, the first line in the batch job that follows
the CARDIN line) that is processed is a header card that defines the batch request. You cannot change this header to a
different format.

All header formats are accepted, but it is assumed that the JCL and PRF Command cards are consistent with the version
of CA Report Facility that the header card designates.
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Any batch job that you run under CA Report Facility must have the header card in the following format, starting in column
1:

PRF(40) BATCH: USER=xxxxxxxx SYSTEM=xxxxxxxx SYSID=xxxx PLAN=xxxxxxxx

NOTE
The SYSTEM= parameter in the Header Card of a PRF batch job submitted by JCL indicates that the job will
use CICS, TSO or IMS.

If you edit a batch job to conform to the PRF batch header, you must also change it to conform to the PRF batch model.
If you update the header card without updating the JCL, the job could fail. Conversely, if you update the JCL without
updating the header card, the job could fail. See the CA Report Facility Administrating section for more information about
editing batch JCL.

A job must use command statements of only one format. Either job format can be processed, but the job must be
consistent.

NOTE
The 8-digit number listed in the old format in column 31 is the requested row limit and should be translated into a
ROWLIMIT subcommand. A value of zero (0) represents a NONE request.

User Profile of Batch Job

The user profile that the batch job uses is the one belonging to the creator of the batch job. The ID of the user who
brought up the CICS or IMS region is no longer used and you do not need to define it to CA Report Facility.

 Contents:

USER= Parameter

The profile that is used when executing the batch job is based on the ID that the USER= parameter specifies on the first
input card. The USER= parameter is automatically set to the ID of the person who created the batch job. Whenever the
batch job is run, even if another person submits it for execution, the user who initially created the batch job is assigned to
the USER= parameter.

New Messages

When you create a batch job, two messages appear:

DB2 USER IS: id

PRF USER IS: id

If you submit the job directly to JES, the DB2 USER is the person who brought up the CICS or IMS region. If the job was
originally written to a data set, the DB2 USER is the person who submitted the job. The PRF USER is the person whose
profile used when the batch job was generated.

Examples

To understand how the IDs of DB2 USER and PRF USER are determined, review the following examples. These
examples make the following assumptions:
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• Susan created the BATCH1 job and sent it to JES.
• Susan created the BATCH2 job, which was written to a data set.
• Bruce brought up the CICS region.
• Larry submitted the data set for execution.

If Susan generates the BATCH1 job in CICS and sends it to JES, her profile is used. However, because Bruce brought up
the CICS region, his DB2 authorities are used when executing the BATCH1 job. In this case, the DB2 USER is Bruce, and
the PRF USER is Susan.

If Susan generates the BATCH2 job in CICS and writes it to a data set, her profile is used. However, because Larry
actually submitted the data set, his DB2 authorities are used when executing the BATCH2 job. In this case, the DB2
USER is Larry, and the PRF USER is Susan.

Printing
You can print reports online or in a batch mode.

  

Online Printing

Online printing is supported. When viewing a report online, you can issue a PRINT screen command to route the full
report directly to a printer. You can issue the PRINT screen command from any online report screen, such as the
Generate Report screen.

You can print the report in one of four ways:

• Send it automatically to the default printer.
• Send it to the printer of your choice by specifying a printer ID.
• Route it to any printer you select from a list of printers to which you are granted access.
• Send it to a data set you specify.

Quick Steps for Online Printing

To print a report online:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the following information:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to the appropriate object type.
b. Specify the name of the object in the NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The appropriate Build screen appears.

2. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The appropriate Run screen appears.
3. Press Enter again. The object runs and the Generate Report screen displays.
4. On the Generate Report screen, enter PRINT in the command line. Press Enter. The Select Destination Printer screen

appears.
5. On the Select Destination Printer screen, complete the following information:

a. Enter S in the S field next to the printer you want to use.
b. Enter the number of copies you want to print in the Copies field.
c. Press Enter, and then press PF3 (End).

NOTE
When you press PF3 on the Select Destination Printer screen, the print request is processed with the
currently selected printer and options. To exit the screen without invoking a print request, use the CANCEL
command.
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The report is printed, you return to the Generate Report screen, and a message confirming the online print job
displays.

6. Press PF3 (End) twice. You return to the appropriate Build screen, where you can modify or exit and save the object.

Printing a Single Page or a Range of Pages

Online printing also supports the printing of a single page or a range of report pages. If a column form (or embedded
column form) has multiple subpages, all subpages for the selected pages are printed.

You specify the page or range of pages by adding an argument to the PRINT screen command, or by entering fields on
the Select Destination Printer screen.

Batch

When you print in batch mode, you submit the print job to the JES batch queue, as opposed to executing the report
online. You can also create the JCL that lets you submit the job. After you create the JCL, you can edit it and submit the
job whenever you want. See Batch Reporting for more information.

PRINT Screen Command

This section describes how to specify settings for online printing.

 Contents: 

  

PRINT Screen Command

You can make a print request with the PRINT screen command while browsing the report online, for example, while on
the Generate Report screen. You can use any of the following formats for entering the PRINT screen command:

 Format  Description 

PRINT DEFAULT or
PRINT printer-id 

Routes the report to your default printer. The print request is
confirmed with a message that lists the printer-id of the default
printer. If no printers are defined for you and there are no general
use printers, you receive a message.

PRINT printer-id ff tt Routes the report to the printer indicated by the printer-id,
assuming you have access to that printer, where ff is the “from” or
start page number, and tt is the “to” or end page number. The print
request is confirmed with a message that lists the printer-id as the
destination printer.
If you do not have access to this printer, then a list of printers to
which you do have access displays. You can select a printer from
this list.

PRINT printer-id ff Routes the report to the printer indicated by the printer-id,
assuming you have access to that printer, where ff is the “from” or
start page number. In this case, tt defaults to ff, and a single page
prints. The print request is confirmed with a message that lists the
printer-id as the destination printer.
If you do not have access to this printer, then a list of printers to
which you do have access displays. You can select a printer from
this list.
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PRINT ff tt Displays a list of printers to which you are granted access, where
the “from” and “to” range fields of the Select Destination Printer
screen are initialized. You can then select the printer you want
from the list.
If no printers are defined for you and there are no general use
printers, you will receive a message.
You can also print your report to a data set. You can specify the
data set name in the Dataset Destination fields on the Select
Destination Printer screen.

PRINT ff Displays a list of printers to which you are granted access, where
the “from” and “to” range fields of the Select Destination Printer
screen are initialized. The “from” and “to” values are the same,
and a single page prints. You can then select the printer you want
from the list.
If there no printers are defined for you and there are no general
use printers, you will receive a message.
You can also print your report to a data set. You can specify the
data set name in the Dataset Destination fields on the Select
Destination Printer screen.

 

Selecting a Printer from the List

If you type the PRINT screen command by itself (without typing DEFAULT or specifying a printer ID), or if you enter the
wrong printer ID when using the PRINT printer-ID screen command, the following screen appears:

  PGPD.06           ------- Select Destination Printer -------        COMMAND==>       
                                                                                      

                                                         Copies ===>   1   (Max 255)  

 Hold ===> N   (Y or N)   Print From Page 1        S    Printer    Def   Description   

                           To Page 1        S    LANQ2N1     D    HP LASER PRINTER - 2ND

 FLOOR NORTH CORNER                                                                    
                                                                                      

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   Advanced Features   |                 Dataset Destination                     FCB

        ===>       |  Name ...                                              Form    

   ===>       |  Volume .                  Unit ....          SMS: N  Flash Form ===>

       |  Label ..                                              UCS        ===>     

  |  #Records ........ 56                                                         | 

 RECORD LENGTH ... 133      SPACE ...                                        |  Output

 Format ... P    P=Printer  H=HTML  D=Data     

Print Specifications

These fields specify the number of copies, a hold status, and the range of pages to print.

•  Copies
Specify the number of copies you want to print. The default is 1. The maximum is 255.

•  Hold
Indicate whether to hold the output on the JES HOLD queue. Valid values are:
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– Y: Yes, hold the output in the JES HOLD queue. This option is useful for users who have access to a SYSOUT
browse utility.

– N: (Default) No, do not hold the output in the JES HOLD queue.
•  Print From Page

Page number of the current report from which to begin printing.
•  Print To Page

Page number of the current report at which to stop printing.

Printer Selection

The printers to which you have access are listed, and the default printer is automatically selected. You can select this
printer or another printer.

•  S
Indicate which printer to use. Enter S next to the printer you want and press Enter. The previously selected printer is
deselected because you can select only one printer for each print request.

•  Printer
(Display only) The ID of the printer.

•  Default
(Display only) The default column (Def). The D indicates which printer is your default printer.

•  Description
(Display only) A description of the printer.

Printing to a Data Set

You can also print online reports to a data set. Dataset Destination fields appear at the bottom of the Select Destination
Printer screen, as shown below:

  PGPD.06           ------- Select Destination Printer -------        COMMAND==>      
                                                                                      

                                                          Copies ===>   1   (Max 255) 

  Hold ===> N   (Y or N)   Print From Page 1        S    Printer    Def   Description

                              To Page 1        S    LANQ2N1     D    HP LASER PRINTER

 - 2ND FLOOR NORTH CORNER                                                           
                                                                                     
                                                                                     

      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   Advanced Features   |                 Dataset Destination                     FCB

        ===>       |  Name ...                                              Form    

   ===>       |  Volume .                  Unit ....          SMS: N  Flash Form ===>

       |  Label ..                                              UCS        ===>     

  |  #Records ........ 56                                                         | 

 RECORD LENGTH ... 133      SPACE ...                                        |  Output

 Format ... P    P=Printer  H=HTML  D=Data     

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

•  Name
(Required) Enter the name of the data set to which you want to print the report. The data set name is limited to
42 characters. The print data set is always a fixed block ANSI (FBA) sequential file. The data set is automatically
allocated. If you enter the name of an existing data set, you are warned that the file will be deleted and recreated.
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NOTE
When you enter a data set name, all printer selection fields are ignored, and it is assumed that you want all
output to go to the data set. To reactivate the printer selection list, type spaces over the data set name.

•  Volume
Enter the volume serial number of the device on which you want to allocate the data set.

•  Unit
(Required) Specify the type of storage device.

•  SMS
Enter Y (Yes) or N (No). Allows access to SMS parameters screen.

•  Label
Enter the LABEL parameter in this field. You must enter the entire parameter and enclose it in parentheses. This field
is required if UNIT=TAPE. The default is (1,SL,EXPDT=98000).

•  #Records
Enter the number of records to print to the data set. #Records is calculated as the number of query rows plus 25%.
You can use this value or enter one of your own.

NOTE
The “?” option, available when specifying an extract data set, is not valid when specifying a print data set.

•  RECORD LENGTH
(Display only) The record length is the batch page width plus 1.

•  OUTPUT FORMAT
The format to be used when printing to a data set.
– P: (default) for normal printing
– H: for HTML encapsulated reports
– D: for report output to data set without any printer control characters

•  SPACE
(Display only) The allocated space for the data set.

After you supply the information for this screen, press PF3 (END) to return to the screen from which you issued the PRINT
command. The following message appears:

PRF0892I - REPORT OUTPUT IN DATASET: TEST.DTSThe Copies field does not have any effect

 on data set prints. Only one copy of the report is generated when printing to a data

 set.

You can specify a generation data set (GDG) as the destination for your report. See Using Generation Data Sets in the
“Extract Form” section for information about how to use a GDG.Advanced Features.

The following are advanced print options. If you use these fields incorrectly, the actual printing might fail. See your system
administrator for details about the use and applicability of these options.

•  FCB
Specify the FCB ID number.

•  Form
Specify the SYSOUT FORMS number.

•  Flash Form
Specify the 3800 printer FLASH FORMS ID number.

•  UCS
Specify the Universal Character Set ID number.

When you exit the screen by pressing PF3 (END), the print request is processed with the currently selected printer and
options.
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NOTE
To exit the screen without invoking a print request, use the CANCEL command.

For information about how to manage the list of printers and what options you must modify on the System Profile and
User Profile screens to support online printing, see the Online Printing section.

Execution Statistics
Contents

Display Execution Statistics Screen

You can display information pertaining to your user profile allocations, your current execution statistics, and the last
execution statistics by entering the STATS command from the Generate Report, Run Query, or Run Reports screens. The
Display Execution Statistics screen appears:

 PRFI905           ------ DISPLAY EXECUTION STATISTICS ---------     COMMAND ==>                                                                                                                                                     -----------------------------------------------------------------------------    Profile Allocations:                                                               Row Count .... < NO LIMIT >                                                     Max Memory ...          32 KBYTES                                              Max Spill ....           0 KBYTES                                              Total  ======>           32 KBYTES                                                                                                                                                                                                           EXECUTION STATISTICS:                                                            CURRENT EXECUTION:                     LAST EXECUTION: 2001/05/30 14:03:56        Row Count ....          41            Row Count ....          41              Memory Used ..          32 KBYTES     Memory Used ..          32 KBYTES       Spill Used ...           0 KBYTES     Spill Used ...           0 KBYTES       Total  ======>           32 KBYTES     Total  ======>           32 KBYTES                                                                                 

The following describes the fields on the previous screen:

• Profile Allocations
The maximum number of rows retrieved, maximum memory, and maximum spill file size as set in your User Profile
appear here. See User Profile section of the Administrating section for more information.

• CURRENT EXECUTION
(Display only) The statistics from the most recent object execution appear in this area.

• LAST EXECUTION
(Display only) The statistics from the execution previous to the most recent object execution appear in this area. If
you executed only one object in the current session only one time, the Last Execution statistics are the same as the
Current Statistics.
The Last Execution statistics reflect the last time you ran this particular object. For example, suppose you executed
OBJECT 1, then OBJECT 2, then OBJECT 1 again. After executing OBJECT 1 the second time, the Current Execution
statistics would reflect the second execution (which is the most recent execution of OBJECT 1) and the Last Execution
statistics would show the statistics for the first execution of OBJECT 1.
The statistics for would not be used OBJECT 2 in the Current or Last Execution fields, because it is a different object.
For Current and Last Execution Statistics, Row Count refers to the number of rows actually retrieved. Memory Used
and Spill Used refer to the actual amounts used during execution. KBYTES refers to kilobytes.

Press PF3 (END) to return to the previous screen.

Last Run Date and Time

The last execution date and time are stored as DB2 DATESTAMP and TIMESTAMP columns, respectively. With the new
DB2 columns, the last execution date is stored as YYYY/MM/DD (year/month/day), and the time is stored as HH:MM:SS
(hours:minutes:seconds).

Any object that you convert from a previous version of PRF has an internal setting of 0001/MM/DD for the last execution
date that appears as MM/DD, and an internal setting of HH:MM:00 for the last execution time. These internal values
remain until you execute the object in CA Report Facility. They will then update to the new last execution date and time,
and appear in the new format.

Display Command Reference
Contents
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Generate Report Screen

You can use the following commands to customize the display while viewing a report online:

• ACROSS <n>
Valid for across tabulation reports only. Scrolls to the nth across block.

• BREAKS ON|OFF
Valid only for Page mode. BREAKS ON breaks the page at each column break. BREAKS OFF turns off the breaks.

• CHART
The ICU (Interactive Chart Utility) interface is accessed and the chart displays.

• DOWN1
Scrolls DOWN through the report by lines. In Page mode (PAGE ON), scrolls DOWN within a single page.

• DOWN2
Valid only for Page mode. Scrolls DOWN through the report by pages.

• END
Returns to the previous screen.

• FIND
Scrolls to the field containing specific text on the page (PAGE ON) or in the report (PAGE OFF).

• FREEZE <column name>
Valid only for Page mode. Freezes the specified column or tells how many columns are frozen, if you do not specify a
column.

• GRID
Toggles the “grid” (display ruler) on and off.

• HELP
Displays the help screen for the topic at the cursor.

• KEEP <table name>
Saves the detail data into a DB2 table.

• KEYS
Displays the Define Function Keys screen.

• LEFT
Scrolls LEFT over the report display.

• LENGTH <number>
Valid only for Page mode. Defines the page length or displays the current page length, if you do not specify a length
(#).

• MAIN
Displays the Main Menu.

• MELT
Valid only for Page mode. “Unfreezes” all frozen columns.

• PAGE <ON|OFF|number>
Specifies PAGE ON or OFF, specifies the number of page to display (#), or displays the number of pages and
subpages.

• POS
Scrolls the report horizontally to start at specified position.

• PRINT
Prints the current report at the designated printer or displays a list of printers.

• RIGHT
Scrolls right over the report display.

• SELECT
Displays the SQL SELECT statement the query uses.

• SETUP
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Accesses the Report Display parameters screen to change several column report display parameters at one time.
• STATS

Displays the execution statistics.
• UNFREEZE

Valid only for Page mode. “Unfreezes” the specified column.
• UP1

Scrolls UP through the report by lines. In Page mode (PAGE ON), scrolls UP within a single page.
• UP2

Valid only for Page mode. Scrolls UP through the report by pages.
• WIDTH <number>

Valid only for Page mode. Defines the page width, or if you do not specify a width, displays the current page width.

Report Display Parameters Screen

You can use the following commands while viewing the Report Display parameter screen:

• CANCEL
Restore all parameters to their original state upon entry to this screen, then exit.

• END
Return to the previous screen.

• HELP
Display the help screen for the topic at the cursor.

• KEYS
Display the Define Function Keys screen.

• MAIN
Display the Main Menu.

Run Batch Job Screen

You can use the following commands while viewing the Run Batch Job screen:

• DOWN
Scrolls the objects in the specifications section DOWN.

• END
Returns to the previous screen.

• HELP
Displays the help screen for the topic at the cursor.

• KEYS
Displays the Define Function Keys screen.

• LEFT
Scrolls the report specifications LEFT.

• MAIN
Displays the Main Menu.

• RIGHT
Scrolls the report specifications right.

• SUBMIT
Submits the batch job.

• UP
Scrolls the objects in the specifications section UP.
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Replaceable Parameters
Replaceable parameters let you change the processing conditions at runtime without changing the object syntax. A
replaceable parameter lets you specify a value to use at runtime in place of the replaceable parameter.

For example, suppose you have a replaceable parameter called &MONTH in the TRAVELEX query. Each time that you
run the query, you are asked whether to view or update the replaceable parameter (MONTH). The first time you can enter
JANUARY, the next time you can enter FEBRUARY, and so on. The query displays the information for the month you
enter.

If you do not specify a value for a replaceable parameter in the command override, CA Report Facility searches for the
object default value or for a global value. The default precedence of object default values and global values is specified
in the System Profile. You can change this precedence in the current environment using the VARORDER environment
setting.

Syntax and Guidelines

Replaceable parameters in source syntax have the following format:

&parm-name

• parm-name
Defines the name of the parameter. The parameter names must begin with a letter and contain only letters, numbers,
or letters and numbers. For example, &91JULY is not acceptable because it begins with a number.
Limits: 1 - 18 characters
Example: &QUOTA

The following rules apply to replaceable parameters:

• You can enter parameters consecutively in a procedure. The presence of a space indicates the end of a parameter
name, the end of a procedure, or a character that cannot be part of the parameter name.

• You can specify up to 200 query or form overrides in an external RUN PROC procedure command. The excess
specifications are ignored.

• You can specify up to 200 replaceable parameters in any one object (query or procedure).
• A value can contain up to 64 characters.
• The quotation marks that you enter with a value for a parameter on the Replaceable Parm Values panel become part

of the actual value that is used at runtime.
• When defining the value of a parameter for an override, use delimiters (single or double quotation marks) if the value

itself contains delimiters or spaces. The outer set of delimiters is removed from the text in determining the specified
value.

NOTE
A value cannot contain both single and double quotation marks. However, a procedure command override
might need to use both single and double quotation marks when specifying a value to ensure that quotes are
included in the value, if needed.

• You cannot nest parameters. A parameter name in the value for another parameter is not recognized. The ampersand
(&) is seen as part of the text value in that instance.

• Anyone with the authority to run the object can update the parameters.
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Using Replaceable Parameters in Procedures
Replaceable parameters in procedures let you change the context of procedure commands and their effect at runtime. For
example, suppose a procedure includes the following DELETE command:

DELETE &type &id.*;

At runtime, you specify values for TYPE and ID to determine which type of objects to delete and whose objects to delete.

Contents:

Replaceable Parameters in Procedures

CA Report Facility can also use the object default values. Object default values are stored for each replaceable parameter
in an object, and used on subsequent executions of the object unless you change or override them at runtime. You
access these values through the Replaceable Parm Values panel.

Procedure commands provide a fast and easy way to specify values for replaceable parameters, overriding the previously
stored values. The following example shows how you can use the RUN procedure command to run a form that calls
a query that contains a replaceable parameter. The TRAVELRP report uses the TRAVELEX query. To run the report
using the value SEPTEMBER in place of the MONTH replaceable parameter in the TRAVELEX query, enter the following
procedure command:

RUN FORM MYID.TRAVELRP (&&&&MONTH=SEPTEMBER);

Depending on the VARODER setting, if you do not specify an override value and no previously defined value exists, then
the global variable pool can be used. If there is still no match, a null string is used. The parameter is effectively removed
from the source text and processing continues. This processing allows the use of replaceable parameters as optional
entries in the runtime syntax.

For example, the TRAVELEX query can use the following statement as a WHERE clause for the MONTH field:

MONTH IN ('JANUARY', &MORE)

If you do not specify a value for the MORE parameter, and there is no previously defined value or any value in the global
variable pool for the MORE parameter, then MORE is removed from the source text and processing continues, using only
JANUARY as a value.

A procedure example is provided in the following command:

COPY QUERY MY.QUERY YOUR.QUERY &SUBCMD

In this example, if you do not enter a value for SUBCMD, and there is no previously defined value or any value in the
global variable pool for the SUBCMD parameter, then the SUBCMD parameter is removed from the source text, and the
procedure command is processed without a subcommand.

You can reference a replaceable parameter many times within an object. In this case, all occurrences of the parameter
are replaced with the single value used for the parameter at runtime.

For example, suppose you had the following commands in a procedure:

COPY QUERY MY.&QUERY YOUR.&QUERYRUN YOUR.&QUERY;
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If you enter STATUS as the value for the QUERY parameter, it is used each time the QUERY parameter is found in the
procedure, as shown in the following example:

COPY QUERY MY.STATUS YOUR.STATUSRUN YOUR.STATUS;

When using batch processing, the replaceable parameters that are in effect at submit time are used. Parameter override
subcommands for the RUN commands used in the batch job accomplish this. The commands are created automatically.

Ampersand Resolution

Ampersand resolution occurs throughout a procedure. Combinations of multiple ampersands are resolved in the standard
TSO manner, which resolves two ampersands into one. To comply with this processing, use double ampersands (&&) to
generate a single ampersand (&) in a literal, if the & is immediately adjacent to other text. The double ampersand resolves
to a single ampersand at runtime. A singleton apmersand, an ampersand surrounded by spaces, is left as-is.

For example, you write SET CANDY 'M&M' as:

SET CANDY 'M&&M'

A replaceable parameter that you use on the procedure level contains only one ampersand (&). The following procedure
command contains the replaceable parameter &QNAME:

RENAME QUERY &QNAME TEMP;

Resolving Replaceable Parameters
Contents

Quick Steps for Resolving Replaceable Parameters in a Query or Non-Query SQL

To resolve replaceable parameters in a query or Non-Query SQL:

1. Enter S in the OPT field next to QUERY or NON-QUERY SQL.
a. In the NAME field, enter the name of the query or Non-Query containing replaceable parameters.
b. Press Enter. The Build Query or Build Non-Query SQL screen appears.

2. Enter RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Query or Run Non-Query SQL screen appears.
3. Enter Y in the Do You Wish to View or Update the Replaceable Parms? field. Press Enter. The Query or Non-Query

Replaceable Parm Values screen appears.
4. For each replaceable parameter listed on this screen, enter a value in the Value of Replaceable Parm field. Press PF3

(End). The Run Query or Run Non-Query SQL screen appears again.
5. Press Enter. The query or the Non-Query is run, using the replaceable parm values you specified.
6. Use scrolling commands or PF keys to view the report displayed for the query, or view the SQLCODE displayed for

the Non-Query. When you finish viewing the report, press PF3 (End) twice. The Build Query or Build Non-Query SQL
screen appears again.

7. To exit the query or Non-Query, do one of the following:
– Without saving the current replaceable parameter values, enter CANCEL in the command line, and press Enter.

The Main Menu appears. A message indicates that the query or Non-Query was not saved.
– And Save the current replaceable parameter values, press PF3 (End). The Main Menu appears. A message

indicates that the query or Non-Query was saved.
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NOTE
You can also use the REPPARM command from the Build Query, Build Non-Query SQL, or Edit SQL Screens to
display the Replaceable Parm Values screen prior to running the query or Non-Query.

Queries

When you use replaceable parameters in queries, you specify them:

• In the Where column on the Build Query screen
• On the extended WHERE condition screen
• On the Edit SQL Select screen

You can specify the parameters with or without quotation marks, depending on how you want the user to type in the actual
parameter value. Specifying Quotation Marks describes the impact of using and not using quotation marks in the source
syntax.

BLDQ.03           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                       POMCH01.EMP_QUERYSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           S        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C                                    S        2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C                                    S        3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                    S        4:PHONE_NO......................C                                    S        5:DEPT..........................C 1                                  S        6:SALARY........................N 2                > &MINSAL         S        7:COMMISSION....................N                                    S        8:HIRE_DATE.....................D 3                                  S        9:TITLE.........................C                                                                                                                                                                                                ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT EMPLOYEE_NO, EMPLOYEE_NAME, EMPLOYEE_ADDR, PHONE_NO, DEPT,             SALARY, COMMISSION, HIRE_DATE, TITLE                                          FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL                                                        ORDER BY DEPT, SALARY, HIRE_DATE                                              

The example in the previous screen uses the replaceable parameter &MINSAL in the WHERE clause for SALARY.
Because this parameter requires a numeric value, quotation marks are not necessary.

NOTE
The initial entry of a replaceable parameter here causes an error, and you will not be able to run the query until
you enter a value for the replaceable parameter. You can enter values by using the REPPARM command, which
takes you to the Replaceable Parm Values screen.

When you run the query (online or in batch mode), you can specify whether you want to view or update the replaceable
parameters for that query. You must specify a value for the query to run successfully. See Object-Specific Values for more
information.

Specifying Quotation Marks

For a parameter that expects a character (non-numeric) value, it is easier for the user if you enter the parameter with
quotation marks on the Build Query screen (for example, ='&NAME'). This way, the user can enter the appropriate name
without any quotation marks (for example, SMITH), when a parameter value is prompted for on the Replaceable Parm
Values screen.

If you do not use quotation marks when you create the replaceable parameter on the Build Query screen (for example,
=&NAME), then the user must enter quotation marks around character values (for example, 'SMITH'), on the Replaceable
Parm Values screen.

NOTE
We highly recommended that you build queries to include any required quotation marks, where appropriate,
because it is unlikely that an end user knows which fields contain true character data at runtime. Using quotation
marks around character data is required by DB2.

Non-Query SQL

You can use replaceable parameters in Non-Query SQL in the same manner as you would specify replaceable
parameters for a query.

Quick Steps for Resolving Replaceable Parameters in a Form

NOTE
Forms do not have their own set of replaceable parameters. When you update replaceable parameters from the
Run Form screen, you actually update the parameters of the underlying query.
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To resolve replaceable parameters in a form:

1. Complete the following fields on the Main Menu:
2. Enter S in the OPT field next to FORM.

a. In the NAME field, enter the name of the form containing replaceable parameters.
b. Press Enter. The Build Form screen appears for the selected form.

3. Enter RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The Run Report screen appears.
4. Enter Y in the Do You Wish to View or Update the Replaceable Parms? field. Press Enter. The Query Replaceable

Parm Values screen appears.
5. For each replaceable parameter listed on this screen, enter a value in the Value of Replaceable Parm field. Press PF3

(End). The Run Report screen appears again.
6. Press Enter. The form is run, using the replaceable parm values you specified.
7. Use scrolling commands or PF keys to view the report. When you finish viewing the report, press PF3 (End) twice. The

Build Form screen appears again.
8. To exit the form, do one of the following:

– Without saving the current replaceable parameter values, enter CANCEL in the command line, and press Enter.
The Main Menu appears. A message indicates that the form was cancelled.

– And save the current replaceable parameter values, press PF3 (End). The Main Menu appears. A message
indicates that the form was saved.

Resolving Replaceable Parameters in Procedures

When using replaceable parameters in procedures, you specify the parameters on the Build Procedure screen:

EPRC.02           ----------------- BUILD PROC -----------------   COMMAND==>                                                        PDQRF2.PROC2OPR                                                                             1. COPY FORM PDPRF1.&NAME PDQRF2.&NAME                                       2. RUN FORM PDQRF2.&NAME (ROWLIMIT=100)                                      3.                                                                           4.                                                                           5.                                                                           6.                                                                           7.                                                                           8.                                                                           9.                                                                          10.                                                                          11.                                                                          12.                                                                         ------------------------------------------------------------------------------Proc Command List:  You may GENERATE command syntax into your Proc             1. CHART {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-NAME};                                        2. COPY {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK} {OBJECT-SPEC};                           3. DEFPRTR {PRINTER-

ID};                                                     4. DELETE {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK};                                       5. DROP {TABLE-

MASK};                                                        6. EXIT;                                                                     7. EXPORT {OBJECT-

TYPE} {OBJECT-MASK} {DATASET-NAME};

Notice the following field in the previous screen:

• Specifying a Value
The example uses the replaceable parameter &NAME in the PDQRF.PROC2 procedure to designate the actual form
to copy and run.
When you run the procedure, you can specify whether you want to view or update the replaceable parameters for that
procedure. See Replaceable Parameter Overrides for more information.

Specifying Values for Replaceable Parameters
At runtime, all replaceable parameters in an object are replaced with the appropriate value that you specify before actual
execution. The following order of precedence determines the value to use:

1. Externally defined parameter overrides.
2. Internally defined parameter overrides.
3. Object-specific value definitions or global variable definitions, depending on the VARORDER settings.
4. Global variable definition or object-specific value, depending on the VARORDER settings.
5. Null text string.
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NOTE
If no value is defined for the variable name in any of the above methods, the parameter is removed from the
syntax and replaced with a null text string (a string of no length).

In all cases, the parameter name and its indicator, the leading ampersand (&), are removed, and the value is inserted in
its place.

  

Object-Specific Values

Every object defined that uses replaceable parameters has a set of object-specific value definitions for those parameters.
For example, a query that uses a parameter named MINSAL always has a defined value that is used for that parameter,
unless you override the value. This defined value is used only for the MINSAL parameter in that query; it does not affect
other objects.

Use the Replaceable Parm Values screen to define object-specific values for all the replaceable parameters for that
object. This screen is accessible from any Run screen (Run Procedure, Run Query, Run Form, Run Batch, and Run Non-
Query SQL), and gives you access to the object-specific parameter definitions.

 RPPR.03           ---------- REPLACEABLE PARM VALUES -----------

    COMMAND==>                                                    

 USER2.REPLPARMS      PARM      Value of Replaceable Parm  1. MINSAL    20000

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ SELECT

 NAME, SSN, SALARY FROM USER2.DEMO2 WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL ORDER BY NAME, SALARY, SSN

The Replaceable Parm Values screen prompts you for a value for each replaceable parameter the object uses. You can
use the existing values or enter new ones, as needed.

The object's source syntax displays at the bottom of the screen. Refer to this syntax to find the context in which the object
uses the parameter. The values specified on the screen are used exactly as they are entered, and the parameter name
(and its & indicator) in the syntax is replaced at runtime. See Specifying Quotation Marks for more information.

Press PF3 (End) to save the values and return to the Run screen. Use the CANCEL command to exit the screen without
saving any of the changes you made on this screen.

After saving the values, they are retained and used each time you run the object, until you change them again. This lets
you run the object repeatedly with the same values. You do not need to update the values each time you run the object.

Replaceable Parameter Overrides

Overriding the replaceable parameters with a subcommand is a faster, easier way to change the value of each parameter.
This way lets you omit the Replaceable Parm Values screen, which requires using an online Run option. With override
subcommands, you can accomplish the same task with a single command.

Using the overrides also lets you temporarily alter the value of a parameter, because the override value is not saved in the
object-specific definitions. The value is only saved if you enter it on the Replaceable Parm Values screen.

In batch requests, the Replaceable Parm Values screen is not accessible. The overrides (or global values with
VARORDER=G) are the only way to use values other than those values currently defined for the object.

The RUN, CHART, and KEEP procedure commands let you override replaceable parameter values that are used at
runtime. To assign new values to the replaceable parameters, use the RUN command to enter override subcommands.
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Using Global Variables

At runtime, if a replaceable parameter value is not defined by an override or at the object level, the global variable pool
is checked for an applicable definition. Depending on the VARORDER environment setting, global variables can take
precedence over object definitions.

The global values can come from different sources, with different order of precedence. The VARORDER environment
setting does not affect the precedence within global variables.

Overriding Replaceable Parameters

Contents:

External and Internal Procedures

Procedures are classified as internal or external. You create internal procedures on the Build Procedure screen and store
them within CA Report Facility. You define external procedures from a source other than the Build Procedure screen and
do not store them within CA Report Facility.

Because of the ampersand resolution processing, the overriding value in the subcommand are defined in different ways
for internal and external commands. The number of ampersands (&) that the subcommand requires to ensure that the
correct value is used for the parameter differs.

Combinations of multiple ampersands (such as && or &&&&) indicate replaceable parameter overrides. These
ampersands are resolved in the standard TSO manner, which resolves two ampersands into one.

WARNING
External procedure commands require one more level of ampersand resolution (and therefore more
ampersands) than internal procedure commands. This is because external procedures must be converted
(or resolved) into an internal form before they can be executed. This extra step requires some thought when
specifying ampersands in your subcommand.

Ampersand Resolution

You use combinations of ampersands to indicate replaceable parameter overrides. Note that a single ampersand in the
syntax of any object, including an external procedure, indicates an actual replaceable parameter that is to be replaced
with a value before processing continues.

For all other cases of two or more consecutive ampersands, the standard TSO method of resolving double ampersands
into a single ampersand is used each time the syntax in which the ampersands are embedded is converted.

The possible levels of conversion and the order in which they occur are as follows:

1. External to Internal: When converting external procedures into internal form, the syntax is converted, and in the
process, ampersands throughout the syntax are resolved. (This includes literals.)

2. Internal to First Level: When processing a RUN procedure command, the specified object in the RUN command is the
first-level object. For example, the form is the first-level object in a RUN FORM command, and the query is the first-
level object in a RUN QUERY command.

3. First Level to Second Level: When executing a RUN FORM command, the underlying query must be retrieved and
used. The form is the first-level object, and the query that the form uses is the second-level object.

When a procedure is in an internal form, you can only use consecutive ampersands as replaceable parameter override
specifications, or as part of literals. All other uses cause syntax errors in the procedure. Only override specifications
continue to undergo ampersand resolution.

Additionally, you can only use replaceable parameter overrides (a type of procedure subcommand) with the RUN
procedure command, as documented in the “Procedures” section.
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Therefore, external requests using ampersands within a literal must use double ampersands to generate a single
ampersand in the final, internal literal. For example, the external request R&&B would be resolved to R&B. R&B would
then be processed as a literal consisting of R and the value of global variable B (the &B).

You specify a replaceable parameter override with a subcommand in the form &parm=value (with a single leading
ampersand) at execution time, as documented in the “Procedures” section. Therefore, an override takes effect at the level
at which the ampersands resolve down to a single ampersand (&).

Refer to the external procedure command format shown below:

RUN PROC MY.P (&&parmi=vali &&&&parm1=val1 &&&&&&&&parm2=val2);

• &&parmi
Goes through one resolution process and becomes an override request (&parmi=vali) for the internal form of
procedure MY.P.

• &&&&parm1
Goes through two resolution processes and becomes an override request (&parm1=val1) for the first-level objects
explicitly being RUN in the procedure MY.P.

• &&&&&&&&parm2
Goes through three resolution processes and becomes an override request (&parm2=val2) for the second-level
objects, which are queries used by RUN FORM commands, in procedure MY.P.

Override Examples

To specify override values for the replaceable parameters in an internal procedure (one that was built and stored within
CA Report Facility), use the following subcommand format for the RUN command:

RUN NQRY ID.NAME (&&qvar=value)RUN FORM ID.NAME (&&&&qvar=value)

• qvar
The name of the replaceable parameter for the Non-Query.

• value
The value to use for the replaceable parameter in the object at the final level.

For example, if you wanted to assign the value of CHICAGO to the CITY parameter when running a Non-Query named
USER02.SALES, you would use the following internal procedure command:

RUN NQRY USER02.SALES (&&CITY=CHICAGO)

CHICAGO is used at runtime to override the current value of the CITY parameter in the SALES Non-Query. When you
run the procedure, the double ampersands (&&) is resolved to a single ampersand (&) at the first level, which is the object
specified in the RUN command (Non-Query, in this case). Then the single ampersand causes the value of CHICAGO to
be used for the Non-Query's CITY parameter when it is resolved at the Non-Query level.

If you submitted the command externally, you would need to double the ampersands to support the extra level of
resolution. For example, the external procedure command would look like the following:

RUN NQRY USER02.SALES (&&&&CITY=CHICAGO)

Further, if you wanted to run the TEST procedure, which copies a Non-Query, you could use the
following external procedure command:

RUN PROC USER02.TEST (&&NQNAME=MYNQUERY);
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MYNQUERY is used at runtime to override the current value of the NQNAME parameter in the TEST procedure. When
you execute the procedure command, the procedure command is changed from an external command to an internal
one, which resolves the two ampersands (&&) to one ampersand (&). Then the single ampersand causes the value of
MYNQUERY to be used for the procedure's NQNAME parameter when it is resolved at the procedure level.

NOTE
The outer level of resolution (conversion to internal format) should generate exactly the same syntax as if it were
defined externally. Because of the extra resolution step of converting external procedure commands into internal
ones, you must double the ampersands, as shown in the formats in this section.

Default Values for Overrides

If you do not specify an override for a replaceable parameter, the object-specific definition that is stored in the CA Report
Facility database or a current global variable is used, depending on the VARORDER environment setting. If no matching
variable is found, a null string is used. The parameter is removed from the procedure and processing continues without
the parameter.

This methodology lets you define objects with replaceable parameters and immediately execute them
using external procedure commands.

For example, procedure A contains the following procedure command:

RUN QUERY MYID.TEST (ROWLIMIT=&RL);

When running the procedure A, you can specify a value for the &RL replaceable parameter as follows:

RUN PROC MYID.A (&&RL=1000);

This statement runs the A procedure. The two ampersands (&&) are resolved into one ampersand (&) to change the
external request into an internal format. This value indicates that the value 1000 is used for the RL parameter in the
procedure at execution time. The following procedure command executes in the result:

RUN QUERY MYID.TEST (ROWLIMIT=1000);

Override Values Requiring Delimiters

In some cases, the actual value to use for the parameter might include characters (such as quotation marks and spaces)
that could cause confusion at runtime. Use delimiters in the override specification for clarity. The following examples are
written for internal procedure commands, but you can also use delimiters in external procedure commands.

If the value contains quotation marks, you must use quotation marks when specifying an override. The delimiters must be
different than those used in the value:

• If the value contains single quotation marks ('), use double quotation marks (“) as the delimiters.

"O'TOOLE"

• If the value contains double quotation marks (“), use single quotation marks (') as the delimiters.

'"SMITH"'

• The value itself cannot use both single and double quotation marks, because this case leaves nothing to use as the
delimiters.

You cannot write '"ALLEN'S"'.
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If the value does not include quotation marks, but does include spaces, use single or double quotation marks around the
value:

RUN QUERY STATUS (&&WORD='DO NOT');

You could also write this as:

RUN QUERY STATUS (&&WORD="DO NOT");

NOTE
When analyzing the procedure command, the outside set of string delimiters is used to determine the actual
value to use. These delimiters are not part of the value itself. Everything between the delimiters is processed as
part of the value.

Combining Overrides and Replaceable Parameters

You might want to specify an override, but variably apply that override to different replaceable parameters. You can do
this by using a replaceable parameter to define the lower-level parameter that you want to override.

For example, refer to the internally defined procedure below, named MY.P, which contains a single RUN command.

RUN QUERY MY.Q (&&&PROCPARM=",'EAST'");

The procedure's object-specific parameter value for PROCPARM is set to SALEIN by accessing the Replaceable Parm
Values screen.

All combinations of two ampersands are recognized as sets that will be resolved at execution time. Therefore, the first two
ampersands are recognized as such, and the remaining single ampersand designates a replaceable parameter named
PROCPARM.

The query, MY.Q, is defined as follows:

SELECT NAME, DEPT, SALE_DATE, SALE_AREA  FROM PRODUCT.SALES    WHERE SALE_AREA IN ('WEST', 'MIDWEST' &SALEIN)      AND BASE_AREA IN ('SOUTHEAST' &BASEIN)

Assume the query's object-specific parameter values (for SALEIN and BASEIN) are not defined. That is, their values
are not entered on the Replaceable Parm Values screen. Using RUN PROC MY.P would run the procedure (without
specifying an override) and cause the execution of the following:

RUN QUERY MY.Q (&&SALEIN = ",'EAST'");

This, in turn reports the sales made in the West, Midwest, or East by each salesperson who is based in the Southeast.

Using RUN PROC MY.P (&&PROCPARM=BASEIN) would run the procedure while overriding PROCPARM to BASEIN,
and cause the execution of the following:

RUN QUERY MY.Q (&&BASIN = ",'EAST'");

This, in turn causes the query to report the sales made in the West or Midwest by each salesperson who is based in the
Southeast or East.
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Procedure Overrides

Overrides listed in the RUN PROC command apply to all objects in the procedure that use parameters with the same
name. The override value supersedes anything that is specified for those objects in the predefined procedure.

For example, you have two different queries, A and B, that use the same replaceable parameter name, &CITY, but they
are for different tables.

Query A has the following statement:

SELECT NAME FROM USERID.EMP  WHERE CITY = &CITY

Query B has the following statement:

SELECT COMPANY FROM USERID.COMPANY  WHERE CITY = &CITY

A procedure, MYID.P, contains the following procedure commands:

RUN QUERY A (&&CITY=CHICAGO); RUN QUERY B (&&CITY=DALLAS);

When running the MYID.P procedure without specifying any further overrides, the values for CITY are CHICAGO for
query A and DALLAS for query B.

To use PHOENIX in place of the &CITY parameter in both queries, specify the following external procedure command:

RUN PROC MYID.P (&&&&CITY=PHOENIX);

Procedure MYID.P is executed as follows:

RUN QUERY A (&&CITY=PHOENIX); RUN QUERY B (&&CITY=PHOENIX);

The value that you specified for the &CITY parameter in the RUN PROC command overrides any values that you had
specified previously for the parameter in the queries.

Query Replaceable Parameters
You can use query replaceable parameters in your forms. You can place replaceable parameters in any of the following
areas of your report:

• Header
• Footer
• Break text
• Final break text

NOTE
You cannot use all of these features with all forms. See the “Report Formatting” section for more information
about which forms can use headers, footers, break text, and final break text.

To use a replaceable parameter in one of these areas, select it from the Q.PARMS list at the bottom of the screen
and place it in your header, footer, break, or final break text. When you run the form, the report uses the value for the
replaceable parameter.

For example, suppose you want to create a report of all products that your company shipped to clients since the beginning
of the year. You could make the date a query replaceable parameter, such as &SHIPDATE, and add it to the header to
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create a report heading like Shipments Made After 2001-01-01. Each time you change the value for the &SHIPDATE
replaceable parameter, which you can also use in other parts of the report, the date in the heading changes.

Contents

Selecting Replaceable Parameters

This section explains how to create and select a query replaceable parameter for a report. In the example, the replaceable
parameter appears in the report heading.

The EMPLOYEE_INFO query is shown following. It contains two query replaceable parameters, &MINSAL and
&MINDATE. These parameters limit the data for the SALARY and HIRE_DATE fields.

BLDQ.02           ---------------- BUILD QUERY -----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  Distinct: N  Shrink: N                                   POMCH01.EMPLOYEE_INFOSEL  Location: LOCAL                       ORD  GRP FUNC    WHERE ..using: AND   PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                           3        1:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C                                    2        2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C                                             3:EMPLOYEE_ADDR.................C                                             4:PHONE_NO......................C                                    1        5:DEPT..........................C                                    5        6:SALARY........................N                  > &MINSAL         6        7:COMMISSION....................N                                    7        8:HIRE_DATE.....................D                  > &MINDATE        4        9:TITLE.........................C                                           EXPRESSIONS                                                            S       10:TOTAL_COMPENSATION............N                                    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT DEPT, EMPLOYEE_NAME, EMPLOYEE_NO, TITLE, SALARY, COMMISSION,           HIRE_DATE, SALARY + COMMISSION                                                FROM PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB  A                                                      WHERE SALARY > &MINSAL AND HIRE_DATE > &MINDATE                               

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• > &MINSAL
The replaceable parameter associated with the SALARY field. It indicates that the salaries in the report should be
greater than the minimum salary you assign to the &MINSAL parameter.

• > &MINDATE
The replaceable parameter associated with the HIRE_DATE field. It indicates that the hire dates in the report should
be later (greater) than the date you assign to the &MINDATE parameter.

NOTE
The date field is considered to be a character field, rather than a numeric field. When you specify the date
for the &MINDATE parameter on the Query Replaceable Parm Values screen, you must enclose it in single
quotation marks ('). If you listed the parameter as '&MINDATE', then you would not need to enter quotation
marks around the value when you assign it.

You determine which method (using quotation marks around the replaceable parameter or quotation marks around the
value you enter for the parameter) you prefer to use. Either method is acceptable.

The EMP_MEMO letter form, shown following on the Build Letter Form screen, uses this query:

LTRF.02           -------------- BUILD LETTER FORM -------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  -

(POS 1 TO 18 OF NAMES SHOWN)-                                POMCH01.EMP_MEMOLETTER width: 72   depth: 56   page depth: 56                  LEFT MARGIN: 1   1.  THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE COMPENSATION OF YOUR EMPLOYEE:           2.                                                                          J     DEPARTMENT:<1..>                                                        J     EMPLOYEE:<2..................................>                            5.  EMPLOYEE NUMBER:<3........>                                               6.                                                                          J     SALARY:<5..........>                                                    V     COMMISSION:<6..........>                                                      ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:     PTI.EMPLOYEE_TAB                                                                1:DEPT..........................C     X EXPRESSIONS                           2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       8:TOTAL_COMPENSATION............N     3:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C                                             4:TITLE.........................C                                             5:SALARY........................N                                             6:COMMISSION....................N                                             7:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                        

To add the &MINDATE replaceable parameter to a report heading, enter HEADER in the command line at the top of the
screen and press Enter. The Build Header screen appears:

BHDR.03           ---------------- BUILD HEADER ----------------              COMMAND==>                                                                                                                                                  (POS 1 TO 15 OF LABELS SHOWN)-                                                OPR    WIDTH ==> 78    BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0      BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 2    1.  COMPENSATION INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER <10..................  2.                                                                            3.                                                                            4.                                                                            5.                                                                            6.                                                                            7.                                                                            8.                                                                                ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..FLD:                                            L/

P/

S:              DEF'D:    EDIT:                                                                   LCR:                                                                                     1:DEPT..........................C   X:EXPRESSIONS                             2:EMPLOYEE_NAME.................C       8:TOTAL_COMPENSATION............N     3:EMPLOYEE_NO...................C   Q:PARMS                                   4:TITLE.........................C       9:MINSAL........................C     5:SALARY........................N      10:MINDATE.......................C     6:COMMISSION....................N                                             7:HIRE_DATE.....................D                                        

Note the following fields on the previous screen:

• Customized Heading
The heading of the report is Compensation Information for Employees Hired after <10......., where <10> is a data
window that represents the MINDATE query replaceable parameter.

• Q.PARMS
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The query replaceable parameters MINSAL and MINDATE appear at the bottom of the screen under the Q.PARMS
heading. You select a parameter the same way you select any other field: Use the field number (9 and 10 in this
example) and the <#> format to insert the replaceable parameter in the header.
Q.PARMS appear only on the Build Header, Build Footer, Build Break and Build Final screens. Q.PARMS do not
appear on the Build Form screen because you cannot add query replaceable parameters to the body of a report on the
Build Form screen.

NOTE
The above screen lists &MINSAL and &MINDATE as CHAR (64). Replaceable parameters are automatically
defined as 64-character fields when you use them in your report.

You can make the following formatting changes:
– To make the field smaller, simply delete the extra spaces in the data window, or enter a smaller number in the

DEF'D SPACE field on the screen.
– To justify the value within the data window, use the L (left-justify), C (center) or R (right-justify) codes.
When you RUN the report, you can specify a value for the replaceable parameters, as described in Online Reporting in
the “Execution” section.
The report looks like this when you run it:

 GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==>                                              FORM "PDPRF2.EMP_MEMO"                                                                              PAGE: 1       DEPTH: 56   WIDTH: 132  ROWS: 1 TO 1              LINES: 001-019------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPENSATION INFORMATION FOR EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER  '2001-01-01'                                                                                                                                                                          THIS CONFIDENTIAL MEMO LISTS THE COMPENSATION OF YOUR EMPLOYEE:                                                                                             DEPARTMENT: 001                                                               EMPLOYEE: SMITH, KIM                                                          EMPLOYEE NUMBER: 381772235                                                                                                                                  SALARY: 25,000.00                                                             COMMISSION:    5,000.00                                                                                                                                     PLEASE REVIEW THIS INFORMATION AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH A NEW SALARY         RECOMMENDATION WITHIN TWO WEEKS.                                                                                                                           EMPLOYEE CODE:  381

Updating Replaceable Parameters for Embedded Forms

You can update replaceable parameters for subforms embedded in master block or letter forms.

Update Query Replaceable Parameters Screen

When you run a master block or letter form that has subforms attached to queries with replaceable parameters, the
Update Query Replaceable Parameters screen lets you specify values for those subqueries.

If any embedded subquery contains replaceable parameters, the following prompt appears, even if the master query does
not contain replaceable parameters:

DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE REPLACEABLE PARMS?

If you enter Y at the prompt, the Update Query Replaceable Parameters screen appears.

 UQRP.05           ---- UPDATE QUERY REPLACEABLE PARAMETERS -----    COMMAND==>                                                  PDPRF1.MASTER_FORM                                                                                                                                                                  Update replaceable parameter values for the following queries:                                                                                                  SEL      QUERY                                                                        1. PDPRF1.PRF_MASTER                                                            2. PDPRF1.PRF_EMBED                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

This screen lists all attached queries that contain replaceable parameters and lets you select queries from it.. A maximum
of 16 queries can appear (a master query and up to 15 subqueries).

To select an attached query containing replaceable parameters to update the values of the replaceable parameters, enter
S next to the query.

Accessing the Update Query Replaceable Parameters Screen

You can access the Update Query Replaceable Parameters screen from the following screens by responding Y to the DO
YOU WANT TO UPDATE REPLACEABLE PARMS? prompt at runtime:
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• Run Form: If the master form contains subqueries with replaceable parameters, the DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE
REPLACEABLE PARMS? prompt appears, even if the master query does not contain replaceable parameters.

• Run Procedure: See Procedures.
• Run Non-Query SQL: If you select the master form that contains sub-query replaceable parameters as the default

form, the DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE REPLACEABLE PARMS? prompt appears, even if the master query does not
contain replaceable parameters.

• Run Query: If you select the master form that contains sub-query replaceable parameters as the default form, the
DO YOU WANT TO UPDATE REPLACEABLE PARMS? prompt appears, even if the master query does not contain
replaceable parameters.

• Run Batch Job: If the master form contains sub-queries with replaceable parameters, Y appears in the PARM field,
even if the master query does not contain replaceable parameters.

NOTE
We strongly advise you to use unique replaceable parameter names for each query or sub-query because
failure to do can cause unpredictable results.

Query Replaceable Parm Values Screen

After you select a query on the Update Query Replaceable Parameters screen and press Enter, the Query Replaceable
Parm Values screen appears, allowing you to specify values for each replaceable parameter:

 RPPR.06           ------  QUERY REPLACEABLE PARM VALUES -------     COMMAND==>                                                   PDPRF1.PRF_MASTER                                                                                      PARM      Value of Replaceable Parm                                          1. REP1      '000010'            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------  SELECT EMPNO, FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME, WORKDEPT, PHONENO,                   HIREDATE, JOB, EDLEVEL, SEX, BIRTHDATE, SALARY, BONUS, COMM                     FROM DSN8230.EMP A                                                              WHERE EMPNO ¬= &REP1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

If the sub-query has more than one replaceable parameter, the screen lists them all. After you change the value or values
of the replaceable parameters, press PF3 (End). The Update Query Replaceable Parameters screen reappears, where
you can select another query that contains a replaceable parameter, or press PF3 (End) to return to the Run screen.

NOTE
Only the master query parameter values are saved with the query. Any changes to sub-query parameters are
not saved, and they are treated as overrides at runtime.

Replaceable Parameters Command Reference
Contents

Replaceable Parm Values Screen

You can use the following commands while viewing the Replaceable Parm Values screen:

• CANCEL
Cancel changes made to parameters and return to the previous screen.

• CAPS
Specify CAPS ON or CAPS OFF

• DOWN1
Scroll DOWN through the parameter list.

• DOWN2
Scroll DOWN through the procedure syntax display.

• END
End the parameter display and return to the previous screen.

• HELP
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Display the help screen for the topic at the cursor.
• KEYS

Display the Define Function Keys screen.
• MAIN

Display the Main Menu.
• UP1

Scroll UP through the parameter list.
• UP2

Scroll UP through the procedure syntax display.

Comparison Operators

You can use the following comparison operators for specifying replaceable parameters:

Operator Description

< Less than

> Greater than

¬= Not equal to

= Equal to

<= Less than or equal to

>= Greater than or equal to

Global Variables

Global variables serve two primary purposes:

•  Resolution of replaceable parameters in external procedure requests, including batch jobs, the Program Interface, and
commands you request through the PROC screen command.

•  Secondary resolution of replaceable parameters in any PRF object. If a replaceable parameter value is not defined
by an override or at the object level, the global variable pool is checked for an applicable definition. Depending on the
VARORDER environment setting, global variables can take the precedence over object definitions.

You can define global variables for all users or all systems, or for specific users or specific systems. One global variable
name can have many definitions, as long as each definition is for a different combination of user and system.

You can set, change, update, or delete global variables up to 64-characters long.

 The following search pattern is used to find a variable definition among the possible combinations:

User System 

Exact match Exact match

Exact match General definition

General definition Exact match

General definition General definition

An exact match takes precedence over a general definition, and a user match takes precedence over a system match. 

Global variables are automatically reset in the current system each time you access that system using standard PRF
access, but not when you use the Program Interface. For example, each access to PRF from native CICS causes a
RESET procedure command for that user in that CICS system. See Procedures for more information about the RESET
procedure command. 
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If you use the Program Interface, you determine when to reset the variables by including a RESET procedure command
wherever you feel it is appropriate. See the Administrating section for more information. 

Setting and Maintaining Global Variables
Contents:

Set Global Variables

You can use the SET and RESET procedure commands to assign global variables. The format is:

SET variable-name variable-value

For example, you enter the following in the command line if you want to set variable TSALES to 100,000:

SET TSALES 100000

Variable names can be up to 18 characters in length. They must begin with a letter, but can contain letters or numbers.
You cannot use variable names that begin with PRF because they are reserved for system control variables. Otherwise,
use standard replaceable parameter naming conventions.

You can also add a subcommand list to the end of the SET or RESET procedure command. The subcommand list
includes SAVE, USER, and SYSTEM subcommands. See the “Procedures” section for more information about assigning
global variables with SET and RESET.

Maintain Global Variables

When you want to view, update, reset, delete, and save global variables, type GLOBAL in the command line of the Main
Menu and press Enter. It is assumed that you want the global variables for the current user ID and system ID.

To display global variables assigned to a different user or for a different system, use the GLOBAL command syntax:

GLOBAL user-ID system-ID

Use an asterisk (*) to indicate you want to list the general definitions.

Global Variables Screen

When you use the GLOBAL command, the Global Variables screen appears, listing the global variables that are defined
and their current values. Using the Global Variables screen follows the same authority rules as the SET and RESET
procedure commands.

 UPGV.02           ----------- GLOBAL VARIABLES ----------------     COMMAND==>                                                   USER ID: B0625MP                                                               USER=====> B0625MP    SYSTEM=====> TSO              *---

options--

>   S = save   R = reset   D = delete                        VARIABLE  CURRENT VALUE                                               A         CHICAGO                  B         DALLAS                   D         L.A.                              (END OF LIST) 

The following fields are shown on the previous screen:

• User
Enter the user ID of the person for whom the global variables are defined, or enter an asterisk (*) to indicate all users.

• System
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Enter the system ID for which the global variables are defined, or enter an asterisk (*) to indicate all systems.
Examples of specific system IDs include BATCH, TSO, and various CICS region IDs.

NOTE
The User and System fields do not support the percent sign (%) and underscore (_) wildcard characters.
Variables for the matching user and system can only be updated at one time. You can use the asterisk (*)
character to indicate general variable definitions, such as variables that are for all users or for all systems.

• Options
Select the letter that corresponds to the action you want to occur:
– S: Save the current value as the new default value.
– R: Reset the current value using the default value.
– D: Delete the variable. The value is removed from the screen and the definition (the variable name) is deleted when

you exit the screen.
• Variable

The global variable name.
• Current Value

Specify the current value of the variable. You can change, delete, save, or reset this value to its default value. The
value can be a maximum of 64 characters in length, including spaces.
Delimiters (single and double quotation marks) are not required unless they are part of the actual value. Values cannot
contain both single and double quotation marks. You can use only one type of quotation mark in any value.
If you have a temporary variable, which is a variable that does not have a default value, and you blank out the current
value, the variable is deleted when you exit the screen. You do not need to enter D for Delete.

Display Different Variable List

If you enter new criteria (user and system IDs), the following actions occur:

• The current list of variables is processed based on the selection codes you entered (S, R, D).
• A new list of variables that match the criteria displays.

END and CANCEL

When you press PF3 or PF15 (End) to exit the Global Variables screen, the selection codes you have entered are
processed by:

• Deleting any items you marked for deletion
• Saving any variables you marked for saving as the default
• Returning any variables you marked for resetting to their default values

If you enter CANCEL in the command line and press Enter, the selection codes you entered are ignored. The variables in
the current list return to their original values, which were intact when the list was first displayed.

CANCEL has no effect on global variable defaults that were processed from a previous list and generated with a different
set of search criteria.

Temporary and Permanent Values
Once you define a variable, it always has a current value. A variable that has a default value is considered to be
permanent. You can make a variable permanent by establishing a default value with either of these methods:

• Use the SAVE subcommand with the SET procedure command to save a value. See the “Procedures” section for
more information about SET and its SAVE subcommand.

• Use the S option on the Global Variables screen.

In either case, the saved value, which is now the current value, is the new default value for the variable.
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The RESET procedure command causes the default value to become the current value for the specified variable.

If a variable does not have a default value, it is considered to be temporary.

If a variable is temporary, the RESET procedure command deletes the temporary variable because it has no default
value.

Parameter Resolution
You can use the value that you assign to a global variable to resolve a replaceable parameter in an externally defined
procedure command. That is, you can specify overrides to take advantage of values in the global variable pool.

Use the following format:

RUN QUERY qid.qname (&&qvar=&gvar)

• qid
Defines the ID of the query, such as your user ID. If you do not specify a query ID, the system defaults to the current
user ID.

• qname
Defines the name of the query.

• &&qvar
Defines the name of the replaceable parameter.

• &gvar
Defines the name of the global variable. Use the current value for gvar in the global variable pool, not the literal &gvar.

For example, to use the value in the CITY global variable for the LOCATION replaceable parameter, enter the following
procedure command:

RUN QUERY SALES (&&LOCATION=&CITY)

When you execute the query, the value of the CITY global variable overrides the value of the LOCATION replaceable
parameter.

Resolving Ampersand in Global Variables when Executing Procedures
When executing procedures, all single-ampersand (&) references are assumed to be procedure variables, and are
resolved dynamically as the procedure executes.

Therefore, embedded commands that change the value of a global variable affect the syntax of a procedure and can also
affect the execution of a command.

For example, suppose you define the global variable GVAR as OLD when you submit each of the following procedures for
execution:

RUN QUERY A (&&QVAR=&GVAR);

SET GVAR NEW;

RUN QUERY A (&&QVAR=&GVAR);

Then these procedures are executed as:

RUN QUERY A (&QVAR=OLD);

SET GVAR NEW;
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RUN QUERY A (&QVAR=NEW);

Note that the SET command affects the syntax of the second RUN command.

Chart Facility
You can easily access the IBM Interactive Chart Utility (ICU) to create charts and graphs from the data your queries and
forms generate. You can create charts from a query or from the following types of forms: Tabulation, Column, Block,
Letter, Mailing Label.

You can create the following types of charts:

• Bar charts
• Histograms
• Line graphs
• Pie charts
• Polar charts
• Scatter charts
• Surface charts
• Table charts
• Tower charts

For a list of the commands you enter to create each chart type, see Specifying a Chart Type.

NOTE
Because you create charts through the IBM GDDM ICU facility, you must install these products with your
system. If you try to display a chart without having these products installed, an error message displays. See your
system administrator for more information. For instructions on using the ICU, see the IBM GDDM User's Guide.
In addition, the charting utility is not currently implemented under IMS. Therefore, if your CA Report Facility
system is running under IMS, the charting facility is not available.

Charts often show a relationship between two different types of data. For example, you can graphically show the
relationship between the average salaries of employees and their education levels by using a chart:
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In this example:

• The top line, or heading, tells what the chart shows, namely, AVERAGE SALARY ($) BY EDUCATION LEVEL
(YEARS).

• The vertical line, or Y axis, shows dollar amounts in ascending order. The horizontal line, or X axis, shows education
levels in ascending order.

• The bars, or Y data groups, represent the average salary for a given education level.
• The box in the upper right corner, the legend, tells you that the bars represent average salary.

Quick Steps for Creating a Chart

To create a chart, complete these steps:

1. On the Main Menu, complete the information in the following fields:
a. Enter S in the OPT field next to QUERY or FORM.
b. Enter the name of a query, Block form, Column form, Letter form, Mailing Label form, or Tabulation form in the

NAME field.
c. Press Enter. The appropriate Build screen appears.

2. Type RUN in the command line. Press Enter. The appropriate Run screen appears.
3. Press Enter again. The Generate Report screen appears.
4. Enter CHART in the command line and press Enter. The ICU (interactive chart utility) interface is accessed, and your

chart displays.
For more information about formatting charts and using the ICU, see the IBM GDDM User Guide.

5. When you finish viewing or modifying the chart, press PF9. The ICU returns you to the Generate Report screen.
6. Press PF3 (End) twice. You return to the appropriate Build screen, where you can modify the object, or exit and save

the object.
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Creating a Chart
After you run a query or form, enter CHART on the command line of the Generate Report screen and press Enter. The
data from your query or form is formatted and passed automatically to the Interactive Chart Utility (ICU), which then
displays the data as  a chart. At this point, you are in the ICU interface, and you can change any dimensions to improve
the layout of the chart. Depending on how the ICU is set up in your CA Report Facility environment, you can then print the
chart from the ICU.

Contents

Procedure for Creating a Chart

Before you create a chart with CA Report Facility, you must first create a form or query from which ICU can get
information about the data to use for the specific parts of the chart. To demonstrate how to create a chart from your data,
refer to the following example.

We used the Tabulation form CHART_EXAMPLE to create the example chart shown. It produces a report containing
employee average salaries grouped by education level (in years):

BTAB.02           ---------- Format "TABULATION" Form ----------              Command==>                                                                                                                                                        Headings? Y        Form: POMCH01.CHART_EXAMPLE                                Across Field (optional)...       Order              Edit                                                                                                                                                                            S Seq Group Field(s)...  Width: 00007  Sp Brk  In Wid LCR Edit                DSN8810.EMP                                                                   S     EDLEVEL                                  0  7       I                                                                                                                                                                               Sel   Block Field(s)...  Width: 00035  Func    In Wid LCR Edit                DSN8810.EMP                                                                   S     SALARY                           AVERAGE 0  35      K24                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                        SALARY                                EDLEVEL                                 AVERAGE                               ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*..                                 01999      1,999,999.999999999999999999999999                               

Adding a Chart Heading

Charts from Forms

The chart heading data comes from any page heading you define for the form. To define a page heading, enter HEADER
in the command line. When you press Enter, the Build Header screen appears:

 BHDR.04           ---------------- BUILD HEADER ----------------    COMMAND==>                                               PDKROYA.CHART_EXAMPLE                                                                                  HEADER WIDTH ==> 78      BLANK LINES BEFORE ==> 0     BLANK LINES AFTER ==> 2   OPR   ....*....1....*....2....*....3....*....4....*...50....*....6....*....7..    1. AVERAGE SALARY ($) BY EDUCATION LEVEL (YEARS)                               2.                                                                             3.                                                                             4.                                                                             5.                                                                             6.                                                                             7.                                                                         

Enter the chart title as shown. If you use any symbolic parameters, the heading includes them. If you use any fields in the
heading, the data comes from the first row that the associated query returns.

Charts from Queries

The Chart Facility does not create a heading on charts you generate from queries because queries do not contain page
header information. To specify a heading on a chart you generate from a query, use the options indicated on IBM's
Interactive Chart Utility Home Panel.

For more information about the ICU Home Panel, refer to IBM GDDM's User Guide.

Running the Form

The next step is to run the form. When you run a report, the Generate Report screen appears:

GENR.05           -------------- GENERATE-

REPORT ---------------   COMMAND==> CHART                                  FORM "PDKROYA.CHART_EXAMPLE"                                                                                                    SALARY                                                     EDLEVEL             AVERAGE                                                    -------     ---------------                                                     00012            15,620.00                                                     00014            24,140.00                                                     00015            23,280.00                                                     00016            26,777.92                                                     00017            23,374.00                                                     00018            38,065.00                                                     00019            46,500.00                                                     00020            40,125.00                                                                            .00                                                                ---------------                                                                      27,748.94                                                                                                                                   *** END OF REPORT ***                                                         

To create the chart, type CHART in the command line and press Enter. You directly access the ICU interface, which
displays your chart.
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NOTE
Because you create charts through IBM's GDDM ICU facility, you must install these products with your system.
If you try to display a chart without having these products installed, an error message displays. See your system
administrator for more information. For instructions on using the ICU, see the IBM GDDM User Guide.

NOTE
If you create a chart from a multiple query report, the chart generates for only the “master” query.

CHART Command--Specify a Chart Type
Quick access to several generic ICU chart types is provided. You can specify to the ICU which chart type to display by
entering a chart-format argument along with the CHART command. The complete syntax of the CHART command is:

CHART chart-format

If you omit chart-format, a bar chart format is used. To choose a different chart format, specify one of the following for
chart-format:

Argument Chart Format

PRFCBAR Bar chart

PRFCHIST Histogram

PRFCPIE Pie chart

PRFCPLR Polar chart

PRFCSCTR Scatter chart

PRFCSRFC Surface chart

PRFCTBL Table chart

PRFCTWR Tower chart

You can also use a custom chart format that you previously defined and saved in the ICU. To use that format, specify the
name of the custom chart format in the CHART command.

Sources for Chart Data
This section describes from where ICU draws its information when creating your chart.

Contents

X Axis Data and Labels

The X axis data comes from fields you select by the following means:

Selection X Axis Labels

Fields selected If you selected fields without breaks or group functions, the X
axis labels come from the data of the first field you selected. If
the first field is numeric, ICU uses its actual value as the X data.
Otherwise, ICU uses the current row number. ICU uses detail level
data.
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Breaks selected If you specified a breaks on your report form, the X axis labels
come from the data of the fields on which you placed the breaks.
If you specified one break and the field is numeric, ICU uses its
actual value as the X data. Otherwise, ICU uses the current break
number. ICU uses detail level data.

Group selected If you specified group functions on your form, the X axis labels
come from the data of the fields on which you placed the groups.
If you specified one group and the field is numeric, ICU uses its
actual value as the X data. Otherwise, ICU uses the current break
number. ICU uses summary information.

If you defined special edit codes on the fields ICU uses for the X axis labels, the chart uses the edit codes, except for any
line wrap edit codes. The charting facility does not support line wrap edit codes.

Y Data Groups

A Y data group is defined as one type of value for a given set of X values. The example chart described earlier in this
section had one Y data group, Average Salary. You could also show the maximum salary for each education level. In this
case, Maximum Salary is a second Y data group:

Y data group data comes from all remaining selected numeric fields. If the chart originates from a Tabulation form, the
data group values come from the results of the summary functions. Otherwise, the data comes from the detail data that
the query returns. If the Tabulation form contains an ACROSS function, all remaining selected numeric fields display for
each value of the across field.

The data for Y data groups comes directly from the returned query results or from the results of functions. Therefore, edit
codes do not apply to these values. The ICU needs this data in its raw numeric format to chart it properly.
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Legend

The legend contains a listing for each Y data group. The data for the legend comes from:

Form Type Data Source

Column forms Column name or title displayed on the Build screens.

Tabulation forms Column name or title displayed on the Build screens, plus the
associated function name if the Function in the Across/Group Title
field in your user profile is set to Y.

Across-Tabulation forms Column name or title displayed on the Build screens, plus the
associated function name, along with an ACROSS field value.

Block, Letter, or
Mailing Label forms

The column name

Chart Facility Administration
ICU uses all of the ADM ddnames, except for ADMSYMBL, to save and load chart formats and data. These ddnames are
not required to display charts. If they are not allocated and you try to save a chart, you receive a message stating that the
chart format/data/GDF could not be saved. The ddnames are not critical unless you want to save chart information while
you are in the ICU.

The ddnames that ICU uses to store chart information appear in the following table. Note that only administrators are
currently allowed to save chart information.

ADM dd Names Description

ADMGDF GDF represents Graphics Definition File. This is GDDM's method
of storing graphic information (pictures) and is analogous to .GIF
or .JPEG files for PCs. The ICU lets you save a chart in GDF
format. If you do, ICU writes the chart to this ddname.

ADMCFORM The ICU writes chart FORMAT information to this ddname. While
in the ICU, you can modify the default chart format supplied by CA
Report Facility and save it. You can later use this modified format
when you display the chart in another session.

ADMCDATA The ICU writes chart DATA information to this ddname. You can
later retrieve this data while you are in the ICU to redisplay the
chart. When you save it from within an CA Report Facility session,
this is most likely the row information that was sent for display.

ADMSAVE GDDM pictures in device dependent format. Not required for ICU.

The other ddname, ADMSYMBL, contains the symbols GDDM uses for color, shading, and writing text. IBM supplies a
default set, and symbol editor products are available for users to define their own symbol sets.

The PRFDCHRT ddname points to the data set that contains the CA Report Facility -supplied chart formats. CA Report
Facility directs the ICU to get these formats from this ddname.

Note: The CA Report Facility Charting Facility does not require GDDM-REXX. Additionally, CA Report Facility does NOT
require GDDM or its related products and data sets, unless you want to use the Charting Facility. This is required for
charting because CA Report Facility uses IBM's GDDM/ICU (Interactive Chart Facility) to display charts. If you do not use
the Charting Facility, you do not need the GDDM data sets. If you want to use the Charting Facility, then you do  need the
ADM files.
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QMF to PRF Quick Reference
The following table shows the equivalent commands and functions in IBM QMF and CA Report Facility. This information is
meant to help those users who are transitioning between the products.

 QMF PRF

Entry menu P.QMF
TSO QMF
TSO QMF n (n =  DB2 letter)

P.PRF
TSO PRF
TSO PRF n (n =  DB2 letter)

Types PROC
QUERY
FORM

PROC
QUERY         : SQL SELECT
FORM
NON QUERY : SQL non SELECT

Object name Unique : owner.name
(inclusive table names)

Max length: 128 char

Unique: owner.name + type

Max length: 18 char
Table names in DROP/KEEP: up to DB2
limit

Create, update object Explicit command
SAVE type AS name (S=Y/N

<PF3/PF15> automatically saves the
objects
Explicit CANCEL command not to save
changes

Delete object Explicit command
ERASE object

Explicit command
DELETE object (! relationship)
Facility to UNDELETE this object if still on
panel

DROP table ERASE table In PROC:
DROP table;

Online:
no DROP (KEEP table (m=deldef)

Condition: LABEL

Related objects None in QMF

The user is responsible for
the relationships.

A FORM is always related to at least 1
QUERY
(creation, PRF cmd ATTACH)

A QUERY can be related to 0-n FORMs

Relationships are stored in PRF and PRF
online
asks at run time.

DELETE QUERY: command is canceled if
last
query related to a FORM

DELETE FORM: command is executed. No
warning
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Privileges SQLID

With the SQL SET CURRENT
SQLID='  ' if you are included
in the RACF group used as
sqlid

PRF_ID <> SQLID

COMMAND=>PROC ENVSET

 (PREFIX=aaaa);

on list panel or in PROC
alternate PRF_ID in PRFEDIT

PRF uses the SQL SET CURRENT SQLID
=
'aaaa' to check if you are authorized.
OK -> you are now logged in as aaaa in
PRF
and you use his profile

KO -> a warning message and back to your
PRF_ID

ONLY USED FOR MANAGING PRF
OBJECTS

User Profile By user By user and CREATOR

A DEFAULT profile is automatically
established
at first entry in PRF

Contents: as QMF (db, space, date format,
period,...)

And diverse Administrative Access Options

A KEEP SQLID substituted for every KEEP
table,
not for PRF objects

TSO userid <>
User profile

Submitter ID -> QMF User
profile (=DB2 SQLID)

Submitter ID -> DB2 SQLID
//CARDIN USER=->PRF_ID + user profile
                              (KEEPDB +
KEEPSQLID)
->PRF_ID used to check auth on PRF only
->KEEPSQLID table is created
->in KEEPDB
->DB2 SQLID is used to check auth into
DB2

Commands in PROC RUN name

RUN query (f=form

RUN query
SAVE DATA AS table

SET GLOBAL var value

SET PROFILE (SPACE=

PRINT REPORT

ERASE table

RUN <type> name

RUN FORM form (associated query is
automatically run

KEEP query table () in PROC

SET var value ()

ENVSET (KEEPDB=*_* KEEPTS=*_*)

None
RUN FORM/QUERY always prints the
results in
file SYSPRT01

DROP table
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Commands online RUN name

Run query (f=form

SAVE QUERY/FORM/PROC as

SAVE DATA AS table

SET GLOBAL var value

SET PROFILE (SPACE=

PRINT REPORT

ERASE table

RUN on PROC, QUERY, FORM panels

RUN on FORM

<PF13/PF15>
SAVE

KEEP table ()

REPPARM in QUERY
with command <b> (BATCH), special panel

None
set in user profile

PRINT on report screen shows the
"Destination
Printer" panel
->SDSF (jobname is TSO userid) or dataset

KEEP table (mode=deldef)

TIP

To get a separate, printable copy of this page, use the Print to Word function. Expand the Tools menu (. . .) at
the top of the page to access this function.

Building Temporary Queries and Forms
Use temporary queries and forms to display and manipulate the results of a query in default format.

Temporary Queries

A temporary query (or non-query SQL) is a freeform query that opens in the ISPF editor when created. By default, the
name of the temporary query comprises the creator id and a timestamp. 

To create a temporary freeform query or temporary non-query SQL, use the Freeform option on the Main Menu Panel
without specifying a query name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter F in the OPT field
2. Press Enter

The query is automatically opened for editing in the ISPF editor. When you finish editing, you return back to the Main
Menu Panel. On this panel, your temporary query is at the top of the list of the Recently Used Objects and is identified by
query type TQRY. See Recently Used Objects Options in the Main Menu section to learn all the commands available for
temporary queries. A temporary query is not deleted when the CA Report Facility session is closed, however, once the
query is pushed out from the list of recently used objects by other user activity, it is no longer available.

NOTE

 Temporary queries are not visible in the query library.

Temporary Forms

Create a temporary form to quickly manipulate the results of a query without the need to define a form in advance.
By default, the temporary form is a column form and the name of the temporary form comprises the creator id and a
timestamp. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run your query
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2. On the Generate Report screen, type the command FORM. To specify a form name other than the default name, type
FORM and the new form name.

3. Press Enter

The form is automatically opened for editing in the ISPF editor. When you finish editing, you return back to the Main Menu
Panel. A temporary form is not deleted when the CA Report Facility session is closed. 

NOTE

 Temporary forms are not visible in the forms library or in the Recently Used Objects list on the Main Menu
Panel.

To save a temporary form, type Save in the command line. The form will now be visible in the forms library and in the list
of Recently Used Objects.
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Using CA Compile/PRF

To access the Main Menu, do one of the following:

• Select the Compile/PRF option from the CA Report Facility System Services Menu.
• Execute the QRF CLIST.

If the Compile/PRF option does not appear in the CA Report Facility System Services Menu, verify that CA Compile/PRF
is enabled for you in the System Profile and User Profiles settings. Contact your system administrator for assistance.

The Main Menu appears displaying the following fields:

•  Generate a Program
Selects a CA Report Facility object to generate into COBOL source code. CA Compile/PRF can compile and link the
code into an executable load module. See Generating a Program for more information.

•  Submit a Batch Program
Submits a batch program for execution. See Submitting a Batch Program for more information.

•  Run an Online Program
Runs a TSO or CICS program interactively. See Running an Online Program for more information.

•  Register a Module
Registers a module. See Registering a Module for more information.

•  Update Region Profile
Sets the parameters that determine how CA Compile/PRF runs in the specified region.

•  Update User Profile
Sets the parameters that determine how the specified user can use CA Compile/PRF.

•  Update User Job Cards
Specifies the JCL input cards that begin all batch execution jobs submitted by CA Compile/PRF.

•  Update Default Profile
Specifies the generic user profile assigned to all new CA Compile/PRF users.

•  Update Default Job Cards
Specifies the generic JCL input cards that can be used as a template for creating job statements for new users.

NOTE
Use the =X command to exit from any CA Compile/PRF panel. Use the End command to exit from the Main
Menu panel.

To process the information you enter on any panel, press Enter. CA Compile/PRF saves the changes.

To cancel without saving and exit the panel, press PF3 (End) or enter the CANCEL command. Use End to return to the
Main Menu.

Generating a Program
An online interface lets you select from an existing CA Report Facility query or form, or from a single non-CA Report
Facility SQL SELECT statement to generate as COBOL source code. You can compile this source code into a program.
This process is called program generation/compilation. The generated program is highly structured, so modifying and
maintaining the code requires minimal effort on your part.

The program can also be precompiled, compiled, linked, and bound. For the program generation, the selected query
and form are located in the CA Report Facility tables. The SQL and form specifications are exported from CA Report
Facility to partitioned or sequential data sets and used to create the COBOL program. To prepare the COBOL program for
execution, CA Compile/PRF compiles, links, and binds the generated source code.

When you generate a program, you can:
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• Specify a query name or select one from a list
• Specify a form name, select one from a list, or use the default
• Specify a name for the program or select an existing program and write over it
• Edit the SQL and add host variables
• Generate the source code
• Compile the code into an executable program
• Specify the library and member to be used for the source code, load module, DBRM, or use the default libraries
• Save your compile JCL in a partitioned or sequential data set.

The program generation process consists of two phases: defining the program itself, and then specifying the generation
parameters.

For a quick introduction to these screens, see Generate and Compile a Report Program.

For a detail information about the phases and the panels you edit, see Defining the Program and Specifying Program
Generation Parameters.

Generate and Compile a Report Program
The following steps walk you through the process of generating and compiling a report program, using as few steps as
possible.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1, Generate a Program on the Main Menu. Press Enter. The Generate a Program screen appears.
2. Enter the following values in the corresponding fields:

a. In the Processing options field, enter 2.
b. In the Register module field, enter N.
c. In the Object type field, enter Query or Form.
d. In the Object Name field, enter name.
e. In the Program name field, enter name.
Press Enter. The Specify Generation Parms screen appears.

3. Leave all fields set to the default values on the Specify Generation Parms screen. Press Enter.
– If your object contains no replaceable parameters, skip to Step 7.
– If your object contains replaceable parameters, continue with Step 4.

4. If your object contains replaceable parameters, the Edit SQL screen appears.
a. Enter CONVERT in the command line.
b. Press Enter and CA Compile/PRF converts all replaceable parameters to COBOL host variables and a message

appears.
c. Press Enter. The Finalize Host Variable List screen appears.

5. Press Enter. The Create Extract JCL screen appears:
– If you specify N in the Create Batch JCL field, none of the information about this screen needs to be filled in.
– If you specify Y in the Create Batch JCL field, fill out all the fields on this screen to generate the JCL.

6. If your CA Report Facility object contains replaceable parameters:
a. Set the variable types as appropriate.
b. Press Enter. The Generate a Program screen displays the following message:

Job job-name(job-number) submitted

7. Check the job job-name(job-number) for successful completion.
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Defining the Program
To generate a COBOL program from a query or form, select the Generate a Program option from the Main Menu and
press Enter. The Generate a Program panel appears. From this panel, specify processing options, object, program, and
model specifications.

Use this panel to specify source code for generation only, compile link bind, recompile link bind, or generation with
compile link bind JCL to be stored in a designated data set. Additionally, you can specify registration of a generated
program. You can specify the query or form name and program name to be used, the target environment, and the type of
program to be generated. You can also specify the model library, which contains the source code skeletons used by CA
Compile/PRF to generate programs.

You can use the object definitions stored in the CA Compile/PRF data sets, or you can obtain new definitions from CA
Report Facility by specifying an object type and name. If an object is specified, CA Compile/PRF exports the query and, if
appropriate, form from CA Report Facility.

The first step in generating a CA Compile/PRF program from a CA Report Facility object is to define the program:

• Identify the CA Report Facility object on which the report should be built
• Name the program
• Specify the environment under which it should run

Contents

Processing Options

The processing options you select determine what CA Compile/PRF does with the CA Report Facility object it retrieves:

• Generate source only: Enter 1 if you want to generate a COBOL program for a CA Report Facility object or a stand-
alone SQL SELECT statement or CA Report Facility object.

• Submit generated reports: Enter 2 if you to create an executable program for a CA Report Facility object or a stand-
alone SQL SELECT statement. CA Compile/PRF generates the COBOL source code, precompiles, compiles, links,
and binds a plan for it.

• Recompile source only: Enter 3 if you want to recompile, relink, and rebind a previously generated program. This is
useful when changes are made to the source code to customize the code for your particular site.

NOTE
Verify that you select the correct environment type when recompiling code. Source code generated for CICS
cannot be recompiled for TSO. Unpredictable results may occur.

• Save job in a data set: Enter 4 if you want to generate a program and save the submit table JCL in a data set. This
is useful if you set different compiler options or must debug the model JCL distributed with the product. This option
follows the same procedures as option 2, but does not submit the JCL to JES. This option saves the JCL in the
designated data set.

NOTE
CA Compile/PRF shows the SQL Error screen every time an SQL command fails. You can use this screen
if you entered incorrect data, if you did not hold the required authorization, or if you have problems with your
DB2 system. For more information about the SQL Error screen, see the General Facilities Reference Guide.

Object Specification Fields

CA Compile/PRF takes a CA Report Facility object or an SQL SELECT statement and turns it into a COBOL program.
The Object specification fields let you specify the object type and where the object is found:
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• If CA Compile/PRF has not yet exported this query or form from CA Report Facility, use the Object Specification fields
to identify the CA Report Facility object, or enter selection criteria in these fields to display the Select PRF Object
screen, where you can select the object from a list.
If a CA Report Facility query is to be used, specify the query data set. If a CA Report Facility form is to be used,
specify the query and form data sets.

• If CA Compile/PRF has already exported the CA Report Facility query or form, use the data set fields to identify the
data sets where the object definitions are stored.

• If you are basing the CA Report Facility-like report on an SQL SELECT statement, delete the Query Data Set field,
then use this field to specify the name of the data set that contains the statement.

Program Specification Fields

The program specification fields let you enter a program name, the type of target environment in which the CA Report
Facility-generated program should run, and the type of attachment facility you want CA Report Facility to use to attach to
DB2.

Model Specification

The Model Specification field identifies the partitioned data set containing the models used by CA Compile/PRF. Enter
the name of the appropriate data set, without specifying a member name. Enter a fully qualified data set name (in single
quotes) or CA Compile/PRF determines the creator portion of the data set name based on the current user ID when the
data set is accessed.

Selecting PRF Objects
When you specify selection criteria in the Object Name field on the Generate a Program screen, the Select PRF Object
screen appears.

The Select PRF Object screen shows all objects known to CA Report Facility meeting the selection criteria you entered on
the Generate a Program screen. You can change the list of CA Report Facility objects displayed by entering new values
or selection criteria in the Type, ID, and Name fields. These fields are shown in the previous illustration. For example, if
you want to see a list of all queries (regardless of their creator) with names that begin with “E”, you could enter % in the ID
field, E% in the Name field, and press Enter.

To select an object name from the list, tab to the Option field next to the object, enter an S, then press Enter to proceed to
the Specify Generation Parms screen. See Specifying Program Generation Parameters next for more information. In the
previous screen, user PDQRF1 has selected the query named PDQRF1.CAPN1.

If you want to return to the Generate a Program screen without selecting an object from the list, press PF3 (End).

Specifying Program Generation Parameters
After you have defined the program you want to generate on the Generate a Program screen and selected an object on
the Select PRF Objects screen, you specify the program generation parameters on the Specify Generation Parms screen.

Use this screen to specify additional options, such as the libraries in which the generated source code, load module,
and DBRM are stored, any relevant CICS parameters, the name of the plan to be used when binding and executing
the program, and additional compiler, bind, and link options. These fields are also used when recompiling previously
generated source code. The fields inform the model compile job of the location of the source code and any other options
specified for the compile. Each field is initialized to the values specified in the Region and User Profiles so that you do not
have to enter your basic options repeatedly.

After you press Enter, additional screens appear as necessary, depending on the options you specified. Then the program
is generated and (optionally) compiled, linked, and bound.
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If you selected option 3 (Recompile source only) on the Generate a Program screen, you are not allowed to edit or update
your SQL statement before the job is submitted to be recompiled. This is done only when the original source code is
generated.

Press Enter to register your selections. If your SQL statement contains replaceable parameters, the next screen you see
is the Edit SQL screen. Use this screen to edit the SQL containing these parameters.

If your SQL statement does not contain replaceable parameters, CA Compile/PRF begins generating the COBOL source
code. When complete:

• To have CA Compile/PRF register your program, the next screen you see is the Complete Registration Process
screen.

• If you decided that you did not want CA Compile/PRF to register this program, the next screen you see is the Generate
a Program screen, which displays a message indicating the action taken by CA Compile/PRF.

Process Extract JCL
If you are trying to generate a COBOL source program from a CA Report Facility extract form, the Create Extract JCL
screen appears, wherein you specify a data set name to contain the JCL that CA Compile/PRF generates.

To process extract JCL

1. Specify the following options on the Generate a Program panel:
– For Processing options, enter 2 (Generate source only).
– Identify the CA Report Facility extract form on which the report should be built in the Form data set field. For

example, 'QRF1.QRF0401.FORM' to indicate a CA Report Facility extract form.
– Enter B in the Target environ field to specify batch processing.

NOTE
When using an extract form, specify B (batch) as the target environment in which the CA Compile/PRF-
generated program runs-you cannot specify CICS or TSO.

Press Enter.
The Create Extract JCL screen appears.

2. Enter data to create the extract JCL, specify the extract data set name, target attributes, SMS parameters, report files,
and press Enter.

NOTE
You can specify a partitioned data set or a sequential data set in the Info or Report fields. For a partitioned
data set, include the member name. If you do not enter a fully-qualified data set name (in single quotes), the
creator portion of the name is determined when the data set is used, based on the current user ID. In this
example, the user ID is QRF.

The screens that appear next depend on whether you have replaceable parameters and whether you have decided to
create batch JCL.
– If you have replaceable parameters, the Finalize Host Variable List panel appears.

You can change the replaceable parameter value. Press Enter to continue. The Complete Registration Process
screen displays, notifying you that the job was submitted.
When you press Enter on the Complete Registration Process screen, the Generate a Program screen reappears
with a message telling you that the module was registered successfully.

– If you do not have replaceable parameters, the screens that follow depend on whether you entered Y or N in the
Create Batch JCL field.
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• If you enter Y for Create Batch JCL, the Complete Registration Process screen displays, notifying you that the
job was submitted. When you press Enter, the Generate a Program screen displays a message telling you that
the module was registered successfully.

• If you enter N for Create Batch JCL, the Generate a Program screen displays a message telling you that the
module was registered successfully.

Editing SQL
Use the Edit SQL screen to review, update, and confirm the SQL that CA Compile/PRF uses in generating the program.
If your SQL statement contains replaceable parameters, when you make your entries on the Specify Generation Parms
screen and press Enter, the Edit SQL screen displays. A message instructing you what to do next appears.

All replaceable parameter names begin with an ampersand (&).

You can convert the replaceable parameters to host variables or replace them with constant values.

• In most cases, the CA Compile/PRF-generated program contains a host variable with the same name, so you need
only replace the ampersand (&) with a colon (:) to convert the replaceable parameter to a host variable. Do not change
the name of the parameter.
You can convert all of the replaceable parameters at once by entering CONVERT in the command line and pressing
Enter.

NOTE
The host variable cannot be contained in single quotes.

• You can also replace the parameter with a constant value. Enter the value over the parameter.

WARNING
If the replaceable parameter is used in any free-form area (page header, page footer, final summary, break
text), and the replaceable parameter is changed to a constant, the value is lost in the free-form area.

In addition to changing the replaceable parameters, you can also insert and delete lines in an SQL statement. This is
usually done to alter the conditions in the WHERE clause. All new lines must be syntactically correct.

WARNING
The edited SQL statement must be a SELECT statement that returns a result table having the same structure as
the original SQL statement. Any other changes to the nature of the SQL cause the program generation to fail.

When you have finished making your edits on the Edit SQL panel, press Enter. If you assigned constant values to the
replaceable parameters, the next screen you see is one of the following:

• If you entered Y in the Register Module field on the Generate a Program screen, the Complete Registration Process
screen displays next. See the “Registering a Module” section for more information.

• If you decided not to register the program, the Generate a Program screen displays next. See the appropriate section
(“Running an Online Program” or “Submitting a Batch Program”).

• If you converted the replaceable parameters to host variables, the next screen you see is the Finalize Host Variable
List screen. See Finalizing Host Variables.

WARNING
Your edits to the SQL statement must not change the nature of the SQL statement or the nature of the result
table that is returned by the statement. For example, your edits cannot change a SELECT statement into an
INSERT statement.

Finalizing Host Variables
When you convert the replaceable parameters to COBOL host variables and press Enter on the Edit SQL screen, the
Finalize Host Variable List screen displays. Before CA Compile/PRF can generate the program, assign a type and a value
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to the host variables listed on this screen. The values assigned to each host variable are the default values used by the
generated program. These values can be overridden when the program is actually executed.

Specify the following fields in the Finalize Host Variable List panel:

• Options
Specifies whether you want to delete or insert host variables. Valid values are:
– I: Insert a host variable on the line immediately below the cursor.
– D: Delete the host variable from the program CA Compile/PRF generates. The variable is not deleted until you

press Enter.
• Name

Enter a name for any new variable that was not previously defined. Variable names must conform to the following
conventions:
– All names must begin with an alphabetic character.
– All names must be from 1 to 8 characters long.
– Names cannot contain blank spaces.
– Names can only contain alphanumeric characters.

• Type
Specifies a data category, precision, and (optionally) a scale for each variable, where category is the general type of
data, precision is the number of characters/digits that can be used to represent the data, and scale is the maximum
number of digits that can follow the decimal point.
Entries have the following format:

cpp (if no scale is specified)

cpp,ss (if scale is specified)

– c
Indicates the category of data.

– pp
Indicates the precision

– ss
Indicates the scale.

Valid entries in this column are:
– A: Enter A (for alphanumeric) and a maximum precision of 64 characters. Scale is not applicable to this type of

data.
– P: Enter P (for packed decimal) and a maximum precision of 15 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal to, or less

than, its precision.
– H: Enter H (for halfword integer) and a maximum precision of 5 digits. Scale is not applicable to this type of data.
– F: Enter F (for fullword integer) and a maximum precision of 10 digits. Scale is not applicable to this type of data.
– S: Enter S (for single precision floating-point) and a maximum precision of 8 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal

to, or less than, its precision.
– D: Enter D (for double precision floating-point) and a maximum precision of 15 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal

to, or less than, its precision.
– value: Accept the default value displayed for each variable, or enter an override value.

The values initially displayed for the host variables listed on this screen are the values that are stored for the query
in CA Report Facility at the time it was exported. If you decide to accept these default values, you can leave the
Values column of the list empty. However, if you want to override a default value when the program is run, do so;
see the “Running an Online Program” section or the “Submitting a Batch Program” section (as appropriate) for more
information.

Example: 
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The following illustration shows the Finalize Host Variable List screen that lists one host variable: QUOTA.

QRFPU521                 Finalize Host Variable List            Command ==>                                                     User: USERXX                                                                             QRFM038I - Please set host variable types and default values                                                                                                +---

options--

>   I = insert   D = delete                                      |                                                                             |   Name      Type    Value                                                       ========  ======  ========================================================    QUOTA     H05     65000                                                   

Processing the Information
Press Enter to process your entries, generate the program, and return to the Generate a Program screen or the Complete
Registration Process screen.

• If you specified that you wanted to register this program, your next step is to make entries on the Complete
Registration Process screen.

• Otherwise, CA Compile/PRF returns to the Generate a Program screen and displays the informational message
describing the disposition of your generation request.

After CA Compile/PRF has successfully generated your program, you might want to execute it; see the Running an Online
Program or Submitting a Batch Program.

This section provides screen interface information for CA Compile/PRF when it runs under CICS.

When generating programs, the CICS portion of CA Compile/PRF executes the same as the TSO version. The screens
used by CA Compile/PRF when running under CICS come from the hlq.QSCREENS VSAM file using the QRFMAP
ddname.

In CICS, options selected from the Main Menu on first entering CA Compile/PRF are pseudoconversational. Once a
program is created, it uses the CA Compile/PRF BROWSE facility. The BROWSE facility, named QRFUCBRC, is located
in the high-level.CDBACOBI library and uses a temporary storage queue to store its data.

NOTE
The programs contained in the CDBACOBI library are compiled on-site to allow you to set particular parameters
and compile options. They are linked into the high-level.CDBACICS.

When a generated program (that calls QRFUCBRC to be displayed) is run, it uses a mapset named QRFZSET.
QRFZSET is assembled and linked during the installation and resides in the high-level.CDBACICS library. It also contains
mapsets for the Host Variable screen and the CICS print request screen.

Submitting a Batch Program
To submit CA Compile/PRF-generated programs, use the Submit a Batch Program option on the Main Menu.

CA Compile/PRF makes submitting a CA Compile/PRF-generated batch program for execution a simple task: you select
the Submit a Batch Program option from the Main Menu to display a user-friendly setup screen. Otherwise, you would
have to build a batch facility to test and use the CA Compile/PRF-generated program.

The Submit a Batch Program feature lets you:

• Specify a program or select one from a displayed list.
• Specify all necessary execution parameters or, for registered programs, let CA Compile/PRF determine the execution

parameters from the registered values for that program.
• Change any or all the default values for execution parameters.
• Save the batch submission job to a data set.
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WARNING
If your site has been using CA Compile/PRF on a trial basis, the compiled programs that are created during this
trial period will be inaccessible if the trial period expires before you purchase the product. Regenerate these
programs once you purchase CA Compile/PRF.

Before you use the batch program submission feature, generate, compile, and link a COBOL report program. Use the
Generate a Program option from the Main Menu.

The following steps walk you through the process of submitting a CA Compile/PRF-generated COBOL program for batch
execution, using as few steps as possible.

To submit a CA Compile/PRF-generated COBOL program for batch execution:

1. Select 2, Submit a Batch Program on the Main Menu. Press Enter. The Submit a Batch Program screen appears.
2. Enter these values in the following fields:

a. In the Processing option field, enter 1.
b. In the Program name field, enter name.
c. You can usually use the default settings in the other fields.
Press Enter. The Finalize Host Variable List screen appears.

3. Use the default values on the Finalize Host Variable List. Press Enter. The Submit a Batch Program screen displays
the following message:

"Job job-name(job-number) submitted."

Verify that the batch job completed successfully. This procedure is site-specific; see your system administrator if you do
not know how to verify batch job status.

After you have completed the batch execution job, you can view the report data set you specified on the Submit a Batch
Program screen. The method that you use to view the data set depends on your site; if you do not know how to view the
data set, see your system administrator.

Specifying Execution Parameters
To execute a CA Compile/PRF-generated and compiled batch program, select the Submit a Batch Program option from
the Main Menu, and press Enter. The Submit a Batch Program screen appears. Using this screen, you can specify the
batch execution parameters for this program.

NOTE
The Submit a Batch Program option can execute only a program that has been generated as a batch program,
compiled, linked, and bound.

 Contents 

  

Host Variable File

A host variable file is used to contain override values that are to be assigned to host variables used by the program in its
SQL. In batch mode, this file is a sequential data set that is allocated to the QRFINFO ddname and must be defined with
the following DCB settings:

• RECFM = FB
• LRECL = 80
• BLKSIZE = any multiple of 80

In TSO and CICS, host variable settings are initialized in the program and those settings are displayed on the Finalize
Host Variable List screen. The user can specify any override values on that screen. In TSO, the settings are in an array
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allocated as part of the WORKING STORAGE for the program. In CICS, these settings are in a temporary storage queue
named by concatenating QRFH and ID of the terminal on which the program is running.

Using the Submit a Batch Program Screen

Use the Submit a Batch Program screen to specify the execution parameters for the program you want to submit. This
screen has five specification areas:

• Registered name
• Processing option
• Job parameters
• Execution parameters
• Report files

The number of required areas to complete depends on whether you are submitting a registered module.

• If your module is registered, specify a processing option and identify the module in the Registered Name field (or from
the Select Registered Module screen). Once the module has been identified, CA Compile/PRF automatically fills the
other fields with the appropriate information for that module. See Submitting Registered Modules for more information.

• If your module is unregistered, complete the processing option, job parameters, execution parameters, and report files
fields. See Using the Processing Option.

To process the information you entered on the screen, press Enter. The Finalize Host Variable List screen displays where
you can override values for host variables. See Finalizing Host Variables for more about the Finalize Host Variable List
screen.

Submitting Registered Modules

To submit registered modules, select a processing option and identify the registered module. CA Compile/PRF completes
the rest of the screen for you. Use this screen to specify the name of the program, the subsystem where the DB2 objects
reside, and whether you want to submit the job directly to JES or save it to a named data set.

See Using the Processing Option for more information about how to submit the job.

QRFPU513                   Submit a Batch Program                        Command ==>   

                                                  User: USERXX                        
                                                                                      

                                                  Registered name....  %              

             (Auto-fill Exec parms)                                                   

                                Processing option ... _  1. Submit job to JES         

                                                 2. Save job in data set              
                                                                                      

        Job parameters:                                                                

 Dataset name.......                                                                    

                                                                   Execution parameters:

                                                           Program name.......         

                                                  Attach facility.... A  (A=Call T=TSO)

                                         Subsystem ID....... D31A                   

                                   Plan name..........            (If different from

 program name)               Load library....... 'QRF.USR0102.CDBALOAD'             
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               Report files:                                                         

          Info............... 'ABCDEF                                .USR0102.INFO'  

 Report............. 'ABCDEF                                .USR0102.REPORT'

If the module you want to execute has been registered, use the Registered Name field to identify it. Enter the name of the
registered module you want to execute. Entries should conform to the following conventions:

• All registered module names have the format creator.name. If you do not specify a user ID for the creator portion, CA
Compile/PRF assumes that it is the current user ID.

• If the name you specify does not uniquely identify a registered module, the Select Registered Module screen displays
from which you can select the module you want.

You can  also use a search string specification to display the Select Registered Module screen. See the Search String
Specification section in the Using section. 

When you have finished making your entry in the Registered Name field, press Enter to process your selections. If you
uniquely identified the module, CA Compile/PRF then fills the other screen fields automatically with the information
recorded for that module. If you entered selection criteria in the Registered Name field, or the name you specified was
ambiguous, the Select Registered Module screen displays. Use this screen to select the module you want to submit.

Using the Processing Option

Use the Processing option to specify how you want to submit the module. You must select one of the two options listed,
regardless of whether you are submitting a registered or an unregistered module. The processing options are illustrated in
the following example:

QRFPU513                   Submit a Batch Program                    Command ==>       

                                              User: USERXX                            

                                                      Registered name....             

                 (Auto-fill Exec parms)                                                

                                   Processing option ... _  1. Submit job to JES       

                                                   2. Save job in data set             
                                                                                       

        Job parameters:                                                                

 Dataset name.......                                                                    

                                                                   Execution parameters:

                                                           Program name.......         

                                                  Attach facility.... A  (A=Call T=TSO)

                                         Subsystem ID....... D31A                   

                                   Plan name..........            (If different from

 program name)               Load library....... 'QRF.USR0102.CDBALOAD'              
                                                                                     

              Report files:                                                          

         Info............... 'ABCDEF                                .USR0102.INFO'   

 Report............. 'ABCDEF                                .USR0102.REPORT'

The following section describes the batch execution processing options:

•  Submit job to JES
Enter 1 in the Processing Option field to submit the generated JCL for execution as a batch job.

•  Save job in data set
Enter 2 in the Processing Option field to save the generated JCL to a specified data set rather than submit the JCL for
execution. You can specify a data set in the Data set Name field at a later time.
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Job Parameters

If you identified a registered module in the Registered Name field, CA Compile/PRF automatically fills in the Job
Parameters field with the data set name recorded for the module when it was registered. If you are submitting an
unregistered module, or you want to change the data set name registered with the module; you must fill in the Job
Parameters Data set Name field.

If you selected Processing option 2, Save job in data set, the generated job is saved in the data set you identify in the
Dataset Name field. If you specify a partitioned data set here, be sure to include the appropriate member name.

Enter a fully qualified data set name (in single quotes) or CA Compile/PRF assigns the user ID shown in the upper-right
corner of the screen (on the previous sample screen, the user ID is PDQRF1) as the creator portion of the data set name.

Overriding Default Host Variables
After you press Enter from the Submit a Batch Program screen, the Finalize Host Variable List screen displays. You can
use this screen to specify override default values for the host variables.

If you did not identify a registered module on the Submit a Batch Program screen or if the module has no registered host
variables, the Finalizing Host Variables screen displays an empty list. In these cases, and when the list of registered host
variables does not accurately reflect those used in the program, you can alter the list. Use the I (insert) and D (delete)
line commands to add to, or remove variables from, the list. The final list is used as override specifications to the default
values defined in the program.

To accept the default information displayed on this screen, press Enter to return to the Submit a Batch Program screen.
To override the default values or types displayed, edit the fields.

• Options
Specify whether you want to delete or insert host variables. Valid entries in this column are:
– I: Enter I and press Enter to insert a host variable on the line immediately below the cursor.
– D: Enter D in this column, next to the host variable you want to delete from the program CA Compile/PRF

generates. The variable is not deleted until you press Enter.
• Name

Enter a new name for the variable only if you want to change it in the program CA Compile/PRF generates. Variable
names must conform to the following conventions:
– Begin with an alphabetic character.
– Be from one to eight characters in length.
– Contain no blank spaces.
– Contain alphanumeric characters only.

• Type
Specify a data category, a precision, and (optionally) a scale for each variable, where: 
– Category indicates the general type of data
– Precision indicates the number of characters/digits that can be used to represent the data
– Scale indicates the maximum number of digits that can follow the decimal point.
Entries have the following format:

cpp (if no scale is specified)

cpp,ss (if scale is specified)

– c
Indicates the category of data.

– pp
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Indicates the precision
– ss

Indicates the scale.
Valid entries in this column are:
– A: (alphanumeric) You can enter a maximum precision of 64 characters. Scale is not applicable to this type of data.
– P: (packed decimal) You can enter a maximum precision of 15 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal to or less than

its precision.
– H: (halfword integer) You can enter a maximum precision of 5 digits. Scale is not applicable to this type of data.
– F: (fullword integer) You can enter a maximum precision of 10 digits. Scale is not applicable to this type of data.
– S: (single precision floating-point) You can enter a maximum precision of 8 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal to,

or less than, its precision.
– D: (double precision floating-point) You can enter a maximum precision of 15 digits. Optionally, enter a scale equal

to or less than its precision.
• Value

Accept the default value shown or enter an override value that is compatible with the data type.
After you enter override values on the Finalize Host Variable List screen and press Enter, these override values are
fed to the program using an in-stream data set allocated to QRFHVARS. The default values for these variables are
determined by entries for the program in the QRF Host Variable table.
– If the file is empty, the program uses default values for all host variables.
– If the file does not contain an override value for a host variable, the program uses the default value for that host

variable.
– If there is more than one override value specified for a host variable, the program uses the last override value for

that host variable.
– If no override values are required by the program, QRFHVARS can be allocated to DUMMY.

This host variable override file must be a sequential data set with an LRECL of at least 80 bytes. Each override
specification is recorded on a single line and has the following format:

          1    1    20----5----0----5----0v_name   =value     

The variable name of 1 to 8 characters in length is specified, starting in column 1; an “equals” sign (=) is specified in
column 9. The override value for the host variable begins in column 10, and cannot exceed 64 characters. Do not use
quotation marks (' ') to delimit values for character data.

How do you know what override values were actually used by a CA Compile/PRF batch program? When the program
generates the report, it produces a header that lists the host variables, their default values, the override values that were
used, and any override specification that did not match a host variable used by the program.

When CA Compile/PRF registers a program, it enters host variables and their default values in the QRF Host Variables
table for that program. If the program is changed in such a way as to alter the host variables used or their default values,
the entries in the table no longer represent the state of the program. The report header information reveals this situation
when it occurs.

You can fix the problem by either of the following methods:

• Update the QRF Host Variable table so that it accurately reflects the changes made to the program.
• Add the appropriate host variable specifications at the CA Compile/PRF prompt when you submit the program for

batch execution. Any obsolete host variable specifications in the host variable table are ignored.

Example:

The Finalize Host Variable List screen displays any host variables that have been registered for the program you are
submitting for batch execution:
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QRFPU521                  Finalize Host Variable List                    Command ==>                                                     User: USERXX                                                                              QRFM088I - Please specify override values for host variables                                                                                                +---

options--

>   I = insert   D = delete                                      |                                                                             |   Name      Type    Value                                                       ========  ======  =======================================================     QUOTA     H5      65000
                                                   

Viewing the Output
After your batch job has been submitted for execution, verify that execution completes successfully. Then examine the
program output.

Checking Job Completion

Once the job has been submitted for execution, verify the job status and view the outcome of that job. Use your normal
method of verifying the success of batch job job-name(job-number). If you do not already know how to do this, see your
system administrator.

Examining Report Generation Information

When you specify execution parameters on the Submit a Batch Program screen, you enter a data set name in the Info
field. After the job completes successfully, this data set contains information about the actual job execution. To examine
the data set, use your normal method of viewing data sets. If you are unsure about how this is done at your site, see your
system administrator.

Examining the Report

When you specified execution parameters on the Submit a Batch Program screen, you entered a data set name in the
Report field. When the batch job completes successfully, the program saves a report in this data set. To examine the data
set, use your normal method of viewing data sets. If you are unsure about how this is done at your site, see your system
administrator.

Printing the Report

The procedure for printing the contents of a partitioned data set or sequential file are site-specific. If you do not know how
to print data sets for your site, see your system administrator.

Running an Online Program
The Run an Online Program feature lets you:

• Specify a program or select one from a displayed list.
• Specify execution parameters, or, for registered programs, use the execution parameters from the registered values

for that program.
• Change any or all the default values for execution parameters.

NOTE
The Run an Online Program option can execute only programs that have been generated as TSO or CICS
target environment programs (as applicable to your current environment), and have already been compiled.

The program that you are executing manages the host variable overrides (if any) and the report display.

Note: If your site used CA Compile/PRF on a trial basis and this trial period has expired, the compiled programs that were
created during this trial period are inaccessible. Regenerate these programs after you purchase CA Compile/PRF. If you
attempt to execute a program that was created during the trial period, you might receive an ABEND_U1220 message.
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WARNING
Before you use the online execution feature, generate, compile, and link a COBOL report program. Use the
Generate a Program option from the Main Menu.

Contents

How to Run an Online Program

The following steps walk you through the process of running a CA Compile/PRF-generated COBOL program online, using
as few steps as possible. For simplicity's sake, the procedure uses as many default settings for parameters as possible.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3, Run an Online Program, on the Main Menu, and press Enter.
The Run an Online Program panel appears.

2. Complete the following values based on whether you are executing a registered module:
– If your module is registered, specify the module in the Registered Name field (or from the Select Registered Module

panel). You can also use a search string specification. CA Report Facility fills in the other fields automatically with
the appropriate information for that module.
Note: All registered module names are in the format userid.name. If you do not specify a user ID for the creator
portion, the current user ID is assumed.

– If you are executing an unregistered module, complete the execution parameters, and TSO or CICS parameters.
• Enter the name of a CA Compile/PRF-generated TSO or CICS program in the Program Name field.
• For TSO environment programs, enter the DB2 plan name in the Plan Name field only if the plan name differs

from the program name. Enter the ID of the DB2 subsystem in the Subsystem ID field.
• For CICS environment programs, enter the name of the CICS transaction in the Transaction Name field.

Press Enter.
CA Compile/PRF executes the program and displays the results (program output).
If the program you want to execute online contains host variables, the Finalize Host Variable List panel displays. Enter
values for the host variables. To continue running the program and proceed to the results panel, press PF3 (End).

3. View the results in a BROWSE session.
4. Exit this session by pressing PF3 (End). If you invoked the program from CA Report Facility, the Run an Online

Program panel displays a message indicating the successful execution of the online program.
5. At this point, you can:

– Run the same program again by pressing Enter. The Finalize Host Variable List panel reappears; you can enter
new values for the host variables.

– Run a different program online without having to first return to the Main Menu. Change the Registered Name and/or
Program Name fields by deleting the old names and entering the new names for the next program.

– Return to the Main Menu by pressing PF3 (End).
– Print the output. This option applies only when you are running a CICS program. Use PF4 (Print). This option writes

the PRINT portion of the report to temporary storage. Specify the printer to which you want to send the output. You
are limited to ten print requests for a single execution of an online CICS program.

6. Press PF3 (End).

Usable Program Requirements

Before you can execute your CA Compile/PRF-generated online programs, they must be in a usable state. The
requirements for usability vary with program type.

All Online Programs

Before it can be executed online, an online program generated by CA Compile/PRF must meet the following
requirements:
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• It must be compiled and link-edited into an executable load module.
• Its DBRM must be bound into an executable plan.

CICS Online Programs

In addition to the requirements listed in the All Online Programs section, a CICS online program must also meet the
following requirements:

• The transaction must be defined in the region's PCT.
• The program must be defined to the region's PPT.
• The load module must be in a library that is allocated to the DFHRPL concatenation of data sets for the region.

TSO Online Programs

In addition to the requirements listed in the All Online Programs section, a TSO online program must have its load module
in a library that is allocated to the STEPLIB concatenation of data sets for the address space.

Generated Source Code Requirements

The COBOL source code that CA Compile/PRF generates must not be edited in any way that affects the invocation and
return logic that CA Compile/PRF uses.

• TSO online programs must:
– Accept a single 15-byte parameter
– Release any DB2 connection before terminating.

• CICS online programs must:
– Be startable with no commarea. The program is invoked with a return transaction ID of QRFX that can be obtained

with a RETRIEVE command.
– Return control to CA Compile/PRF by starting transaction QRFX with a return transaction ID of USER. The following

command can be used:

EXEC CICS START TRANSID('QRFX')

               TERMID(EIBTRMID)

               RTRANSID('USER')

NOTE
The terminal EIBTRMID must be used to ensure that the user's current terminal regains control to restart
CA Compile/PRF.

Data Set Usage by TSO Online Programs

A TSO online program that CA Compile/PRF generates uses up to two data sets when executed online. You can use a
spill file to hold the temporary result table that the query returns. The report is contained in a report file. CA Compile/PRF
attempts to allocate each data set dynamically, under the ddnames QRFSPILL and QRFRPT (respectively). If the ddname
has already been allocated, CA Compile/PRF tries to use the file that is assigned to that ddname.

Because of this data set usage, these files can be allocated before the invocation of CA Compile/PRF. If you use this
method of allocation, ensure that no two users of CA Compile/PRF are using the same data set. To do so, allocate DDs
with data sets on the individual user account. Assign these data sets the standard DCB characteristics for spill and report
data sets.

If CA Compile/PRF allocates the ddnames, temporary data sets are created and used only while the program is being
run. After the program terminates, CA Compile/PRF frees the ddnames and deletes the data sets. These data sets are
not cataloged. The operating system assigns the data sets a name that includes the date, time, user ID, and a suffix that
identifies the data set usage. These suffixes are QRFTEMP for each data set.
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Register a Module
Use the Register a Module option to register a CA Compile/PRF-generated program that you did not register during its
generation or to register a module that was not generated by CA Compile/PRF.

Registering a module during the program generation process is a simplified version of the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete either of the following steps:
– Select 4, Register a Module on the CA Report Facility Main Menu, and press Enter.

The Register a Module panel displays.
– If you are registering a module as part of the program generation process, set the Register Module field on the

Generate a Program panel to Y (Yes), and go to Step 3.
2. Complete the following parameters:

– Report (execution environment and attach facility)
– Source (program name and library)
– Object (identify the object that was used to generate the program)
Press Enter to process the information and proceed to the Complete Registration Process panel. The Complete
Registration Process screen appears based on information you entered on the Generate a Program panel or the
Register a Module panel.

3. Complete the following parameters:
– Module -- ID, name, and description. CA Compile/PRF uses the Module Parms information to uniquely identify the

module it is registering.
– Generation -- DBRM library.
– Execution -- Subsystem ID, plan name, load library, and transaction name.
Press Enter to process the information and register the module. Depending on your selections, the following actions
occur:
– If you are registering a module during the program generation process, the Generate a Program panel appears.
– The Register a Module panel appears under the following circumstances:

• If you are registering a module that has already been generated (by CA Compile/PRF or from non-CA Report
Facility SQL statements).

• If you are registering a TSO or CICS program.
• If you are registering a batch program, the Finalize Host Variables List panel appears first. Record any variables

used by the program, and their types, and default values. When you press Enter, the Register a Module panel
appears.

The following message appears on both panels:

Module registered successfully.

4. Press PF3 (End) to return to the Main Menu.
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Generated COBOL Program Reference

All CA Compile/PRF-generated COBOL programs share some general characteristics. This section provides detailed
information about the following characteristics:

• Descriptions of the working storage section, linkage section, and procedure division.
• Information about the routine names and structure.
• A general description of how identifiers are named and defined.
• Detailed information about identifiers for both data and nondata fields.

Program Structure
All CA Compile/PRF-generated COBOL programs share an overall program structure. The WORKING-STORAGE
section, LINKAGE section, and PROCEDURE division for all these programs have notably similar layouts. The following
topics describe the layouts of these sections.

 

Working-Storage Section

The following table describes the WORKING-STORAGE section of all CA Compile/PRF-generated programs:

 WORKING-STORAGE Section  Description 

01 PROGRAM-NAME PIC X(8). A literal identifying the program and marking the start of working
storage.

Static data areas Data areas used by the program.

01 END-OF-WS-LIT PIC X(8). A literal marking the end of working storage.

Linkage Section

The LINKAGE section of all CA Compile/PRF-generated programs consists of two areas: passed data areas and dynamic
data areas. Passed data areas are those that are passed to the program by the caller. Dynamic data areas are those that
are allocated or addressed dynamically by the program.

Procedure Division

The following table describes the PROCEDURE division for all CA Compile/PRF-generated programs:

 PROCEDURE Division  Description 

000-xxxxxxxx Mainline Procedure

100-xxxxxxxx Host variable processing

200-xxxxxxxx Report processing

300-xxxxxxxx Data and variable processing

400-xxxxxxxx Result table usage

500-xxxxxxxx Break processing

600-xxxxxxxx Report writing

700-xxxxxxxx DB2 services

800-xxxxxxxx Operating system services

900-xxxxxxxx Information and error handling
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Routine Names and Structure

Each routine in the Procedure Division is identified by a 3-digit number and a textual description. For example, a routine
can be named 700-ATTACH-TO-DB2. The number 700 uniquely identifies the routine, and the ATTACH-TO-DB2 text
describes the purpose of the routine.

Each routine consists of one or more paragraphs. Each paragraph name consists of the routine name, followed by a
qualifier that describes the purpose of the paragraph. Each subroutine (every routine except the MAINLINE routine)
terminates with an EXIT paragraph. For example:

9A-ROUTINE.  1 or more statements...         .         .         .9A-ROUTINE-FUNC1.  1

 or more statements    performing function 1          .         .9A-ROUTINE-FUNC2.  1

 or more statements    performing function 2            .         .9A-ROUTINE-EXIT.   

 EXIT.

Each routine (except MAINLINE) is performed from the beginning of the routine through the EXIT paragraph as in the
following example:

PERFORM 9A-ROUTINE   THRU 9A-ROUTINE-EXIT...

Branching within the routine is accomplished with GO TO statements in a top-to-bottom manner. For example, a GO TO
statement can be used to fall to a lower paragraph within the routine. A GO TO statement can return control to a previous
paragraph only when it marks the start of a loop (in which case the paragraph name indicates this, as in 9A-ROUTINE-
LOOP). A GO TO statement never branches to a statement outside the routine.

Identifiers
To reduce machine dependence, CA Compile/PRF-generated programs use the following definitions for identifiers:

Identifier Type Description

Binary fields COMP - 4

Fullword integers Nine digits. Code uses -SIZE. For example:
PIC S9(9) COMP - 4

Halfword integers Four digits. For example:
PIC S9(4) COMP - 4

Fullwords Code uses -SIZE for fullwords. For example:
xxxxxxxx-SIZE PIC S9(9) COMP-4

Halfwords Code uses -LEN for halfwords. For example:
xxxxxxxx-LEN PIC S9(4) COMP-4

Pointers Code uses -PTR for pointers. For example:
xxxxxxxx-PTR POINTER

Fullword address Code uses -ADDR for fullword addresses. For example:
xxxxxxxx-ADDR PIC S9(9) COMP-4

Nondata Field Identifiers
CA Compile/PRF uses 3-byte prefixes to identify fields that are not based on query field names. These fields are generally
defined in copybooks named QRFUDxxx, or model inclusion members named QRFNIxxx, where xxx is the 3-byte prefix.
For example, the SYM-xxxxxxxx fields are defined in the QRFISYM model, and the SYS-xxxxxxxx fields are defined in the
QRFUDSYS copybook. These copybooks are distributed in the CDBACOBI library.
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Using 3-byte prefixes prevents duplication of identifier names because (with one exception) all identifiers associated with
data fields are prefixed with a 2-byte qualifier. The exception to this rule is that a 3-byte prefix with an “X” as the third byte
can be used for a data field; an “X” is never used as the third byte of a nondata field.

Data Field Identifiers
COBOL supports 30-byte identifier names. When CA Compile/PRF builds identifier names, it uses the following items:

• A table identifier
• Replicate number
• The usage of the field
• Any function associated with the field
• Whether the field defines a null indicator

This information is consolidated into a single identifier name that can be used in a COBOL program.

Contents

Resolving Identifier Name Problems

It is possible for a program generated by CA Compile/PRF to contain redundant identifiers that would cause compilation
errors because the information used requires more than 30 bytes. Also, DB2 column names can contain characters that
are not valid COBOL identifier names. CA Compile/PRF translates these problematic characters into predefined valid
characters, but this, too, can produce redundant identifier names. When a redundant identifier condition occurs, edit the
generated code to resolve the redundancy before recompiling the program.

Host variable names are extracted directly from the SQL and therefore might not be valid COBOL identifier names.
For example, a query might use a replaceable parameter called TYPE, which is a reserved word in COBOL. If a query
contains problematic replaceable parameter names, replace them when you edit the SQL before generating the program.

High-Level Identifier Format

CA Compile/PRF uses the following general format for data field identifiers:

TT-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Where TT is the high-level identifier that indicates the usage or location of the field as described in the following table:

High Level Identifier Description

BL Block tabulation field

BE Break Expression computation result

BS Break set summation subtotal

CA Common area for CICS program communication

CF Break footer lines with functions selected with the “C” type
selection code

CR Current record being processed

D# Default footer for break #. For example:
D1 ==> break 1

DS Default report summary

DT Detail line/block
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DW Wrapped detail line

FL Columns used in break expressions without a function applied

FS First record processed

F# Footer for break #. For example:
F1 ==> break 1

GR Group tabulation field

H# Header for break #. For example:
H1 ==> break 1

LS Last record processed

PF Page footer

PH Page header

PV Previous record processed

RS Report summary

SF ISPF fields

SM Symbolic parameter

SP Spill file record

ST Subtotal

TB Tabulation block field

TC Tabulation current group field

TF Translated field for current record (char => hex/bit)

TP Tabulation previous group field

VC Varchar handling field

 

Source Fields

The following table describes the format for source field high-level identifiers:

Source Field Description

Accumulated fields BS-fldname-SM (BREAK-NO)
OS-fldname-SM (BREAK-NO)
ST-fldname-fn (BREAK-NO)
ST-fldname-fn-NI (BREAK-NO)

Computed fields ST-fldname-fn
ST-fldname-fn-NI

Fetched or Calculated fields CR-fldname
CR-fldname-NI
CR-fldname-ZD
PV-fldname
PV-fldname-NI
PV-fldname-ZD
SP-fldname
SP-fldname-NI
SP-fldname-ZD
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Symbolic fields SM-fldname
Where fldname can be CURRENT-PAGE, CURRENT-DATE, or
CURRENT-TIME

Translated fields TF-fldname

Varchar fetching 05 VC-fldname-LEN
49 VC-fldname-LEN
49 VC-fldname-DAT

Staging Fields

Interim or Redefine staging field identifiers have the following general format:

ttX-fldname-fn-xx.

Output or Target Fields

Output or Target field identifier name formats are described in the following table:

Output/Target Field Description

Freeze eligible fields DT-fldname-fn-sp,
DW-fldname-fn-sp
D#-fldname-fn-sp
DS-fldname-fn-sp
Where sp is the subpage number.

Multi-occurrence fields PH-fldname-fn-oc,
H#-fldname-fn-oc
F#-fldname-fn-oc
RS-fldname-fn-oc
PF-fldname-fn-oc
Where oc is the occurrence number

Tabulation Fields

Tabulation field identifier name formats are described in the following table:

Tabulation Fields Description

Current ID TB-fldname

GRoup ID GR-fldname

GRoup total GR-fldname-fn

BLock ID BL-fldname

BLock total BL-fldname-fn

Usage Indicators and Field Name Identifiers

The description of the general format for identifiers can be further refined to:

ttu-fldname-fn-xx
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In this syntax, tt identifies the usage or location of the field and u is the usage indicator that distinguishes interim staging
fields from primary fields. If u is X, the identifier names an interim staging or redefinition field. If u is omitted from the
identifier, it names a primary field.

Staging fields are used to translate data between output formats or data types, as shown in the following example:

MOVE ST-NAME-AV TO V1X-NAME-AV...MOVE B1X-NAME-AV TO B1NAME-AV...

   “

   “

   “

Redefinitions are used to support numeric data in areas that could contain non-numeric text, for example “*****”.

Field Name

When the field name fldname has a defined format t-colname-###, where:

• t: Identifies the table that contains the field. This identifier is used only if the query uses more than one table. If
present, t is always followed by a hyphen (-) unless the field name has been compressed. See the Field Name
Compression section for more information.

• colname: Is the name of the column. The column name has trailing spaces removed, and any invalid characters have
been replaced: all underscores (_) and blank spaces are replaced with hyphens (-), and other invalid characters are
replaced with X.

• ###: is the replication number of the field. This identifier is used only if the field has been replicated (there are at least
two occurrences of this field). If present, the replication number is always preceded by a hyphen (-) unless the field
name has been compressed. See the Field Name Compression section for more information.

Function Identifier

The following table explains the values the function identifier fn can have:

Function Identifier Function Applied

AC Across

AV Average

CP Cumulative percentage

CS Cumulative sum

CT Count

CX Count to support extended functions (AV and SD)

FS First

GP Group

LS Last

MN Minimum

MX Maximum

NB Nonblank count

NZ Nonzero count

PT Percentage

SD Standard deviation

SM Sum
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TC Total cumulative percentage

TP Total percentage

Flags and Indicators

In the refined general format for identifiers, xx represents a flag or indicator for the field, as follows:

• ZD: represents a zero-divide flag for the field.
• NI: represents a null indicator for the field.
• 0n: represents the nth occurrence of the field in the current context

Field Name Compression

When a CA Compile/PRF-generated field name exceeds the 20-byte limit, field name compression occurs. The sequence
of events is:

1. Leading zeros are removed from the replication number.
2. If present, the hyphen preceding the replication number is removed.
3. If present, the hyphen following the table identifier is removed.
4. If sufficient space has not been freed by steps 1 through 3, all trailing characters are stripped from the field name.

Taking field name compression into account, it is possible for CA Compile/PRF to generate redundant identifiers for the
following cases:

• For a single-table query, two fields have identical names (for their first 17 bytes) and each is replicated at least 100
times.

• For a multi-table query, two fields in the same table have identical names (for their first 17 bytes) and are replicated at
least 10 times each.

For a multi-table query, two fields in the same table have identical names (for their first 16 bytes) and are replicated at
least 100 times each.
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Messages

To search for messages that are generated by CA Report Facility or CA Compile/PRF, go to Messages for CA DB
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS. From here, you can browse all CA Report Facility and CA Compile/PRF
messages. These messages describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur. 

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

CA Report Facility Return Codes

The following return codes can be generated by CA Report Facility when running batch reports:

•  0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

•  4
Indicates processing completed successfully but conditions were detected during processing that resulted in the
generation of warning messages.

•  8
Indicates errors have occurred during processing.
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Additional Resources

The following additional resources are available for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

  

Product Support

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

• Maintenance Grid (login required)
• CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools 
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

Reference Tools

The following reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for DB2 for z/OS 
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for DB2 for z/OS 
• Reference Guide for DB2 12 for z/OS 
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS 

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Video about the new Broadcom Education Learning Management System  
• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel
• CA Report Facility: Simplified Usage 

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

•  Facebook 
•  LinkedIn 
•  Twitter 
•  Pinterest 
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User Communities and Support

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

•  CA Mainframe Community 
•  CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 and IMS Global User Community 
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Documentation Legal Notice

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any
time. This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed,
modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA
or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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